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labour Churches 

in Countries 

other than 

Great Britain: 

Australia -- 1 

Canada -- 18 

New Zealand -- 1 

U. S. A. -- If 

Distribution of Labour Church Congregations 
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Date of Date of Estimate of size: 
Formation: Cessation: f Year Lem. Att. 

1 Aberdonians have vague rem 
nected with the Rev. Alex We 
the LabouX Church was absorb 
Brethren fellowship remember 
ut of the fellowship when th 
ohne years-later he found "fa 
friends t ºat he was truly se 
endent La our Party. Appare 
Labour Chirch had ceased to 
ried something of the religi 
labour Chi&rches. 

The oDtet published an address of Mrs. Mayo to the 
Aberdeen Labour Ch*rch, delivered during the summer of 189+. She 
indicate that the<eongregation was ubder criticism because only 
"Socials t hymns about their own virties and wrongs" were sung. 

Sever, 

being co 
by which 
Plymouth 
dropped 
faith., 
Brethren 
the Trade', 
Aberdeen 
Party ca' 
ized the 

The A' 
the know 
Aberdeen 

There 

)erdeen C1ri 

. edge of S4ci 
Trades Hall. 

Leaders and Prominent Members: 

Mrs. Tyvie Mayo 
"Edward Garrett" 
Rev. Alex Webster 

nies of the Labour Church a. 4 
ster and the Unitarian Churc 
d. Several Members of the 
one of their number who had 

death of his wife broke hi: 
th" again, telling his 
ving and worshiping God in 
tly some time after the 
e'the Independent Labour 
us fervour which ehbz cter"- 

n Scouts organioed in May 1905 "to promote 
lism" sponsorediSunday lectures in the 

was inter4st shown in 169l. 

1893 1 -r S. Robinson 

This bour Chutch had a delegate present at the founding of 
the Labo r Church nion. A listing o the Labour Churches in 
Septembe I891 nams this congregatio , with S. Robinson of the 
Labour C ub as itssecretary. 

£RIflC1 A" ear Manchester 

There jwas 
interOst shown in 189+. 

1" ý1! June 4x1905. 

0 
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Date of Date of { Estimate of size: Leaders and Prominent Members: 
Formation: Cessation: ' Cessation: Year T. iem. 

. . x. x ::: "rr: " A. " :: " : w" : ý . < . : " .ý. . . ... . 
Att 4 . ýr ... . . . r, .. . . . ý . ...:.. . .. r., BROAJA . :.: .,: rr... :.. .... v. .. ..: . .... ......... . w...,.. r,...... ::, 

1894 
In 18 5' this congregation was lisbid as operating but not as 

L t 
subscrib ng to t he financial he abour basis of membership in 
Church U ion. 

DWICK f 5 

i 
rr} 

- 189 ." "-"- ¬ -- 
E 

The I 
not in c 

1901 

p 
lists this coýegation as organized, but 

espondeyice with the Labo 
: 

Church Union. 

c. 1910 
"1903 

700 
750 

In 1893 Charles Hopper was active 

Priori to the tuUn of the century 
activity of a Latour Church Pioneer 
his association with the Labour Chur 
in 1903,1 became the first superinten 
Socialist Sunday school. 

In 1901 Mr. and; Mrs. Gibbon Mitch 
bets of {the Bradford Labour Churchq 

xv.: , .... ...:......:...:.::... :. w.......................... : _..::...::........ ..:.:.::.:..:..:. .:... ,w 

Dr. Crawshaw M. D. (1st 
Chairman) 

A. A. Barrett (Councillor 
T. P. Crowther 
Miss Ethel Hague (dau hte: 

of Sam Hague of Gorton. 
) 

Miss Sybil. Alice Holmes 
Mr. & Mrs. W. P. Lodge, 
Gibbon & Mrs. Mitchell 
Chas. P. Moody 
Thos. Pennington 
M. T. Simm (I. L. P. suppor 
"The Chapmans" 
"The Davenports" 
"The Gordons " 
"The Hillmans" 
"The Horocks" 
"The Jones" 
"The Lewis-Watsons" 
"The Marshalls" 
"The Tothwells" 

n Cinderella work. 

sere is mention only of the 
Thos. Pennington. He began; 

as early as 1894 and later; 
nt of the Ashton-under-Lynn 

1, who had been active mem- 
ved to Ashton-under Lyne. 

) 
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Before long a Labour Church congregation was formed, holding its 
first service on "the first Sunday in the new century" (Jan. 1901). 
The new congregation soon assumed a role of influence and import- 
ance both in the community and in the Labour Church Union. 

The congregation grew quickly attaining an attendance of 700 
to 800 by 1903. One reason for this 

was a strong emphasis od 
fellowship. Teas and socials were prominent and numerous; some 
of these events are worthy of notice here: An entertainment was 
planned to which were invited the 'old-folk' of the ton 80 en- 
joyed themselves as the guests of the Labour Church. Also, each 
Christmas carol-singing groups went out, particularly to the 
homes of 

the 
sick and shut-in. 

In 1903 a Socialist Sunday School was added to the Church pro- 
gram. The announcement clearly states that the initiative in the 
formation of the school was taken by the education committee of 
the I. L. P. The on Feb. 179 1905 states that the Sunday School 
previously managed by he I. W-P. was taken over by the Labour Church 
however it is characteristic of the early days of both the I. L. P. 
and the Labour Church that clear and distinct lines of demarkation 
were not made. Those who were active in the Sunday School were 
active also in both the party and the church. Under the leader- 
ship of Thomas Pennington a former Fabian and Labour Church 
Pioneer, and always an ardent sponsor of the religious side of 
socialism, the Sunday School made good progress. There were forty 
regular scholars but 134 attended the Christmas treat. The school 
was di*ided into five classes: kindergarden, primary, junior, 
intermediate, and adult. Every effort was made to make the school 
a close fellowship. Birthdays of all scholars were observed, 
concerts prepared and given parties and outings provided, and 
naming ceremonies or 'Christenings' conducted. In addition close 
contact with other Socialist Sunday Schools was kept with frequent 
exchange of speakers and occasional expeditions to visit a 
neighbouring school. Friendly terms were also maintained with 
the nearby Spiritualist Lyceum and the Unitarian Sunday Schools. 

The Congregation and the Sunday School usually met in the 
Smaller Co-operative Hall but were obliged to hire the Larger 
Hall or the Oddfellows Hall for their special meetings. When 
they later moved to the I. L. P. "Socialist Hall" better facilities 
were available. 

The atmosphere of the Ashton-under-Lyre Labour Church was 
largely Christian and quite reverent though of course with an 
aversion for much of the traditional conservatism of the Churches. 
The services were patterned on Unitarian lines. Hymns with refer- 
ence to God and-to Christ were sung and the Lord's Prayer was 
used regularly, 1until Secularist influences began to change the 

1. Mr. Crowther reports the regular order of service as follows: 
Hymn, Lord's Prayer, Hymn, Notices, Address, Hymn. 
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............. Date of 
Formation: 

atmosphe 
some of 
lecturer 
introduce 
and the 
that oneI 
the influI 
supply a 
Church di 
and the 
of the de 
Mrs. Mitc'II 
Lyfle Loci 
Labour ChI 

*LV 
1905 

The B 
ohn Tre 

lub. 13 
noial s 
ut it h 
on exce 

Date of { Estimate of size: 
Cessation: Year Liem. Att. 

i. About$19O7 the influence 
to younger members and one o 

Questions were allowedl th 
into the! proceedings; Alm 

May School began to break 
X the prominent sources of 
ince of a Bradford Tea Merch 

. ecturer flree with each orde 

. 'not avail. themselves of th 
, boor ChurIh reaped the resu 
Lise of tho Church is not kn 
gell beliebte it was about 19 
. list and Labour Church was 
roh Union; of 1912. 

2902 1898 40 
1899 40 

-nsley IabDur Churohr with e 
ºr, began $n the autumn of 1 
pause this#olub had begun to 
)port 

'e 
it 

because 
considered 

endured 
not 

t to 
led five siiliings would not 

VLeaders 
and Prominent Members: 

................ x.. nw. xv. w : ": nv: v:. w. " "r... v'n:....:.... r.. x:: w.. "xxwH".: ""v vn: ": w M 

of Ingersol was reaching 
them became a secularist 

n discussion and debate were 
st immediately the Church 
p. Mrs. Mitchell reports i. 
his kind of difficulty was 
nt, a Mr. Gott, who would 

of tea. Though the Labour 
a'servicet, the I. L. F. did, 
ts. Though the exact date 
wn, both lyr. Crowther and 
D although the Ashton-under4 
till listed as actitte in the I 

J. Ross Clarke 
J. Quinnell 
Jackson - pianist (former 

of the Bradford L. C. ) 

ouragement and support from 
8 meeting at the Labour 
ell beer as a means of fih- 

suitable place of meeting, 
ekly collections which sel- 
ecure better premises. 

The church was supported by a smalliand enthusiastic group of 
people, Mt rank and file solialists wre indifferent. The atten- 
ances We (k by weekwere about 40« A 

were 
School had been org- 

, nized, but it was trot growing; its meibership was 23, its average 
. ttendanc , 16. By? the time of the first Anniversary public op- 
nion and press convents were improvin ý possibly because the mem- 
iers wereinteresti4g themselves in questions of slum clearance, 
ublic health, and nunicipalizationg ad interest which was being 
mplement d by a program of education and self-improvement. Bet- 
er ways 

Sere 
being found of informingzthe public and effecting 

eforms. In 1900 the labour Church ca4paigned for I. L. P. repres- 
ntation an the Council. The Secretary reported to the April 
ssue of the labour Church Record: "Whdn we once get a represen- 
ative onjthe chief council, the peoplq will then see how good, 
oble, anc. self-sacr . ficing work can boa done to cleanse away pub- ic iniquity and set truth on high before all men. " 

The Fie ibrmer s' Yep r_Book for 1901 made s no reference to the ex- 
stence of, the Barnsley Labour Church. ' It is possible that the 
ongregati'on merged kith the, P 

,..,::... ý: ýk. ý:..:..::.:..:.... w.....:.,.::::..:,.:.::.:. 
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Date of Date of Estimate of size: 
Formation: Cessation: Year Lem. Att. 

emp äs s remained:; iii"s was given John Street Mission, adopted the Lab 
evening meetings, 

w 

1892 1899 600 

In the early summer of '92 a numb 
vited Johl Trevor to visit them to e 
a result of this meting plans were 
in the autumn. Caj'e was taken to av 
to work with their fellow socialists 
were doi g good Sunday propaganda wo 
ship of the Fabian and with the co-o 
provisiotal commit. ee that Keir Hard 
in the J bilee Hals, on Abbey Road, o 
ed the 8rrow I. L. P. The church was 

DurinI the late summer and autumn 
in organ zing and training both a cho 
would be in readinss for the visit o 
of the o ening service. Great was th 
Bristol 

lockers 

Strike prevented his 
'complet failure'turnod oit to be a 
enthusiast, Comrad obson, giving ac 
Succeeds g weeks býught speakers sue 
Carlisle and Pete Curran, the Barrow 
official of the Ga Workers' and Gene 
came to arrow in 892 to "nurse" the 
for the eneral el ction of 1895. Cu 
in and a strong supporter for the Lab 
January, after their sixth week the 
Central 11 (the *econd largest audi 
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The Birmingham Labour Church began on the first day of January, 
1893, with 45 charter members. It was a successful start, though 
the inauguration services had been postponed nearly two months to 
permit the presence of John Trevor; but in the three months fol- 
lowing there was little growth. The Labour Church Idea was slow in 
spreading in Birmingham; to overcome this difficulty a number of 
social evenings were added to the program. It was a wise decision 
for it meant an immediate doubling of the congregation. In suc- 
ceeding years, whenever there was a slackening off of attendance 
and interest, an added emphasis on the ocial side of the program 
seemed to be an effective counter move. 

Early in its life the new congregation established a pattern 
which was to characterize it for many years to follow. On Sunday 
afternoon 30 to 40 people would gather in the Bond Street Chapel 
to listen to a paper and to discuss its subject matter. Then for 
those attending from a distance who might want to remain for the 

evening service tea was served at a nominal charge, At night the 
service was 'brightened' by a choir leading in the singing of 

the 

socialist hymns and singing socialist anthems. This had a side 
effect of providing a wide degree of active participation, thus 
extending a sense of persona loyalty to the cause. The main 
attraction of the evening of course was the visiting lecturer 
who would expound the ethical and religious aspects of socialism 
to the assembeled congregation. 

But even Socialist lecturers brought problems. Some were long- 
winded: a motion was passed restricting them to 40 minutes. Some 
came from a distance and travel expenses were high and others 
charged exhorbitant fees: the treasury could not stand the strain. 
In 1995 a system was introduced by which the suitability of lec- 
turers could be decided. After each lecturer was heard a vote of 
the committee placed his name an the 'approved' or the 'black' 
list. Reasons for 'blackplisting', according to Percy Broadhurst 
who was a member of the committee for many years were: excessive 
cost, uninteresting delivery style or needless 

length 
of lecture. 

Disagreement with the opinions of 
the lecturer was not one of the 

accepted criteria; a free platform was maintained at all times. 
A 'Black List' of 1907 names nine favourite lecturers whose soc- 
ialistic views would be unquestioned. Cost was apparently the big 
question. A comment after the name of Dr. Stanton Colt, "(if he 
cannot come in time) , suggests that punctuality was also a factor. 

1. "The question raised at the last monthly meeting as to the best 
means of developing acloser bond of sympathy among L. C. mem- 
bers was discussed by the Committee, and it was resolved: That 
a "Social" be arranged for at 6d. each to include tea. " -a 
minute of Feb. 1,1895 An after-thought scribbled in the margin 
names 'Kiss In The Ring' as a favourite game. 

2. The Birmingham labour Church leased the Bond Street Chapel (seat- 
ing capacity 500) from 1893 to 1897 when they rented accomodation 
in the 0®sells 8t. Board School. Sometime after the turn of the 
century they moved to the Bristol Street Board School. 
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The Labour Church Committee had many problems to face. As 
'Landlord' they spent many hours in consideration of repairs, heat, 
renting, and employing adequate caretakers. Even the cost of lighting a fire had to be stipulated. When the new stoves were installed to provide greater comfort, a charwoman was to be paid 6d, per week per stove to light them. If extra fires were required in any week, the surcharge was to be 3d, each. 

The mid-week activities of the congregation included the Mem- 
ber's Business Meeting (attendance approximately 50) and a 'reading' 
class where members learned to real aloud and then gained confidence 
in public speaking. The more usual 'study' classes were avoided in 
order that there should be no conflict with the Fabians who were 
doing excellent work in this field. This was a good strategy, for 
in May, 1895, there was an amalgamation of the Labour Church and 
the Fabian Society under the name of the former. By its terms the 
enlarged congregation assu*ed the responsibility of an annual series 
of lectures to be held in a central location; a regular study pro- 
gram became a part of the church life; and a lending library of 
books of socialist significance was established. The amalgamation 
meant the dropping of the Fabian name, a slight reduction-in the 
church debt, a small increase in the membership, and a step toward 
the unity of the socialist cause. 

In 1894 the Labour Church was one of the main socialist bodies 
of Birmingham. It assumed one quarter of the budget of the Joint 
Socialist Committee(which had been formed by the initiative of a 
number of Socialists most of whom were active in the congregation, ) 
even though there was already a debt approaching £10, a piano to 
buy at a cost of £309 and a hymn book to publish. The Bir nrham Wbour Church y ok began as an eight page hymn sheet containing 
35 hymns and songs suitable for use at mass meetings. The first 
edition of l, 500 copies was sold within a few weeks, requiring a 
second large printing before the end of the year; an additional 
1,000 copies were required the following year. This hymn book which 
was frequently enlarged was patterned from Trevor's Labour Church 

n Bo9k from which it differed by its emphasis on socialist rather than religious themes. 

It is little wonder that the congregation's debt by the end of 1894 was £13,17s. and three months later-had doubled. To assist 
with the financial problems which were ever pressing upon the new 
congregation a big bazaar was planned for the fall of 1895, to be 
called the "Morrie England Fayre", and to be opened by "Nunquajn" 
(Robert Blatchford) himself. The idea was repeated successfully in several later years. 

Prominent among the mid-week activities was the 'Women's Commit- 
tee' who were not so much the counterpart of the auxilliary or 
guild of an ordinary congregation as an advance guard of the fem- 
inist movement of the following decades. Their purpose was to find 
"ways and means of increasing the opportunities for women to take 
part in the movement". 

For the children there were two projects for the families of 
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members there was the "Children's Church", a forerunner of the 
Socialist Sunday School, and for the waifs of the streets and ten- 
ements there was the Cinderella program. The Children's Church was 
formed in 1893 and continued with varying degrees of 'success until 
the formation of the Socialist Sunday School in 1902. A Children! 
labour Church HvmnBook was published, a children's band organized 
and many classes and discussion groups were conducted. Birmingham's 
Cinderella program was a considerably large and important one. 
While its story will be told below it should be noted here that 
support was forthcoming for the Latour Church sponsored Cinderella 
that would not bave been given to the Labour Church itself. Cin- 
derella certainly appealdd, 'to philanthropic motives, and gained 
support of many who were opposed to socialism. 

The secretary gave a fair picture of the mid-week activities of 
the congregation in , no of his monthly reports to The Labour Prothets 

"On Monday evenings the Church is desecrated by the presence 
of nigger minstrels their youth being the only extenuating 
circumstance in their favour. On Tuesday the desecration is 
continued by a Clarion Glee Club, composed of adults and others 
old enough to know better, On Wednesdays the place is silent, 
a sort of lull before the Cinderellpc storm raised on Thursdays. 
On Friday there is the comparativ calm of the Committee and 
General Meetings. On Saturday a 

dancing 
class was held during 

the winter. 

"This roughly is the way we got through the week. Special 
arrangements however come as a break to the monotony. Members 
socials are 

Indulged In. These socials are of two kinds the 
dance social and the tea social. At the former we have dancing, 
songs, and readings, and drink tea in the intervals. At the 
latter we drink tea, listen to songs and readings, and have 
dances in the intervals. These socials are always very enjoyable. " 

The Birmingham Labour Church was characterized by its strong 
political congciousness. Official support, in terms f endorsation 
of candidates and provision of campaign headquarters-r- was often 
given to the I. L. P., and many projects were initiated by Labour 
Church committees. This political consciousness is particularly 
evident in the instructions given to delegates to the Labour Church 
Union Conferences, and in the initiation of a committee to consider 
the possibility of a 'National Joint Socialist Party', and in the 
large Town Hall political gatherings held on the Sunday evening of 
their anniversary each year. 

For the first Anniversary demonstration hundreds were turned 

1. A minute of Oct. 19,1895, approves N. Donauton as I. L. P. 
candidate, and pledges support through the Joint Socialist 
committee. 

2. A minute of Nov. 9f 1892+ grants the labour Church rooms for 
electioneering purposes 

In the School Board Elections. 
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away from the Town Hall (seating capacity 3000) after all available 
standing room was filled. Keir Hardie, Katherine and Bruce Glasier, 
and Pete Curran were the main attractions. But while it was mainly 
a political demonstration, Keir Hardie did not overlook the fact 
that it was a church anniversary: 

"The mission of the Labour Church is to protest against the 
whole social, industrial, and so-called religious life of the 
nation. Its object is to stir up that divine discontent which 
in the past has broken down every obstacle that has hindered 
human progress. " 

At succeeding Anniversary demonstrations local orators were 
ready to form street meetings for any who could not gain entry to 
the Town Hall to hear the nationally famous speakers who, year by 
year were engaged to preach the "sermon". Among these speakers, 
throughout the years, were Enid Stacy, Tom Mann, Philip Snowden, 
Robert Grayson, Leonard Hall and Robert Blatchford. During the 
early years it was easy for the Birmingham Labour Church to engage 
the top rank speakers of the nation, but in 1905 one after another 
would decline, or if he accepted, would send a few days later his 
regrets that he was unable to keep his appointment, One wonders 
if Birmingham Labour Church were being blacklisted, but nothing 
definite shows till 1909 when Philip Snowden declined because 'other 
socialist bodies' were to be associated with the service. The dif- 
ferences between the socialist left and right were becoming too 
great for the existence of an inclusive Labour Church. This was 
the time when the Labour Churches changed their name to "Socialist 

and Labour Churches". Birmingham determined to use only the name 
"Socialist Church". 

Apparently disintegration of the congregation was rather quick 
after the ascendancy of the leftish socialists. Not only did the 
frictions of left and right divide the membership there was the 
division of the secularist and the more religiously minded. The 
end of the church as such was clearly foreshadowed. It is un- 
fortunate that the minutes books for the period beyond 1909 are no 
longer extant. It is probable that the congregation managed to 
survive till the effects of the First World War brought an end to 
The Labour Church Movement in Great Britain. A note attached to tD 
minute books, signed by Percy Broadhurst, states that church 
activities were suspended during the war, to be reconvened when 
peace returned. The only evidence of further activity is indicated 
by the existence of the Sparkhiil congregation during the 1920s. 
(See Tyseley and Sparkhiil in this directory. ) 

To fill in the known detail of the history of the Birmingham 
congregation the following year-by-year profile is presented: 

1893 - Inauguration with 1+5 charter members; slow progress. 
1894 - Gratifying growths expansion of activities; literature sales 

(mostly penny pamphlets) £29,13s. 5. d. 4(footnote next page. ) 
1895 - Continued progress; annual budget £182. Increased membership 

but decreasing financial support; debt: £30. Glee club and young 
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1896 - Decrease in membership; library facilities little used; low 
point in life of Children's Church (average attendance 17, and 
services suspended for a portion of the year); even Cinderella 
feeling the financial squeeze. A 'Visiting Committee' was formed 
in March. Discussion at General Meetings opened to any who 
wished to contribute their ideas, but voting restricted to paid 
up subscribing members. Attendances began to pick up a little. 
Debts £23 6s. 6d. Congregation contributing to Yellow Van Fund. 

1897 - Further financial difficulties; withdrew from Labour Church 
Union and relinquished lease on Bond Street Chapel. The member- 
ship was canvassed to assess financial possibilities with the 
following resultss 

24 members subscribed ld. per week -- 2s. Totals 
22 members subscribed 2d. per week "" 3s. 6d. £1 8s. 8d. 
44 members subscribed 3d. per week -- lls, per week9 or 
20 members subscribed 6d. per week 10s. £72 16s. 

2 members subscribed ls. per week 2s. per year. 
Such a restricted budget made the very existence of the congre- 
gation precarious, but the congregation rallied; the debt was 
reduced, and only local speakers were heard. 

1898 - Membership 77; only 1/3 members subscribing; budget £86 and 
church just staying out of debt. John Davies, partially paralyzed 
and therefore utemployable at his trade, was hired as secretary 
at 5s. per week which sum amounted to about 115 of the weekly 
collections. This was characteristic of the church members. 
Whenever the need arose for a special collection in aid of a 
strike or to relieve the worst effects of unemployment, three or 
four pounds could always be realized. For instance in June 
£3 las. 3d. was contributed to the striking South Wales miners. 

1899 - Membership increased 20% finances on a better basis, largely 
through the substantial contributions of J. A. Fallows, M. A., 
a clergyman who had severed his relations with the established 

"(Footnote from preceeding page) Financial statement, 1894: 
Receipts Expenditures 

Balance 0 11 2 Rents 48 00 
Collections 69 14 3 Caretaker 8 19 0 
Donations 17 g0 Light and Heat /chairs 19 13 4 
Subscriptions 50 10 Completion of purchase of 200 
Rent of Rooms 12 11 0 Repair of Organ 100 
Repayment of gas by Lecturers expenses 31 65 

sub-tenant 2 19 0 Printing and Advertising 36 89 
Profit from socials 4 13 3 Stationery & Postage 552 
Sale of Hymn Books 593 City Organist's Fee 220 
Profit on Literature 300 Sundries 150 

Cash in hand 3-0 12 " 
166 U9ý19 

1. Nothing more is mentioned of this salary but, in 1908 there is 
a minute which terminates, due to financial inability, a ben- 
evolent fund set up to assist John Davies. It is assumed that 
the assistance of 2s. 6d. per week was a continuation of the 
salary paid in 1898. Shortly after the termination of the fund, 
Davies died. The funeral oration was delivered by Leonard Hall. 
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Church, and who was employed as organizing secretary of the Birm- 
ingham Socialist Center. An arrangement was made with the West 
Bromwich Labour Church whereby a visiting lecturer would speak at 
both congregations, thus cutting the travelling costs, and again 
making possible the use of these itinerant preachers of socialism. 

1900 - The minute book covering the period from Aug. 1898 to Sept. 
1903 has been lost, and newspaper reports are scarce. Sometime 
during this period there was a distinct change in the set-up of the 
organization. The monthly members meetings were discontinued in 
favour of an annual meeting at which the executive committee made 
its sole report. For a group who had jealously guarded the right 
and need of each member to have his say, this is a drastic change 
indeed. 

19011=. With the Boer War there came a mood of frivolity which bothered 
those who were seriously concerned with socialism and the labour 
movement. The attendances remained fair but fewer strangers than 
usual made their appearance, and many o]A timers were absent. A 
pencilled note in Volume three of the Birmingham minute book states: 
"Between 1895 and 1901 some thirty of the original members of the 
Labour Church became Iaodic an and shewed the lack of staying power 
in their characters. Their names occur often in this book. Now 
(1901) they never come to our meetings. " Popular appeal, and 
therefore propaganda possibilities, were less. Study classes were 
poorly attended, and the library facilities rarely used. 

1902 - Anniversary demonstration attracted only 2000, leaving the 
Town Hall far from full with an average of 138 for the regular 
services during the fall, but only 90 for the full year. A Soc- 
ialist Sunday School was established. Literature sales £26 5s. 10d. 
Budget £121 l4s. 

1903 - Socialist Sunday School attendance approaching 100. Labour 
Church in touch with all socialist bodies of the city with a view 
to procuring a Socialist Hall. Attendance and fortunes of the 
congregation much improved. Congregation affiliated with the 
L. R. C.; talk of amalgamation with Socialist Center. Organized 
the Bristol Street Lyceum Sunday School with 16 adult and 8 junior 
members; average attendance was 24. 

1904 - Plans for the new Socialist Hall nearing completion, Labour 
Church members underwrote 350 out of 15,000 shares (this 2 1/3% 
showing is a far cry from the 25% of the expenses of the Joint 
Socialist Committee of 1894). Apparently, however, the plans for 
the hall did not materialize. Discussions re amalgamation of the 
Socialist Center and the Labour Church still proceeding, but with 
no significant results. L. C. affiliated with the Union of Ethical 
Societies. Cinderella program restricted by finance to alternate 
Saturdays during the summer. Membership up; literature sales £30 
1+s.; budget £144 7s. 4d. 

1905 - Financial situation still precarious, but otherwise congrega- 
tion in a healthy state; Sunday School membership, 57 children and 8 adults with an average attendance of 31. Congregation supporting 
suffragette movement. From the position taken in Labour Church 
Union debates it is supposed that the Birmingham congregation was 
moving from its traditional position of being a mediating group 
toward a definite position on the Socialist left. 

1906 - Propaganda for the Socialist left was becoming increasingly 
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prominent, and political activity becoming increasingly important. 
Resolutions favouring the enfranchisement of women provided a 
good share of the interest and activity for the year. Labour 
Church representation on the Right To Work Committee was strong 
and active. Labour Church affiliated with the W. E. A. Many 
prominent speakers break their engagements with the congregation. 

The present writer does not know the reasons involved. ) Liter- 
ature sales £46 13s. 8d. 

1907 - The popularity of the labour Church brought about the form- 
ation of "new Labour Churches in the suburbs" and a subsequent decline in membership and support. The committee on a Socialist 
Hall or Labour Institute was still active, and still without 
results. The congregation was meeting in the Briston Street School. 

1908 - Membership decreased a little; financial support only fair; 
the Cinderella club had to abandon its summer cottage, though in 
its place 1000 children were given a Saturday country outing. The 
congregation dropped its affiliation with the Union of Ethical 
Societies; the Church Socialist League asked Birmingham Labour 
Church to send delegates to its September Conference; the Birming- 
ham Christian Social Union offered to co-operate with the Labour 
Church in an effort to help shop assistants. The L. C. liason 
committee reported: "Although the meeting was not of much import- 
ance in itself, the discussion being of an anaemia character it 
is both significant of the trend of the times and a matter of 
satisfaction that this organization representing the Established 
Church, should extend the hand of fellowship to an institution such 
as ours. "; about the same time the Wesleyan Central Hall Christian 
Brotherhood approached the Labour Church with the possibility of 
sharing some lecturers. These instances reflect a change of 
attitude on the part of the orthodox churches. The acceptance of 
at least some of the Labour Church ideas may help explain Labour 
Church decline. With the very raison dletre of the Labour Church 
now espoused by at least a section of the orthodox churches, the 
more conservative of the socialists would not be as anxious to 
resist the strong leftward tendencies of their erstwhile fellow 
labourers in a common cause. Add to this the growing distinctness 
and separateness of the Labour right and the Socialist left, and 
the handwriting concerning the Labour Church is on the wall. The Anniversary demonstration was held in the Hippodrome, though 
when the management knew that Grayson and Blatchford were to be the 
speakers they wished to break their rental agreement. A music 
license could not be obtained for the occasion so all singing was 
unaccompanied, but no less enthusiastic, Many were turned away 
from the Hippodrome which was crowded to its utmost capacity; 
collections yielded a profit of £32 2s. 7d. 

1909 - During the year the I. L. P. withdrew from the Joint Socialist 
Committee; charges of 'running a clique' were leveled at the Labour 
Church management: the T. L. P. objected to the change of name from 
Labour Church to Socialist Chu. ~chq a change made in accord with the 
permissive resolution of the Labour Church Union Conference of this 
year. The I. L. P, had to be reminded that they were not the 
Labour Churcht and that the church was older than the party. Secular interests were coming into friction with the more religious. 
ly minded of the members. The conflict was drawn to a head when Philip Snowden refgsed to be Anniversary speaker because "other 
socialist bodies" were to be associated with the service. It was then arranged that Leonard Hall should be asked to be the speaker, 
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and that discussion and debate should be allowed after the main 
address. Discussion was also allowed in the regular evening ser- 
vices which began to take on the atmosphere of ordinary political 
gatherings. 

1910 - Just how long meetings were carried on in the name of the 
Socialist Church the present writer does not know. It was active 
enough in 1912 to be host to the Socialist and Labour Church Union 
Conference. It probably declined year by year till the disruptions 
occasioned by the first World War brought its demise. 

To bring this account to a fitting conclusion, the ideas that 
kept the Labour Church in continuous activity for about twenty years 
should be emphasized. Perhaps we can do little better than quote 
from a handbill used by the Birmingham Labour Church in 1907, 

"The Labour Church is founded on the belief that the Political 
and Industrial life of the nation should be the outcome of its 
highest Religious ideal. Its members claim that sincere belief 
in the Fatherhood of God or the Brotherhood of Man must lead to 
a Political and Industrial Democracy. By Political Democracy they 
understand a government of the people for the people, and by the 
people, based upon the principles of 

Liberty, Equality and Frat- 
ernity¢ and aiming at the fullest physical mental, and moral 
develppment of each member of the body politic. By Industrial 
Democracy they understand an organization of the industry of the 
people by the people, for the people, in which the Land and 
Capital of the country (the instruments of production) would be 
held and used collectively for the commonweal, and men and women 
would consciously co-operate for the production of the life needs 
of their fellows. 

"Under such a system, with the enormous power of wealth pro- 
duction we now possess; 

a, every child could be secured the fullest possible oppor- 
tunity of developing the powers within it. 

b. every grown man and woman would be able to claim in 
addition to abundant leisure, the right to work which 
shall be worth doing and worthily rewardede 

c# every old or infirm citizen could be assured of peace 
. and plenty so long as life shall last. 

"To this end the members of the Labour Church have devoted their 
energies and hence must work for the overthrow of the present 
system of competition, wage slavery, and monotony as not only 
opposed to but destructive of their highest Religious Ideal. For 
in it men 

daily 
seek to gain by each other's loss; the few are 

made rich without working, while the many, in spite of incessant 
toil are poor, oppressed, and degraded; and an unending indus- 
trial war brings hatred, misery, and death throughout the length 
and breadth of our land. 

"To those who believe in a practical religion and who despise 
a faith that does not lead to action, the members of the Labour 
Church fearlessly make their appeal, and believe that before all 
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Labour Church rented a cottage at Four Oaks where Miss Redman, the 
matron at that time, could look after six children each week. The 
cost of the project, over £150 per year was met by the generosity 
of about 200 Birmingham citizens. In addition to the week's outing 
each child received, through the facilities of the Police-aided 
Clothing Scheme, a fresh change of clothing. 

The committee felt that Cinderella's connection with the labour 
Church 'pulled a good many purse-strings' so it was strongly em- 
phasized that there was no sectarian or even socialist teaching 
done; this was purely a service to the poor underpriveleged child- 
ren of the city. Of course, those doing this work believed it 
would hasten the socialist state: for example the following 
report is from Frank Matthew's monthly report 

to The Iabour Pronhe_ 
for September, 1896. 

"If only everybody could hear the 'Cry of the Children' as we who 
are engaged in Cinderella work hear its then the cry of the 
children would soon cease, our streets would no longer bring 
bitter pain to sensitive hearts, and socialism would be three 
generations nearer for children would grow to be men with love 
in their hearts and would not need to learn the lessons of co- 
operation but would refuse to wwork or live under a system 
based on anything but love. " 

Cinderella was not without financial worries; mostly she had 
enough to keep going, but she always spent all she had. In 1903 
however work had temporarily to be suspended till finances 
improved. In 1905 a generous gift of £125 made it possible for the 
Cottage Program to be extended to 223 children of whom most were 
neither crippled or ill. This was done by having larger groups 
during the summer, and by keeping the cottage open the year round. 
During the two succeeding years the larger program was maintained, 
and even extended, but in 1908 the financial problem became too 
great. The cottage was given up in favour of a, large summer out- 
ing which over 1000 children left the city for a day. In 1909 
a Cinderella Summer Camp was organized. The regular winter program 
fed and entertained 2,500 to 3,000 children each year. 

During the early years when the cottage was reserved for the 
ill and the crippled Cinderella arranged for Saturday afternoon 
outings for the healthy urchins. At. Glumslade, Sutton, furniture 
vans would discharge their lively load of 50 to 60 children at 
3: 00 p. m. For an hour and a half the children of the streets and 
tenements would be allowed to wander round the open countryside; 
then they were called for tea (cakes and cocoa). If the children 
were not too tired this was followed by a conducted ramble through 
the park, or by organized games. Fun and songs continued through 
the ride home. 

"This may seem a bare programt but one needs to be present to 
see and feel the happiness it is to the children, their interest 
in the flowers and the plants, to hear their songs and merry 
shoutings, and their cheering of passing vehicles, cyclists, 
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G. Humphreys 
Sam Lomax, one-time 
A, Rothzell 

Mr. Sixsmith 
mayor Whitmanite 

Jas. Vickers 
Mr. & Mrs. James Sims 

and the Bolton 
Group 

In May, 1892, the labour Prophet carried a report of the forma- 
tion of this congregations 

"The work co a. enced in Manchester has spread to Bolton. For the 
last ten years the Rev, B. S. Harker has been pastor of Duke's 
Alley Congregational Church. The Chapel is the oldest in Bolton, 
and since the larger part of the congregation migrated to a new 
building in 1862 it has been exceedingly difficult to keep a 
congregation together in the venerable place. During the last 
twelve months, however Ni'. Ben Tillett has paid several visits 
to Duke's Alley, and his addresses have aroused great interest 
in the chapel among the Labour Classes of the town, and Mr. 
Harker, taking advantage of this, announced that he would make 
the church a labour Church so far as their constitution as a 
Congregational Church would allow. This has been done to the 
satisfaction of the Bolton branch of the Social Democratic Fed- 
eration; and now the congregation has more than doubled. The 
form or order of service has been improved and brightened by the 
introduction of solo singing, and the minister preaches special 
sermons on Labour Questions and Social Problems, and admits 
well-known Labour leaders to his pulpit. " 

Shortly after the announcement of the formation of the Bolton 
Tabour Church the Rev. Mr. Harker was elected the first president 

1. The Rev. B. J, Harker was honoured and respected by the Labour 
Movement in Bolton. It is therefore rather strange that there 
is no further reference to him in the reports which appeared 
frequently in the issues of the, r Prophet. It is also 
unusual that there is no further reference to Duke's Alley 
Chapel. The first indication of any change is the report that 
in February 1696 the congregation was meeting in the Central 
Hall Acresfield. Apparently B. J. Harker had moved to London 
in 1993 or 1694, He maintained some interest in. Labour Church 
work but took no active part. Duke's Alley probably folded up 
for In the Pronhgtt April 1898, Trevor mentions Bolton Labour 
Church being formet five years ago (e. g. 1893) in the Labour 
Institute on Bowkers Row. In the early days there was no dis. 
tinct church. Only after a majority of the Labour Groups in 
Bolton voted that there be no more labour Church Services did 
a group rally around James Sims and organize a distinct congre- 
gation. This is probably the explanation of the Acresfield 
location. 
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of the Bo&ton Labour Party. His dual position as minister of the 
church and president of the party probably contributed greatly to 
a sense of the unity of the two groups. There was at first no 
clear distinction between them nor was one needed for three years. 
It was in June, 1895 that the "Bolton Labour Party decided to work 
thereafter in two sections, the I. L. P. and the Labour Church". 
This decision was mainly a bid for wider support, though it was 
also a recognition of two functions to be served. It was in no 
sense a split within the Labour movement of the tarn. 

The necessity for vigorous differentiation between the church 
and the political parties came two years later when it was appar- 
ent that the Labour Churches in other towns were increasingly be- 
coming merely the Sunday propaganda meetings of the political 
parties. Bolton made a strong plea that while interest in the 
solution of social problems should be uia, ntainedf the Labour Churches 
should keep themselves free from party connections. In this matter 
Bolton set a good examples While most of its members were also 
members of the I. L. P. or-the S. D. F. ! there was a remarkable free- 
dom from the ensnarements of political conniving. One gentleman 
remarked: "The Bolton Labour Church is the only religious organ- 
ization in town which is not a political one. " The statement is 
obviously an exaggerationj but it does reflect a characteristic 
of the Bolton congregation which differentiated it from its sister 
congregations in other towns. It was more "Distinctly religious" 
and not so intent on political action. 

There were two reasons why Bolton could maintain this good ®zfr 
ample of freedom from party connections: Among the members who 
were protagonists for the religious and humanitarian emphases there 
were those who kept a careful guard. They opposed the leftist 
element with its doctrinaire position. The4politico-scientifico- 
economic' members who opposed the religious and humanitarian 
emphases, even to the extent of resisting the use of the Lord's 
Prayer, could make no headway. In 1897 they organized opposition 
meetings so were no longer An internal source of trouble. In the 
auttmn o}' 1898 some members of the Z. L. P. were making a strong bid 
to use the Labour Church as 'Sunday bait' to strengthen their 
party; the move was stopped before it had fairly begun. 

The second reason for Bolton's religious independence from 
party politics was the nature of their lecture program. It was 
always broad and free. One of the secretary's reports describes 
it well: 

"We still adhere to the principle of a broad open platform, and 
consequently got a diversity of speakers: addresses, and thought. 
We welcome on our platform all persons, whether pronounced 
socialists or not, who may have anything good to tell that bears 
toward the interest and welfare of humanity. "2 

1. A strange contradiction to this statement is reported in the 
Labour Probhat for Sept. 1894, /z/Zy Bolton gras one of the con- 
gregations governed by the local I. L. P. executive and meeting 
in the I. L. P. rooms. 

2. Labour Church Record, April, 1900. 
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Another characteristic of the Bolton congregation w as a strong 
Christian bias which is probably the inheritance from its congre- 
gational beginnings. This bias was reflected in their hearty si g- 
ing, and in their choice of hymns. From the first they felt that 
the Labour Church Hymn Book could be greatly improved by the addi- 
tion of a number of the 'old hymns' and the 'old familiar meters's 
It was on their initiative that the 1896 revision was undertaken, 
and a number of their suggestions were included. When the later 
revisions were proposed in the early years of the twentieth cent- 
ury, Bolton was one of the congregations which opposed the alter- 
ation or deletion of all hymns containing "Theological" references, 

In 1896 criticism was leveled at the Labour Churches because of 
Trevor's statement in his "Unspoken Address to the Foreign Members 
of the International Socialist Congress" that "the teachings of 
Jesus are anachronistic"; Bolton immediately made its stand clear; 
they would continue to read from the New Testament for "they found 
the sayings and stories of Jesus anything but 'anachronistic"'* 
This attitude largely explains why the Bolton Labour Church was 
on friendly terms with the churches and chapels of the town. Many 
Labour Church members maintained connections, not always merely 
nominal, with other denominations. 

A third characteristic of Bolton congregation was a desire for 
a deep understanding of the Labour Church Principles, and an im- 
patience with those who would lightly criticize and disparage 
others merely for the love of dispiti. One Bolton member, in 
commenting upon a Labour Church Union conference, expressed the 
general attitude of his congregations 

"A little less showing up of the supposed inconsistencies in 
others and in the Bible, and plenty of raising up cf the Labour 
Church Principles, would be beneficial all round. " 

A good example of the interest in positive statements of foundation- 
al principles is the response given Fred Brocklehurst when he gave 
a series of eight lectures on "Christ and Socialism"s the largest 
auditorium in the city was filled for each lecture. 

The outstanding qualities and characteristics of Bolton's 
Labou Church are largely attributable to the ldership dºf James 
Bims. To indicate something of his position in thtzommunity and 

1. Prophil , July 1897) p" 103. 
2. Mr. Siotsmith made the following statement to the present 

writers The Bolton Labour Church was spontaneous with simple 
organization, not too official, and centered on Sims. It 
was a strong recruiting agency for Socialism and the Labour 
Movement. It had a strong religious though unorthodox, at. 
mosphere that rallied advanced thinking, freedom-loving people. 
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in the labour movement, I quote two documents. The first, "In 
Memoriam" by Margaret McMillan, appeared in the 

-Labour 
Leader. 

The second, an app; aisal of the British Labour Movement by a 
Belgi. n Socialists records an interview with Mr. Sims. 

Iffi, JAMES SIMS - IN MEMORIAM 

by Margaret McMillin. 

Last week he passed away from us for ever - this grand old 
man of the Labour party, who to many of us seemed an abiding 
and essential part almost of the whole movement. From the first, 
his face, his work, his whole personality were woven into the 
very idea of the Independent Labour Party. 

Twelve years have passed since I saw him first. It was at 
Bolton, of courset and the Labour Church had just been started. 
Mr. Sims took the chair at a crowded meeting -a remarkable 
figure. He was already a little bent, and walked with his 
head bent downwards. But when he raised it, one could not 
doubt that here was a man of no ordinary stamp. From under 
his shaggy eyebrows the dark eye flashed with all the fire, 
and more than the keenness, of youth. The bushy beard concealed 
not entirely the well-cut, firm lips; and from temple to chin 
the face was modelled and lined to look like what it was - the visage of a man of uncommon type and rare integrity. In 
a husky voice but with spirit -. r, ' fire, he went through the 
duties of chairman, and after the service took me home to his 
house to tea. The little room where we sat is something of a 
temple to us now$ and the meals we shared have something sac- 
ramental about them. The host and hostess and their gentle 
daughter are no more. 

Mr. Sims was the life and soul of the Labour movement in 
Bolton. He came into the movement at the very beginning, 
but even then he was, or seemed to be, in some respects, an 
old man - certainly a man whose youth was far behind him, 
whose days of mere impulse and wild enthusiasm were long past 
and who brought with him the ripe judgment and experience that 
were lacking to a good many of us then. Not that Mr. Sims was 
not young. I question whether any stripling in the movement 
has his fire, his courage and ardent hope, but his was the 
enthusiasm that has been tried 

and found not wanting, and so 
the younger men gave him precedence, and accepted him as 
counsellor. Well for them and us that is was so. He kept a 
critical eye on the lecture list and chose his speakers so 
well that soon the Bolton Labour Church began to permeate all 

1. The present writer has not been able to find the book, or 
even to identify the author. The typewritten extract here 
quoted came into his hands through the courtesy of the 
Sims family. 
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the religious bodies of Bolton. 

It is not possible to admire one's friend very much without 
having a bias in his favour, but in this small appreciation there 
is no need to be partial. The man was more, not less, than he 
seemed to us to be. His modesty and detachment of mind were so 
genuine that it was possible to know him a long time, and yet 
have no notion of the scope and variety of his interests. I had 
known him ten years before I learned (and then not from him) that 
he knew anything about natural history. Then an outsider told me 
that few men living knew more about mosses than did Mr. Sims, and 
that he had given important collections to the Natural History 
Museums. When I mentioned this to him, he bestirred himself to 
show me a few volumes of pressed specimens, and began to speak to 
me as a connoisseur, but perceiving that I knew little, he altered 
his teaching and began gently to initiate me into the elementary 
part of the work. Sometimes he took a Labour leader out, and in 
the pauses of discussion would lift a curtain of dead leaves) or 
brush aside some dying bracken, and show "the garden" as he said, 
below. The Lancashire people have the love of natural history 
born in them - or, at least, many have, but Mr. Sims would, under 
other circumstances, have become famous in this field of work. 

It is sad, yet sweet to recall him now, as he sat in his armchair, 
his spectacle fallen low his gnarled fingers busy with the spec- 
imens, his face aglow with the light that never breaks over the 
features of the selfOabsorbed. It is even sweeter perhaps to 
think of him when he discussed the Labour party and its prospects, 
waving a large kerchief to and from his knee, or lighting the 
brown pipe that went out so often. Round him there were some of 
the books he liked to read, and I often thought that he should 
have written a much better one than any that he had in his well- 
chosen little library. But he did not write - though he was a 
sober and discerning judge of other men's writings - generous, 
too, and giving credit where he could. It was never want of 
human sympathy that made him withold praise. 

Not all unmarked was he - or misunderstood. Far from it. He 
had the allegiance of his comrades, the respect of influential 
men outside the Labour movement. I remember how once, seven years 
ago a Belgain came to find material for a book on the Labour move- 
ment, He visited a great many people, and he called on me in 
Bradford and having interviewed me entirely ignored me for ever 
afterwards. Indeed, his book when it appeared took account only 
of the prominent Fabians, and few others; but It gave a long and 
interesting account of the personality and work of Mr. Sims. I 
read this account. The man who wrote it certainly was no ordinary 
person, for he could'thee below the surface. He, too, could clear 
away the ferns, and knew where to look for a garden. I mentioned 
the appreciation to Mr. Sims, as we were going to a meeting. "Ah, 
yes! " he said gently "I remember the man. I hope the poor young 
fellow got home safely. " 

The last years were sorrowful. Death entered his home and 
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carried away his daughter, who was the solace of his later years. 
His gentle wife followed her to the grave. Only seven months 
later his home was emptied at eventide. Dutiful sons and a married 
daughter strove to fill the gap as well as possible but after 
his wife's death Mr. Sims failed in health and spirits. I visited 
him twice afterwards. On the first occasion he came to the door 
as if to say, "There is still a welcome here. " He seemed much as 
of old, talked bravely, and with the old fire, of the movement 
and its interests; spoke, too, most chivalrously, as he always did, 
of the women of the movement - of the dead and of the living. A 
Nonconformist minister preacher ave me the opportunity of hearing 
Mr. Sims speak freely and fully 

(and 
for the first time in my pres- 

ence) on subjects of abiding and vital interest. It was a clear, 
scholarly and wonderful confession, of faith and of doubt. When 
the minister was gone he mused for a while, and then told me he 
liked Newman's hymn "Lead, Kindly Light, " and that "many agnostics 
liked it. " From the walls looked down on him the pictures of his 
wife in her young days, and his daughter. "It is very like her, 
as she was, " he said pointing to the former, and I observed (what 
indeed I had remarked already), that bravely as he bore himself, 
and cheerfully even as he talked, there fell in every moment of 
silence a look of settled sorrow on his face. Like all men of 
very deep and very strong feeling, he was entirely free from any 
taint or temptation to sentimentalism. But the hair had whitened 
on his forehead. 

And now he has gone - and the place that knew him shall know 
him no more, But we shall know him better as our own motives grow 
purert our own hopes braver our lives more consecrated to the 
cause for which he lived and which he served, even in days of 
waning life. 

gxcgrt from a book by a 1321¢ian,. Sc cialist 

(The Sims' family report that this is from page 197 and is dated 
February 39 1898. It has been impossible to locate the name of 
the book or the author. ) 

There is a third class of members; the only disinterested 
people, who in all sincerity only wish for Socialism as a means of 
perfecting the individual and the nation. The latter (that is 
the third class of Socialists) are the least numerous, they are 
not much spoken of - they have to be discovered. I had the good 
fortune to have a good talk with one of them - Mr. Sims of the 
small industrial town of Bolton. I reproduce here a part of our 
interviews- 

Mr. Sims works at his own house at the trade of cabinet maker. 
He is not a Trades Unionist. His long career - he is now 80 years 
old - has given him a remarkable experience of men and things. One 
perceives in him a man of conviction. His white hair, the dignity 
of his bearing and the £ffability of his converstaion are c4lcul- 
ated to captivate and inspire confidence. I pass rapidly over 
that part of the interview which treated on the Socialism of Mr. 
Sims. Suffice it to say that Mr. Sims is an ardent defender of 
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Fabian principles. He sees in Socialism a means of realizing an 
ideal life for humanity and not like ma ny of his friends a foot- 
ing to ensure his own elevation. A partisan of a political party 
much more tolerant than that uppermost in vogue to-day in the 
Independent Party. He recommends voting, as circumstances allow, 
for the Liberals. He only wishes to Socialize England in so far 
as reforms are adopted by all classes, The I. L. P. and all actually 
existing Socialistic Societies are only in his eyes a far distant 
preparation. "They serve" said Mr. Sims "to propogate the know- 
ledge of Socialism and certainly their aid from this point of view, 
is excellent, but up to now they have done nothing besides this. 
And those of them who aspire to the capture of public offices 
have not a single representation in Parliament, For my part I 
have greater confidence in the co-operative movement than in 
political action; let co-operative societies increase day by day 
in power; let their industties spread; let them educate, build 
workshops and employ as workmen their own members - in short let 
them become a State within a State - from this point to socialism 
will not be a long step, Take for example the practice in Lincoln- 
shire. The co-operators buy from the agriculturalists their pro- 
duce which they afterwards transform (i, e, sell, manufacture, etd. i 
and the co-operators pay the agriculturalists in goods which may 
be obtained from the co-operative shops, Here is a singular 
instance of Socialism and still no one thinks of complaining. " 

And the Trades Unions, do you think they will in the end pass 
into Socialism? (i. e. adopt socialistic principles) "The Trades 
Unions are to-day entirely anti-socialistic, They are however 
very excellent movements but their only end is to procure for the 
workers material advantages of life. " But now certain Congresses 
of Trades Unions. ----"Above all do not place any weight upon the 
votes, more or less Socialistic, of Congresses, in which are 
assembled delegates who for the greater part do not represent the 
true spirit of Trades Unions" "I repeat, Trades Unionists only 
know what they want t' know of Socialism and are on the whole 
very much opposed to what belongs to socialistic etiquette (life. ) 
Would you like an example? This is what happened at the eltion 
in 1695. There were two candidates in the field, each the advo- 
cate of an advanced Ltberal programme. The one Mr. F. Brocklehurst, 
member of the I. L. P., the other Mr. George Harwood the latter 
was only a Liberal by necessity. Personally he had always shown 
himself in favour of the Established Church and averse to the 
interference of the State with Education. But when the campaign 
opened he advocated the dis-establishing of the church and state 
regulation in matters Educational. His programme was very nearly 
identical with that of Brocklehurst. The only difference being 
that Harwood took the title of Liberal whilst his opponent posed 
as a candidate of the Independent Party, You are not ignorant of 
the fact that the population of Bolton is almost entirely composed 
of artisans almost all of whom are Trades Unionists. Now this is 
how the votes were given. Harwood the improvised Liberal received 
8000, Brocklehurst, who for a long time had taken up the cause 
of the workmen, did not receive 2000. How do you explain that? 
Simply by the antagonism of Trades Unionism to Socialism. What 
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does the greatest harm to Socialism in England is the want of 
broadmindedness on the part of those who are at the head of the 
movement. For in order for a Socialist party to stceed here, 
the party must give its members absolute liberty; by this means 
only will it be able to avoid a re-action against Socialism and 
thus only can it increase the roll of its., membership. This is 
why the Social democrats are condemned to remain stationary. 
Socialists of irreproachable orthodoxy they do not see that they 
are fighting the winds. The Federation delights to call itself 
"Democratic" but it is not so at all in its transactions with 
its members: the tyrannical control exercised by its leaders is 
a permanent obstacle to its numerical increase. The Socialism of 
the Independent Party is also too intolerant. We are however very 
much freer than are the members of the Federation. Our branches, 
united to the central committee, are bound to the procedure and 
regulations adopted by the Annual Meeting of the Party. But the 
programme like the procedure must only be observed in broad out« 
line. Each branch remains, in practice arbitrator in matters of 
detail. The National Administrative Council could not even dis- 
solve a branch for any reason whatever, but it could break with it 
and could thus form itself into a branch quite distinct and 
separate. 

What are the relationships between the Labour Church and the 
I. L. P. I here quote the words of Mr. Sims with whom the reader 
has become previously acquainted (in this book) and who is active- 
ly engaged in the Labour Church at Bolton. "These two groups" he 
said "are entirely independent from each other and must not be 
confounded: many of the members of the I. L. P. are not members of 
the Labour Church and the opposite is also true. However there is 
a direct connection between these organisations and the reason of 
it is that each of them finds in the other its chief support. The 
Labour Church has need of the I. L. P. whose members are particular- 
ly disposed to accept its propaganda to second and even direct its 
efforts. The I. L. P. on its part has found in the Labour Church 
powerful support. The necessity of having a religion exists for 
everybody even for Socialists - what shall I say! Specially for 
Socialists. The aim of socialists is indeed the perfection of 
the individual. Now nothing is more powerful in the accomplish- 
ment of this end than the constant stirring of the people through 
their religious emotions; this is specially true in England, a 
country in which each one is more or less attached to the religious 
sentiment. The English people need a religion. They are not 
sufficiently satisfied by the prospect of material advantages 
only. They desire an ideal more elevated than this. 

But what do you expect from Religion? From religion we hope 
for the fullest realization of happiness on this earth, The base, 
or foundation of our religion is the mutual love of all men. We 
do not dwarf a belief and expression of such belief in God: we 
recognize it even as necessary but each can interpret his religious 
view as best meets his own wishes. For myself I very much admire 
Christ in that I limit myself to taking from His doctrines what 
they contain about Socialism. We socialists have everything to 
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gain by giving to our propaganda a religious basis. The 
Labour Religion (the religious part of the work) which we 
profess is a powerful instrument for success for the social- 
istic cause because it will lead unconsciously to socialism 
both children who are always attracted by what is beautiful 
or touching, and adults even those who actually would not 
wish to become members of the Z. L. P. The Labour Church supplies 
fully the personal wants of the English people. Its character- 
istic is complete liberty. It is not a socialistic organisa- 
tion but it is open to everyone " to socialists as to non- 
socialists. To those who believe in Christ as to those who 
have faith in Buddha. Members of the I. L. P. rule it is true 
in 30 or 40 labour Churches but there are also adherents who 
would think themselves compromised by attending a meeting of 
the I. L. P. They would not go to hear Tom Mann speak in a meet- 
ing of Independents but to-morrow they will go in a crowd to a 
service of the Labour Church to hear a socialistic sermon from 
the same Tom Mann. " 

To fill in the known detail of the history of the Bolton con- 
gregation the following year-by-year profile is presenteds 

1892 - Rev, B. J. Harker turned the Duke's Alley Congregational 
Ch4pel into a Labour Church so far as its constitution as a con- 
gregational church would allow. Before the end of the year a 
choir was organized and trained. At the end of the first year's 
work the secretary made three interesting observations: 1. Since 
the very beginning no members had left the congregation; 2. Most 
visitors were soon regular attenders, and many of them took up 
active membership; and 3. By midsummer there was a noticeable 
change in the composition of the congregation because the wives 
and daughters of the members were beginning to attend in consid- 
erable numbers. 

1893 - Attendances, with the usual seasonal variations, kept up 
well. Seating capacity for the evening service was severely 
taxed, and for the afternoon service, well used. When an im- 
portant speaker like Keir Hardie came, hundreds, had to be turned 
away because even standing room could not be found. Even for 
a regular service in the summer time over half the seating cap- 
acity was used, This excellent response was attributed by the 
secretary to the form of the services which were "like the Pleas- 
ant Sunday Afternoon meetings, 'brief, bright, and brotherly#", 
and to the efforts to disabuse the public mind of the commonly 
held idea that the Labour Church was but a cover for secularists, 
agnostics and Unitarians masquerading as church people. 

1891+ - Cinderella work was begun in earnest and as a regular part 
of the church program. During the preceeding summer the I. L. P. 
had taken 970 children on an outing to Lytham, and at Christmas 
the Labour Church had fed and entertained 200, but these were 
preliminary efforts. References throughout the succeeding years 
indicate that the Cinderella Club continued doing excellent and 
extended work. However, detailed records are not available. 

The ladies organized an active auxilliary which conducted 
numerous 'Sales of Work' and a May Fair, These projects con- 
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tributed both financially and socially to the life of the 
congregation. 

1895 - At some time before the end of this year arrangements were 
completed to move to the Central Hall, Acresfield. Attendance 
and interest holding firm, but finances always a problem. The 
church sponsored a fund to enable Fred Broeklehurst to complete 
his academic training at Cambridge. 

1896 - Central Hall, as a rule, was filled each Sundays but fin- 
ances became even more pressing according to the report of the 
treasurers 

"Owing to the government needing all the sp re cash of the 
Socialist to make a big surplus and punish the Liberals, the 
collections have been only so and so. ... We may be more 
advanced, as a Labour Church Movement, towards a true ethical 
basis, but our audiences can give the orthodox ones points and 
then lick them at taking a good deal for their money. A 
friend suggests it is because we are all anti-capitalists, 
and object to the financial system of the times in toto. " 

During the summer large numbers of the members cycled to neigh- 
bouring villages for both the fun of the outing and the oppor- 
tunity of spreading the socialist gospel by open air meetings and 
distribution of literature. Others went regularly to Boggart 
Hole Clough to "look sternly at the police" and to win the right 
of free speech and assembly. Appreciation of lectures of less 
than f hour duration was expressed. 

1897 - Bolton was host to the Labour Church Union conference. The 
annual meeting reported another excellent year with good attend- 
ances, increased membership, and small but sufficient financial 
backing. It was observed that large attendance by the general 
public depended more . and more upon well known lecturers, and 
these were becoming more and more expensive. The strike of the 
iron workers, who made up a substantial part of the congregation, 
and the need for relief collections for the non-unionized workers 
affected by the strikes made the financial prospects look dim 
indeed. However increased union activity seemed to create re- 
newed interest in the Labour Church cause. 

1898 - This was an active year, though the finances were put on a 
sound basis only when the Clarion Vocal Union turned over £110 
at the end of their season. The book stall was doing a good 
business with an 18s. per week turn-over. The sale was largely 
of penny pamphlets. During the summer of this year there was a 
strong emphasis on outdoor propaganda meetings and country 
rambles. The average attendance for all summer meetings was 
only 50. This the executive considered small, for, though the 
membership was only 609 the attendance was usually many times 
larger. 

Under the leadership of James Sims the church published 309000 
copies of a leaflet "Appeal to the Humane" in which the harms of 
lead poisoning were exposed along with the possible solution of 
this industrial problem of the potteries. The whole question of 
lead-free glazes had been discussed at the Labour Church Confer. 
ence; not wishing the sentiments of the Conference to die un- 
heeded, Sims wrote the pamphlet and arranged with the local 
clergy and other prominent gentlemen to endorse the statement 
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and to assist in its distribution. Arrangements were made with 
the printer to leave the type standing that other towns might 
obtain copies at reasonable cost. 

1899 - Both Mr. & Mrs. Jas. Sims were taken seriously ill. A 
sea-side vacation time of convalescence was made possible by a 
Labour Church subscription. Interest in and support of the 
Labour Church cause continued strong with increased attendances 
even in the summer. The approach of the Boor War and the general 
international unrest stimulated active support of the Peace 
Crusade, for which 150 signatures were obtained. In view of 
the general unpopularity of the campaign this was an achievement. 

The anti-war feeling within the Labour Church grew' and to a 
similar degree its appeal to the general public declined. There 
resulted a consolidation of the membership which left the con- 
gregation in a stronger position and flourishing. There was no 
Sunday School. 

1900 - The congregation was free of debt, and a fdnd was begun to 
buy their own premises. At present they were only Sunday termants 
which curtailed a weekly program. The cause continued to flourish. 

1901 - Added emphasis was placed on money raising projects to make 
possible generous donations to needy causes. For example, a 
Labour Church Concert made possible a donation of £85 for the 
relief of the women and children of the Bethesda Quarrymen who 
were deprived of their means of sustenance by industrial dispute. 
Attendances often of overflow proportions. A Sunday afternoon 
discussion group was added to the program. Finances, as always, 
were a bit precarious. 

1902 and following - The congregation continued actively for sev- 
eral years. However a detailed history of its later years is not 
available. In 1903 debate and discussion were introduced success- 
fully for the afternoon. A large number of Ethical Society 
Lecturers were used. In 1906 the Labour Church was a member of 
the Union of Ethical Societies. The congregation apparently 
came to an end with the beginning of the First World War. A 
grandson of James Sims found an entry in a book which was ortgin- 
ally to have been a minute book. It was entitled "Bolton Labour 
and Ethical Church, re-commenced Oct. ist, 1916, in Boro Hall, 
Corporation Street. '"l The book contained no minutes of this 
venture, and had since been used for other things. James Sims 
Jr. remembers a group of people sitting round a dell in the 
'Jumbles' in the valley of the Bradshaw Brook singing Labour 
Church hymns, a number of week-end rambles under Labour Church 
sponsorship, and Saturday evening socials to which whole families 
came. He recalls the church members as "stalwart solid honest 
people with keen views -- abstainers -- the end of the Victorian 
age. This kind are not to be found today. " Because he was but 
six years old in 1915 the present writer assumes that the church 
carried on in some form or another for the remainder of the decade. 
In the twenties the Socialist Sunday School was the only indic- 
ation of what had been a strong and vigorous congregation. At a 
Labour Rally held in 1924 the last day was Children's Day. The 

1. Boro Hall was the headquarters of the Bolton I. L. P. 
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cerem es were semi-religious, wi a children's choir singing> 
Labour Church hyans. Mrs. Sam Brock s reports that "After the 
Labour Church fipished, the Bolton ocialist Party carried on 
Sunda ." evening maetings on Wood Stx*; eet. " £ 
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The B rmingham about Church minutes indicate that 300 Hymn 
Books were loaned o this congregati to assist in the handling 
of their large and ences. 
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1897 .. 
j Herbert N. Casson 

Early in 1897 H6rbert Casson begar holding regular meetings in 
the Arc e Hall. He received wide pc ular support and attendance, 
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man Family Quakers. } 

"Old Roberta", Chartist 'agin 
everybody' regular attender, walk- 

::. wk. ý ing From C leytot °bo rsdford (4 m. ) 
regardless of weather. He was 
elected to School Board after he 
was 70 years of age. 
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Roche R. Sunderland 
G. W. Smith Miss Mary Throupe 
Harry Smith Mrs. Varley 
Go Spencer T. Warner 
George Stark 

The beginning of the Labour Church in Bradford is very closely 
associated with Fredrick William Jowett. It is perhaps well then, 
to give something of his personal background. The letters and 
papers here quoted are in the possession of Mr. A. L. Brown who, 
with Fanner Brockway, was literary executor of Jowett's estate. 
There are a number of interesting papers in this collection which 
were not available when Jowett's biography was written. Mr. Brown 
has given permission to quote from those papers which relate to 
the Labour Church. His kindness is much appreciated. 

Jowett's introduction to labour conflict arose out of his great 
sympathy for oppressed people. The following incident is typicals 
The shortest road from the working class residential areas to the 
factories of Bradford was Clairmont one of those private roads 
with gates at each end along which 

the fashionable and wealthy 
families lived. Early one morning the clattering clogs (wooden 
shoes shod with iron and fitted with leather tops) of the mill 
workers disturbed one of the residents who was confined to bed. 
To prevent a recurrance the gates were closed and locked, thus 
forcing the workmen to walk considerably further on their way to 
work. Jowett wrote a letter to the newspaper taking up the cause 
of the working people and attacking the 'privileges' of the 
wealthy Clairmontese. Some of the latter were greatly insulted 
and so highly insensed that they came to Jowett to threaten him. 
The result was very nearly a street riot. To compemorate the event 
a friend and fellowmember of the Straddlebug club l S. Tetley, 
composed the following verse: 

1. Dear Mr. Jowett 2. We Clairmontese 
How you do go it? Are ill at ease 
With your letter writing O'er such wanton exposure; 
Its plain to me, We've made a vow 
As you'll soon see, Each household crew 
There's going to be some fighting. On you to put the closure. 

3. So if again 
You raise your pen 
Our doings to attack 
We'll come some night 
We tell you straight, 
And pound you till you're black. 

if. For how dare you, 
A man so low, 
Disturb our quiet peace; 
We've banished clogs, 
Those noisy dogs 
So you your shouting cease. 

Yours, S. Tetley, Tong fit., Dudley Hill 

1. The Straddlebug Club, named after the beetle with a wanderlust, 
was organized by the Lister Hills Congregational Church Bible 
Class. The members went on expeditions to climb the hills in 
the Lake District. 
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The fol1twing series of letters illustrate the development of 
Jowdtt's relationship with the church, and indicate why a Labour 
Church should be received so readily. F. W. Jowett and Edwin 
Halford were members of the Lister Hills Congregational Church; but 
because of the sympathetic ministry of the Rev. R. C. Anderson 
were regular attenders at Horton Lane Congregational Church. But 

even in Horton Lane these young men did not feel completely at 
home; they had discussed the matter with Dr. Anderson and steps 
were being taken to improve the situation. 

21 Easby Road 
Bfd. Feb. 7th, /91 

Dear Mr. Halford: 

There is one question I very much wish you and Mr. Jowett would 
answer. It is this. Grant that the "atmosphere" of Horton Lane is 
such as you describe (which I do not believe) so that you cannot 
feel at home. How is the atmosphere to be changed? Now are things 
to bi made better? I am doing my utmost. Is the atmosphere to be 
made more brotherly & Christ-like by the working-man keeping aloof 
from the Church or by coming into it and making it better? It 
seems to me I have a good claim upon the sympathy and support of 
the working men in my efforts to produce a better state of things. 

Yours very truly, 

K. C. Anderson. 

21 Easby Road 
Bradford 
Feb. 10th, /91 

Dear Mr. Jowetti 

Let me hasten to assure you that my feelings were not hurt by 
any word you or Mr. Talford said. I am not so thin skinned. I am 
very sensible that sudden changes are not to be expected. I believe 
they are not desirable were they possible. I am not so foolish as 
to suppose that the little I can do can restore the lapsed confid- 
ence of the people in the religion and fellowship of the Churches. 
Before there is any improvement there will need to be, it seems to 
me, a larger comprehension of the problems, a more charitable vein 
of those who do not exactly & in all points think as we do, less 
disposition to blame other people, and a greater readiness to put 
our own hand to the plough. If I was disappointed at all with my 
talk with you and Mr. Fialford it was owing to the fact that I did 
not discover a bload enough conception of the problem. You look 
too much at one side -- very naturally I admitt-- but still it - limits your power to comprehend as you ought and might the condi- 
tions in the case. Your letter is full of evidence of the same 
fact. It is a very , sae problem, and a suspicion on your part & 
on the part of Mr. Hal-ford that there may be aspects of it that you 

t 
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do not do full justice 
failure to do justice 
of course all you say 
same line but that is 
polar; it always has t 
breadth is willingness 

to would I am sure help you greatly. The 
is always an element of weakness. I admit 
in your letter, & would admit more in the 
not all the truth. Truth is essentially 
wo sides, and one main characteristic of 

to appreciate both. 

I shall be very pleased to see you; perhaps after tomorrow 
evening's meeting there may be time. If not we can then decide on 
an hour. 

I am sure I need not ask pardon for expressing my mind: 

Believe me 
Very truly yours 

K. C. Anderson 

Following the discussions as arranged above, Jowett applied for 
his transfer of membership from Lister Hills to Horton lane. The 
Rev. J. Park Noble, a minister who had been called to Lister Hills 
after Jowett and Halford had begun attending Horton Lane, wrote to 
Jowett8 

29 St. Andrews Pfad®, 
Bradford, April 30th, 1891 

Dear Sir,, 

Dr. Anderson, acting on your instructions, has requested me to 
forward to him your transfer of Church Membership. This means, 
of course, that you sever your connection with lister Hills Church. 

I have no means of knowing what has induced you to take that 
step; but I can scarcely think that you have seriously considered 
what it involves. 

You are aware that you entered into an agreement; that you 
adhered your signature to a $call' to me to become minister of 
Lister Hills Church. With the terms of that call and the measure 
of your responsibility you are no doubt familiar. 

Now I have made a careful and searching enquiry, &I cannot dis- 
cover that during the four months I have been minister of Lister 
Bills Church you have sought in any way or to any degree to fulfill 
the duties that devolve upon you. And now you wish to back out of 
your obligations completely, 

Your conduct t let me r, 
a breach of contract; &I 
circumstances you propose 
your obligations & desire 
what do you propose to do 

emind you, is a breach of faith and also 
request you to inform me what in the 
to do. If you still refuse to fulfil 
the transference of Church Membership 
by way of reparation for what I regardt 
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as dishonourable & perfidious conduct. 

Waiting your reply, 
I amp 
Yours sincerely, 

J. Park Noble 

On receiving this letter Jowett tried to consult Dr. Anderson; 
not finding him at home he left the letter to speak for itself. 
The following is Dr. Anderson's response: 

21 Easby Road 
Bradford 
May 7th, 1891 

Dear Mr. Jowett 

I was sorry not to be able to see you when you called. I read 
the letter with great sorrow and surprise. It is a revelation of 
the writer not at all creditable to him. You may already have 
replied, and if not you will of course reply according to your own 
judgement but I will tell you what I should say. He is evidently 
under a misconception. He thinks here is a man who signed my call, 
but he does not like my preaching but wishes to leave. I would 
therefore lay before him the real facts in the case. I would say 
frankly that probably you were at fault in retaining your member- 
ship so long without fulfilling any of the duties; that you should 
not have signed the call, but I would make it clear to him why you 
did, -- at the request of a deacon -- with the desire not to be in 
the way. I would distinctly point out to him that you have not 
heard him preach -- that your desire to come to Horton Lane has 
nothing whatever to do with him or his coming to Lister Hills & 
was in your mind before his coming. I trust you do not regard 
yourself as guilty of a breach of faith or contract, and that as 
to the transfer you leave it to the church at Lister Hills to de- 
cide whether they wish to give or not. Write as kind & Christian 
a letter as you can; do not follow him in his use of hard adjectives. 
I think that when he sees that your purpose to leave Lister Hills 
has nothing to do with his preaching he will take a different view 
of the matter. I shall be interested to hear how he takes your reply. 

Believe mej 
Very truly yours, 

X. C. Anderson 

Jowett then replied to the minister at Lister Hills: 

2 Grantham Place, Bfd. May 12 /91 

Revd. J. Park Noble 

Dear Sirs 

I am sorry that I have not been able to reply to yours of the 
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30th of April before now. This is my first opportunity. 

I read your letter with great astonishment and after reading it I 
could not but conclude that you had written it under a serious 
misapprehension. Albw me to explain. First of all I may say that 
I have not taken a regular or even a frequent part in the worship 
at Lister Hills for at least 1+ or 5 years. For this I have no doubt 
laid myself open to censure. But even there, I think that censure 
should be tempered by proper knowledge of all the facts that halte 
contributed to that state of things. 

As to my transfer I hasten to say that my wish to join the Church 
at Horton Lane is in no sense connected with your becoming Minister 
at Lister Hills. So far from your being the cause of that wish I 
may say that everything I have heard of you has been to your credit. 
So much so that it pains me to think that I have received from you 
a letter couched in language that I am sure I could not do worse 
than imitate. It was in my mind long before you come to Lister 
Hills that I should in all probability join Horton lane. 

It is true as you point out that I signed your call; Unwisely I can 
now see. But you can scarcely be aware that I signed it at the 
request of one of the Deacons at Lister Hills; who, I am sure, did 
not expect when I signed it that I should by doing so make any con- 
tract with you. I deny that I did make any contract. It was die- 
tinctly pointed out to me that every member on the roll was desired 
to sign. That if anyone refused it would be open to the construc- 
tion of direct opposition to the 'call' being made. Now I wes then 
a member at Lister Hills what else could I do but sign it so as 
not to be in the way of 

the Church becoming settled again? I asked 
no question but one; and that was "Is it the general wish of the 
members? " 

As to the terms of the 'call' what they were I don't know. I only 
know I signed a sheet which so far as I recollect was without terms 
altogether and had no heading. I have purposely refrained from 
coming to Lister Hills since from the very fear that if I came some 
one may notice it, and when I asked for my transfer might think I 
had not been satisfied with you. Hence I have not even heard you 
preach. 

I hope I have said enough to show that the strong language you 
have used has not been merited by me. For the rest I must leave it 
to the church at Lister Hills to say whether they will grant the 
transfer or not. But whatever happens I can assure you that I shall 
not carry any unkind feeling towards yourself personally. 

Waiting your reply, 
I remain 
Yours very respectfully 

Fred. Wm. Jowett 

Jowett had been a member of Horton Lane for about a year when 
events led to the formation of the Labour Church as will be told 
in the words of Jowett himself. The reaction of K. C. Anderson 
will indicate something of the reception of the Labour Churches by 
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those who were sympathetic to labour and Iabour's aspirationsl. 
His reaction is revealed in the following letters. 

2 Ashfield 
Bradford 
July 12th, '92 

Dear Mr. Jowett 

I have thought a good deal about our talk last night, & the more 
I think I am confirmed in the view I take. How you can take the 
position you do in relation to the contemplated Labour Church I 
cannot understand. I take your action and that of Mr. Halford in 
accepting the position of Pres. & Sec. as a direct slap in the face 
before the whole community of Bradford. I have made the claim, & 
you admit its that I have done more for the principles that are 
dear to you than any one else, and as a reward you turn round & 
give me this slap in the face for it is nothing less. You are 
both members of my church, & In the face of the Bradford Public you 
say I have done nothing & can do nothing for the labour cause. 
That is, you leave my church and for a so-called Labour Church. 
My faith in my follow men was never put to so severe a strain. It 
does seem as if it is of no use trying to do good, -- no use to try 
to abate the evil effect of the class distinctions which are such 
a curse in English life. Br--your action you are doing an immense 
injury to me and I believe you are doing an injury also to the 
working people whom you influence. A fine encouragement you are 
giving to the ministers to speak in behalf of the workers! A fine 
reward I have got for all I have attempted to do! You single out 
the very man whom you admit has served your cause before ever Mr. 
Tillett appeared before the Manningham Mills strike happened for 
the first & deadliest blow! All I can say is that if you have any 
satisfaction in this kind of thing, I do not envy you. 

Believe me 
Very truly yours 

K. C. Anderson 

2 Ashfield 
Bradford 
July 15th /92 

Dear Mr. Jawett 

I must write you another note. I feel that my first note was 

1. The Rev. R. Roberts waa another Bradford minister who was very 
sympathetic to the Labour Church and Labour's cause. His sym- 
pathies led to his being ousted from his Congregational Church. 
A strong Labour Church minority would have invited him to become 
their minister if they had power to do so. Roberts later became 
a lecturer for the Ethical Societies. 
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too strong. I am afraid I have done what I would not wish to dog 
-- give you unnecessary pain, and increase the difficulty of what 
must be a difficult work. I have allowed my sensitiveness to in- 
fluence me too much. And I have been sensitive about the way that 
the working men have left me severely alone. I have done my utmost, 
spoken for them before anyone else was speaking, and as far as out- 
ward result is concerned it is almost 111, But perhaps that is too 
narr�owa vein to take and anyway I would not for the world wound 
your feelings. I believe that you will do your utmost to guide the 
labour Church movement into right channels, &I am glad you are 
there to do it. I believe you will do your best to give the people 
whom you influence the spirit of Jesus Christ. I have the most 
complete confidence in your motives. I cannot but wish you success. 
Of course I could have wished that the workers had come to our 
Churches but perhpps that is impossible and I cannot but rejoice 
that they are thinking of a church at all. I gin glad that you & 
the others from Horton Lane are to have the conduct of the movement. 
May God bless you & guide you in a very responsible position & be- 
lieve me to be yours very sincerely. 

K. C. Anderson 

Within a few weeks Dr. Anderson left Bradford. Whether or not 
the formation of the labour Church and the actions of Jowett and 
iialford had anything to do with his move the present writer does 
not know. There was one further letter from Dr. Anderson in the 
Jowett Papers which sheds some light on the labour Church and J. W. 
Jowett and their relationship to the working classes of Bradford. 

Royal Hotel 
Derby Street 
Bradford 
Oct. 26th, 1892 

Dear Mr. Jowett 

May I ask a favour from you? During my stay in Bradford, I have 
often protested against the inequalities and iniquities of modern 
society, often urged the claims of the labourer to a larger share 
in the fruits of labour, often spoken in behalf of the suffering 
poor, often denounced the selfishness that is organised in capital- 
ism. Never have I uttered a calumny against the working class. I 
have done my best to vbice their feelings and aspirations. I have 
done this at a time too when my voice was the only one in the pul- 
pits of Bradford who did so, before there was a Labour Church, -- 
before the Maningham strike, before there was so much talk as there 
is now about the subject & when it was more unpopular. No one knows 
this better than you do. You yourself have confessed this & said I 
had done more than any one else to bring about the present conditions 
of things. Many of those who are now working in the labour Movement 
got their inspiration and impulse from me as they would be glad to 
confess. 

The favour I ask of you is to write a letter to the Observer in 
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view of Mr. Geo. Cooke's letter this morning saying as much in 
your own way and words. I feel he does me grave injustice. I 
do not ask you to endorse my views in the Lecture referred to 
(tho I think you would do so if you had heard it). You cannot 
endorse it if you take Mr. Cooke's account of it. But what I 
would be greatly obliged for would be a letter showing that it 
was not my manner to talk to the Balls and forget the gallery 
and forget the wretchest of modern life. Such a letter would 
do me justice and would have great influence upon those you re- 
present coming from you. You could disclaim any intention of 
entering on the controversy respecting the Ledture but simply say 
what you have already said to me as to what I have done for the 
cause we both have at heart. 

Will you do it? 
Believe me 

Very truly yours 
K. C. Anderson. 

The formation of the Labour Church was largely on the initiative 
of Jowett himself. It is therefore fitting that he should tell 
the story. Among his papers, and largely in his own handwriting 
(though several pages have been recopied by his niece, Miss Mary 
Foster) there is a copy of his address to the Tenth Anniversary 
Service of the Bradford Labour Church. Two quotations which were 
left blank in the manuscript I have been able to fill in from 
other sources. Otherwise the following is a copy of the manu- 
script used in 1902. 

After ten years of the existence of the Labour Church it is 
certain that a survey of our past and a few reflections thereon 
would be profitable to all if contributed by some person who 
has had opportunities of watching and who also possesses the 
power to see and tell. 

The opportunity I have had if anybody has but the power to 
utilise it by eloquently telling its story I do not possess. 
For this the true preacher is required and that I can never be. 
And jrbtsthere have been supreme monents even in my life which 
have been possessed and used by some power outside myself and 
never more than ten years ago last month I stood on the plat- 
form at the Mechanics Institute and threatened the platform full 
of ministers of the Gospel with a Labour Church. 

Our movement is young yet; it was younger then (10 years 
ago). It had smouldered for years in various forms. First a 
Socialist League was established about 1885 and numbering some 
dozen members. Then a Labour Electoral Association which 
attempted to unite Socialism and Labour ism. This in its 
turn failed through the subservience of some of the Labourites 
to Liberalism. After this the disappointment of the stalwarts 
caused a short interval of reaction till the outbreak of the 
Manningham Strike. Then the smouldering spark burst into flame 
for the workers came face to face with Mr. Lister and his 
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millions and were starved into submission. During the struggle 
the authorities showed their bias by using the police in de- 
fence of capital and thousands of people who had previously 
been impervious to our appeals became luminously conscious of 
the need for political action. 

A monster protest meeting in Peckover saw a curious combin- 
ation on the various platforms. Liberal Labour men were breath- 
ing defiance of both political parties to the utter astonish- 
ment of the independents. But it was mostly sound and fury, for 
the same men backslided the moment the party trumpet which had 
called them decade after decade to fight their masters political 
battles sounded afresh. Had it not been for their backsliding 
labour in Bradford would have been well nigh irresistible and 
would have captured the public bodies within three years from 
that date. Not less than 40,000 persons attended the protest 
meeting in Peokover which was then a far larger space than it 
is now though nothing but local men spoke, tout of the upheaval 
of these exciting times and the callous despotism of a million- 
aire there arose the Labour Union. The Labour Union was not 
an avowed Socialist Organisation but it stood for Independent 
Labour Politics and opposed itself to all the forces which 
opposed the interests of the workers. The new movement for 
the first time since the days when the old Chartists met, 
spoke of the wrongs of the downtrodden poor. It called upon 
pove2ý; y to assert itself and use the opportunities which 
political action offered for the redress of the injustices under 
which it suffered. Blatchford in the Sunday Chronicle, Tillet 
on the Strike platform and Keir Hardie on the Trades Union Con- 
gress floor and the public platform elsewhere all helped to fan 
the flame, The Labour Union men and women were caught by the 
wave of enthusiasm and must do something. Blatchford was in- 
vited to stand for the Eastern Division and he promised to do 
so if a thousand signatures were obtained. We went from door 
to door and obtained them. He soon afterwards withdrew in 
consequence of a disagreement with the proprietors of the. p#per 
on which he was employed, bringing about a change in his cir- 
cumstances, Not to be baulked the Labour Union fixed up with 
Ben Ttllett to contest the Western Division. Ben began to make 
those fighting speeches which did so much to put life and vigour 
into the new movement. That was over twelve years ago when 
the Manchester School of Liberalism having done its work in 
widening the franchise and freeing commerce stooid facing the 
future with nothing to say. Increasing numbers of the people 
looked for Labour Legislation, Factory Acts and the like. The 
minimum age for the child worker in the Factory must be in- 
creased. The piece workers in factories, especially women, 
whose wage rates had been nibbled by secret additions to their 
tasks, wanted a particular clause. Politics thanks to Lister 
of Manningham to Blatehford, Hardie and Tillett, were taking an 
entirely new and practical aspect, At this stage our cause was 
distinctly helped by W. P. Byles and the Bradford Observer. W. P. 
Byles stood manfully for the Strikers and for free Speech, and 
the Bradford Observer was a far more courageous paper than it 
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is now. We could get reports of our speeches then which is 
more than we can get today. Thllett's opponent in West Brad- 
ford was the then sitting member, Mr. Alf Illingsworth, a 
staunch old nonconformist of the Manchester School of politics. 
During the Parliament which hold office from 1886 to 1892 
Mr. Illingsworth along with Mr. Briggs Priestley of the Pudsey 
Division had been getting increasingly uncomfortable under the 
legislation which had been promoted by the Conservative Govern- 
ment in Parliament. It was too advanced for them. To the deep 
disgust of Mr. Illingsworth the Conservatives had passed 
Housing Acts, Factory Acts and even went so far in 1891 as to 
carry a fair Contracts resolution. 

To this day Mr. Illingsworth has a horror of the bare mention 
of Municipal Houses or Municipal anything except perhaps street 
improvements. Hating protection in Commerce, and Labour being 
in his theory of economics a commodity; he applies to it the 
same rule and declines to protect the workman in his labour by 
means of a fair wages clause. To crown all the Conservative 
Government in 1891 brought in a Factory Bill. This Bill amongst 
other things raised the age at which children were to be elig- 
able for the Factory to 11 years. It also compelled employers 
to declare to their piece workers in plain figures the parti- 
culars which would enable the workers to check their own wages. 
In doing so the Government had placed its finger on a very 
sore spot indeed. For years previous it had been the custom 
to withold from the weaver information as to the length of 
piece she wove and the number of threads of weft she had to 
weave into every inch of cloth was also unknown to her. Under 
this system to my certain knowledge a practice of secretly 
increasing the piece workers task had grown up in the Bradford 
Trade and lowered wage rates to an extent which will never be 
fully known. I myself have seen the weavers warp length grow 
stealthy additions from 58 yds, in some instances, to 70 yds 
per piece. The textile employers in Parliament fought the New 
measures and most of the other employers in other trades joined 
them out of sympathy. Mr. Briggs Priestly especially dis- 
tinguished himself by moving an insidious amendment to the 
particulars clause with the object of making it necessary for 
each worker to ask for his or her information separately from 
the employer. The object of this amendment is not far to seek. 
I mention these things to show the reactionary forces at work 
in the Liberal party of 10 years ago. Tillett and his supporters 
in the Western Division pressed the lesson home at the election 
meetings and such was the result on the public mind that Mr. 

Illingsworth's nonconformist friends felt that his position 
was dangerous and they decided that something just had to be done. 

The nonconformist ministers of the Town (though one or two 
held aloof) forgetting the Factory worker who should have been 
nearer thethem than his wealthy master thought only of the 
champion of disestablishment and the risk he ran of losing his 
seat hence they called a meeting of nonconformists in his supportg 
History was to repeat itself and the influence of the Churches 
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was to be brought to bear in support of the wealthy -- even 
though the wealthy were engaged at the time in active resis- 
tance to the forces in Society which were making for humanity 
and the public welfare. The announcement was no sooner made 
than it was replied to by a letter signed by five persons who 
were then connected with one of the nonconformist Churches 
which had at that time for its minister a learned and good 
man, Dr. Anderson, now of Dundee, who had been influencing 
numbers of young men in favour of Socialism by his merciless 
examinations of the present system of industry. As an illus- 
tration take the following from an address on "The Truth there 
is in Socialism" "The Criticism of Socialism on our present 
industrial system is true. " "The socialistic indictment against 
Modern Society is a true bell ,,. we cannot answer the charge. " 
"The greatest foe to the reign of Jesus Christ is in the realm 
of trade %. -b " 

Five members of Dr, Anderson's congregation signed a letter 
published in the Bradford Observer on June 13th, 1892 of pro- 
test against the action of the Churches which had been prompted 
by the Nabobs and worked by the ministers. It may be of inter- 
est to quote the closing sentences of the letter which were as 
follows: "We have no objection whatever to the committee of 
Bradford and district Noncomformist Association idolising Mr. 
Illingtorth as much as it chooses; but we being Bradford Non- 
conformists, wish to state that we have not entire confidence 
in him" and we have no "gratitude for the devoted, efficient, 
and disinterested services" which he is alleged to have rend- 
ered to the cause of the people. We do not deny his sincerity 
in regard to matters which he has at heart; but there is no 
similarity whatever between Mr. Illingworth's views as to the 
way in which the conditions of the people may be improved and 
our views on that subject. 

As to the omission of disestablishment from Mr. Tillett's 
programme, we do not consider it necessary to say more than 
that Christ did not offer such things as disestablishment to 
the hungry when they asked for food. 

In our opinion the statements in the letters are so mis- 
leading and unfair as to be totally unworthy of the gentlemen- 
whose names are appended to them. " 

The signatures to the letter were R. H. Rawson, J. Riley, F. 
W. Jowett, Geo. Minty and E. Halford. 

The meeting of the non-conformists was to take place in 
the Mechanics Institute June 139 1892 and on that evening as 
I was passing the Institute on my way to a Co-operative Board 
meeting I met Fred Pickles who informed me that I was to move 
an amendment on behalf of the Labour Union at the meeting and 
that I must obey, and I did. Inside the Hall the air was 
electric. All the Auld LiCkts of nonconformity were assembled 
and inter-mixed with them were the most fiery spirits of the 
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Labour Union. Tom Keighley who had not then been to Paris sat 
in the centre of the Gallery in full view of the Parsons on 
the platform, and quite within hearing distance. Mrs. Bruce 
Glasier (then Katherine. St. John Conway) occupied a seat under 
the gallery and how she managed to keep herself in leash and 
refrain from storming that platform I never could understand. 
The meeting was called "in aid of the return of Mesrs. A. Ill- 
ingworth and W. S. Caine, but the whole burden of the meeting 
was Illingworth v. Tillett as champions of the two armies of 
Capitalist Liberalism and labour respectively. The chairman 
was Mr. Briggs Priestley M. P. the famous antagonist of the new 
Factory legislation, and he was surrounded by the leading 
lights of wealthy nonconformity and the ministers who preached 
in the name of the poor Carpenter of Nazareth to people who sit 
in comfortable cushioned pews which have long since ceased to 
contain the labouring man in any numbers. 

Mr. Priestley opened the meeting by a speech in which he 
urged the financial assistance given by Mr. Illingworth to non- 
conformist objects as one reason entitling him to hold the seat. 
He further expressed himself as puzzled to find a reason for 
labour opposition to him, but the audience supplied one at once, 
by interjecting the words 'factory Acts. ' The chairman was 
followed by a primitive Methodist Minister Rev. Thos. How who 
moved a resolution pledging nonconformists to support Messrs. 
Illingworth and Caine. This was seconded by Mr. C. W. Skepp 
a Baptist Minister at Mr. Illingworth's own particular Bethel. 
This gentlemen aroused the fighting instincts of his opponents 
by declaring his belief "in the rights of every man to have 
work that should be adequately paid for" and also the right "of 
every man to a full share in the Knowledge the comfort, and 
enjoyment of life" and then asking the audience to agree that 
the Liberal party had given effect to this belief. This was 
too much and the labour part of the audjence furiously dissented. 
Unfortunately for Mr. Skemp he bleated to make a. quotation from 
an issue of the "Labour Union Journal". It was from a new 
version of the story of David and Goliath in which Goliath was 
Mr. Illingworth and Mr. Tillett was David. Mr. Skemp picked 
his extract and read it. But the audience demanded more and t 
they refused to be satisfied until he read every sentence to 
the amusement of all, and when he read the final sentence which 
ran "And when the liberals saw that their champion was dead, 
they fled" (here the labour men cheered vociferously) "And the 
men of Labour arose and shouted" read Mr. Skemp and the Labour 
men suited the action to the word. . 

When Mr. Skemp finished I asked leave as a non-conformist 
entitled to take part in the proceedings to move an amendment, 
but the chairman's answer was to call the next speaker. I pro- 
tested then the chairman threatened my forcible removal. Again 
I attempted to speak but ultimately decided that I would wait 
till the next speaker had finished before pressing my claim. 
When he finished however the chairman said he must put the vote 
at once as there was still another resolution to go before the 
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meeting. This was too mjoh and backed by my supporters I 
ascended the platform and resolutely claimed a hearing which 
was given to me. Südh were the circumstances of the meeting 
when I secured ty hearing that in moving my amendment I ppoke 
with a power not of myself and took the opportunity of chal- 
lenging Mr. Briggs Priestley the chairman, to justify his 
parl l entary action on the factory Bill, a thing which he 
promised to do some other time, but never did so far as I 
know. 

When I had finished with the chairman I turned on the min- 
isters present and closed my remarks by saying "that if the 
Revd* gentlemen would persist in opposing the Labour movement 
that we should establish a labour Church. 

This threat entirely unpremeditated fired the labour part 
of the audience, . and the enthusiasm was s thing to be remem- 
bered by all. Mrs. Glasier was constrained to laugh and cry 
for boy with the result that the muscles were drawn for both 
and did neither, Tom Keighley was like an uncontrollable Jack 
in the Box. The Parsons looked limp and grave and the chair- 
man after Geo. Minty had seconded the amendment put the vote 
but refused to declare the result because it was carried. Four 
weeks after the Labour Church held its first meeting in the 
Teamsters Rooms, Barry St. under the chairmanship of Geo. 
Spencer, I think. I was elected the first president and I 
held that office attending with scarcely a miss for a consid- 
erable period until the party and the cause generally found 
me so much work that I could no longer spare the Sundays. 
But I never lost my interest in it feeling as I do that its 
maintenance is so important to the Labour Cause. My share 
in its formation will always be a source of säcisfaction to 
me. In the first years of its existance the Speakers from 
its platform did much to sttengthen the movement in Bradford. 
Whether or no it has realised all that its founders hoped is 
another matter. Speaking for myself, I looked for the main- 
tenance of a distinctly spiritual impulse in the congregation 
which is not displaying itself in long prayers and psalm sing- 
ing would at least give us that power and confidence which the 
knowledge that we are working for the coming of the Kingdom 
of God on earth is capable of granting. The defenders of the 
present churches say that no church should take sides in the 
struggle which is going on for social justice. But by accept- 
ing the present system of society as it exists without question, 
they are taking sides, because they are preserving the existing 
system against examination and subsequent interference. Con- 
sequently there is need ft. - a church where Christians can meet 
and work who are frankly on the side of the poor and are pre- 
pared to voice their claims to whom justice to the poor is a 
part of their gospel and a part which they must express fear- 
lessly, a thing that cannot be done when the sole prop of the 
Church is the rich man's gold. I sometimes think our Church has 
developed a little too much on the secular side only with the 
result that it is hardly a church in the sense I have described. 
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Our Church exists for the purpose of meeting this need. May it 
never lack enthusiastic men and women to work in it and through 
it and as it sends its members into wider fields and takes away 
their opportunity of helping in the management of its affairs, 
may it ever produce from its own self new recruits to take up 
the responsibilities. 

At this our tenth anniversary let us take careful stock of 
our positiog, see where we have failed to realise our best 
hopes, fix our eyes anew on the ideal we seek after, and go 
forward with renewed energy to fight the battle of progress in 
the interest of the poor and needy and for the establishment 
of an orderly society in which all men shall be economically 
and politically free. 

The Bradford I,. bbutrChurch was preceeded by the Bradford Z. L. P. 
Edwin Halfordf James Bartley, and W. H. Drew signed a postcard 
dated May 20th, 1891 which convened a meeting which formed the 
party. It was this group who backed Ben Tillett's candidature bs. 
Illingworth which was the cause of the disruptions described by 
%Towett. Ti]. lett's presence must have stimulated the idea of a 
Labour Church. 

Following the General Election of 1892 an open meeting was 
held in Barry's Hall, July 10th idith Mr. Drew presiding. Be- 
tween 300 and 400 people attended. (Edwin Halford in the Labour. 
Prophell July 196 says the room was the National Vechicular Traffic 
W-oriers Union hall then. ) Here it was resolved that a Labour 
Church should be formed, and the following were elected to a pro- 
visional committee whose purpose was to turn this resolution into 
facts 

"F. W. Jowett, President; Edwin Haiford, Secretary; with W. H. Drew, 
0. Minty, B. W. Hartley Cl. Spencer, C. Aikman, Cl. Newboult, Miss 
Mary Throupe Mrs. Varley, P. Bland, C. Holmes, R. -Sunderlando 
F. Pickles, A. Harvey, J. McDonald, Miss Nellie Davey, Mrs. 
Hansfield Miss nary Bentley, Miss Eliz. Attwood, A. L. Jones 
and H. B. knowles+. 

At a meeting of this committee held three days later2 it was 
agreed to rent Barry's Hall for 5s. per Sunday afternoon and to 

1. Bradford Labour Church Minute Book Vol. 1, July 10,1892. 
2. This meeting was probably held upstairs in the Central Coffee 

Tavern. Mr. Overton and Mrs. Senior, who were active members 
of the Bradford Labour Church in their younger days, have 
happy memories of 'Iaycock's' Coffee Tavern, which was "a 
famous debating place, with a 'commons' downstairs and the 
'House of Lords' upstairs. It was here that many socialists 
learned public speaking. Losing tempers was looked down on by 
the assembled socialists almost as much as the tavern was 
looked down on by the 'polite' society of the day: " 
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ask John Trevor to deliver the opening address. On July 31st the 
official proceedings began with a demonstration parade led by the 
banner of the Manchester and Salford congregation, and accompanied 
by a large brass band; they ended yith the provisional adoption of 
Trevor's Labour Church Principles. 

The early needs of the new congregation indicate its quick grow- 
th. By the end of August two dozen collection bags were ordered 
to facilitate the taking up of the offerings of pennies, half- 
pennies and farthings. So rare as anything larger than a three- 
penny bit that, when H. Jowett applied to the committee for the 
return of a two shilling piece he ad mistaken for a penny, there 
was no hesitation in returning it. Yet, with collections made 
up of small value coins the committee could soon pay cash for a 
piano. When membership forms were required, an initial order for 
1000 was placed; and a standing order for 12 dozen I, bourPronhets 
seldom left a surplus. 

From the very first the new congregation thrived, even in spite 
of the multiplicity of its meeting places. During the first few 
months it met in the Dyers Union Club, Barry's Hall, the Temperance 
Hall, and the Jolity Theatre (with its leaking canvass roof) But 
by September the need of a permanent headquarters was marked; the 
Labour Party and the Fabian Society were approached with the possi- 
bility of co-operation in the procuring of a suitable premises. 
Though these groups declined to enter into a joint project, the 
general sympathy and financial support of their members were evi- 
dentx so the congregation went ahead on its own. In November the 
Bethesda Chapel on Peckover Street was taken for a three year lease 
at £100 per annum (with the owner putting in the proper repairs) 
providing an auditorium capable of seating 800 people, with auxil- 
liary rooms for committees, teas and socials. A few weeks later 
it was officially opened by Ben Tillet and renamed the Labour 
Institute. It quickly became the center of labour activities in 
Bradford; soon it assumed a wider significance, for within a few 
weeks it was let free of charge to provide the meeting place of 
the conference at which was formed the British Independent Labour 
Party. 3 

In the early summer of 1894 the Labour Church again approached 
the other labour and socialist bodies of the town, suggesting 
that 10,000 shares be sold that a Labour Institute could be fin- 
anced. The proposal came to naught, save that the I. L. Q. agreed 
to rent office space from the Labour Church. A year later, when 
the congregation was facing financial difficulties, the proposal 

1. The Labour Church Principles were 
Dec, 6,1892. 

2. Minutes of Aug. 12,1892. As Mr. 
member the event, an announcement 
had given a two shilling piece by 
Committee for its return. 

3. Minute of Jan. 8,1893. 

finally and officially adopted 
Overton and Mrs. Senior re- 

was made asking the person who 
mistake to apply to the 
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was made to the I. L. P. that the party take over the lease, on the 
Peckover property or that it subsidize the church to the extent 
of £25 per year. This the party refused to do. However, when 
the lease came to an end, rather than leave the town without its 
Labour Institute, the church committee on a basis of faith and 
not of finance, extended the lease another four months. The 
building was put up to auction but the Church was unable to buy it. 

The Labour Church then called a meeting with a view to forming 
a company to purchase or build suitable accomodation. The Peck- 
over property was again unexpectedly put up for sale, but the 
available capital was far from sufficient to acquire it so on 
Nov. 21+, 1896 a general meeting of Labour People was called, at 
which the project was put on more solid footing with the formation 
of a limited liability company capitalized-pt £5000 (£1 per share). 
The purpose of the company was to buy the Peckover property and t1 
rent it to the Labour Church, the I. L. P. and other Labour Groups. 

The Labour Institute Company, Limited was successful; It owned 
and operated property for over fifty years. At times though, the 
Labour Church minutes read as if the building belonged to the con- 
gregation. Rents were paid "to the Labour Church" and the Church 
Committee granted permission for the use of the premises by the 
other groups. But this was not particularly unusual, for the re- 
lationship between the various Labour and Socialist bodies was 
always indefinite. For instance in 1895 the Church committee had 
to inform the East Ward Labour Club that it dia not have the right 
to appoint a delegate to the Church Committee. Frequently the 
I. L. P. would issue instructions concerning announcements, or 

1.440 shares were promised that night; the company was registered 
on Jan. 8,1897, and the prospectus issued ten days later. Early 
in February the property was purchased on the following terms, 
£100 to be paid on signing the contract, £300 plus interest at 
4A on April 30, £400 plus interest on July 31st, and a three 
year mortgage for £1400 at 4%, making a total of £2200 plus int- 
erest. The payments were made, not without a struggle it is 
sureq and the property remained with the Labour Institute Com- 
pany until the early years of the 20th century when a railway 
project skyrocketed the value of the property. It was then sold 
to the Pilkington Glass Co. In its place the Moreley Street 

9 Picture House was acquired as both a place of meeting and a 
source of revenue. After the first world war this in turn was 
sold, and a printing establishment, the Thornton and Pearson Co. 
Ltd, was bought. In 1951 the Company was reorganized, dropping 
its official connection with Labour, though the I. L. P. is still 
a major share holder. (The foregoing information is from cor- 
respondence with Mr. Austin Haigh, the successor of Edwin Malford 
as secretary of the Bradford Labour Church, a member of the 
Labour Institute Company Ltd. from its inception, and a manager 
of the reorganized printing company which succeeded Labour Insti- 
tute Ltd. ) 

2. Minute of April 24th, 1895. 
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would arrange special collections to be taken at the Church ser- 
vice. 1 When a speaker for one or other of the political parties 
would come on a Sundayq the 'fixture' was given to the Church. 2 
Bazaars, concerts, and other money raising projects often split 
their proceeds 50-50 between the I. L. P. and the Labour Church. 
This confusion was the result of working arrangements by which 
several groups co-operated in public presentation of socials m. 
It was also due to the large degree of overlap in membership.; 
each person, especially the active seeders, were members of two 
or three of the co-operating bodies. When the colourful May Day 
Parades were planned, or when protest meatings were held, the 
whole Labour Movement acted in unison. Community Sundays, spec- 
ial speakers4s Clarion Van visits, lantern lecture series, unem- 
ployment demonstrations, special education efforts, newspaper 
publicity, school meal campaigns garden parties, summer picnics 
and rambles, literature distribution, the Annual Carnival, and the 
Miss McMillan Fund were all planned and administered by committees 
representative of two or more of the Bradford labour groups7. The 
I. L. P. and the Labour Church were especially close. Mr. Overton' 
in an interview said "It is hard to separate the I. L. P and the 
Labour Church in Bradford. Even Labour Union members considered 
themselves Labour Church members, It was a muddling affair. " 

While this confusion, particularly of the Labour Church and the 
I. L. P. was present even in the thinking qf the members, the church 
Was a separate and distinct organizationb with its own membership 
card (see Allustration and a definitive constitution. For the 
first few years the latter consisted simply of 1. its name, and 

1. cf. I. L. P. resolution of May 2 1900 by which both of these 
things were done without consulting the Church committee. 

2. cf. I. L. P. minute of Sept. 8,, 1903 by which it was decided that 
when H. M. Hyndman could only come on Oct. 18th, the Labour 
Church "take over the fixture, it being 8n a Sunday. " 

3. Mr. Overton reports that in Bradford S. D. F. members were also 
members of the I. L. P. Their primary loyalty was to the S. D. F. 
Their function in the I. L. B. was permiation. 

4. For example: In June 1897 the S. D. F. the I. L. P. and the Labour 
Church sponsored a man meeting at which Comrades Liebknecht of 
Germany and Dr. Aveling of London were the speakers. 
It is interesting to note that many of these committees forbade 
the use of raffling as a means of fund raising, and refused to 
sell raffle tickets for the prize draw sponsored by the laa 
Leaer. See Minutes of the Carnival Committee Mar. 11,1901 and 

Feb. 279 1902. 
6. Mrs. Senior reports that Dr. Alex Dessin, a German citizen teach. 

ing at Bellevue school and a member of the S. D. F. spoke at the 
Labour Church. He asked no fee but requested a subscription of 
10/-nfor the S. D. F. The Committee would not do this but paid 
the 10/- direct to the speaker. Such 'red tape' was required to 
maintain the careful balance-8'C the Labour Church in relation 
to the other socialist groups. 
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2. its object and principles as these appeared on the membership 
card. In 1895 it was enlarged by the addition of the following 
sections: Immediately after the Principles there was an explana- 
tory note: "Note : The above principles were formulated by John 
Trevor the founder of the Labour Church Movement. " Then the object 
was extended: 

"3. To emphasise the Ethical as well as the economic side of the 
Labour Move; ent by holding of Sunday services, by the pub- 
lication and the sale of Labour Church and Socialistic lit- 
erature, the maintainance of fraternal relationship in the 
struggle for Emancipation of Labour and for the reconstruc- 
tion of Society upon the Basis of Equality and Brotherhood. " 

The remainder of the constitution concerned matters of local or- 
ganization; 

"The Bradford Labour Church will be glad to welcome as 
Members persons of either sex and of any creed who will accept 
and observe the above principles and work for their advancement 
according to their opportunities. " 

"The funds for carrying on the work of the Church are rais- 
ed by Collections at the Sunday Services, and the further vol- 
untary contributions of members and Friends. No money payment 
is necessary as a condition of membership. We want the very 
poorest to feöl able to join the labour Church. " 

'Form of Membership's I hereby accept the principles of the 
Bradford Labour Church, and undertake, by personal effort, to 
work for their advancement, according to my opportunities; and 
I will endeavour to order my life in accordance with the spirit 
of the same. 

name address 

occupation 0 00 date 

'Management's The Bradford Labour Church shall be governed 
by a committee consisting of 30 members who shall be elected 
at each annual Church meeting; this committee shall appoint its 
own officers and divide itself into standing sub-committees to 
carry on the work of the church. " 

The constitution of 1895 concluded with an excellent list of 
standing orders of procedure. 

The members were asked if they wished to make a regular sub- 
scription to the upkeep of the Church. If the member wished to make 
a pledge he was supplied with numbered envelopes to be placed in 
the collection bags passed at the weekly services. A treasurer 
kept careful account of subscriptions so received. Receipts were 
sent to subscribers quarterly. 

The Bradford Labour Church had more than merely a good written 
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constituion; it led a very active life. The possession of the 
Labour Institute made possible a wide variety of activities, but 
these in turn presented problems: To provide for caretaking a 
'curator' was hired for 10s, per week, with house, coals, gas, 
soap, brushes, etc. supplied. This basic income was supplemented 
by 2s. 6d. for each 

tea 
or social with an attendance under 200, with 

double that remuneration if the attendance exceeded that figure. 
But even these arrangements could not prevent dissatisfaction. One 
night the party was very late, so 'Willie' turned off the gas. The 
Church committee was hard put to It to do justice to all concerned. 
A few months later the source of this problem was brought under 
control with the formation of the Bradford Independent Labour Club, 
a church sponsored club which was unique in its admittance of ladies 
as members. They were required to pay only a fee of 4d, per month 
for the privilege. 

Socials were usually of great help in initiating and maintaining 
wide participation in church affairs, but that does not imply they 
were always trouble free. Church dances and socials for members 
only brought out up to half the membership. Admission of 6d. brought 
a profit of from £4 to £69 for the expenses wefe slight. At one 
time a set of rules had to be set up which required the 'gents' to 
wear slippers and to refrain from dancing with each other except at 
dancing classes; which demanded the ladies to forfeit their tickets 
if they left the hall; which forbade smoking at all times; and which 
empowered any representative of the Labour Church Committee to stop 
the music if the M. C. did not prohibit noisy or improper behaviour 
within the hall. At another time it was required that at least one 
member of the Committee be in attendance at each social event. But 
on the whole the socials were well conducted, and of high cultural 
and moral standards. 

Teaa was provided for about 60 or 70 who wished to remain at the 
Labour Church between the afternoon and evening services. 

The Clarion Glee Union and the Clarion Cycling Club were organ- 
ized independently of the Labour Churchq but the relationship was 
close indeed. Proceeds of musical concerts and Cycling Club dance 
socials were often the means of liquidating church debts and both 
Clarion groups often conducted Labour Church services. 

Sunday 

evening musicals became quite popular and the Cycling Club Annual 
Service was a matter of warm anticipation. In 1896 Comrade A. C. 
Jones, as chairman, spoke of the aims and objects of the cycling 
club and the appropriateness of its participation in Labour Church 
Services to a congregation who had been roused to enthusiasm by the 
lusty singing of "England Arise. " The service continued with a 
number of hymns and solosq and two addresses, one each by Comrades 
Glyde and Anderson. 

The Rev. P. E. T. Widdrington, who married Enid Stacy, visited 
Bradford about the turn of the century. He was surprised by the 
size and keenness of the audience. His opinion counts for much, 
for he visited a great number of the Labour Churches in the course 
of his travels as a Christian Socialist lecturer. 
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One strong influence which would kelp to account for such a 
favourable report was the presence of Margaret McMillan, who had 
come to the town in 1893. No official body had engaged her, or 
even invited her, but a number of ardent labourites, most of them 
members of the Labour Church, had made it very clear that she 
would be very welcome and that there was much that she could do. l 
As one among the several Bradford groups the Labour Church did what 
they could to help her. She was a frequent preacher from the church 
platform and favourite lecturer in the study group program2; for 
each of 

these talks she was paid a modest sum to help make up a 
living wage. 3 The congregation also co-operated gladly in the "Miss 
McMillan Fund". They also provided the fellowship along with the 
moral and political support without which she could not have carried 
out her program of reform. Certainly the story of the Bradford 
congregation would not be complete without reference to this 
'champion of the children=. 

To fill in the known detail of the history of the Bradford con- 
gregation the following year-by-year profile is presented$ 

1892 - The Bradford Labour Church was formed on July 31st and 
Bethesda Chapel on Peckover Street was leased in November. N6W 
seating adequate lighting and redecoration were immediately 
supplied. A music and dancing license was procured. The church 
adopted the Labour Church Principles in December. 

1893 - In January, the congregation was host to the founding con- 
ference of the British Independent Labour Party. To coincide 
with this conference a large demonstration rally was planned. 
George Bernard Shaw, R. B. Kerr of Edinburgh, Robert Blatchford, 
and Keir Hardie were invited to appear on the platform of the 
largest auditorium in Bradford (probably St. George's Hall) where 
five to six thousand people assembled to hear them. Also on the 
platform were Mr. F. W. Jowett, chairman, with John Trevor Dr. 
Aveling, Shaw Maxwell, and the majority of the administrative 
council of the newly established I. L. P. In the evening a second 
service was held at the Labour Institute at which Jowett again 
presided and read the lesson, and at which the Rev. J. Craig 
Kennedy of Carlyle gave the address. Elsie Harker daughter of 
Rev. B. J. Harker of Bolton was the soloist. The day gave con- 
siderable impetus and standing to the Labour Church congregation 
and by means of delegates reports to the Labour Church cause 

1. Mrs. Senior states: "G. W. Smith said, "You can do good work here" 
so she came. It was not an official invitation. " of. also 
A. Mansbridge, Margaret McMillan Proahet and Pioneer, p. 23 
who refers to an invitation from Mr. Harry Smith, an invitation 
from the Labour Church through Edwin Halford and a formal de- 
putation led by Jowett. 

2. One particularly popular series was on "Art in the Middle Ages. " 
A newspaper critic congratulated her highly for not scaling 
down her talks to the supposed lower intelligence of working 
class audiences. 

3. In 1895 she was paid 10s. per address, 
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throughout the nation. 
By February an afternoon as well as an evening service was 

required to acca elate the people. Later these services were of 
distinctly different character from each other. The evening 
was distinctly a preaching service while the afternoon allowed 
for questions and discussion. In April a "Self Denial Week" and 
retiring collections throughout the month realized a sizeable 
donation to the Hull Dockers Strike. (The congregation always 
made a generous response to such appeals. ) In early summer a 
lending library was established. A 25-piece string band was in 
operation and led in the Anniversary Service at which Keir Hardie 
was the guest speaker. 

In the autumn classes in economics, dancing, singing, and 
elocution w ere begun. One of the most popular of these was 
Margaret McMillan's "History and Economics. " To try to meet the 
problems created by unemployment the church did what it could 
to provide relief. In addition 

to food and clothing given in 
direct relief, it was decided that "no outside tenders be con- 
sidered for any Labour Church work so long as any unemployed 
member was able to do the work. " (Minute of Dec. 279 1893)- 

1891+ - F. W. Jowett, due to the pressure of political activities, 
resigned as chairman of the Labour Church. Affiliation with the 
Labour Church Union was d'opped for one year. A choir master 
was hired at f15 per year . In the aumtumn it was found desirable 
to serve tea between the afternoon an evening services to accom- 
odate those who came from a distance 

A paper, the Labour Echo was published3; a debating society 
was formed. Toward the end of the year the General Committee 
resolved itself into a visiting committee to contact all members 
monthly to assure the treasurer of a steady supply of money, and 
to do what is generally considered the 'pastoral work' of the 
eongregation. 4 A Sunday School was under consideration, but not 
formed. 

1. Comrade Conway was one of the choir masters. He was a member 
of the Labour Church Union Committee for the third revision 

of the tabour Church Hymn Book. Mrs. Senior informed the 
writer that the completed revision was turned over to the 
I. L. P. sometime after the war, when there was no longer a 
Labour Church Union. The I. L. P. issued it as its song book. 

2. The work entailed was done by the young women members of the 
social committee. Twenty of them took their turns in being on 
duty once a month. (This often proved a valuable way of get. 
ting them interested in the work of the church. They also 
served at Saturday night dances which were held each week. ) 
However there was no Women's Guild or equivalent at this time, 
(Correspondence from Mrs. Senior. ) 

3. The Labour-Echo was published regularly from 1896 to 1898 when 
the paper with its £50 deficit was turned over to the I. L. P. 

1+. Minute of Nov. 28, "each person in charge of a district is 
expected to visit the members in that district once a month, 
and to report. " 
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1895 - The effects of depression and of a very cold winter had 
limited the congregations and their contributions. To pay off 
the accumulating bills and to provide working capital, "Ye Olde 
English Fayre" was held. This major project realized £250. 
Fred Brocklehurst's one month, eight lecture course on the Labour 
Church Principles was a great success both in terms of the 
numbers participating, and in the attentive and thoughtful re- 
ception and response given to the lectures. 

1896 -A start was made on a Sunday School, with moderate success. 
The venture apparently petered out after a few months. Two 
coursesof University Lectures were arranged, with six lectures 
in each course and at a cost of is. per student. The courses 
were: "Mediaeval England" and "Industrial and Economic Questions 
since 1789. " The church had a forty voice choir and a Vocal 
Union over 100 strong. The literature Stall was turning over 
about £50 per year, and the circulation of the Bradford La <ý 
D= was 5,000. The Annual bu9jet was about £1000 with no 
financial recompense to any workers except the Director of Music* 
The congregation was continuftg with sustained support from its 
members and a fair number of new converts to the cause. 

1898 - The influence of secular thought was becoming noticeable. 
There was a serious questioning as to the proper place and value 
of prayer in the services. A strong minority maintained that it 
should not be used in the Labour Church. 

Literature sales for the year averaged 18s. weekly even though 
general interest in the congregation waned a little. The after- 
noon service was dropped, though in the Autupn an increased de- 
mand for fellowship and discussion brought it back. Increased 
attendances and renewed interest brought the congregation out of 
debt, but the Committee were concerned that there were few new 
faces in the congregation. 

1899 -A Socialist Sunday School was organized with about 100 
scholars. The school was divided into classes by age groupings; 
the class teachers had only to mark attendance books and to main- 
tain discipline. The lessons were given alternately by the two 
superintendants. In addition to the 'open session', there was 
an adult class where papers were read and discussed. The attend- 
ances were improved and the Labour Institute was completely re- 
decorated , painted, etc. 

1900 - During the Boer War the Labour Church suffered in attendance 
and in finance because of the anti-imperialistic and anti-war 

attitudes of its staunch members. To further depress the fort- 
unes of the congregation the Clarion Cycling Club, which had 
begun as a very strong adjunct to the cause, was nog beginning 
to divide loyalties. Sunday afternoon and evening found one time 
loyal Labour Church attenders astride their mechanical steeds, 
wending their way to nearby villages to spread the socialist 
message. 

1902 -A year of growth and encouragement. For a period members 
meetings were held quarterly instead of monthly, but this decis- 
ion was reversed within the year. Congregational influences 
exerted a strong democratic bias which would not completely en- 
trust church affairs to a committee. 

1903 - One thousand lecture sy]J bi were needed to fill the demand. 
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the or anist was requested to brighten the service with more sing- 
ing, ad with an organ voluntary du'ing the reception of the 
offers g. Chairmen's remarks were . imited in length. (Many 
chairm n tended to exceed the ten minutes that was thought ade, -. 
quate. ° 

1905 -F Ilowing aperiod of steady g owth, the enthusiasm reached 
a new eakf with many new converts o the Labour Church. 

1906 -B adford wa one of the congre ations that opposed the 8irm- 
ingham initiatedfsecularist and leftist resolutions at the Labour 
Church Union Conference. But at th same time the Secularist 
magazi ee was added to tie literature table. A move' 
toward the socialist left and the s cularist extreme was post- 
poned 

This was a year of prosperity. 000 hymn books were purchased, 
and 20 whist tables were acqüiredi large framed photo of F. W. 
Jowett was hung n the 'sanctuary .f This is a considerable 
change from the 

lebt 
financing of bit a few years earlier. 

The motto was ehanged to read: "All relation to life and life. 
of rel gion is to do good. " 

1908 ý- e Rev. Stitt Wilson of Calif is was conducting a mission 
and pr claiming the Gospel of the Christian Socialists. Many 
otherwise sympat1etie to the Labour Church were attending. The 
proble was solv4d by a degree of t*cit co-operation. There was. 
an unw itten agr4ement that the mission Ahd the Labour Church 
should not run o1position to one another. A minute of Feb. 21stti$ 
mentio s that a certain 'fixture' could not be set because it 
would nterfere oith Stitt Wilson. , So close did the co-operation 
become that many Labour Church members began talking about in- 
viting the American to become resid nt pastor of their church. 
Though this did riot come about it stows which way the wind was 
beginn ng to bloý .s 1909 The congrelg tion withdrew fromýthe Labour Church Union. A 
minute of Mar. 2j reads: "Be it resolved that we de&line to send; 
any delegate to the conference owing to (in our Opinion) the 
uncons$itutionalfaction of the Labour Church Union executive and; 
that all monies ýe paid owing to thq Union, and that we withdraw.; 
from t4 e Union. " 

1910 . Good attend nces continued, but members meetings were poor-'i 
ly supported. Social activities continue to be well supported. 
Financgs began to drop. 

1911 - The deficitlin March stood at &6. An appeal was made to 
the I. Z. P. to take over the deficitand the work. This was 
accomp. ished in 4une and the Labout Church as such ceased to be. 
The last Labour Institute rental parable "to the Labour Church" 
was dated Aug. 3Q. 

1912 to 1920 - The>I. L. P. continued to hold Labour Church services' 
(for a: time at least in St. Georges Hall) till a few years 
after the First WZ; A Warr. 
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Geo. Miller 
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Rev. A. E. Smith 
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then a struggling congre- 
600 seats were inadequate 

In Wi nipeg, Sm th met the Rev. Wd. Ivens (who was later to be 
the fours er of the 'Winnipeg Labour Chirch), the Rev. Ben Spence 

(who de oted his Life to the causes bf temperance and labour) 
and X. W Puttee, parliamentary cand'date and editor of Winnipeg' 
labour p per, 2be gam. Through the he came into close montaot 
with lab ur. When the Winnipeg Street Railway employees organizec 
and stru k for recognition and improvement of working conditions' 
Smith suggested arbitration as a possý. ble method of solution, a 
suggests n which wes implemented, and which, under the chairmanshl, 
of Dr. S arling oft Wesley College brpught satisfaction to both 
company nd union. F The net result, sob far as Smith was concerned 
was a pa ked churct and a not-too-s ym athetic District Meeting 
who demamded a statement concerning te strike and Smith's activ- 
ities omits behal. and his removal y the stationing committee 
to Portage La Pr iris Manitoba. 

After pastorate$ in Portage La Prairie, and in Nelson, B. C. 9 Smith ca*ie to a lai^ge and influential congregation in Brandon. 

4 

i... 
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He was honoured and respected by his denomination, for he was 
thrice elected president of the Conference. Up to and during 
this time Smith had been a member of the Liberal party, and had 
shown a consistent sympathy with Labour's demands for just treat.. 
went. During 1917, when news of the Russian Revolution was the 
topic of the day, he began to read and study the Communist Mani- 
festo to learn what Communism really was. He found a new revel- 
ation, cut his ties with the Liberal Partyf and joined the Labour 
Party. In co-operation with a number of Methodist ministers who 
were moving to the left, he tried to get the church to adopt a 
socialist position. Reports of the Committee on Evangelism and 
Social Service began to use phrases like "Abolition of poverty" and 
"Production for use instead of for profit. " 

When the Winnipeg General Strike was at its height, and sym- 
pathetic strikes were oc. curing over the entire country, the 
"Citizen's Committee" of Brandon arranged with the board members 
of First Methodist Church that Smith should be restrained from 
preaching in that pulpit. The plot vas exposed and the action 
withdrawng but it was now quite clear that Smith could not remain 
indefinitely in First Church. On June 8,1919, he intimated his 
intention of forming a "Peoples' Church. " Though strongly advis- 
ed to give up the idea, and ostracized by many erstwhile friends, 
Smith was convinced that this was the only way to minister to a 
great number of people. His request to the Stationing Committee 
brought the recommendation "that he be left without station, with 
permission to be pastor of the Peoples' Church in-Brandon. " The 
chairman put the resolution to the Conference where an pajmendment 
deleted the latter portion, and where the. Aa. nended motion was de- 
feated. The Conference was meeting in the midst of the General 
Strike; feelings were running high; harsh words were spoken; Smith 
resigned from the Methodist Church. It was the only way in which 
he could be true to his convictions, fort as one said later in his 
defences 

"It was very natural that Mr. Smith should feel that now, if 
every the ministers of the church who were trained for such 
interpretation should, at all costs$ give themselves to inter- 
pret to organized labour the higher principles implicit in 
thbir own aspirations and at the same time interpret to the 
church what those aspirations are which incite so much fear 
among the ill-informed. " 
The Peoples' Church thrived in Brandon. A year after its be- 

ginning it was strong enough that Smith could go to Calgary to 
organize a similar project there, but before it was really under- 
way he returned to Manitoba as candidate for the Provincial Leg-, 
islative Assembly, and was elected. For the next three years, 
before he moved to Toronto, he devoted his time to the Brandon 
Peoples' Church, to editing he Confederate and to the work of the 
legislature. In his autobiography he has left the following com- 
mentary on the work of the People's Church$ 

1. "Methodist Court of Appeal" t p. 132 United Church of Canada 
Archives, Victoria University, N. 151+-1919 
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"I resolutely took up the work of the Peoples' Church in 
Brandon. Meetings were held on June 22 and 29 (1919). A 
church committee of 21 men and women was named, of which the 
chairman was one of the art teachers of the public schools and 
the secretary was a reporter on the local paper. Other members 
were a city alderman an accountant, a railroad conductor, a 
trade unionist, a motor mechanic, a musician, a trained social 
worker who took charge of the work among the children and women. 

The idea of religion as being associated with atonement by 
blood for sin was wholly abandoned. Salvation was the respon- 
sibility of society. Man must save himself or he never would be 
saved. The basic principle of salvation was to be found in 
work. Productive work and the distribution of its fruit by or- 
ganized scientific methods would heal the ills of humanity. 
Poverty, ignorance, and war, the plagues of mankind, could be 
abolished by human work. 

My search for human Brotherhood had brought me to Christian 
Socialism. I embodied my conception of it in the ten ethical 
precepts for young members of the Peoples' Church: 
1. Love your schoolfellowss who will be your fellow workmen 

in life. 
2. Love learning, which is the food of the mind; be as grate- 

ful to your teachers as to your parents. 
3. Make every day holy by good and useful deeds and kindly 

actions. 
4. Honour good men, be courteous to all men, do not flatter or 

fear anyone; bow down to none. 
Do not hate or speak evil of anyone. Do not be revenge fulp 
but stand up for your rights and resist oppression. 

6, Do not be cowardly. Be a friend to the weak and love just- 
ice. 

7. Remember that all good things of earth are produced by lab- 
our. Whoever enjoys them without working for them is steal- 
ing the bread of the workers. 

8. Observe and think in order to discover the truth. Do not 
believe what is contrary to reason and never deceive your- 
self or others. 

9. Do not think that those who love their country must hate 
and despise other nations, or wish for war, which is a rem. 
nant of barbarism. 

10. Look foreward to the day when all men and women will be free 
citizens of one fatherland and live together as brothers 
and sisters in peace and righteousness. 

"I was the leader, but not by any means the only one to en- 
courage and guide. Members of the committee would often take 
part in the public services. On frequent occasions we had visit- 
ing speakers from the labour movement and sometimes from the 
orthodox church. I remember how gravely some of my former breth- 
ren used to question me as to our form of service: Why did we 
not read the Bible? Why did we not make prayers? 

I remember those four years of hard work. I can see now the 
contrast which it all makes with the workers' movement of today. 
We were daring and bold, but we were lacking in knowledge and 
experience in the ways of the wilderness. 
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189{ 
The eI stence of this church was ifdicated by Evelyn March- 

Phillipp in the Sjectator of April 21., 1894, 

as 156 small 

A single report 
tin 

the PProthet men ions "but little Cinderella 
work thi* year". 4 small party of ch ldren were taken by train 
to Homes$Chapel, ad £1/6/8 was raise for the "Home at Margate". 

BFIGHOUSE 

1896 - 
In No ember 189$, R. Morley of Halifax reported that the Comrad 

of Brigh so were almost ready to ann unce the opening date. 

OaW Boltonf 

189+ 

There was some äctivity in 1894. 

B RNIX (pi veer only 

- 18 4- John Tamlyn 

A La our Churcis Pioneer, John Ta yn, spoke at icoveral of the 
churches The present writer has not been able to determine 
whether r not a congregation was est*blished. 

- 198 - 
ýs 

There was some interest evidenced in 189+ and according to the 
minutes f the Biriaingham Labour Church this congregation was 
represented at the Labour Church Union Conference of 1908. 

r 
1aY5 

- 

Exist#nce was iädicated in the Prophet of May 1895. 

S 
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0 A. E. Smith went to Calgary to establish the Peoples' 
One evens g as assembled in Committee in one of the room 
, blic libr ry a telegram was landed to Smith. It-was a 
i the Bran. on Labour Party, advising that he had been 
them to contest the Brandon seat in the coming Provincia 

Smith a cepted, expecting to be defeated. He promised 
to Calga y. But the work in Calgary was never taken up 

mith was Ilected to the legislature. Whether a Peoples' 
s formed in Calgary is not known. 
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Formed in March, 18932 the small 
mail. ¶hey were generally suspected 
other c]1 . oak". This suspicion was at 
when open-air demonstrations made pu 
well stated by H. C. Rowe; "We consid 
institution is to<bring together all 
creed or no creed-, yet bring to the 

Mr. & Mrs. Cawston 

is writer of an incident in 
ry Quelsh at the station, 
Ladies Training College, 
rviceq and finally back, to 

shadowed by the local polii 

er that there was once a 
ape Bretton. No further 

G. B. Brett 
Mr. Dunbar 
Mr. Griffiths, Choirmaster 
E. Hawkins 
E. T. Robinson, Sec. 
H. Rudland, Sec. 
H. C. Rowe 
Carey Watts 
John Watts 

ngregation met in St. John' 
f being "infidels under an- 
east partially dispelled 
is their object which was 

that the object of the 
hose who, whatever their 
ause of social reform that 
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baps because of uch opposition to Sabbath If 
gregation grew 

In 
umbers and financial strengt 
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responded well tc numerous other appeals. 
status of women is worthy of notice. In Nove. 

s put in charge of the women who "inexperienced 
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7. In 1898 and 1899 however 
A. E. Ellery, a student for 
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wed interest into a congre-£. 
th the support of both the 
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nt weather suitable accomo- 
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by default. I 
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s et, Aug. 1898: 
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To me the Labour Church ist 
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1899 but was not listed in 

consideration in 1894. 

--- indicated in 09. 
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1893 - #- s J. D. Siddall 
Annie Crewe 
Robert Jackson 

A Latour Church was under conside'ation in 1893, but only a 
Cinderella Club was organized. In 1895 3300 'good substantial 
suppers 'served ilgood style, even to table 

cloths, along with 
good en rtainment, warm clothing and good toys were served to 
the poor children. f The year's budget was £35/7/ýj. The policy of 
'entert! nment oni ' (no socialist propaganda sneaked in on the 
side) was strictly adhered to. In lg96 a summer program of out- 
ings an rambles wes introduced. 

IST C iURýC . -NEW 
ZAM (Socialist Church 

Fr) ed Knee 
H. A. Atkinson, Sec. 

This -ongregatipn was listed in t2'e Labour Church Directory of: 
1898. i 190+ the Bradford I. L. P. referred correspondence from 
this con' egation to the Bradford Latour Church (See minute of 
May 3rd), H. A. Atkinson edited a periodical The Sociaalis_t. 

9KIMATOIN 
rf 1894 ts { 

The B adford Labour Church co-operated with the Spen Valley 
I. L. P. iii organizipg this congregation. It may have been located; 
at nearby Heckmondrri e. The minutes lire not clear whether one or; 
two cong egations were formed. The c4use may have been known as 
the Spen Valley Labour Church. 

NE VALLEY 

s. - 19' -1 1909 - 13 to; 
2 

There. was some interest shown in 1893. This congregation was 
represented at the Labour Church Union Conference of 1908 accord- 
ing to the minutes"of the Birmingham Labour Church. They had 

I just comkleted their church building.; 
} 

CdlqSF, TT 

- 1896 - E. Halliday, Sec. 

Existence of this congregation is indicated in the Labour 
P 18., 6. 

.:.....:..... 
` 
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Rev. John C. Kenworthy 
George Blogg 
W. Gilruth, Sec. 
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Reg. A. Beckett 
Geo. W. Cole 
J. Cole 
Miss Foyster 
Mrs. Annie Thurston 
Miss G. Turner 
Mr. Turner 
Ernest Williams 
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In the autumn of 1897 sixteen men and women joined together 
to form the "Ruskin Labour Church, " They chose this name be- 
cause they felt that the memories and associations of John Ruskin 
would tend to diminish the popular prejudices against the terms 
'Labour' and 'Church'. A small but vigorous congregation develop- 
edq centering their activities in Elmwood Mall. 

The activities of Ruskin Labour Church followed the general 
pattern of sister congregations elsewhere. The Sunday program be- 
gan in the early afternoon with a number of children's classes (an 
imperfectly organized Socialist Sunday School) which were followed 
by a lecture and discussion groups, To enable members to remain 
for the evening service, tea was provided at 4d, per person. This 
was not only a convenience for members, but a real opportunity for 
the development of friendship and fellowship within the pomngregation. 
Through it the Labour Church became a place where Socialists of 
every sort, variety and creed, who could find little in common 
with each other, could ignore their differences and work together 
for a common cause. Such causes included a campaign for municipal 
trams the preservation of a wooded area called Croham Hurst, the 
establishment of a co-operative committee to pioneer the cause of 
municipal housing and a concerted effort tb publicize the harmful 
effect of lead-poisoning in the pottery industries and to advocate 
the purchase of china and pottery only if the Glaze was lead free, 
and the establishment of a committee to assist in the cause of 
local co-operative industry. 

The size of the Ruskin Labour Church varied from month to month, 
and from year to year, fluctuating perhaps more than most Labour 
Churches. Attendances varied anywhere from 30 to 150 during the 
first few years, and after the turn of the century, closed for 
three months but thereafter slowly increased till at the beginning 
of 1902 the lack 

of seating accomodation made necessary the use of 
the New Co-operative Hall as the regular meeting place. 

The Ruskin Labour Church was one of the more socialistic and 
doctrinaire of the Labour congregations. It was among those who 
advocated the change of name from 'Labour' to 'Socialist' Church. 
It was also a congregation sufficiently sure of its position that 
it was not easily deflected by the changing winds of doctrine. 
For instance, when 'New Thought' was making itself felt in the 
Croydon area during 1899, the Secretary of Ruskin Labour Church 
reported that it was present, but not sufficiently influential or 
pronounced to noticeably change the nature of the congregation. 
Later in the same year a conference was called to discuss Labour 
Church Principles with the Union of Ethical Societies. The con- 
clusion was reached that the two bodies were agreed as to principle, 
but differed in opinion: The Union of Ethical Societies believed 
that 'Socialist' was too narrow and restricted, that it provided an 
effectual obstacle to broadth of thought and sympathy; The Labour 
Church rejlied that 'Socialism' was to them no narrow economic 
theory, but rather a broad philosophy of Justice, Love, and Brother- 
hood. A similar conference was called between the Labour Church 
and the Guild of St. Matthew, where again a broad area of agreement 
was found. The Guild felt that the Labour Church freedom from doc- 
trine was a false freedom -4forsaking of the essential impulses 
and safeguards of noble character; The Labour Church replied that 
their concept of character and service was similar, but that the 

toe, 
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The C arch was bstablishod in October 1893 through the efforts 
of an er of Fab. ans. At the close'ý of the first service a 
branch a the I. L. P. was formed and before the end of the year 
Cinderel a work wad begun, While the; relations of the party the: 
Fabians and the c)iurch were very close, the latter was suffici. 
ently distinct fron the former two t1at staunch Tories and Liberals 
were amoig the regular adherents. A strong emphasis was placed o 
the need for a stronger ethical element, and for more faith 'such 
as Mazza i speaks Of, "We need less:: ridicule of Evangelical 
fanatics: and more : 'aith in the things we know to be true. " This 
attitude was carri: ied into their planlof action by which reports of 
meetings were given to newspapers, and public men who denounced ¬ 
Socialisa as anti-religious were challenged by letters to the 
editor ajad by publ. c debate. Regular; services and special meetings 
were always well a4vertized by handbills. 

Darligton Labour Church took the initiative in organizing and 
encouraging a Clarion Cycling Club and a Clarion Scout's Corps. 
In 

. 
896 aepressionfineant smaller collections and increased financ= 

ial difficulties, though the deficit 'seldom exceeded £5. New 
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Leaders and Prominent Members: 

re difficulties out of whic 
I. L. P. by which the Church 
wring the winter, and the 
wring the summer. The clai, 
st the problem of one soci, 
r Church and the I. L. P. re- 

7 indicates that the con- 
'ying response from the more 
ontinued throught 1898 but 

dence from Florence Shaw of Huddersfield would sugges' 
Church-, activity here in te early 20th Century. 

1894 Sm&n 

The Libour PioDhe& for Sept. 1893 
Labour C urah Pioneer. T. Ballington 
Eight Mio Day for ICotton Operatives" 
gation w4s establiihed but progress, 
to have Veen begun during the summer. 
was reco imenced in the autumn. 

T. Ballington 
Chas. Porter 

eports the activity of a 
published a p 

On Feb. 40 18941 
at 

co gre- 
as slow. Open air work was 

It is doubtful if the work 

t 

1895 - E. Townsend 
-109 

A con regation as first under conjideration in 1894 but sev- 
eral mon hs passed before it could besorganized. Early in 1895 
the Dent n I. L. P ws instrumental in establishing a congregation] 
but litte more is.. known about it. The Denton congregation sent 
a reportfto the Labour Church Union Conference of 1909. Whether 
the churdh was in dontinual existence between these two dates is 
not know . tý. 

1895 

Pioneers attendd the founding conference of the Labour Church 
Union in July 1893a' Interest in a co gregation was shown in 1894 
. and.:.. its.:. exi steno . Sias indicated-in tho k_bour.... Fron re ;3 1895. 
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dSBUR- 

1O6- S$F 

Corre pondence 
gith Miss Mildred 

the existence of t1is congregation s 
cnetury. She remeºbers attending so 
?! all in 906 or 1907, 

f 
3 R0S y near Oldhaº (Pioneers only) 

1893 - 

1893 
An ad ess of S 

led to te formati 
whose meihbers bell 
rapid as expected 
services Paul Ca 
inaugura ion addre 

G. Robson to the 
of an active com 

ed had "come to s 
e to opposition a 
bell, Sec. of Lon 

Leaders and Prominent Members: 

................ ý... ,..... M. , .....,.,...... v. ý. w ....: 

or of Huddersfield indica 
line about the turn of the 
es in the Dewsbury Town 

Edward Garside 
Comrade Dyson 

A. G. Sinn 

ver Electoral Association 
ttee and a congregation, 
y". Growth was not as 
a series of evangelistic 
n Executive I. L. P. gave t 

if 

MHE LLER CANADA 

The late Dr. D. S. I$ix told the writer that there was once a Labou: 
Church i the minitg areas of Drumhel).. er. No further information 
is avail ble. 

MFRIES (P oneer only) 

1893 1893 

A sma 1 group of pioneers arpanged'a Keir Hardie meeting, The 
response was small and they could no underw1ite the expense of 
second a tempt. 

NDEZ 

600 John Carnegie 
Joseph Carr 

£} David Lowe ttf 

In the autumn or 1892 James 
Glasgow Labour Army, helped to 
commenced on Sunday, October 2, 
David Lore reported that prior 

!i 

Morton the first president of the 
organize this congregation. It 

3rd, with Keir Hardie as speaker, 
to the; opening of the church the 

... ......... .... ý ... , »........ .. 

S 
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Dundee boor Part was languishingi 
new strength and unity. The new chu 
from t party h 'ever, though of c 
the same people. 

Tithin 
the first f 

raised from 400 tox600. At the end 
ized. 

For te summer 
ionths 

services we. 
thusiasm and good . ttendances, Enid 
night of nightly m$etings which were 
A severe winter cu; the attendances 
siderabl necessit ting a smaller an 
house tn the Thi tle Hall. However 
by a sub tantial i crease in members: 
by the m mbers. Aisense of closer f 
series o Saturday Evening Socials. 

When Finances dictated that more 
attendan e and the finances dropped 
ity of te convinced Labour Church m 
1894 the church pr sident, John Carn 
socialis to have been elected to of 
school brd. 

In 18 5 the sec$etary reported a 
and adhe*ents eventhough the rentin 
was a heavy financial burden, and in 
the loca T. L. P. 

A con 
Mr. Sore 

LESHI LL 

1895 

The a 
gation a 

regation ias organized in 
son, M. P. t 
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gut that the church brought 
h was distinct and separate 
irse its members were largely 
r months regular attendancesf 

the year a choir was organ 

discontinued; to regain en' 
racy was invited for a fort- 
exceptionally well attended. { 
td the financial support con-f 
warmer, and cheaper, meetinq 
the picture was brightened ý. 
.p and in active participatici 
, lowship grew, fostered by a' 

cal speakers be used, the 
rther still, but the activ- 

decreased not a whit. In 
ie, was the first avowed 
ce. He was elected to the 

eady increase in the member 
of the Good Templars Hall 
pite of some opposition fro 

s community according to 

dfo: d La 'o rE.. Nov. 16,11895, reports this congre- 
recently established. Its lotto was: 

"The World is my iountry, 
Mankind are my brethren. 
To do good is my eligion. " 

4ON ONE, C NAD 

1919 -## Rev. G. L. Ritchie 

In Edaonton, th Alberta Conference of the Methodist Church 
created A circuit donsisting of one min that a minister might 
give his whole timo to editing a labo4r paper and to conveying the 
comradesIip and go$pel of modern Methodism to the unchurched labou 

:.:.:.....: ýý,.....:.,.:....... ..,..... . .... :............. .... ....... ... M:: ý,:: _.:, ... :,.. ... . 
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Leaders and Prominent Members: 

ant of Labour pamphlet, 
; ys a and its ProDaganda 

in 

as: 
: lurch in Edmonton was formed# 
it I 

N TQN 

- ii 

onton. 
l A Depart 

he Russian Soviet 
wa Aug. . L9ýv sta 
1919, the Labour 
itchis as pastor 

This ongregatin is mentioned in 
81rmingh m Labour hurch, 

Therelwas some interest shown in 

WORTH k MQLLINWOO . (Cinderella on 
1892 

Cinde ella actirity was reported i 

ORTF, l near Bolton 

1893 l9, /,, & 1189 large 
1891+ (summer) 60 11895 large 

(summer) good 
1199-102 decreasing 
11902 temp. closed 11907 active 

1908 minutes of the 

94" 

Y) 

John Rogers 

1892 and 1893. 

F. A. Beet 
T, Hogarth 
Sam Rigby 

This c ongregatiän formed in the late fall of 1893 or the early 
weeks of 1891+, in 4 hall capable of slating 1000 people. Attend- 
ances we e reported as good. After a"poor summer the congregatioi 
met in tie Temperai. ce Hall which was 4omfortably filled week by 
week. 84cial gatherings and Cinderela work were added to the 
program. By the simmer of 1895 a rea ing room and lending librarl 
were established. ¬A Sunday School wad established sometime prior 

} fs 

1.. Uniteq Church chives, Victoria Udiversity, Toronto N. 151+ 
1919 p. 8. 

2. In 1U9 G. L. Ritchie was minister cif Carman Church in Edmonton 
West (a church Of 27 members). In, 1920 he was left without 

tat1 n; ,a 
socited with Metropolitan circuit...:. Z. n»1921.. her.. ". resigned . and was given his credentials. 
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me there were 60 si 
was somewhat small, 
a congregation ahd 
1894 it was report, 
,. P. executive and 1 
sport of the congre 
º 1903. In 1901 th 
Ad in co-operation , 

Though auditorium 
tees and games wer 
unemployment a te: 
necessity. 

Therea 
firth I. L. P. and Lab 
raises they previou 
E not known but th 
irding to advertise 
Lurch and I. L. P. wa 

in 1912. 
[ng of each year'si 

Large congregat 
id with thousands o 
ram. The interest 
fing weeks as the ' 
ed the-. religious s 

was listed in 

only) 

Leaders and Prominent Members: 

holars and three teachers. 
r but still active. Relat- 
the I. L. P. were always of 
d that the congregation was 
as meeting in I. L. P. premises 
Tation waned somewhat in the 
y gave up their lease on the' 
ith the I. L. P. rented a dis- 
space was limited, facilities 

provided. In 1902, reflectr- 
iporary closing of the church' 
ter advertisements in the 
pur Church. In April 1904 
1y had leased.. When the 

congregation was quite 
ients in the Cl r on. The 

listed as a member of the 

-ork was the Flower Service 

. ons turned out to see the 
blooms and to participate 

created that day continued 
, reachers', mostly prominent 
Rnificance of socialism. 

W. Allerton, Sec. '99 
Walker, See. 1901 

L_abour Annual of 1899 and 

A sma 1 group o Pioneers managed to get some ideas over, and f' 
to sell dome literature at the local pleasant Sunday Afternoon 
meeting. 

W141-14K, C____ / 9x20 1,1R /I. 4f. //enrr 
, GGOW, N bot" Ax my 

1891 1895 James Morton Pres. 
James Kidd, L 

c* sec. 
Angus M'Inneslibrarian 

Yf. 

1. Angus M'Innes ... could neither read nor write, yet through, 
µ: a successful-. whimsicality-which distinguishes- 

--labour--organ--Me- Ross-, an Sovi c" t` s re'n7 Pr nd iý- 
"a' " fhN esr ii7p TO rd// tAIs cd(1ca , orý 

Z4,6 ýf- v, -c 7ý"brcravse 
Wit is ýa/ýFC/ vöciä/"s? ` ý7ee 1`ý. 7p i`/icr'c' dreý d 

/nr of peap/e Al 
woci/V Oct Cl- 117 F'. 

1 .1 
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Abou 
our Chu 
our Arm 
Cry and 
that or 
Morton. 
establi 
pr omine 
meeting 

The 
the Tax 
part as 

"In 
be w 
have 

with 
unif 
doin 
cess 
or o 
The 

the Eas 
Graham 
operate 
leigh i 
Central 
and cam 

the same time that Trevor w, 
h in Manchester, Frank Smit' 

patterned on the Salvation 
he "Tragtd's for the Tines. " 
nized wad-in Glasgow under 
This grov pa sort of forerý 
ed the AE: bion Hall Lectures 

socialist leaders were bra 
of the Army were held in th 
w Labour jkrmy was a part of 
ion of Ground Values. ' The 
ollows: 
cordance frith the advertisi, 
I. to statö what the New Lab 
o creeds, }no isms, no party 
to yield its convictions or 
to follow3a leader, It wil 
nt any otier progressive or 
e New Labour Army is establ; 
t controversy. It will aff 
mity; it rill support and e- 

It will endeavour to rain 
e salariep, to equalize tax 
erwise ) nd to assist the i 
asgow 

Labour Army organized 
End a brapch was formed to 

an eleatjon. A branch for; 
with the Pcottish Labour Pa; 
the Tradepton Division, A 
all Gova1. In all of thee, 
igning wad the important ac, 

izati 
accep 

1. Robt, 
feate 
offic 
Army, 
desir 
the S 

2. Trabau 

pn, he was.,, appointed librari 
ance). " -#David Lowe Souven 
Smillie says he tied with F 

1 (7 times) candidate for Pa, 
ar in char$ e of the Social L. 

but resigned, because he wa 
od to run it. In 1691 the w 4lvation Army. 
r Annual 109 p. 103. Thor 

Army in the Labour Annual 

Leaders and Prominent Members: 4 

Janes Alston 
John Munroe 
Alexander McGregor 
Mr. M'Kerracher 

establishing the first Labt 
was sponsoring the New Labe- 

Army. He published the Wor os 
It seems that the only branch 
he chairmanship of James 

. nner of the Labour Church, 
for which the nationally 

ght to the city. The regular 
Waterloo Rooms* 

the 'Electoral Committee forf 
original manifesto reads in 

g fashion of the times it m 
ur Army will ro be. It wi 
pledges. No member will be 
abate his repponsibility, i 

not oppose or endeavour-to 
anization, 
shed to afford comradship 
rd union without demanding 
courage attacks upon wrong 

low wages, to diminish ex- 
tion, to stop frauds (legal 
ronged and suffering poor. 2 
several local groups. In 
upport R. B. Cunninghame 
ed in Breadalbane Hall co- 

y in support of Bennet Bur 

'ranch 
was considered for 

branches political action 
lvity. There was a wide 

(a post he filled with 

a 
1 

ß 

5 of, -Scottish Laboe I P. 79 
nk Smith as the most de- 
iament, Smith had been 
'orm Wing of the Salvation 
not allowed the freedom he 
d 'reform' was dropped by 

is no mention of the New 
or 1896. 
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variety of religiös belief; the pretident, James Morton was an 
active ember of one of the regular churches, and the secretary, 
James Kd was a councilor of the PQople's Church. A spirit of 
tolerance was pro nent; the uniting principle was "brotherhood. " 

The lour lationshii of the New Labours Army to the Labour Church 
was fra real. 

jASGOW, our Church 

1896 1898 11896 50 T. Hendrie, Sec. 
Caroline L. D. Martyn 
John Walker, choirmaster. 

A Lab ur Church was under consideration as early as 1891f but 1. 
no acts was takeh until the cessatý<on of the New Labour Army. 
meeting bf interested people was cal7£ed to meet in the Waterloo 
Rooms on April 7,1896 to consider te formation of a Labour Church 
The foll4ring invitation was sent toý large number of G. ; aw 
citizens: 

As a esult of deliberations of t committee appointed to con., 
duct Labour Church, it has been resolved to invite a confer- 
ence f residens in Glasgow interested in the ethical aspect 
of S ialism in conjunction with ose who desire to emphasize£ 
the c mmunistic tendency of religion, for the purpose of dis- 
cussi g the orgnization of a churJch which, while free from th 
dogma which mikht narrow its usefulness, will yet found itsel 
upon he recogn. tion of the Fatherhood of God and the Brother- 
hood f Man. 

The c mmittee a vocate independent organization for the follow- 
ing r asonss- 
1. Th subservience of many churches in adapting their theorie 

an practice to the methods of bommercialism and class priv 
il ge has rehdered association With them uncongenial to man 3, 
as inconsistont with their viewp of justice and love. 

2. An organized effort on the partl'of such for maintaining and 
pr muting the ethical principled they accuse the official 
ch ch of corrupting would no doubt be opportune and instru- 
ti e. 

3. Ma ̀y still b'lieve their chief ppportunity of usefulness to# 
lie in assoc. ation with the church, but need a center from 
wh ch to direct their effort to purify their ideas; and, 
si ce socialism is persecuted i most sects, such an assoc-I 
is ion wouldfprovide a source oX encouragement and sympathy 

4. A Constitution free from dogmat c theological tenets not 
common to all religions is necessary as a basis of moral 
cooperation; 

Founded on the belief that religion is a necessary factor in g 
... -the- : highest- Ii-fe, social as. -well a§ pers-onalý -the°:, ho=... Churdh 
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introduction of the law of love into politics 

elieving economic competition to be detrimenta 
nt of that law, it: would strenVarsly advocate t 
opoly, and all the measures which would hasten 

society into'Coalmnal and Collectivism. 

progressive educe 
s on social quest; 
children in which 
obviate the devel 
he encouragement 
he poor, both mat, 

touch with the n 
work. 

ion should be provided by 
ns in their religious aspect, 
ocial ethics and divine as-= 
went of prejudice and super, 
d sustenance of committees 
ial and moral, with a view 

social life, might become fi 

peal is m, . de to all inside or outside the churches whose 
or humanity needs further m ns of expression, a -.:! whose 

in the dignity of humanity enables them to recognize 
ieve over its degradation i the race after wealth, and 
nck tionIto poverty, which are the alteratives in the 
f today. SI 

, g, chaired and given a stirr. ng address by "Carrie" 
"lso heard#a letter from Kei 'Hardie apologizing for his 

to atten4, and commending 
the 

Labour Church. The assem 
, ved the idea and the inauguration service was planned 
p. m. on M4. y 

10th, to meet in a Hall at 3 Miller Street, q 
A. Kirkland of Irvine as spe. ker. Discussion after the 

address as not to be allowed and prayer was to be used 
d at the iscretiion of the hairman and the speaker. 
'first whil the response was st encouraging; the hall 
ed week arter week. A choirs under the direction of Mr. 
er was forced to relieve the Glasgow Socialist Choir of 
work it iad assumed to assist the new congregation. 

ociation with the church a Spcialist Sunday School was 
This grew by 'leaps and bounds' till it absorbed the 
and enthu3iasm of the Labour Church workers and the con- 
, simply simply faded away. In the early years of the 20th cent4 
ow was virtually the center of all Socialist Sunday School 

The Adult Class filled the need formerly supplied by 
r Church. The city branch of the I. Z P. carried on Sut + 
res, ofteo on religious subjocts, 

ialist Sunday School (later known as the Proletarian School) 

resent ¬1897 100 stud. J. Barclay 
day Tom Anderson 

i 

Hiss Glasier 
Geo. Ferguson 
A. McArthur 
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The Socialist Sunday School met at 70 Brunswick St., on Sat- 
urday evenings, and on Sundays. The usual service consisted of 
Labour songs, socialist readings, andaddress, (dancing, marching 
and drill on Saturday evenings) In winter they put on concerts 
and in summer sponsored dancing on the green in the public parks. 
The older boys and girls were organized into a guild to look after 
the younger ones, dressing them, and conducting them to and from 
the meetings. In the Proletarian Song Book issued just after the 
First World War, an announcement is made of a "Service Committee" 
for the purpose of "officiating on the decease of any Comrade" 
who might belong to no other group who would help at a time of 
bereavement. 

"Our service is very simple, and may be different at times 
according to circumstances. We have no Theology; we make fit- 
ting reference to the human side of life, the hardship which 
our class suffer, and we look for a brighter and fuller life 
here when the workers have come into their own. At the grave 
we sing one of our songs, then after we have laid our Comrade 
in his last resting place, a few appropriate words are said$ 
and we conclude by singing another song. " 

In June 1900 the Glasgow Socialist Sunday School Union was formed 
under te inspiration and leadership of Archie McArthur. In 1905 
there 

'schools 
600 members and schools at Kilmarnoch and at 

Paislöy and Leith. They used the Labour Church Hymn Book. The 
First Conference of Scottish Socialist Sunday Schools was reported 
in the l0'rioný January 12,1906. 

A reporter gave his impressions of visiting the Glasgow school 
to the readers of Justice, and reprinted in the Prophet, March 1897: 

"The average Sqcial Democrat might, on visiting this school, 
protest against the God-idea being presented in any shape or 
form, as is done. He might also think that there was a shade too 
much sentiment running through the whole concern but he would 
be compelled to admire, I think the earnest desire on the part 
of those I have mentioned to bring instruction and pleasure to 
the little ones. " 

A few years later another reporter wrote in the '' ion, July 289 
1905: 

"A Socialist Sunday School is mainly a service of song -- not 
the old "would-be-like-an-angel" drivel, but real human song, 
expressive of human hope and joy and love and sorrow, and weav- 
ing into the very nature of the children the feeling and spirit 
of brotherhood. " 

C; LASGOW, Socialist Church 

The c1gr of Dec. 19,1913, carried an advertisements 
"Socialist Church for Glasgow - particulars from Tom Anderson. " 

A Labour Church was under consideration in 1894. 
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it received resulted in the first service on Sept. 25th, with 
John Trevor as guest preacher. Two months later the 'Provisional 
Committee' turned over control of the new venture to a properly 
constituted executive, and the congregation was on its own. With- 
in a fey months the many activities supplementing the Sunday evening 
lecture required the renting of a room at oue of the local Labour 
Clubs as a members' library and reeding room and as a center for 
study groups and other activities"'. During the 

summerr. months out- 
door activities became prominent, with frequent rambles? and Sunday 
afternoon open-air services in Saville Park 'J'. Each autumn, as the 
congregation returned to the New Public Hall and their Committee 
Rooms the need of a permanent Socialist Headquarters was felt. 
When the Sunday School was formed in 1896 the need became so press- 
ing that a delegation consulted with the local branch of the I. L. P. 
concerning the possibility of buying or renting a hall. A fund 
for the purpose was established, to which the proceeds of Bazaars 
Sales of Work, and Concerts were paid regularly. However, no hall 
was procured before the Labour Church ceased to function as a 
separate and distinct entity. 

A Cinderella Club was added to the program in the spring of 
1893. Though Whitsuntide had passed, a 

10 In 1893 the New Public Hall, seating capacity 2000, was booked. 
This was the meeting place for the life of the church. It had 
its difficulties. For instance, early in 1898 the Hall was 
rented through the week by a circus. The precaution of covering 
the circus ring with sawdust did not prevent a 'perfume' from 
permeating the 'church'. Attendance for a few weeks was notice- 
ably smaller. 

2. The first library was formed in 1893. In the period from 1898 
to 1898, when there came the increasing realization that the 
education and training of converted socialist, rather than the 
propagandizing of the general public, was the main emphasisaof 

t the congregation, more study groups were organized. The lib- 
rary was re-organized and considerably enlarged. 

3. It is interesting to note that the women insisted on besing mem- 
bers-of these various groups; and when instruction in public 
speaking was far enough advanced that open-air propaganda meet- 
ings were undertaken some of the most active 'missionaries' 
were women who worked with the men "evidently on equal terms" 
with them. This was as early as 1894. 

4, These activities included both a choir and a string band for 
the leadership of which a trained leader was hired. A little 
later, when Montie Blatchford (M. J. Blatchford, who wrote under 
the pen name of Mont Blong, was the brother of Robert Blatchford 
of mgr r fame) formed the Madrigal and Glee Club which was 
later known simply as the Clarion Glee Club as an integral 
part of the Labour Church program, the committee rooms were 
not large enough for the 150 singers who turned out to parti- 
cipate. 

5. The Rambling Club was formed in 1894. 
6. When indoor meetings were so poorly attended that the rentals 

could not be paid the faithful refused to drop the services for 
the summer season for "'That Propaganda would be done if the 
church was to give up? " 
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.. late-Whitsuntide treat for those underpriveleged 
children who only know such a treat from jhe bitter experience 
of watching other children have it .. , rr 

was held. Several wagons took the children to 'Bally Mattock's 
Farm where they were given a good meal and the freedom of open 
fields, During the succeeding months Cinderella was very good to 
the Halifax waifs and urchins. 

Halifax was always interested in its children. During the spring 
of 1895 the committee considered the formation of a Sunday School. 
Preliminary meetings suggested that a beginning should be made in 
the aut~dmn, but this was impossible because of difficulties placed 
in the way of using Board School classroom space. Convincing the 
Board that fears as to procedure and decorum were groundless took 
several monthst so it was December before the wait was cleared. 
Then £12 had to be found to pay a year's rent in adva4ce as was 
required by the Board. When all was done Janurryy5th was announced 
as the opening date; 130 attended the first meeting of the Sunday 
School. A month later there were 175 children and 12 teachers, 
not counting an adult class of about 100; a year later there were 
281 children listed as active members; and in 1898 the average 
attendance was 360. It was one of the largest and most successful 
schools of the Nineties. 

The success of the school was in part attributable to the 
'Entertainment Days': every fifth Sunday parents and friends were 
invited to attend and to observe the progress of the children. 
Another reason for the success was the outdoor program organized 
for both children and parents, An interesting side-light on the 
attitudes of the Labour Church is provided by two of these outings. 
1897 was the year of a Royal Visit to Halifax, and-of the Royal 
Jubilee. On both occasions, to enable parents and children to 

.6 escape týe tawdry show which degraded the streets of 
11 our town ... trips to the Bolton Woods were planned. Halifax shared with a 

large section of the Labour Movement an acute distaste for every- 
thing associated with Royalty. 

The Malifax congregation placed a greater emphasis on being a 
'church' (without any diminiuxtion of interest in propagating 
socialism) than did most other congregations. As early as 1891+ 
they were seriously discussing the form of service to be used in 
infant dedication ('Baptism'), in marriage, and in burial. Con- 
siderable attention was paid to the beauty of the regular services. 
For instance an annual flower service was introduced. The Hall 
was decorated with pictures of National Labour Leaders (Robert 
Blatchford's'picture was usually most prominent) and with thousands 
of blossoms. All the services were brightened by the emphasis on 
vocal and instrumental music as a contrast to the 'steady diet of 
lectures'. The Committee was also actively engaged in 'pastoral 
work', trying to find the best way of giving leadership and guid- 
ance in matters of personal morality and integrity, and this 

1. Prophet, Oahe /t93. 
2. Prop , November 1897. 
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Hanley was represented by Pioneers at the founding Conference 
of the Labour Church Union in July, o1893. The congregation was 
inaugurated by H. C. Rowe on March 3,1895. It attracted a large 
circle of people generally in sympathy with Labour, but not yet 
converted to Socialism, or to political action. It also attracted 
a large number of women who would not otherwise attend Labour func- 
tions. Perhaps there was a reason for this (though it may be hard 
to prove). The secretary reported: 

"A lady slcmet told me that her husband had been more helpful 
and considerate at home since he came to the Labour Church. " 

In many places it is true that, prior to the advent of the Labour 
Church the activities of the Labour Movement tended to take a man 
out of his home and away from contact with women and children. The 
Labour Church began a tendency in the other direction. 

The activities of the congregation were numerous. Soon after 
the formation a choir and an adult class were established, and 
later classes in economics (50 members were studying Marshall's 
Economics of Industry in 1896),, gymnastics, sewingt and singing 
were added. There were no other organized classes because the 
Fabians could be depended on to provide excellent courses. During 
the summer of 1896 a Clarion Field Club was organised, but after 
a time its activities began to detract from the summer attendances. 
The club later gained an independence of the congregation, and by 
1899 could almost be classed as an opposition organization. Social- 
ist it remained, but Labour Church it ceased to be. 

The Hanley Labour Church first met in the Masonic Hall, but soon 
moved to a Temperance Hall, and later, to another Temperance Hall 
in a more central location. Each move brought larger attendances 
and an expanding sphere of public influence. This influence was 
well used by the committees which went to work on various problems. 
One committee was investigating the problem of housing for the 
poor: Not only were the visitors in the congested areas to assemble 
facts; they were also to cultivate the friendship of the residents 
that they might begin to understand the problems of the slum 
dwellers. Their reports helped greatly in the political and pub- 
licity campaigns for municipal housing. Another committee under 
the leadership of Bertram Wilson and Fred Scarratt, was at work 
on the problem of industrial lead poisoning. The colour decorations 
used on pottery involved the use of a lead base paint which was 
causing considerable suffering to a large number of employees of 
the potteries. The facts were gathered; the report was fully doc- 
umented and explained and demonstrated$ and a whole publicity cam- 
paign was carried through. The public were informed that the 
potteries were refusing to avail themselves of the modern advances 
which could reduce the ha=ands to their employees. The committee 
found and verifies over 100 cases of lead poisoning in two months. 
Six others had died, and five were not traceable. A government 
inspector, Dr. White Legge investigated, and found the evidence 
conclusive leading to references to the problem in the House of 
Commons. The Labour Church Union took up the matter, and under the 
leadership of James Sims of Bolton wide publicity was given through 
lectures, lantern slide series, and demonstrations. The campaign 
quickly grew beyond a Labour Church concern. For instance the 
Duchess of Sutherland became conceirned; she stipulated in her orders 
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that thereafter, china raust be leadless, and supported the Hanley 
Labour Church Committee to put on a large display of leadless 
glazed ware. Other groups took up the agitation. After a pub- 
lished report by Drs. Oliver and Thorpe in 1899, a number of manu- 
facturers, among them James Reeves and Co., began the regular use 
of the less hazardous paints. When the government stipulated that 
all its orders must be filled with leadless glazes, the Hanley 
Labour Church Committee surveyed a victory far transcending their 
fondest hopes and dreams. 

The Labour Church in Hanley was often helped by the opposition 
of the Press. When Tom Mann came to the 1897 Anniversary the press 
gave him a misrepresentation in its report. This soon became a 
subject of considerable discussion. For instance one of the local 
rectors held a series of outdoor meetings in which he debated 
Mann's address as reported. The Labour Church occupied the same 
spot immediately after the rector was through and were able to get 
their message across to many new people because of the controversy. 

The Hanley Cinderella club began in 1895 with the feeding of 200 
children; and continued for a number of years feeding at least as 
many each fortnight. In June of the first year of their operations 
80 children were taken by train to Endon five miles from Hanley. 
Here children who had never been beyond the 

streets of Hanley spent 
the afternoon in games of cricket, football and skipping. When 
tea time came each pair of adult helpers collected an even dozen 
children, and sat them on the lawn. One helper assured (airplay 
while the other served each child with a pint of milk, a} lb. of 
currant cake and two buns. A month later a similar outing was 
planned for 120 

children, but rain interfered; a large hall was 
made available by an evangelist. Here when tea time came round 
240 children waited in line. Somehow 6inderella 

was able to feed 
them all. Money to finance such events was raised by collecting 
cards, Cinderella dances, newspaper publicity, and by the sale of 
photographs of Carrie Martyn, one of Hanley's favourite Labour 
Leaders. 

At Christmas time Cinderella gav4 a grand party to the under- 
priveleged children. The Church members, noting how much was done 
for other children, held a second party for their own, and to take 
Cinderella to a number of the neighbouring towns. The Club con- 
tinued to be a strong force or a number of dears. It is unfor- 
tunate that it began to draw away from its parent body, and about 
the turn of the century to become a competitor of the congregation. 

The same forces that were drawing the support from the church 
to the Cinderella club led to the untimely end of the Sunday School 

. s(hich-had been established but a few months earlier. About 1900 
considerable tact and commonsense were needed to overcome the 
differences of temperament and shades of opinion which were making 
for disunityt and to keep the Sunday audience of intelligent, 
earnest, and sympathetic young men and women. This was not found 
wanting, for the congregation survived the low point, and was a 
strong and active congregation for a number of years after that. 

In 1905 Hanley Labour Church was active in forming I. L. P. 
branches throughout the Potteries. It took the initiative in 
forming an association of Labour members of Guardians and Councils. 
In 1906 it becne a member of the Union of Ethical Societies. It 
was one of the strong and active congregations at the Labour Church 
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.. x.. r... ý:.: x ünion Co ference OT 1906. In 19? 0 iiailey formed two branch con_ 
gregatio s in the Potteries and was Very active in all progressive 
organiz ions. Hot much longer it lasted the present writer does 
not know. ; 

CKgONDWIK 9 Near Br. dford 
{ 

See C 

'eckheaton 

1902 Ed. Sammelt 

The e tablishmet of this congregation was indicated in the 
o year Bo of 1903. 

A congregation as under consideration in 1894. 

dO D (Pioneer and Öinderella only. ) 

/S 9d Mrs. Fenton 

In 6e tember 1893 Mrs. Fenton, A L. bout Church Pioneer, began 
by givin her copies of the boor Pr4nhet to her friends. When 
their in erest was aroused she began selling them, and soon was 
selling hree dozer monthly. In Dece4ber 1693, she organized a 
Cinderel a club. uring the following year the number of Pioneers, 
increased; and the; possibility of a congregation was discussed. 
There is howeler nc report of a congregation being formed, although 
representation was; sent to the foundiig Conference of the Labour 
Church U ion in duly 1893. 

&L-AND 

Trevo? summarises the Dutch intere3t in the Labour Church as 
follows; 

"In Helland ourimovement is sympathised with by some of the 
younger ministei1s of advanced Churches, and our ideas are to 
some extent accepted. Yet nothing like a Labour Church has 
been ormed in Holland. "1 

1. An Unspoken Address to the Foreign Members of the International 
Soci4list Congress, printed in th4 Prophet, Aug. 1896, p. 125 
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attended the Labour Church 

B. H. Shaw 
Mildred Taylor 

a small congregation which 
espondence with Miss Mildred 
regation was again active in 
he century. 

Al1A I 

W. J. Strachan, chairman 
Seth Ackroyd, sec. 
Mr. Biggins 
Councillor Joshua Butterworth 
Mrs. Kennington 
Mr. & Mrs. Mundel 
Mrs. Palmer 
Tom Wing 
M. Cohen (active in Cinder- 

Motto "We see? no valid re"on to<wait for another life before, 
happiness is enjoyed. " 

Durin or justfafter the Hull Docker's Strike, this congregation 
was formed. Perhaps part of the inspiration came from the gener- 
ous supp rt given 

to 
the Dockers by Labour Churches throughout 

the coup ryj Cvenibefore an official; fund had been set up in 
May 18930 congregations had contributed over £50 and considerably 
more wasladded in the succeeding montis. By early autumn weekly 
services1had begun; TYi71 were drawing large crowds and member- 
ship was growing. -, The committee had been selected'to include a 
wide variety of faiths, both political and religious; several had 
no churc connections, and two were women. This was an expedient 
move, for the congregation began when[the various labour groups 
were hostile to each other; the role tt was to play was an harmon- 
izing an 4' concilli4tory one. The sectetary was later able to re- 
port that there wa$ developing a free*l fuller, broader, and more 
tolerant= spirit 
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Church$ 
"The Church is fast becoming a standing committee of the Labour 
Movement in the town a centre of light, leading, and inspiration. "ý' 

There was a feeling that, while elsewhere one may criticize an- 
other's ideas and tactics to an extreme degree, in the Labour 
Church all are on neutral ground where members could fraternize 
and be frie dly regardless of differences. However the success of 
this concj fLiation program was temporary, for the dissensions it 
lessened for a time were the cause of the demise of the church 
some years later. 

The experience of the first winter suggested to the committee 
that a very large auditorium was a disadvantage, so Gladstone Hall 
on Bond Street was engaged for the second year of operations. Here 
row upon row of empty seats and week after week ct increasing debt 
would not be expected; indeed seldom were there more than a dozen 
unused seats until the beginning of the third year, and then Dec- 
ember 1895 brought an encouraging return of the attendances of the 
previous year. However in 1896 the S. D. F. commenced opposition 
meetings in a nearby location. Decreased support forced the con- 
gregation to move to the Friendly Societies' Hall on Albion Street 
where expenses could be further curtailed. Here, to further re- 
strict expenditures, only rarely were other than'local speakers 
used. Even so, the financial burden was severe for the members 
remaining; but they were determined to keep the cause alive. A 
wonderful sense of comradeship and fellowship developed which help- 
ed to maintain a sense of the purpose end ideals of the Labour 
Church. But increasingly small attendances and heavier financial 
burdens proved too much; in June 1898 came the decision to disband. 
Thhffoll Ling were considered to be the reasons for the lack of 
support= 

1. The large number of poorly paid workers, the poor employment 
practices which made unemployment such an item of fear, and 
the Dockers' strike which had lost the sympathy of the middle 
class people, and had caused estrangement between the moneyed 
people and the workers. 

2. The traditional forms of Methodism were firmly entrenched, 
with the result that people could not recognize that a church 
could or would maintain the justice of the worker rather than 
the giving of a charitable $dole$. It was a matter of common 
observation that many of the most religious employers were 
also the most harsh in their treatment of the employees. The 
Labour Church seemed to inherit, even if unjustly so, the 
workers distrust of all religion. 

3. The, Labour Church was not class conscious enough for some of 
the Socialists, and too socialistic for some I. L. P. members, 
so support was lukewarm. 

4. Many of the-leading socialists thought of the economic view 
as the only valid one and therefore opposed the ethical 
interpretation as a diversion. 

5. Competitive meetings organized by other socialists. 

1. oshet, 
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6. Large number of strikes, of which at least some have been 
Trade Union jealousies, have impoverished the workers. 

7, Labour Church Leaders moving to other towns. 
In the autumn of 1899, a new start of the congregation was 

considered, but found to be impractical. Instead, a Socialist 
Sunday School was begun. Another attempt at organization was made 
in 1901. This time the congregation remained together for the 
better part of the year. 

While it lasted the Hull Labour Church did not seem to have 
the same extent of activity as did many other Labour congregations. 
There were of course the usual Sunday lectures the numerous teas 
and socials the open-air propaganda program at Drypool Green and 
at Southbend along the banks of the Humber, a number of collections 
in support of Labour Strikes (for instance, two demonstrations in 
189'+ cleared £9 in aid of the striking Kingstown Cotton Mills), 
and an electioneering campaign in which Joshua Butterworth, a 
Labour Church member, was elected to the Council. But there is no 
mention of study groups, choirs, bands, adult classes, rambling 
clubs, or any other of the activities except a Cinderella Club v, 
which was organized during the earl '90s and was tepartte fxbm-lthe 
Labour Church congregation. In 1891+ it was reported that they had 
no active women workers. Perhaps here is an explanation of the 
decline of the congregation from its formation in 1893 to its 
demise in 1898. 

The Hull Cinderella club differed from ost others of its kind 
by giving instruction as well as entertainment, food and clothing. 
Indeed it was known as a Cinderella Sunday School. The instruct- 
ion given included stories such as Aesops Fables and Robinson 
Crusoe (which were expected to instill a socialist view of 
economics) and practical classes in first aid, singing, household 
economy sewing, etc. In 1894 it was reported that an average of 
122 children arrived (in mid-winter barefoot, frostbitten and 
bleeding, with younger children on their backs) in time for a 
hearty breakfast which cost the congregation two thirds of a penny 
per meal per childi A total of 2 684 meals were served. The need 
was desperate, and the response of the general public was good; 
the newspapers editorialized the Cinderella Sunday School as a 
good way of giving food and clothing to needy children. 

The project was not without its critics. In the spring of 1895 
a small religious group complained that they were disturbed by the 
noise of the children, and threatened to give up their teitiancy if 
the Sunday School were not evicted from the remainder of the premises. 
Twelve hours notice was given to the superintendent who could do 
nothing save suggest to the teachers that they keep their classes 
together in their own homes till new arrangements could be made. 
It was thus that the school survived its first major crisis. 

An important part of the program of the "Barefoot Sunday School" 
was the annual summer outing. The first year 200 children were 
taken by wagonette to the village of Cottingham where the vicar, 
the Rev. H. P. Ramsden, did all possible to make the children wel- 
come. His own kitchen was put at the service of the lunch committee 
while he supervised the collection of sufficient used clothing to 
give each slum child a new outfit. he secretary's report of the 
1897 outing is worthy of quotation. Concerning the trip from Hull 
to Stone Ferry he wrote: 
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"If you can think of a theatre gallery escaping confinement and 
taking to wheel , you have, a cleail idea of the Stone Ferry 'Bus. 
There, 

-it was, ter above tier, al, facing the horses. I have 
seen nothing linse it. It was a brilliant idea; a tremondous 
fact acing your which nobody coulc deny. " 

Even th eating off lunch was an occasion. After games 
150 madeia large circleg arjd there was something in the.,., 

cent zýe which wad not allowed to escape. Baskets full of bread' 
and blotter and 7 pounds of ham were captured. " 

Seth Ac oyd has c ptured something cif what these outing must hav$ 
meautat'thet child ren for whom an ex Sion to the country was the 

event oi'l the year: 
lur 1. 

"Fromý the slums of Hull the childrlen came and nature, purifying 
naturs had for once a chance. TYey breathed the inspiration of 
heaved. Poor starved outcasts of society; not only food starved 
but air starvedL, Then they came tack. Such singing such 
shouting, and when they were neater singing or shouting, they. 
were roaring. soaring: that is tte word. Not the roaring of 

} many titers. It was the raor of the football field; when the 
gamefas exciting. People came ott in hundreds to see who it 
was. It was tho Jubilee of the sums. We taught them to be 
happ here on edithy and now. Then were haply »- they felt so 
"-- at everyone; who saw them knewllit also, " 

t£s 

1891 resent f89 Charter member Tom Lowe, 1st Chairman 
day. }& over 100 by end- Miss Hopkinson, 1st Sec. 

of first month. W. B. , Secretary 
Tom Cooper, Secretary 

s'96 250 average' Ted Berry trustee 
Fred Bradley, trustee 

104-109 Socialist; Charles Snows choir director 
Sunday School `'Ed. Thornton, choir director 
average was 250- Joseph Bradley 

Ted Bradley 
rr 109 150 -% John Denton 

'William Denton 
C1lara Drummond Ethel Middleton 
J. Gallager Mrs. Moss 
Eipest Greenhalgh Tom Nield Caretaker 

{ Toän Hardy Horace Nobbs, S. S. Worker 
I4ary Hargreaves Agnes Patterson 
Wj i Hollins; Mr. ý & Mrs. Peter Patterson 
Elizabeth Larland W. fA. Peck 
Charles Lowe# Edwin Ridgway 
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. nes Lowe Tom Shorrocks 
W. Lowe George Whitehead, S. S. Worker 

On March 189 1894, at Hyde Temperance Hallo Miss Margaret 
McMillan addressed two large and attentive meetings on the subjects* 
"The Gospel of the Poor" and "The Need of a Labour Church. " The 
response was very good as was evidenced by the sale of literattre1 
and the fact that eighty-nine Charter members began the Hyde Labour 
Church, By the second month the number of members exceeded 100, 
and membership continued to grow for a number of years. 

During the first few days of the new congregations'w life arrange- 
ments were made to lease the George Street Hall, a premises with 
two main rooms. Plans were immediately underway to make this a 
suitable meeting place: a piano was purchased and adequate seating 
aco edation was built by volunteer labour. 'hen on the instaVtment 
plan an organ was procured, with the congregation assuming an 
obligation of 5s, per week. The Labour Church was apparently a 
good tQ'liantr for when they wished to redecorate the owner agreed 
to pay half the cost if the congregation would undertake a five 
year lease� After this time (1897) the reports mention 'our build- 
ing', However it was not till 1923 that the church became its 
own landlord. At that time, when the owner of the George Sts 
property refused to sell the congregation bought a more commod- 
ious hall on Mottram Road. This is still their center of activities. 

The redecoration of the George Street property during the latter 
years of the 19th Century featured two painted scrolls, with the 
following mottos: 

"Socialism -- The Hope of the World" and 
"The Truth shall make us Free" 

A year or two later, approximately 1902, they spent £100 construct- 
ing a new staircase to the Upper Hall. Previously the entrance to 
this hail was by means of a rear staircase with 11 inch stone steps. 
The new staircase was a major improvement giving more convenient 
access to their main meeting place. In 1304 the Lower Hall was 
furnished with 'incandescent bulbs. ' 

During the early years the Sunday service began with the re- 
citing of the Lord's Prayers and t he singing of'a hymn from the 
Labour Church Hymn flock. There followed the Chairman's remarks 
and, or a reading, the choir anthem, and the lecture. The meet- 
ing closed with the singing of another h1mn a short prayer, and 
the benediction. These practices were not 

dropped till the be- 
ginning of the twentieth century when secularist influences be- 
came quite strong. Prayers were discontinued and a new hymn 

1. For several months following Miss McMillan's visit the sales 
exceeded £2 per month, made up from the sale of ten dozen 
Labour Prophets and double that number of penny pamphlets on 
soc a emes. 

2. In 1906, inferring from the Hyde' resolutions to the Labour 
Church Union Conference the secularist influence was very strong. 
It pressed for the deletion of all theological references from 
the proceedings. During this year Hyde affiliated with the 
Union of Ethical Societies. 
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book adopted which omitted-all references to God or Jesus Christ. l 
A few years later the singing of hymns was dropped entirely and the 
general order of procedure was simplified. Today the chairman 
simply introduces the speaker who then gives his address. A period 
for questions and discussion follows, the meeting is dismissed. 
Though the membership today is not numerous, it is still vigorous 
and facing up to the challenge of modern times. 

The real function of the Hyde Labour Church was of course the 
preaching and the spreading of the gospel of Socialism. To this 
end a number of speakers were engaged to discourse on a variety of 
subjects and problems allied to the main interest. Hyde's list 
of lecturers throughout the years includes most of the national 
figures, and perhaps a larger variety of subjects than was repre- 
sOnted n the syllabi of sister congregations. Perhaps this di- 
versity of interest contributed to the persistent vitality of this 
congregation. 

These lecturers were not confined to the regular Sunday evening 
service. Frequent series of outdoor propaganda meetings were con- 
ducted in the Market Place, and several autumn 'evangelistic cam- 
paigns' were held. For instance in the. autumn of 189+ Miss Carolyn 
Martin was the 'missioner' who attracted overflow crowds every 
night of the week. This increased the general interest of Hyde's 
citizens and brought about an increased attendance at the regular 
Sunday services. Though new members were not frequent the exe- 
cutive rejoiced in the propaganda opportunities presented by this 
gräwing body of adherents. One secretary observed that the con- 
stantly growing, and constantly changing, audience gave unexcelled 
propaganda opportunities. 

As the Church progressed it became the headquarters of many 
other activities which provided interest for the members. An 
active orchestra and dramatic society were soon functioning2, as 
were swimming, cycling, and rambling clubs. A class in economics 
was organized. All of these auxilliary groups were self supporting 
and did not become a drain on Church funds, 

One of the very important auxijLiary functions was the Cinderella 
Club, organized early in 1895. The first event was a tea served 
to 400 urchins, followed shortly by a second served to 600. The 
following months brought a further increase in the number of child- 
ren served, necessitating a rotational system whereby 200 were 
served at one time. The provisions for one sitting included 100 
loaves of bread and 30 gallons of coffee. Though the Toryy press 
objected to this activity as 'contrary to the heaven sent laws of 
political purity' the reaction of the general public was far from 
callous. Indeed the generosity of many townspeople made possible 
gifts of soup and provisions to be sent home with the poorest of 
the children. 

1. Hyde reported to 
it was using the 
Church Hymn Book 
latter. 

2, In 1905 the open 
cast of 40 being 

the 2908 Labour Church Union Conference that 
Socialist Hymn Book in place of the Labour 
because of the theological references of the 

etta "Princess Juju" was ytproduced with the 
all Labour Church members except 2. 
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From time to time there was rdised the question of starting a 
Sunday School. In January 1900 the Secretary reported that while 
no Sunday School was underway there was an active and successful 
gymnasium class for boys. A year later this program was extended 
to include girls and young women. Still U ter a study program was 
introduced, and in 1901+ a proper Sunday School was fully organized. 
It soon became a faitly large school with some 250 scholars. 
Lessons to the older pupils included e xpostßions of life in the 
early stone age the bronze age the iron age, the history of the 
common people, 1arwinism, and other such 'modern' studies. It is 
interesting to note that the teachers held a weekly study class 
and a school library was established, in order that a high standard 
of teaching might be maintained. Physical drill was also a feature 
of the school, as was the monthly 'open Sunday' when any member of 
the school would come forward to sing, dance, recite or otherwise 
entertain the remainder of the school. In this way, quite a number 
of the children lost their self-consciousness. The school was 
managed by a committee of teachers and two representatives elected 
by the children. This committee organized and ran a football club 
which was one of the active members of the Hooley Hill and District 
League. During the Whitsuntide holidays field days and sportsdays 
were organized and at many times during the year interschool visits 
and sports meets were held. One of the bit events each year was 
the Christmas tea to which 500 sat down to eat and afterwards to 
enjoy a pantomime or play entirely produced an acted by the Sunday 
School teachers and scholars. These productions were complete with 
scenery, orchestra, and costumes all provided by the school. In- 
deedf in later years the excellent dramatic accomplishments of 
Hyde Labour Church won for them national recognition. In 1924 the 
Church players won a banner in the Shakesperian Tercentenary com- 
petition with their treatment of "The Tempest". The listing of 
the plays of Shakespeare and Shaw, and the classical operettas 
and pantomimes produced by this drama-group reads like the boasted 
accomplishments of a professional troup. 

The fortunes of the Hyde Labour Church increased steadily for 
the first six years of its life. Then at the end of the century, 
when most congregations were facing severe declines, Hyde met its 
first minor setback by improving an already ood choir, intro- 
ducing new hymn tunes limiting speakers to 

If5 
minutes, and by 

improving the social 
fife 

of the congregation. When the Boer War 
came, Hyde took its place alongside the other Labour Church con- 
gregations in the antiwar propaganda, distributing Hardie'sSpread 
the LI_Eht and St212 the War and adopting a pacifist stand but 
somehow it escaped the doldrums into which many others drifted. 
In fact Hyde's public relations improved during this war period, 
and its financial situation gained strength. Hyde was an active 

1. Hyde Labour Church! Statement of Accounts, Mayll 1898 to 
April 309 1899. 

Income Expenditures 
Bal. on hand £4- 16 5 Speakers £ 29 -0- 6} 
Collections 63 -5 Printing & ad. 22 - 11 - 10 
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member of the Labour Church Union until the latter ceased to func- 
tion during the First World War. 

The growth and strength of the Hyde Labour Church was due in no 
small measure to the social life of the congregation -- there was 
a sense of belonging to an important cause and a close fellowship 
among the members. This was nurtured by frequent parties and fort- 
nightly dances which were extremely well run, and by a policy of 
political independence which kept the congregation free from the 
political squabbles of contending sections. While the Z. L. P. was 
influential among the church members, - there was no identification 
of party and church affairs which could easily lead to dissentions. 
Perhaps at least part of the strength of this congregation is ex- 

1ained because it was not absorbed by political activity, but re- 
tained its identity in its cultural interests. It exists today as 
a lecture and debating society. 

, 5_'t4 fernem 
Income 

Sub-letting hall £ 28 
Memberships 
Proceeds of dances 
Jumbo Sales (2) 
Afternoon Teas 
Donation 
Sun. aft. Concert 
Coil. for Clock & 

tea urn 

16 

1 
4 
1 
6 

Of 19GCVVi7C S 

r1 

13 
o 
4 

rO 

-6 

6 
- 11 
-0 
_3 1, 
-0 
-0 

3- 7- 1} 

(con C) 

Expenditures 
Caretaking £ - ý - 0 
Rent 2 9 6 
Gas 14 - 14 - 2 
Rates 8- 9 - 1 
Stamps & state 3- 10 - 6 
Ventilating 6- 14 - 6 
Theatre for demon. 7- 13 - 0 
Repairs & improv. 2- 6 - 2 
Clock & tea urn 3- 7 - 0 
Ianternt Vocalists 

& Music 9- 7 - 0 
Fuel 1- 1 - 111 
Paint. & Decor. 7- - 0 
Window Cleaning 1 - 8 
Pictures for wall 10 - 0 
Carpeting 1- 6 - 10 
Delegate to Leeds 11 - 8 
Sundries 17 - 1 
Balance 1- I - 64 

Of the collections paid admissions to large theatre demonstrations 
accounted fob£25. From the proceeds of dances a sum exceeding 
£15 was spent to procure a piano and other equipment and only the 
remainder is shown in the above financial statement. 

7- 8 0 
29 7 6 
14- 14- 2 
8- 9- 1 
3- 10 - 6 
6- 14 - 6 
7- 13 - 0 
2- 6- 2 
3- 7- 0 
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ktack, a Unitarian minister at the Unitarian 
treet was a strong advocate of Labour Church. 
i separate congreg tion, he preached Labour 
and organized clasles for local socialists. He 
niners for the Labour Church correspondence 

300 to 

come to hand conc 
from the Novembe 
of those precipi 

stranger to wonde 
a monotony of br 

antial and somewh 
tter than brick w 

Mrs. Roe 
P#i1ip Snowden, speaker with 

Christian emphasis. 
Mr. Teale 
Mr. Wilkinson, Clarion vocal 

Union Conductor. 

, hing this congregation. The 
1895 Labour Prophet: 
usq grey Yorkshire towns 
whether he prefers a mono- 
k. Of the two, the stone 

cleaner, though not much. 
old with the rugged melancholy 

ckhill, on a mist morning in October, the 
of, fog, out of whi h long rows . of houses came 
"Brow". On the, other side a similar whale 
uldered up out of he white cloud and stood 
ainst the sky. Behind it was another and an- 

other towns, villages, factories, #roadsy railways, canals, 
workh uses, and civilization generally hidden away between then. 
Also cheerful hospitable, good Natured, and sturdy race of 
men ad women 4mongst whom the Socialist gospeller gets well 

erative hall between three and four treat d. In th Co-op 
hundr 

.d 
pople round comfortable seating room on the Sunday 

evens g; strong sober, plain peopl. e, with scarcely a middle 
class person am ngst them, so far *s I could see. That, of 
cours , is the riddle class person! s own particular and very 
serious loss. 

Mrf Teale, a Socialist Candidate for the Town Council, was 
chairman and mode his maiden speech. It was direct, sincere, 
and p inted with genuine north cou try humour, which went 
straight home t the audience. Th evident friendliness of the` 
large gathering fought to greatly encourage the candidate. York- 
shire people do not believe in putting a man up and then find- 
ing ot all his bad qualities. s: 

On of the m st notable things ºbout this meeting was the 
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1892 1 
This Pongregati 

has comes to hand. 

Some interest 

began Nov. 20, 

shown in 189+. 

and no further infors atic n 

1893 X1893 150 - 

IT. 
B. Duncan, 1st. Pres. 

11694 increase Thos. Pennington, 1st Sec. 
}189 125 George Corkweli, Soc. 
11896 129 Arthur Leaks Soc. 
11697 consolida- 1J. W. Mitchell, 1st Choir 
4 tion Leader & Orchestra 
f1899 decrease Miss M. Bailey 

almost stopped. (Archer Brotherton 
$1900 100 100 D. Cummings, elected to 

Socialism gener-l School Board 
ally on decline Miss Myra Edwards 
but Labour Church B. B. Edwards 

s' making slight D. B. Foster 
increase Alf. Mattison 

1901 increase 'George H. Noble 
atohn Noble 
A, R. Orage 

: A. Pease 
Walter Morse, Sunday School ! Miss Tumbler, Sunday School' 
Miss Baiieyq Cinderella 
Miss Gould, Cinderella 

Durirý', the eu=er of 1893 a self-appointed committed of forty 
men met in a smal room lighted by a lcandle stuck in a bottle 
neck rr the proprietor had forbidden them the use of gas. These 
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labouring men whose earnings were scant indeed, levied themselves 
6d, per week 

that they might rent premises for a Labour Church. 
They then worked hard during their leisure hours cleaning and pre- 
paring their place of worship that it might be ready for the open- 
ing service on Sept. 17th, when John Trevor was to be the guest 
speaker. Though the press hailed the new Labour Church as the 
"happy hunting ground for the scum of Leeds" some 400 'respectable' 
people, about half of them women, attended the first service. 
Within a few weeks over 150 of these had applied for membership, 
and many more were regular adherents of the new cause, which was 
popularly regarded as the religious home of those seeking the 're- 
ligion of humanity'. 

From the very beginning the Leeds congregation had a strong 
sense of the need of warm fellowhhip within the church. In the 
first Annual report the secretary was able to make reference to 
the "comfort we have conveyed to those who were weary and could 
find no rest. " This fellowship was fostered by a strong Women's 
Auxilliary which sponsored a free fortnightly social consisting of 
a variety program of recitation, music, and songt a simple but 
adequate tea, and occasional dancing. Later the financial basis 
was changed so that the socials increased rather than decreased 
the treasury, but they still provided a healthy social life for 
the congregation. 

Leed's sense of fellowship did not stop short; it went bbyond 
the idea of having a good time. It had an 'outgoing' side which 
sought out the underprivileged and the unfortunate. For instance, 
Cinderella work was established almost immediately, serving some 
400 children weekly; and a Children's Church service was conducted 
regularly. In the autumn of 1894 this led to the founding of a 
Socialist Sunday School which continued through a number of years 
with seldom less than fifty scholars. 

The Sunday School service began with a well known labour hymn 
such as 'Life is Onward', after which was told a 'simple story with 
a heavenly meaning'. The leader then addressed the children at 
some length, and another hymn was sung. Then the seats were piled 
away to make room for a musical drill to a march tune. Frequently 
it would be the hymn: 

"0 come, come away! 
Beneath our Labour banner 
There's room for all, both great and small, 
0 come, come away! " 

The children responded well to this active program which was some- 
what of a departure from the customs of other schools of the area. 
The policy of the Labour Church school was "as much freedom as is 
consistent with good order". 

During the Summer, Sunday School picnics and rambles were or- 
ganized. At the first of these 45 church members and 40 children 
from the Sunday School went by horse-drawn bus to houndhay Park. 
After a gay day of sports, and a picnic lunch the adults were 
suffering from the noise of candy whistles till someone had the 
inspiration to offer prizes to the children who could eat theirs 
the fastest. At one of the outings which was planned mainly for 
the Cinderella childrien, a number who lacked tickets walked over 
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three and one half miles that they might join ins with the result 
that the adult helpers had to walk home on empty stomachs while 
well fed party-crashers rode comfortably. It was done without 
grumbling. 

In April of 1895 President Duncan 'baptized' the first baby 
intr, ýrý üced to the Leeds Labour Church. The secretary reported as 
follows: 

"Our president officiated who in a little impressive speech, 
gave the child its name (Alice), hoping that when it grew so as 
to be able to take its place in the Battle of Life, she would 
be found in the ranks of the 'Iespised' if they be fighting 
for Love, Truth, and Justice. "' 
At the beginning of 18979 the North-West Ward I. L. P. club be- 

gan, a Cinderella Sunday morning breakfast and Sunday School on 
Woodhouse Street. The Labour Church Sunday School leaders gave 
valuable advice and assistance to the Labour Club committee. 

Apparently the Sunday School faded out of existence prior to 
1899 or assumed an independence of the Labour Church. 

Leed's sense of care for the unfortunate led them to take up 
many unpopular causes. During the winter of 189t1, while the church 
was barely established itselfl it put its premises at the service 
of the unemployed that there might be a center from which agitation 
could be carried on. The following autumn the church members be- 
came interested in the plight of the women employed as taileresses 
in the clothing trade. Again the church premises were offered as 
a center from which an organizing campaign could be conducted. 
The employers prevented the first meetings at which organization 
might have taken place, by scheduling overtime work at the approp- 
rate time. The Labour Church organizers countered by meeting the 
women at the factory gates, and by talking to them as they walked 
to their homes. During the autumn of 1897 an engineers strike put 
a large number of skilled and unskilled men out of work. The union 
did not have sufficient funds to include all of these in sttike 
pay, even though a number of non-union men had associated themselves 
with their striking fellow-workers, and had voluntarily refused to 
continue their jobs. Others were out of work because there were 
no jobs available during thö strike. So serious did the financial 
plight of these men become that the Labour movement generally 
established a fund for their relief. The Labour Church was instru- 
mental in initiating this fund, and was called upon tba dminister 
it. The Church premises were put at the disposal of the Union and 
the unemployed. Weekly strike pay of 9s, to married men, 7s to 
unmarried men and 5s. to youths was distributed, out of which an 
average contribution in excess of 2d per man was made to the fund 
for the general labourers. Supplemented by contributions from the 
Labour Church and from the public, an allowance seldom less that 4so 
weekly was paid throughout the duration of the strike. Such, again 
and again, was the story of the Leeds Labour Church. 

The activities of the Leeds congregation included much variety. 
One of the first groups organized was a Social Improvement Class, 

1. Er_gl2het, May, 1895 P" ? 7. 
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which used as its first text Blatchford's "Merrie England". 
This cliss was particularly aware that improvement of society would 
depend not only on the changing of the institutions of national 
and community life, but also upon the purification and strengthen. 
ing of their own individual lives; in this respect they looked to 
their church for help. In addition to this study group the members 
took part in classes in elocution, economics, history, and in a 
number of discussion groups. In preparation for the first anniver- 
sary services, and continuing thereafter, a choir was organized 
and a year later a string band was added. The same year an active 
drama group was started which soon learned the way to success in 
both play production and money raising. Adequate stage and scenery 
were soon standard equipment at the Leeds Labour Church. In 1896 
an Anniversary Banquet was begun as an annual event which gained 
local fame for its excellent food and its unmatchable fellowship. 
Open air propaganda meetings at Cross Flats were regular summer 
activities to take up the slack when winter projects began to slow 
down their pace. In 1896 it was reported that Leeds had the great- 
est number of institutions in connection with the church, and named 
the Sunday School, library, Clarion Vocal Union, elocution class 
and orchestral band. 

The Labour Church Committee early learned that numerical success 
of the Sunday services depended upon the use of well known and 
favourite lecturers like Carolyn Martin, Margaret McMillan, Philip 
Snowden, and D. B. Foster. Local speakers were just unable to draw 
large audiences, so special efforts were made to include a large 
number of nationally known speakers each year. One of these pop- 
ular speakers deserves special mention in connection with the Leeds 
Labour Church, for he later became a. -qt ber of it, and its most 
influential president. It was in September 1895 that D. B. Foster 
first spoke to the Leeds congregation; he was then the teurii 1pal 
candidate for Halbeck Ward. He was repeatedly invited to return, 
particularly because of his emphasis which is characterized by the 
sermon title 'Sin and Socialism' it was rather unusual for a 
socialist lecturer to speak on sin. During 1897 Foster conducted 
a mission to the churches which almost depleted the Labour Church 
because its members were so sympathetic to his message. A year 
or two later, instead of running opposition meetings we find Foster 
a leading member of the Leeds congregation, and the president of 
the Labour Church Union in 1902-1903- 

The doctrinal position of the Leeds Labour Church emphasized 
freedom from any creed, but there was a strong bias toward a Christ. 
ian position, which probably explains in part the popularity of 
D. B. Foster and the repeated invitations to Philip Snowden to 
lecture to them. But at the same time the other churches of town 
did not recognize them. For instance, when a public meeting was 
called to protest the Armenian atrocities, the Labour Church were 
not invited to send their delegates to sit with the civic and 
church dignitaries on the platform, nor was their point of view 
permitted. When Comrade Brotherton attempted to speak on behalf 
of the Labour Congregation he was thrown out of the hall, and 
later a Labour Church atrtet meeting was stopped. It seemed to 
the members that Armental was not the only scene of atrocities 
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W. Harris Albert Newall 
A. Hone J. Pace 
J. E. Ingham W. Pickford 
J. Lilley J. Prime 
John Lovatt Joseph Simpson 
S. Mellor Ambrose Ward 
Robt. Milner 

An excellent report of the founding of the Leek Labour Church 
is given in the PrODhet of October, 18971 

"About three and a half years ago a Reading Union was formed, 
which fluctuated between a "Liberal" and a "Socialist" society 
until there were but a few left$ and these, I think, were soc- 
ialists. We had a small room, much too large however for our 
numbers, who during the last winter (1895-96) used to sit in a 
square circle (Did you ever see one? ) round the stove; and when 
the warm weather came we were almost snuffed outs only just a 
handful being left when Caroline Martyn (dear soul) paid us a 
visit. She spoke 

In the open air to seven or eight hundred 
people, and Leek people have not been the same to Socialism 
and Socialists since that night in June 1896, Afterwards we 
tried J. C. Kenworthy who was not so successful; still the cause 
prospered, and was aided by the Clarion Van. Our members had 
decided not to pay rent during the summer months, and when we 
wanted to renew the tenancy we found obstacles in the way. A 
real "Friend" suggested the old Friends Meeting House as a like- 
ly place where we might carry on our work, so we tried the opin- 
ion of the Friends, with but little encouragement at first, until 
we came into contact with Mr. Joseph Simpson of Mayfield. In 
him we found our request was investigated. He and one or two 
others induced the Society to give u¢ a trial, and we were pleas- 
ed to hear, after eight months, that they were pleased with 
their tenants. When it became known that we had taken the 
Meeting House, interest was aroused, and we grew a few members 
We held our meetings in the Bishop's Vestry" (Shoemakers shop)1 
during the time the building was being soled and heeled -- I 
mean being put in repair and on the 13th December last Mrs. 
Bruce Glasier gays the f rst address in the church proper to a 
packed audience. i Our members understood but little of the 

J, The shoemaker whose support meant so much to the Labour Church 
cause in Leek was J. Prime. See letter from J. Lilley. 

2. The repair and redecoration of the Friend's Meeting House was 
done under the direction of a local architect, Larner Stgden. 

3. The newly decorated meeting place was dedicated as the William 
Morris Labour Church in Leek. This was appropraite if the evi- 
dence of one observer is to be trusted, for he noted in the Leek 
congregation the mildly anarchist tendencies so characteristic 
of Morris. When the first Anniversary service was held, the 
speaker, Fabian Fredrick Whelen, presented a partrait of Willi&* 
Morris. This was a treasured possession for many years; the 
present writer has been informed that the picture still hangs in 
the building, long after the demise of the Labour Church cause. 
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Labour Church; very few had ever attended a Labour Church 
service and when the Church began there were objections 
raised 

to the manner of service. One thing was too orthodox 
for some another was not sufficiently orthodox; but speaking 
personally as one who attended most of the services, I am of 
the opinion that Truth has been advanced in a clearer and more 
honest manner than it has been my pleasure hitherto to exper- 
ience. We must have learnt that it is not so much what we be- 
lieve, as what we are doing that will prove our love to Humanity 
and Humanity's God. " 
The enthusiasm generated at the opening of the now congregation 

continued through the winter and spring months of 1897. The 
treasurer reported that the operating budget was on the black side 
of the ledger, with an expenditure of some £260, and that the 
initial debt of the congregation had been reduced to £80. In 
addition to maintaining their church, the members and friends were 
generous in their support of needy causes. For instance over £10 
was collected to assist the engineers of the 1897 lockout. Cind- 
erella too was well supported. 100 children benefited' from the 
regular winter program, and during the. s'ummer in addition to a 
number of outings and rambles for all the children, a few little 
girls were sent to Mrs. Johnstone's Fresh Air Camp for Little Girls 
from the Slums. 

The Leek congregation was an active one. They had numerous 
study groups out of which came the resolve to initiate programs 
of action. There developed a strong interest In municipal politics, 
particularly concerning the question of workmen's housing. The 
secretary was proud to report to the Labour Church Record of April 
1899 that their campaign to interest the town council in the con- 
struction of workmen's dwellings had been successful, and that they 
had been instrumental in the establishment of the Leek Workingmen's 
Electoral Association. 

There were also the usual auxt: lLiary groups like the choir the 
women's sewing class and the summer picnics hikes, and rambles. 
Though there was no 

Sunday School establishec9 there were numerous 
activities sponsored for the children perhaps chief among them 
being the annual Flower Service. During the summer or 1899 in 
co-operation with the W. T. U. the Labour Church initiated the 

Labour Church Summer Camp. 
During the early years of the twentieth century, when the issues 

of the Boor War had such drastic effects on a number of Labour 
Churches! Leek only suffered a temporary reduction of their aver- 
age attendance. The organization of Clarion Cycle tours and 
rambles had a more serious effect, but interest and support during 
the winter months continued at a high level. This is indicated 
by the fact that the congregation distributed 100 copies of J. 
Bruce Wallace's ottherhood to the homes of their member families. 

When Larner Sugden died, his will provided a Memorial Leattze 
Fund jfo bring an eminent lecturer each month, with a very special 
one for each anniversary. This did much to maintain the cause 
of the Labour Church in Leek for many years. 

(For further insight into the Leek congregation see J. Lilley's 
letter) (RppPn c/i x )Pp- ýýýf) 
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Temple spoke to the congregation. He mentioned 
mother that, though not Christain in meta- 1 true sense of worhip in this congregation. 

n advertised its s rvices in the Clarion of 

of and Cinderella trork only) 

R. R.. Clarke 
Mrs. Deane & daughter 

h Edwards C). arke E. Pugh, pianist 
orrell Mi's. Rosbottom 
Meeting Miss Wade 
S. . Lowcock R. Wears 
as Lowcock Mt'. Young 

Liver ool was represented at the founding Conference of the 
Labour C urch UnioA, July 1893. On May 7,1893, a demonstration 
Labour urch service was held under the sponsorship of the local 1. 
Fabian Society. It was largely pioneered by Joseph Edwards, 
editor of the Labor Annual. Fred Brocklehurst, at the time 
organizidg secretaty of the Labour Chtrch Union was the lecturer. [, 
on several succeed4ng occasions Brocklehurst returned, but a con- 
gregatio6 was never formed. Also under Fabian sponsorship, a 
second L$bour Church pioneer, Miss Xe'ling, began a Cinderella 
Club, wh ch operat+d very successful1. for several years. She 
too tried to organize a Labour Church but she too failed. 

A yeas of two l*ter R. R. Clarke tried again. He succeeded in., 
establishing a small Sunday School which was fairly permanent, 
but the Church just wouldn't go. An explanation of this was 

1. %remongerr fl%//ivrntýýýýý, ýýe - 
ýirc, isýion 3d 'Cyn ýer oq' ý" ýýa.. ýý- 
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given in the Zror het of November 1895= 
"Liverpool is one of the most important districts in the 

country for Socialist work. Its industries are very varied 
and disorganized. Its working population is largely migratory. 
Its ground landlords, Lords Salisbury, Derby, and others, are, 
however, permanent. This may be an instance of the law of 
compensation. 

The slums of Liverpool are worse than the slums of any other 
city in England. The degradation of the slum dwellers is awful 
to see. There are women in Liverpool whose faces follow one 
like a nightmare. Miss Rachel McMillan who has been working 
amongst them for some months, tells me 

that the condition of 
women workers in Liverpool is worse than in London or any town 
in England. There was no need for the Lord Mayor to consign 
the unemployed to the devil, because the unemployed of Liverpool 
have arrived. 

Then there are the Irish They listen to what you say and 
they agree with it. The quick Celtic brain and the warm 

Celtic 

sympathy need little persuading to see the force of the Socialist 
argument. They promise to vote for the Socialist candidate, 
and then their priest comes round the corner and bids them vote 
for someone else, and they do it. 

Nevertheless, the Socialist Sunday School in West Derby Ward 
is doing good work. The way they render the Labour Church hymns 
s#ows how carefully they have been trained, and how they enter 
into the spirit of the work. It is a splendid work which our 
friends have engaged in, and I regret that it is not expedient 
to publish their names. If anybody thinks that the spirit of 
persecution is dead in England, he ought to turn Socialist for 
a while. 

In the evening I had the pleasure of addressing a crowded 
meeting on the subject of man's ethical and spiritual develop- 
ment. It was one of the liveliest and quickest-witted audiences 
anyone could wish for. " 
In September 1895 the average attendance at the Sunday School 

was about 50. A picnic at Halewood was attended by only 40 chil. 
dren and 28 adults. But by the end of the year the enrolment of 
the school was over 70. The Sunday School worked rather closely 
with the Cinderella program. Early in 1896, for instance, under 
their own initiative and largely under their own management, the 
School put on a successful Cinderella supper at which they enter- 
tained a hundred hungry children. 

In connection with the Sunday School, there was organized early 
in 1896 a girls club in which the girls learned to sew, making 
garments which were bought by the parents or were given to slum 
children. For the boys the 'Clarion Juniors' provided opportun. 
ities to play team games. For bothr boys and girls a ehildren's 
choir was begun. These activities doubled the School attendance 
by the end of March. But in the diversity of activity introduced, 
there was no lack of attention to the main purpose of the Socialist 
Sunday School. Through story, lesson and discussion the children 
were introduced to socialism as a philosophy and as a political 
theory. Ways were found for the children to assist in the propa- 
gation of the new gospel. The older boys particularly were en- 
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: couraged to sell o and ther socialistic literature, ' 
! The Sund y School continued through 1898 but was not listed in 

1899. 

Labour Church, Salmon's Lane, Lim$house: 
{ 

1892 1892 1 small J. Burgess editor. of 
Workman g Times 

W. H. Paul Campbell formerl* 
editor of Christlau 
Socialist 

J. ieir die J. Bruce Wallace, editor of 
H!. Be Hording otherhood 
Tom Mann P. H Wicksteed 
Ben Til ett J. F4 Wilder 

In February 189P2 John Tevor addr ssed a small meeting convened 
at University Hall, the home of the s ttlement originated by Mrs. 
Humphry 4ard, of which the Rev. P. H.! Wicksteed was the warden. 
The purpose of the meeting was to int$oduce the Labour Church 
Principles, and perhaps to inspire a ew Labour Church Pioneers. 
When Trevor returned to London a hont later he found among those 
who had teen present at the earlier m eting a determination to 
begin nct with a dew pioneers, but with a full. congregation. The,, 
most 

Interested 
person was W. H. PauliCampbell, a former editor 

of the s, who had moved to East London to give 
leaders to the Liabour Movement thee. J. Bruce Wallace editorl 
of B_rooth�gP 

_hood, ands J. Burgess., edito { of the Woran s Tim_ were j 
enthusiastic supporters. Tom Mann, Bqn Tillett and Keir Hardie, 
though tco busy with thoir other resp nsibilities to assume active; 
membershS p, volunteered to assist by 

giving 
lectures and by ex-. 

pressing their hearty endorsation of the new church. Thus, on 
April 10th the new congregation was underway. 

The first service was held at the Dockers' Union Platform at 
the East `India Dock gates. Here over; 13000 people joined in the 
service and listened to Campbell, Wallace, Burgess, and Holding. :k 
Campbellispent the rest of that week nixing with the working men 
of the district; everywhere he met an'evident readiness to hear 
the mess4ge which the new church brought to them. 

Succeeding services werd held at Ue corner of Salmon's Lane, 
Limehous4, and in 'Victoria Park. Thefaudiences were not large, 
nor nearly so responsive, but this wad not too discouraging, for 
there were numerous. other activities which gave considerable pro- 
mise. T ere was the opportunity of distributing literature at the' 
large Latour Demonstrations that were<held periodically, and to 
address ripen air gatherings in connec ion with them. For instance; 
at the Mqy Day celebration in Hyde Paxk Margaret McMillan was 
able to attract specially large crowds 

to hear about the Labour 
Church. 
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In J ly Campbell reported that th£ Salmons Lane services were 
beginnt g to be more successful -- b 4t the lack of financial sup-, 
port was making the work rather difficult. He reported the estab- 
lishmen -of a sma]4i, congregation in August. In June 1893, Trevor 
wrote i the otbat (p. 49) "An attempt was made more than a yea* 

} ago form a bour Church in Lo don. The effort was sustained 
alma entirelyby one man and w en he, for private reasons, 
felt ompelled ý, o abandon 

its 
the matter ended. " 

PM Pros cted "Intellectual Center" or Labour Churches 

1895 

When ohn Trevo moved to London in the spring of 1895 he had 
visions f establishing a Labour Church Center in London. A re- 
port of is activiy and findings carnot be given more adequately 
than by uoting hip own words: i 

"0f late I hive been spending deal of time in London and 
have ound such', an opening for o , work that I feAl compelled 
to go and live there. In quarter where I least expected its 
I hav not with the strongest sympathy with our principles, and 
a des re to give practical help its their realisation. This has 
been specially; the case with some of the workers in connection 
with he West London Mission, who have quite outgrown the re- 
ligio s and social conceptions on irhich that large and influ- 
encia organisajion has been founded. From conversations I 
have had with Mt. A. J. Shewpll, of Cleveland Hall, and friend$ 
who e working}with him, I am sure that they will be able and: 
will, g to givelus most valuable assistance. Some of the 
membe s of the New Fellowship, and Acattered individuals in 
conne0tion withfother organisation's are also ready to give us their help. ;. f 

In order to budge more clearly Of the possibilities of futur develppment and the best methods of procedure a meeting 
of fr ends was called by postcard at Dr. Williams' Library 
Gordon Square, bn Friday evening, Tuly 12th. There were, o 
my surprise, sole forty persons pr, sent, though many were pre-, 
vente from attbnding on account of the General Election. Mr. 
Shewe 1 took thh chair and I gave pn address on "The Labour 
Church in Londori. " 

Seeing that some of those present were connected with ortho- dox churches, Z thought it necessäry at the outset to explain.. 
our f#'ee religious position. Hitherto I had been afraid to shcM 
any approach toiiards the historic phurches because of their 
religious fetteks. It would be fatal to our movement if these 
were tntroduced4into it in ansr form whatever. I tried to show that geligion rast gain all the freedom from the past that 
Science has wonffor Itself, and th*t the Labour Church stood for txat entire: freedom. 



BONDON 

Then came the practical consideration of the position in 
London and how to make the most of it. 

What I have long felt our movement to need is a centre of 
propaganda among the educated. We must prove that ours is not 
a class movement by converting all classes to it. Moreover, 
for'the work we have in hand, the distinctive qualities of all 
classes are needed. I am sure that no one wishes the Labour 
Church to be merely a working man's church, but a church where- 
in the common obligation to share in the world's work shall be the 
fundamental principle. With this principle inspiring use we 
shall appeal more readily to the workers than to others, but we 
shall gladly welcome to our service all who can accept our 
principles. 

We need in London also a centre of teaching to which we can 
invite those who desire to know what the Labour Church really 
is. I frequently get letters from foreigners, for instance 
asking me where they can find a Labour Church as they wish 

to 

know what this new thing is. If such inquirers could be di- 
rected to a centre in London where our religious and social 
gospel was being preached Sunday by Sunday, it would be a great 
advantage to our movement. 

We need, too, a centre for the development of well trained 
speakers. I have said again and z. again that we have before us 
an almost infinite opportunity, but not the speakers to make 
adequate use of it. We want men and womeng full of the social 
fervour of the times, but to whom God also is a reality, as the 
source and sustainer of their being. By far the greatest need 
of this age is a race of Prophets, who can make God a reality 
in the lives of the people and insist in God's name upon just- 
ice and rightousness in all our social and industrial relations. 
They will come some day, Meanwhile we must seek to prepare, the 
way for them. 

To meet this side of our work I propose the holding of a 
Sunday morning service at Dr. Williams' Library as a very con- 
venient centre, the idea of holding it in the morning being 
that we should then be left free for outside work in the after- 
noon and evening. This proposal was generally welcomed in the 
discussion that followed as one of great hopefulness. A feeling 
was expressed especially by Mr. J. F. Oakeshott, the secretary 
of the New Fellowship and also by the chairman, that it would 
provide an admirable and much needed centre for all these 
Socialists who had no hope in Socialism apart from religious 
development. 

From such a centre as this would give use we could send out 
in time the missionaries of our new gospel of glad tidings. 
But I urge that we should not attempt the formation of new 
churches, but rather leave the people to form these spontaneous- 
ly for themselves as they are now doing. I hope this democratic 
element in our movement will never be superceded, for whatever 
difficulties may go with it, I am sure it is an element to be 
preserved with the utmost tenacity. 

From this point of view, I said that our friends in North 
Paddington and elsewhere should be left to form their own church, 
those of us who could do so rendering them all the assistance 
in our power. It is this democratic element, this spontaneity 
of growth, which is one of the marked features of our movement, 
and which distinguishes it from every other. Some years ago, 
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Herbert Casson 

Herbe't Cassonl#a young Canadian 1jethodist clergyman who had 
just mov d to the tlnited States of Am#erical formed a Labour Church. 
The initiating idea seems to have code from Wm. Bailie, the man 
whose suggestions ýo John Trevor resulted in the name labour 
Church's The Lynn; congregationg inaugurated on Dec. 31y 1893 
thrived Inder the leadership of young Casson, who became a well 
known lecturer for the Socialist caus)a. The Lynn congregation 
was govetned by a 

monthly 
members' meEting. Sunday services were] 

held in -the Lasters' Union Hall with n outdoor service Sunday 
evening 4t High Ropk. In the autumn bf 1894, two services had to 
be- held to--a-ceeommodate the --crowds p so arrangements were made ' for 

ASe 4'ppei d, X r19f 
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the use of the Lynn Theatre for public meetings; and to further 
show the ambitions of the new congregation a printing press was 
bought that numerous pamphlets might be published. This was set 
up in a building which was also used as their headquarters and 
small hall. It was rented by the year. By 1895 the Lynn Labour 
Church owned a permanent hall in a central location, to which they 
moved their busy printing press, and which became the center for 
a busy congregational life. 

The activities of the Lynn congregation included a co-operative 
grocery store, employing two Labour Church members a 'Women's 
Union' for visiting the sick, a Sunday School for the 

children, an 
economics class studying Gronland's 0uDestinnv a lending library, 
a literature table for the sale of magazines and pamphlets, an 
active choir and glee club, and monthly picnics or socials for the 
members. The only opposition to the new church came from the older 
established congregations from which many converts to socialism 
had come. The congregation claimed to have all but a small hand- 
ful of Lynn's socialists. Lynn Labour Church gave strong support 
for the Striking during 1895 and was quite active in all political 
and industrial struggles. In the summer of 1896 they built a 
house for one of the poorer members. From time to time they collect- 
ed money for relief of poverty. They netted $150 at a benefit 
concert given for the Lady Stitchers' Union. The congregation was 
still going in 1898 but was not listed in 1899. Casson reported 
that at the end of the century the war fever destroyed the con- 
gregation. 

The following report from the Boston Cqn rgeationalist of June 
18th, 1896 is indicative of the attitude of the Lynn Labour Church: 

"Mr. Casson went on to declare that the plain fact is that 
the present relation between the Church and the working man is 
one of mutual indifference. They are going in different direc- 
tionsg independent of each other, doubtless with misunderstand. 
ings on both sides. Working men are out of touch with the 
Church, not only because Sunday is their only day for recreation 
and domestic enjoyment, but because the Church as they look at 
its is incompatible for the struggle for industrial democracy 
that is going on -- the struggle for brotherhood and an e4ual- 
isation of life's opportunities. Working men are repilled by 
the non-committal attitude which clergymen take toward the 
Labour Movement. Moreover those who have studied political 
economy become impatient at the stale definitions and old theories 
which they hear advanced in church. " 
The following hand bill used at Lynn in 1894 was reproduced in 

the ', Feb. 189+. 
To the Working Men of Lynn 

We invite you to attend the meetings of our 
Lynn Labour Church 

Held every Sunday at 12 o'clock, In Taster's Hall 
Our Church is composed of working men and women, and we 
preach the Gospel of Justice and Brotherhood. 
We believe that the emancipation of Labour is the greatest 
Cause on earth, and that the real living religion of to-day 
is to be found in the Labour movement. 
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Laboui Church services began in Manchester on October 4th 1891; 
in the C1orlton Town Hall which would seat 400 people. For the 

second service, atpwhich Robert Blatoilford was the featured speak-': 
er, so many could not find accommodation that the committee working 
with thelfounder, wohn Trevor engaged the Peoples Concert Hall, 
which provided seating for 2060 for the succeeding meetings. The 
afternoon services.. proved to be, oo popular .. 

that 
... 
this., large... audi.. 
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torium was nearly filled week after week. 
During the latter part of November membership forms were dis 

tributed. Soon enough signed ones were returned to constitute 
the church; Trevor called a general meeting for December 9th. 60 
gathered at the Royal Oak Cafe, 230 Deansgate, and decided to 
organize a congregation which would be governed in an democratic 
a manner as possible through the use of monthly Members' Meetings. 
It was decided to hold several other monthly gatherings, some of 
which would be open to non-members. There was to be a Members' 
Conference at which discussion and debate would work out the policy 
and principles which would guide the new effort, a social at which 
the members and adherents would get to know each other and at 
which a sense of fellowship could be nurtured and a general meet- 
ing to consider the means of helping, especially in terms of 
Labour Union activity, the Labour Movement of which they considered 
themselves a part. This latter meeting of members and adherents 
brought forth, during the early months of 1892, sympathy and organ- 
ization of support for the Broomsgrove Nailers, and the successful 
organization of the Manchester Mat Makers Union. 

The Manchester Mat-Makers Union, representing 30 men and 20 
women working in three factories, had been formed in 1888, but due 
to a weak financial structure, had broken up, A second union was 
formed in December Of 1890; by September, 1891, it too was in 
financial difficulties. There was no adequate leader and dues were 
in arrears. The workers in the largest factory (19 meh and 12 
women) broke sway and formed their own union. The remainder divide 
ed their share of the funds equally, and dispersed. 

A number of the remaining members were in arrears. 6d, per 
week out of 15s. (out of 91. for the women) was too great a sum 
to make up. To force the issue the paid-up members refused to 
assist the, non-paying members at a stage of production where five 
men were needed to put the mats on the looms. In retaliation the 
non-paying members refused to assist the paid-up ones. Affairs 
had come to an impass6; Christmas was approaching; so it was de- 
cided to disperse all remaining funds as equitably as possible. 

Early in the new year the employer gave out an order for kneel- 
ing mats at llde a dozen (the price he had paid the prison which 
could no longer supply due to restrictions of prison contracts in 
com ttition with civilian factories. ) One employee worked for 
four hours and calculated that he had earned 77d. He talked it 
over with the others, and then with the employer. He then joined 
the unemployed. So also did seven others when they were offered 
the work at the same terms. 

Seberal of these mat-makers were members of the Labour Church. 
Trevor called a meeting of workers from this factory; all the men 
and half the women turned out; a strike you was taken; Trevor inter- 
viewed the employer, pointing out that London wages for the same 
work were double those paid in Manchester; the employer remained 
adamant; help was promised the mat-makers in Suffolk and in London 
and by the Labour Church in Manchester; the Manchester Mat-rakers 
Union was reorganized; with Alan Parks as president and John 
Trevor as treasurer; a strike was called. 

The strike began on April the 2nd. By the end of May the two 
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smaller factories had agreed to pay the London rate of wages, but 
the largest factory held out. The small union could not remain 
on strike indefinitely, so Trevor through the J&bour ProDh2& 
appealed for a fund of at least d00 to set up the 0 16 men in a 
co-operative shop on the same principle as the co-operative nailers 
factory set up in definance of 'foggers' (employers refusing to 
accept the terms of settlement) in Broomsgrove after the strike of 
1887. The"Co-operative Producers Societyl employing 10 mat-makers, 
became a reality in August 1892. Dater the Union joined the gas- 
workers and General Ia3ourers Union for greater security and pro- 
tection. 

Their work done Trevor and the Labour Church dropped out of the 
picture, The final audited account of the Strike fund follows: 

Strike Account from Feb. to Aug. 1ö92 
Subscription 150 19 '# Paid to men & women 14 3 1 
Mat Makers Union 5 3 on strike 18 weeks 
Bal. due Treas. Solicitor & Police Qi 7 0 

1513 72 Court Expenses 
Printing, Advertising 5 9 0 

and Stationery 
N. B. Since the above account Brass Band on May Day 16 0 

was audited the balance Postage & Telegrams 13 7 
due to the, treasurer Expenses of Mat Makers 12 6 
has been wiped out6 in search of work 

Hire of rooms for 6 0 
meetings 

l72 
In addition more than £200 was subscribed to the new 
Co-operative Mat Makers factor y. 

In March 1892 a Political Economy Class was organized under the 
leadership of a 

lecturer in Ethics and Economics at Owens College, 
J. S. MacKenzie, M. A. During the same month a band was organized 
at Picadilly Coffee Tavernt under the direction of W. S. Allan. Im 
April a committee under the convenorship of Mrs. Cox was organized 
to visit the absent and the sick members. In the May Day demon. 
strations the Labour Church marching under their newly acquired 
banner will its motto "God Is Our King", had a prominent place in 
the parade and a prominent platform in the Park with Cunningham 

1. Mr. Williamson of Salford, a Conservative 
("OD alderman who had known Trevor and the Labour 

Church speaks of these processions as com- 
posed rS of anemic young women and impression- 
able children. He admit however that the 1) UR 
congregation was predominently adult males. 
He described the banner as dark blue letters K JN a 
on a light blue or white background. 
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Graham Tom McCarthy, and Rev. Harold Rylett as speakers. Two 
weeks 

later the Church paraded at Oldham, with Ben Tillett as 
special speaker, in support of the organization of a Labour Church 
there. In June a Labour Church parade was held in Manchester in 
support of the National Union of Gas Workers and General Labourers. 
On this occasion 1000 people gathered for the service in Stevenson'& 
Park. With the coming of summer, weekend rambles were organized 
for members and friends. July saw the organization of a Missionary 
Class led by Trevor and a Singing Class and Choir to assist with 
the regular services. The new congregation certainly was a busy 
and active one. 

The financial 'fortunes' of the Labour Church make an interest- 
ing story of faith and courage. The initial fund had been sub- 
scribed by friends of Trevor, but this was overspent shortly after 
the first Members' Meeting. The members though generous to the 
risk of domestic financial ruin could not keep the cause out of 
debt, (the deficit at Christmas 1891 stood at £5) and the weekly 
collections though large in comparison with a workman's weekly 
pay$ were insufficient, for theatre rents and printing costs were 
high. The bout Progh�et, published at a time when a number of 
Labour Periodicals were failing for want of readers, though it 
reached a circulation of 4 500 with its second issue, did not 
attain self-support. The difference between income and expendi- 
ture had to be met by outside-contributors, though these too were 
not always sufficient. The Prophet remained Trevor's personal 
responsibility till 1891+ after the establishment of the Central 
Fund, when it consumed a large percentage of donations to Labour 
Church work. 

It was discovered that when the collection was taken at the 
door, a number passed the plate without contributing even a farth- 
ing, so it was decided to pass the plates from seat to seat in an 
effort to eliminate this loss. It was also found that a consider- 
able portion of the audience left after the speaker finished. For 
instance when Tom Mann addressed 4000 at the Labour Church Service 
in the Free Trades Hall a potential offering over four pounds was 
missed because at least 1000 left before the service was completed. 
For a time finance seemed a problem that could never be completely 
solved, for with all the means taken to improve the financial 
structure the financial secretary reported, as of April lst, 1892, 
a deficit of £20. 

Though a contribution of a days wage from each of the 160 mem- 
bers would barely have paid off the deficit, they were Undaunted. 
It was determined to provide through-the-week headquarters by 
renting a house in a central location. This they did at £32 per 
year at St. Johns Parade, Byrom St., renaming the house, the 
"Labour Church Institute". Here they had a small auditorium cap- 
able of seating 100, a few office rooms, and living accommodation 
for their caretaker. This certainly increased the financial burden, 
for in addition to the rent, considerable expense was involved in 
fixing it suitable for their purpose. They wanted it. to be as 
attractive as possible. New seats were built, and good artistic 
reproductions were hung. For instance one person presented a copy 
of Millett's ftAngela". To provide music a piano was borrowed from 
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Sam Lowndes. 1 
At the same time that these increased burdens were assumed, a 

change in the constitution was accepted. The former basis had 
made a subscription a necessary condition of membership; the re- 
vision eliminated this requirement. It was explained that: 

"We want the very poorest to feel able to join the Labour Church. 
Although on the old form it stated that it would be understood 
that the Membership Fee would, in most cases, be merely a Bominal 
amount we yet found that it barred some from joining us. " 
In spite of severe financial burdens the congregation carried on 

in the faith that their natural growth and the sympathetic support 
of others would eventually eliminate their debts. In the autumn of 
1892 the ladies of the congregation who up till this time had not 
been too numerous, put on a Sale of Work which eased the problem 
and enabled the expansion of the activities of the congregation. 
It is interesting to note that they refused to use raffling as a 
means of raising funds. 

The main activity of the Labour Church was the Sunday Service, 
(which in the early months was characterized by the absence of 
women). A contemporary description of a service is given by P. He 
Wicksteed, then of London. He wrote to the 

Manchester 
Guardian: 

The Labour Church is frankly, even passionately, democratic. 
It contemplates the organisation of society in the highest inter- 
ests of labour as the work of the age. Anyone who should look 
with favour on Mr. Trevor's movement as a means of clipping the 
lion's claws, would be woefully out of his reckoning. But in 
its very being it is devout and not mutinous. My own doubts on 
this point, if I had any, were removed last Sunday, when I had 
the rare privilege of conducting a service for the Labour Church. 
I was struck at once with the purposeful air with which the six 
or seven hundred members of my congregation gatherrd They were 
of all classes but the great bulk I took to be workmen. We 
had, I think, the 

most genuine and spontaneous religious service 
in which I ever engaged. As a matter of fact, the hymns, 
prayers, solo songs, pieces of music, lesson and address had 
all been arranged beforehand, but one felt at the time as if 
each one of them came just where and when it did in response to 
the present want of the eager souls that were drinking in* every 
word and sound. There were none of the traditions' customs, or 
habits of worship in the dingy, drafty, and not over-reputable 
hail in the box galleries! 

-and 
pit of which my congregation 

was gathered; but the reality of worship was there. The hymns 
were sung with the utmost heartiness, the solo singers and 
musicians were felt as a part of the congregation not as per- 
formers. At the close of the prayer a chorus of disimprisoned 
coughs testified to the earnest participation of the congre. 
gation in the devotions of the place, and the lesson and address 
were greeted with frank and spontaneous applause that did the 
heart good. My lesson was the first canto of Dante's "Divine 
Comedy g" recited) or rather paraphrased, with interpretative 

1. Tom Lowndes, son of Sam, tells me the piano was never returned. 
2. p onhgt , Air// ßr92, p. . Y. 2 
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comments interspersed so as to make my rendering of it clear. 
I showed them Dante struggling to gain the sunlit hill of good 
government and well regulated life on earth, thwarted by lust, 
pride, and greed and urged by his guide and master, while 
never relinquishing his hopes of reform, also to seek another 
way to peace. In the address I led them, with Dante, to seek 
the permanent donditions of all fruitful reform in a knowledge 
of the roots of moral good and evil, and when we brought our 
pilgrim from the very presence of God, where the life of 
"knowing" and "loving" is focussed, back into the miseries of 
exile and poverty and the never-ceasing struggle against wrong, 
and saw that "as a wheel without strain or jar moves equally in 
all its parts so was his will henceforth moved by that love 
which guides 

the 
sun and all the other stars " the strained 

attention of my hearers released itself in prolonged and re- 
peated applause that showed how every word had gone home. The 
impression was produced by the congregation, not by the preacher, 
and I shall not soon forget it. It will be strange indeed if 
Manchester it blind to the significance of such a movement. 
Hitherto it has been shaped by a single man and he a man with 
little physical strength, with no pretence 

to 
eloquence, with 

no means, and with no influence, save such as spring from abso- 
lute devotion and singleness of purpose and passion inspired by 
a great idea. " 
The progress of the movement was given power and influence by 

the speakers of national fame who willingly came as Labour Church 
Preachers. P. H. Wieksteed, Rev. Be J. Barker of Bolton, Fred. J. 
Jowett of Bradford, Keir Hardie, Pete Curran, Kate Conway, and 
Margaret McMillan were among these early Labour Church preachers, 

The large afternoon services were held at the People's Concert 
Hall the "not-overly reputable hall" of which Wicksteed writes, 
but these 

were not the only services. Regularly evening services 
were held in various parts of the city in order 

to 
spread the idea 

as widely as possible. Around these evening services, branches of 
the central congregation grew up. Pendleton branch was formed in 
the autumn of 1892; early in 1893 branches were begun in South 
Manchester, Goreton, South-west Manchester, and a few weeks later, 
in North Manchester. Branches were also begun in Grey Mare Lane, 
Ashton Old Road, Openshaw, and Lower Broughton. These branches 
were not organized as separate congregations. Membership remained 
in the central congregation. As a result the branches did not 
have a long life. 

Early in January, Trevor began open-air services at Trafford 
Bridge of which he wrote: 

"There is no pulpit in the land more sacred than Trafford 
Bridge, where for years past a growing band of Salford Social- 
ists have proclaimed their message, in season and out of sea- 
son; and have thus done a great deal towards making the organ. =... 
isation of a Labour Church possible. Comrades they call each 
other, and brave comrades they are -- God's pioneers, doing 
the rough work of clearing the tangled forest of social wrong, 
and earning the scorn of a foolish world. "1 

1. fT , Jan. 1892. ý- f 
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The open-air work was continued at the Ordsal Fair Grounds, 
popularly called Flecky (flee-ridden) Sam's Fair, on the corner 
of Almond Street and Stretford Road (now the School of Artq near 
Pauldins. ) Here the lecturers would speak to large numbers of 
interested spectators while the members engaged those on the out- 
skirts, who could not hear, in conversation, convincing them of 
the need of a religious emphasis in the midst of the Labour Move- 
ment. Meanwhile the boys moved through the crowds, selling copies 
of the Labour Profi to all who would spare a penny. 

At any or all of the Labour Church services, whenever there 
was need, a collection would be taken to aid striking or unemploy- 
ed workers, There were many such appeals which were adopted as 
special Labour Church concerns, such as the Bristol Confectionary 
Girls, and the Card and Blowing Boom Hands. Those causes which 
caught the imagination and the support of the Labour Church were 
those where the degree of injustice and suffering was the greatest. 

As the life of the Manchester and Salford Labour Church approach- 
ed the anniversary of the inception of the idea it was making great 
progress. The formation of a number of Labour Churches in other 
towns was extremely encouraging, and the fact that their debt had 
been reduced to £12 made them more optomistic than ever. The Church 
Committee felt that the opportune time for greater extension had 
comet so a Labour Church Extension Fund was established. This 
was intimately part of the Manchester and Salford congregation 
for some months, until the preliminary organization of the Labour 
Church Union could assume responsibility. Indeed, much of the 
Manchester work anticipated the work of the Labour Church Union; 
for instance, it was they who engaged the first General Secretary. 

In the spring of '93 the Manchester and Salford Labour Church 
began to take particular notice of its children. A Children's 
Service was organized in which were included a number of slum 
children who had been helped by the recently organized Cinderella 
Club. Though this was not, strictly speaking, a Sunday School, 
it did duty for one for many months. 

In the autfiiin of '93 the original Labour Church Cinderella 
Club (established in the autumn of 1892) was reinforced by the 
organization of the North Manchester I. L. P. Cinderella. The two 
clubs worked closely together. In the first eight weekly meetings 
in North Manchester a total of 1,1+17 hungry children were fed, and 
the most needy of them were clothed. The meal consisted of coffee, 
plain bread, currant bread, and an orange for each child. In the 
following year this menu was extended by the addition of meat sand- 
wiches. During the season, 1894-95 the club fed and entertained 
3 190 children, and 500 more were given a special Christmas treat 
with a visit from Father Christmas and a toy for each child. 'In 
addition about 800 were given summer outings. The cost for the 
project was just over £30. 

During the summer of '93 a number of ardent church members were 
seeking open-air opportunities for propaganda and some not-so-- 
ardent members were experiencing other open-air pleasures, with the 
result that attendance and financial support decreased markedly. 
But there was no decrease in the work undertaken. A Helping-Hand 
Fund, under the direction of J. C. Woods was established to aid 
those members who were either sick or unemployed. While direct 
relief was given to those in desperate circumstances, the primary 
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activity of the fund was to further opportunities of self-help 
for the unemployed. Sympathetic employers were encouraged to 
offer help wherever possible and all members and friends were 
urged to buy their wood from the fund. The fund, in turn, hired 
the unemployed members to chop wood; the project was patterned on 
the famous Salvation Army Plan. 

The serious extent of unemployment in 1893 led the Manchester 
and Salford Labour Church to seek less expensive premises; am ve 
was made from St, John's Parade to St. James Hall with auxs.. ji&ary 
meetings at the Ordsall Temperance Hall in Salford. It was when 
this move was being made that the Secretary reported a desire on 
the part of the congregation to learn the deeper significance of 
the Labour movement. To answer this need Trevor began a Sunday 
evening series on the 'Religious Principles of the Labour Mo4ement', 
and Fred Drocklehurst began a Wednesday evening series on similar 
topics. A few months later this serious study of principles came 
to fruition in a new constitution for the Manchester and Salford 
Labour Church, and in a general quickening of interest and enthus- 
iasm. When Keir Hardie came as a special speaker something of the 
original enthusiasm was evident, with a congregation exceeding 3000. 
Part of this enthusiasm found expression in the establishment of 
a Women's Class, under Miss Kate Dodd of Owen College a Merrie 
England Class, a Dramatic Society, and by spring, a Singing Class. 
The increased vitality had its expression too in the financial 
support; the Members' Meeting authorized a subscription of 4d, per 
week from each member who was well and working, to be collected by 
accredited visitors. The plan worked well; subscriptions long in 
arrears were collected and financial support continued over the 
summer months when collections were smaller. Evelyn March-Phillipps 
says in the Spectator, April 21! 1894, that the budget for 1893 
was £470. 

The increase in enthusiasm and vitality lasted on into the 
following years when members began to think of the duties they 
accepted if they maintained that they were a church. Questions 
concerning baptism, marriage, and pastoral responsibility were 
thoroughly discussed. Many were willing to testify as to the 
help of the Labour Church in their own lives, especially in the 
solution of the tension between the traditional attitude of the 
churches and chapels and their awakened consciousness of social 
ills. They all realized the need of doing something more than 
merely proclaiming the socialist gospel. But while baptismal ser- 
vices, marriage ceremonies and help with personal problems were 
seriously and completely discussed, the practical results were 
rather indecisive. 

To give expression to a desire for social service it had been 
proposed that a Labour Kitchen whose objects would be to bring 
nourishing ]rood within reach of All, to Opovide special Cooking 
for the Sick, and to form a Free School of Cookery for Young 
Women. There was no public support. But one person made a sub- 
stantial donation to set up this aspect of the work, providing 
stoves and several months salary for Amy Dibb, with the thought 
that the kitchen would become self supporting. Insofar as nothing 
more is heard of the venture. it is assumed it was not successful, 
or if it were successful, it developed on lines quite separate 
from the Labour Church which gave it its first home. 
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Perha s in an e fort to understand their function as a church s 
it was a ? ranged tj the Women's Clasp should visit Archdeacon 
Wilson aRockdale Here a time of $'erious talk about the affairs 
of the L4bour Church and its mission 'as supplemented by a wonder 
ful tour of the torn and the church c nducted by a well-informed 
guide in the perso' of their host. Te leaders of the Women's 
Class, a ong with number of others, began to think their problem 
was larg ly one of, the absence of a pastor. As a result, greater; 
emphasis was place on the person and office of chairman. This 
partial olutl. on dd bear fruit, particularly when it was coupled£ 
with the d evelopme t of a deeper fel]wship among the members. 

At thb beginnirr of 1894 Trevor began his "Recreation Services'! 
(especia ly Pleasa it P. S. A. meetings, followed by tea for the whore 
family. These wer quite successful. 

A ser as of soc als and week-end tings such as the visits to 
Hebden B idge and to Macclesfield dur ng the summer of 1895 did 
much to btrengthen the feeling of so darity within the congre- 
jwtion e an when the increase in membership made the maintenance Of 
fellowsh p rather difficult. ForstZe; bpening of the 1895-96 salon it became necessary to 
find newtpremisest£but nothing suite e could be found. It was 
proposed that if te church became twp congregations suitable 
promises could be ound for smaller groups. When this division wss 
accompli had it wa with utmost friert liness. The two new con re- 
gations hick met 'or the first time n October 1,1895 were in 
every se se contingations of the Manc ester and Salford Labour 
Church, 

and 
not a break or split from it, It was perhaps a good 

thing, für at the embers meeting pri r to the decision to break ! 
at least 130 membe s were not attendi g or voting. Most of these., 
became a tive in the two new congregations. 

vHESM 

1895 1901 `'95 c. 150 "- =Mr. Reedie, President 
£'96 c. 100 atten- T. Gunning, Treasurer 

dance increased! Mr. Dickinson, Secretary 
'97 membership D. Ward, Secretary 

same as last yr: Art. E. Atkinson, sec. '98 decrease Mrs. Bell 
1'99 increase; : Fred Brocklehurst 

larger than '9ä Mr. Corbett } '00 maintaining Mr. & Mrs. Gox (school mast 
attendance ter) active in choir & 

001 rapid decrease, drama. 

s33 
1. Archdeacon Wil4on was a churchman who had prominently exhibited 

his oympathy for the aims and ideals of the Labour Church, and 
who, -, had ':: vrroccasion conducted services- for -theme :. °.. '°.:: '".... 

s 
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Mrs. Dickson Emery Sunday School 
Dresser, children's choir Miss 'rye Sunday School 
Mr. Goggins Beatrice Palmer Sunday School 
Hugh Herford Miss Ferguson, Sec. Cinderella 
Mr. Hill Dr. & Mrs. Garrett, Cinderella 
Kennough Goodhead ) Clarion 
Frank Oakley Henderson cyclists & 
Percy Redfern Mrs. Scott Cinderella 
Richard Robinson Sharrocks ) Workers 
Mrs. Sharpe, pianist 

The Manchester and Salford Labour Churches came into being on 
the fourth anniversary of the Manchester and Salford congregation 
which thereby became defunct, or better continued in the two new 
ventures. The new Manchester congregation leased premises on Booth 
Street East, Chorlton-on-Mercyq and immediately gave deep consid- 
eration to their reasons for being a Labour Church. They realized 
that it was inevitable that in the early stages they should become 
involved in the practical affairs of the Labour Movement, but they 
also realized that the time had now come when ... ". .. the Labour Church is free to revert to that side of the 

work on which its founder has all along laid greatest stress. 
This we take to be the upbuilding of personal character; the 
consideration of the vast possibilities of a fuller life 

and spiritual, even under present conditions; and the 
facing of the deeper problems of human life which remain after 
all possible improvement of social conditions has been accom- 
plished. "1 
The reorganization and the re-thinking of the basic concept 

provided a stimulus to attendance. Inactive members returned and 
new people came asking for membership. By the beginning of 1896 
seating capacity was inadequate requiring a series of work parties 
to make a few alterations and to construct more seats. But im- 
proved attendance also meant a greater diversity of interests 
within the congregation. This was answered by arranging for 
speakers who could cover a larger, more general area of topics, 
and by putting greater emphasis on regular socials as a means of 
promoting brotherhood and comradeship. 

In the spring of 196 the secretary reported a slight slackening 
of socialist propaganda work, but a growing enthusiasm for more 
diversified activities. In conjunction with the Salford congre- 
gation a singing class of 150 members was thriving. There was also 
noted a growing sense of the contrast of socialism and the brand 
of Christianity popularly proclaimed in the churches. 

The Labour Church Cinderella Club which in co-operation with 
the North Manchester T. L. P. Cinderella, had continued its work 
through the years now began a partnership with the Clarion Cycle 
Club. New enthusiastic and active workers were thus added. In 
1896 the average weekly number of children fed and entertained was 
1+00. The food had been improved; the menu replaced plain and 
currant bread by soup, meat, and potatoes. The entertainment too 

1. Preset, Oct. 18952 P" fOi. 
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had changed in character; the role of the child was now partici- 
pant rather than spectator. 

During '97 and '98 financial considerations dictated a reduc- 
tion of, the program when the need was greater. Rather than spread 
the help too thinly to be of any real benefit attention was con- 
centrated on 50 of the most needy urchins but to these greater 
attention was given. Regular periods of 

Instruction 
were added 

to the program of food and entertainment. During the summer the 
regular country outings were continued and in addition 20 girls 
were sent to Johnston's Camp. During the summer of '98, when the 
general vitality of the church was picking ups 43 girls went to 
camp as guests of the Labour Church Cinderella. 

With the autumn of '98 the Cinderella committee were pleased to 
increase their responsibility to 200 per week at the Tuer Street 
Board School. This was probably made possible through the co- 
operation of Upper Brook St. Unitarian Church from which the Labour 
Church, under Trevor's leadership$ took its rise in 1891. 

With the beginning of a new season in the fall of '96 there was 
again an increase in attendance and enthusiasm, due in part to 
good promotion and advertizing. One problem however was making 
itself evident. The Members' Meeting the governing body of the 
congregation, was poorly attended. Alteration of time of meeting 
to Sunday evening helped only a very little. The problem of effec- 
tive democratic government remained. The Committee by default 
of the membership, had to assume greater responsibilities. But 
other than this, the congregation seemed to be in good health. 
Attendance, membership, and finance were all good. A Children's 
Choir under the direction of Comrade Dresser added interest to 
the services. Effective work was done throughout the year, though 
the congregation ceased to grow during the early months of 1897. 
Church activities were taking on everlncreasing importance while 
its role as a propaganda agency for the general labour movement 
was declining. The congregation was becoming a club for the mutual 
fellowship of its members. This is reflected in the decision to 
cancel the summer services in favour of Labour Church outings to 
various country spots near Manchester. But at the same time there 
was a continued interest in the wider aspects of the Labour Move- 
ment as was witnessed ly the numerous and generous collections in 
aid of fellow workersq and regular funds, in addition to local 
budget, were being given to Fred Brocklehurst and the Clarion Vans. 

On July 17,1895 a Labour Church Socialist Sunday School was 
begun with seven children. Next meeting there were 129 and by 
the fifth meeting there were 19. During '99 the average attend. 
ance was 30. By the turn of the century this had raised to 50. 
When the Church ended its existence in, 1901 the Sunday School was 
quite strong and healthy, and continued so till the I. L. P. opened 
another school at Pankurst Hall, at which time the Labour Church 

1. For example: £33/8/4 was collected for the Engineers Lockout 
in 1898, and several of the regular Christian Churches were 
persuaded by the Labour Church to initiate special collections 
for this worthy cause. 
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Charl s Casson 
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hs of 1901, howeve 
ce leading to the 
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y meetings were or 
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favour. 

living in Lynn and 
the co-operative s 
a Labour Church co 

supervising the Labour Church 
ore there was actively en- 
gregation at Marblehead. 

OV VW 

1892 - 
In October 18921the Labour Pronhet'noted that the Melbourne 

Commonweal and the . AustralianHer, ald were publishing news items 
regarding the form*tion of a Labour Church for Melbourne. The 
subject yas again rioted in the springEof 1896. No definite in- 

r 
1. The order of Service followed by tie Manchester Labour Church 

Socialist Sunday School was as follows: Hymn, Reading, Hymn 
Lesson, Hymn P4'ayer, and dismissal.. In 1899 physical drill 
was added. T'hesprogram was based on the broad principle of the. 
Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of M4n 

,, �», 
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g year. 
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a his Unspoken Ad 
hear that a . Cabo' 

lists, and I have 
in Melbourne, em. 

3 form a Labour C; 
ion of one by the 
e very genius of 
it own Churchesy1 

; g,. of July, 1893 
ce, At the and 

of the newly fo 
not formed for o 

small 

is presently available, 
ess to the Socialist Congress 

Church is being talked of 
lso seen a proposal in a 
ating from some ministers, 
rch for the people, so as to> 
eople themselves unnecessary 
r movement that the people 

Mr. M. Ranson, Secretary. 

ves a full account of a 
the year the eec1etary re- 
ýd Cinderella Club. Perhaps, 
was under consideration the: 

Mr. George Benbrook 

A re ort in the Labour Prophet of£November 1894 indicates the 
£ existen e of a small congregation wo king in close co-operation 

with th I. L. F. (indeed sponsored, g verned, and housed by the 
party) 

tohn 
Trevor visited Morley iz April of 1896. He reported: 

that there was noj abour Church at M4rely so far as the name goes 
but Sun ay evening services were held in the Labour Club which 
constit ted a Labour Church in reality. The meetings opened and 
closed 4ith prayezi, and Labour Church hymns were sung. Trevor 
also at ended a m4eting which was cofcerned with the Guardian 
electio , The general attitude to the Workhouse reminded him of 
George vans preference for death by drowning than life in the 
workhou$e. The problem was made mor serious than usual in Morley 
by the 4nemploymert of socialist engineers as a result of a strike 
and lockout in the town. This congregation had no women workers.. 

This congregation was under consideration in 189+. 

Tne 

1893 Charter membership Alexander Allan 
70 Mr. Fletcher 

our Ero diet, August 1896*ý p. 125 
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I ance 500 ¬ Mr. Newton 
194 attendance 600 Mr. Quin 

Mr. Wm. Raven 
J. W. Thwaites 
Chas. White 
John Young 
T. Young 
W. Young 

In 
Fred ; 

18939 
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objects and that 
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bour Churches with various 
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ertaken earlier except that 
in any way the churches of 
, t, both of which were sym- 
had not revealed the working- 
! eting was called to be held: 
on Sunday, May 7,1893.60 
Allan moved: 
, as to adequately grapple 

emancipation of Labour, 
ly necessary that an organ-,. 

be inaugurated to aim at 
, ch an organization be com- 

areas toi talk of t 
leaders ho had in 
castle i. self work 
the LaboLr men did 
Rev. Walter Walsh 
pathotio to Labour 
men rallring to th 
in Xeild is Cafe, 
or 70 people atten 

"Owin to the f 
with social evi 
this eeting de 
izatin of a re 
attai ing these 
menced in this 

In carry. ng this r 
icism ofithe Chris 
the inadequate bel 
tion sertice of a 

By th beginain 
weathers consider, 
Attendance in the 
This ave"age began 
Walsh be an to exc: 
Leader o Newcastl 
a MondaylConferenc 
was "TheBest Chur, 
made a public stet, 
of the L . bour Churl 
icism th4t the Lab 
able notoriety to 
fidence jo Trevor 

solution it was made clear that it was no crit- 
ianity of Christi but rather an indictment of 
efs of the average church-goer. The inaugura- 
, abour Church was held on Sunday, May 14th* 

of the autumn term the new congregation had 
ble opposition but was in a healthy condition: 
, ssembly Rooms In the Royal Arcade averaged 500. E 
to increase when Jphn Trevor and Rev. Walter 

Lange opinions in tie columns of the 
! which resulted iii an exchange of pujpits and 
in Newcastle. The, subject of the Conference, ' 

h of the People". At the conclusion Mr. Walsh. 
anent that he had n6t known that thq position 
h was so far removed from his own. His crit- 
ur Church was not Christian brought consider- 
he new congregatiop. It also gave greater con- 
nd other Labour chttrch leaders that the spirit- 

1. In the light of <Walter Walsh's latOr espousal of a church with. 
out doctrine or creed, this is an interesting statement. Could 

-At bethat.. -this conference vas a factor * In his later 'decision? 
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ual asp eat of the labour movement cotld not be understood by 'out. º 
siders' owever s *pathetic they mig1t be; the spiritual dimension 
could oy be deveoped from within. 

The rst anniv rsary found the near church in a healthy position 
but nt as flourishing as its spocsors had dreamed. It had 

grown su ficiently, however, that a larger premises was required .I The Chur h CommittBe took a lease on the Good Templers Hall on 
Clayton treet. 

No ther information concerning 'he Newcastle-on-Tyne Labour 
Church hs come to light. It may be Ossumed that it continued fcir 
a few ye s before it faded out of existence. 

The Cinderella program in Newcastle was distinctly separate frdm 
the Labojar Church. 

WCASTLE IDER-M 

1895 Thomas H. Stubbs (confectioner) 
Secretary & chief organizer 

J. Boots (retained Unitarian 
membership as well) 

Sp ncer Bake owner of a Mr. Hulmeq later became Unitarian 
ea pot factory Mr, Hall, married Minnie Sneyd 

Ro land Barr tt Mr. & Mrs. Pattison, builders 
Ro ert Beres ord, became f the Higherland Newcastle 

yor of tn Sne 's family, owned Brickworks 
Mr Jeffriesi Turstee of t Cliffe Dale 

. M. H. I Sta leton family, Unitarians 
Mi. ton family, Cecil, Ada liar y Whittaker, Grocer of Bas. 

f Liela, Photographers ord 

Early in 1895 a' Tabour Church was a. nder consideration result- 
Jýng in the inauguration of a congregation on May 5th in the "Old 
Meeting lace" beh nd St. Giles Church. Progress was slow but 
steady. Early in 4896 the secretary xeported steadier progress 
than any socialist , 

body in the town during the previous year. The 
Fabians ho were asmall but active goup worked closely with the 
Labour urch, co", perating in the br nging of some lecturers and 
using th Labour C2iurch premises as their meeting place. 

In th autumn of 1895 a Sunday School was started, and a Cinder 
ells program was u#dertaken. Food and fun were prov. #ded for an 
average of 58 of t1e poorer children. The regular menu was sand- 
waches! lum cakel<. fruitq and sweets. 

The c4ngregatioti continued through '98 but was not lotted in 
1899" 

tTH 2 ANC STER 

1893 -$t 
Th s do. ea ..: ý:..:..: 

ý,::..,.. 
., gr.... g... tic#n was a branch of the Manche star-and-Sal ford. 
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Trevor oved to ndon in the spring 
ship a ongregati was organized wh 
only unsuccessful efforts. Harrow R, 
be a suitable meeting place but was 
service were heldl on Oct. 13 1895, 
Sunday school and la class in Social 
ing plans were underway. Early in 1, 
the lea rship of T. D. Jackman and 
added, summer program was planned 
to appreciate the great treasures of 
the pubi, ic in the art galleries, mus, 

mid '90s 

Dr. H 11 a Unitarian minister and 
to come o 

the Norwich Labour Church 
the econ mit and pilitical elements w 
era and embers al ke. There was ad 
spiritua elements should also be str 
habit of leaving his own Sunday Schoo 
in time to give an; address to the Lab 
Henderson preached 's. series to the No 
later pii lished as the famous Case 
congregation was a tive in the bour 
1908. 

1. Rev. T. C. Douglass present premi 
fiend rson telling him that The Ca 
him Into the movement and that it 
Co-operative Commonwealth Federat 
soci4list party (right wing socia 

Labour Church Pioneers were 
to be of assistance to them, 

of the Metropolis John ü 
of 1895. Under his leader- 
re hitherto there had been 
ad Church was considered to 
00 expensive. The first 
and shortly thereafter a 
cience were begun and build. 
, 96 a Psychology class under 

general Reading class were 
which would assist the members 
art and culture available to 
ums and parks of London. 

Ernest Burrows, chairman £ 
Fred Easton & his brother. 
Fred Henderson 

free-lance liberal was asked 
s often as possible because! 
re being stressed by speak-i 
sire that the moral and 
ssed. Dr. Hall was in the 

early in order to arrive 
ur congregation. Fredr 
wich congregation which was 

Socialism. The Norwich 
Church Union Conference of 

of Saskatchewan wrote Fred, 
for Socialism had brought 

ad helped to shape the 
n (C. C. F. ), Canada's major 
st). 
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'96 - large R. Meats, Pres. 
199 1500-2000 Wm. Robinson, Pres. 
'9 500-1000 " Francis reeling, Sec. 
'99 inc. same Ernest Gutteridge+ Ass. Sed. 
+00 ., 100-200 J. H. Pickering, Treas. 
'01 - 250 H. May 

T. A. Pierce 
H. C. Walling 
A. W. Wallis 
E. Woolhouse 
Harry White 

ist in foriing a congregation; was first shown in 1894 and 
Lr Church in Nottingham was organized sometime prior to 
96. At that time a congregation was meeting in the 
ademy, adjacent to the Grand[Theatre in Ryson Green. 
seating aýcomodation of a lags auditorium was often in-- 
Lt, and several auxiJliary rooms provided accomodation for 

meetingsand a literature stall where the pamphlets that 
much to early British social am were offered for sale. 
cteristic; of this congregation was the enthusiastic sing-i 
e Labour (hunch hymns, accom anied by a volunteer orch- 
e up of all the members who ned and played any instru- 

.e musicalUbalance may have been crude, but the net result 
ve expreslion to the enthusiasm of the members:. 
rst president, Wm. Robinson, reported that the Nottingh 
urch did what "no religious 

movement 
in town has ever 

allowed Criticism and discu; sion based on the remarks 
eacher'. IBeeause of this opportunity to expose mere 

those lecturers were most a preeiated who could "educate 
e their hearers and not simpty exhort them". 
eauty of dur movement is wefget such different speakers 
ch variety of topics, this a. l tending to educate and re, 
he hearers. We have plenty Of enthusiasm, and are in k 
and closelsympathy with all Oocialist propaganda through 
e country] Every practical Worker in our movement feels 
with a religious sentiment which strengthens the will 

termination in the fight for; social emancipation. We 
he worthsäess of our cause. We realize the beauty and 
ur of the object we have in view. We possess the trans- f 

honesty of being what we really are, and we take no 
to disgui4e our principles tý the world, for we are un- 
sly one in our conviction and desire to further those 
1 and humanitarian principles which when consumated make 
ole world kin. We feel that°our religion must first of 
a social religion; that the`true foundation of any ab- 
creed must necessarily consist in healthy bodied health? 
: ý...: ,.: ....:............. .... A, ....,: ý.:...:.:......... . 
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surroundings, and healthy minds. That we as Labour Churchmen 
and Churchwomen in Nottingham are convinced of this is proved 
by the work we have already accomplished, and hope to achieve 
in the future. "l 
During the summer of 1896 a wider hearing for the Labour Church 

message was found through open-air services held in the "Forest" - 
a disused race-course belonging to the Corporation. Increased 
interest and membership was the result, leading to big plans for 
the opening of the autumn work. Acting on the advice of Carrie 
Martyn (whose decease was sadly mourned) the congregation reno- 
vated and redecorated the Large Mechanic's Hall, thus providing 
seating capacity for 2000;: people. Financial responsibilities 
seemed no deterent, for even the large pipe organ was repaired. 
To cope with money problems a Guarantee Fund was set up. It re- 
ceived generous support, and in later years saved many a potent- 
ially embarrassing situation. 

The large auditorium, which a few had considered much too 
ambitious was often filled to capacity. Even standing room was 
at a premium for the anniversary services when Stewart Headlam 
was the guest lecturer. A report of this service is illumin- 
atings 

". . he told us he was not sure -- that our principles were 
not definite on the point -- whether we worshippdd_Christ or 
not. We had to tell him we did not worship Christ, any more 
than we"worshiped Nunquam that we accepted all good reformers 
as helpers in the cause of humanity and that weg as An ins ti 

rütu ions did not interfere with the liberty 
of the individual, 

so long as such liberty did not interfere with the liberty of 
others. "2 
The financial position of the church was maintained not only by 

sec#ring the best possible speakers to draw large crowds, but also 
by various projects. The members co-operated in a 'Merrie England 
Show' which was a success socially as well as financially. A 
bazaar realized over £259 while teas, sales of work, and socials 
added more to the treasury each month. During the year's operation 
for 1896-97.87/13/9 was spent; receipts came to within one pound 
of this amount. Liabilities at this time totaled £41/8/5. 

In October 1897 the meeting of the Church Congress in Nottingham 
gave the Labour Church a wonderful opportunity for advertizing it- 
self and its principles. To avail themselves of this opportunity 
the Labour Church committee planned the first anniversary as a great 
demonstration in the Grand Theatre. Many delegates to the Church 
Congress were in attendance. A special correspondent of the o 
Da v News reported the afternoon meetings 

Pronhat. May 1896 fl 'he quotation is from an editorial by Wm* 
obinson, Pres. of the Labour Church and editor of the Nottingham 

Labour Ea Labour Church journal with a guaranteed circula. 
tion of 50009 which was financed by advertizing and published 
by the Nottingham Labour Church for free distribution. 

2. , .. sue f Nov, /f . 
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"This afternoon I looked in at an Anniversary Celebration of 
the Labour Church, totally unconnected with the Church Congress 
as I need scarcely explain. 'High Priest' Tom Mann was down for 
the occasion, and he is preaching or lecturing tonight on the 
agitators of the New and Old Testaments. It was a clergyman of 
the Church of England however, who was holding forth when I 
pressed into the Grans Theatre- where the meeting was held. He 
calls himself, or is called, "the Dossers' Parson" and his de- 
nunciation of the Established Church as the foe of the working 
man was only equalled by the fervour of his advocacy of the 
Socialism propagated by the Independent Labour Party. But there 
was a good deal more than that, for the just claims of the work- 
er for better chances of a happy life than he often enjoys as 
things now are in this weary world, were earnestly set forth. 
The meeting concluded with the singing of a labour hymn and 
'The Grace of Our Lord' pronounced by the Rev. Mr. Collings 
the "Dossers' Parson" aforesaid. The audience or congregation 
were attentive, grave, and judiciously demonstrative1 but I 
should say it was largely composed of middle class people, who 
went to the theatre morel' to learn for themselves what the 
Labour Church really is. " 
The events of the following year indicate that the Nottingham 

congregation had over-reached itself during the 197-198 season. 
In the Large Mechanics Hall when the curious stopped coming the 
good attendances seemed small. Then also, compared to the attend- 
ancea the active nucleus of members was very small indeed. The 
adherents on whom the committee had counted proved to be quite 
apathetic. Thus for the '98-199 season they gave up the lease 
of the large auditorium. There resulted a reduction of the debt, 
and an increase in enthusiasm. The congregation became a closer 
knit group. Soon a dissatisfaction with the itinerant lecturers 
became evident, for these provided "a bill of fare more varied 
than nutritious" which could lead socialists to say the Labour 
Church was too orthodoxly Christian and which could lead the 
churchmen to say the Labour Church was too materialistic and too 
interested in economics. Then$ too the congregation was finding 
it inereasinily difficult to maintain merely a concern of 'the 
welfare of humanity' as the basis of their existence. The soli- 
darity of the congregation came to depend more and more on its 
organizations and activities. 

Among the organizations which did much to hold the congregation 
together was the choir, which was now a self-supporting group, pro- 
viding excellent music both for the weekly services and for occas- 
ional concerts. The Sunday afternoon tea and the monthly socials 
were two other projects which provided the fellowship and financial 
support so necessary to the congregation. The strong campaign in 
support of Raymond Unwin's Peace Crusade (supporting the Csar's 
Peace proposals) did much to make the members conscious of the 

1. Pr nhet, November 189? a quotation from London Daily News. The 
EJODhej notes that most daily newspapers who reported the meeting 
did not mention that it was a Labour Church Service. 
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possible unity an identity of the Lgbour Church cause throughout 
the nat on. Nottligham congregation: wanted the other Labour 
Churehe to make a strong united stand in petitioning the Govern- 
ment, aA spearheaded a move to obtain such petitions. 

In 0 Ober of '99 the work was in#good heälth. There was an 
} Increasing interest in the work of t)e Ethical Societies, and some 

questioning as to rhether the Labour Churches should not belong t© 
this so ety, but so far as the presänt writer is able to deter- 
mine, n hing cameiof it. 

In 3 uary 19000 the closing out df the Guarantee Fund elimin-" 
ated th debt of tie congregation. mmediately a new fund was 
started to underwrite the renting ofla better hail, for the draughty 
and cold premises then in use was lezCding to a reduction in attend- 
ance. W thin a fei' weeks the congregation was meeting in the 
Mechanic Lecture Jiall which continued to be their home for a 
number of years. sere attendances averaged 250, and finances were 
sound. During the summer months thekongregation moved out of 
doors to'the 'Fore)t' where propaganda possibilities counterbal- 
anced the small nupibar of members in attendance. 

With the turn or the century came lan increasing emphasis on 
practicaý4 matýerssjwith the establis2ý ent of study groups and 
special 1, eommitteeson such matters as. municipal housing temper- 
ance refrm, etc. In 1903 the meetings were well attended and the 
debt alm, )st retired. In 1901+ the Labour Church was operating an 
Ethical Sunday School. In 1905 they initiated a protest against 
the misuse of money collected for school children. They felt it 
could be used for more essential services than a cricket ground 
for the high school.. Church membership increased and the Sunday 
School d cabled in ize. The Church was going strong in 1907 and 
in co-operation with the X. L. P. applied to the education committee 
for the se of a sphool room. This was refused on the base of 
the hymn used (with a vote of 18-2)1 However in the autumn of 
1907 ther were meeting in the Shelton:. St. Council School. 

T; k 

1892 large 
GeLevoi Dixon, 

Secretary 

C. W, Bentley, Cinderella 
Samuel Errock, Cinderella 

Rev. homas Williams a congregational minister in Oldham 
planned to organize a Civic Church, ih which plan he was assisted; 
by two I4bour Church Pioneers. As part of the campaign the Labour 
Church or Manchester was asked to parade and to bring a speaker. 
On May 15,1892 thI parade was held, . nd Ben Tillett spoke most 
eloquently. Whateer was the fate of¢the Civic Church the present 
writer does not know but the inaugural service of the Oldham 

I Labour Church was field at the Gaiety Theatre in October of 1892 
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tge of its existence, (the s 

criticis#a) and were enters 
Ltion and Organization* Thi 
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Leaders and Prominent Members: i 

ege, Cambridge, as special 

the congregations were largo 
rs, all prominent leaders off' 
e added that, when some of 
it engagements and when 
r of speakers 

than 
were 

latent speaking ability of 
erella work was begun in 

our Church had passed the 

, ge of enthusiastic responses 
into the second stage of 

they approached with con- 
ing success. With the com- 

, 
ham comrades decided to ex- 
!s each Sunday one at each 
, xpense the ladies worked 
, scary might be kept solvent* 
: regation was thriving, t 
the present writer. 

Sever l referenbes to a Manchesterl Labour Church meeting in 
Opens haw would suggest that this was 4n active branch. Mrs. 
Dickinson (a member of the Mancheste Labour Church from 1891) 
made defnite references to this con egation. Mr. Leonard Hart 
when he as about Ages 5 to 7t attend da Socialist Sunday School 
on the 0d Road inOpenshaw, where belreceived as an attendance t 
prize R skin's Ki of the Golden Riýrý, er and Morris's children's 

sRa. The choir, conducted by one-eyed Joe Moyle, won 
several ompetitio s. Whitworth Hall was the scene of the larger 
gatherin s of the group. Mr. Thursbyhmade reference to a Social. 
ist Soci ty meeting on Margaret Street in Openshaw, which was rung 
like a bout Chur T. Just what the relationsof the Openshaw t 
activiti s were( tO the Booth Street Pongregation (the original 
Labour arch), Chprlton-on-Mercy, the present writer does not 

4 know. 4#k 
(ýý: ýDSHIR8 ' 

Georg Ginger o*' Twickenham indicated to the Proj2het 
that he 1ntended t, devote his whole time, in the spring of 18939 
to organizing Labour Churches in Buckinghamshire, Berkshire, and 
Oxfordshjre. { 

1{ rjý 

' ýS k 

Jan. /rp4, r 
l. Pro t' ' w. M AVfI w..... . 
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Leaders and Prominent Members: 

ie 1895 th Labour Pr ohet reF orted this congregation as t 
L by not a member of the Labor Church Union* 

was interest shown during th fall and winter of 1895-96"' 

tr 
This $ongregat 

Labour Church. 

1892 

was a branch of he Manchester and Salford 

Small 
1 
W. H. 8ilis, Sec. 

On th first Suiday in October 1892 a number of workingmen 
formed te Labour Church. It met in he Trade Union Hall, Notte 
St. W. H. Ellis secretary reported that the attendances were 
small, ad the fin nces difficult, bu that they considered the 
work ver worth whole. During its fi st year it made consistent 
progress adding t its membership an popularity week by week., 

The i spiration for the Church see ed to have stemmed from the 
persecut on of Revs Alfred Cook, who Riad been driven from Butler 
Street C pel because he took the side of the workers. Early in 
1894 the new congrgation was proud tý have brought him back to 
Plymouth (from Man bester) if only for a week-end, and even thou 
it greatly reduceditheir financial rebources. 

For the most part the Plymouth Iabcur Church depended on local 
speakers e the active discussion l+d by the evening lecturer, 
and the einging of the Labour Church hymns. The lack of women 
workers was commented upon in the autumn of 1894, possibly explai 
ing why other activities were not tak. n up. 

I 

The s cond Anniversary was a disti ct success, drawing the 
largest 4udiences they had ever had. The morning open-air service! 
was verylargel an in the evening th Trade Union Hall was not 
large en ugh to acommodate all who c me. However, as the season 
rolled on the atteidances again becam small and the financial 
burden h+avy. How[long they were ab14 to bear it the present 
writer d9es not know for nothing further is heard of this congre. 
gation. . 

In 1894 it was 
'eported that the Pymouth congregation was an 

offshob o ýw aid . had., the same ... tr nagembnt as. the.... Gasworkera.. Union. 
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later yearsl when the General Strike crippled the Indust*ieg. 
of Brit n the P1 outh Strikers gathorej in large numbers each 
morning For prayer at the Parish Church. 

S5 

IRT. ARTHUR, AAA } 

A co egation fas probably forme here in 1920. 

LE8 0 (Ci derella. only) 

1892 active } Alfred H Turner 
W. H. Harrison 

There was some nterest shown in a congregation in 1893 and 
1894. 
YIDEN ERU 

As an offshoot f the Lynn Labours Church, and under the leaddezý- 
ship of Herbert Ca; son's brothers lesq a congregation was 
establis Led in Pro dence. In Augus 1894 it had only 23 members, 
but it ws attract ng large congregations. A later report indi- 
cated tt it had the considerably, and was progressing most 
favourab y during he year 1895. 

GLIFE& (ioneer activity only) 

Sam Brooks (an active Lab 
Church Pio eer for over 
ten years) 

Rev. J. B. Burman 

Radcliffe was represented at the L4bour Church Union Conference 
of July 893. 

{ 

1, an u ated news-clipping from The't obe 

2. Mrs. <Brooks is still living in Radcliffe, with her daughter. 
Thou h the daughter is quite defi"ite that her father was never 
a co unist she feels that the 

oily 
way she can be true to 

his rinciplesitoday is to belong to the communist party. 
She s the only person the writerfinet in his researches into 
the 

history 
of the Labour Church ho has become Communist. A 

few ere defin'. tely Capitalist inýoutlooks but most were mid-' M 
dle class with a nostaligic feeling for Socialism as it was 
in the early d ys. The most fregient remark was " If only 

t the Labour Par$y today had something of the Ideals of the j 
"n aboL r. Church...: . 
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; rogation was under consideration in 1895. Apparently 
1 quite successfully organized for in July they were run-> 
r local edition of the Lab oithet. 

70 to 
150 

bour Church General Secreta 
1895 to rind that there wa 

s but nomove in the direc 
It was twb years before one 
eting3 chaj. red by G. Sims, a 
mphries or the Bolton Laou 
f the possibilities of a Ro 
ng reached no formal decisi 

action wpuld be-desirable, 
that a csngregation was fo 

om 70 to 50. The lack of 
getting good lecturers made 
f the new, venture was uncer 

that the organization of a 
tion, 

_ind 
cating that the f 

M. Ashworth, Sec. 
J. Scott 
0. Sims II 

visited Rochdale in the 
an interest in Labour Church 
on of establishing a congre 
as attempted. On Nov. 20th` 

addressed by James Sims anc 
Church, brought serious disc' 
, dale congregation. Though 

there was an understanding I 
report of January, '989 

led and that attendances 
suitable hall and the diffi- 
rogress very difficult, so 
in. A report of March '98 } 
ongregation was again under 
st venture had not fully i 

. This cpngregation was not listed in 1900 but was list4d 

regation was under consideration in 1894. In 1900 the 
Labour Institute were conducting Sunday meetings. 

ý3r 

1899 
#1'91 

- 3,50 - 200 W. B. Dickinson Sec. 

The Stilford 
formed on Oct. 
Salford tiinit to 
decided to meet 
on Blutcher and 

yv '. nareage. uomraae Yaric, Supt, of '9 holding Cinderella Sunday School 
its own Comrade Poles Cinderella }'99 - marked 
decline 

Lab 6r Church like its ; win in Manchester, was 69 X8959 but the decision of the Manchester and 
fl`ivide into two congregations. The Salford branch 
onfSundays at the Priiice of Wales Assembly Rooms 
Liverpool Streets, anal to hold through-the-week 

.................... h.....,,..., .. v 
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activities at the South Salford I. L. P. rooms on West Craven Street. 
Before the end of the year more suitable and less expensive accom- 
modation was found at 5 West Union Street where seating for 200 was 
available. This was considered adequate for most occasions. 

One of the first tasks undertaken by the new congregation was 
the organization of a choir for the Sunday services. This choir 
went by the name "Manchester Socialist Choir" when it gave public 
concerts, the first of which was given within six months of its 
organization. The excellent standards of the choir were possible 
because its members were all hand picked from the graduates of a 
Singing Class which was organized expressly for the purpose. The 
Singing Class, which was sponsored jointly with the Manchester 
congregations had 150 members. 

With the new year, 1896, the congregation grew and financial 
burdens became manageable. Probably this was in part due to a 
change in the policy of the lecture secretary. The choice of 
speakers was broadened to include educational and cultural topics 
as well as narrowly socialistic ones. During the following year 
this tendency became further pronounced. Lectures became increas- 
ingly varied, with studies in Geology, Travel, Literature, and 
"Many other things beside dry as dust economics". 

The same tendency was evident in the manner in which the season- 
al summer slumps were met. On Alternate Sundays the group would . z, 
meet to hear and to discuss a-psaper, which was not necessarily on 
economics or socialism prepared by one of the members. On the 
other Sunday they would join with their Manchester brethren in 
open-air propaganda, meetings where they could try their wings as 
public speakers. In theory and in practice the thinking and speak- 
ing capacities of the members were developed and increased. So 
important did this become that in the early months of 1897 a 
'Recreative and Debating Society', whose main purpose was to con- 
tinue the discovery and training of local talent, was formed. It 
was also if one may use the colloquial term, a group of 'culture 
vultures; who were trying to avail themselves of that which they 
felt had previously been denied to them. We might add that they 
seem to have been successful in attaining a good understanding 
and appreciation of their cultural heritage. 

The cultural and educational emphasis developed by the Labour 
Church soon gave rise to a feeling on the part of the more pract- 
ically minded of the socialists that the propagation of socialism 
was being neglected. Thus, in October, 1897 a series of Sunday 
I. L. P. meetings in St. James Hall were called to meet at the same 
hour as the Labour Chure services. The Salford Labour Churchmen 
resented this opposition (their Manchester counterparts had wel- 

1. Even with the Sunday competition between 
Labour Church there was still a feeling 
working toward one end. The party still 
its function, and the church still felt 
political arm. The relations one to the 
socialist groups, was of warm sympathy* 
alike on many issues. For example, when 

the I. L. P. and the 
that they were all 
felt the church had 

the I. L. P. was the main 
other, and to other 
They still thought 
the Royal Jubilee was 
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corned t develop nt for it set the 
tally 'c arch' wore ) but could count 
make the r own meetings more attract 
do in ma y ways' 3 cluding the reint: 
as a mea s of impr ving the spirit o 
But they was Brea difficulty in ma 
tweon t orthodox churches and the 
of the c ngregatio is here clearly 
School aid the Cinderella work gave 
ity. 

Earl in 1896 a Cinderella club h 
about a hundred of the poorer childr 
following year, under the superinten 
was orgy ized a Sutiday School for th 
Children The pro am which includ 
talks, aid musical drill, was enjoys 
the end f the yea the average atte 
summer the program was extended to i 
in '98, summer c imp, Under Conrad 
to Mr. J hnston's amp at St. Anne's 
'98 as ing class for girls was org 
a boys otball cl b was inaugurated 
had a co tern for he underprivi , 4gs 
practica program o aleviate some o 
Some of heir more.. pressing needs. 
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her ser ces, but he attendance and 
barely h ld their wn. In June of ' 
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that the lecturers were using the ch 
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support and the re 

to be celebrate , the members of 
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ren and adults spent a delightful 
they rere celebiating the Jubilee 
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been organized to serve 
of the neighbourhood, The 

noy of Comrade Park, there 
benefit of these Cinderella 

hymns, prayers stories, 
by about 75 children. By 
ance was 108. During each 
lude country outings, and 
Pole ten little girls went 
n the Sea, Southport. In 
ized, and shortly thereafte 

The Labour Church certainl 
children and developed a 
their sufferings and to mee 

iiool, the Cinderella club,, 
otball club continued to 
'ficient funds. Indeed thei 
tivities to increase. The 
2e, and Cinderella tripled 
upport of the church services 

a conference with the Man- 
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as a severe lack of lecture 
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ay. They agreed that the 
lting lack of suitable premises 

Le Salford Labour Church 
n of the Choriton Socialist 
kj and thus to avoid the 

to both groups. 116 child 
ay in the open, and felt that 
na most a 
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of even greater importance 
and spiritual worship. There 

churches which would indicate 
e questions of social justi e 
in the Christian Churches t 
n years earlier. 
1 people gathered together. 
by the end of the year they, 
oll the Cinderella Club, anc 
s continued with even increas- 
listed in succeeding years 

ates some interest in a 
a social gospel were given 
s through the work of Prof. 
und, whose mission was to 

Prof. Herron was inoumben 
n Iowa College, U. S. A. Wh® 

he 1*ctu ed in SanjFrancisco (a six weeks course) he spoke dailyr 
to large a fences; sometimes numberig as many as 3,000 people. 
Prof. Heron may b* classed as a Christian of the Social Gospel 
type, 

IM jig 
The of ]dec. 8,1905 report d that the North Worcesters 

I. P. d sponsor da Labour Church t Belly Oak, and that this 
congregation had a; good Cinderella program. Tom Groom was mentior 
ed as a frequent lecturer and as a strong inspiration for Cinder. 
ella wor . 

; FF Es 
s 

1892 1893 "thriving" W. E. Smith, Chairman & Sec. 

In Ap il 1892 alcoamittee arranged for the formation of a Labo 
Church congregation in Sheffield. The first meeting was held on 
Sunday, May 8t wit2j Mr. W. E. Smith in the chair. Regular open- 
air services were eld in Fitzalan Square during the following 
months. 'A thriving' congregation was stablished, but was appar- 
ently sh$rt livedfifor the formation fa congregation was 'under 
consideration' in 

1894. The present author came across an Undated paper "Sheffield 
Socialists Club". It contained the manifesto and an advertisement 
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s. The program, as outlined 

ongregatton was reported bylthe PrgDhgt of June, 1595 as 
but not a member of the Labour Church Union. The Brad-> 

" in Marche "active" E2ho reports this congregation as 

arson Cyc. ists Club held it 
As part jbt its proceedings 

he Temperance Hall. 500 at 
oom. Interest aroused init 
ion whichlpropably continue 

40 

The e istence or this congregati 
Phillips in the SD otator for April 

1895 f 
19o/ 

There was some 
Lbour 

Church Pion 
which-le d to a meting in May of 18 
was form d. Members of the I. L. P., 
socialis s were invited to participa 
those wh r came wer Christian believ 
were fra ly agnos is and thus would 
adopted y the on inal Manchester a 
this con egation survived is not kn 

t 

annual meeting (1899) at 
it held a Labour Church ser"I 
ended the meeting chaired 
ated the organization of a 

as I. L. P. Sunday meetings. 

was reported by Evelyn 
.% 1894. 

r activity in 1893 and '94 
, at which acongregation 
D. F., and other interested 

Though the majority of 
a there were a number who 
, ot accept the principles as 

Salford group. How long 
n but it probably ended in 

1897 or 098. The, 9la_rion of Feb. 26,1904 reports the formation 
of a new congregation. 

MAI` C "ISTE-H 

1893 

A bratch of thelManchester and Sal ord 
in SouthManchestet in 1893. 

} 

congregation was formed 
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Manchester and S 
, ester in 1893. 
-West Manchester 
ranch was then m 
ple sympathetic 
s cycling club, 

ctivity here in 

Leaders and Prominent Members: 

ord congregation was formed 
Thursby of Manchester, a 

L. P. in 1942-, said that 
ly a social club, it still 
the Labour Church within it. 

choir were organized. 

4 

A congregation #as under consideration in 1694. 

LYBRIR 

1893 - small H. Warhurst, Sec. 
gzJ. H. Milligan, Cinderella, 

J. H. Woodhead, Cinderella; 

A rep rt of Janiarya1894 indicates that a small Labour Church 
was prog essing fa our b yý It was proud of the extent to which 
the wome were taking an active parttn its life and work. It 
had race tly formed a study and disc sion groups and was co-oper- 
ating wi h the locil I. L. P. in some inderella good turns. A 
Christina dinner Mid celebration had 

been 
held for the poorer 

children of the torn. Cinderella had, been active since 1892. 

iy=ýoc pR 
sr- Sy 

190Y 934 40 250 Chas Glithero Chairman 
overage for first James Scott, Treasurer 

5 years Geo. Wild, Subscription sei; 
s 150-180 Thos. Higson, Literature sec 
{ 450-800 Ernest Scriven, S. S. secrets 

S. S. S. average 80 John Smith, Trustee Sec. 
X909 S. S. 150 Geo. Burgess, General Sec. 

z teactiers /ý S. A. Leech, B. S. Superinter 
ant 114 

Geo. Whitley jHon. S. S. Sec 
..:::: w...:.....:..:::. v ::....:..::.......::.....:......:... :...:....:.:. ,vw... 
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J. Hyde, Adult Class Geo. Linfoot 

Leader '14 Harry Lomas 
S. Badder Mr. Plant 
F. N, Barlow Councillor Seaton 

Mr. Geo. Burgess, who was General Secretary of the Stockport 
Labour Church from its inception till 1914, first learned of 
Socialism in 1899 as he was returning from Colonial Army service 
in India; he read Blatchford's Merril Englannd, and a book by H. M. 
Hyndman on India. During the Boer w r, and service in South Africa, 
Burgess was converted to Socialism. He returned home to his job 
in the Post Office at Stockport - devoting his time to a serious 
study of Macauly Carlyle, Zola, Tom Paine, Thackery Ruskin, Tolstoy, 
Hardy, Dumas, Balzac etc.; but he felt he was a solitary socialist. 
He longed for the fellowship of a group of kindred seekers with 
whom he could co-operate in a practical expression of his new 
found faith. During 1903 he and a number of friends became inter- 
ested in the Labour, Church. They visited a number of congregations 
and discussed the underlying ideas with leaders of the movement. 
They held a number of exploratory meetings during the autumn of 
1903 and established a committee of ten. An inaugural meeting of 
the Stockport Labour Church was called to meet in the Temperance 
Institute ("The Rechabites Temperance Hall") London Square on the 
first Sunday of 1904, where they continued to meet for 18 months 
till larger attendances forced them to move to the Mechanics Insti- 
tutel whose 1000 seats were often insufficient. 

A group of women had formed themselves into an auxiliary to 
assist the congregation. They suggested that the congregation ought 
to have a building of its own and were willing to sponsor a bazaar 
to begin a fund. Though the bazaar was only in the planning stage 
and the fund was practically non-existent' the church committee 
took advantage of an opportunity in 1906t to acquire the Central 
Hall. Through the voluntary assistance of joiners, carpenters, 
electricianst plummers, gas-fitters, brick layers, and labourers 
(all of whom were members of the congregation) the building was re- 
fitted to make a pleasant headquarters. £4D0 was raised, largely 
by the seventy workers at the bazaar, from a small congregation, 
90% of whom were working class people. An additional £400 was 
raised by a mortgage, backed by twenty members of the committee. 
The remodelled hall provided accommodation for 900 (frequently 
quite insufficient) and a permanent home for the many groups assoc. 
iated with the congregation. These included, at one time or another, 
a Sunday School, an Adult Class, (organized in 1905), ladies 
Auxillarys a Youth Club, the "Socialist Silver Band", an Orchestra, 
a Choir a dramatic club, a physical culture club, a "ramblers club", 
a swimmigg club, the "Clarion Scouts", and the ever popular Saturday 
socials. It also provided rooms for the I. LEP., the S. D. F., various 

J, This Mechanics Institute was demolished to make room for the 
Central Public Library. 

2. The comradeship of these work parties is nostalgically remember- 
ed by those who took part. 

3. Saturday socials, with dances, games (especially whist) and 
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Socialist committees, and the headquarters for all local strike 
committees. During the days of the depression it became a dorm- 
itory for the unemployed marching on their way to London. It was 
the centre of the Labour Church until its demise and of Labour 
activity in Stockport for some forty years. 

Membership in the Stockport Labour Church was open to all who 
would accept the simple constitution and rules which emphasized 
equality and democracy. The main activity of course was the Sun- 
day lecturer the service began with a hymn followed by the chanting 
of the Lord's Prayer and an instrumental or vonel selection. The 
chairman then made his remarks which often included a reading from 
socialist literature, from one or other of the great writers of 
English literature, or from the Bible. After the speaker was intro- 
duced he was given a free platform - though addresses exceeding 50 
minutes duration were not appreciated. Following the lecture, 
questions (but not discussion) were invited. he service then con- 
cluded with the receiving of the collection and the singing of a 
hymn. During the summer a similar, but less formale service was 
held out-doors in the Armoury Square. 

The lecturers who came were very varied, with S. D. F., I. L. P., 
suffragette, Gh1istian Socialist, secularist, musical, artistic, 
scientific and cultural topics as pop4tlar, stand-bys. Mr. Burgess 
mentions that the predominant character of the congregation always 
reflected the type of speaker. When a scientific or cultural 
topic was announced a 

.. better class attendance was noted; if a Marxist Socialist, 
we expected2 a class conscious Socialist to raise debatable 
questions. 

In 1910 Mr. Burgess was transferred by the Civil Service to a better 
post in Manchester. He retained his connection with the Stockport 
Labour Church even though 

... it was seen by a few of us that the Labour Church movement 
was losing its grip on the general public, or on that part that 
we catered for. Members lapsed and new ones weren't forthcoming 
in sufficient numbers to fill up the vacancies. 

Though declining somewhat, the congregation continued in a fairly 
healthy state. By 1912 there was a recognition that the Labour 
Church did not have a new religion to offer. It was generally re- 
garded as another socialist organization, though admittedly an 
important one from an educational and propagandist standpoint. 

refreshment (non-alcoholic) were times of good fellowship. 
There were no "wall flowers" because both men and women made 
sure that shy people took an active part. 

1. The exigencies of World War II compelled the party to give their 
building up. In 1952 the party purchased the "Adelphi" as suc- 
cessor to Central Hall. In the souvenir program of the opening 
(Septemjer 1952) we read "The movement has never lost heart or 
faith in its ultimate ideal, 'The brotherhood of man'. " This 
slogan appeared in large type at the bottom of one pages "till 
we have built Jerusalem -- :" The influence of Labour Church 
ideas is still present. 

2. Geo. Burgess, "Memoir"l see appendix pp 472-6177 
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Co ialism, a; an attempt to makä an industrial ideal a rel- 
igion, is a mod)rn paganism; modern religion without the socia - 
ism of Jesus is another substitute for the reality, -- a 
fanat cism. 

Al that hasp been done, all the frequently recurring reviv- 
als, ave been Put preparatory stages for the great practical 
work ow long overdue and for whic the world is ready if 
Chris endom cou. d be awakened to te necessary heroic action. 

His cant ntion was that a new revival of Christianity was needed, 
for humati nature wus under a spell of-Cosmic evolution. The 
Student Volunteer Movement was one great hope. What was needed 

--ý to change the worl4 was a "Business Btotherhood of the Christ" 

v. 1., ý. SeA..: " 4tes... Rega äing a Socialist Church.. in.... Canada.., V-y-Append, Lx-, r/: G9"- 
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ctory he had to borrow on 
ob-security non-existent* 
m to return to the Methodist 
volution continued for some 
to financial problems. 
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See "Notes Regarding a Socialist Church in Candda"w Appendix 
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Jimmy Sii 
Torontoo; 
Toronto, 
and who 
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new vent 

The T 
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classes 
end of t 
under th 
spring o 
church-f 
an adult 
geograph 
recognit 
the Cana 

The b 
the Summ 
division 
became e 
brought 
abrupt e 
.... there 
was lean 
seor©tar 
tipped t 
Labour F 
monist P 

3a "roroni 
come to T+ 
rum of thi 
pson, an 1 
Salem Blag 
who had b, 
ad thus bi 
and Andre 

to the Si 
xe. 
ronto Peo" 
na Hall w 
here were 

,e year th 
executiv 
1924, me 

rum was a 
education 
r, english 
on of his 
. ian Labou 
g project 
r School. 
between t' 
rident, T 
he divisi 
d. By th 
was no ho 
ng far to 
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e scales. 
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Estimate of size: 
Year hiem. Att. 

:.....,.... I. V...,........., .....,... N 
Leaders and Prominent Members: 

's Church) 

.o 700 
Sunday School 

50 children 
40 adults 

Rev. A, Be Smith 
Salem Bland 
Milton Burt 
Andrew Glen 
Harry Hatfield 
Mrs. A. ý E. " Loeb 
J. " 8. McMaster 
Jimmy Simpson 

D,, graup of Social: 
conto to form a P, 
Canadian Labour I 

ctive Labour leadi 
11 minister of Co; 
on sympathetic to 
en ousted from hi: 

Glen a labour syn 
iths, thus reducii 

le's Church opened 
ich could accommod'enrolled 

54 childr 
Labour Forum and 
6f the church and 

ting then in the L 
tracting overflow, 
program in economi 
and public speakin 
work Smith was ap 

Party. The futur 
of 1924 was the or 

It began well, bu 
.e right and the be 

.o presence of Comm 
n to a bitter disp 

end of the year t 
)e of any compromis 
the left. When hi 
;e Young Communist 

In November A. E. 
January 1925 he a 

9 WNDON 

t invited the Rev. A. E. 
ple's Church and to lead tl 
rty. The group included 

and one-time mayor of 
ego St. Methodist Church, 
he Winnipeg General Strike 
professorship in Wesley 
athizer who made his house 

the overhead costs of the 

in the Autumn of 1923 in th, 
to about 700. In the Sunda; 
n and 40 adults. By the 
he Peoples Church were mer; 
the name of forum. By the 
boor Temple, Church St., the 
ttendances and was conductii 
st sociology, political 
. About this time and in 
ointed Education DIrector o 

certainly looked bright. 
anizing and conducting of 

after three weeks a sharp 
t wings of labour opinion 
. nist leadership in the scho 
to and the school came to a 
e schism was very wide spre 
agreement. Smith himself 
son Stewart assumed the 

eague, adverse public opini 
Smith resigned from the 

.d his wife joined the Com- 

1896 11'98 S. S. 30-80 lReg. A. Beckett 
000 active #E. Chas. Bo , º, 
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Mr. &xs£Mrs. Broadbank (Arthur Poole, S. S. Supt7. 
Jessie MacKay, S. S. Sec. lMrs. Poole) treas. 
Comrade Murray, choir A. J. Waldegrave 

dir4ator A. P. (author of The Blood 
ßertrode Turner, Sec. # Cloud) 

'Cinerella Club 

srE Chas. Bo 
dis 

suggested to a number of A Soc ali t agiýato ! gý ý{ 
unattach d Sociali"ts that they form i Labour Church. With the 
assistan e of Reg. A, Beckett this wa quickly and easily done; bu 
because f the str'ng conviction of its members that 'Socialism is 
a Religiqn' it cared itself a "Socialist Church". It began with 
an afternoon Sundays School and Eveni g Service a week night class 
in econozics, nume$ous public debates and socials, and many 'work 
parties' The latter activity transformed a 'wreck of a building' 
into a handsome meeting place for 400 people which was officially 
opened o October , 1896, by Tom Main. The Hall was the home of 
the I. L. . and the Socialist Church. 

One o the imporjtant activities of. the Tottenham Labour Church 
was the inderellasprogram. For the hristmas treat, 1896, one 
hundred nd forty children were given a good meal a treat to take' 
awa a y, warm 1othing, and an ev nings entertainment. The 
second m jor treat ; was planned for Nurquam's birthday, March 17th, 
when ove 100 children were cared for. For the small active group 
of the S ialist Church this meant hours of work and heartbreaking 
efforts t public appeals for donations of money and time. 

Anoth important emphasis was the Sunday School, established 
in Decem r 1596 which though small (about 80 members) was active 

, 
and vita . In 1898 it was the only one in the City of London 
which was sponsored by a Labour Churc . 

} In mid '97 the Thttenham congregat on ran into trouble: their 1 
hbll was o longer vailable. The reason is not plain. The state; 
ment is st made that the church was hampered by the lack of a 
meeting ace and by the competitive Meetings held by the I. L. P. 
in the haLl which tie Labour Church h$I formerly used, It is 

"certainl unusual to find the I. L. P. And the Labour Church in this; 
'kind of a ntroversy#. In spite of thiýdifficulty the congregation 

Sunday Sc ooty and binderella Club continued to thrive. 

$E! HILL Ff 
19 

A song book which belonged to this ongregation has come into 
my posseston. Its gate of publicatio ' was 1924. 

920 J. S. Woodsworth 1 
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Leaders and Prominent Members: 

Thos` Ezart 
C. D. Herbert 

In t' 
secreta: 
of Laba 
eduoat1, 
general 

1903 

Year 

Some 

spring of 1920 J. 6, 
and orgy izer of the 
Church ollege, and 
and fellowship. He r 

ecretary Rnd organizer 

Woodw "Pedip 
Club , 

of 

ion of t4 s congregation 
for the rear 1903. 

terest w4s shown here in 

" 18 J. V95 - 
Exist nee of 

February 1095. 
running local 
monthly. 

dw JLWWA- so H. Gorle, Sec. (Solicitor) 
Mr. 6yme (Architect) 
Mrs. Bridger, one-time May 

of Watford. 

The Wtford Labcpur Church was a strong congregation about which 
the prey nt researghes have been able? to unearth little. The firs 
evidence is a report of April 1901 which gives credit to Mr. Syme 
for the growing attendance and member hip. In 1901 a building was 
erectedl decorated{with drawings by W lter Craneq ýand a Sunday 
School ws started, The social cbbes on of the congregation was 
excellen . They conducted outdoor m ssions at Hemel Hempstead 
Moor. is congregation was influent al in the affairs of the 
Labour Cfurch Union in the early year of the 20th century, main- 
taining is active' membership till tht Union ceased to function 
during to ist World War. The lam, March 1.1912 makes 
reference to a connection between Somi Labour Churches and the 
British . ocialist #arty of London (Watford), 

My 
5ýý / I/os a tý`u np 3/O 

rth went to Vancouveras 
's Sunday Evening", a sort j 
ose purpose was inspirations. 
to Winnipeg in 1921 as 
Labour Church there. 

J. P. Butterworth, sec. 
1 

indicated iTltthe Reformers 

3, Podmore 

s congregation was reported in the Prop et for 
e same issue also entions that Warrington was 
tion of the Labe ; Prour,. het0 selling 500 copies 
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Frank Spires 

Perso, a1 correspondence with Fra Spires indicates the exist., 
ence of 4 congrega*ion of the Labour Church in $ednesbury. 

1899 Small 40 H. Brockhouse, Chairman 
and trustee 

H. Thompson Financial sec 
S. Turtony Literature 

sec. 
Fred Hughs Correspondence[ 

sec, and trustee 
E. Mynett, trustee 
Mrs. Jackson Cinderella 
Mrs. Wilson, Cinderella 

This church was opened in January 1899 by the Socialists who 
recognized the need for services whic would apply altruistic 
teaching. to the present day social ad economic problems. 

K. . While moot of us are very h terodox and weak in questio 
of or inary rel4gious dogma, we ap reciate the good that can 
be--go from all#great teachers and leaders, among whom Christ 
is pr minent. " 
Dein the first few years West Br mwich congregation shared 

the Sund y lecturer who had been invi ed to Birmingham, which 
meant th t they cold have only after 

loon 

meetings. This encour- 
aged man, of the members to continue their active membership in 
the regular church4s and to use this contact as an opportunity to 
spread S cialistic£ideas among Christ an people not otherwise 
aware of the socia]ist answer to commnity and political problems. 

The W at Bromwich congregation rem4ined small with a year-roun 
average -ttendance of 40. But their Smallness did not limit their 
activity overly mush. They formed "an Improved Dwelling League", 
a Co-oper.. ative society, and an activelCinderella club, besides 
eontinui g unabated their activity in the Z. L. P., other socialist 
societie ! Labour t*turch propaganda work, and fund raising activi- 
ties to rake possible the erection of 4 building. Walter Crane 
designedt corrugated iron building it simple and economic struct- 
ure whit gave a much more beautiful effect than most people 
dreamed possible. When Keir Hardie officially opened it on Nov. 
10! 1901, it was given the name "The Feople's Hall". -? ' It was a 
marked improvement over the old roomy tripling the accommodation 

S 

." _____ 

I 

p'ý 
vie 1A S (dý /Q. w... 

>.. 
... rim.. ...: ". "., 
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which had been ov4rcrowded when the 
the win ing stairs to the second flog 
over i: 110 but th4 confidence and on, 
meant that this did not bother them 1 
beginni g of 1902they increased the: 
inating their agr4ement with Birming' 
lectures they cod hold evening se: 
of then(, they formed a Glee Club an 
The att ndance and- membership was in 
active day School. The congregat 
A year ater the d of their financ 
However there is cZ onfusing minute 
ingham labour Chur+ch, which authoriz 
guinea a fund to assist the forma 
autumn cif 1903. t ether this indica 
congreg4tion or assistance to the a 
evidenc to Betern 

ne. In 1905 West 
member Of the Unitun of Ethical Socie 

A co regation gras under consider, 

AN (Pion 
er only% 

18`93 
A Pi eer from Wigan attended the 

Labour arch Uniop' July, 1893. 

The rion of November 9,1906 r, 
Willie B ttomley or Bingley was prea, 
Wilsden n early N vember, he was he, 
is empha is and so was not permitted 
stated t at he would preach on the s' 
so a gro p of soci$lists engaged the 
Whether n enduring "Labour Church" i 
was supprted by another socialist p: 
Snowden ird. 

[NIpEG$ CANADA (Feole's Forum) 

191 c. 1917 afternoon 00 
evening 800 

Si 

{ 

4(, '? 

we/yly- 

Leaders and Prominent Members: 

eventieth person had climbed 
r. The resulting deficit wa 
husiasm of the congregation 
verly much. Indeed, at the 
r operating budget by term- 
=, By obtaining their own 
vices. To add to the fullnel 
a seven piece orchestra, 

reasing and there was an 
on had a substantial debt* 
al difficulties was in sight; 
n the records of the Birn- 
,s the contribution of one 
ion of a congregation in the 
es the formation of a second 
: fisting ones there is not 
Bromwich Labour Church was a 
; fies, 

tion in 1895. 

rig Conference of the 

Ethelbert Binns 

S 

orted that when Comrade 
ing in a Wesleyan Chapel in 
led because of his socialist 
o complete his sermon. He 
eats if not in the chapels, 
echanics Institute for him. - 
s formed is not known. He 
scher who had been boycotter 

J. 8. Woodswortht founder 
Alderman Willoughby, ist 

chairman 
191)+-i5 officers z 

President - J. S. Woodswort1 
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i£k£ f Vice-Pres. - S. J. Dixon M. P P. 
Treas. - D. S. Hamilton 
Sec. & Publicity - A. V. Thoipas 
Music Director - Miss Bella$ 

Hall 
Convenor of Ushers Peter 

Thornton 
f JDirectors: J. W. Arsenych 

A. W. Puttee 

ff 
Louis Konar 
J. A. Stevenson 
Mrs. Lillian B. 

Thomas 
{ Dr. Mary E. Craw-. 

ford 
Alderman R, A. 

Rigg 

Rev. S. Woodworth! Superlntend6nt of the Methodist "All 
People's Mission" Liras ministering to the needs of the immigrants 
to the C nadian Weit. Many of these hew citizens came from Centr*1 
Europe; ith a difference of language and custom serious problem' 
of adjus meat becathe apparent. But tiere were also emmigrants 
from Gre t Britaini these too had the .r problems. In an effort t 
meet the el Woodswmrth began a series of popular Sunday Meetings 
in the ß and Opera House. His purpos was to exert a broad reli- 
gious in luence wb bh otherwise , might, never be given. He hoped 
it would be looked upon as a sort of People's Church" 

At th first meting in October 19.0, Alderman Willoughby was 
chairman and Rev. £J. L. (King) Gordon was the speaker. In suc- 
ceeding nths speakers included J. len Baker M. P., Rev. Mr. 
Sinclair and Rev. Dr. Salem Bland. 

loon 
a definite "labour con- 

sciousne s" became apparent both in the Forum program and in 
Woodswor h's thinking. It Is 

probable that emmigrants from the 
industri 1 areas of Great Britain were largely responsible for 
this dev lopment. IIn form and content the "People's Mass Meeting 
(the nom which Wogdsworth first usedifor his project) showed the 
influenc of the B*itish Labour Churcktes and the P. S. A. movement. 
The idealwas not to "Work any church" but to be a place "to hear 
all side" of im o; taut social issues{ In the autumn of 1913 the 

j'People's Forum", (a$ the project was teen known) was set up inde- 
pendentl of the All People's Mission It continued active oper- 

1, ations through thekearly years of the first world war. 
The F3rum becam4 a Labour Center, nd assumed a socialist point 

of view.! For instance the 1915-16 program displayed this quotatio 
from Edw*rd Carpenters 

Nothing but the general abando ent of the system of living 
on tho labour o$ others will avails re is no o_ther_wav. 
This, whether e between individuals or as between nations, is I 

+. ....,,, w. v........,.,,... ".,. M... >Y.. ". wN... NN..,..,.., N:: ""v.,, iCw......... 
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and has been ince the begi 
of w. 

(iß 
1918 C. 1 

Church) 

1918 5 
During Strikes 

6 congregatio 
with 100-700 
each 

1919 (9 congre- 
gations) 
c. 1000 c. 2 

The Winnipeg Labour Church began of 
the Labo+ rTTo 1e. ý William Ivens, thi 
was a ga'dener by 4rade, 

who had come 
in the d velopmenttof a new country. 

I 

of Rev. 
1.1+. 

Smith minister of MacDI 
of that hurch in ß. 9W+ 

and immediatel 
course o improving his education. Ii 
Bachelor of Divini y course and was o 
Ministry Seven y a. rs later he was s- 
a high h Hour rode id for a promising 
exercise a fruit 

W-1 
ministry, attrac 

ly of wo ling people.. 
Duran the World War Ivens' pacifi 

resultin'' in 19183 in his expulsion 
portion f the congregation did not a 
invited im to fora a new congregatio 
Hall in he Winnipog Labour Temple an 
Church, atterninglit on earlier Brit 

It wai in the spring of 1918 that 
Council decided to:. publish their own 
from Art'Iur PutteE, and issued Zhe 
came the editor. thus provided with 
living costs, Iven3 gave his whole ti 
Gospel through Pre4s and Pulpit. He 
the Methödist Chur4h, to leave him wi 
Conferen4e refused to do. When Ivens 
the Conference, he{was 'located' and 

') c L. t 
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Leaders and Prominent Members: 

of the world - the root 

Rev. Wm. Ivens 
J, S. Woodsworth 
J. H. L. Wilcocks 
W. D. Bailey 
Salem Bland 
Fred Dixon 
J. K. Zohnston 
W. McQuestion 
A. E. Moore 
Mr. Robinson 
Canon Scott 
W. S. Shipman 
H. G. Veitch 
T. J. Watts 
T. J. W®lwood 
T. Wooler 

I July 89 1918: in Room 10 o 
: founder of the Labour Chur, 
to the Canadian West to sha 
He came under the influence 
)ugall Church, became a memb 
r embarked upon an ambitious 
i June 1909 he finished his 
'dained to the Methodist 
rationed at MacDougall Churc 
young preacher. Here he 
ring a large following, main 

e 

t stand gathered opposition 
rom his pulpit. A large 
prove of this actionj they 

They rented. the Assembly 
began the Winnipeg Labour 

sh lines. 
he Winnipeg Trades and Icebox 
aper. They bought MleeVoice 
stern La= r NMI Ivens be- 

small income to look after 
is to proclaiming the Social 
sked the 1918 Cohference of 
, bout station. This the 
refused to be stationed-by 
n effect dismissed from the 
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ministry, A year later the Manitoba Conference deprived him of 
his ordination rights; an action which S. G. Bland claimed was 
"neither fair nor constitutional". Conference's action was re- 
ferred to the Methodist Court of Appeal where John Alfred Haw 
claimed that Ivens was answering a call to a specialized ministry 
for which he realized the church was not prepared to assume respon- 
sibility. This ministry 

"� .. in no way contravenes our standards, but Cis one, which, 
for special reasons if so fragmentary, partial, or even one 
sided, that the Conference could not take the responsibility of 
saying to some specific congregation 'You must accept this man's 
pastorate as the voice of the Methodist Church to you4' "l 

Haw recognized in Iven1' actions the ". .. presence of some rel- 
igious compulsion, - some spiritual constraint,.,. ." that could 
not be denied. Ivens' actions in following this 'spiritual con- 
straint' to a specialized ministry could not be properly inter- 
preted as a refusal to continue the work of the ministry. The 
action of the Manitoba Conference was upheld; Ivens was no longer 
part of the Methodist Church. 

The Winnipeg Labour Church, was to be a creedless church, based 
ontUte Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of Man. Its aim was 
the "establishment of justice and righteousness on earth, among 
all men and nations. " Meetings were largely Methodist in form, 
with these exceptions: the pulpit was open to anyone with a mes- 
sage whether he be Christian or not; and$ even within the servicet 
considerable discussion was encouraged. 

Audiences were composed of labouring people; Growth was consist- 
ent but not spectacular Soon it came to be recognized as a rally- 
ing place for the more 

idealistic 
type of radical thought. 

In an effort to further similar organizations in other parts of 
Canada, J. S. Woodsworth was asked by the Winnipeg Labour Church to 
undertake a Canadian tour. The invitation was accepted. When 
Woodsworth returned to Winnipeg, the General Strike had been called. 

2 
The tour was forgotten and Woodsworth put his time and abilities 
at the service of the strike committee and the Labour congregation. 
Labour Churahoservices had become the big rally of the week where, 
largely due to the opposition of the regular churches to the 
strike, hundreds and thousands of people had deserted and had come 
to the Labour Church. Of this J. S. Woodivorth writes: 

"This movement became solidified by the opposition of the 
ministers and the Churches to the strikers. Staid old Presby- 
terian elders refused to darken the doors of the kirk. Wesleyan 
local preachers could no longer be restrained. Anglican Sunday 
School teachers resigned their classes. Class lines became 
clearly drawn and the 'regular' churches stood out as middle 

1. United Church Archives - Victoria University, Toronto. 
U 154-1919 Methodist Court of Appeal, p. 4. 

2. Demobilization had brought unemployment as had the closing of 
armament factories eta. Labour unrest had found a center in 
Winnipeg, where "old-country type labour leaders" were to be 
found and where workers were apt to be more volatile. 
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class institutions. "1 
Woodsworth claimed-that the Labour Church of 1920 was the pro- 

duct of the strike. Other factors support this opinion. For 
instance, the growth of the congregation was steady but slow till 
the strike brought a sudden multiplication of its numbers. This 
growth is reflected in the financial income. During the first 
six months the total income was only $164. Two months: ýlater, when 
the troubles which gave rise to the strike were being publicized 
this was raised to f00. In yet another month, the month in which 
the strike was called (May 15,1919) the total had reached $100. 
By the end of June when the strike was over, the total income was 
in the neighborhood of $4000 and this less than one year after the 
formation of the Labour Church. 

The relation of the growth of the Labour Church and the fact of 
the General strike is also illustrated by the degree of public 
notice of its services. In its beginning, Room 10 of the Labour 
Temple was quite adequate, easily seating the four to five hundred 
people attending. But by the spring of 1919 the largest auditor- 
iums of Winnipeg were filled and meetings had to be held out-of- 
doors. In the third week of the strike a congregation estimated 
at 10,000 filled Victoria Park to hear Dixon, Canon Scott, Robinson 
and Ivens. When the municipal authorities prohibited open-air 
meeting within the city, the services were held just beyond the 
limits. On many occasions six or more meetings were held simul- 
taneously, each attracting anywhere from one to seven hundred people. 
Opposition certainly made of Ivens church a movement which J. 3 
Woodsworth described to Vernon Thomas as a "Religious Revival"3 

1. 

2. 

3" 

Woodsworth, 

W. D. Bailey in an interview with the present writer sug- 
gests that the leaders 

of Labour in Winnipeg were against calling 
a general strike. The strike came as an emotional urge - some 
thought as a prelude to revolution. If such be true it would 
account in large measure for the sudden growth of the Labour 
Church when it became the rallying feature of the strike. 

Rev. Hugh Crozier, a Presbyterian minister in Winnipeg at 
that time makes this comments "The Labour Church was the out- 
come of the injustice being meted out to the people and a pro- 
test against the abuse& of Capital. " 
The usual places of meeting were as follows: 

Columbia Theatre Chairman - T. J. Wttts 
West Kildonan Centennial School W. S. Shipman 
Elwood, at corner of Brazier & Montrose T. J. Welwood 
St. James, at corner of Barry & Portage T. Wooler 
Brooklands School - J. H. L. Wilcock: 
Fort Rouge at Elm Park Bridge H9ß. Veitch 

Woodsworth Papers Scrap Book IV, Public Archives of Canada 
Ottawa6 of. also a letter to Mrs. Woodsworth, June 30v 1919, 
J. S. Woodsworth wrote: "The first (one of several evening meet- 
ings) was in Elmwood - in the open air one black outside the 
city limits. ... Our Church service opened with singing. 
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The first Anniversary Services were held on July 25,1919. 
Twenty-four district meetings were held in the afternoon. In 
the evening thousands were turned away from the Mass Meeting in 
the Industrial Bureau after 5000 were seated and standing room 
was filled. There were at that time nine congregations with a 
total membership exceeding 10000 with a weekly attendance between 
2000 and 2500. With this degree of success, J. H. L. Wilcocks 
was hired as General Secretary and J. S. Woodsworth as Organizer. 

When the excitement of the Strike had passed, certain lines of 
cleavage became evident. Many who had come because their own 
churches had opposed the strike, but who had not questioned the 
theological positions of the churches they had left wanted the 
Labour Church to adopt Christian Orthodoxy in doctrinal matters. 
Others who were ultra"material3stic 'Scientific-Marxian' socialists, 
who had joined the Labour Church because it was the rallying point 
of the strike, wanted nothing of religion at all. The majority of 
the members were betwixt and between - they wanted the teachings 
of Jesus with a new application to induatrial conditions. 

In such a situation, where compromise was needed, there was a 
danger that the Labour Church would stand for nothing at all 
Definite leadership was required; Ivens was still in prison. 

i 

Excellent leadership was given by Wilcocks and Woodsworth as well 
as many unpaid and unrecognized workers. Central Church had to 
seek larger headquarters, and eight other branches were active in 
Greater Winnipeg. Besides the Sunday services there was a program 
of Adult education, with classes in Economics, Religious Education, 
History, Public Speaking and Music. J. S. Woodsworth conducted 

One Scotchman said these open air meetings reminded him of the 
Covenanters: 'Faith of our fathers, living still in spite of 
dungeons fire and sword. ' An older in the Presbyterian Church 
opened with prayer. He prayed for the cause of justice - that 
God would bring repentance to the profiteers. The chairman was 
a small manufacturer who spoke of this new labour church. I 
made a plea for the boys who remained in jail. Said people have 
been praying for a great revival of religion. The revival was 
here -a passion for justice -a sense of brotherhood -a yearn- 
ing for a better order -a willingness to serve and sacrifice - 
a reliance upon the 'God within the shadow, keeping watch above 
His own. " 

1. Strike leaders were arrested, tried and imprisoned under the 
�. .. infamous 'Section 98' of the Criminal Code by which a man 
could be found milty of most serious offences on the weakest 
of evidence. " (Arthur Lower, From Colony to ation, p. 499. ) 
This section defined unlawful association" in wide and loose 
terms, and provided extreme penalties for officers and members 
of such associations. It was enacted in 1919 to deal with the 
Strike situation. 

W. D. Bailey told the present writer that the foreman of the 
Jury who tried the seven wished to bring in a verdicts "Tech- 
nically guilty -- but not to be punished. " He had no opportun- 
ity to say anything other than "Guilty, but .. ." 
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Six classes in Economics and History. J. A. Johnston conducted the 
orchestra and W. McQuestion lead the choir. At this time T. J. 
Watts was the chairman. There was also the Labour church Sunday 
School which did admirable work among the children. 

The nine congregations continued in operation for some years, 
but gradually became extinct, perhaps because the leaders we p 
devoting more and more of their time to the political arena. Wu. 
Ivens suggests the termination date as 19249 though this may be a 
year or two early. 

It is a tribute to the leaders of the Winnipeg General Strike, 
and the leaders of the Labour Church that, although suspected of 
and some arrested and tried for, seditious conspiracy, libelled by 
the Dominion Government as Gommunists3y and criticized by the Churches 

1. This is a series of lesson outlines as used by the Winnipeg Labour 
Church Sunday School. This outline is found in the Woodsworth 
Scrap Book, Public Archives, Ottawa.: 
1. Who set the Dinner Table (a) The many who keep us 

(b) Our part in the world's work 
(c) Grace before Meat 

2. Making Clothes & Wearing Them 
(a) Producers not always consumers 
(b Masters and Slaves today 
(c The Dreams of Isaiah, Is 651 21-22 

3. The Age of Homespun 
(a) Manufacturers in home workshop 
(b) Production for use - Independence 
(c) "tod bless me and my wife and son John" 

4. Harnessing Water and Steam 
(a) The Industrial Revolution 
(b) When one man can do work of ten 
(c Man co-operating with God, 

5. The Fight with the Machine 
a Tools of production in hands of the few 
b) The new Slavery - Men, Women Children 

(c) The Work of Jesus - Luke 4: i8 
6. Organizing the Workers into an Army 

(a) Joint Stock companies and combines. 
2. In the latter years there may have been some truth to the news- 

paper criticism that there was nothing religious about the Lab- 
our Church. They claimed that its Sunday service was nothing 
but another political meeting. 

3. See Pamphlet Inform tion re_svecting the Russian Soviet System 
Pronaganda-An North , Dept, of Labour, Ottawa, 

Aug. 1920. The Dept. of Labour related the Labour Church to the 
one Big Union movement, the nights of Labour, and the Inter- 
national Workers-of the World largely because of an overlap in 
personell involved in each., 

For instance, Ivens, the founder 
of the Winnipeg Labour Church was the correspondent of the Ne 
York Call a 'Communist controlled' paper. The religious orient- 
ation of 

the O. H"üo was also a factor. The p. D. U. membership 
card bears the words "'Money is the root of all evil' saith the 
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UPORTS 017 TIM ANNUAL 

OF TUE IAB©UR CHURCHUNION 

The Founding Conference, Saturday and Sunday, July 22 & 23,1893, at 
Maner s 

Seventeen delegates representing 10 congregations (four were un- 
represented) and Pioneers from 9 areas met in the Labour Church 
Institute, 3 St. John's Parade, Byrom Street. 

A resolution having been passed safeguarding the delegates' position 
and responsibility at the conferencel'the Chairman then submitted 
the resolution: "That the time has come when it is desirable that a 
Labour Church 'Union should be formed. " In doing so he gave a 
more detailed and personal statement of the origin and growth of 
the movement, and said that if any justification were needed for 
the resolution he submitted, it was to be found in the report of 
the General Secretary. He spoke next of the financial difficulties 
connected with the work, in spite of which he had stood resolutely 
for both religious and political independence. He felt that he 
could honestly say that in asking them to form a union of Labour 
Churches, he was inviting them to take over a movement absolutely 
independent of either denominational or political control. 
The resolution was seconded by E. Halford (Bradford) and carried 
unanimously. 

The Principles of t7ge Labour Church were next put forward as the 
basis of membership of the Union, and although several amendments 
were proposed these were not carried and the Principles were 
finally accepted as originally drafted and presented. 

The next subject for consideration was the Object of the Union. 
E. Halford (Bradford) moved, and S. G. Hobson (Cardiff) seconded 
the acceptance of the Bradford "Object" ... After some discussion 
... it was agreed that the following should stand as the "Objects 
of the Union"s "I. The development of the religion of the Labour 
Movement. " "IX. The realization of the Kingdom of Heaven on 
earth by the establishment of a state of society founded upon Love 
and Justice. " 

A statement of the methods of work of the Union was next put forward 
and accepted and then the Conference discussed its own constitution, 
the constitution of the Council, and the arrangements to be made for 
the holding of future Conferences. An important alteration was made 
here in the original draft constitution. It was decided nem. con. 
not to have a President, but to appoint a Chairman of the Union and 
to this office John Trevor was eventually elected. Hugh V. Her}ord 
was appointed Treasurers Miss K. M. M. Scott was chosen Pioneer 
Secretary, and Fred Brocklehurst, B. A., General Secretary, and the 
four delegates who were elected members of the council were Edwin 
Halford (Bradford) S. G. Hobson (Cardiff), S. Hodgkinson (Bolton), 
and J. C. Kennedy (Carlisle). 
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The Council of the_ Labour 
, 
Churs r n, July 24th, 1893. 

.., the question of raising funds was considered. It was decided 
to issue an appeal for immediate help to the Labour Churches and 
Pioneers, and to individual friends of the movement. The Secretary's 
salary was next discussed, and after this matter had been disposed 
of, it was dtcided to allow him the help of an assistant secretary. 

With respect to the resolution standing in the name of the Halifax 
Labour Church it was decided that in the opinion of the Council the 
arrangement of a Speaker's Plan for the Churches was impracticaiale 
and that the question of Sunday Schools be left over until the next 
Conference. The Council recommended all labour Churches in the 
meantime to extend Cinderella work, wherever such work is prac- 
ticable. A discussion upon the question of labour Church literature 
concluded the business. 

fie Second Conference, November 18,1893, in Manchester. 

Ten churches were represented by delegates; ten others were unrep- 
resented; several pioneers were present representing four areas. 

... we began our new financial year with a slight balance on the 
wrong side. There is every reason, however, to believe that the 
effort which the churches Pioneers, and other friends are making 
will speedily make this right and make us solvent for the future. 

The following resolution was then moved by S. G. Hobson, of Cardiff: 
"That this conference of the Labour Church Union hereby expresses 
its intense satisfaction that the Coal Lock-out has at last been 
settled. We congratulate the miners and their wives upon their 
magnificently Spartan fight and express the hope that the lessons 
gained will lead to the earliest possible nationalization of the 
mines. " w- This found a ready seconder in Clement Atkinson of 
Bradford, and was carried unanimously. 

Mr. Robson then read particulars of a rearrangement scheme, by which 
the services of the chairman and general secretary will be better 
utilized in the services of the Union, and it was agreed that the 
recommendations of the Council in this matter should be accepted; 
and under this scheme Mr1 H. C. Rowe has since been appointed 
corresponding secretary. 

1. By this arrangement John Trevor was free to pursue the develop- 
ment of the movement according to his own ideas, with the 
assistance of H. C. Rowe. Mr. Rowe's duties were "to do the 
correspondence of the Union, to take the minutes of the Conference 
and Councilt and to help John Trevor in the work of literature. " 
Much of the routine of TAb ou Pro. ohet distribution was to be 
turned over to the publishers. Fred Brocklehurst was to work 
as a 'field secretary' under the direction of the Council. Both 
Brocklehurst and Trevor were to be free "for Missionary effort 
and the work of uniting and developing the churches". -- infor- 
mation based on an editorial in the Labo1 Prot, Dec. 1893 

1 0, /. 12, 
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The General Secretary's report 
congregations had been opened 
were about to begin, in eight 
He concluded his statement .. ficulties wlich threaten their 
which, he said, were now being 
the churches. 

next followed. ... Four new 
and Labour Churches had been begun, or 
other centers of population. ... 

. by referring to the financial dif- 
life as a Union in its inception, but 
overcome by the generous efforts of 

The question of Sunday Schools was next discussed. Some delegates 
spoke in favour of Children's Sunday Schools* others on behalf of 
adult Sunday Schools; and it was finally decided that the Council 
should collect information regarding the Adult School Movement, and 
issue a circular to the Church thereon. 

The resolution empowering the General Secretary to charge in the 
interest of the Extension Fund Ten shillings above travelling ex- 
penses to the churches he visited, was lost. It was justly pointed 
out that a resolution such as this would press very heavily upon 
churches so far distant as Plymouth, Dover and Dundee, who were now 
heavily burdened in having to pay bare railway fares. 

A most important resolution was next passed ... 
"That this Con- 

ference recommends that in so far as possible! the churches grant 
periodical collections to the Extension Fund, and generally assist 
that fund in other ways; and instruct the Council to bring this 
matter before the churches. 

The Constitution as a orov the Second onieren es 

I. BASIS 

The labour Church Union is a union of labour Churches and Labour 
Church Pioneers accepting the following Principles as their Basis 
of Works -- 

1* That the Labour Movement is a Religious Movement 

2. That the Religion of the labour Movement is not a Class Religion, 
but unites members of all classes in working for the Abolition 
of Commercial Slavery, 

3. That the Religion of the labour Movement is not Sectarian or 
Dogmatic, but Free Religion, leaving each man free to develop 
his own relation with the Power that brought him into being. 

4. That the Emancipation of labour can only be realised so far as 
men learn both the Economio and Moral Laws of God, and heartily 
endeavour to obey them. 

5. That the development of Personal Character and the improvement 
of Social Conditions are both essential to man's emancipation 
from moral and social bondage. 
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II OBJECTS 

1. The development of the Religion of the Labour Movement. 

2. The realisation of the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth by the estab- 
lishment of a state of Society founded upon Justice and Love. 

III. METHODS OF WOB 

1. The consolidation and development of the Labour Church Movement 
by Missionary enterprise. 

2. The strengthening of individual Labour Churches, and the main- 
tenance of fraternal relations and collective work among them. 

3. The sale and free distribution of Labour Church literature. 

I+. The maintenance of a Labour Church Union Funde and such other 
funds as may from time to time be required. 

Hearty co-operation With other organisations in the struggle for 
the Emancipation of labour and for the reconstruction of Society 
upon the basis of Equality and Brotherhood. 

IV. ORUNISATION 

1. That the Labour Church Union shall leave each Church free to 
manage its own affairs. 

2. That the organisation of the Union shall consist of a Conference 
and a Conference Committee. 

V. ANNUAL CONFERENCES 

1. The Churches shall meet annually, to transact business and to 
discuss matters relative to their common work, each Church being 
eligible to send two delegates. Pioneers present at Conferences 
to have equal powers with delegates, save that they shall not 
vote on the revision of the Constitution. 

VI. SPECIAL CONFERENCES 

1. The Conference Committee, or any six Churches, shall have the 
power of summoning a Special Conference. 

VII. OFFICERS 

1. Honourary Chairman, Treasurers and Secretary. They shall be 
elected at the Annual Conference. 

VIII. CONFERENCE COMMITTEE 

1, The Annual Conference shall appoint a Conference Committee com- 
posed of the three officers and four Church delegates. The 
delegates so elected to be chosed from Churches other than those 
to which the officers belong. 
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2. The duties of the Conference Committee are as follows: 
(a) To transact special business which may arise between the 

Conferences. 
(b) To call the next Conference and to prepare the agenda 

therefore, 

3, The Conference Committee are empowered to propose such by-laws 
as may be necessary for the performance of its duties, these 
by-laws to be subject to revision by the Conference. 

IX. FINANCIAL 

1. Each Church shall pay an affiliation fee of 5$, per quarter to 
the funds of the Union as a condition of membership thereof, 
such fee to be due on the lst of January, April, July, and 
October. 

2. In addition to the affiliation fee each Church shall grant at 
least one Sunday's collections in each year to the funds of 
the Union. 

3. The expenses of officers and of delegates from Labour Churches 
attending a Conference shall be pooled and shared equally by the 
Churches represented, these expenses to include actual loss 
through absence from work. 

The Third Co fferenceq Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 17 & 181 1894, 
at Bradford. 

Delegates from twelve churches and Pioneers from six areas made 
up the conference. The press was excluded from proceedings. 
The report of the Treasurer of the Extension Fund was read, and 
showed a deficit of £51/9/4, mostly salary due to the General 
Secretary. The General Secretary followed with a report of the 
year's work and after explaining his reasons for so doing, placed 
his resignation before the Conference. 

A resolution standing in the name of Fred Brocklehurst reed as 
follows: "The Labour Church movement is a union of all those who, by 
organised or individual efforts are emphasising or developing the 
moral and ethical aspect of the labour Movement. The Annual Con- 
ference is the outward expression of this union of spirit, purpose 
and work. " It was proposed by the General Secretary to substitute 
this general formula for the Basis and Principles at present accepted 
by the Constitution of the Union. After a long discussion, the 
resolution was rejected 11 votes to 9, it was decided later on 
that whilst the organisation of the Union should be left free for 
revision by an actual majority at the Conference, the Basis should 
only be revised by a resolution supported by two-thirds of the Del- 
egates present. 

The draft scheme drawn up by Mr. Brocklehuret and &ndorsed by the 
Council, was accepted with some slight alterations, excepting the 
financial clauses, which were referred to the new Conference Com. 
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mittee, This committee now has in hand the task of preparing a 
scheme whereby if possible, the General Secretary's services may 
be retained, either wholely or in part. 

The Conference Committee is composed as follows: John Trevor, 
Chairman; S. Hodgkinson Treasurer; F. Brocklehurst Secretary 
Delegates: L. Ralford, Bradford; S. Q. Hobson, Cardiff; R. Morley, 
Halifax, and H. C. Rowe, Cardiff. 

Corresuondence, labour Church union to all Labour Church Congregations, 
dated, January, 1895. 
Dear Comrades, -»- ... We have now fourteen Churches which 
have accepted the new financial basis, ... There are twenty 
other towns and districts carrying on Sunday work on our li. nes$ and 
in many cases adopting our principles and title, but without con- 
forming to the new financial conditions of membership. ."" There are twenty-five other districts which have evinced a desire to 
begin Labour Church work in connection with the Union. ;. " 
Mr. John Trevor having resigned the position of chairman of the 
Union, Mr. Hugh V. Herford, the late treasurer of the Extension 
Fund, has been asked, and has consented to succeed him. 

In conclusion we would suggest the advisability of a careful selec- 
tion being made of the speakers upon our platforms. .. " Our 
movement should be preserved against the danger of its becoming a 
more political or economical propagandist medium, ... 
Jon Four_thonferencej Nov. 

, 
1b & 179 1695, at Halifax. (All groups 

calling themselves Labour Churches, whether or not they had af- 
filiated themselves with the Uniong were invited. ) There were 19 
Churches represented by 24 delegates. 

The financial report showed that the Union had not fulfilled the 
obligations to Mr. Brocklehurst as agreed to by last Conference, 
and was also in debt to the treasurer and to the bank. A discussion 
on financial re-arrangement then took place, and it was finally 
resolved to lighten the burden on the churches by reducing the 
affiliation fee to 2/6 per quarter. It was also decided that all 
churches in the Union should devote the collections taken on the 
first Sunday in March to the expenses of the Union, and that this 
Sunday should be known as Conference Sunday. 

Edwin Halfordi of Bradford, was then appointed to the chair; R. 
Morley, UalifaxI treasurer; and 0. F. Corkwell Leeds, honourary 
secretary. The Committee consists of S. Hodgkinson, H. C. Rowe, 
Seth Ackroyd, and 0. J. Wardle. 

It was decided to meet again sometime in May, when weather could be 
expected to be much better. 

The Fifth Conferenoe, Saturday, June 6,1896, In Leeds. (Invita- 
tions were sent to various Clarion clubs to join in the Conference. ) 
A number of congregations bought tents to hold the Conference in 
the open air. 
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An important resolution was brought forward by R. Morley to the 
effect that Conference expenses in future should be pooled and 
divided on the basis of each delegate present instead of each 
Church; the Churches being entitled at present to send two delegates. 
After considerable discussion an alternative resolution was passed; 
"That in future a fee of 5s, per delegate attending Conference be 
charged, and all expenses incurred above that sum be pooled per 
Church represented. " 

The Conference Committee was elected: Edwin Halford, Chairman; 
Walter Morse of Leeds, Secretary; R. Morley, Treasurer; Seth 
Ackroyd, Hull; G. J. Wardle i(eighley S. Hodgkinson Holton; and 
H. C. Rowe, Manchester. the Committee was instructed to get out 
a list of speakers suitable for the Labour Church platform, with 
particulars as to charges, etc. It was also instructed to prepare 
a short supplement which could be added to the Labour Chu ch ; TX" 

. 
49ok, and to publish a leaflet similar to one prepared by . V. 
Herford for free distribution at Tabour Church open air meetings. 

1heSixtthCyference , Sat. and Sun., May 22 & 23t 18979 at Holton. 

Out of 27 Churches, only 7 were represented at the Conference. 
The financial statement showed a small balance in handy and the 
debt to Fred Brocklehurst reduced to £2. 

The Churches had already too much expense to bear, and found that 
they could not well support the Union, Comrade Morley moved "That 
the present Constitution of the Labour Church expire with this 
Conference. " Comrade Morse (Leeds) seconded. Comrade Sims sup- 
ported, pointing out that there had been too much constitution- 
making. On being put to the vote it carried. Comrade Hodgkinson 
moved, "That the Labour Church Union consist of all Labour Churches, 
Brotherhood Churches and societies whose object is to present the 
ethical view of the Socialist and Labour movement, and that all 
such be invited to an annual Conference attendance at which and 
payment of conference dues shall constitute membership. A chairman 
to be elected at this conference who, along with the church at 
which the conference is to be held, shall form an executive commit. 
tee, and make arrangements for the next conference, no affiliation 
fees or other charges to be imposed. " This was carried. 

Comrade Morley moved, "That Comrade Sims be chairman of next 
Conference. " Comrade Halford stating that he wished to retire from 
the position; Comrade Bland seconded; carried. 

Comrade Sims moved, "That this Conference of delegates of the Lab- 
our Churches believes it to be highly expedient in order to per- 
petuate and consolidate the Labour Church movement as well as the 
unity and cohesion of the Churches themselves, that active steps be 
taken by each Church to add Sunday-School work to what they have 
already in hand. 

The Sevegith Can, fer_e_r� ce, Sat. and Sun. I June 4& 5f 1898, at Leeds. 

Twelve congregations were represented at the Conference. The 
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President gave a short address on the question of the Labour Church 
Union. He thought we could have a Union without any financial 
burden, at least for the present, and without any Executive Council, 
the bond of union being the work we were engaged in. The following 
resolution was then moved by Leeds: "That there be a Labour Church 
Union, which shall include Ethical Societies and other bodies who 
are agreed as to the realisation of the Kingdom of Heaven in this 
life. " An amendment was moved by Halifax to delete "Ethical Soc- 
ieties", and the amended motion was carried. 

It was further resolved that "Labour Churches be recommended to form 
themselves into groups for the purpose of arranging a plan of local 
and other speakers, and thus work harmoniously together at less ex- 
pense and that Labour Churches be formed wherever none exist. " 

Bertram Wilson of the Hanley Labour Church Reform Committee gave a 
report on their Anti- Lead Poisoning Crusade. The-following. resolution 
was then passeds "That this Labour Church Conference give its united 
voice in condemnation of the system of lead glazes in the manufacture 
of pottery, seeing that anon-injurious glaze can be successfully. 
used, and call upon the Home Secretary to insist upon this glaze 
being used for the. better protection of the workers' lives. 

The following resolution was passedz "That we recommend the forma- 
tion of Vigilance Committees in all churches to take cognisance of 
all abuses in the industrial world, particularly of those affecting 
women and children. " The scope of such committees was defined as 
follows, the watching of all dangerous trades in order to endeavour 
to eliminate all risks to human life, trying. to shorten the hours, 
and better the conditions of unskilled and unorganised labour, par- 
ticularly of women and children, watching the progress of education, 
sanitation, demolition of slums watching elected persons, assisting 
workers in dispute, and tabulating all such help in our monthly 
report to the labour Prone , so that proof of our practical sym- 
pathy could be given. 
Walter Morse, (Leeds), moved and Bradford seconded, "That the Con- 
ference take into consideration the best means of infusing Socialism 
into the Christian Churches, " It was gathered that the best way to 
achieve this was by means of the literary and other societies con- 
nected with the churches and that we should cultivate every oppor- 
tunity for intercourse with such bodies. 

e Eighth Conference, Sat. and Sun., June 17 & 18,1899, at Hanley. 

Nine Labour Churches were represented at the Conference. In the 
absence of Mr. Sims due to illness* the chair was taken by Mr. W. 
H. Beechener, the secretary of the Hanley Labour Church. 

The first resolution on the agenda was sent from the Bolton Labour 
Churchs "That there be one motto for all the Churches in the Union. " 
Mr. Pearce proposed: "Laborare est orare. " Mr. Williams said he 
had voted against adopting a motto, but if one were to be used, he 
thought that at least it should be in English. He therefore pro- 
posed Carlyle's translation of the Latin, "Work is Worship". Mr. 
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Duncan said that he could heartily adopt the motto if it were rightly 
interpreted. To most working men their daily labour was anything but 
worship. It was hard grinding toil with nothing that was elevating 
in it, Labour in that sense was not worship; but work for humanity 
was. The resolution was carried nem. con. 

"With the view of relieving the difficulty experienced by the Churches 
in finding suitable speakers, it is suggested (a) that a central 
organisation be constituted for mutual aid, with a lecture secretary 
at its service; (b) that by entering into closer relation with local 
progressive societies a helpful interchange of suitable speakers 
might be effected. " It was pointed out that at the Leeds Conference 
their Church had proposed the grouping of Labour Churches into dis- 
tricts for arrangement of speakers, with a view to harmonious working 
and the reduction of expenses. The Churches of Bradford Halifax, 
and Leeds had appointed representatives to see what could be done for 
their district. One or two meetings had been held, but nothing came 
of them. This resolution dealt with another phase of the problem. 
It was felt, when they had an exceptionally good speaker who had 
aroused and inspired them, that the same inspiration should be car- 
ried round to all the Churches. Through a Lecture Secretary infor- 
mation might be given respecting such speakers and arrangements 
made whereby all the Churches might benefit. he resolution was put 
by the Chairman, and carried unanimously. It was then moved that 
"Mr. Waldegrave be appointed Honourary Secretary to the Labour Church 
Union, with the work of Lecture Secretary included. 

Mr. Atkinson moved the following resolution on behalf of the Man- 
chester Labour Church: "That the Labour Churches take into consid- 
eration the advisability of changing our name to Brotherhood Church, 
Socialist Church$ or some similar name, with a view to the question 
being brought up at the next Conference. " Some of the Manchester 
members felt that their name was a hindrance to them, and was liable 
to cause misconception. Mr. Halford said that whatever name they 
had, some objection might be raised against it. He moveds "That we 
proceed with the next business. " The amendment carried, with only 
the Manchester delegates opposing it. 

On behalf of the Hanley Labour Church, Mr. Sneyd moved: "That a 
constitution be drafted for the working of future Conferences. " With 
the explanation that they were an executive body meeting but once a 
year, and that it was far better they should be free in the trans- 
action of their business, it was moved: "That the next business be 
proceeded with. " 

Mr. Sneyd, also on behalf of the Hanley congregation, moved: "That 
Labour Churches take political action where there is no political 
organisation. " In opposing the motion Mr. Duncan spoke of the 
splendid work done by the Hanley Labour Church In regard to lead- 
poisoning. The eye of the whole world was on them. Direct political 
action would have injured their cause rather than helped it. What 
they had done was real educational work. They had stirred up sym- 
pathys and compelled people to study the terrible evil with which 
they were confronted. If, on the other hand they had put political 
candidates forward to demand a reform in lead-working, what a poor 
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show they would have made! Those who were engaged in that dangerous 
industry would be able to say, "See what a small following they 
haves" Now it could truly be said,, "See what a large influence they 
have: " More had been done in two or three years by their methods 
than could have been done by 20 years of direct political action. 
He was sure that for Labour Churches to enter the arena as political 
organisations would not increase their influence. At the same time 
it must be left for each Labour Church to decide upon its own action. 
There might be. exceptional cases. They had a free platform in 
ethics. and religion and must have the same freedom in politics. 
Anotherr. speaker claimed that the greatest help which the Labour 
Church could give to the Labour movement was to bring speakers down 
to stimulate them to do greater things for the cause. 

The following motion was passed as the alternative to Hanley's pro- 
posals "That this Conference deprecates the taking of political 
action by labour Churches as such, although heartily approving of 
such action by individual members. " This was carried with only two 
dissentients. 

Mr. Atkinson moved and Mr. Pearce seconded, "That Mr. Sims be the 
President of the Labour Churck4 Union for the ensuing year. " The 
resolution was carried unanimously. 

In the course of a discussion on "The Raising and Development of 
Speakers for the Labour Churches" Mr. Trevor spoke of the necessity, 
if their movement was to become permanent and effective, of providing 
a body of trained men for speakers and workers, and especially for 
the pastoral work of the labour Churches. He believed it would be 
found impossible to carry on such a movement as theirs without set- 
ting apart those who were most suitable for auch works and providing 
them with the means of living. Of course, the time for this was 
not yet, and he intended to do nothing whatever towards the solution 
of this part of the problem. He believed it must be solved simply 
by the actual experience and necessities of their churches. 

A succession of speakers opposing any idea of a 'paid ministry' 
clearly showed the attitude of the Conferences The influence of the 
parson was no good. The paid minister would always want to boos the 
showy and so make trouble. If we had a free pulpit in all the 
Churches we should hear things; but now, 'He who pays calls the 
tune! ' 

The Labour Churches supported Raymond Unwin in the Peace campaign. 
A united Labour Church section of the International Memorial was 
signed by 500 people representing 8 congregations. Many congrega- 
tions passed resolutions similar to the following: 

"Resolved that the ....... labour Church desires to express hearty 
approval of the step taken by the Tsar in calling a conference to 
consider the maintenance of peace and the restriction of the growing 
burdens which modern armaments entail on the peoples of Europe and 
calls upon the British Government to go into the conference with a 
determination to help in giveng practical effect to the desire of 
all the people for the maintenance of peace and the reduction of 
armaments. " 
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The Ninth Co fereal, Sat. & Sun, $ May 19 & 20,1900, at Bradford. 

Delegates were present from ten congregations. The reports from 
the delegates on the position and the methods of their respective 
Churches showed that in spite of the prevalent indifference to 
Socialism, the Labour Churches were holding their own, and in one 
or two cases, making distinct headway. 

On the question of 
it was rather late 
must add its voice 
led up to the war, 
the Croydon labour 
issued forthwith. 

the war in South Africa, it was felt that, while 
to do anything in the matter, the Conference 
to the protest against the proceedings which had 
and it was d&eided that a manifesto submitted by 
Church should, with a few slight amendments, be 

On Sunday morning an address was delivered by Dr. Stanton Coit (of 
the Ethical Societies) on "The Relation of Ethics to the labour 
Movement". 

The Tenth Conf rý ence , Sat. & Sun., June 8&9,1901, at Nottingham. 

Eleven congregations were represented. After a discussion on sug- 
gestions to alter the name of the labour Church or add some sub- 
title bearing the word "Ethical", it was decided to ask the Churches 
to consider the matter by next Conference. 

There were proposals from Bradford and Leek that the hymn book be 
revised and enlarged. It was suggested that Churches send in lists 
of the hymns they would like retained together with suggestions for 
new ones, and that the result be brought before the next Conference. 

Hr, Woods, on behalf of Bradford, moved that some form of service 
for the use of the Churches be drawn up. It was felt that some- 
thing wanted to give unity and order to Labour Church meetings. This 
matter was also referred to the Churches for their consideration. 

The Conference decided that the Churches be asked to send the names 
and particulars of 'newly discovered' Labour Church lecturers to the 
Secretary. 

The proposition that a visiting committee be appointed, and that 
every Church receive two official visits each year, was defeated 
because the Union was in no position, financially, to put the 
resolution into operation. 

Mr. Biogg on behalf of Croyden moved that "This Conference of 
Labour Church recommends that Labour Churches everywhere should 
unite for the purpose of taking common actions wherever possible, 
in endeavouring to bring about the ownership, by the community, 
of houses for the working classes. " The resolution was unanimous- 
ly carried. 

On Sunday morning the first business proceeded with was the elec- 
tion of officers. Dr. Crawshaw of Ashton-under-Lyne was elec- 
ted president, and Mr. A. J. Waldegrave was re-elected secretary. 
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The question of electing a Treasurer again brought up the fin- 
ancial arrangements of the Union. Mr. Beechener of Hanley 
moved that the question of a general fund be brought before the 
churches with a view to the formulation of a scheme for their 
making contributions according to their means; and that meanwhile, 
the Secretary act as Treasurer. This was agreed to. 

Mra. -Sims having briefly explained that at present the o= 
Church Record was on the rather unsatisfactory basis of depend- 
ing on the contributions of outside sympathizers for its exis- 
tence, the Editor Mr. Allen Clarke, asked for expressions of 
opinion from the tdelegates 

as to whether they thought it worth- 
while continuing the publication. Expressions as to the value 
placed upon the paper were rapidly forthcoming. Eventually it 
was decided that the paper should be continued as a quarterly 
publication, and issued to the churches at %, per 100. 

Dr. Stanton Coit lectured on "The Parables of Christ and the 
Coming Socialist Struggle". Dr. Colt's presentation of the 
parallel between the. revolutionary character of Christ's teaching 
and that of Socialism was enthusiastically received, and evi- 
dently made a great impression on his hearers. 

e Eleventh Conference June, 1902, at Leek, (From an article 
in the lr, August 29p signed W. H. Syme. ) 

The Labour Church Union held in June at Leek in the Wm. Morris 
Labour Church, was in the main, a dire disappointment to those 
who have been looking for the Labour Church Union to become the 
inspiriting and directing head of a great social and religious 
movement. So far-reaching are the potentialities of its develop- 
ment as an organizing and executive power that the contrast be- 
tween what it yet is and what it might be is a depressing and 
humiliating consideration. Hitherto its guiding and combining 
influence on the separate Churches has been little felt. Indeed 
there appears to be somewhere within the Union something radically 
wrong. Its life and energy are lilliputian in comparison with 
those of the weakest of the scattered churches contributing to it. 

Feeling their need for a truly executive tribunal, five of the 
labour Churches have sought it in the Union of Zthical Societies. 
There they now sent their delegates hoping, as they assert, perm- 
anently to continue the support of 

both 
unions. 

At the Leek Conference, a restless sense of schism was manifest. 
At all points it intervened to stay action, and nothing of any 
practical importance was accomplished. The tide was at ebb, and 
a very low ebb too. Was a desire expressed that a program be 
drawn up to aid in the church celebration of births or marriagesp 
or for the solemnisation of a burial? The subject was already 
under the consideration of another union, and might well wait. 
Was a fund suggested to widen and strengthen the work of the 
Union? There was no necessity for its as there was little, oif 
anything, to be done., Was the organisation of systematic mission 
work for increasing the number of churches mooted? This was a 
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matter that could very well be 
Was the attempt made to enthuse 
ular branch of its labours? It 
resolution. 

left to the individual Churches. 
the conference upon any partic- 
was held to be simply a pious 

These were low water marks. Now it is felt the tide has turned, 
the flow has begun. Mr. D. B. Foster, of Leeds, is the chairman, 
appointed for next year's conference. He knows of the incoming 
tide, and is stirred by its hopeful vigor. In this he is not 
alone. His purpose during the coming months is to visit all the 
Labour Churches, and to get into touch with each. 

Mr, John Trevor, too improved in health, is prepared to renew 
his energies on behalf of his offspring, the Labour Churches, if 
only ways and means can be devised. Like a veritable father, it 
is hoped he may be enabled to sojourn for a season among all his 
children, aiding them with his counsel, and strengthening them 
for renewed effort, and propagation of the humane gospel -- the 
gospel of the good samaritan -- of the human family. 

The Pre, ident! s Messaaef in the Cla,,, rion, Dec. 199 1902: 

In an article entitled "A Creed For The Labour Church" D, D. Foster 
wrote$ 

"The spirit of rebellion has largely predominated the labour Church 
Movement so far, The time is now coming to move to the positive 
side. " He suggested the following tentative creeds 
"The life and teaching of Jesus were very good. 
"The sense of good in me by which I appreciate the goodness of Jesus is my authority. 

"The beauty of Jesus lies in his having the tendency toward evil, like the rest of use but overcoming that tendency. 

"The sense of good in as urges me to live my own life faithfully, 
and not to be an imitator of others. 

"That I am capable of perfection, and that I am called upon by my 
sense of good to follow it ever, 

"That the Iingdom of Heaven is a condition of right relations 
amongst men. " 

The 
, 
Ttwelfth Conference, February, at Hyde; 1903, 

This Conference established a Central Fund, issued a List of Iac- 
turers suitable for Labour Churches and proposed a thorough 
revision of the Hymn Book, It elected a new executives J. ß. 
Belcher President J. Herbert Shaw (Birmingham), Secretary; T. A. 
Pierce bNottingham); J. Mitchel (Bradford); H. Thompson (West 
Bromwich). This executive was instructed to make the labour Church 
Union more effedtive. 
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, June 11 & 12,1904, at West Bromwichs 

All the Churches sent delegates and mözt of them were able to report 
a good year's work$ with increased membership and satisfactory 
finances. In not a few instances the Churches could tell of succes- 
sful co-operation with other societies and Labour organisations in 
local elections and in other ways. The previous Conference made a 
new departure in electing an executive committees who were able to 
report the establishment of a most successful Church at Stockport 
and of another at Long Eaton. Efforts had also been made to found 
Churches in other centers. The accounts showed a balance of £6. 

The executive drew up a constitution and set of rules which were 
discussed, amended, and passed, subject to ratification next year. 

It was resolved to revise and enlarge the Jabr, our Church Hvmn Book. 

The following executive was elected: John H. Belcher (London), 
President; John Mitchel (Bradford) honourary secretary; T. A. 
Pierce (Nottingham); J. H. Shaw (Birmingham); H. Thompson (West 
Bromwich). 

It was agreed to observe a Union Sunday, Labour Day, Citizen Sunday, 
and Peace Sunday, in all Labour Churches. Resolutions were passed 
favouring free, secular, industrial education compulsory with 
State maintenance, and a Labour and Socialist political party. It 
was resolved that Socialist Sunday Schools be formed in conection 
with every Labour Church. 

The Fourteenth Co 'er, 
_ ennce , 1905, at Watford: 

Thirteen delegates were present from nine congregations. The year 
began with £61-/6}; the sum of £8/-/3 was received from the Churches; 
the cost' of meetings and printing accounted for £11/2/61 leaving a 
balance of £2/18/3. It was reported that no congregation was in a 
flourishing position and that all were in financial difficulties' 
though all were hopeful for a better future. 

, Birmingham brought in several motions to revise the Principles; 
-£ The First was revised to read "That the Labour Church exists to give 

expression to the Religion of the Labour Movement. " The other 
proposals were lost, or resulted ohly in minor changing of wording. 

Resolutions were passed supporting the Labour Representation Com- 
mittee the feeding and care of infants and children, and the 
necessity of bringing pressure to bear on all National and Local 
governing bodies, 

The Birmingham Delegate charged that J. U. Belcher was an unfair 
chairman speaking to amendments, and thus defeating agnostic and 
socialistic resolutions. 
The Fifteenth Co erence, February, 1906, 

Good reports were received from the Churches. Large and enthusiastic 
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meetings are recorded, as a result of the aid of good speakers. 
Finances are assuming a better complexion, as iy naturally be 
expected. Such reports have been the rule thi session previously 
to the elections. Since the first results arr vEd however, packed 
"houses" have been the order of the day. The Ilections generally 
have manifested a keen interest in our work, a, d have created a 
tremendous revival in all branches of the movement. ' The last three 
Sundays at Bradford have been reminiscent of tie early days. Hun- 
dreds have been turned away. For the next twd Sundays, therefore, 
St. George's Hall is to be engaged for evening services,. 

The following executive was elected: H. Brockhöuse (West Bromwich), 
President; John Mitchel (Bradford), Secretary; T. A. Pieree, (itot- 
tingham) Treasurer; Messers Spencer Watson, and Gorle, Committee; 
and Tom Groom 

and P. M. Sturge, Auditors. 

The Principles were again amended. 1 The executive was instructed 
to provide a "Model Form of Service", to compile an up-to-date list 
of Labour Church Lecturers and to make recommendations thatra 
ceremonial form might be a&opted for births, marriages, and burials 
or cremations. 

It was resolved "That this Conference adopt some-system of keeping 
all affiliated Churches well informed of the work done by the Union, 
with a view to increase the interest of the Chutches in the Union. " 
A further resolution supported the Women's Enfranchisement Bill; 

The Sixteenth Confe, March 9& 10,1907, at Stockports 

Reports indicated that all congregations were in a flourishing 
state. The treasurer reported a balance of £13/1/6. A revision of 
the Hymn Book was approved; a wide selection of hymns was to be 
retained. The information received regarding services of birth 
marriage and burial was referred to H. Brockhouse and J. H. Belcher 
that complete drafts might be prepared and suimitted to the Churches. 

R. Gorle (Watford) was elected President; the remainder of the 
executive were re-elected. 

The Seventeenth Conference, March 7&8,1908, at Bradford. 

Reports from thirteen congregations showed flourishing conditions. 
Most had flourishing Sunday Schools. A letter from J. H. Belcher 
reported no progress on the preparation of ceremonials. 
The first edition of the revised Hymn Book (10 000 copies) was sold. A second printing of 20,000 copies had been ortered and it was 
nearly sold out. The profit to date was £13/4/4.1 new edition 
was again required. Some desired further revision, but no action 
was taken. A motion by P. Barnes, seconded by Tom Groom, that the 

1. For a discussion of the revision of the Principles, see pP-4,41 r 
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hymn "When Wilt Thau Save Thy People$ Lord? " contrasted sharply 
with the labour Church idea of self reliance was lost 7 to 13. 

Several Churches had changed their name to Socialist Church. A 
resolution that the Union change its name accordingly was lost 
8 to 12. 

Resolutions were passed favouring state action to provide work for 
the unemployed pensions for the aged, and free universal education 
for every chill to the age of sixteen. 

The treasurer reported the Nev Hymn Book account -- £28/2/8 the 
General Account -- £54/l8/5 with a balance in hand of £26/16/1+. 

Lewis Watson (Ashton-under-Lyne) was elected President; there was 
no other change in the executive. Secularist influences were 
quite strong throughout the Conference. 

The 
� 

iahteenth Conference, March 13 & 14,1909, at Ashton"u-Lyne: 

The executive reporteö that efforts had been made to get affiliations 
from many branches of the Socialist Movement who were holding Labour 
Church meetings, but with little success. A few new Labour Churches 
had been formed. Nine congregations, reported by delegates four 
congregations reported by letter; Bradford declined to send a del- 
egate to Conference owing to ". .. (in our opinion) the unconstitu- 
tional action of the labour Church Union Executive. "l 

The Conference changed its name to "The Socialist and Labour Church 
Union. " It resolved to circularize its member congregations half- 
yearly, support the "Right To Work Conference", and publish its 
"Form of Ceremonial for Burial" 

The treasurer reported a balance in hand of £12/3/10. The following 
executive was elected: H. Beechener (Hanley), President; J. Mitchel 
(Bradford), Secretary T. A. Pierce (Nottingham) Treasurer; Lewis 
Watson (Ashton-u-Lyne), T. Hardy (Hyde), and Dolly Parker (Birming- 
ham), Committee Members. 

Furth__, er onfer_ encets 

The 1910 Conference made the change of name to'Socialist and labour 
Church' obligatory. Conferences were held each year till the out- 
break of the First World War. The final Conference was held on 
March the eighth, 19111, at Stockport. Detailed information of 
any of these Conferences has been unobtainable. 

1. Bradford Labour Church Minute aookj Minute of March 2,1909. The 
Birmingham Minute Book suggests that the trouble was mainly the 
chanaina of the tame. 
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LBTTBBS FROM JOHN TREVOR TO UPPER BROOK STREET CONGREGATION 

January, 1891 

My Dear Friendss 

At our congregational meeting recently, I welcomed the op- 

portunity of thanking you for the generous reception which you 

had given to Mrs. Trewer and myself, and of indicating what I 

felt to be *no of the most important duties of our church. As 

we are about to enter upon a New Year tegother, I an anxious 

to may  eaothing further of what I deeply feel about our wert. 

In the first place, I want to thank you for the freedom of 

the pulpit to which you have invited me. In those days it is 

no small privilege, and also no small responsibility, whisk 

you have conferred upon me. You leave no more liable to make 

mistakes, to say things whieh a wider expertonee, a deeper 

knowledge, a tenderer affection would have left unsaid; but, 

on the ether hand, you grant as one of the sent necessary 

oonditiens of development and strength, whiok, eensoorated to 

your servios, will, I trust, be your reward. 

To lessen the mistakes attendant upon the exercise of 

freedeM, I have endeavoured to extend our opportunities for 

interchange of thought upon those religious and social preb- 

less whisk are of such vital importance to us. It is net the 

sinister alone who must contribute his best thought to the 

development of the church. Lite is as vast, and its problems 

se intricate, that only by the oell. otire experience of many 

individuals can the true path of progress be followed; and it 

is one of the aims of our church to bring together a variety 
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of minds all united in the common purpose of establishing upon 

earth a Kingdom of Truth and Righteousness. 

The position of the minister of such a Free Church has peo- 

uliar difficulties. If his mind be actively engaged in the 

pursuit of truth, if he be seriously studying the problems of 

life around him, if he be earnestly looking forward to an 

awakening among men of nobler thoughts and purer deeds, then 

he will be liable to find his views diverging more and more 

from these of some of his congregation, while approaching sere 

nearly to those of others. Thus he Will be in danger of soon- 

ing to be the leader of a section of the Church rather than of 

the whole Church, and in proportion as he enters into his work 

with sincerity will his danger in this direction be increased. 

I beg you to help so solve the problem thus presented. I 

believe its solution lies chiefly in a frequent and generous 

interchange of thought, and the development of mutual under- 

standing and confidence. I as sure you will net wich to 

escape it by seeking to limit my freedom, or by asking de to 

refrain from the utterance of convictions which I honestly 

feel. If the preacher is to endeavour to please all his 

hearers, he is limited to the utterance of helpless platitudes, 

to marking tine to empty words. 

And such preaching is useless in these days -- a New Con. 

soienee S. awakening in the world which is sweeping away the 

old oorlutable conceptions of life, and unless the preacher 

can give soso utterance to this New Conscience, however 

crudely, his function is worse than useless. This strong 
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spirit is drawing us to the cesspool and the gutter -- net by 

any moans for the first time, but with a sterner determination 

and a more inspiring hope. we have learned that many of the 

diseases of the body are preventable; and everywhere sen are 

busy in their prevention, and successfully busy. we are new 

learning that diseases of the soul are largely preventable -- 

that Poverty and Drunkenness and Crime are ills which we have 

to master as well as small-pox and typhoid fewer. Thank Oodj 

with the Now Conscience a New Faith toe arises, and we are 

growing sore confident that our fight with those awful social 

diseases will be increasingly fioterious. 

In our ohuroh we have the New Conscience largely developed. 

what we de need more and more is the New Faith to accompany 

it. Otherwise we shall only be perplexed and dismayed by the 

problems presented to us by our awakened moral sentiment. It 

is is the direction of a higher Faith that I want to wert 

during the coming year. I fear that to seine of you I have 

appeared toe such like inc who perpetually pekes the fire 

without also adding fuel. Myself appalled at the sin and 

misery in which se many are lest, and believing that there is 

ample energy in our great nation to obliterate a vast amount 

of it, if only that energy can be turned from the satisfaotien 

of selfish desires to the service of man as can, I net unnat- 

urally grow impatient with the comparative Indifference or 

Hopelessness which still characterless the average mind in 

spite of all our progress. 

However, impatience is net strength; neither can it impart 
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strength. we must have more Faith as well as earnestness. 

And as I will try during this low rear to work out thoughts 

over which my mind has long brooded, and which convince no 

with growing power that we may hope in the future both of the 

Individual and of the Race. Our thoughts of God change, but 

He changes net. we are permitted to watch the evolution of 

His laws, and to **-operate with His in their working, we are 

beginning to share Ood's kingdom and rule with His, and to be 

increasingly our own intelligent and free Providence. we live 

at the dawning of a new Spiritual ago, as real in its advent 

and as marked in its development as any age of Brous* or of 

Iron* No greater privilege, no richer fortune, can fall to a 

man than to be filled with the Consciousness of this new 

dawning. May its radiant warmth and golden glory bring new 

light and love to our Church, and Consecrate it afresh to the 

Divine service of Humanity. 

I have urged upon you from time to tine the necessity of 

our doing work as a Church outside our Church. A commencement 

has been made in a humble and faithful way. A few earnest 

young men, attracted by the freedom and wide sympathy of our 

Church, have ooze asking for work, and have begun with an 

enquiry into the conditions and needs of a small and poor 

district. This has been an unspeakable encouragement to me, 

as well as an added responsibility. May it encourage you also. 

We need more faith in our message, and according to our faith 

will it be unto us* 

Will you accept at once a motto and a message for the Now 

Tear? I find none more noble and true than the old words of 
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Jesus, whioh, in our new ago, are being filled with a deeper 

meanings "Beek ye first the Yingdom of God and His Righteous. ' 

nass and all these things shall be added unto you, " The con- 

seerated life includes everything. As individuals, as men of 

business, in our homes, in our church, in the world, we may 

use this saying as a test of our real worth to ourselves, to 

our follow-song and before God. And as a message, we may 

preach it fearlessly, so far as we sot up to it honestly; and 

we may be assured that its wide acceptance would bring a new 

life to our old world. 

Wishing you all a very Happy New ? ear, I as, 

Yours very sinoor. 1?, 

John Trevor. 

July, 1891 

YT Near Prisnds. 

You are aware that from ay first coning among you I have 

felt the used of carrying our message beyond the walls of our 

own Church. It has seemed to as that, unless we were able to 

do this, we could not justify our pretentious to religious 

life; that, on the other hand, we should continue to justify 

those who declare that Tres Religion can awaken no enthusiasm 

and inspire no self-sacrifice. Unwilling to admit the truth 

of such a declaration, I have worked on as patiently as I 

could, believing that the day would soon come when we could 

see our way to enter upon some serious missionary enterprise. 

Until recently, however, I have not myself seen what partie- 
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ular form such an enterprise should take, though I have had a 

very definite idea of the results I wished to accomplish. 

The material and political progress of the present century 

has brought us to the verge of a great social crisis. Labour 

is assuming a new position and a higher dignity in the affairs 

of the State. It is being organised on an ever increasing 

scale. It is multiplying its agenoies, developing its re- 

souroes, adopting independent principles, and providing it- 

wolf with its own means of expression and representation. In- 

deed, Labour is becoming so strong that it is being assiduously 

oourted, not only by politicians b, t by the Churohes. What 

Labour needs, however, is, not to be courted, but to be in- 

spired with a strong religious life of its own, which shall 

save it from finding the hour of its success the hour of its 

ruin. The need of our time which I feel most deeply in to 

give Religion its rightful place in the Labour Programme -- 

Religion, free from creeds and formulas, but full of vigorous 

life, and capable of sustaining self-s%orifioe and enthusiasm. 

If it be said that many of the Labour Leaders of to-day 

have rejected Religion, I must reply that what they have re. 

jeoted is a Religion which has in the past been employed as 

an instrument of repression, a Religion which has been limited 

in its view to personal sin and personal salvation, and there. 

fore to more personal relations; a Religion which has taught 

men a good deal about their individual responsibility to God 

and man, but which has utterly failed to enter into the more 

intricate question of social responsibility. The Labour 
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T 11 ELABOURC HU RC II 

WItJIESTER A1D SATFQID. 

The attempt made to form a Labour Church in Manchester has 
already not with unqualified success. Based upon the simple 
conception that The Labour Movement is a Religious Movement, 
that through it t oFow`er of God I ring ink hearts of 
the people towards a nobler existence on earth, it has laid 
hold upon a large body of men, most of whom had become utterly 
indifferent, and many of them thoroughly opposed to all exist- 
ing religious organisations. It 1s impossible to convey on 
paper any adequate idea of the New Enthusiasm and Hope that 
have been awakened. Every day Tave somef resF_p_r_oo_o of the 
readiness of men to consecrate all their energies to the now 
movement. The following quotation may be taken as a sample of 
the conrnunications I receive. 

"I scarcely dare write all I wish, yet I cannot keep silent. 
So pardon me, for I must say a little of what I feel. I know 
the uphill fight that's before you. I think I know the task 
you have set yourself. It is noble, air; it is good. I can- 
not help but admire; ah! and help you, if you c omnand. You 
have eons to a rough school. But there are some true hearts 
there, and some willing hands. Many o usave been on 
roo -out for years for a church such as you told us about a 
few Sundays ago. And now, air, it is within our reach. Do 
not be surprised if a few out of a great number try to express, 
their gladness and their thankfulness, if only in a humble way. 
... My companion of these last few Sundays is an old man 
71 years of age. We have walked down twice. I tell you this 
so that you may know that your teachings are not only heard in 
Manchester, but carried miles and retold, and that men will 
walk five miles to hear the Religion they have longeT'f or, 
wilted or`anä never understood till now. " 

Still more touching, perhaps, are the letters I have re- 
ceived from men not so well able to express themselves as this 
man from Pendlebury has done. Many who have regarded them- 
selves as outcasts from Religion, because they could find no 
home in any of the Churches, are beginning to realise that in 
struggling resolutely to improve the condition of their fellow 
men they have been doing God service though they knew it not. 
The new inspiration of this thought has given joy and gladness 
to many a weary and way-worn life. A New Goa el of Glad Tid- 
in ,s has been preached, and thereby a new confidence inn t! 
coming of God's Kingdom on Earth has been awakened. 

The work involved in starting this movement has been very 
heavy, and far more lies ahead as we develop our organisation. 
Any amount of voluntary effort is forthcoming, but it needs 
organia-ing and directing. This is no more question of popular 
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The principle to be adopted was so clearly and emphatically 

stated by Mr. Wioketeed at our recent National Triennial Con- 

ference, that I cannot avoid giving it in his own admirable 

words, for which I heartily thank hiss- 

-"It I say that all questions of industrial organisation are 

to be regarded simply and without qualification from the print 

if view of the worker; that the employer, the professional nano 

the artist, the statesman, the man of science, the poet -- all 

who do not in the strictest sense taake$ their living -- must 

stand or fall by the simple test of whether they matte life 

more truly worth living to the hewers of wood and the drawers 

of water; if I say that culture, and beauty, and knowledge 

are pagan and inhuman so long as they are the privilege of a 

caste and are built upon the toil of a subject race excluded 

from their enjoyment, I may be denounced as a revolutionist, 

but I as simply stating the very root principle of Christ- 

ianity. " 

This principle I an prepared frankly to accept; not merely 

for industrial organisation, but for religious work; not merely 

for others as a class, but for myself as an individual. If our 

religion is to be a power in the community, it aunt be a power 

in the hearts of the workers, and to them must our appeal be 

directly made. But religion will never be a power with any 

people save sö far as it arouses their sense of need, and sat- 

isfies the need they feel. Now, what the worker most needs 

today is not only personal salvation, that is, freedom from his 

own selfishness and sin. It is the Emancipation of Labour he 

is crying for in the name of the Brotherhood of Man. He has 
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grown out of the pure individualism of the old religious 

spirit. He wants not only himself but his whole olass and 

the whole social order saved. U. believes in a Xingdoa of 

Heaven on earth, and he is most anxious not to enter the King- 

dos alone. We have long talked of Brotherhood, but we have 

never yet realised the deep meaning of it. Man has been the 

slave and tool of  an, and we have not understood how un- 

brotherly such bondage was. The worker is beginning to under- 

stand it, and if any appeal in the name of Religion is to 

awaken a deep response in his heart, he must find it in a new 

inspiration in demanding the Emancipation of Labour, and a new 

confidence that his demand will be realised. 

Further, it any genuine work is to be done in this dir- 

lotion, it must be by means of a now organisation, going be- 

yond anything the Churches have yet attempted. Pleasant Sun- 

day Afternoons and Popular Servioes and various pkilanthropio 

organisations have comm. no. d an attaok on the probl. s, but the 

time has oone for another stop in advanos. Just as Igfbsral 

and Conservative candidates no longer satisfy the workers, but 

they must have Labour Candidates with a Labour Party and a 

Labour Press to support they{ so they must now have a Labour 

Church, if Religion is to be included in the Labour Programme. 

Such a Labour Church I want to organise in Manchester. This 

is the work outside our own church which I an most anxious to 

accomplish. On the first Sunday morning in the month I will 

explain my proposals more fully, and on the following Thursday 

evening I shall be glad to meet those of you who are interes- 

ted in the matter, so that we may freely discuss it together. 

Yours very einoerely, John Trevor. 
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November, 1891 

Dear Sirs- 

I write to you as Seoretary of the Upper Brook Street Pro* 

Church, to tender  y formal resignation of my position as your 

minister. I do this with most sincere regret, and an only led 

to take this step because I an convinced that the interests of 

the Church demand it. 

The Labour Church movement has, quite unexpectedly to as, 

assumed such large dimensions that it can no longer be regarded 

as a work in which Upper Brook Street can find a sphere of 

missionary labour. Moreover, the nature of the movement is 

such that my continued connection with it and with Upper Brook 

Street would cause serious financial embarrassment to the 

latter. 

Under our agreement I believe that six months' notice on 

either side is necessary; on my part I am quite ready to waive 

this, and to leave you at the end of the year If you wish as 

to do so; and I can assure you in all sincerity that you will 

be most truly consulting my own wishes if you consider solely 

what is the real interest of the Church in this matter. My 

own feeling is that the Labour Church movement will develop 

in such a manner that it will be decidedly for the interest 

of Upper Brook Street that I should leave as soon as possible. 

I had arranged for the December services, eta., before 

deciding to take this step, but the arrangements can be altered 

if the committee wish it. I felt that I should need a short 

break in my work and so am preparing to be away in Norwich 

with my family on the last Sunday in the year. This was the 
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only time at which we could be away together. 

I am most anxious that it shall be understood that I leave 

you without any sense of ill. 'will or want of kindly treatment. 

It in scarcely necessary for me to say that I only leave you 

from necessity, and shall always feel that you have acted to- 

ward as in the most considerate manner possible. 

I have only to ask you, in conolusiong to accept my resigna- 

tion as final. Don't have any voting, or any division upon it. 

I an certain that no other course is open to me. 

Very sincerely yours, 

John Trevor. 

QUOTATION FROM A LETTER TO TER EDITOR Or TEE WSW IRA 

January, 1892 

the religion I want to teach it the-religion of 

the nipeteenth century, helped by the first century* but not 

in any sense bound by it. The inspiration of it must come 

from what God is doing now all around us and within us. An 

of old, I find I must get outside existing churches to preach 

*he new gospel. They may do a great deal in softening the 

hearts of the middle classes toward the labour movement, but 

they cannot develop the religious heart of the labour move- 

went, as it needs developing if we are to have a true civil- 

isation. .00 

Signed: John Trevor. 
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Do you desire 

THE E IJ ANCIPAT10 11 OF LABOUR? 

ARE YOU IN REAL EARNEST ABOUT IT? 

T II INKWHATIT MEA NS ! 

It means that Labour shall be self-directed, instead of be- 
Ing driven by Necessity, whose whip is Hunger and Cold. 

It means that toil shall be borne, not from a mere sel- 
fishness and Creed, but from a feeling of Brotherhood among man. 

It means that the reward for toil shall not be so many 
shillings a week, about which there shall be endless strife, 
but a reasonable share in the general well-being, a humane ex- 
istence, and a, sense that work done has not kept another less 
fortunate brother out of employment� but has contributed to 
the wealth of the comiunity. 

It means a great Moral Revolution in Society� not a Bloody 
Revolution which can bring no permanent good. 

It means a hearty desire to learn the laus of Clod, and a 
ready willingness to obey them. 

It is time there was a church to stand for all this? 

This is why 

THE LABOUR CHURCH HAS C0 UE ! 

'I , -a6�, r C, 4 , cch h1*, ) r ; iIl - 1m 
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THE LABOUR CHURCH 

1! RESTER AID SALPQID. 

The attempt made to form a Labour Church in Manchester has 
already met with unqualified success. Based upon the simple 
conception that The Labour Movement is a Religious Movement, 
that through it t oýwe`r of"ýo is worFing in tie hearts of 
the people towards a nobler existence on earth, it has laid 
hold upon a large body of men, most of whom had become utterly 
indifferent, and many of them thoroughly opposed to all exist- 
ing religious organisations. It is impossible to convey on 
paper any adequate idea of the New Enthusiasm and Hope that 
have been awakened. Every day T ave some reäproo of the 
readiness of men to consecrate all their energies to the now 
movement. The following quotation may be taken as a sample of 
the communications I receive. 

"I scarcely dare write all I wish, yet I cannot keep silent. 
So pardon me, for I must say a little of what I feel. I know 
the uphill fight that's before you. I think I know the task 
you have set yourself. It is noble, sir; it is good. I can- 
not help but admires ah! and help you, if you c omiiand. You 
have gone to a rough school. But there are some true hearts 
there, and some willing hands. Many o u` s iaavö 'been on tie 
look-out for years for a church such as you told us about a 
few Sundays ago. And now, sir, it is within our reach. Do 
not be surprised if a few out of a great number try to express 
their gladness and their thankfulness, if only in a humble way. 
... My companion of these last few Sundays is an old man 
71 years of age. We have walked down twice. I tell you this 
so that you may know that your teachings are not only heard in 
Manchester, but carried miles and retold, and that men will 
walk five miles to hear the Religion they have longecfor, 
walle 'fors 'anc7 never understood till now. " 

Still more touching, perhaps, are the letters I have re- 
ceived from men not so well able to express themselves as this 
man from Pendlebury has done. Many who have regarded them- 
selves as outcasts from Religion, because they could find no 
home in any of the Churches, are beginning to realise that in 
struggling resolutely to improve the condition of their fellow 
men they have been doing God service though they know it not. 
The new inspiration of this thought has given joy and gladness 
to many a weary and way-worn life. A New Gospel of Glad Tid- 
ig has been preached, and thereby a new con deuce in tEie 
coming of God's Kingdom on Earth has been awakened. 

The work involved in starting this movement has been very 
heavy, and far more lies ahead as we develop our organisation. 
Any amount of voluntary effort is forthcoming, but it needs 
organising, and directing. This is no mere question of popular 
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services. It is a question of developing a Strong,, Living 
Church which shall have its varied activities and agencies 
cover ng the whole of Manchester and Salford, and weilding a 
powerful influence in the social and religious development of 
the co=mnity. 

With the other duties which devolve upon me I cannot pos- 
sibly carry on the work without the assistance of a paid secce- 
tary. A young man has just been appointed, who is now at work 
in my own house; but it will be necessary to find an office for 
him close at hand, as we have not the room to spare which he 
will need for his duties. Besides this, a large room will be 
required in the centre of the city for our week-night meetings. 
All this, with the expenses connected with the Sunday afternoon 
services, means that a considerable income will be needed. But 
more than this; we are missionaries; We are propagandists; we 
want to go out into all parts of this area community to deliver 
our message, we hope to spread our literature far and tide, . ab 
that this dense mass of population may be leavened with the 
Gospel of the coming Kingdom, To us, therefore, the statement 
that a Church ought to be self-supporting does not apply, be- 
cause we are taking in hand a far greater work than our own 
religious edification once or twice on the Sunday*, The men and 
women who are coming to the services are ready to give according 
to their means, but until we are 'well organised we shall not 
know how much support they can afford. They are read to give 
themselves; the money will follow. Vie shall hope time toý ýbe 

o support ourselves entirely, and to devote whatever money 
comes to us from outside to missionary and philanthropic enter- 
prise. 

The accompanying financial statement will satisfy you that 
we wish to be very business-like in the management of money, 
and, indeed, in all our work, although we are touched with en- 
thusiasm. Whatever money is given will be duly acknowledged 
and accounted for. Cheques may be made payable to the Financial 
Secretary, Mr. J. 0. Thomas, 324, Oldham Road, Manchester, or 
to myself; and under any circumstance a formal receipt will be 
given by Mr. Thomas. Cheques or Postal Orders may be crossed 

Manchester and Salford Bank". 

JOHN TREVOR 

20, Acomb Street, 
Oreenhaye, 
Manchester, 
November, 1891. 
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THELABOURC HU RCH 

Manchester and Salford. 

On the following pages will be found the Accounts of the 
Labour Church to the 31st. of October, 1891. 

The afternoon Services were commenced on the first Sunday 
in October in the Chorlton Town Hall, which seats 400 persons. 
On the second Sunday we were overwhelmed with the crowds who 
came to hear Mr. Robt. Blatchford. This compelled us to find 
a larger Hall at once, and the Peoples Concert Hall was taken, 
which has a seating capacity of fully 1,600. As our handbills 
and posters had been printed for the month, this change of Hall 
necessitated a large additional outlay in advertising. 

On the third Sunday in October, the first in the larger Hall, 
I announced that in November a Penny Collection would be Com- 
menced. The audience cried enthusiastically for a collection 
to be taken at once; hence the two amounts given in the Balance 
Sheet. 

The last item of expenditure, the amount invested in Books, 
etc., is an investment which will yield a large dividend. The 
full discount of 25 per. cent. is allowed off the published 
price of books, but we get thirteen to the dozen where a dozen 
of one kind can be ordered, and we make a profit on pamphlets 
and on the sale of the Workman's Times, for the North Country 
Edition of which I an writing a eer es of articles on the Labour 
Church. In four Sundays a profit of 22a has been thus realised. 
After spending what is necessary for the extension of our stock 
of books, the balance will be given towards the formation of a 
lending Library for the use of members. 

So far I have had the finoneial arrangements entirely in my 
own hands. Nov a Finance Co nitteo has been appointed, con- 
sisting of Mr. Alfred Dugdale, Mr, F. U. Dreedon, and Mr, J. G. 
Thomas, of which Mr. Thomas is the Secretary. All cheques are 
to be signed by mnyself, and one member of the Finance Committee, 
and cheques may be made payable either to Mr. J. G. Thomas, 324, 
Oldham Road, Manchester, or tp myself. All subscriptions will 
be acknowledged by a formal receipt from the Financial Secretary. 
Balance Sheets will be published periodically, audited by a well 
known Accountant, and everything will be done to ensure confid- 
ence in the management of our Finances. 

I have to thank Mr. Frederick Willett, Accountant, of 49, 
Spring Gardens, Manchester, for very carefully auditing these 
accounts without making any charge. 

JOHN TREVOR 

20, Acomb Street, ßreenheys, 
Manchester, November 12th, 1891 
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THE LABOUR CHURCH, MPANCHEST1 1 

Balance Sheet to October 31st. 1891 

Dr. Cr. 

To Subscriptions 47 00 By 900 Circulars 1 10 0 
To Collections By 23,500 Handbills 3 16 6 

Oct. a. 8 298 By 600 Posters 4 9 0 
Oct. 25 215 75 53 By Posting posters 3 5 0 

By Advertising in papers 2 11 10 
By Papers for distrib. 0 3 0 

. 
By 7000 Hymn papers 5 10 0 
By U. S. L is is Books 0 17 0 
By Copying music 1 5 0 
By Music stands 1 16 0 
By Band 2 18 6 

Audited & found correct By Piano etc. 1 14 6 
By Hire of halls 7 14 0 

F, Willett By Gratuities 0 10 6 
Accountant By Collecting boxes 1 8 0 

By Cupboard at hall 1 15 0 
11th, November, 1891 By Stationery case 0 1 6 

By Postage stamps 2 4 0 
By Telegrams 0 2 0 
By Cheque book 0 2 1 
By Amount invested in 4 5 0 

Books etc. for Book stall __ 

9 12.1: 1 
By Balano e in hand 

X44155 
10 

The subscription list to October 31st. 1891, listed 28 donors 
of amounts, from f5 to 58. Among the donors were: 

J. Eetlfn Carpenter 
Alfred DuCdale 
Huh Y. Herford 
J. S. Mckenzie,, H. A. 
D'Arcy W. Reeve 
A. J. Reynolds 
C. Reynolds 
Tim. Reynolds 
John Tenney 
Mrs. John Trevor 
John Trevor 
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REPRESENTATIVE LIST OF LABOUR CHURCH LECTURERS 

(* indicates a Lecturer whose name turns up frequently in several 
lecture syllabi) 

Ackroydy Seth - of Hull. 
Adams, Mrs. Bridges-Adams, - S. D. F. Education Committee of Gas 

Workers and General Labourers Union; spoke on school meals and 
education; '08 - '12 

» Aldridge, Mrs. - interested in Land Nationalization; '98 - '99 
Aldridge, H. B. - '98 
Alexander, - of Leeds; '98 
Alpass, Bert - '99 
Anderson, Tom - of York; '949 '98; 
Anderson, W. C. - Hyde candidate for parliament; '07-'10 
Annaking Miss Ethel (Mrs Phillip Snowden) 
Armitage, John - of Buxton; '26 
Atkinson, - '98; 
Bakery Mrs. H. Hennie - of London; Birth control; 'l4 
Baldwmn! Oliver - '26 
Banham,, W. - Nat. League of the Blind; 101 
Banton G. - '98 
Barnard, W. F. - Ethical Society; '99 '01 
Barrett, H. L. . of Halifax and righouse; '98 - '00 
Barritzt Moses 
Barry, Miss Marion - of Leek; Women's Trades' Union; '98 
Bartlett W» W. - E. L. R. L.; '96 
Barton, hlf. 

- '12 
Bassharn, Wilfred W. - of Stockport; Militant Socialist spoke on 

Paris Commune 
Bates, J. A. E. - championed free speech and went to goal for it 

in '97. Free Lance journalist and leciurer. Freethought Social- 
ist League and B. S. P. Self styled as a rebel against all insti- 
tutions revered by ruling classes; 113-1lt 

Baylock, T. * B. Sc. - 125 
Beckett q R. A. - one time Editor of the abour, Proph2t; 196 098; 
Beckett, T. - of Hartlepool; '95 
Belcher, Rev. J. H. - of the Unitarian Church in Plymouth in 1910; 

for some time Pres, of the Labour Church Union; '94 '01 '10; £ 
Benson! Councillor J. W. - Active Trade Unionist with Railway workers 

in earlier years. Left Railway to take up public service as 
Councillor and Guardian, and Candidate for Parliament; '08-111 

v/Berinder, Frederick - 198 
Best J. Co - 194 
Blacl, Edward - '08 
Bland t Hubert - 191+ 
Bland, Paul - 194 
Blatchford, Robert (Nunquam) - Editor of the Clarion, 

, 
Merr, e 

plaid, etc.; founder of Cinderella groups Clarion Cycle clubs, 
Clarion Fellowships, etc. Often in demand and always readi. to 
assist the Labour churches, especially during the '90s. 

Bondfield, Miss Margaret - of London; very popular at iabour"Churc: 6 
children's services; child and mother health problems; Ass. 
Sec, to Shop Assistants Union; '07-'10 ` 
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Bonner, Mrs. - (daughter of Mrs. Bradlaugh) 199 
Boughton, Rutland - lectured on Wagner as the musician of Socialism 

and Communism. Lecture illustrated by complete third act from 
Tannhauser; '10-'14 '29 

Bowen, J. W. - U. P. W.; 128 
Bramley, Fred - Clarion Vanner 
Bree, Jessie - of Leicester; '01 
Brewer - of Blackburn; '95 
Brewing J, º A. - 126 
Briggs, - of Nottingham; '01 
Broadbent, J. E. - from Oldham (vegetarian) 192-'99 
Brocklehurst Fred (Councillor) .- one time secretary of the Labour 

Church. ünion; in popular demand during the '90s and early 1900s; 

Brookings J. W. - '12 
Brooks -. of Blackburn; '99 
Brown, R. Hope - '00 
Bryan -' 01 
Burgess, Joseph - of Clarion Van; one of the Old Brigade of social,. 

ism; 198-012 """ 
Burgess, Stanley M. P. - '23 
(One might expect to see John Burng's name here -- but he would not 

speak in Labour Churches for he deplored them nor after the 
first few years would the Labour Churches invite him. ) 

Burrows, Herbert - 194 
Burt$ J. - '07 
Byles W. P. - 000 
Callactine, Mrs., - 098, 
Campbell, Paul - of London; '95-'99 
Campbell W. P. - 194 
Capper l3., B. A. -º '26 
Carpenter! Edward - Member of Fellowship of the New Life; '92 A*'1 
Casson H. M. of Lynn , Mass's U. S. A.; 
Catfora, E. 0. '9S " 
Chaplin, Councillor Jabez - of Leicester; '99-'01 
Charlesworth, Rev. A. 194 
Charrington Charles London Fabian from its formation. 'Essayist, 

Novel writer and dramatist cultured and eloquent socialist 
lecturer, Ist to pamduce and tour the plays of Ibsen and Shaw. 
198-002 

Chattertons - '98 
Chesterton, Cecil 
Child, Rev. Thomas - '00 
Child$ Mrs. - t99 
Clarkeg. C. Allen (Teddy Ashton) - of Bolton; wtiter, one time 

editor of the 
, 
Lazio r Church Recordd; 198 

Clarke, Ernest - 07 
Clarke, Rev. J. goss - of Barnsley; '98-1O1 
Clayton, Joseph - '98-'O1 
Clynes, J. R. 9 M. P. ' Oldham J. P.; Half-timer in cotton mills as 

a child; organizer for Gas Workers and General Workers Union; 
Various offices in Trade Union; 'O1-'09 

Coates, Florence - '98 
Cohen, Chapman - Nat. Secular Society; 122 '24 
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92-'01 Coit, Dr. Stanton - Ethical Society1270 
Cole Mrs. Gordon - of Liverpool 
Collings, Rev. T. - of London; 98-'99 
Collings, Rev. - "the Dossers Parson" at Nottingham service in '97 
Colthammer , F. W, - 012 
Compton, Jos., M. P. ; of Gorton 
Connell, Jim - '98 
Connolly James - of-Dublin; '01 
Conway kathleen (Mrs. Bruce Glazier) - '93-'08 
Cook, 1. J. '27 
Cook Gilbert - Socialist Sunday Schools; '26 
Cooper Styan - of Dewsbury; '98 
Cope$ 6. C. - '01 
Copley Burley - '12 
Corbett, Mies - '98 
Corbett, Chris. - of Manchester; '97 '98 
Cowling W. H. - '22 '28 
Cox Mrs. - '98-'00 
Cralk, Will. W. - '12 
Crees, L. - of Birmingham; 195 
Cross, T. - of Rishton; 98 
Cunningham, - of Dunfermline; '98 
Currant Pete - '92-001 
Dale, - '98 

a . ri ý~ cri Dark y L. E. - 191+ 
Davies, John - of Birmin$ham; '98-'01 
Davies, R. J. 9 M. P. - '24 '29 
Dawson, Harry - of Liverpool; '08 
Dearmer, Percy 
Deasy - of Manchester; '98-'99 
Dells Robt. 
Dandy Miss M. - making appeal for the building of a home for 

defective children. 
Desmond, Shaw - '12 
Despard Mrs. C. - (sister of General French) Women's Freedom League; 

S. D.! '. then I. L. P. andSocialist Church; joined W. S. P. U. in '06; 
founded W. F. L.;, 100-114 

Dhrondi - of India. '99 
Dobson, J. E. - of Undon; '98 
Douglas, Miss Margaret - 114 
Driver, C. - of WalkAen; '98 
Duffy, T. Gavan - widely travelled lecturer with 'limelight' illus- 

trationa; '08-'25 
Dugdalef A. - Associate of Trevor at Upper Brook St. Church at 

Manchester; '99 
Duncan, Chas. H. P. - of London; '0? 
Duncan, Mrs. Herbert 

- '00 
Duncan, T. B. - '98 '01 
Dunn 

, 
Miss May - Lecturer on Burns; '26 '28 

Dunn, "no, Rev. Herbert M. P. - 121+ 
Duxbury, Fredrick " elocutionist; '09 
Edwards, Frank H. - of Birkenhead S. D. P.; delegate to International 

Congress at"Amsterdam 104; '10 'is now well known as a paid 
agitator' 
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Edwards, John . of Liverpool; one of the leading lights of Social- 
ism in Liverpool; Pres. of Fabiann3ociety; well known citizen 
and shipping merchant; '09 

Eiloart Dr. Arnold - of New York, U. B. A.; '07 
Elcum: Jennie - '98 
Ellery, Mr. -A candidate for the ministry who was not given a 

pulpit because of his unorthodox views. Active in L. C.; 
'98-'99 

Ellis, Edith Lees - '92 
Ellis, Havelock - Fellowship of the New Life and Fabian 
Ellis! Mrs. Havelock q 105 
Elvey Maurice an actor wtiter with an interest in socialism; 

'lb '11 
Ensor R. C. K. of London barrister; I. L. P. representative on 

N. A. C. Executive of Fabians, and author of book on modern 
socialism; '09-'10 

Evans, Miss Dorothy - W. S. P. U.; '12 
Fallows, J. A. - first a Curate of Established Church, then Unitar- 

ian minister, then see* of Birmingham Socialist Society, member 
of Birmingham City Council; '99 '10 

Farrington, Wm. of Bolton; '98-'99 
Fathers, J# P, t 
Ferrey, J. , R. . of Manchester '97 '99-'01 
Findler - of West Salford; ,8 
Finlay, Wm. - of Manchester; '98-'01 
Flannery, Sir F., M. P. - of Shipley; '01 
Fletcher, A. E. - editor of New,, AEe; '98-'00 
Flood, F. - 124-126 
Flux, Prof. A. U. - Manchester University; '99 
Ford, Mrs. I. 0. - '98-'O1 
Foster' D. B. 198 ' Ol 

AAA 

Fost©r, Fred '12 " 
Fothergil - '98 
Fox Councillor Tom - Member of I. L. P. from inception; General Sec. 

of British Labour Amalgamation andmember of Executive 
Council of National Labour Party; '01 Ill '12 

Frank, Alick - '99 
Furlong, Mrs. Lillian - Socialist Sunday School; '26 
Fyfe, Hamilton - '25 
Gallacher Rev* C, - of Bradford; '99 
Garbutt, T. 

- 
Garland, 'Miss Alison - '98 '99 
Gee, W. -- B. S. P., Marxist; '12 
Glasier, Bruce - very popular L. C. Lecturer throughout the years. 
Glasier Mrs. Bruce - (see Miss Kathleen Conway) '12 
Olyde, C. A. - of Bradford '12 
Gordon, Maud - '12 
Gordon Thomas - of Salford; '98 
Gores H. H. - of Bristol 194 
Gore-Booth, Miss Eva - of Charter St. Ragged Schools Manchester; 

'03. 
Gorle� Fred H. - Pres. Labour Church Union; '08 
Gorst, Sir John - '07 
Gould, P. J. - of Ethical Society; Socialist Sunday Schools; 

Councillor (London); '00-'07 
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Grady, Joe - of btalkden & Leicbster;; '96 '98-'O1 
Grahams Duncan, M. P. of Hamilton; '22 '25 
Graham, J. W. 9 M. A. of Dalton Hall; '99 108 
Graham, R. Be Cunninghame, M. P. - '92 194 "" 
Graham, Rt. Hon. Wa., M. P. - '26 
Graham, Rev. W. Be - won to Socialist thought by Belamy's Looking 

Backward and confirmed in it by Blatchford's Merrie EE n land; 
lost curacy by political activity in Colne Valley by-election; 
'10 

Grayson! Victor, M. P. - B. S. P.; "But for our esteemed comrade, 
Victor Grayson many of the churches would be penniless" MAA (Birmingham delegates r sport of 1909 L. C. U. onf.; 107-111+ 

Green, F. R. - of Inner Temple London; '98 
Green, Harry - of Openshaw; '98-'99 
Green,. J. T. - 199 101 
"Greg=y- - of Manchester; '98 
Greig, Mile Billington - '12 
Griffiths, Miss - '98 

"" Gr., om, Tom - 19B 101 105 112; 
Guest, Dr. L. Haden - of London; 112 "" 
Gunning, J. - of Manchester; '98 
Guttridge, Be '01 
Gwynne, C. G. '98-'99 
Hacking - from Ruskin Hall; '00 
Hales Samuel - 195 
Halford Edwin - of Bradford '93-98 
Hall$ Edward Potter - of Eccles. '94 
Halls Leonard - Militant Socialist; member of N. A. C. B. S. P.; 

refused consistently to stand as candidate for parliament; 
198-112; 

Hallt Thos. - F. R. H. S.; '25 '27 
Hall W. K. - '92 
Halles', Eldred - of Birmingham; excellent and eloquent advocate 

of ethical principles inherent in Socialism; '10 '12; 
Hal tng ? iss Daisy - an ex-actress who gave up the stage to use 

her talents in the spread of the Socialist Gospel; '09-'12; 
Halstead, Robt. - of Hebden Bridge; active in Cooperative 

movement; '98 
Hamilton - London Fabian Society; '98 
Hampson, Walter - ('Casey' of the Labour Leader) '08 
Hanson, H. -of Halifax; '98 
Harften, H. D. - J. P. ' 14 
Hardie, J. Kefir - National leader of I. L. P.; very sympathetic to 

and enthusiastic for the Labour Church; '91 onwards; 
Hardy, Rev. Thos. J. - '95 
Hares F. S. - '96 
Hare, W. L. - of Derby; '01 
Hart, E. J. - '98 
Hartley, E. R. (Fred) - was the B. S. P. candidate in by-election at 

Leicester in '13; Secretary and organizer of Clarion Vans in '10; 
Bradford alderman; 198-114; "" 

Harwood, G" Jr., M. P. - for Bolton; '98-'01; 
Haslam, James - of Bolton; '98 

Hayward, Fred - of Burslem; '98 
Haywood, We Price - Sece of Land Nationalization Society; '01 
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Hazel, Miss Gladys - '12 
Headlam, Stewart - '96 
Healey Father S. Anglican - member of the Community of the Resur- 

rection '87-'10; then devoted full time to propagation of 
Socialiim as means of Salvation for Church; Sec. London branch 
of Church Socialist League. 

Heavyside, - '96 
Heller, W. - (heuristic education) '00 
Hemingway, Leonard N. - Brought to Socialism through Fabians in '06; 

In '09 studying for the ministry to devote whole life to cause 
of the workers. 

Hempsall, J. -' 91+ 
Henderson, Fred - of Norwich Member of Norwich City Council, and 

author of gase for S2cLaj and other pamphlets; '12; 
Hendry, T. - of Glasgow; '9 
Hensha1 - of Manchester One of the early founders of I. L. F. and 

a critic of 'sidetracking' from pure socialism; '98 '10 
Hepworth, Molesworth - '98 
Herford H. V. - one time president of Labour Church; one of the 

original founders of Manchester Labour Church; '92-'00; 
Hildreth, A. W. - '93 195 196; 
Hird, Dennis - teacher and lecturer on Evolution and Socialism; 

"When they get too good for the Established Church they come to 
the Labour Church and in Mr. Hird, I think I see the drop indi- 
cating a coming shower. But there is one qualification which 
we must make, that they come as brothers & socialists and not 
as superior persons. " (Keir Hardie in introducing Dennis Hird 
to a larLabour Church Anniversary at Halifax; Pte , Nov. 
'97) 19U. 111; ^6%^ 

Hobson, S. G. - Quaker; 191 '98-'O1; 
Hodgson, H. - 199 
Holmesgore, Hugh - of Bristol; '98 
Hompis, Miss - of Stockport; '99 
Hookway E. J. - of Manches er; '22 
Horne, Rev. T. - 197 '98 
Horniman, Miss A. E. F. - '14 
Horrobin, J. Frank- '27 
Horrobint Winnifred - '28 
Hoyle Dr. - of Manchester; University Museum; '99 '07 
Hubbard - '99 

98 '01 Hudson, J. B. - of Manchester127' 
Hudson! II. H., M. P. - '12 
Hughes, Fred - of Birmingham; '01 '12 
Hughes H", 0 0. 

ý9o 
Humphr f Bolton; Compelled to leave Bolton because of 

ý. 
es 

Socialism; went to Coventry; '98 
Humphries# Hubert - '12 '* 
Hunter, Ernest E. - of Clarion Van. A young speaker and writer of 

the movement; '10 
Hutton, W. Harrison - '96 '98 
Hyndman, H. M. - foudder and leader of S. D. F.; in constant demand 

but only an occasional lecturer at Labour Churches. 
Ingle, H. - Labour College; 122 
Irvi9n1! Dan -A member of Burnley Town Council and Board of Guardians; 
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Isherwood, R. W. - Socialist Sunday Schools; '14 
Jackson, - of Manchester; '98 '99 
James, John - Trades and Labour Council of Barnsley; '99 
Johnson, H. H. - 199 
aohnson, Howarth Land Problem; '14 
Johnston, James of Macclesfield; '98 '01; 
Johnstone, Dr. - '98 100 
Jonesý F. 

"0. - S. D. P.; eloquent and sarcastic, orator of socialism; 

Jones, Rev. J. E- '98 '01 
Jones, J. T. '12 
Jowettf Fred W. - founder of Bradford Labour Church; Bradford M. P. 

and writer for the GI&r on; 
Kay Mr. J. Taylor - of Manchester; +98 
Keeling, Miss Eleanor - '98 
Kenworthy, J. C. - of Brotherhood Church, London; 
Killip, A. E. (Bert) - of Birkenhead; organizer for ß. S. P.; was 

imprisoned for free speech agitation; '07 
King P. J. '98 
Kirkland# A. - of Irvine; '96 
Knapp, A. W. '12 
Kneeshaw J, W. . '12; 
Knight, Rev. Theodore - Guild of St. Matthew; '00 
Lane, Wm. - '98 
Lang, Rev. Gordon '28 
Lansbtsry, Edgar - of London; 126 
Lansburyi Councillor George - member of Commission on Poor Laws 

and one of the signers of famous minority report. M. P. for 
Bow and Bromley; imprisoned 

"for 
his socialist principles and 

actions '07 14.26; 
Large J. 

Lawson 
- of Liverpool, leader of Scottish Clarion Van 'Q8 

and the Lincolnshire Van and Lancashire Van; '08 +11 '12; 
Laurie H. H. 114 
Law, Albert - 126 
Laycock, Arthur - '98 
Layland, A. - of Heanor; '01 
Lazenby Albert - '96 
Lees, A1bebt - of Tyldesley; H. S. P.; '12 114; 
Lees, Miss Edith - '91 
Lennard, Harry, - '12 
Leonard, T. A. - Ex-minister of Free Church; '08; 
Lester, John - '98 
Lilly, J. - '01 
Linfoot, George - Prominent I. L. P.; '11 
Lishman, R. - of Bradfotd; 198 
Llewellynt H. - '98 
London T. C. - 194 
Long lames 

- +98 
Longdlen, Fred - '26 
Lowerison, Harry - Headmaster of Ruskin School House at Heacham- 

on-Sea; thorough going socialist; educationalist; '92 '98 '11 
McArthur Miss Mary (Mrs. W. C. Anderson) - of London; '0 
McCabe, Joseph - was Father Anthony of 0.8. F.; Rationalist Press 

Association; Translator and author; '08 '22; 044 
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McCarthy, Tom - organizing Sec. Dockers Union; '92 
McCulloch, John - '92 
MacDonald, Gordon - '28 
McDonald$ J. R. r- Ethical Societies; Member Fellowship of the New 

Life; '9+ '95 '00 '01; 
Mcßhees, Richard - '92 
MacKail, John William 0 '00-'04; A 
McKay, Miss Ivor - '11 
McLachlan Councillor J. M. - of Manchester; candidate for parlia- 

ment; 
i. L. P.; 'stirling worker for 'bottom dog"; '10 '12; AAA 

Mac Laren, Andrew, M. P. - '27 
AAS McMillan, Margaret - of Loddon, Bradford, etc.; '92 on; 

McNeill, John - 198 
MacPherson JO T.? M. P. - '08 
Malone Coý. C. V Estranges M. P. - 128 
Mann, fom 

- active, particulrlYAin the early years; opened many 
Labour Churches 192-t28; 

MarklewrýErnest - 
S, 

D. P.; conducted week long Socialist Imissionst; 
09 14 

Marland, Miss - '95 
Marr, T. B. M. A. - Manchester councillor, Warden of Ancoats settle- 

ment 'Ö5 'l0 
Marshall! Mildred Do -a good friend though not a member of the 

Labour Church; 96 
Martin, Dr. A. W, - of Gorton; 

Aý'97 
'98-'01 

Martyn, Miss Carolyne - '95; 
Mason, Richard - of Liverpool; amateur actor and lecturer on Social- 

ist dramatists; '10 
Mathison$ Arthur - '12 
MaudeO, Ayl01 r- lecturer on Art and on Modern views of Sex Question; 

Mellow, W. - of Ardsley; '99 '00 
Mercer, T. W. - '23 
Merry, Frank - of Ruskin Hall '00 
Midgley, James - of Peace Society; '98 '99 
Miller, David - '96 
Minty, G. - of Bradofrd Councillor; '98 
Mitchell, Mrs. - of Ashton under-Lunet Guardian and advocate of 

woman'suffrage; 007 108; 
Mitchell, John - of Bradford; 
Mitchell, J. - of Nottingham; 
Moore, Co H. - +00 
Morel, E. D., M. P. " Dundee; 
Morgan, Fred " 198 '01 
Morley, Councillor Robt. 

A 

elocutionist; '01 '10 '12 
'01 

'25 

96 198 ' 01 
Morrisey, Councillor J. W. - of Liverpool; Catholic Socialist Soc- 

iety; 008 '09; 
Mossman J. - '96 
Muirheadi Prof. J. A. - of Mason's Science College; 099 
Muggeri gel H. T. - '01 
Myers om, J. P. - 12 
Nair, Sir. C. Sakkarin - C. I. E. 
Neal, Miss Mary - '01 
Neale Clara - 000 
Neightour! Rev. Geo. - 19 years Baptist Minister compelled to re- 

sign because of staunch advocacy of Socialism. He began a Non- 
sectarian Brotherhood; '09 '10 
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lei ld , Alda -1 96 
Nelson, Dr. Joseph - of Hull Public Dispensary, but dismissed for 

appearing on Socialist platforms, and set up in practice as 
'poor man's doctor'; '09 

Newall, A. - of Leek; '98 '01 
Newett, Miss - of Owens College; '98 
Nield, Miss Ada (Mrs. Chew) - of Rochdale; '99 '01 
Dobbs, Horace - sec* of Hyde Socialist Sunday School '10 '11 
Noel, Rev. Conrad - Organizing Sec. of Church Socialist League; 

conducted week 'missions' for Labour Church; '07 '10 '12; 
Northcote, Prof. Henry F. - Andrew's Scholar in Sciences Univer- 

sity College1"London; 'Marxism and Evolution'; S. D. P.; 
'10 '12; " 

Nowell, Rev. Roden - '95 '96 
Oakeshott, John Francis - Member of Fellowship of the New Life 

and Fabian; '97 '98 
Oakesmith J. '12; 
Oliver, I tss '98 
Palmer, Geo. - '00 
Pankhu st, Dr. & Mrs. & daughters - Woman sufferage; '98 101 

112 1 
Parikh, J. M. - speaking on Indian Famine; 01 
Parkers Councillor J. of Halifax; '98 '01 
Parkes! Kinoton - '98 
Parris, H. '00 

" ý Paul ý Wm. 125 
Peach, Chas. - 98 
Peacocks John - '01 
Pearce, Madam Georgia '23 
Penney, Mrs. Edna - prominent I. L. P. lecturer '1 '14 
Pennington, H. - of Marple; schoolmaster; '1l '1i 
Penny John - '99 '01 
Phillips, Henry - '03. 
Phillips, Dr. Marion - '12; " 
Phillips, Tom - '99 
Phythian, Ernest J. M. A. - '25; " 
Pickles, J. E. - 1ý8 
Pickles, Wm. - candidate in Holmfirth; '98 '11 '12 
Pierce, T. A. - of Nottingham; treasurer of Socialist Church Union, 

on editorial board for new hymn book; '01 '14 
Pimblott - '99 '00 
Pincent, Mrs. E. F. - '12 
Poel$ Wm. - '12; " 
Pomeroy - visiting American; '01 
Postlethwaite, W. J. - '92 
Potter, F. W. - of Oldham; '98 '01 
Price, J. - of Leek; '01 
Priestman, Councillor - of Bradford; '99 '01 
Prime, J. - '01 
Pritchard, Councillor W. B. - '99 
Purcell, A. A. - of Manchester; 112 '14 
Purcell W. G. - '98 
Purse, Sen - President of League for the Blind; '08 '12 
Purves - 198 
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Quaile, Miss Mary - '27 
Quelch, Harry - S. D. F.; '96 '98 '99 
Quine Dr. - of Pendleton '98 
Quinell, James - of Barnsley; '99 
Ralphs, Mr. Be - '98 
Baynes, W. R., M. P. - Derby; '14 
Redfern, Percy - '98 '00 '25 '27; 
Reed' Mrs. J. H. - antivivisectionist; '01 
Reid ý. Andrew -' 94 
Renshaw, A. - Charter St. Ragged Schools, Manchester; '01 
Reynolds, Rev. Walter -' 95 
Richardson, Arthur - of Nottingham '98 '01 
Richardson) John - of Lincoln; '99; 

A Ridley, Ernest - of Liverpool; '98; 
R#gby, Sam - '99 
Riley - of the Red Van; '94 
Roberts, G. He % M. P.. - Pres. Sece and organizer of Norwich 

Typographical Societyýgationalist 
98 " Roberts, Rev. R, coný 198 1011 

Robinson, Ellen of Peace Society "not a socialist but indis- 
pensible to Labour Church"; '98 '01; 

Robinson, Mrs. - of Manchester; Women's Social and Political 
Union; 'Votes for Women' ; '98 

Robinson, Dr. J.; 
9MM. 

Sc. - Councillor; '25 '27; 
Robinson S. -8 
Rogers F. - '01 
Rose, Frank if, - parliament Candidate for A. S. E., proponent of 

parliament vs, strike action; '07 '09 
Rowley, Chas of Ancoates Brotherhood; '98 
Rowntree, Mr. - temperance question; 99 
Russell, Dora (Mrs. Bertrand R, ) - Birth control; '26 
Rutherford, Geo. - '12 
Rylett, Rev. Harold - '91; 
Sadler, Prof., M. A. - authority on Education '09 
Saklatvvaala, S. K., M. P. - Battersea; '23 '28 
Sale Rev. E. J. - of Birmingham; opposed theAýsky-pilotism' of 

other-worldly religions; '94 '98 '99; 
Salta Henry S. - Member Fellowship of the New Life; 
Samuels, G. A. H. 'Marxian' of the I&bour '98 
Samuels, Maurice - '12 
Sanders, Wm. - of London; Alderman London County Council; '99 '01 
Sandring, J. H. '12 
Scarrett, Fred - '96 '00; AA 

Schofield, J. H. - of Oldham; '98 
Scott, Mrs. C. P. - '01 
Searle, W. C. - '12 
Sewards, Ben - of Liverpool; '98 
Sexton, Jas. - 194 '98 
Shallard, S. D. - '98 '00; 
Sharples, H. - of Blackburn; '92 
Sharpley, J. Arnold - _'07 Shave Criarles N. 1. - journalist and author; Sec. London Clarion 

Scouts; I. L. P. , S. D. P., and Fabians; 106 111 
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Shaw, Mrs. Clarice MoNab - Socialist Sunday School; '28 
Shaw, Councillor Tom - of Sheffield; '98 '01 
Shaw Tom M. P. - '28 
Shelieyt J. - 112 

ebotham, J. - of Bolton; '98 '99 9huffl 
Silk, W. H. - '98 '01 
81mm, M. T. - '93 
Simm, T. - 'Land Nat. Soc. ' ;' 00 ' 01 
Simpson, W. - Sec. Tolstoyan Soc. 
Sims, James - of Bolton Pres, of Labour Church Union; "" 
Slater, Dr. Gilbert - '12 
Smart, Russell - lecturer and pamphleteer; staunch defender of 

'pure' Socialism; '99-'14; 
Smith, C. E. - '94 '99 
Smith, C. Stuart - '12; 
Smith, Frank - founder of the Labour Arm 
Smith, Miss Margaret B. A. - teachers full time lecturer for 

Socialism; '00-'0b 
Smith, W. R., M. P. - 14 
Snellt Harry - Ethical Church; '12; 
Snook, J. D. C. M. - '28 

AAS Snwden, Philip 
- of 7 eighley; '96 '98 '01; 

Sorgue, Madam - '12 
Sorkin, Harry - 114 
Sparlingy Halliday - 194 
Sparrow, A. 0. - '07 
Spires, Frank - '01 
Spencer CO H. - '01 
Stacy, Lid (Mrs. P. E. T. Widderington) - led Confectionery Girls' 

Strike 1892; died 1903; '92 '98 '02; "O'4 
Stacy, Paul - 194 
Standring, Geo. - '99 
Starr! Mark - 125; 
Stepniak� Sergius - 091+ 
Stirling Madame Antoinette - 
Stopes, b 

r. Mar e D. Sc., Ph. D. 
Stott. Mr. - 19 

198 
- Birth Control; 123 

Stuart 0. H. - Parliamentary Secretary of Postmen's Federation; 
Candidate for Parliament; 110 

Stadt, Miss Eda - 114 
Sturte, P. M. - of Birmingham; 
Sugden - of the Antivivisection 
Swan, Rev. F. R. - retired from 

and Hiddersfield because of 
deacons; '07 '09 

Swift Miss Ruth - '12; ww 
Swingler of Bordesley I, L. P.; 
syme, W. x. - '01 
Tamlyn, John - '95 000 
Tattersall, Aid. - 194 
Taylor, Councillor Arthur, J. P. 

110 

'98 '12 
Society; '97 
Congregational Church at Marsden 

socialist view offensive to the 

'95 

- A. S. F., I. L. P.; of Halifax; '98 

Taylor$ Mrs. Dora Walford - Socialist Sunday School; '22; 
Taylor, Tom - of Barnsley; '98 '01 
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Thomas, J. Cop B. Sc. - London (Keridon) Rationalist Press Assoc,; 
'92 '06 

Thomasson, J. P. - of Bolton; 100 '01 
Thomman, N. "- of Barnsley; 99 '00 
Thompsont. Councillor - of Richmond; '01 
Thompson, Rev. S. - 098 

25 Thompson$ Rt. Hon. Brig. Gen. Lord, D. S. O. -' Thorndyke, Miss Sybill (Mrs. Lewis Casson) 
Thorne, G. K. - of, Wolverhampton; parliamentary candidate; '00 
Thornley, Dr. - of Bolton; '98. 
T'horntong - of Nottingham '. 01 
Thurston Mrs. Annie - '98 
Tillett, Ben - organized Dockers Union and Dock Strike of '6o; 

Internationalist_and Marxist; supporter of parliamentary action; 
1 91 Ill 124; "' " 

Tinley, , W. - 101 
Tiplady, Miss - 195 '98 
Tiptaft, Norman - '. 12 "" 
Toms, A. Maurice - Anti-vivisectionist 
Tongel James - F. G. S.; one time Pres. 

Church Council; '98 
Toole, Jos., M. P. - S. Salford; '14 
Toole, Lawrence - '12 
Tooth, G. - 194 
Townend, A. Be - 102 '25 '29; 

Bolton and District Free 

A^^ 
Trevor -. John - founder of Labour-Church; '91 '31; 
Tuckwell, Miss -. Women's Trade Union League; '01 

- , Sts Tudor t T. L. 
Turnerz Ben, -M. P. - 125 
Twist, Harry - 112 
Unwint Raymond - of Buxton; active in 

Society) '98 '99; A 
Utley, Willie.. H. .a London Fabian; 
Mogle, A. L. - t98 
Wade, of Manchester; 099 

Peace Crusade (Peace 

'92 

Wake] Councillor Egerton P. - Barrow-in-Furness; 
Waldegrave, A. J. - Sec. of Labour Church Union; 

mentioned as the best speaker of the month; 
Walford, Miss Dora-- Socialist Sunday Schools; 

'14 
frequently 

'96 198 100; ýýý 
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Walkers John - '90 
Walker, Joseph - '97 
Walker t Thos. F. - 191 195; 
Wallace Rev. J. Bruce - '92 '95 '96; 
Wallhead, R. C. - Organizer of I. L. P. Scouts; manager of Labour 

Leader; '06 '10 '12; 
Walsh, Rev. Walter - Newcastle-on-Tyne; Baptist. 
Ward, Albert - Wigan; '13 
Ward- P. - '01 
Wardle Geo. J. - M. P. 

Review; '06 '12 ' 
Warren, Walter; - L. L. B. 
Watkins, J. T. - '12 
Webster, Rev. Alexander 
Webster, Edward - '96 
Warwick, Countess of - 

for Stockport; Editor of the agiLwIX 
14 
; '98 

of Aberdeen; '92 '96 

'05 110 
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Weiss, Prof. F. E. - Manchester University; '08 
Wellock Wilfred, M. P. '28 
Welsh councillor Mary 14 '26 
Wheeler, Alex - National Anit Vaccination Society; '96; 
Wheeler, Dr. Olive " '23 
Whelen, Fredrick - Fabian; '97 
White, C. F. of Newcastle; 195 
Whitehead, D. Financial Reform Association 
Whitehead Geo. - Scientific and Educational side of Socialism; 

Socialist Sunday Schoolso pamphleteer; '10 '12 '25; 
Whitmore, Chas. - Southport; '07 '08; 
Whittingham - '98 '00 
Wicksteed, Rev. P1 H. - Unitarian minister, scholar and lecturer, 

author; Warden University Hall, London; 492-096; 
Wilkinson, .- '95 '98 
Williams, A. of Barnsley; '99 
Williams, Ernest - of Croydon 
Williams, F. A. - of Bristol; antivivisectionist; '98 
Williams, H. B. - '12 
Williams Jos. B. - Amalgamated Musicians Union; speaker and 

musician; '06-'09; 
Williams, T. Russell - Parlt. Cand. for Huddersfield and Spen Valley; 

104 
Williamson, Miss Lillian - Women's Social and Political Union; 

Fabian; '10 
Williamson, Wm. - elocutionist; '12 '13 
Wilkinson, Ellen C., M. A. t M. P. - '25 '26 '28; "A 
Wilson, Archdeacon; - '99 
Wilson, Bertram - of Hanley; '98 
Wilson Rev, Stitt - of America; conducted social crusdde to 

orthodox churches on "Christ and the Labour Problem"; '00 
Wilson, W. C. - '12 
Winder Thomas H. - of Bolton; '98 
Wing, Tom- 

of Hull; '92 
Winks, - '98 
Winstanley Miss, B. A. - '00 
Witworth, A. - 98 
Wood q Albert E. - K. C. 125 122 
Wood, Mrs. Esther - '; 7 '98 
Woodhead, Dr. - of Manchester; '98 
Woodman, Dorothy, B. A. - '27 
Young, Wm. - of Newcastle; '95 
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LABOUR CHURCH LECTURE TITLES AND TOPICS 

(The following are a sampling of 'sermon' titles used in various 
Labour Churches from the formation of the movement in 1891 to the 
outbreak 6f-,.. the Great War in 1914. ) 

Tom CRI FOR SOgIAL-LISTICH 
The sermon titles which emphasize the demand for social 

justice are found in every lecture syllabus, but in both frequency 
and intensity, these characterize the early 1890's more than any 
other period. 

We Want Only Justice 
Commercial Slavery 
Emancipation of Labour 
The Redemption of Labour 
An Indictment of Capitalism 
Vested Interests and British Capitalism 
The Waste That Is; The Wealth That Might Be. 
Socialism or Slavery 
The Problem of Poverty 
The Workhouse 
The Abolition of the Pauper 
Poverty and the Class War 
Wage Earning Mothers 
The Cry of the Children 
Wolves in Sheep's Clothing 

Sermons dealing with the naturet purpose, and organization of 
the Labour Churches were not as frequent as one might suppose 
them to be. They became most prominent in three periods. During 
the first two years of the Church's existence, during the resur- 
gence of '97 and '98, and again in the resurgence of 1905 and '06. 

The Programme of. the Labour Church 
God In. the Labour Movement 
The Possibilities of the Labour Church 
Why I am a socialist 
The Future of the Labour Church 
The Labour Church Principles 

. 
MOBA 3, _AND 

ETHICAL PROBLEM 

In the Lecture Syllabi there was usually a liberal sprinkling 
of talks dealing with the moral and ethical problems of the day. 
While most of the problems were characteristic of the whole period, 
certain generalizations are evident. During the last decade of 
the 19th Century there was a great emphasis on the Drink question, 
the evils of vivisection! the advantages of vegitarian diets and 
the evils of theological non-concern with social problems. 

llur- 
ing the first decade of the 20th century the emphasis shifted to 
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questions of Birth Control, Free Love, poor housing and occupa. 
tional hazards. It is impossible to separate sermons dealing 
with the moral and ethical problems from those dealing with the 
practical program of Socialistic action, The reader is here 
asked to compare both lists. The basic concern with problems of 
injustice to workers, paupers$ criminals, etc, continued through 
the whole period. 

The Drink Traffic 
Labour and Liquor 
Our Treatment of Criminals 
The Story of the Juvenile Court 
The Evils of Vivisection 
Socialism and Health 
Socialism and the Children 
The Blind and the State 
Marriage, Motherhood, and Murder 
Is Birth Control Right? 
Labour's Attitude to Birth Control 

CACTI AL ASPEC S AND POLITICAL PROGRAM OF SOCIALISM 

During the early '90's the lecture topics were general. There, 
Of course was a fair representation of talks on Land reform! Home 
: yule for Ireland, The Advantages of BiMetalism, etc., but the 
main emphasis was the spreading of Socialist thought and the 
development of independent working class representation in Parl- 
iament. During the later '90's the emphasis changed to municipal- 
ization and a strong move toward electioneering, At the turn 
of the century problems of international significance came to 
the fore, and a little later the question of feminism became a 
major emphasis, though it had been introduced in the early '90's. 
Questions of economic reform and the need of wider education were 
always part of the lecture syllabus. 

(a) P01111-241L Action anc general Political Th=es. 
Ethics of Government 
Individualistic Socialism 
A Labour Programme 
Citizenship and its Relation to Socialism 
Labour Candidates 
Socialism in and out of Parliament 
Parasitism Organic and Social 
Practical Socialism 
The Black M. P. s 
Capitalism, the Enemy 
The Power of the People 
Is Socialism Practical? 
The Present Need 

(b)191 aneous Tobias 
Oxford University and Working Class Education 
The Manufacture of Public Opinion By The Press 
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c) tl} n 

The Future of Trade Unionism 
Socialism and the Worker's Hope 
Syndicalism 
Industrial Order 
The World Power of the Workers 

(d) nd Reform 
The Rural Problem 
Who Owns The Land? 

(e) Economic ic Dia¢no.. aill and- Ref2jm 
The Fraud of Tariff Reforms 
Trust and the Revolution 
Finance and the Nation 
The Manchester School 

Municipal Ilation 
Municipal Workshops 
Municipal Work 
Prison Workshops 
Municipal Transportation 
School Meals 
Through Slums to Palaces 
Municipal Housing 
Housing and Citizenship 

(g) ; nternational C oncern 
New and Old Japan 
Socialism and International Peace 
The Old Imperialism and the New Socialism 
The Paris Commune and the Coming Communism 
Labour and the Language Barrier 
Home Rule for India 
The Boer Question 
German Bureaucracy and the Servile State 
Will American Finance Dominate Europe 
German Imperialism 
Education in Soviet Russia 
A Socialist Lesson from Denmark 
Imperialism 
The Challenge of Communism 
Russia and Europe's Trade 

Woman s Place in the Labour Movement 
Women in Industry 
Democracy in the kitchen 
Democracy and Women Suffrage 
Women and the War 
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EHICA L$ EMI LOSOPH____ CAL, AND RETJ IGIQIISS ASPECTS OF SOCIALISSM 

Most Labour Church ledture topics fall under this heading. 
Prior to 1910 over half of the lectures would be in this category. 
After 1910 the congregations seemed to become politically orient- 
ated, or to have put the stress on educational and cultural subjects, 
with a liberal emphasis on musical recitals, travelogues, and 
illustrated lectures in the arts and sciences. Even then, over 
25% of Labour Church lectures would be about the ethical and re- 
ligious implications of Socialist thought. 

Socialism: What It Is and Is Not 
The Future of Society 
The Brotherhood of Man 
Socialism and Religion; The Church 
Socialism: Its Message of Goodwill to Men 
Socialism and Everyday Life 
Are Socialism and Christianity Identical? 
The Ideals of Socialism 
What is Democracy? 
Socialism, Morality, and Religion 
Socialist Ethics 
The Religion of the Socialist Movement 
A New Theory of Human Nature 
Socialism and Human Nature 
A New Religion 
Dives and Lazarus 
The Coming Social Revolution 
Commercialism Incompatible with Christianity 
Socialism and the Prospect of John Burn's Soul 
Socialism versus Insanity 
From Cain to Christ 
The Rights of Leisure 
The Power of Conviction on Social Betterment 
The Infection of Faith 
The Origin and Nature of the Christ Myth 
Is Life Worth Living? 
Marxian Economics 
The Collapse of Capitalism 
Not a Revolutionist! Why Not? 
Can Socialism Replace Capitalism in Easy Stages? 
Can We Have Morality Without Religion? 
Will Rationalization Bring Salvation? 
Democracy and War 
The Causes of War 

RECREATIONAL AND CUL AL TOPIC I 

These were popular at all stages of the Labour Church. 

(a) Scientific and Educational 
Wonderful Chapters in the Story of the Earth 
Evolution of the Mind 
Evolution of Man 
The Evolution of Religion 
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From Nebula to Co-operative Commonwealth 
Hereditys Theories of Darwin, Mendel, and Weissmann 
The Psychology of the Crowd 
Lectures in Natural History, Geology, etc. 
Frequent Rambles in the Countryside 

(b) Art aid Cultu g 
Architectural Wonders 
Socialist Prose and Verse 
Books and Ideals 
Lectures in Art Appreciation 
Lectures in Music Appreciation 
Limelight views of Art Treasures 
Music Recitals 
Travelogues of England and Foreign Parts (often illustrated 

by limelight views) 
(c) $ßrä htgaal and Historical Studies 

The French Prophet Lamennais 
The Italian Prophet Mazzini 
The Humanism of Shakespeare 
Ruskin's Influence in Education 
Shelley Poet and Rebel 
Burns, the Rebel Poet 
Thomas Huxley 
The Philosophy of George Bernard Shaw 
The Religion of George Bernard Shaw 
Karl Marx 
The Historical Basis of Socialism 
Some Interpretations of History 
Labour's Struggle for Power 
Socialism and Liberalism 
Wagner, Musician of the People 
A Night with Mozart 
A Night with Chopin 
A Night with Gilbert and Sullivan 
A Night with Schubert 
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LAS CHURCH LECTC BEs SE R-MQusJAND 

Typical examples from Manuscripts, Pamphlets, and Newspaper Reports. 

POSSIBILITIES OF THE LABOUR CHURCH 1 

by S. G. Hobson 

(An address to the Cardiff Labour Church, St. John's Hall, Cardiff, 
on February the 19th, 16930 

The very title Labour Church implies that we its adherents, 
have grafted upon our religious belief, articles of faith in 
relation to labour. And so it is. For years and years back there 
has been going on in our midst social changes, social upheavals 
caused by the evolutionary working of vast economic forces. Aný 
out of tiese changes, as the old order has been yielding to the 
new, there has been evolving a new sense of justice, combined 
with a deeply seated desire for a more practical application of 
those religious teachings which have animated all that has been 
good in our national character for centuries back. The vitality 
of religious faith can only be gauged by its power of development. 
The faith which is only applicable to the needs of a generation 
is dead almost as soon as it is born. The faith which develops 
even as the race develops, which carries with it the solution of 
each social problem as it arises, which can stimulate to noble 
deeds and unselfish action, which, like the flowers, as time 
passes lives to show unexpected beauties, must be a real and 
valuable faith, and a reliable guide to private or combined action. 
Through the vicissitudes of centuries we of Great Britain have 
drunk in the teachings of Jesus Christ. And as generation has 
succeeded generation we see how grandly the teachings of Christ 
have been a guide to them who walked in darkness--a light set 
upon a hill, calling us to go forward. Upon every institution in 
this country, upon our laws, upon our national sentiment, upon 
our aspirations, upon our sense of justice and right is writ 
large the words, EcceHome, Behold the man. 

And so it comes about that this new departure is essentially 
Christian, look at it had we may. It is simply an index showing 
the latest development of social change, and an honest endeavour 
to apply to the social question Christ's teachings and ethics. 
That being the case you will naturally enquire why we thus create 
a separate Christian organization instead of going into the 
churches and leavening them. We mean to do both; but I venture 

1. A phamphlet published in Cardiff by Chapple and Kemp, Printers, 
etc. Neville Street, 1893 
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to think, that amongst the many possibilities of the Labour 
Church will be that of being a buttress and a support to the 
true enunciation of Christian ethics in other churches. But we 
are partically forced into the formation of a new church because 
unfortunately the old established churches are altogether too 
far committed to an endorsement of the worst aspect of latter- 
day industrialism. We indignantly revolt against the prostitution 
of Christ's teachings which we hear from too many pulpits to-day. 
ºe protest against the sacerdotalism, the sensuous enjoyment of 
pseudo-worship which is all too prevalent. We protest against 
the separation of Christian morality and daily avocation. We 
join issue with the teaching that Christianity is a religion of 
comforting hope in the future. toto say that unless it is of 
practical utility to us as we hew the coal and hammer the metal, 
as we sell, as we buy as we think and act, it is no religion 
for us. We say that Christ 

was essentially a practical teachers 
and therefore we treat with contempt the narrow theological 
hairsplitting which is making the churches of to-day the laughing 
stock of every thinking man. Or to reduce the matter to the 
smallest compass the essence of true religion is labour done and 
duty accomplished. Christ was himself, in his thought and action, 
a labour man. The son of a carpenter, labour to him was the 
great necessity of being and it is easy to quote instance upon 
instance of his detestation of mere theology and Pharasaism. 
And his apostle Paul, promptly seeing the real side of Christ's 
teaching, was not slow to take up the parable both by deed and 
word. And coming to some of the greatest writers of this century 
we find they too only follow in Christ's footsteps. 

Says Thomas Carlyle, in that wonderful book "Past and Present": 
"There is a perennial nobleness and even sacrelness in work. Were 
he never so benighted, forgetful of hi; S high calling, there is 
always hope for a man that actually and earnestly works; in idli- 
ness alone is there perpetual despair. Work, never so mommonish, 
mean, is in communication with Natures the real desire to get 
work done will itself lead one more and more toTruth, to Nature's 
appointments and regulations, which are Truth. " 

And again: "Blessed is he who has found his work; let him 
ask no other blessedness. " 

And againt "Religion, I said; for properly speaking, all-true 
work is Religion and whatsoever Religion is not work may go and 
dwell among the Brahmins Antimonians, Spinning Dervishes or 
where it will; with me it shall have no harbour, Admirable was 

are, Work is worship. '" that of the old monks! ' Lborare est or 

And again: "For we are to bethink us that the epic verily is 
not 'Arms and the Man, ' but 'Tools and the Man ' an infinitely 
wider kind of epic. And we are to bethink us 

that 
men cannot 

now be bound to men by brass collars, not at all; this brass 
collar method in all figures of it has vanished out of Europe 
for evermore. Hugh Democracy, walking the streets everywhere 
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in his sack-coat has asserted so much; irrevocably bi ooking 
no reply. " 

I am tempted to quote many more of these prophetic passages, 
but will be content with one more in the last chapters 

"Some 'Chivalry of Labour, ' some noble humanity and practical 
divineness of labour will yet be realized on this earth. Or 
why will; why do we pray to heaven without setting our own shoulder 
to the wheel? The Present if it will have the Future accomplish 
shall itself commence. Thou, who prophesiestf who believest, 
begin thou to fulfil. " 

Those works were written sixty years ago. They are the very 
embodiment of Christian t eaching, and how fresh they come to us 
to-day and encourage to go forward in our task. Ah; I cannot 
/alp thinking, that Thomas Carlyle, dyspeptic, uncertain, whimsical 
though he may have been would have been delighted to come here 
and speak of the Possibilities of the Labour Church. 

And the best of our modern literature teaches us the great 
fact that work must be essentially religious, and that work which 
is irreligious is not good. And to encourage us still further 
come the inspid. rig words of Mazzinis 

"That which Christ has done, humanity may do. Action is the 
Word of God; thought alone is but his shadow. They who disjoin 
thought and action seek to divide Deity, and deny the Eternal 
Unity. " 

And more encouraging still, he triumphantly exclaims: 

"The alliance is founded. Atts [er your persecutors with the 
formula, God and the People. " 

The responsibility devolves upon us therefore to put our shoulders 
to the wheel, to proclaim the glad tidings that we have taken a 
step beyond more religious formulism, and that the time has come 
when like the Jews in the time of Nehemiaht we must work with 
the tools in one hand and our weapons in the other, and thus 
create a "Chivalry of Labour" which will bring us yet nearer to 
the finding of the Holy Grail (which is still, thank God, amongst 
us), and show us yet more clearly the golden possibility of "Peace 
on earth and goodwill toward men. " 

My title is "The Possibilities of the Labour Church. " Before, 
however, I can develop that line of thought it is necessary to 
rapidly glance at labour as it is to-day. I cannot state our 
mission until I know what our mission has to do. 

The condition of labour to-day is altogether unchristiike and 
utterly debasing. The accepted laws which govern our industrial 
system have now come to be bad in principle, and worse, ten times 
worse, in practical application. If Christ over had a message, 
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that message undoubtedly was conveyed in the words, "All ye are 
brethren. " But to-day our whole social fabric is built upon the 
barbaric law of the survival of the fittest, which is interpreted 
by the competitive system which sets man against man, community 
against community, and nation against nation. We have separated 
our morality and our economy. Morally we preach love and brother- 
hood9 economically we enforce through a competitive system hatreds 
malice and all uncharitableness. Our Christianity has not yet 
recognised the great fact that nothing can be ecnnomically sound 
unless built upon justice and truth. The operation of the law of 
competition bears cruelly and despotically upon the workers of 
our country. It robs them of the first rewards of their labour, 
it reduces them to the level of beasts of burden it takes from 
them many of the higher attributes of our manhood, and both in 
its working and effect is debasing and utterly unchristlike. 
Life to-day is not peace, an intense and continual joyt as it 
should be it is one long struggle from the cradle to the grave. 
Civilization is disgraced by the conditions surrounding the victims 
of this struggle. Had Carlyle foreseen the operation of this 
industrial system he would have modified his views when he said 
that the brass collar method in all its figures has disappeared 
from Europe. Ah: there is not such a great difference between 
negro-slavery and wage-serfdom. There is, less hope in the heart 
of the unemployed docker than in the heart of the whipped negro. 
We give him the liberty of the franchise, and we carefully pre- 
serve for him the liberty to starve. Look at London, the wealth- 
iest city in the world. Those who are in the habit of reading 
the Daily Chronicle will bear me out when I say that a week never 
goes by without two or three cases of starvation being reported. 
There is no use praying to Almighty God to give us this day our 
daily bread if we help to perpetuate a system which inevitably 
takes from thousands their daily bread. 

Frederick Harrison, after hearing some terrible facts stated 
at the Industrial Remuneration Conference, rose and said: "To 
me at least it would be enough to condemn modern society as hardly 
an advance on slavery or serfdom if the permanent condition of 
industry were to be that which we behold, That 90 per cent of 
the actual producers of wealth have no home which they can call 
their own beyond the end of the week; have no bit of soil or so 
much as a room that belongs to them; have nothing of value of 
any kind except as much as will go in a cart have the precarious 
chance of weekly wages which barely suffice to keep them in health; 
are housed for the most part in houses that no man thinks fit 
for his horse; are separated by so narrow a margin from destitution 
that a month of bad trade, sickness, or unexpected loss brings 
them face to face with hunger and pauperism. " 

Dr. Drysdale at the sane conference said that the average 
age at death amongst the nobility, gentry, and professional classes 
in England and Wales is 55 years, but amongst the artisan classes 
of Lambeth it only reaches 29 years. 

And after stating other facts he goes on to say: "The only 
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real cause of this enormous difference in the position of the 
rich and the poor with respect to their chance of existence lies 
in the fact that at the bottom of society wages are so low that 
food and other requisites of health are obtained with too great 
difficulty. " 

And some of those who call themselves Christians and teachers 
are drawing thousands a year. Strange followers of Christ, the 
Labour Han, who had not where to lay his head. 

But there is no necessity to quote many more facts. I would 
draw your attention to the difference in the death-rate between 
fashionable St. George's Hanover Square, and artisan Holborn. 
With about the same population there died in 1884, in Holborn, 
1 614 children under five; whilst in St. George's, 1,007, a 
difference of 50 per cent. 

And the Labour Church enquires if this wholesale murder of 
children is to continue. 

Robbed of every opportunity to live, except at the will and 
pleasure of a few who hold possession of the means of production, 
robbed of our undoubted right in Mother Earth, forced to live 
in the midst of insanitary surroundings, there lie great possi- 
bilities before us who desire to see the kingdom of heaven a 
reality on earth. 

"Through game-preserving, " says John Ruskin, "you got some 
curious laying-out of grounds; that beautiful arrangement of 
dwelling-house or man and beast, by which we have grouse and 
black-cock--so many brace to the acre; and men and women, so 
many brace to the garret. " 

Selfishness, in its most degrading aspects is to-day trium- 
phant. We bow the knee to the golden calf 

he 
capitalist and 

labour exploiter sits in our Parliament and makes laws, he holds 
the strings of the purse in church and chapel and is made church- 
warden and deacon. Woe betide the luckless minister who denounces 
this system and rebukes its votaries. 

But worse than all this, hope has been crushed out of the 
heart of the worker. 

Well might Matthew Arnold writes 
"Wei too, say that she now, 
Scarce comprehending the voice 
Of her greatest, golden mouthed sons 
Of a former age any more, 
Stupidly travels her round 
Of mechanic business, and lets 
Slow die out of her life 
Gloryq and geniua, and boy. " 
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When Charles Bradlaugh went to the workers of London and told 
them that their faith was a useless factor in the situation he 
was readily responded to by these hopeless workless men. 'their 
faith could not stand the strain. Their wives and children were 
starving. They themselves were starving. Christ first fed the 
multitudes, and then instilled faith into their hearts. 

"How can you expect children conceived, born and bred in hell 
ever to reach heaven? " indignantly enquires a well-known writer. 

"The hell of the poor exists by reason of the paradise of the 
rich " said Victor Hugo. 

No wonder that faith has almost disappeared. 

Joseph Mazzini writes: "Faith disappeared; but what have we 
done, what do we even now to revive it? Shame and grief! Ever 
since that holy light of the people faded away, we have either 
wandered in the darkness without bond, plan or unity of design; 
or folded our arms like men in despair. Some of us after uttering 
a long cry of grief, have renounced all earthly progress to mur- 
mur a hymn of resignation, a prayer like the prayer of the dying; 
others have rebelled against hope, and, smiling in bitterness, 
have proclaimed the reign of darkness by accepting scepticism, 
irony and incredulity as things inevitable, and their blasphemy 
has been responded to by the corruption of those already degraded, 
and by the suidide of despair of the pure in heart. " 

And this brings me to the point I am aiming at. Knowing a 
little of the position we can now estimate some of the possib- 
ilities of the Labour Church. 

Our path lies straight before us. We have a great gospel to 
preach, a great crusade to wage against the mommon worship of 
to-day. In Car yle's words we have to work to "dethrone the 
brute god mammon, and place a Sprit God in his stead. " We 
have to instil faith and hope into the hearts of the workers, 
andt by laying down sound principles, show them into the Promised 

. ia. nd. We will preach the necessity and duty of applying Christian 
brotherhood, not only socially and morally, but also economically. 
We proclaim brotherhood, We say, without brotherhood of man there 
can be no Fatherhood of God. Is there one in my audience who for 
one instant doubts it? Let me quote to him the case which so 
impressed Carlyle: 

"A poor Irish widow-i her husband having died in one of the 
lanes of Edinburgh, went forth with her three children, bare of 
all resources, to solicit help from the charitable establishments 
of the city. At this charitable establishment, and then at that, 
she was refused; referred from one tä the other, helped by none, 
till she had exhausted them all; till her strength and heart 
failed her; she sank down in typhus fever; died and infected her 
lane with fever, sotthat seventeen other persons died of fever 
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there in consequence. The humane physician asks thereupon, as 
with a heart too full for speaking, 'Would it not have been 
economy to help this poor widow? ' She took typhus fever and 
killed seventeen of you! Very curious, The forlorn Irish widow 
applies to her fellow-creatures, as if saying: 'Behold I am 
sinking bare of help; ye must help me! I am your sister, bone 
of your bone; one God made us; ye must help me: ' They answer, 
'Noy impossiblet thou art no sister of ours. ' But she proves 
her sisterhood; her typhus fever kills them; they actually were 
her brothers, though denying it: Had human creature ever to go 
lower for a proof? " 

Ay brotherhood in every relation of life must be our motto. 
We will preach its necessity in every event of human life. We 
must think as brothers, we must act and work as brothers. 
"Fraternity, " says Mazzinij "is undoubtedly the basis of all 
society, the first condition of social progress. " 

This principle he calls the principle of association, and so 
we can understand him writing: "The highest possible degree of 
human progress will correspond to the discovery and application 
of the vastest formula of association. " 

And again$ "As we believe in humanity as the sole interpreter 
of the laws of God, so do we believe in the people of every state 
as the sole master, sole sovereign, and sole interpreter of the 
law of humanity, which ggverns every national mission, " 

And again$ "Whereso God is, there are the people. The in- 
stinctive philosophy of the people iss Faith in Him. " 

What grander mission, what grander possibility can there be 
be for any church than to make its people a living religion? 

Can we accomplish this work? Yes, I believe we can if we 
have faith in our principles. Faith is the greatest necessity 
of any church, or any movement. 

Coming to local matters, my earnest desire is to see this 
church a great moral influence on the workers, and particularly 
the organized workers of Cardiff. I want it to influence us to 
greater charity of thought and action. I want it to be s stim- 
ulus to many to do their part in the higher calling of the people. 
I want Cardiff to be the first town in the kingdom in the matter 
of the health, morality and general condition of its people. I 
profoundly beieve that this can only be accomplished by bringing 
to bear our truest religious sense. The materialist has no 
faith to help him. Fie lives a life of negation. He can subscribe 
however to the gospel that true work is true worship. The atheist 
may entirely disbelieve in the common understanding of the God- 
head. We have a faith and a work to which he can subscribe, The 
Christian, sick of more formulism, ardently desiring deeper and 
greater reality, will come to us and be our greatest support. 
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Unification of creed is another possibility. We want men and 
women thoroughly permeated with this creed in all its beauty, 
and "practical-devotion. " We want soldiers, whole-hearted, who 
will fight this battle in the spirit of Emerson's hero in his 
fourth "Voluntary": 

"Stainless soldier on the walls 
Knowing this, and knows no more, -- 
Whoever fights, whoever falls, 
Justice conquers evermore, 
Justice after as before. 
And he who battles on her side, 
God, though he were ten times slain, 
Crowns him victor glorified, 
Victor over death and pain; 
For ever: but his erring foe 
Self-assured that he prevails, 
Looks from his victim lying low, 
And sees aloft the red right arm 
Redress the eternal scales. " 

Possibilities of the Labour Church! Its possibilities are 
boundless. To be the greatest motive force in removing starvation, 
want, misery this hereditas damnosas from a century's free scope 
of individualism in our industrial system. It is a mission 
worthy of our highest and noblest effort, and nothing short of 
religious enthusiasm can accomplish the work. Therefore we have 
started a Labour Church, and meet together on the common platform 
of sacred labour. We mean to go forward in this work, to face 
the obstacles of prejudice and mistrust which every new movement 
inevitably meets. Secure in our hearts= deepest convictions, 
we believe this work to be of God, and destined to glorify God. 
We want earnest men and women, for the work will drive away those 
other than the earnest. 

And I conclude with the words of Thomas Carlyle: "But it is 
to you, ye workers who do already work, and are as grown men, 
noble and honourable in a sort, that the whole earth calls for 
new work and nobleness. Subdue mutiny, discord, widespread 
despair, by manfulness, justice, mercy, and wisom. Chaos is 
dark, deepas hell; let light be, and there is instead a green 
flowery world. ©hl it is great, and there is no other greatness. 
To make some work of God's creaion a little fruitfuller better, 
more worthy of Godp to make some human hearts a little wiser, 
manfuler, happier more blessed less accursed. It is work for 
a God. Sooty Hell of mutiny and savagery and despair, can, by 
man's energy be made a Kingdom of Heaven; cleared of its soot, 
of its mutiny, of its need to mutiny; the everlasting arch of 
heaven's azure overspanning IT, too and its cunning mechanisms 
and tall chimney steeples, as a birth of heaven; God and all 
men looking on it well pleased. Unstained by wasteful deform- 
ities, by wasted tears or heart's blood of men, or any deface- 
ment of the Pit; noble, fruitful labours growing ever nobler, 
will come forth, the grand sole miracle of man; whereby man has 
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risen from the low places of this earth, very literally into 
Divine Heavens. Ploughers, spinners, builders, prophets, poets, 
kings, Brindleys and Goethes, Odius and Arkwrights, all martyrs 
and noble men, and gods are of one grand host, immeasurable, 
marching ever forward since the beginning of the world. The 
enormous, all-conquering, flame-crowned host, noble every soldier 
in it; sacred, and alone noble. Let him who is not of it hide 
himself; let him tremble for himself. 0 heavens, will he not 
bethink himself; he, too, is needed in the host. It were so 
blessed, thrice blessed, for himself and for us all. 

The future hides in it 
Gladness and sorrow; 
We press still thorow, 
Nought that abides in it 
Daunting us. Onwards 

RELIGION OF SOCIALISML 

by A. J. Waldegrave 

(A Labour Church sermon by the secretary of the Labour Church 
Union) 

In speaking of the Religion of Socialism it will be necessary 
to state, first, in what sense T am using the word "Socialism. " 
There are still some people to whom the word Socialism spells 
robbery and riot, who think that Socialism is a wicked scheme 
for violently taking the hard-earned property of the industrioust 
and sharing it out in equal portions to everybody alike, idle 
and thriftless, and drunken included. These people think that 
they finally dispose of the claims of Socialism as a cure or 
poverty by the acute observation that in a year's time we should 
be exactly where we are now. The wealth of the idle and thrift- 
less, they say, would have again passed into the hands of the 
industrious and thrifty. No doubt! We can trust those hands 
to resume possession, at the earliest opportunity. Buts Socialism 
is not a scheme for a general share-out of this kind. 

There are other people to whom the word "Socialism" calls 
up a vision of a perfectly mechanical Society where everything 
shall proceed by state-prescribed rule -- what we shall eat, 
what we shall wear, what work we shall do and how long we shall 
be engaged at it, what our recreation shall be whom we shall 
marry$ how many children we shall have and what numbers they 

1. A manuscript of an address delivered to many Labour Churcht 
congregations c-irca 1900. 
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shall be called b (for of course we shall, each be "citizen 
number so-and-so"), --all these things to be regulated and 
governed like the working of a soulless machine. 

I might point out that the present condition of things is about 
as mechanical and oppressive for most of us as-Ahyt1ing we can 
well imagine. In spite of our boasted freedom, these matters 
of where we shall live, what hours we shall work, what we shall 
wear, etc., etc., are prescribed for us most vigorously. And 
the future Commonwealth of which we Socialists dream, and for 
which we work, will be characterised by the absence of the 
tyrannical and oppressive conditions which prevent the development 
of the individual today. We look for less of restraint and 
compulsion than we have now, not more. 

But in dealing with the Religion of Socialism I do not wish 
to conjure up visions of a future state at all. Interesting as 
the effort would be, I do not intend to attempt any forecast of 
the forms which religion would take in a society where there was 
no want or wretchedness, a society where Socialism was realised. 
Perhaps then when class distinctions had disappeared, we might 
have that Holy Catholic Church in which we could express our com- 
mon love of one another and our common faith and joy in God. For 
we cannot have a Catholic Church while class distineticns remain. 
Relikious fellowship must be the fellowship of equals. 

It is not, however, with Socialism as an accomplished fact 
that I wish to deal, but with Socialism as a Movement -- a 
movement in the midst of our present capitalisitic and competitive 
state of Society. Here, again, it will necessary to distinguish. 

Socialism is broadly speaking, of two sorts. The two, as we 
shall see, overlap, but they are sufficiently distinct for all 
practical purposes, and it is highly necessary that we should 
guard against confusing one with the other. There is an uncon- 
scious, mechanical sort of Socialist movement going on in our 
modern Society, and there is also a conscious, humanitarian, 
socialist movement. To the first sort belongs the growth of the 
Post Office, of municipal tramways, waterworks, gas works, etc. 
These enterprises have not, for the most part been planned and 
executed by conscious Socialists. The recognition of the simple 
fact of the economy that there is to the community as a body of 
consumers in having works of this kind carried out without the 
intervention of the capitalist does not make a man a Socialist. 
Sir William Harcourt may blandly declare that "we are all Social- 
ists now, " but the Socialism that has a religion is something more 
than a recognition of the economy that there is in collective 

1. The instinctive recognition of this brought Labour Church 
into existence. A. J. W. 
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enterprises of t]. is sort, and of the tendency among public bodies 
to undertake them. That this gas and water socialism is most 
useful and desirable, I need hardly contend. It serves two pur- 
poses. It not only confers the direct benefit at which it aims, 
but it also serves to show that large industrial undertakings can 
be quite well managed by the community, for itself, without the 
aid of the private capitalist and so must, in the long run, open 
men's eyes to the folly of allowing the supply of their bread, 
their beer, their meat their clothes, their coal, etc, to be 
controlled by groups of capitalists whose aim is not the public 
good, but their own profit. So far then the Post Office and 
kindred institution are a part of the socialist movement. But 
the growth of limited-liability companies, of rings, and trusts, 
is in this sense a part of the Socialist movement. These monopolies, 
which so alarm us, are helping to get things into order for taking 
over by the community. Yet one would scarcely rank company- 
promoting as a religious movement, even though it & helping 
Socialism forward, -- even though it has its martyrs, like Hooley. 

The Socialism of the religion of which I wish to speak, is 
that conscious, determined, Socialism which has been brought into 
existence by a realisation of the appalling misery and degradation 
that exist about us as the result of poverty, which has traced 
that poverty to its prime source in the private ownership of 
capital, and which seeks to re-organise society by recognising 
therein no rights but those of Labour. 

Before going further with a consideration of what Socialism 
is and involves let us now consider what we mean by Religion. 
At first sight 

It 
would seem as though there are so many different 

kinds of religion that it must be impossible to sum them up and 
say what it is that they have in common. But does it not work 
out to this, that Religion is the answer of the human soul to 
the double question -- What, jq and what ouk. t to be? At all 
times in all places, from the very infancy of the human races 
men have looked forth upon the scene in which they live, and have 
asked what is behind that which appears and that which happens. 
The answers have varied. Primitive men saw in every running 
stream and swaying tree a separate living being; and in every 
misfortune that overtook them$ such as flood, or famine, or pest- 
ilence they felt the malignancy of evil spirits who must be 
propitlated by offerings and circumvented by charms. This kind 
of religion still survives among some of the native races of 
Africa. Very grotesque are some their beliefs and very horrible 
some of their practices. But their religion, such as it is is 
their answer to the two questions - what must I believe? and 
what As a result of that belief, ought I to do? Between crude 
Fetichism and cultured Btddhism or Christianity there are many 
grades and shades of religious conception, but all grow out of 
this double enquiry of what is and what. ought to be. 

Now, although Religion and religions have grown out of this 
natural and spontaneous inquiry, and have their roots in the very 
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nature of man, it has always happened that, after a time the 
belief he has evolved out of his own faculties and experience 
has become invested with the fictitious authority of a Divine 
Revelation which must not be questioned, on peril of endless 
ruin and damnation. It becomes reckoned a crime even to suggest 
the natural origin of Religion, great as is the honour which 
that suggestion' does to human nature. 

This assumption to itself of a super-natural origin and an 
unquestionable authority is partly due to the influence of the 
priests, and partly to our natural desire to be quite sure that 
we are all right. " Doubt is distressing. We hunger for infal- 
libility in religion until we turn on the very impulses that 
have led us to such heights as we have reached and strangle them 
for fear they should lead us further. We want to feel fixed. 

The process that I have been describing is as true of Christ- 
ianity as of any other form of Religion. Christianity in its 
reply to the questions of what is, and what ought to be, has led 
us to a higher conception of God and a nobler devotion to duty 
than any religion that has ever captured men's minds and hearts. 
But the time has come when to answer life's questions by referring 
to the formularies of the Christian Church, or to the Bible is 
to obstruct and degrade life, not to lift and guide it. I do 
not say that the Christian forms and documents are not capable 
of a new interpretation which shall make them still serviceable 
to the religious life of men. Indeed that re-interpretation is 
fast being given to them but it is only by going outside of 
them, only by first denying their authority and sufficiency. 

A great deal of the new reading which is being given to the 
teaching of Christ in the churches and which is doing so much to 
renew the hold of Christianity on Men's hearts is due to light 
which has come from non-Christian or anti-Christian sources. 
It is almost impossible to find an intelligent Christian to-day 
who does not profess himself to be some sort of Socialist. We 
even hear the grotesque assertion that Jesus was a Socialist. 
Yet Socialism has for the most part been the work of men who 
have avowed themselves Atheists. How is this? Has Christianity 
to go outside itself for such light and inspiration as shall 
enable it to live? Will it perish. .f 

it sticks to the "good old 
Gospel? " I say, most unhestitatit, that it will. As soon as 
it comes to regard the book of revelation as closed, its own 
career will be closed. In theory of course, the Christian 
Church does regard that book as closed, and utters anathema 
against him who shall dare "to add unto the words that written 
therein. " But, in practice, it assimilates however tardily and 
clumsily, those fresher, clearer, views of 

Truth 
which are gained 

by the few earnest, untrammelled souls who dare to look facts 
in the face, and so we have to-day free admission within the 
Church of such heresies as Evolution and Socialism; nay? welcome 
of them as bringing deliverance and power. But would it not be 
better to throw over this idea of an authoritative Revelation 
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and be ever frankly seeking a newer, higher, knowledge of Truth? 
Socialism, at any rate, would not have been in existance today 
had there not been men who united with firm loyalty to truth 
the conviction that the revelation thereof is progressive, and 
that only he that eg eth findeth. We may take it therefore, 
that one of the religious principles of Socialism Is perfect 
freedom of thought and enquiry. It knows no set creed, no dogma 
saying "So far shalt thou go but no further. " 

"But, " it may be rightly urged, "granting that there should be 
no boundaries to what we may be allowed to find out, whatg 
Socialism found out? Has it any answer to this haunting question 
of what,,? Or does it simply take up a negative position and 
leave the universe still an unguessable riddle? There are of 
course Socialists who do take up this position of agnosticism, 
as there are also Socialists who are Christians. But the point 
is not what individuals think, but what the natural the logical, 
answer of Socialism itself to these questions is. I hope to 
show that, while not professing to "know all about it " Socialism 
does occupy an affirmative position, that it has a belief infin- 
itely superior at any rate to that crude conception of God as a 
benevolent but very irascible being which was presented to us in 
our Sunday School days with so much admirable and lovable, but 
utterly mistaken, zeal. 

Let us return to the outline I gave of what Socialism iss and 
see what are the religious implications involved therein -- what 
philosophy of life it supposes and what scheme of conduct it 
proposes. Socialism, I said, has been brought into existence by 
a realisation of the appalling misery and degradation that lie 
around us as the result of poverty. It refuses to be drugged to 
sleep by any assurance of a Divine Providence which awards to 
each just that which is best for him. It finds nothing but mock- 
ery in that conventional treatment of the question which consists 
in quoting comforting texts such as "I have been young and am now 
old, yet have I never seen the righteous forsaken nor his seed 
begging bread. " "The Lord will provide, " "Are not two sparrows 
sold for a farthing? " It cannot go to the workers in our factories 
or to the dwellers in our slums and sing to them bidding them 

"Judge not the Lord by feeble sense 
But trust him for his grace 
Behind a frowning providence 
He hides a smiling face. " 1 

Socialism declares that things are not "all right, " but all wrong. 
Its religion is not a comfortable religion. It voices the cry 
of revolt against that law of the "struggle for existence" which 

1. The rich man in his castle. 
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in Naturei and hitherto in human society, tool has bid the weakest 
go to the wall. "If this is God's lawt" it protests, "as the 
ages seem to say it iss then we defy him, we curse hs cruel law, " 
Does this seem to you to be blasphemous? I say that only as you 
have been stirred by this passionate spirit of Revolt, only as 
you have known the "Tears of things, " only as you have felt the 
"whole creation groaning in travail until now" will you be able 
to appreciate Socialism's cry of deliverance. For it is a cry of 
deliverance as well as a cry of revolt. 

"But, " you may say, "we know there is a great deal of poverty 
and misery but is it not chiefly people's own fault? If they 
were more 

Industrious 
and frugal, and if they did not drink, would 

they not then be well enough off? " To most good people who have 
been trained in the conventional religious ideas, who imagine 
that virtue is bound to prosper, that "godliness is profitable 
unto all things, having the promise of the life that now is, and 
also of that which is to come " the blunt reply of Socialism 
"No" comes as a shock. Yet surely it should be obvious to the 

most superficial observer that, speaking broadly, those who work 
hardest and fare most simply are the poorest. What then a the 
cause of poverty " you may say, "if idleness and wastefulness 
are not? " Well, idleness and wastefulness are the causer but it 
is the idleness and wastefulness of the rich, not of the poor. 

It is not the purpose of this paper to trace the whole process 
by which, under our capitalist competitive system, industry, 
which should be a joy and a blessing, becomes a curse both to 
the poor who labour and to the rich who take the fruit of their 
labour. Suffice it here to say that Socialism has traced our 
poverty to its roots in the very nature of Capitalism as a mono- 
poly -a tyranny - an injustice. And in proclaiming this dis- 
covery, and cursing Capitalism as the cause of so much misery, 
it appeals to the two sentiments which are the very life-breath 
of religion, the sentiments of sympathy and justice, and takes 
that aspect of religion which concerns itself with what ought to 
be. If it is. vague and undogmatic in its reply to the question 
of what j,, it is very positive in its insistence on what ought 

be. 

Let us however take just one more glance at the philosophy of 
things involved in the Socialist position. Does it not imply the 
bottom soundness of things and the worth of life? With all its 
keen consciousness of the tragedy and horror of the world, it is 
essentially optimistic, for we do not attempt to reform things 
which we believe are not worth reforming. And! besides bringing 
home to us the fact of the worth of things, does it not also 
proclaim their unit? For, 

. 
it divides men into classes, does 

it HOT also phO 1ihÖwc theyraX 
,U ked together, one causing an- 

other's misery or happiness? If it insists on the importance of 
the material side of life, declaring that the higher problems 
cannot be settled until the bread - and - butter question is 
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settled, does it not thereby link matter and spirit together, 
and bring to us that consciousness of the oneness of life, which, 
in moments of ecstgcy becomes God-consciousness; and remains 
thereafter, an abiding inspiration? 

Ik ow there are Socialists who have the bitterest contempt 
for any such association of their creed with things spiritual, 
who would meet the suggestion that they are doing the will of 
God in their work with derision. Socialism is to them a religion 
in the same sense as Christianity is a religion to the man who 
seizes the-first opportunity of taking you by the button-hole 
and askingýi appulchral voice, "My friendl are you saved? " It 
is a narrow blinding formula, shutting up their sympathies instead 
of opening them out. It is not in this sense that Socialism 
should be a religion. It iss of course desirable to have a healthy 
mistrust of any kind of theory calling 

Itself Socialism which 
gets away at all from the plain, hard, cruel, economic facts. 
We do not want philosophising. and theorising if they do not 
lead straight to shorter hours and better conditions of labour, 
to better food, better clothes and better houses. But surely 
it is a mistake to throw away the strength and inspiration that 
come from a consciousness that our work is rooted in the spiritual 
nature of things; that it is bound to tell; that we are working 
with the Power behind Evolution; in a word, that the Socialist 
Movement is a Religious MRvement; 

Lot us turn again to what Socialism has to say about what 
'fought to be. " It may be summed upqin one word -- Justice. 
This is the ethical creed of Socialiskn -- Justicel Of all things 
this is the most difficult to define, but it is of all things the 
most necessary to love and to try to do. Do you think this is a 
poor thing for religious creed? Listen to these words of Walt 
Whitman - "Great is emotional love .. . But there is something 
greater ... Then - noiseless, with flowing steps - the lord, 
the sun, the last ideal, comes. By the names right, justices 
truth, we suggest but do not describe it. To the world of men 
it remains a dream l- an idea, as they call it. But no dream is 
it to the wise -- but the proudestt almost only solid lasting 
thing of all. " No doubt it will be objected that the love of 
justice is not peculiar to Socialism, that it is to be found in 
more or less perfect form running through all codes of law and 
systems of religion, that it finds most eloquent expression in 
the Hebrew prophets, and that Christianity is a religion of 
justice tempered by mercy. But it is not my object to endeavour 
to prove that Socialism has discovered Justice -- only to show 
that it embodies it in a purer and more intense form than it has 
ever taken. Indeed I believe that there is in men and women 
to-day, as the result of long ages of training in habits of law- 
fulness and religion, so firm a love of justice that it is, in 
the maine their notion that Socialism is an unjust thing that 
keeps them from becoming Socialists. They need clearer insight 
into the unjust working of the present system rather than more 
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love of justice. Yet, I says Socialism embodies a purer and 
intenser justice than most men and women have learned to apprec- 
iate. Let us apply a test. To how many does the giving of 
"charity" cause pain? -- not the receiving mark, but the giving? 
The average Christian feels no pain in giving. "Is not alms- 
giving reckoned as a Christian duty? And should we not feel 
glad that we are able to help the poor and the suffering? Are 
not our hospitals and such-like institutions monuments of the 
triumph of Christianity? " That is the ordinary attitude. The 
Socialist attitude is one of truer justice and deeper sympathy. 
"Why it asks should there be the needy in the midst of such 
wealth? " Justice "- not pity -- it demands. Charity, it declares, 
"curses both him that gives and him that takes " £ý, ostering a 
spirit of patronage in the one, and of servility in the other, 
which effectually forbids the existence of the only kind of society 
which is tolerable to the man or woman with the Socialist spirit -- 
a society of equals and comrades. Indeed, it is the injustice 
of our present way of life, more, even than the physical pain 
it causes, which is unbearable to the Socialist, 

and no amount of 
alleviation of it by charitable means can reconcile him to the 
wrong it does to men in crushing their spAttt of freedom and 
numbing their sense of justice. Do you urge that ove is a 
higher virtue than justice? Yes, but it must be the love of 
freemen of equals. Many a 'doman dotes upon a dog and ill-treats 
her maid. Would not justice to her maid be a finer virtue than 
her love for dog? Socialism looks for a society where love shall 
reign, but it knows that justice must come first. Only then can 
we have that generous relationship between man and man, which 
deserves the name of love. 

And Socialism proposes to bring about this state of society 
by reorganising all our institutions in the interests of Labour -- 
of man as a worker. At present they are organised in the interests 
of Property -- as man as a possessor. Is there not a fine moral 
instinct in this Socialist principle of regarding first the 
interests of Labour? In his work man is a giver, giving his 
strength his skill, himself; and is it not truly "more blessed 
to give 

than to receive? " Is it not nobler to produce than to 
consume? [Is not this the old ideal of the Political Economistt 1 
Our present system blesses him who has. orders all things for 
him. Socialism would honour man as a worker; would place him in 
conditions which should develop his ability and nobility as a 
worker; would release him from being a mere machine for serving 
the lusts of the idle rich -- to repeats would reorganise Society 
for the sake of man as giving himself, rather than of man as 
having and enjoying. 

Is there not Religion in all this? To me there seems to lie 

1. It is not clear whether or not this question was deleted from 
the text. 
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behind Socialism, and to express itself through Socialism, a 
religion grander than men have ever known, a religion of reverence 
and freedom, of tenderness. and courage, much like the religion 
which throbbed in the heart and which lives in the words of Jesus, 
but blending with the Chris ian ideal a confidence and joy in 
this Earth-life of ours which shall at last issue in mastery over 
its discordant elements and the transformation of its meanness 
and ugliness into nobleness and beauty and its selfishness into 
love. 

The Socialist Movement is something more than a mere scramble 
for a bigger share of material goods for the worker. After what 
I have so far said you will not suspect me of the cant which says 
we don't need to trouble about giving a man better wages, that 
what he wants is a new heart, as our Evangelical friends phrase 
it. It does matter what wages a man has. Up to a certain point 
it matters enormously. But Socialism I repeat is not a struggle 
for more material wealth as the be-all and end-all of life. It 
is just the contrary of that; it is a struggle for a new manhood. 
It recognises that a man's life consisteth not in the abundance 
of the things which he pessesseth, and it refuses to honour a man 
who has heaped up riches just because he has done that. It detests 
servility; it honours service. 

So far I have been speaking of the religion of Socialism, but 
in a sense there can be no religion of an "ism" -- a mere abstrac- 
tion. Religion is something that beats in the hearts of men and 
women, that sets them doing this and that. It is a thing of the 
will. Our problem is not to settle speculative questions of the 
intellect, but to set men on fire with hatred of injustice and 
love of their fellows. I have just said that socialism detests 
servility and honours service. That moans that men and women 
with the socialist spirit are those who scorn equally to be 
tyrants or slaves to oppress or be oppressed. If our Socialism 
is only an economic dogma howeve' sound, or a set of collectivist 
opinions, however exact, 

It 
will be worthless in this world of 

live men and women. It must be the embodiment of earnest personal 
belief in the dignity of human nature and in the reality of our 
high destiny, Difficult at times it is, in the presence of the 
pettiness of meanness of life, to preserve our faith in any high 
calling for man. Indeed sometimes we view with a sigh rather of 
satisfaction than regret the working of those cosmic processes 
which eventually quite wipe our this "brief and discreditable 
episode in the history of one of the meanest of the planets" as 
one has cynically described the record of mankind to be. 

But comrades, let us throw off such nightmares. The end is not 
yet. 

Lot 
us rather rejoice that to us there has come the ideal 

of human justice and the call to work for its realization. Let 
us devote ourselves afresh to social service. 
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e Now Sermon Proa An Old Text 

By Jokn Taulyn, of Burnley 

(If I could attribute the following sermon to some stalwart 
prsaeker of the Middle Ages, I aas fancy song of the readers 
of the Labour Pry saying -- "Alit tkors were fine men in 
those days. Would we had then nowt" whereaw. q coning from 
John Tanlyn, now in the flesh, and living and agitating in 
Burnley, I can fancy tko sane readers saying -- "Akt wkat a 
pity that so crude land exaggerated a statement should be 

printedt" 
fke sermon is orude and exaggerated# perkaps; but it is 

a vigorous and vivid expression of wkat lies in the kearts 
of the people. And I do not see why tkese wke would be glad 

+u Ike hoar John Ball proaoä sksuld be afraid of bearing wkat 
John Taslyn has to say. -- Vditer. ) 

0e to now, ye rich, weep and howl for your miseries that are 
coming upon you. Your riches are corrupted, and your garments 
are notä-eaten. Your gold and your silver are rusted, and their 
rust shall be for a testimony -against you, and shall eat your 
flock as fire. To have laid up your treasure in tie last days. 
Behold tie hire of the labourers who cowed your fields, whisk is 
of you kept back by fraud, orietk out; and the cries of ties 
that reaped have entered into the ears of the Lord of Sabaetko 
To have lived delicately upon the earth, and taken your pleasure; 
ye have nourished your hearts in a day of slaughter. to have 
condemned and killed the just, and he dots not resist you. 

James V., 1-6. 

A very bold man is. this James; a blunt, sturdy, straight, 
truth-speaking man; one of those rare "call-a. spsde-a-spade" 
meal as we say it; a man that cannot muftis, or. sinoe, or trig, 
er squiveoate'for the life of kin. 

But, l4. Aring the man, let us come to bis, words. betore us. 
Verily they are stalwart words .- they are furious words; words 
are they of tremendous scorn and anger. 

Listen to his. He is calling upon riok sen to weep and ko'l 
because of miseries that come upon tkea. Rick sen are those 
who held the wealth and glory and might of the earth. ? or what 
sause, then, need they to weep and howl? and yet this James 
sees cause. fnd be speaks with exceeding great confidence of 
evils to ooze upon thee. 

Can this James be right? Let us see. This James here speaks 
of labourers, labourers who have reaped fields, labourers wke w have been hired to reap fields by those others -- the rich sea. 
And they have not been paid for their reaping. It has been kept 
back by fraud -- so he says. 

" 
And of these rick men, how have they fared meanwhile? He says 

they have lived delicately; they kale taken pleasure; they says 
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nourisksd tksir karts in a day 
kas been supported an the kirr 
fraud. So says this Janes. 

of slaugkt. r. ""- And this . soss 
of"tk" labourers, kept back by 

But are tkese things true? I must now ask you to apply tken 
to yourselves. gown wkat are the tkings ones more? They are 
theses that labourers kaue reaped fields; that rink sen kaue 
kept back their hire by fraud; that the said rink not have 
lived delicately on the kept-baok kire. Tkese are the tkings. 

Now tken, de you reap your own fields? If you do not, then 
it will be olsar to you that some one is doing your reaping for 
you. Now tken, bow are you paying tkea -- tkose that are reap- 
ing for you, and tkose that are doing all tke other things for 
you? For I think we see clearly that wkat James says of reap- 
ing Yo means of ether things as well. Now then, how are we 
paying our labourers? 'Tis a kesely question, a trite, simple 
question -- ok, so Simple! 

Those who are bringing forth from the earth your corn and 
wine -- how are you paying for thee? Those who are making the 
clothes that cloths you -- how are you paying thou? Those who 
are taking up the coal from the bowels of the earth to comfort 
and warm you -- how are you paying thou? Those who are build- 
ing your houses to shield you from heat and cold and rain -- 
how are you paying them? Those who are weaving for you soft 
and rich carpets for those houses, that the sounds of your 
falling feet may not jar upon your fine and delicate nerves -- 
how are you paying them? Are you doing none of these things 
yourself? Then you see that somebody must be doing thou for 
you, and how are you paying them? 

What is that? Do I hear You answer this by saying that your 
great grandfather was a useful oitison, and did these things 
three or four generations ago, and your stook has lived upon 
th" energy that Got gave his ever since? I'a afraid this won't 
satisfy James. Ism afraid It oan't satisfy as. I'm afraid it 
won't satisfy the Lord of Sabaotk that James here speaks of. 

What is tkat? Do I kear you say that your great forefather 
led the people in council and in war, and for his great deeds 
you kaue called the land of the country yours, and have fined 
the labourers for the use of the land, and kaue yourselves 
lived upon tkese rents, because your fathers were migkty in 
counsel and valour these many generations ago. I an afraid 
this will not satisfy James. I an afraid it cannot satisfy  e. 
I an afraid it will not satisfy the Lord of Sabaotk that James 
speaks of. I an afraid this is what James calls keeping back 
hire by fraud. I an afraid I must call it this. I an afraid 
James's Lord of Sabaotk will so esteem it. I would pray you 
1ºek to iti 

And now, have I some one hers who would say: "Sir, i was a 
labourer many years. I did my own sowing and my own reaping 
that is, I produced in some sort that which was a blessing to 
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the commonwealth. And I was frugal and sparing in  y habits, 

and I saved portions of my wage sank week; and I saved and 
saved until I had some few hundred pounds. " ges, friend, that 
is thine; the result of thy moderation and frugality; thine to 

give, or to spend, or to live on for the rest of thy days. I 
think Janes will admit this. I shall admit it. I feel sure 
the Lord of Sabaoth will admit it. 

But maybe I interrupt this 
I fanny I kear kin says "Sir, 
keep the money: I took it to 
the money of others, kept tie 
and myself. So that I had to 
no zero money that I took kin 

man. Porkaps ko has more to tell. 
I pray you bear me out. I did not 
tko bank, and tkore my money, with 
banker, and the bankers clerks, 
labour no more, the banker giving 
is return. " 

But I now further answer to this mans Sow did tky money keep 
tke banker and the banker's clerks and thyself, while k" yet put 
to thy credit more money than was at first thy money? I an 
afraid, friend, that thyself and the banker and the bankers 

clerks have been living upon the labour of somebody else; and 
that you have used your money to rob some labourer of his hire. 
I an afraid James would call this keeping back by fraud. I an 
afraid I must call it this. I an afraid the Lord of 3abaoth 
will have to call it this. 

I pray thee, look into tkis uatterl How have tky hundreds 

made  or* hundreds wkile tkou least stood by idle? 'rie hundreds 
wkick tkou didat receive in the days of tky labour were hundreds 
which thou daist receive for labour done{ the kundreds which 
thou bast since received are hundreds wkick tkou least received 
for labour done by somebody else, which they keys earned, but 
wkioh you and your banker and leis clerks have received and kaue 
not earnedl 

And now, is there some one hers who would says "Sir, I had 
money left as by my relatives and friends, and other money I 
also earned. But I did not put my money in tk" banks -- at 
least no great sum of it. I built me factories and foundries{ 
I fitted them up with  aokinery and the tools of labour. Then 
I called upon the labourers to come and work for ae. " 

I do reply to suck a can tkat this was good. 

And tkon, wkat Ikon? You skared together the fruits of your 
labour, you yourself taking one simple skare, and receiving 
from all the otkors a portion towards the cost of your "ackin- 
ory until the wkole was cleared off. And tkon, I suppose you 
clubbed together and got freak naokinory, wkick I suppose is 
now the  aokinory of you all. Yost that was a good deed! I 
feel sure that Janos would agree with that. I an sure I doh 
and I *kink I can venture to say, in the nano of the Lord of 
Sabaotk, that H. will approve of it as rigkt. 

But maybe my sea] las again interrupted, and now once mors 
you says "Sir, I did not to that way. I hired ay labourers and 
paid them their wages. " 
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Yon, my brotkor, you hired your labourers and paid then 

their wages. I was sure all along it would ooze to this, and 
that other way I ferstallod you with was only a heavenly con. 
caption of your poor preacher's own brain. 

Brotkren, in dealing with this part of Jaaes's subject I 

aunt ask you to give ne your sincere and undivided attention; 
because in this matter of hiring and paying wages, it behooves 

you to moo that you are the rieh son, and they the poor labour- 

ers. You hold in ono hand aonoy, in the otker factories and 
workshops and lands -- while they hold what? Their naked lab- 

our. And the land they must have for their labour! and work- 
shape and tools they must have for their labour! and those you 
hold in your lands! I pray you look at your positiox. It is 

a fearful position this that you holt, whisk is the holding of 
she lands and tools of the labourers. I do declare harm before 
ay Got that I would not hare your position for a thousand 
worlds. It is a frightful position for weak maul and yet many 
of you seen to dance under it men* lightly. : anew says, "You 
have lived delicately upon the earth and taken your pleasure, 
and kayo nourished your hoarts in a day of slaughter. " And 
this while the lives of the labourers were in your lands! This 
while they cried out as that their Orion enteaed into the ears 
of the Lern of Sabaotio go saity this Janes. 

But what! Shall I hear you sayings "It is a from contractl 
the labourers can ohosel" Tut, tut! what do you mean? No- 
thinks you have been reading sons foul books of some foul 
brains whore hearts were dry as dust. Now can a contract be 
free where the contracting parties are unequal? Answer no this, 
I pray you; not in the language of those books, but in the 
straight, plain kunan language whisk your nature dictates. You 
are the rick son. You hold the land and tools. They, she lab- 
ourors, have but their raw labour. Are you on the satin plat- 
fora? No must have land and tools to lives therefore by holding 
those you hold -- what? Why, his life! Tess you hold his life! 

-- you tan allow it, er you can take it! It is in your hands 
so long as you hold those things, without which he cannot sub.. 
sist, Oh, ay brethren, this is a fearful responsibilityl I 
trouble to so open i1 up to you, and to gase into its depths. 
Yet it is ay painful duty, as I an a follower of this Janos 
and his Master, and as I shall have to give an account of this 
opportunity to speak to you before the Lord Of Sabaotk. 

You say that the labourer is free to contract with you. Lot 
as son. Pass you over to the ' side 'of she labourer. Sit you 
there in his plane while we clear up this matter. You are the 
labourer now. You are without work, and you have your wife and 
six little children to food. Work sense -- are you free to 
accept it or refuse i1? Are you not compelled to take the work 
to provide food and shelter for your wife and little ones, wish. 
Out which they cannot lire? And ko wko# knowing your condition, takes advantage of it to give you, not what is your rigid, but 
what will Just suffice to let you and your wife and little ones 
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live .- wkat shall we say of kin? 

Now pass you ewer to your own site again. You are do nes- 
ter on** more. Do you do that kind of thing? Have you over 
done it? You, "y rink brstbron, you holt Us labourorts land 
and tools. Without those -- tko land and fools -- ko cannot 
live. Therefore you kold his life! Are You taking it or giv- 
ing it? 

It is a marvellous life, skis life of cant I sonotiaes 
think it is only a tiny but as yet, soaroely at all unfolded. 
It has marvellous potentialities wrapped up in it -- wie can 
toll kow marvellous? It was not born to flicker in alleys and 
cellars, in foulness and darkness and want. It was born to 
breathe tie pure air; to bean in the sunshine; to laugh, to 
run, to skip, to play, and unfold these marvellous powers a- 
midst Ike natural elements -- earth, ocean, air -- that the 
Lord of Sabaetk katk placed around it. Are you helping *ken 
to unfold all these kuaan lives that teuok yours? Are you 
sending then bank again to the Lord of Sabaoti with their ais- 
sien unfulfilled? Are you helping tkon ono ind all upon their 
upward way? You remember these lines of the old Buddhist 
priest. It deee well for us to remember tkoa, because Ti are 
Christians, and he was only a peer, dark, Buddhist priest. 
Sear what he mayss -- 

Kill not, for pity sakot 
And, lost y" stay tko uoanost thing 
Upon its upward way, 
Give and roooivo toward all; 
But take trog non., by greed, 
Or force, or fraud, wkat is his own. 

gell, brotkrop, we have new Us gist of this great matter 
before us" We see wkat it was that waxed the rigkteon" soul 
of Jauss. It was the same matter tkat, is our great matter to- 
day -- that the few kayo get into, their kands the , "moans of 
lifeY of the many; and in getting into their kands the "moans 
of life" of the asay, kaue really get ist, their kands the life 
of many* The way in wkioko tkrougk the oenturies, they kaue 
get the land and tools of the labourer into tkeir kands is not 
a pleasant story to read. First, by naked toreel Jkea by fraud; 
then by law; and over for tkenselwes, and newer for the peer 
they governed. Tkiso I an afrati, must be tko verdiet of the 
unbiased kistoriaa. Birst, kings plotting for tkoaselves; tkoa 
nobles plotting against kings and against peoples; Ikon eoinor- 
eial aor. kants plotting against kings, and against neblosg and 
against people. And now the people are beginning to learn, and 
to plot. If they skould learn from us, bretkren, wkat will 
*on*? Lot us fall on our knees before the God of Sabsetki Lot 
us confess to his that we key* boom robbers all; and let no go 
and sentes" to the yesple tkatg seeing our sorrow and kumility, 
peradventure they may be prompted to to better with us than we have done with tkow. 
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Bratkren, we can assure tkon that night is net rigkt, and 
that force is so road?. But how shall they believe us, when 
all along we belied it by our actions? Besides, we have cruc- 
ified afresh the Just One -- that is, we have done these 
naughty deeds under His name. Better had we been blunt, bold, 
reckless Atheistst much better. We have been proud, haughty, 
grasping; we have praised that Man whose birth-place was a 
stable, while we ourselves have courted palaces. We have 
praised his poverty, simplicity, and honesty, while we our- 
selves have courted riches. He said life was within, a divine 

gift supplied direct from God; we have sought it in things 

without. as measured wealth by soul-power; we have measured 
it by gold and silver coins, and the garments that can become 
moth-eath4. And the man that has had most of these we have 
called the rich man. 

Brethren, I have almost done. Perhaps you will require an 
apology from me for preaching this haughty sermon. Perhaps 
even now you are saying within yourselves, "Je are honest oit- 
ieens; we try to pay twenty shillings bn the pound; we are as 
honest as other people. If we are in a out-throat system of 
things, how can we help it? We cannot mend the bad system. 
We do not come to church on Sunday to be bullied and brow- 
beaten. We come out of a week's fight, and we want to get a 
little soothing opiate from you, parson, in order that we may 
go back to the fight with fresh vigour to-morrow. " 

Yost brethren, something like this I know many of you are 
saying, and hear my answer to these thoughts. Brethren, I 
think you will agree with me in thist that all social politics 
have been made by men; and have been rent by men; and it they 
have to be mended, men must mend them. As men, we are all 
social forces in our present society. We are mending foroew, 
or rending forces; and if we are not mending, then depend upon 
it we are rending. That is, we are isolating men by accentuat- 
ing their individual antagonisms, or we are welding them to- 
gether in a common unity. Isolation is death; solidarity is 
life. The material atoms must have chemical affinity, and come 
together and form a body, or they do not achieve their destiny. 
So, as the atoms of our body hold together and build up our 
body, we must hold together and build up the social body; in 
which body, says Paul, there can be "neither Jew nor Greek, Bar- 
barian nor Sotthian, bond nor tree" -- and I think it he had 
lived in our day he would have added, "nor capitalist nor lab- 
ourer". The principles of life, brethren, which I learn from 
Christ, and which Paul and this James seem to have learned from 
Him, are theses a common Father and a common humanity, a oom- 
mon oduoation and a common destiny. 

Brethren, I have done. 0 
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POLITICS IN THE PULPIT1 

by Fred Henderson 

(An address delivered at the Norwich Labour Church in 1900. ) 

"I hate, I despise your feast days and your sdemn assemblies. 
... But let judgment run down as waters, and righteousness 
as a mighty stream. " 

The glorious thing about the moment through which we are now 
passing is that religion is alive in the world again, and the 
exhilaration of 

'a 
great spiritual adventure is in the air. There 

is$ as a modern writer has said only one religion, though there 
are a humdred versions of it. Diverse 

as they may be in forms 
they have all the same thing to say; and the world is beginning 
to repeat it with something of that choral gladness which marks 
every period of religious revival. Religion is to-day coming 
back upon men. In all its manifold forms, whether it disguises 
itself under a theology or a political programme or a revolution- 
ary movements religion means the craving of men to see God's 
Justice embodied in the life of the world the sense of a direct 
relationship with the Highest rendering it imperative, at all cost 
and through all hazards to bring life into conformity with that 
relationship. If men will its they can do it; and a period of 
religious revival is when men are willing it on the large scale, 
when the New Jerusalem becomes so clear to them as to be a mandate. 
And never, surely, was the sense of fertility of great things 
almost at fruition, of a coming glory, more diffused about the 
world than now. The movements the unrest, the strivings which 
are disconcerting so many people are all at bottom the same 
religious movement of revival. 

It is being borne in upon men's 
consciences that there are deep injustices in the way they live 
together, that methods of life and work which they have been 
taking for granted as part of the inevita'ia le order of things 
are not inevita&ie at all; are in opposition to God's law of 
equityy and that the supreme business for us is to bring life 
into conformity with that law. Our politics, our local adminis- 
tration all the agencies through which men express and attain 
their will concerning their order of life are being transfigured 
in the inspiration of this purpose. The talk 

of men in the 
streets, in all places of resort, in newspapers, in the throng 
of our common ways, is more and more, "How can we livejJustly 
together? How can we ensure the right quality in human life? " 
You overhear two men in the street, and it is an even chance 
that they are talking about infant mortality, or the housing 

A phamphlet published by The Norwich Printers, Madderrsarket 
1900. 
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question, or the problem of the unemployed. It is all a stirring 
and an effort towards a new order of life which shall satisfy the 
conscience of the race in the dealings which its members have with 
one another and the way they live together. Every political dis- 
cussion passes on the common tongue into an ethical d1scussion, a 
problem of conscience the hope of the coming of the Kingdom. We 
are saying, "Thy Kingdom come on earth*" not on our knees only 
but saying it at the ballot-box, in municipal elections, in polit. 
ical outlooks, and in our ideas concerning the organisation of 
industry. 

A good deal of the unrest now existing in the Churches is at 
bottom only one more manifestation of this same movement of re- 
ligious revival. Earnest men are feeling more and more intensely 
the need for bringing the inspiration of their religious beliefs 
to bear upon the actual life of the world. They feel that in a 
very large measure many of the Churches have attempted to with- 
draw the sanctification of religion from the actual work-a-day 
life of the race, and to petrify religion into a more speculative 
theology; and against that process man's religious instincts re- 
volt. The function of religion is not to set up certain sacred 
things in opposition to secular things but to bring life in its 
entirety and in all its common work and its common human re att'on- 
ships into conformity with the law of love and of justice. The 
unrest in the Churches to-day has its origin in the felt failure 
of the Churches to get at close quarters with actual life; the 
failure of organised religious work to fulfil itself and to come 
to fruition in the activities of our g ueral humanity. "By their 
fruits ye shall know them. " If the faith once delivered to the 
saints is a valid and a sufficient faith, and if it is being faith- 
fully presented to the world by the Churches, how is it that the 
vast range of human life shows no sign of response to it? How 
is it that nations go to war? How is it that children suffer 
cold and humger? How is it that under a superficial veneer of 
culture our modern civilizations are still a more wild-beast 
scramble for selfish ends? It is from this feeling of contrast 
between the professions of the Churches and the things condoned 
by the Church in human life, from this perception of the futility 
of the Christianity of to-day to influence in any adequate degree, 
or even to attempt to influence, the actual life of the world, 
that your Labour Churches and your New Theologies have sprikng. 
All these movements of unrest point to what I have just said to 
you, that religion is coming back upon men, and the evidence of 
its coming is the rising demand, shown in a thousand different 
wayst for actuality, for fulfilment in the life of the race. 

Now this is no new thing in the world, although it is a new 
thing to this age of the world. Christianity, organised and 
respectable Christianity' has got into pretty much the same con- 
dition in the modern world as the orthodox and respectable reli- 
gion of Judaism had got when Jesus came into conflict with it. 
And what the teaching of Jesus did as against Judaism, that same 
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teaching must now do as against modern Christianity, if religion 
is to live again in the affairs of men. What we have to do is 
to assert the law of love as a rul of life, against the barren 
formalism of a religion which has separated itself from the affairs 
of life. I cannot find that Jesus cared very much about doctrinal 
theology or about the metaphysics ofzeligion; while as for the 
formal observances of respectable religion, he positively hated 
them, and never lost an opportunity of expressing his utter con- 
tempt for them, and of warning his hearers that unless their 
righteousness exceeded that sort of thing it was the vainest of 
follies. What he was concerned about was to persuade men that 
brotherhood is the primary law of human relationships and human 
conduct, and to redeem men into that new life out of the old 
animalisms and fightings and revenges. I find nothing else in 
the teaching of Jesus that is more than dust in the balance com- 
pared with that. He came into acute conflict with the respectable 
and established religion of his day precisely as every true man 
is bound to come into acute conflict with the respectable and 
established Christianity of to-day; and on precisely the same 
grounds. He found it condoning the conduct which his Gospel con- 
demned; a respectable and established religion absorbed in formal 
observances which did not touch the lives of men. Could he have 
£6reseen that a day would come when similar formalisms would be 
observed by similar great ecclesiastical hierarchies, professing 
to act in his name and to be the exponents of his teaching, he 
would certainly have prayed for a new re-incarnation in these 
latter days, in order that he might denounce it as he denounced 
its Jewish protopype. 

It is a familiar phenomenon in religious history, this of the 
persecution to which all great religious teachers are subjected 
by the respectabilities of their own time, contrasted with the 
honour and worship paid to their memories by generations long 
after. It is generally assumed that this growth of a religion 
into recognition and honour means the acceptance by the respect- 
able world of the teaching of the prophet whom their forefathers 
stoned. Unfortunately for that notion, respectability is pretty 
much the same thing in all generations and if it honours in one 
generation the name of a prophet whom 

It 
stoned in an earlier 

generation, it is in most cases not because it has accepted his 
teaching, but because it has discovered some ingenious way of 
reducing that teaching to naught while professing to render lip 
service to it. 

The process by which this transformation of a great religious 
inspiration into mere formalism takes place is a perfectly simple 
one, You can find it illustrated over and over again in history. 
All great ethical teaching is necessarily idealistic. It expresses 
human duty in terms of no compromise. The complexities of life 
do not exist for it; it dissolves all such difficulties in the 
simplicity of first principles which throw a clear and inp©rative 
light upon conduct. Such an attitude towards life is always a 
challenge to the respectability of its day; respectability which 
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is bound up with self-seeking and the maintenance of privileges. 
Human society generally compromises with such teaching, after 
having failed in the attempt to beat the life out of it by per- 
secution by making a theology of its and so severing it from 
application to the ordinary conduct of daily life. 

That is the unfortunate fate which has befallen the teaching 
of Jesus. To accept that teaching as a guide to conduct would be 
to make many of the practices of modern social, industrial, and 
political life impossible. Accordingly modern nations make a 
theology of it instead of a rule of conduct; relegate the recital 
of its principles to a set day in the week, upon which they agree 
to shut their shops and offices, by way of showing that there is 
absolutely no connection between their religion and the business 
of their life; and so, establishing a wholly blasphemous distinc- 
tion between conduct and creed by calling conduct secular and 
creed religious, preserve to themselves liberty to kill, thieve, 
lie, make war grow rich by sweating or by landowning, and all 
the rest of it in matters within the "secular" sphere, while still 
describing themselves as Christian on the strength of the odd day 
upon which these business and political activities are suspended. 
A metaphysical subtlety of doctrine takes the place of the law of 
righteous conduct; a respectable hierarchy of high social status 
grows ups becomes involved in the defence of huge property int- 
erests and social prerogatives for itself; the whole thing hardens 
and petrifies into ecclesiasticism; and the age again stands 
ready to s tone the next prophet who attempts to turn its dead 
formulae back again into a living inspiration for the conduct of 
the world's affairs. Every prophet is thus a reprobate to his 
own age, and the provider of a new religion for some future gen- 
eration grown adroit enough to pack his message into a respectable 
formula not so wholly incompatible with the continued exercise of 
savagery and knavery as it appeared to be at first. How skilled 
the vested interests which have hitherto controlled the affairs 
of the human race, how skilled they are in this process of bluffing 
the prophets and getting round religious teaching so as to make 
it possible for men to profess religion without giving up the 
practices which that religion condemns, is manifest enough from 
the continued existence of war--not to mention commercial enter- 
prise--amongst nations actually calling themselves Christian. 

Official Christianity to-day is in the main nothing but a 
cynical bluff to the teaching of Jesus; and the extent to which 
it has become eligible for additon to the world's museum of rel- 
igions whose life has been petrified out of them by respectability 
may be clearly seen by the derision and protest with which any 
suggestion that Christianity is a matter of conduct is now received: 
and by none more loudly than by many of the professional holy men 
whose function, as they interpret it, is so largely to provide us 
with excellent pulpit reasohs for ordering our lives in complete 
disregard of the precepts of their creed. Their favourite phrase 
in this connection is that you must not bring politics into the 
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pulpit which is only another way of saying that you must not 
claim for the teaching of Jesus any authority over or any applic- 
ation to national conduct: for what is politics but the ordering 
of our national conduct? 

The official hierarchy of a religion thus grown respectable 
have always been the chief stone throwers at contemporary prophets. 
Read your Bible. Who are the people against whom all the prophets 
prophesy? Against whom Jesus thunders? The poor and outcast? 
The publicans and sinners, the disreputable? Never. For these 
the religious teacher has deep pity and a message of sympathy. 
It is the scribe and the Pharisee, the chief priest and the older, 
the Bishop and the Dean, the men who say and do not, who love the 
uppermost rooms at feasts and the chief seats in the congregation, 
and greetings in the market place, and to be called "Rabbi. " 
Don't you know them? Do you want to go as far away as Jerusalem 
nineteen hundred years ago to find them? You will find them all 
through history, dominating every established church system with 
their unctuous respectability. These, I repeat have always been 
the chief stone throwers at contemporary prophets. They deem it 
their business to keep religion out of life, and to oonfine it to 
metaphysics and forms and ceremonies which can be respectably 
practised without threatening their social and industrial privi- 
leges, to pay tithe of mint and anise and cummin, and to omit 
the weightier matters of the law: judgment and mercy and faith, 
the actualities of conduct of business, of politics. And they 
always hate the prophet because the prophet has an exasperating 
habit of telling them that their forms and ceremonies are nothing, 
and less than nothing, without the practical application of 
righteousness to daily life; which is the very thing they most 
earnestly desire to prevent. They object to bringing politics 
into the pulpit. Their real fear is that the pulpit should come 
into politics, into business, into industrialism. Where would 
they and their class perquisites be if it did? The whole attitude 
of the prophets towards a religion which attempts to separate 
sacred from secular things, reducing the former to metaphysics 
and leaving the latter unconsecrate, is summed up by Amos "I 
hate, I despise your feast days and your solemn assemblies; but 
let judgment run down as waters and righteousness as a mighty 
stream. " That has always been the attitude of every great reli- 
gious teacher towards the religiosity of his day. That is why 
he invariably gets himself stoned and crucified. He insists 
upon realities, upon life; he will not be content with forms and 
ceremonials. The burden of his message has always been that 
religion is a rule of conduct; and the occasion of his appearance 
has always been when a once living religion has become hardened 
into formalism, and detached from the daily life and activities 
of men; when the pulpit has avoided politics. He comes to re- 
establish religion as a principle of conduct to claim the whole 
range of human activity as being subject to Its teaching. 

When your respectable religious man says that he does not ap- 
prove of politics in the pulpit, what he means iss "Look here, 
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you leave my shop alone. I don't go to Church on Sunday to be 
asked about my factory, or my rent-roll, or whether the girls I 
employ are on the streets at night because their wages are not 
enough to live on. Business is business, and I don't want politics 
in the pulpit. The teaching of Jesus has nothing to do with these 
things. " 

Ftrends, I am here to declare that religion has everything to 
do with these things; that it is a worthless thing unless it does 
concern itself with these things, "To what purpose is the cnult- 
itude of your sacrifices unto me? saith the Lord. When ye come 
to appear before me, who hath required this at your hand to 
tread my courts? Bring no more vain oblations; incense Is 

an 
abomination unto me; the new moons and sabbaths, the calling of 
assemblies; it is iniquity, even the solemn meeting. Your appoint- 
ed meetings my soul hateth; they are a trouble unto me; I am 
weary to bear them. When ye make many prayers, I will not hear. 
But put away the evil of your doings from before mine eyes; 
cease to do evil; learn to do well; seek judgment; relieve the 
oppressed, judge the fatherless, plead for the widow. " There you 
have it, the old prophetic message. Your Sabbaths and Church- 
going, your oblations and missionary collections, your praying 
and your religious observances are nothing, are an iniquity and 
a curse, if they go with injustice and oppression in your life 
and work. That is the message which rings out, clear and strong, 
from the lips of every inspired religious teacher. Listen to it 
again as another of these old Hebrew prophets proclaims it. 
"Wherewith, " says Micah, "wherewith shall I come before the Lord, 
and bow myself before the High God? Shall I come before him with 
burnt offerings? Will the Lord be pleased with thousands of rams 
or with ton thousand rivers of oil? He hath showed thee, oh man, 
what is good; and what doth the Lord require of thee but to do 
justly and to love mercy? " Always the same note, you see. Always 
insistence upon the fact conduct is the only true worship; that 
religion is not a set of ceremonies; or a creed, or giving to 
missionary collections, or praying, or Church-going, or being 
pious on Sundays; but a life to be lived, a law to govern all 
your relationships with your fellow-men. Or take it again as 
Jesus himself expressed it. There was one phrase which was often 
upon his lips. It is repeated over and over again in his rebukes 
to the-orthodox and respectable religious folk of his day. These 
people, as you know, were constantly trying to get him into 
difficulties because he did not observe the established proprieties 
of religion. When he sat down with publicans and sinners, they 
said it was shocking. When he walked out on the St: bbath and 
plucked the corn, they rebuked him and his followers for Sabbath 
breaking. "Go " he said to them, "go ye and learn what this 
meaneth, I will have mercy and not sacrifice. " Sacrifice was the 
central ceremony in Jewish ritual. "What I want is religion in 
your lives, brotherhood and love in the relationships of men. I 
will have mercy, and not sacrifice. " 

This is the message, this the truth that I put to you religious 
men and women. chat are your Churches doing to help to fulfill 
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the prayer so constantly on their tips, "Thy Kingdom come on 
earth? " They have substituted a mere selfish other-worldliness-. ' y 
for the magnificent inspiration of the redemption of the world 
into a new life of brotherhood, the inspiration that should lead 
every Church to say : 

I will not cease from mental fight 
Nor shall my sword sleep in my hand, 

Till we have built Jerusalem 
In England's green and pleasant land. 

Here you are, living and moving in a society with slums to 
the right and left of you with a new generation of stunted and 
ignorant and underfed children constantly growing up round you, 
with men committing suicide women driven to prostitution, work- 
houses and prisons full of 

the 
wrecks of a social order which 

fails to prove itself anything but a social disorder, with a 
population as big as a nation in itself slinking through life by 
thieving and pilfering, a welter and confusion of lives in a world 
of abundant resources; and on the sunny side of the wall which 
throws these myriad lives Into 

shadow, the strutting respectabilities, 
the idle lives, the classes who are only able to live as they do 
because the others are condemned to live as they do. What is your 
organised and respectable religion doing for this broadcast life 
of the nation? Shirking its duty, for the most part, on the plea 
that you mustn't introduce politics into the pulpit. Don't make 
any more hypocritical pretence about it. What you mean when you 
say that you musn't have politics in tJze pulpit is that you will 
not give up your class privileges, and that you are going to pre- 
vent religion from questioning the justice of your privileges in 
the sight of God. I tell you that a religion which does not ques- 
tion you on these matters is no religion at all, but a devilish 
negation of religion altogether. Let us look the thing in the 
face. God has given us a most plenthous earth; and such things 
as want and ignorance and crime can only appear on it by some 
miracle of chronic old blindness in the human ordering of affairs. 
Is want, is suffering is injustice an inevitable fact in organ- 
ised human society? The things that we take for granted, the 
things that our ordinary politics do not question and our organised 
Churches refuse to challenge--the existence of large classes of 
ignorant poor people, a social system that treats the dogs of one 
class better than the children of another class--are we bound to 
these things bý any law of our nature? Ought not the whole civil- 
ized world to be thinking, thinking, thinking, with all the des- 
peration of men upon whose consciences every moment is thrusting 
the burden and agony of wasted and bewildered lives, until the 
defect in our social organisation which makes life a tragedy for 
millions is discovered and set right? And you musn't have politics 
in the pulpit; If the establishment of God's justice on earth is 
not the business of religion what in heaven's name is its business? 
You think that these are political questions? I assure you that 
they are the vital test questions of the reality of your religion. 
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The conflict and struggle of Christ to-day is with Christianity, 
Christianity whose official organisation has been captured by 
the enemy, and turned into a citadel of defence for human selfish- 
ness against the teaching of Jesus. They keep religion from 
coming into politics because they know that if it did come in, if 
the teaching of Jesus were to be practically applied, their way 
of living would promptly be made impossible. They are up to the 
eyes in the iniquities of a social order which, in all its insti- 
tutions, in its business, in its commercial enterprise, in its 
class distinctions, denies at every turn the foundation principle 
of the teaching of Jesus--the possibility of brotherhood and love, 
instead of competition and strife, as a synthesis of human society. 
"No politics in the pulpit" means the deliberate gagging of 
religion on the very issues upon which the world has most need 
of the guidance of religion. No wonder these people don't like 
politics in the pulpit, and use their dominance in the Churches to 
keep politics out. They are like slum-owners who have got them- 
selves elected as a sanitary committee; and when they say that 
politics must be kept out of the pulpit they are simply announcing 
that the sanitary inspector will be exceeding his functions if he 
says anything about their backyard. They have given us a Christ- 
ian era of great Chruches and perishing people. They have emptied 
Christianity of Christ's teaching, silencing it from giving any 
practical utterance to his gospel of the establishment of the 
kingdom of love upon earth. They have refused point-blank to 
deliver his message to the world. He said peace; they defend and 
justify the wars which their paymasters wage for new markets and 
the increase of dividends. He taught the brotherhood of man in 
the Fatherhood of God; they are the most strenuous champions of an 
economic order which makes brotherhood impossible and sets up class 
division instead. Even their talk about not bringing politics 
into the pulpit is false. They 12 bring politics into the pulpit. 
They are always ready to bear their negative testimony against 
making Christ's teaching operative. The politics that tell against 
Jesus, the politics that uphold class privilege the politics 
that would make the poor content with poverty, 

the 
politics that 

take for granted the continued existence of their paymasters' 
privileges, to such politics the pulpit is pretty freely open. It 
is only when politics begin to insist upon a positive testimony 
from religion as to the justice in God's sight of social and 
industrial methods, it is only then that the Chruches say, "This 
is no business of ours; it is politics, and we don't like politics 
in our pulpits. " They have I repeat, emptied Christianity of 
Christ's teaching; and looking at these great empty tombs of the 
Churches, a world in earnest about living its religion, a world 
looking with a growing and a passionate desire for the fulfilment 
of God's purpose in human life, can only say of them, "They have 
taken away my Lord, and I know not where they have laid him. " 

Of course, in all this I am speaking generally. When you 
speak of the Churches you speak of the general and dominant bend- 
encies of the Churches. I admit joyfully that there are voices 
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raised even in the pulpit for :; raking the teaching of Jesus some- 
thing more than a pious opinion, for claiming our right to test 
by that teaching the whole range of human activity. But they are 
comparatively few as yet; and they rarely condescend to particu- 
lars. I confess that I do not find any great edification in 
vague talk about the duty of the Churches to interest themselves 
in social reform and social justice. When you say as it is be- 
coming customary for many orthodox people to say, 

that the Churches 
must stand for social reform and for the establishment of justice, 
I venture to ask you yhat social reform, and what embodiment of 
justice? Unless you give a definite point to its unless you apply 
this general talk to the actual definite problems of life, you 
might as well talk about standing up for time and space as about 
standing up for social reform. When you speak about the necessity 
for securing justice in the relationships of men, you have either 
said too much or too little. You cannot stop in that hazy region 
of indefinite sentiment. You must go on to apply your general 
sentiments to concrete cases, and dare to translate your preach# 
ing from the general to the particular. An aspiration after 
social justice in general is very apt to turn out to be an aspir- 
ation after no social justice in particular. The classes which 
profit by our present industrial anarchy and social injustice will 
listen with the utmost complacence to any amount of vague general- 
ities about social reform. They do not mind generalities in the 
least; so long as you keep them in the abstract. It is when you 
begin to apply your general maxims to special facts, when you get 
to the point of "Thou art the man, " that they don't like it. I 
have no doubt that the slave owners of the days of chattel slavery 
listened with complete satisfaction to general pulpit maxims about 
justice between man and man. It was only when the particular 
practice of slave owning was denounced as a violation of justice 
that they got annoyed, and threatened to resign their position as 
deacons if politics were introduced into the pulpit in that rude 
and outrageous way. And the landowner, the man who lives upon 
dividends, the industrial parasite of any sort, who lives by 
taking out of other men's labour all the surplus over and above 
a bare standard of existence, will come to your Churches and sit 
in the broadcloth which he gets by imposing his maintenance upon 
the labour of his generation, and will listen with much comfort 
and edification to your generalities. He will perhaps feel that 
it is the privilege of the clergy to be just a little impractical, 
but that is really doesn't matter so long as it is all kept in 
the abstract. "The sermon this morning was full of the most 
beautiful sentiments, my dear! " he will say to his wife when he 
gets home again. I am inclined to think that the elders and the 
scribes and the pharisees, the decorous and respectably pious 
peoples when Jesus said to them "You hypocrites, you who devour 
widow's houses and for a pretence make long prayers, you will 
receive the greater damnation; " I am inclined to think that they 
did Sgt go home and say how delighted they were with the beauti- 
ful sentiments of the sermon. So long as it is possible for a 
sweater, a slum owner, a profiter by other men's labour, to sit 
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in a Church without being made to feel that he is the man who 
is crucifying Christ afresh, the blasphemer against God's purpose 
in man's life, that Church is failing in its duty.. It is engaged 
in saying soft things to please its paymasters instead of deliv- 
ering fearlessly the message of Jesus. Vague phrases about social 
reform mean nothing. If those who utter them really mean anything 
by their talk, let them have the courage to say what they mean. 
If such phrases are spoken sincerely, they must have some definite 
idea behind them. Is private land-ownership just or unjust? Is 
the organisation of industry for private profit, hell on earth or 
not? When you talk about the need for justice between man and 
man, you tell us nothing unless you go on to define what you mean 
by that in its effect upon the actual institutions under which we 
live. The Churches in this matter appear to be going on the good 
old Biglow principle, 

"I'm willing a man should go tolerable strong 
Agin' wrong in the abstract; for that kind o' wrong 
Is oilers unpopular, and never gits pitied 
Because it's a wrong no one ever committed; 
But you musn't be hard on particular sins 
'Cause then you get kickin' some people's own shins. " 

It is quite possible to make talk about social reform in general 
serve the purpose of enabling you to avoid the very issues which 
you seem to be talking about. 

No; it won't do; it won't do. The duty lying upon the eonscience 
of every religions man is to face the definite facts of life, and 
to ask himself, without shirking and without reserve, "Is this 
institution, is that way of doing business a just thing an honest 
thing, a thng that helps or that hinders the 

relationship of 
brotherhood amongst man? " The landowner must be made to ask that 
question about the rents which come to him by no effort of his 
own, the shareholder about his dividends, the employer about the 
wages of his labourers, the politician about his wars and his 
armaments. It is the business of religion to put these questions 
with incisive directness to us; theysay to use "You must justify 
these things in the light of Christ's teaching, or abandon them. " 
If religion means anything at all it means the redemption of men, 
our deliverance from evil, the bearing away of the sins of the 
world, the attainment of a life of brotherhood and love. 

The theologians have fastened upon these great phrases; and 
in pursuance of their set purpose of turning the edge of Christ's 
challenge to actual life and conduct, of keeping politics out of 
the pulpit, have turned the whole thing into a supernatural mystic. 
ism, to the great relief and comfort of those vested interests 
whose occupation would be gone if the world were actually and in 
fact delivered from evil. I take it that when Jesus spoke of 
human redemption, of deliverance from evil, of saving men from 
their sins� he meant just precisely what he said in the plain and 
ordinary sense of deliverance; a sense which the sweater and the 
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slum owner would find particularly unpleasant, and quite incom- 
patible with the position of Church deacon, if the theologians 
had not invented the device of wriggling away from the meaning 
of the Gospel by putting mystical interpretations upon a plain 
and direct issue of conduct. It is the old story "Then assembled 
together the chief priests, and the scribes and 

the 
elders, unto 

the palace of the high priest and consulted how they might take 
Jesus by subtilty and kill him. " There you have a perfect picture 
of the ecclesiastical copncils assembled to destroy the influence 
of Jesus on the life of the world to kill him by the subtilty 
of putting what they are pleased 

to 
call a spiritual interpreta- 

tion upon his teaching and denying its applicability to the actual 
human relationships of the living world; enabling them to say to 
the unjust man, "We bring you this soothing gift of a Christianity 
out of which we have carefully extracted all that would be un- 
pleasant for you. Isn't it clever of us? " 

To say that you will keep politics out of the pulpit is to re- 
veal the shameful impotence of a Christendom bound and gagged by 
the monied interests of the world; a Christendom sharing in those 
interests and so reduced to silence in the face of the great 
human needs and duties which are calling the Churches of our day 
to a new career and a more comprehensive mission. My reply to 
those who ask, "Has religion anything to do with politics? " is 
the old reply, "Do men light a candle in order to put it under a 
bushel? " You are willing enough to concern yourselves about 
individual sins. You are eager enough to bring home to the pros- 
titute and the criminal a sense of their wrong doing. What about 
the industrial system which makes the prostitute and the criminal? 
Individual sin is for the most part only a knot in the vast 
network and entaglement of social and industrial conditions. It 
all resolves itself back into politics; and my claim upon you is 
that politics must resolve back into religion, in the true sense 
of religion which is a life to be lived. How is religion to be 
the light of the world if it does not light the world to life? 
How is it to be the salt of the earth, if the activities of the 
collective life which are governed by politics, are to be ex- 
cluded from contact with it? Christendom which denies, or (what 
is the same thing) does not work for the establishment of human 
society on the foundation of brotherhood and love, Christendom 
which is faltering in its condemnation of whatever stands in the 
way of attaining that kind of life is a Christendom which rejects 
the Christian ideal of the possibilities of life. It is not a 
Christendom at all, but heathenism which has wrongfully obtained 
possession of the citadel of our faith, usurping its Churches, 
lighting strange fires upon its altars, and turning the hope of 
the world to derision in the very name of him who gave to men 
the most inspiring utterance of that hope. The ultimate blasphemy, 
the final denial of God in human affairs, is now, as nineteen 
hundred years ago, the blasphemy of the elders and the chief 
priests who smother under theological metaphysics and ceremonial 
observations the ideal of such a life, and even deny the possibility 
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of attaining such a Utopian purpose. Without that clear purpose, 
religion becomes a more mystical dreaming, and human life a chaos. 

Dreams, say you? Nay, but rather such clear vision 
As in the bud can see the flower full-blown, 

And read a promise of the world's fruition 
In each prophetic hope our hearts can own, 

Dreamers of dreams! We take the taunt with gladness 
Knowing that Time, beyond the years you see, 

Has wrought the dreams that seem to you but madness 
Into the substance of the life to be. 

Is it a dream that human life can become a life organised on 
foundation of co-operation and brotherhood? 

Is it a dream? 
Nay, but the lack of it the dream! 

Andl failing it, life's love and wealth a dream, 
And all the world a dream! 

THE FIRST STORY OF THE LABOR CHURCH 
and 

Some Things for which it Standst 

by J. S. Woodsworth 

(An address in the Strand Theatre, Winnipeg, April 5th, 1920. ) 

Hymn 

Is true freedom but to break 
Fetters for our own dear sake, 
And with leathern hearts forget 
That wo owe mankind a debt? 
Not, true freedom is to share 
All the chains our brothers wear, 
And: with heart and hand, to be 
Earnest to make others free! 

They are slaves who fear to speak 
For the fallen and the weak; 
They are slaves who will not choose 
Hatred, scoffing and abuse, 
Rather than in silence shrink 

A pamphlet published by the Labor Church Offices, 530 Main 
Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. 
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From the truth they needs must think; 
They are slaves who dare not be 
In the right with two or three. 

--J. R. Lowell. 

Prayer 

We meet together as brothers and sisters of the one big family. 

We confess that we have not yet learned to live together in 
love and unity. We have thought too much of our own interests 
and too little of the common welfare, We have enjoyed and even 
sought special privileges. Our own gain has often involved an- 
other's loss. We are heartily sorry for these, our misdoings; 
the memory of them is grievous unto us. 

We acknowledge that we are still divided into alien groups 
separated from one another by barriers of language, race and 
nationality; by barriers of class and creed and custom. MqY 
we overcome prejudice. May we seek to find common ground. May 
we recognize the beauty in other types than our own. As we claim 
that our own convictions should be respected, so may we respect 
the convictions of others. May we grow in moral stature till we 
can join hands over the separating walls. May we enter into the 
joy of a common fellowship. 

We have learned how imperfect is our knowledge; how narrow 
our vision. May we be willing to welcome truth from whatever 
source it comes. May we endeavor to follow the truth at what- 
ever cost. 

We would remember that the things that are seen are temporal; 
that the things that are not seen are eternal. May we judge 
things by their spiritual values. May we estimate success by 
high standards and in our own lives, reject the temptation of a 
low aim and easy attainment. 

We would be wide in our sympathies and generous in our living. 
If we have more than others, may we accept our heavier responsi. 
bilities. We would extend to others that indulgence which we our. 
selves crave. 

We are grateful for the lives of all the wise and good who 
have made this world a better place in which to live. May we 
enter into their spirit and carry forward their work. 

We pledge ourselves to united effort in establishing on the 
earth an era of justice and truth and love. 

May vur faces be toward the future. May we be children of the 
brighter and better day which even now is beginning to dawn. May 
we not impede, but rather co-operate with, the great spiritual 
forces which, we believe, are impelling the world onward and 
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upward. 

Readings 

The accusers in Pilates Court . -"We found this man (Jesus) 
perverting our nation, and forbidding to give tribute to Caesar, 
and saying that he himself is an arnointed king. " --Luke 239 2. 

Jesus: --"Remember the word that I said unto you: A servant is 
not greater than his lord. If they persecuted Me, they will also 
persecute you; if they kept My word, they will keep yours also, " 
-- : John 159 20. 

The mob at Thessalonica to the rulßrs of the cityt--"These 
that have turned the world upside down are come hither also; 
whom Jason hath received: and these all act contrary to the 
decrees of Caesar, saying that there is another kings one Jesus. " 
-" Acts 17,6-7 

Demetrius, a Silversmith, at Ephesus: --"Sirs, ye know that by 
this business we have our wealth. ,.. Not ony is there danger 
that this, our trade, come into disrepute, but also that the 
temple of the great goddess Diana be made of no account. " -- Acts 
19,25,2? 

The"Orator" Tertullus at the Court of Feli=s--"We have found 
this man (Paul) a pestilent fellow, a mover of insurrections among 
all the Jews throughout the world, and a ringleader of the sect 
of the Nazarenes; who moreover essayed to profane the temple. " 
-- Acts 24,5-6 

A. J. Andrews K. C., in Judge Metcalfe's Courts-. "I taintain 
that this so-called Labor Church is merely a camouflage for the 
preaching of sedition and for fanning the flames of unrest. .. Their doctrines were intended to make you forget all you ever 
were taught at your mother's knee. Their aim is to remove the 
word duty from the dictionary and substitute pleasure and vice. 
The whole vile doctrine preaches duty to class first, self before 
country. " -- Tribunes March 15th, 1920. 

At the birth of each new eras with a recognizing start 
Nation wildly looks at nation, standing with mute lips apart 
And glad truth's yet mightier man-child leaps beneath the future's 

Heart. 

Truth forever on the scaffold, wrong forever on the throne 
Yet that scaffold sways the futures and, behind the dim unknown, 
Standeth God within the shadow keeping watch above his own. 

Count me o'er earth's chosen heroes, --they were souls that stood 
alone, 

While the men they agonized for hurled the contumelious stone, 
Stood serene, and down the future, saw the golden beam incline 
To the side of perfect justice, mastered by their faith divine. 
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Worshipers of light ancestral make the present light a crime. 

We are traitors to our sires 
... Shall we make their creed our jailer? 

New occasions teach new duties--time makes ancient good uncouth, 
They must upward still and onward, who would keep abreast of truth. 
Loy before us gleam her camp fires! We ourselves must pilgrims be, 
Launch our May flower, and steer boldly through the desperate 

Winter sea, 
Nor attempt the future's portal with the past's blood-rusted key. 

--Lowell (The Present Crisis). 

Address 

Today many of us have participated in the funeral ceremonies 
of the young son of Tm. Ivons, the founder of this church. The 
whole situation is unique and full of significance; heart breaking, 
yet inspiring fresh courage. 

Here is a dangerous criminal "guilty" of conspiring with others 
to wreck society permitted, under merely nominal guard to spend 
several days at home in free intercourse with his family and friends. 
We wish to express our appreciation of the humane consideration 
of the authorities. Men's hearts are kind, but the existing 
system permits freedom of action within very narrow limits. 

Could anything be more anomalous than that thousands upon 
thousands of the citizens of Winnipeg should eagerly seize this 
opportunity to show their sympathy and respect for a man with 
close-cropped hair, accompanied by a jail guard? From the Sunday 
Schools came bands of girls carrying wreaths to honor the man in- 
tent upon under-mining home life. Heading the procession, marched 
the returned men--honoring this man guilty of sedition--and 
throughout the war a consistent Pacifist. Then at the cemetery 
children from another Sunday School awaited to sing the old 
familiar hymns in honor of the man who was bent upon destroying 
all religion. The officiating "clergyman" was a former city 
pastor, now a "fellow-conspirator. " 

I cannot get away from that scene at the graveside. While 
the women wept, many a strong man gritted his teeth and swore 
strong oaths. With a more passionate people, the occasion would 
have provoked a riot. By the open graveside we pledged ourselves 
to be true to our comrades, and in our hearts there came a deeper 
determination to continue the fight until every man and woman 
and child had a chance in life and this cruel competitive system 
had been replaced by an era of co-operation and brotherhood. 

YOU CANNOT IMPRISON IDEAS 

Mr. Ivens is now serving a year's sentence for "seditious con- 
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spiracy" and being a "common nuisance. " His voice is silenced 
for the time. He cannot answer the eharges. 3that continually are 
hurled against him even by those who once called themselves 
brother ministers of the Gospel. 

But, notwithstanding his absence, the Central Labor Church 
today moves into larger quarters, and at this hour camouflage for 
the preaching of sedition and for forming eight branch churches 
in the city are holding their meetings and the movement is ex- 
tending Eastward and Westeard, "You cannot kill ideas: " 

THE THEORY OF IRRESPONSIBLE I"EAURRS 

At the time of the great strike, the pulpits of this city de- 
nounced the "Strike Leaders" for leading astray the poor, silly 
multitude who were as sheep without a shepherd. Yet, at the en- 
suing municipal elections, notwithstanding property qualification 
restrictions, the bringing in of absentee voters, and the active 
opposition of the Press the Church and the business and political 
organization, Labor polled for Mayor 12 000 votes, as opposed to 
15,000 for the so-called "Citizens" candidate. 

It is now proposed to nominate the arrested Iabor men as candi- 
dates in the forthcoming Provincial elections. The methods of 
suppressing the strike and of conducting the trials has aroused a 
Dominion-wide protest that will not cease until the real "conspir- 
ators" are removed by the people from their positions of trust. 

Our existing laws and institutions have proven inadequate. A 
new ideal is attempting to find expression. With pain and travail 
a great new "cause" is coming to its birth. 

ANSWERING CHARGES 

In the recent trials A. J. Andrews, K. C., Chief Crown Counsel, 
in his address to the jury, coupled the names of William Ivens 
and William Hohenzollern asserting: "They were both masquerading 
under the guise of religion. They both are enemies of society. " 
Not content with this, he denounced the whole labor Church. This 
challenge we do not propose to meet by counter denunciations. We 
do not propose even to defend ourselves against the absurdly false 
charges, We do propose, however, both for the benefit of open- 
minded outsiders and of our own group to attempt to give some 
account of the spirit and aims of the Labor Church Movement. 

We remember the apostolic advices "Be ye all like-minded$ 
sympathetic, loving as brethren, tender-hearted, humble-minded i 
not rendering evil for evil, or reviling for reviling; but contra- 
rewise blessing. .. But and if ye should suffer for righteous- 
ness' sake, blessed are ye. .. being always ready to give 
answer to every man that asketh you a reason concerning the hope 
that is in you. " -- I Peter 3s 99 14. -15. 
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We trust that soon our judges will be as wise as Gamaliel, an 
ancient Doctor of the Law whose advise was "Refrain from these 
men, and let them alone: for if this counsel or this work be of 
men, it will be overthrown; but if it is of God, ye will not be 
able to overthrow them; lest haply ye be found even to be fighting 
against God. -- Acts 5' 8-29 

"GLORIOUS COMPANY OF MARTYRS: ' 

Outsiders may consider me as disqualified to speak on behalf 
of a Church because I too have been in jail and I too am named by 
the Cradn as conspiring with others whose "doctrines and principles 
are directed to wipe out all sentiments of faith in God, respect 
for fellow men, sanctity of marriage and the family, love of coun- 
try regard for life and property, in a word, all principles of 
religion and nationality and to overturn and subvert the present 
system of constitutional government of the Dominion of Canada, by 
force, in order to bring about a condition of chaos such as exists 
in Russia and to give control of the Dominion of Canada or a part 
thereof to the ambitious conspirators under the guise of a so- 
called government by the workers or the dictatorship of the pro- 
letariat. " 

But I feel somewhat re-assured when Dr. S. G. Bland reminds us 
that probably the only one of the apostles who had not been arrest- 
ed was Judas Iscariot, you will remember that, as F. J. Dixon re- 
called the careers of the world's great leaders who in their day 
had been arrested and accused of the most serious crimes he began 
to consider that he had "been thrust into rather illustrious 
company. " I have ceased to be a Minister of the Church, but I 
never felt so strongly the call to preach the good news of the 
Better Day. 

HISTORY OF LABOR CHURCH 

A brief review of the history of the Labor Church may not only 
give us the needed background, but furnish a clue to the under- 
standing of the spirit of the movement. 

When the radical and pacifist views of the Rev. Wm. Ivens, M. A., 
B. D. forced him out of the pulpit of McDougall Methodist Church, 
he accepted the editorship of the "Western Labor News. " Feeling 
still his "call to preach" he started the Labor Church, in room 109 
Labor Temple, July 8th, 1918. Although announced as a creedless 
church, it was said to be founded on the Fatherhood of God and the 
Brotherhood of man. Its aim was declared to be "the establishment 
of justice and righteousness on earth, among all men and nations. " 
The motto was: "If any man will not work, neither shall he eat. " 
The meetings opened with devotional exercises, more or less after 
the Methodist form, but the platform was open to anyone with a 
message and there was considerable freedom of discussion. The 
audiences were composed chiefly of Labor people and the church came 
to be a rallying place for the more idealistic type of radical 
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thought. 

Then came the strike. The Labor Church of today is essentially 
one of the products of the strike. The Labor Church Sunday meet- 
ingg under the leadership of the militant pacifist editor of the 
"Strike Bulletin, " became the big rally of the week. The enthus- 
iasm generated in the Sunday meeting did much to maintain the 
morale of the strikers during the ensuing week. 

THE SPIRIT OF A RELIGIOUS REVIVAL 

I remember my first Labor Church meeting. It was the third 
week of the strike. The vast congregation, estimated at 10,000, 
filled Victoria Park. For nearly two hours I talked--could not 
but talk: Dixon talked Canon Scott talked, Robinson talked, 
Ivens talked, The people "stood" it--in a double sense of the 
word, and than gave a collection of $1,500.00 for the relief of 
the girls on strike. The police detectives reported us as Bolshovist 
Spellbinders and dangerous crowds of illiterate foreigners. Some 
of us thought we felt the spirit of a great religious revival. 

Then came the arrests and the "breaking" of the strike. But, 
as I described it at the time, Ivens' Church had become a "move- 
ment"--a spontaneous movement of the people--an insistence upon a 
social code of ethics--a revolt against denominationalism and 
formality and commercialism in the churches--a hunger after right- 
eousness and spiritual truth--a sense of fellowship in suffering 
and inspiration. 

This movement became solidified by the opposition of the mini- 
sters and the Churches to the strikers. Staid old Presbyterian 
elders refused to darken the doors of the kirk. Wesleyan local 
preachers could no longer be restrained. Anglican Sunday School 
teachers resigned their classes. Class lines became clearly 
drawn and the "regular" churches stood out as middle class insti- 
tutions. A disruption became inevitable. The new wine could no 
longer be retained in the old bottles. 

THE DISPERSION 

The prohibition of public meetings in the open air within the 
city limits completed the chain of events which led to the con- 
scious organization of the movement. The Sunday after the order 
had gone into effect, North, South, East, and West, just outside 
the city limits, groups from one hundred to seven hundred strong 
met in the open to worship God after the dictates of their own 
consciences. "It almost reminds one, " remarked one sturdy Scot, 
"of the Covenanting days when they drove our fathers out on the 
moors! " 

I shall always remember the first of these meetings, which I 
attended after my release from jail. The women and children sa* 
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on the dry grass. The men, many of them wearing returned soldier's 
buttons, stood in a large outer circle. The chairman was one of 
the few business men who had shown sympathy with the strikers. 

"Faith of our fathers living still 
In spite of dungeon fire and sword. " 

The old hymn rang out with a new meaning to those who during the 
preceeding fortnight had been behind the bars or shot at by the 
soldiery or otherwise deprived of the rights of free citizens. 

"Faith of our fathers: holy faith, 
We will be true to thee till death! " 

The new movement had become self.. conscious. 

"And seeing the multitude Jesus went up into a mountain. " So 
read the lesson. How natural in God's out-of-doorsl "Blessed are 
ye when men shall revile you and persecute you and shall say all 
manner of evil against you falsely, for My sake. " Surely the old 
book had become very modern! 

Then a Scotch workingman led in prayer. Not a conventional 
prayer by any means though full of conventional phrases! He prayed 
for the profiteers, that God's grace might be vouchsafed to them 
so that they might see of the error of their ways. He prayed that 
we might have courage to stand by our brothers. 

The preacher Just out of jailq was greeted with applause. He 
plead for fair healing for the strangers within our gates--his 
foreign fellow-prisoners who had not been allowed out on bail. 
He urged: "Seek ye first God's Kingdom--a Kingdom of justice and 
love--other things--lobs and wages--will be added. " 

Then in the closing hymn came Lowell's words of cheers 

"Though the cause of evil prosper 
Yet 'tie truth alone is strong. " 

Even the Crown Prosecutor's fiery assaults do little harm to a 
movement like this! 

DIFFERENCES OF OPINION 

Unfortunately but naturally the unanimity which had prevailed 
during the enthusiasm of the strike was gradually superceded by 
differences of opinion among the rank and file. There came the 
factional fight between the 0. B. U. and the A. F. of L. So in 
the labor Church a certain cleavage was discernable between the 
more "Orthodox" Christians and the more "Orthodox" Socialists. 

Many adherents up to the time of the strike had not thought of 
questioning the doctrinal teachings of the various denominations 
to which they had belonged. It was the Church's attitude to the 
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strike that had driven them into the Iabor Church. On the other 
hand, many who attended the meetings had imbibed the ultra mater- 
ialistic doctrines of the self-styled "Scientific Mar=ian School" 
of Socialism. They rejected all religion as superstition. The 
majority were "betwixt and between". 

The situation was very clearly illustrated at the time of the 
formation of the first Sunday School. The parents who had taken 
their children from the "regular" Sunday Schools decided that they 
must have one of their own. A hall was engaged and a "superin- 
tendant" appointed. A hundred children crowded in next Sunday. 
The Superintendent declared he didn't know anything about such 
things. He had left school after he had been confirmed and, later, 
had attended church only to please his wife. He sent to me a 
"hurry up call" to come to his assistance. We got the teachers 
together, They didn't know what to teach, One group said: "We 
don't like to give up the Bible and the old teachings altogether. 
There is some good in the old, but we want a new application. " 
The other group said: "We're tired of that old dope. We want to 
teach the children Marxian economics. " Then one man made a happy 
suggestion: "Don't you think you could mix them up a bit? " 

That, put in a crude way, is the position of the majority. They 
want the teachings of Jesus applied to the complex condition of our 
modern industrial life, They are reaching after a viewpoint dif- 
ferent from that of either Orthodox Christianity or Orthodox 
Marxianism. 

NATURAL DEVELOPMENT 

On several occasions committees have been appointed to draw up 
a constitution but the pressure of arrests, trials, elections, 
and educational propaganda have crowded out less important matters. 
One article dealing with the object of the Church was apparently 
lost in the shifting of the Iabor papers--just as some of our Sun- 
day School lesson helps were lost in the R. N. W. M. P. raids! 
Probably all this was for the best as the Church has grown nat- 
urally--problems being dealt with as the special needs arose. 

Already in addition to the regular Sunday meetings, there have 
been organized Sunday Schools, Young People's Societies, Women's 
Guilds, Teachers' Training Class, Economic Classes, Sick Visiting 
Committees, Choirs, and Orchestras. 

GETTING AWAY FROM MERE FORMS 

We are trying to be sincere and to work out a religion that will 
be real and vital, A little incident will illustrate the transit. 
ional period through which we are passing. One evening I was a 
guest at the home of a Labor Church family. As we sat down to the 
table my host said half defiantly, we thought, as he galnced at 
his wife: "We no 

longer 
say a 'blessing' in this house. I believe 

that the existing system of production and distribution is all 
wrong. We should not have these things while others go without 
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and I don't intend to blame 'God' for itt" Was that shocking? 
Surely this man exhibited a better spirit than if he had mumbled 
through a conventional blessing. But for those who wish to main- 
tain the old form of "Grace before Meat" would something like this 
not be more in keeping with our modern ideas? "We are thankful for 
these and all the good things of life. We recognize that they are 
a part of our common heritage and come to us through the efforts 
of our brothers and sisters the world over. What we desire for 
ourselves we wish for all. To this end may we take our share in 
the world's work and the world's struggles. " 

So the Church is considering the advisability of some sort of 
dedicatory sertice to take the place of the conventional "Christ- 
ening". 

We still use some of the old forms, even though we recognize 
that they do not adequately or even correctly express our ideas. 
This is not camouflage. They are the forms of expression with 
which we are familiar and we have not yet developed new ones. Soy 
at banquets, toasts are still drunk, even though only water is 
used. We have not yet evolved a "prohibition" method of expressing 
good fellowship! Many of our hymns reflect the life of a hundred 
years ago. We await the poet of the new era! 

SPIRITUAL INTERPRETATION OF NEW MOVEMENT 

Our object has not been--and, I think, should'ýnot be--primarily 
to build up an institution or lay down a +dreed or adopt certain 
forms, but rather to attempt to interpret the spirit of a, new 
movement. 

While the Labor Church refuses to be bound by dogmas, we believe 
it is essentially in line with the teachings and spirit of Jesus 
of Nazareth. Most of us gladly, if humbly, acknowledge his lead- 
ership and inspiration. 

A "PROTEST-ANT" MOVEMENT 

The movement is a protest against the present social order. As 
such it challenges existing ideals and standards and institutions-- 
industrialg commercial, financial, social, legal political moral 
and reli*ious. Its task is to test all things to hold fast only 
that which is valuable, to create ideals and standards and instit- 
utions that will more adequately express the growing needs and 
aspirations of humanity. 

The movement is born of a social age. Its viewpoint is social, 
not merely individualistic, its aims are social, not merely indiv- 
idualistic, that means that it stands for replacing the present 
selfish scramble for existence by a cO-operative commonwealth in 
which each will have a chance. 

TUE FUTILITY OF PHYSICAL FORCE 

The Iabor Church was born during the war, as a protest against 
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war. We believe that physical force settles nothing. Mental 
power is superior to physical power and "moral" or "spiritual" 
power is superior to mental power. What is won by physical force 

must be maintained by physical force. Physical force is a decep- 
tive shortcut. "Moral" ends can be attained only by "moral" 
means. The co-operative commonwealth must be founded on justice 
and good will. It presupposes the "consent of the governed". 
Democracy that is maintained by coercion is not worthy the name. 
Education then, not the sword is to be the instrument of our 
emancipation. 

THE EVOLUTION OF RELIGION 

Religion, in so far as it is vital, changes and grows. That is 
true of the individual. When I was a child I thought as a child, 
spoke as a child, understood as a child; but when I became a man I 

put away childish things. Some people never grow up spiritually-- 
and pride themselves on their childishnessI Rather ours should 
be the experience of the Chambersal Nautilus: "Build ye more 
stately mansions, oh my soul, as the swift seasons roll. " The man 
who thinks today as he did before the war must surely have an 
ossified brain and hardened heartf. 

As with the individual so with the race. The religion of any 
period usually expresses itself in a certain creed or institution 
or set of ceremonies. Then the expanding forces of a new period 
burst the narrow confines of the old creed or institution and ex- 
press themselves in new forms. 

Religion in this broad sense is simply the utmost reach of man 
--his highest thinking about the deepest things in life; his re- 
sponse to the wireless messages that come to him out of the infin- 
ite; his planting the flag of justice and brotherhood on a new and 
higher level of human attainment and purpose. 

THROUGH THE SPECTACLES OF EXPERIENCE 

Men look upon life through the spectacles of experience. The 
world in which we live is limited and colored by what we are. In 
the brilliant sunset the farmers may see only a fair day for haying; 
the artist sees a poem. Religion then, like all ideas and instit- 
utions, is closely related to the every-day experience of mankind. 

The human race has passed through several more or less clearly 
defined stages of development: (1) the Hunting Age when our Savage 
forefathers lived by the chase as until recently did the North 
American Indians; (2) the Pastoral Age when wild animals were 
domesticated and then more easily caught and killed--the Patriar- 
chal age of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob; (3) the Agricultural Age, 
when man learned to grow and use more extensively the fruits and 
grains; (4) the Handwork Age when man learned to make by hand the 
simple tools and things to satisfy his ever-increasing needs; (5) 
The Machine Age, when man invented machinery and called waters wind, 
steam and electricity to help him in his work. 
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THE OLD ORDER CHANGES 

Each of these ages has produced its own ideas and institutions, 
its own laws: and customs and codes of morality and religion. As 
one age runs into another so old ideas and institutions are not 
suddenly and absolutely changed, but are modified and transformed, 
and then, parts of them incorporated into the new. 

CHANGING IDEAS OF GOD 

Take the idea of God. The hunter thought of a great spirit-- 
a shadowy life that always escaped him--a mightier hunter than 
himself. The shepherd caring for his flock exclaimed, concerning 
his tribal God: "Jehovah is my shepherd. " The farmer thought of 
a great Husbandman who sent the rain and fruitful seasons. The 
hand worker conceived of a great architect of the universe who had 
admirably planned this world for the needs of man. What of the 
machine worker? Is not the world to himntore or less of a vast 
machine, with each wheel cogging into the other? He takes it as 
it is arty yet -- ? Yes, there is something more. He is becoming 
conscious of a determination to understand and control the machine 
and to determine his destiny. This great new life Force that is 
pulsating in his own veins and through society--is this not his 
idea of God? 

As with the idea of God so with the idea of worship. If God 
is conceived as an oriental despot, He may be placated by sacrifice; 
human, animal or symbolical. If He is a Righteous Judge, then He 
is pleased not with burnt offerings, but with a life of righteous- 
ness. If He is an Ecclesiastical Potentate, then He will expect 
an elaborate ceremonial. If He is a "Our Father in Heaven"q then 
He will be satisfied with nothing less than the love and service 
of His children. If it is in Him that we live and move and have 
our being, then worship of an external Deity will be replaced by 
Spiritual Communion and co-operation. 

IN THE TRANSITION PERIC® 

Through the history of Christian doctrine we might trace the 
changes that have been occasioned by the changes in Asiatic and 
European civilization. Now we have entered upon a new era. We 
are passing through the difficult transition period. It is full 
of uncertainties. It is easy to follow a beaten path; it is not 
easy to blaze a trail through an untracked forest. It is easy to 
reiterate old phrases. It is not easy to formulate ideas that 
are slowly emerging and only half understood. 

Some would shrink back and cling desperately to the old. Rather 
let us have faith to says 

"Cut the hawsers, --haul out--shake out every saill 
Steer for the deep waters only. 
For we are bound where mariner has not yet dared to go And we will risk the ship ourselves and all 0, daring joy, but safes 

Ire they not all the seas of ßa14 
0 farther, farther, farther saill" 
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THE RELIGION OF THE FUTURE 

The Labor Church born of the class struggle, at present limited 
in its activities, "Protestant" in its attitude rather than 
"Catholic" in its spirit nevertheless reaches out to the religion 
of the future. What that will be who can tell? But while we can- 
not yet see the light we can already tell in what direction the 
light is breaking. 

The religion of the future will be (1) PROGRESSIVE -.. dynamic 
not static. It will lay no claim to finality but rather be "going 
on towards perfection". (2) It will be SCIENTIFIC in its spirit 
and methods. The universe will be perceived as one and indivisible, 
each part in relation to the whole. We shall not be afraid of 
truth, rather welcoming it remembering that the truth only can make 
us free. (3) It will be PRACTICAL, our immediate concern is with 
this present world rather than with some future life. Right rel- 
ationships with our fellow men are more important than speculative 
Orthodoxy or ceremonial conventionality. (t+) It will be essential- 
ly SOCIAL in character. No man liveth unto himself. The highest 
individual development can be realized only in a social organiz- 
ation. The emphasis is on social salvation. This involves 
fraternity and democracy. (5) It will be UNIVERSAL. When we 
evolve a religion that is big'enough and broad enough and loving, 
it will make a universal appeal. 

At this time let us have faith and courage, and the future 
is ours'. 

AAAAAAAAAN 

AAAA AAAAAA 

THE IA. BOR " CSURCH BELIEVES IN t 

1. A spiritual interpretation of life. 
2. A continually developing humanity and religion. 
3. The establishment on earth of an era of justice, truth and love. 

TEE LABOR CHURCH STANDS FORS 

1. FELLOWSHIP. We welcome all men and women irrespective of creed, 
class or race. 

2. EDUCATION. We seek to know and spread the truth. We believe 
that knowledge only can make men free. 

3. INSPIRATION. By association we stimulate one another to truer 
thoughts, higher aspirations and nobler living. 

`UE LABOR CHURCH IS DEMOCRATIC IN ITS ORGANIZATION 

1. Each local branch is free to adopt its awn institutions, choose its Own officials and manage its own finances. The general 
executive is composed of delegates from and responsible to the 
various locals. 
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2. The Labor Church co-operates with other institutions of like 
aims and spirit. It realizes that it is a part of a larger 
world-wide movement. 

WORKS WITHOUT FAITH 

by Hugh V. Herford 

(The following is a much abridged summary of an address delivered 
last year to the Manchester Labour Church and more recently to 
other Labour Churches. I have asked Mr. lerford to let it appear 
here °° because it so faithfully represents the situation in some of 
our hushes, and also the direction in which we have to advance. 

-- Editors in The , April 99") 

I have been let to this subject by a discussion on Labour Church 
work at a recent joint service at Salford. The burden of this was 
that somehow our numbers had fallen off, that we were making no 
impression, adding no new members. Some put this down to the bald 
nature of our services -- to the almost entire absence of what is 
ordinarily understood by "religious observances". 

It seems to me that we express either too much or too little, 
in the use of our hymns and our principles, of the idea of God and 
of communion with him. Too much, if we are content to most Sunday 
by Sunday practically confessing that we have no notion what is 
meant by it all -- that the idea of God is nothing to us -- that 
the idea of prayer only suggests asking a power in which we don't 
think we believe for good things to eat or wear� whether for other 
people or for ourselves. Because we go on implying more than they 
think we mean, manly and honest souls have left us and sought in 
real outside work that harmony between their views of life and 
their views of conduct which continued experience among us had 
paralysed. They had to get into the fresh air, out of what seemed 
to them an exhausted atmosphere. We implied, n our hymns and 
principles, beliefs which they felt werq"hot vital to us. To them 
we expressed too much. 

Too little do we express our principles and ideas if they have 
any reality for us and are part of our daily life and thought. 
Vor we slur them over, as if they were, indeed, the proper thing 
for us as a Church -- all right, of course, but not exactly appro- 
priate for talking about in our semi-public gatherings. Those to 
whom God and their own souls-are true facts and not mere nebulous 
speculations have been starved by our services; and them too, we 
see no more. So that in both directions we have lost friends who 
were attracted at the outset by what seemed to be just what they 
had been looking for. In either case they found after a time that 
we wererinot true to ourselves. 
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I believe that we have tried, with the best intentions, to sit 
securely on a fence. Anxious to satisfy both the religious and the 
non-religious hearer, we have somehow largely dissatisfied both. 
We have failed to grasp the real idea of the labour Church. This 
I take to be the sense of being co-operators with God in developing, 
in our in hearts and in those of all around us, that fullness of 
life which will urge us each and all to work for the uplifting, 
physically and morally, of ourselves and of the low-lying mass of 
society around us. The very essence of the conception is that this 
regenerating power flows from within outwards. 

Now, the words Religious and Secular are neither of them quite 
satisfactory without much qualification; but the issue is practically 
this: Is the Labour Church frankly and squarely a religious instit- 
ution, or is it frankly and squarely a secular institution? I 
think there can be but one answer -- that it is to be a religious 
institution. And if this answer be given it rests with those who 
give it to put life into our religion, and to show that what we 
mean by it is not any narrow, other-worldly dogmatic religion, 
but that it is yet so vitalising that it animates and inspires our 
whole outlook upon the so-called secular side of things. 

Having thus made our choice between the two alternatives -- the 
only possible choice if the whole conception of the Labour Church 
is not to be abandoned, -- it becomes possible to see that we may 
now do honestly and sincerely what, if done for the mere sake of 
outsiders, I said before would be hypocritical. That is to say, 
we may try so to arrange our services that they may really express 
the ideal we are trying to build up within our individual souls. 
I think we might make our hymns and readings, and music so full of 
suggestion and expression that we could go from our services sat- 
isfied even though we had no address at all. I go further, and 
urge that we'should look with less narrowness (and what seems to 
me a kind of inverted bigotry) at this subject of prayer. With an 
apt and plausible q%ttation we have put the question aside. 

borate or. "To work is to pray" It may bei and often 
is -- but not necessarily. It iss if our work is inspired with a 
strong and glowing inner conviction which compels us to see for 
ourselves all the wrong that is in ourselves and the world around 
us, and leaves us no peace until we are doing some work which will 
help towards bettering the wrong. But it is nothing but a phrase 
if we are without any such strong compulsion within. It is true, 
again of the enthusiastic worker who may be absolutely without 
any ilea of God, but who yet is on fire to do something to mend 
the world's wrongs. But of the greater number of us it is not 
true, and without the inspiration of a strong inner life our 
efforts are feeble and fluctuating. 

There is a beautiful thought expressed in one of our hymns, 
"The City of the Light" s 

W are builders of that City, 
All our joys, and all our groans Help to rear its shining ramparts, 
All our lives are building stones; 
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But the work that we have builded, 

Oft with bleeding hands and tears, 
And in error and in anguish, 

Will not perish with our years. 

It will be at last made perfect 
In the universal plan, 

It will help to crown the labours 
Of the toiling hosts of man; 

It will last and shine transfigured 
In the final rein of night 

It will merge into the splendours 
Of the City of the Light. 

"We are builders of that City! " We are not, then, mere accid- 
ents -- gnats in the summer air -- but related to the great scheme 
of life, "the universal plan". Each of us has a part to play. 
Each has his piece of building to do. And if this is so, do we 
not want to know something of the Architect who so sets us to 
work? Or are we content to build blindly, or even to shirk the 
task, putting in mere ferry work because we have not realised 
that there is any Architect at all? Will not our share of wall be 
better built, our stones more truly squared, if we feel that we 
may even come to have a glimpse of the plan, that this Architect 
will in some way answer faithful and honest work with some com- 
prehension of what he is about, and that as the building rises we 
may, by understanding him better, be enabled to do better and 
truer work? 

My belief is that, in order to do the good work we all want to 
do we must take thought, not only in the secret of our own hearts; 
but among our fellowship here, as to what is the nature of the 
faith that should inspire us in our work to patient continuance in 
well doing. Faith of some kind is needful for this. Passing em- 
otion will oftentimes rouse us for a moment, but Faith alone will 
make us stick to our post, so that 

The task in hours of insight willed 
May be in hours of gloom fulfilled. 

This faith we shall find if we set our hearts and minds to seek 
it. If so many of us have been without its this is because we 
have not sought it and our work has been spasmodic and fitful in 
consequence. I believe this faith to be more than a mere specula- 
tive opinion. It will rather be something going down to the very 
roots of our being -- some truer understanding of what is divine 
in all men but so crushed out of most of us -- certainly no mere 
assent of 

the intellect to any creed or belief, however correct. 

We are a small body here, but that matters little if we know 
why we are here and what we want to do. It was said, "Faith can 
remove mountains". Remember Cromwell's boast of his small band of 
troopers -- "They are men of religion! " Those became the famous 
Ironsides, who were like yeast in the parliamentary army, so 
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leavening it that, from being a mass of raw levies, it became a 
powerful weapon to overthrow tyranny in the land. Ifs like these 
men, we can become convinced that we too, are called by a power 
not ourselves to a work of overthrowing tyranny in the land -- 
the tyranny of evil within which chokes our better purposes, the 
tyranny without, of cruel social ills -- I can conceive in each 
labour Church the gathering of a band of Ironsides small, perhaps, 
but fearless, which would command an influence just in proportion 
to its earnestness. Numbers would matter little, but to such a 
body even numbers, in time, would come. 

FREEDOM 

by Keir Hardie 

(From a report in the Manchester CitvNewsq Sept. 39 1892. ) 

In the course of his address Hardie referred to Lancashire 
Cotton operatives: There is no language to convey my feelings when 
I heard that the hard headed,, thinking cotton operatives had come 
round to our way of thinking. No longer can people point at 
Lancashire and say those people don't want an eight hour day. Many 
believe, as I did ten years ago that the Liberal Party is adequate 
to bring about ameliaration, but I cannot now agree. Idle land 
should be expropriated and colonized by people who could produce 
food, etc. for themselves. Also private ownership of the means of 
production should be abolished -- not to interfere with anyone's 
personal freedom, but to prevent the freedom of the capitalist 
from curtailing the freedom of the subject. Workers must unite to 
accomplish these objects. 

SOCIALISM AND THE WAR 

by Keir Bardia 

(From a report in the Bradford Labour Echo, Jan. 25th, 1896. ) 

The past year has been a year of trouble. The Battles of History 
make great reading, but actual fighting is different. Modern war is 
quite different from the hand to hand fighting of the past. There 
is nothing heroic about modern methods, there is nothing but carnage, 
Everyone is glad that the war scare is passing. War has its roots 
in selfishness and pride of Kings and of the Commercial Classes; 
its roots are not in Christianity or in Civilization, etc. "The 
missionary sent out on the money sweated out of their workers by 
wealthy plutocrats, and carrying Bibles presented by sweated non- 
union labour, was followed by the trader, who compelled the savage 
to take his adulterated drink and shoddy clothing, and when the 
native refused to have their land taken from them, we sent out 
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soldiers, in the interests of commerce and civilization, to shoot 
them down. " 

Socialists have a responsibility in the establishment of peace. 
ful attitudes in places of power. It is not hunger of body but 
hunger of soul that fights on the socialist side. Commercialism 
and war at home must give way to international Socialism and to 
the abolition of baser attitudes. 

SOCIALISM AND c ºCTER 

by Keir Hardie 

(From the Le der as reprinted in TheIab ' Pr, rorhet, Nov. 
1896, p, 17, 

aý6)ß 

Keir Hardie, speaking at the Holborn Town Hall on Sept. 27th, 
1896, stated that "the ideal of Socialism was not the materialistic 
cast-iron system it was sometimes represented to be by some of its 
exponents: The keynote of the discourse he stated in a single 
sentences "Every reform, every system of philosophy, every en- 
deavour to make life sweeter and pleasanter is only valuable in 
so far as it tends to the development of individuality and strength 
of character. " He looked forward to Socialism not merely to 
provide the comforts of life for those who produced them, but to 
give birth to that higher, nobler truer, fellowship and comradship 
between all nations and individuals, which would realise for the 
first time in history the poet's dream -- the brotherhood of man 
and the Fatherhood of God, 

SOCIALISM AND TIE HOME 

by Enid Stacy 

(From The labour Prophet, March 1893, p. 20. ) 

Socialism is being criticised as destroying homes. We make re- 
ply that the same conditions which make society so evil tend to 
male men rough in their family relationships. Socialism works for 
homes in which there is equality and love side by side -- for re- 
generation of the individual and family life as well as of social 
life. These arek: our ultimate ends. 

But in practical life at present advocates of socialism often 
do display ruined homes, If wife does not sympathise with husband's 
cause, he stays away from home even longer than necessary because 
of the lack of understanding and the constant nagging. The man's 
complaint is legitimate; so also is the wife's that she no longer 
has time with her husband. His concern for other folks children 
apparently doesn't extend to his own. 
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There is need for forbearance and sympathy and love. Husbands: 
Do you attempt to broaden your wife's views by giving information 
in attractive ways and enlisting her sympathies? Help them to 
widen their sympathies beyond the family circle. Also organise 
your time and spend a lot at home -- show your love give attention 
to the children$ help them to find recreation outside the home. 
Bachelors and Suitors: Look for campanions as well as wives. 
Married women: Be interested in your husband's interests. Be a 
friend and confidant and comforter. Remember Socialism aims at 
protecting home as well as our country generally. Take your own 
share oc the struggle beside your menfo], it, not necessarily by 
camparnng, but by understanding and accepting the present incon- 
veniences for the ultimate ideal. 

SOCIALISM AND ART 

by Margaret McMillan 

(Condensed from reports in the mad ord labour F, ho! April 4,1896. ) 

"The Early Church and Art" 

Great artists and religious pictures show that true religion 
expresses itself in art. Contrasts of Pagan and Christian Art, 
using examples, were given. 

"Rennaisance Art" 

Rebirth is a wonderful experience -- awakening to new life and 
beauty; this new Life came to the Western World. During the 
Middle Ages the craftsmen were educated by making something 
beautiful -- there was no liberty in the modern sense -- there was 
obedience to natural laws and to guild laws -- but the craftsman 
did create beauty. For instance consider the Pulpit of Nicolo 
Pisano which rests on wild beasts -- human passions -- from which 
straight columns rose -- discipline and inspiration, the evolution 
from brute -- and at the top, the story of the cross. Commercial- 
ism has ruined art in our Churches, and has spoiled our deeper 
worship. 

In the Middle Ages it was understood that the most important 
thing was not to make Churches, but to allow the Churches to make 
the character of the people. Miss McMillan assured her hearers 
that their work might pass away but that the result would remain 
in the final work -- the noble man and woman. If our life be but 
a vapour, let it be a pillar of cloud by day and a pillar of fire 
by night, lighting the way for others. 

"Art in the 14th Century" 

Before art there is always religion; this is clearly illustrated 
in the 11#th century. For example the Inspiration of Dante is 
interpretlted by Giotto, a shepherd lad of artistic ability who was 
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discovered and taught. But in our day there are no Giottos, for 
Board Schools prevent development. After Giotto there was a 
decline in Art till Raphael who caused a schism in Art with his 
pictures. One part was dedicated to the Muses, the other to 
Theology on the walls of the Vatican. Art is now wandering in a 
wilderness -- there will be no revival of art until there is, in 
people's hearts, a revival of religion which is-inspired from above. 

"Art in the 16th Century" 

At this time poverty was respectable. Diogenes of ancient 
Greece had loved in a tub. Thomas Aquinas and Francis d'Assissi 
begged bread. This is not so today. Only financial success is 
honouredpoverty is a shame. We are now restless9 both morally 
and intellectually, We need stability of society before Art can 
progress. Therefore we need commercial equality of opportunity. 
Poverty of necessity and not of choice is degrading. Therefore 
let us abolish it. 

SOCIALISM AND NEW LIFE 

by Margaret MacMillan 

(From a report in the Bradford IabgmEchop April 18th, 1896. ) 

Reformers often forget that there is no destructive work that 
does not endanger constructive work. The human mind expresses 
itself in Art, Literature, Science, At the time of the Reformation 
Art was mature, but Science was in its infancy. The Reformation of 
Luther brought, not new life, but the grave of life. Miss McMillan 
then described pictures of Holbein's Dance of Death -- the Queen 
the wearied labourer, and the child attended by the skeleton Death. 
Holbein gave the people a wholesome shock and braced them by re- 
minding them that our future might be greater and higher -- but 
that we could never gain it by soothing ourselves with pretty 
fables, 

In the 12th century Rennaissance of Venice, Peter the Hermit 
wakened the spirit by calling people to a Holy War. Responding as 
best they could in a savage manner the people were given New Life. 
In the Middle Ages there was a Christian Nation -- in modern world 
there is none. The work of our hands is not with religious things 
as it was for the Venetians. For example, consider Botticelli's 
figures of Patience Charity, and Faith which express a divine 
worship of what is the fountain of all rebirth. Venice thus began 
to show mercy, love, justice, and to do righteousness. When wealth 
began to be prominent, Venice began to totter and so came decadence 
of Christianity, which gave up its opposition to 'usury'. If we do 
the work to which we are called, i. e., Socialism, there will come 
to us new power, -- a rennaissance. 
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AN ANNIVERSARY SERMON 

by Margaret McMillan 

(From the g dfoz'dZ bour Echo, Jan. 18t 1896. ) 

In olden times men thought of everything as fixed and complete. 
In Science we have got beyond these ideast but not in politics and 
economics. For example we still believe in a fixed wage fund, the 
law of supply and demand and the struggle for life with its suf- 
fering and pain. But nature is overflowing and bountiful. So also 
is human life if we let it grow and flower and mature. Every 
person$ no matter how fallen, has seeds of perfection in him. We 
don't know it for we never allow growth. The new message of 
Science is thisx As every grain of sand is raw material for a 
jewel so every human is raw material for a hero or a saint. But 
the higher life is not possible for those too exclusively compelled 
to occupy themselves with the lower. Our first duty is to give 
bread and butter to all, that they need not fight for it. 

PRACTICAL RELIGION 

by R. Morley of Halifax 

(From the Brad; ford,. 
_Lab53 

hO s March 7,1896. ) 

The controversy of Hugh Price Hughs and a Church of England 
clergyman brings a matter of importance before us. The latter 
said that the "Sermon On The Mount" was impractical. The Bishop 
of Bradford has criticised Jesus as impractical and emotional, led 
by love and pity to indiscriminate charity. Present day commercial- 
ism has thus debased Religion. Jesus served men in need without 
counting the cost; The modern world only serves a need after pay- 
ment of cost and a fee. 

The Church has a day of memorial for the children slain by 
Herod -- but none for those slaughtered daily in England by the 
unfairness of mcthhrs having to work, etc. Commercialism equals 
selfishness. Christ equals service. Are we to uphold present 
societyg or to join hands with those trying to realise the ideals 
of Jesus Christ. 

EMANCIPATION 

by Philip Snowden 

(From the Bradford Laboer Echo, Jan. 25,1896. ) 

The ideals of today are essentially those of the past, but on a higher plane of human evolution. Today we are not making the best 
of either our country or our people, and so are failing in Socialism 
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as it is defined in Merr g England. One in twenty are million- 
aires. Nineteen in twenty are paupers -- the leisured gluttons 
and the starved workers, "We had palatial colleges ... and we 
had the cheerless schools where ragged children with empty bellies 
mumbled the Apostles creed"(Several striking illustrations of 
this contrast were given. ) 

Socialists are committed to discovering a scheme of giving 
the worker the full value of his work. 

Earlier all worked in common -- then the stronger enslaved 
the weaker and so developed a civilization based on robbery. The 
desire for Socialism is a desire to loose the chains that have 
bound men's souls to the earth, and to set them free for higher 
things. Free from the struggle for existence, and freedom to 
develop the higher life. Socialists are to work until the day 
breaks and the shadows flee away. 

JUSTICE 

by Paul Bland 

(From the D adford Labour Fchg, Jan. 4,1896. ) 

"Inasmuch as ye did it unto the least of these .. ." The 
speaker reviewed the state of society when Jesus spoke these 
woriLsz the masses were in poverty and the few in luxury, The 
early Christians instituted communism. Present day Christianity 
is a disgrace to its founders. We appeal to the state rather 
than to a few benevolent people to take charge of necessary 
charities, ego care of orphaned and ill-treated children life- 
boat insttutions, Hospitals, etc. Society has not yet 

learned 

the lesson of our text: We want Justice, -- not philanthropy or 
charity. 

MORAL BASIS OF SOCIALISM 

by Paul Campbell 

(From the P- adford Labour Ech, Dec. 21,1895") 

The claim is often made that a change in character is needed 
if reforms are to come. Socialists says change the environment 
and character will improve. The Labour Church exists to accent- 
uate the moral movement in Socialism, i. e. the evolution (relat. 
ivity) of morals. Christianity has the seeds of both individual- 
ism and socialism -- self regard and service of others -- Both 
are natural instincts. Altruism unwisely expressed in philanthropy 
and individualistic morality. The new morality is in its birth 
throes today, and of it Socialism is to be born. 
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IDEALISM IN POLITICS 

by Paul Campbell 

(From the Bradford Labour Echo, Dec. 219 1895) 

Many idealists stand aloof from politics. Politics are 
thought unclean and so have become degraded. Politics must be 
redeemed from the degredation of the practical politician; and 
so the Labour Church is to awaken the unconscious socialists 
living round and about us. Therefore we need to agree on a 
comprehensive policy, and present it appealingly, to fight elec- 
tionsq and to preserve political independence, to keep our higher 
ideals and our common sense. 

NATURAL RELIGION AND THE LABOUR CHURCH 

by W. Harrison Hutton 

(An address delivered to the Leeds Labour Church as reported in 
The, 

-Labour 
Prohh6t, Sept,, 1896, p. 1)+5) 

A belief in the Supernatural is not necessary to a true reli- 
gion, and it is a source of great danger to any belief because 
it cannot be proved by facts or reason, and has bbenctheocadae 
of much disbelief, disappointment, and despair. ... 

The natural in Nature is sufficient to generate the warmest, 
truest safest, and most lasting religious (nobly good and ele- 
vatingi sentiments, strong enough and high enough to regenerate 
a world. For instances read any nation's past history. And it 
is the duty of the Labour Church to draw the people nearer to 
Nature by helping them to better understand the wonders and the 
beauties thereof; thereby creating a love for and a sympathy 
with Nature which will invariably grow to a love and sympathy 
with Humanity, and an earnest desire and striving for the great- 
est good -- not for self, but for all. 

Natural religion is to love and help one another, and 
no true rest or happiness can ever come so long as there is work 
to be done left undone, life's best purposes left untillfilled. 
True religion is Love; true worship, to toil for others' good; 
to work, to strive for good is the best prayer. ... Comrades, 
our Temple must be the world; our Religion Love and Brotherhood; 
Our Prayer, Work; and the Devil that has to be conquered. is self. 
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THE RELIGION OF SOCIALISTS 

by R. A. Beckett 

(From a report in M1ei, Lebour Pro het, Nov. 1896, p. 182. ) 

Beckett commenced by saying that he had felt keenly since join- 
ing the Socialist movement, some twelve years ago, its lack of 
definite religious consciousness and aim. It 

,a religious 
movement,, but it was shy of recognising and declaring the fact. 
This reluctance came from a dislike and fear of all religion, 
which had been engendered by the formalism, dogmatism, and 
hypocrisy of much that passed under that name. But, he urged, no 
scheme of a perfect life could ignore the factor of Religion. The 
religious instinct was as natural as the reasoning faculty, the 
artistic instinct, or even as hunger and thirst, and it must be 
recognised and provided fbr. 

He then sketched the origin and history of the Labour Church 
movement, and, taking its principles in detail proceeded to ex- 
plain them to an interested and sympathetic audience. 

RIGHTS AND DUTIES 

by A. J. Waldegrave 

(From a report in 12I&b oDet, Nov. 189bß p. 182. ) 

He declared that Socialism was no more struggle for material 
things. It aimed at producing the bigger and better man. Those 
who denied to it the character of Religion, who failed to see in 
it the working of the eternal spirit of justice and love, however 
they might worship the name Religion, were really the people "of 
little faith". While as a political party Socialists must be 
largely concerned with their own rights and the duties of others, 
as a Church they would be chiefly concerned with their own duties 
and the rights of others. 

POOR LAW ADMINISTRATION 

by Mrs. Pankhurst 

(prom a report in The Labour ProDh t, Jan. 1898, p. 151. ) 

Her opinion was that the many defects in the system were the 
result of bad administration, and not of the Poor Laws which she 
thought were framed in a humane spirit. Several important im- 
provements had been made in recent years, especially with the 
comfort of the inmates of the workhouses, in which class the orders 
of the Local Government Board allowed the Guardians more discretion 
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than in the administration of outdoor relief, which was generally 
controlled by hard and fast rules. The uniform which was so 
conspicuous in former years, was now almost entirely dispensed 
with; the diet had also been improved. But more improvements were 
desired in this direction especially in the food supplied to the 
sick. In the treatment of the old people, she recommended the 
abolition of the large dormitories, and so prevent the herding 
together of so many old people. The greatest improvement in the 
Poor Law administration of late years was the alteration in the 
treatment of children who, she considered, were now far better 
cared for than the children of a large number of working-classes 
outside. She recommended the cottage system. The accomodation 
and nursing of the sick had been considerably improved; but little 
had been done in that direction for the insane and epileptic class. 
She thought the public was far too apathetic in the elections for 
Guardians, a patition which she contended was of far more import- 
ance to them than the elections of members of Parliament. 

THE TRADGEDY OF CHRISTIANITY 

by Bruce Glasier 

(From a report in The 18baur Pro h t, Feb, 1898, p. 159. ) 

Christ assailed the wrongs of his time, and so far as his 
language can be translated into that of our own day, he was a true 
Socialist, a sweet and beautiful democrat. He had no rich follow- 
ers although a few invited him to their houses! none of them took 
up 

the 
cross and followed him. The disciples, apostles and early 

fathers preached the doctrine of love and communism but a change 
came over this. purer form of religion when kings and priests took 
it up they made it an excuse for a long record of torture per- 
secution and war. The injustice of present-day commerciaiism, the 
suffering in our mines and factories continue the tvülgedy. 

PROM BRUTE TO BROTHER 

by Dennis Lird, M. A. 

(From a report in The Labour Pro, h t, Mar. 1898 ! p. 168. ) 

He spoke at length on Evolution and the influence of Environ- 
ment. It was a hard thing to alter mankind, but the Socialists 
had a plan for a'leviating the misery that existed; any one who 
could stand by and demonstrate, in view of the mass of suffering 
in the world, that, "God's in his heaven all's right with the 
world" must have a big income. How was It, he asked, that all 
through the history of Civilisation, wherever they had that glut- 
tonous animal they called government eating up the poor like 
grass there had been that terrible tie 

of poverty and misery. The time had come for a higher and truer civilisation. 
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THE GREAT WHATSOEVER 

BY Edward Webster 

(From a report in he Labour Prophets February, 1896. ) 

"The Great Whatsoever" was based on the passage in the Sermon 
on the Mount -- "All things therefore whatsoever ye would that men 
should do to you even so do ye also unto them; for this is the law 
and the prophets. " (Matt. 7112) The speaker read the first twelve 
verses of the chapter and contended that in them -- but especially 
in the verse used as 

the text -- was to be found the true the 
Divine Socialism and the only Socialism likely to break &own the 
force of self-interest and indifference which now barred the path 
of that Singdom of which Jesus spoke; whose rule was righteousness, 
and whose end was peace. 

A RETROSPECT OF THE LABOUR CHURCH MOVEMENT IN DARLINGTON 

by A. W. fildreth 

(From a report in The Labou, ot, het. April, 1896. ) 

Our comrade closed his useful and interesting address with an 
appeal to the members to be true to the cause they had adopted; to 
keep in view the religious aspect of the movement; and to work with 
untiring energy and perseverance for the realisation of their ideal. 

THE LABOUR CHURCH 

BY M. T. Simm 

(From a report in The LaDour-Proph t, July, 1893. ) 

The speaker referred to the increased interest taken in social 
problems in recent Church Congresses, and then went on to say that 
after eighteen centuries of Christianity they had a welter of 
wretchedness through greed and t'e race for wealth. Wealth and 
privation alike were morally and spiritually stunting. God's 
Kingdom must be worked for as well as prayed for. All honour to 
men like John Trevor Bruce Wallace, Walter Walsh, and Dr. Clifford. 
Primitive Christianity had been departed from. The "boss" was 
often the deacon; the works manager went around with the plate. 
Hence they had pulpit trimming. Last November statistics showed 
a million and a quarter unemployed. Still, the Churches appealed 
for tens of thousands of pounds for the heathen -- who were nearer 
nature, and therefore nearer God, than most Englishmen. We wanted 
justicel not charity. The many slaved and starved that the few - 
might run riot in vice idleness, and luxury. Christ rebuked the 
religious classes of his time and championed the downtrodden and disreputable. Charles Booth declared that, while half the social 
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misery was the result of drink, the drinking itself was the result 
of bad conditions; while there was the other half of poverty the 
direct result of bad economics. 

GROWTH OF POVERTY 

by Tom Anderson 

(From a report in The labour Pop het, December, 1894. ) 

The speaker traced the growth of poverty from the 13th century 
through the period of the monks and monastries down to our boasted 
19th century civilized Christian poverty as we in the Labour 
movement know it today. 

A PLEA FOR HUMANITY 

by Tom Anderson 

(From a report in The Labour Prod , December, 1694. ) 

The speaker made an appeal to the better nature of those present 
to give up bickering amongst ourselves for while we are quibbling 
with one another there are thousands ol our brothers and sisters 
perishing. "Let us to the fight; do not let us weary; do not re- 
turn the sword to its scabbard until we have captured the world for 
love, justice, and God. " So spake Tom Anderson; 'twas a veritable 
labour Church sermon. 

ANTI-VIVISECTION 
(From a report in The-Labour Prophet, December! 1897. ) 

The speaker told of all the attendant cruelties of vivi-section 
and the inhumanities of our colleges in the name of science. He 
wondered if we could possibly be living in the enlightened age of 
the 19th century. 

HOW INFECTIOUS DISEASES WILL BECOME EXTINCT UNDER SOCIALISM 

by Dr. A. W. Martin 

(From a report in The Iab ur Pro het, December, 1897. ) 

Dr. A. W. Martin pointed out how easy it is to lead a clean and 
pure life if only we have the conditions, and unfolded a glorious 
vista of 

the healthful lives we might live under Socialism. 



METHODS OF PROGRESS 

by Mrs. Esther Wood 

(From a report in The Labour Pronhet, November, 1897. ) 

Mrs. Esther Wood authorist and journalist of London, pointed 
out some of the mistakes made by well-meaning socialists in their 
efforts to convert others. Their methods had been too narrow and 
they had not taken account of the many sources from which Socialism 
was fed. She showed how the science, the art, and the literature 
of the century, especially in the newer treatment of history* had 
been unconsciously preparing the way for 'the Social Gospel'. The 
revelation of the law of evolution and the influence of pre- 
Raphaelitism, and the Broad Church movement, aught to be thank- 
fully welcomed as contributions to our highest ideals of life; 
while a sympathetic study of human character should help us to win 
all sorts of persons to those ideals. 

TYPES OF PERSONAL RELIGION 

by Mrs. Esther Wood 

(From a report in The Labour-Pror et, November, 1897. 

Allowance should be made for differences of temperament in the 
expression of men's personal convictions and habits of worship. 
It is necessary that every variety of aesthetic and ascetic 
feeling, of symbolistic or literalistic theory should have its 
place in the great Church of Humanity, from which neither the 
man of intellect nor the simple and unlearned should be shut out. 

ELECTIONEERING1 

by P. H. Wicksteed 

(A pr6cis of a sermon delivered before the formation of the Labour 
Church but typical of the sermons preached by Wicksteed to Labour 
Church congregations. ) 

Our Unitarian Ten Services of Public Prayer, 1881 recognises 
and expresses an exalted patriotism -- would we could realise it. 
political measures should be tested by eternal laws of God rather 
than expediency. The 'interests of the Empire' must be subservient 
to our duties to the world. If the Empire can fling itself into 

1. of. P, H. Wicksteed - Our Prayers nd P 
S2gmon5! Swan Sonnenscheim, London, 1885. 
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the crucible of our prayers it will emerge transfigured, but not 
thereby unfitted for the world of practical politics; rather 
changed from blustering self-assertion that can only confound and 
destroy, and can never build; changed into a deep transforming pow- 
er for good to which nothing were impossible. 

Prayers are not exorcisms or adjurations which we perform. 
They are registers of aspiration and solemn vows. They seek not 
outward intervention by God but His spirit to consecrate the 
heart of the worshipper. It is blasphemy to pray for the nation 
and not to do what we can, or worse, to 'play' the political game. 

When we once have learned to place our ideals, not only un- 
realised, but no longer even striven after, side by side with our 
practice when we have come to an understanding with them like 
that of 

Frederick the Great with his peoples "You say what you 
like, I do what I like. ", when we have learned to pass easily from 
the one to the other without sense of shock or incongruity, then 
our ideals have lost all power over us. 

THE LABOR CHURCH 

by Herbert N. Casson 

(Pr4cis of a pamphlet published by the Lynn, U. S. A., Labor 
Church. It is typical of an out-door discourse. ) 

The labor Church is an organization chiefly of wage-earners who 
believe that the social question is the moral question of our time. 
It maintains Socialism to be the present ideal of industry and 
perfect freedom of thought to be the ideal of religion. It aims 
to be a free and friendly meeting-place for all social reformers 
whose goal is collectivism and brotherhood. It pays no regular 
salaries, and has no money qualifications for membership. The 
more unfortunate a man iss the warmer will be his welcome. If you 
need a friend, or want to enjoy the luxury of being one, come to 
our Sunday meetings. 

SOCIALISM OF NATURE 

by Herbert N. Casson 

(A Pr6cis of a published sermon delivered to the Lynn Labor Church. ) 

The scientific point of view seems to be 'dog eat dog'. The 
Labor Church point of view is co-operations Nature is orderly and 
law abiding. Even life itself involves a chemical co-operation. 
Evolution reveals a division of labour which is a form of organic 
co-operation. So also society is based upon a division of labor, 
a system of co-operation which is best expressed in socialism. 
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Socialism is freedom to co-operate in the industrial system which 
is the basis of society. If modern parsons were compelled to make 
a living with picks and shovels they would dig up a different 
theology. Nature seems to impose conditions of life which would 
mean $work or diet. This means that millionaires and monopolists 
will die, None but the earners are honest. 

Co-operation is the mother of language; every 
language is socialism. The more social animals 
they stand in the evolutionary scale. Strife is 
of life for in warfare life is destroyed. Thus 
become Increasingly social if it is to survive. 
exists to promote this increasing socialization. 

WHAT WE BELIEVE 

structure of 
become, the higher 
the weakest form 
society must 
The Labor Church 

Labor Church Pamphlet No. 39 by Herbert N. Casson 

(A Pr6cais of an address delivered in Lynn, Mass. U. S. A. ) 

The labor Church comes not to destroy Christianity, but to ful- 
fill it. It proclaims that the Kingdom of God is at hand; and 
demands obedience to the economic laws of the creator. It recog- 
nizes that the great inequity of our country is in-equity. By 
salvation we mean the deliverance of nations and individuals from 
selfishness and pride, and tyranny and evil. By regeneration we 
mean the reign of love in the heart and in society. We believe 
that every man should be left free in his personal relations to 
his creator; and that our relations to Him are chiefly determined 
by our conduct toward each other. By the Church, in its best 
sense we mean that body of men and women who are willingly work- 
ing with God in the uplifting of the human race. 

The labor Church is not Christian Socialism. The latter is a 
Divinely Sanctioned institution. The labor Church is the centre 
of the labor Movement. Its claim is that God is here in the labor 
Movement. Christian Socialism tries to capture the power of Labor 
for the Church, tries to become the Christian Board of Conciliation. 

The theology of Democracy and Brotherhood has not yet been 
written. The present theology is that of Feudalism and Individ- 
ualism. The Labor Church believes that both the Church and Capit- 
alism have the same root and that both must go. God does not 
cling to useless institutions. 

The Atheism of the Church is in denying the divinity of man, and 
forgetting that we are now the sons of God. Therefore the Labor 
Church opposes the doctrines of total depravity, original sin, etc. 
The labor Church intends not to destroy Christianity but to ful- 
fil, it. Jesus was the most famous and most influential of all 
workingmen. 

The Labor Movement itself is religious but this religion needs developing. Our agitation is not the crying of swine for more 
swill, nor selfishness, but sympathy, justice, and brotherhood. The labor Church exists to develop this religion. It is a church 
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for workingmen to worship God. It realizes that there is no 
brotherhood apart from Fatherhood. Thus comes its emblem -- one 
hand uplifted to God, the other outstretched to man. This is not 
true in many of the regular churches, which are nothing but 
"spiritual opium joints" where one does not find Jesus, for His 
soul is marching on in the Labor Movement. In fact, the churches 
keep many good workingmen bound, and by lack of freedom keep them 
away from Jesus, by teaching that the Labor Movement is atheistic. 

The ordinary churches are content with 'plucking brands from 
the burning' but don't feel it their duty 'to put out the fire'. 
The labor Church takes the opposite view, that it is not enough to 
be concerned with the 'saving of souls' but that the 'saving of 
society' is the important thing. Thus, while we do not deny a 
'personal God,, a future life, the general teachings of the Now 
Testament or the Mastership of Christ, the labor Church is not 
based on 

these, but upon our present duty to each other. It is 
time that we became aware of our presumption, and let theology 
alone. 

If the Creator is an aristocrat, or if the demands of workingmen 
are impertinent and Onjust, then the labor Church is wrong; but if 
we accept the new definition of "church , which evolution has sug- 
gested, as a movement instead of an institution, it will be impos- 
sible for us to be dislodged from our position. The resistless 
march of religious democracy has made the Labour Church a Fact. 
The emancipation of Labor is the greatest cause on earth, and it 
can be accomplished only by a great moral revolution in society. 

The command of God to America is the brotherly division of 
wealth and labor; the real living religion of our time is to be 
found in the labor movement. The unemployed and half-paid working- 
men are as unjustly oppressed as any negro slaves. The Pharisee 
may be shocked and the capitalist enraged at what we say; but it 
is the Truth, and we are determined to maintain it. Our appeal is 
not to the colleges, not to the rich, not to the church or state, 
but to the honest and earnest working men and women of America. 

THE REIATION OF THE LABOUR MOVEMENT TO FREE RELIGION 

by John Trevor 

(An address to the New Fellowship, November 29th, 1895, summarized 
from a report in Seed-Um, January, 1896, p. 7f. ) 

A definition, though not a scientific one, of Religion is: Man's 
relation to God and the expression of his concept of it in every 
department of life. It is the greatest fact of human existence and 
will not be diminished by progress or by science, though these may 
reveal former errors. Free religion means man's own natural and 
free development. It is not based on teachings, books, or Churches, 
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but on individual conclusions drawn from all phases of human exper- 
ience. In this respect religion must be as free and unfettered as 
Science is. 

In the history of the last century repeated attempts to establish 
Free Religion have failed in the English speaking world. The rel- 
igious concepts of Carlyle, Emerson, and Whitman have not been ef- 
fective though their moral, political, social, and critical work has 
been. The deep spiritual conviction underlying their lives has not 
been an inspiration to those they otherwise help. They have in- 
creased skepticism but have not freed the orthodox Churches. Science 
and Religion are still unrelated by one unifying concept; ethics has 
not found its true place in Religion. In only a few scattered in- 
dividuals has Free Religion issued in simple and immediate relation 
to God. 

If Religion is three centuries behind Science it is because it is 
greater. After eighteen centuries we scarcely comprehend the Christ- 
ian idea, much less combine with it the Pagan concept of life -- 
which Free Religion will do. But how are we to forward this? 

1. Have the right attitudes Know that Free Religion exists. Here 
Evolutionary theory is a help; there was no fall; the golden age is 
in the future, not in the past. 

2. Possess Freedom in some measure now: Let us awaken and develop 
our own relations to God by first developing our own personal life. 
This is an individual matter, and is essentially a foundation to 
anything we would do to help others. The Kingdom of God is in our 
hearts before it is in the world. But merely subjective religion is 
not enough; it is too weak, too separated from the world. The Divine 
light must also enter into our corporate life. It must be objective 
for this too is essential. The Divine must be both personal and 
universal. 

In the present century the religion of obedience is not enough. 
Wo must now enter into life and possess the world as a trust received 
to be developed creatively. Now how best can we co-operate to-day? 
In all development, life cones first and theory follows after. The 
advancing point in life is always a new fact; it is never a new 
theory. To co-operate with God we look for a movement, not for a 
leader. God reveals his power to us, not his thought. It is we who 
must think, and our thinking will always halt after the ever advan- 
cing tide of God's energy operating in the children of men. 

Therefore, look for a movement which inspires self-sacrifice for 
some great and. -- Such is the Labour Movement: Its demand for 
brotherhood of all men comes as a new moral force to regenerate a 
world which worships wealth and conquest -- even in its Christian 
Temples. 

In the Labour Movement we find a sphere of service to God through 
service to man* Let us compare our world with tho days of the Old 
Testament Prophets: The present demands of the labour Movement are 
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the cries of the Hebrew Prophets, but with a now power of insight 
gained by political and material progress. 

The Labour Movement offers many avenues of service; any ability 
may be consecrated. The Labour Movement needs the service of clear 
thought. Speaking to a group who have the advantages of education 
I would emphasize this aspect of service but all service must be 
inspired by a religious reverence and a 

love for the served and their 
cause. Otherwise from the pride of learning and the ignorance of 
life there cats come no help. 

In the Labour Movement there is more than a mere sphere of rel- 
igious service; here and now men are in the act of serving Cody 
though, perchance, they may know it not. It is only a question of 
opening their eyes to what they are doing for them to be set upon 
the road towards the highest possible development of Religion. 

The labour Movement is the field for free and natural religious 
development. We have been compelled to leave the Churches and their 
traditions; we are largely compelled to find encouragement and 
strength in modern authors rather than in the Bible but yet we do 
find a new faith and an awakening soul and a new 

field 
of service. 

Thus the Labour Church is doing work similar to the Prophets of old 
with this difference: they addressed themselves to those who though 
they did Grid's service and did it not; we address ourselves to those 
who do God'' service and know it not. 

The labour Movement is also a witness to God's spirit moving in 
human society -- to the great unfolding power underlying Evolution. 
In developing the consciousneirs of this mode of God's action let us 
not demand too much. In this direction we may look for the gradual 
upbuilding of a free and natural religious life in the hearts of the 
people, especially if at the outset we do not demand too much. With 
the teaching of Traditional Religion still fresh in our minds we are 
apt to magnify the importance of intellectual conclusions at the 
expense of the energies of a newly-awakened life. Even those whom 
we seek to help are liable to be hindered thus. Our lack of ability 
to explain may suggest that Religion itself is not for them. True 
Religion is of Life, and not of Intellect, The first steps in Rel- 
igion are not in the acceptance of a theory, but in the awakening of 
the heart. 

In the past century Free Religion has not failed, only the theory 
of it has. It is a vital force in the world though at present it is 
a subconsciou3 one. It only remains for us to become conscious of 
it. To this end the labour Church has been organized. 
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THE LABOUR CHURCH IN ENGLAND 

An Unspoken Address to the Foreign Members of the 
INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST CONGRESS 

London, July, 1896 

by John Trevor 

.. " We believe that the cause that brings you to our coun- 
try is the greatest in the worldts history, destined to carry 
Humanity another stagefbrward towards its unknown but glorious 
destiny. ... This mission is the emancipation of Labour from 
the economic oppression and social injustice that now hold it in 
bondage. ... In the vast mission which we have undertaken 
each individual has a part to play, and each nation a place 

to 

fill in accordance with its genius and its history. ... 

... . one of the chief requisites in establishing a working 
harmony among the different Socialist Peoples is to understand 
the nature and the origin of their different lines of development. 
... What you of other countries do not, as a rule understand 
about us English, is our religious development. With all its 
faults and hypocrisies, Englandhas a religious conscience and a 
religious consciousness which give her a distinct place and mission 
among the nations. ... If Karl Marx could say that England was 
the only country in which the social revolution could be realised 
without violence, it was largely because of our religious life 
and history that he could say it. 

Our economic revolution is understood among Socialists the 
world over. The religious revolution which has been slowly 
developing along with it has been misunderstood or ignored al- 
together. From the beginning of the century Religion has with 
us been slowly laying the foundations of its emancipation from 
Tradition, and becoming more and more a vital energy among us. 

., The Anglo-Saxon, in England and America has shown himself 
able, more than any other race, to throw off 

the husks of Religion 
without losing the kernel. Our very Agnosticism is deeply relig- 
ious. ... This deep religious instinct, which Doubt cannot 
destroy, is no more survival, doomed to perish in the advance of 
human thought; it is the seed of the new life ... The germs of 
this life are to be found in the early days of the Reformation. 
In the Puritan Revolutio: l it showed itself more strongly. In 
our great and simple poets Wordsworth, it gained, perhaps, its 
first clear expression, though still associated with a traditional 
religion clearly separable from it. In Shelley the "Atheist'" 
it stands for the first time free and unfetterelt while it mani- 
fests$ too, those elements of wild energy and revolt which are 
apt to accompany a newly-acquired freedom. In Carlyle it assumes 
a grim Scandinavian form, reviving a spirit which has done so 
much for the regeneration of Europe. In America, first Emerson, 
then Whitman, have been its most conspicuous prophets. In 
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England since Carlyle, it has gained no really robust and virile 
expression. Matthew Arnold, our English Renan, has been, perhaps, 
its most typical exponent; but with him it sinks to a sigh of 
infinite longing. 

.. In the midst of English Socialism alonO do I see any 
sign of Religion being able to stand securely alone without 
Priest, without Parson, without Creed, without Tradition, without 
Bible; firmly based as Science itself is, in the heart of the 
living facts of today' capable of revising its conclusions with- 
out losing its life, committed irrevocably therefore, to contin- 
ual growth and progress. The transition of Religion from a final 
truth to a growing life--the same transition which Engels has 
described in Philosophy as one from metaphysics to dialectics-- 
this is the work which is going forward in England in the most 
intimate association with the Socialist movement. The Labour 
Church is its expression and embodiment. 

The fundamental conception of the Labour Church and the First 
Principle in its Constitution, is, THAT THE LABOUR MOVEME"NT IS A 
RELIGIOUS MOVE1ENT. Thus at the outset we wipe out all distinc- 
tions between Secular and Sacred; we place Religion in the broad 
current of human progress; we take from it its ghostly character, 
its voice from the tomb, its cold dead hand laid on the mouths 
and hearts of living men. 

Thus, tool the Labour Church is not a Christian Socialist 
Church though it has Christian Socialists among its members. 

THE RELIGION OF THE LABOUR MOMENT IS NOT SECTARIAN OR DOGMATIC, 
BUT FREE RELIGIONi' LEAVING EACH MAN FREE TO DEVELOP HIS OWN REL- 
LATIONS WITH THE POWER THAT BROUGHT HIM INTO BEING. The bond of 
unity with us is the religious spirit which moves men and women 
to the service of Humanity, #,. Religious life is an individual 
matter. Religious work is collective. 

The epoch is passing away when great principles can live only 
through association with great names. ... No Scientist is 
great enough to give his name to the Scientific movement--not 
even Darwin. No Socialist is great enough to give his name to 
the Socialist movement--not even Marx. No religious teacher is 
great enough to give his name to the Religious movement--not 
even Christ. ,.. 

The continuous effort of the old life to swallow up the new 
is one of the greatest menaces to human progress, . °: 
is why it is necessary to make it clear to you that the Labour 
Church is not a Christian Socialist Church, ... The attempt 
to bring the thought of Jesus into the life of to-day as a guide 
and a standard is an anachronism, fatal to any complete develop- 
ment. It is an endeavour to associate a reactionary principle 
with a revolutionary one. ... In a few instances ministers 
of churches have sought to bring the Labour Church within the 
fold, but in each case the fold has gone to pieces. 
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What characterises the Labour Church, and makes it unique in 
the religious life of our country is its spontaneous develop- 
ment among the people, without priests or pastors or even leaders. 

. The people have made the movement their own; ... From 
the first our mission was understood and accepted by the most 
pronounced Socialists. ... In all cases where there is a 
Labour Church to-day, it has been formed by Socialists to express 
the highest life and work of those engaged in the struggle for 
the emancipation of Labour. ... This democratic spontaneity 
indicates the genius of the Labour Church In England. It also 
illustrates the religious genius of the English people. With 
us the fight for freedom has long lain along religious as well 
as political and industrial linest and the measure of freedom we 
have won has been largely the fruit of our religious instincts. 
To-day our most distinct contribution as a nation to the Inter- 
national Socialism represented this month in London is this 
Democratic and Socialist religious life, organised spontaneously 
by the Socialist workers. And this has been done without de- 
voloping a separate interest to cause dissension among Socialists. 
As an organisation the Labour Church claims no right to political 
action. Its influence in politics is personal rather than col- 
lective. Its members act politically through their political 
organisations. Not only has the Labour Church caused no dissen- 
sion in the ranks, it has on the other hand had a strong uniting 
influence. ... 

So far the Labour Church has not spread in any country as it 
has in England. In America ... Herbert and Charles Casson, 
have formed Labour Churches, ... but it has not spread as in 
England--spontaneously among the Socialist workers. In Holland 
our movement is sympathised with ... and our ideas are to some 
extent accepted. Yet nothing like a Labour Church has been formed 
in Holland. In Australia I hear that a Labour Church is being 
talked of among the Socialists, ... At present, therefore, 
the Labour Church is a peculiarly English institution. We believe, 
however, that in principle, if not in its present English forms 
it is destined to become International. ... We believe that 
the organisation, throughout the world, of the religious life 
of the Socialist movement would be an enormous gain in the struggle 
you have undertakent ... 

Brother Socialists of Europe, to you especially I appeal in 
the name of Religion. I beg you to throw aside your prejudices 
and your misapprehensions, born largely of priestcraft and state- 
craft, ... The Religion of our fathers I too have abandoned, 
... On the other hand, the quarrel with 

Religion itself is 
injurious to all who take part in it, and to any cause which 
identifies itself with it. The religious instinct in man is the 
highest that has yet been awakened in hims no higher is con- 
ceivable, ... In the evolution of Humanity Religion' cannot 
die. ... The inner life and the outer life of man are inse- 
parable. Each acts -and reacts upon the other. It is the bigger 
Man we are working for as well as the bigger opportunity, ... 
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But Religion ... has to do with those great questions of 
human life and destiny which Socialism can never answer and never 
silence. ... the present moment can only have full signifi- 
cance so far as it becomes related to Eternity .. Even the 
goodness of his heart cannot give him real satisfaction, unless 
he can regard it as but the imperfect hint of the Eternal Good- 
ness at the heart of all things. If, in thought and feeling, 
he cannot pass from the show of life to the reality beneath it, 
and find a home for his soul on earth as well as for his body, 
the charm and power of life must fade away or else man must 
condemn himself to the extinction of his highest faculties. But 
this is inconceivable, impossible. Man, in the unfolding of his 
nature, has awakened to these thoughts, has been moved in his 
inmost soul by these inspirations. You can no more hinder his 
religious than you can his economic evolution. The Power behind 
all progress marches onward; the Principle beneath all forms of 
unfolding goes on working itself out. That Power and that Prin- 
ciple are incarnated in you and in me. We have the mysterious 
and yet undoubted privilege of a limited freedom which we can 
use in a limited way for co-operation or for resistance. 

... In human evolution the highest is the latest. This is 
why Religion is still in the bondage of Tradition, while Science 
has broken her fetters for three centuries. This is why the name 
of Christ is still a fetish in Religion, as the name of Aristotle 
used to be in Science. Yet freedom from authority is even more 
essential to the growth of Religion than it is to the growth of 
Science, Religion is a life first of all, the highest form of 
the inner life of man. It is an intensely personal and private 
matter. So far as it solves any problem, it can only dooso for 
the individual, and the solution can only come through a life 
lived soundly and wholly. ... It is a mistake to suppose that 
Religion can be based upon Philosophy or Science. Religion is 
one of the subject matters for Philosophy and Science to exercise 
themselves upon. ... And what is this fact of the religious 
life, about which Science or Philospphy may concern themselves, 
but which they can neither create nor destroy? It is that man, 
in his inmost and highest life grows increasingly conscious of 
his fellowship with the Eternal Source of his being. His material 
evolution is the stage upon which his spiritual evolution is being 
worked out. In proportion as man grows, so does isolation be- 
come Intolerable to him. He yearns more and more for closer 
relations with his kind. Marriage become more sacred, Comradeship 
dearer, Competition and war more revolting. He claims Brother- 
hood from his fellows; he seeks to make real his ideal of a 
world-wide Humanity. The Socialist movement is the expression 
of this growing yearning of man towards man. It is a claim, not 
for economic justice and freedom alone but for justice and free- 
dom and brotherhood in all human relatlons--LIBERTY, EQUALITY, 
FRATERNITY--with a sounder economics for the material basis of 
Society. ... 

.. The Priests of the Past are with us everywhere. Keep 
the old law-- aw is always their cry; and when they find that the old 
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law is too narrow for the new life, they try to stretch it a little 
bigger by means of a new interpretation, ... the dying past 
sucks the blood of the living present. ... Our business in 
Religion, as in Socialism, is to make life from within to keep 
on making it to be men of action. The Deed precedes 

the Thought 
in man's evolution, whether in human or divine relations. I 
think you will understand now why I associate Socialism so closely 
with Religion or rather, the Socialist movement with the Reli- 
gious movement. 

it is because in the life of the Socialist move- 
ment I recognise the vital energy out of which a higher and freer 
Religion must be unfolded. ... By ignorance and prejudice we 
may for a time hinder the growth of this now life, and so hinder 
the realisation of our dream of Socialism also. ... Link 
Socialism with Christianity and you cripple it. Link Socialism 
with Atheism and you cripple it. Link it with a perfectly free 
and natural 

Religion, 
and then man's inner life and outer life 

will unfold together. Brother Socialist of all nations I appeal 
to you to organise yourselves for the emancipation of development 
of your religious life, as you have organised yourselves for the 
emancipation and development of your social and industrial life. 
�.. Your life, your love, your service, your worship--whatever 
they arö, organise them as your Religion, and leave them free to 
grow. ... Do not think you can hand over Religion to the Priests, 
and have done with it. What men and women have more right than 
you to form religious fraternities, when it is you, more than any, 
who are going straight to the roots of the misery of the people 
in the glorious work you are undertaking? What men and women 
could meet together in the august name of Religion with more right 
and less hypocrisy than you who are engaged all your lives in a 
self-sacrificing religious service? ... The great World-Will 
is with you. 

I have spoken to you of Priests. Happily there is another 
class to whica I can call your attention--men whom the Priests 
of the Past have always misunderstood and hated and persecuted, 
and sometimes the people also--the Prophets of the Present, .. The Socialist movement in which we are taking part has been in- 
spired. and led forward by the clear and sweeping thought of men 
gifted with insight beyond their fellows into the great economic 
evolution of our century. With keen prophetic eye the emancipating 
work of the next century becamß clear to them. The economic 
life of man has its Seers and Prophets; so has the religious 
life also. ... It is the function of the Prophet to give eyes 
to blind energy and direction to aimless discontent; and this, 
not so much by religious or political leadership, as by the 
stimulus of his message, which he leaves the people free to accept 
or reject at pleasure. 
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CHRISTIA! TY AND THE LABOUR CHURCH 

(John C. Kenworthy - one of the original Labour Church Union 
Council members took issue with Trevor's Unspoken Address. The 
followin exerpts are from a feature article in The-Labour Prophet, 
Sept. '96, PP* 137 f. ) 

As readers may know, I am wholly in sympathy with the Labour 
Church movement. ... What is to be the attitude of the Labour 
Churches toward Christianity? ... It is perfectly true, as 
the article says that "the name of Jesus is still a fetish in 
Religion. " But It it also true, as Trevor further says, that 
"The attempt to bring the thought of Jesus into the life of to- 
day as a guide and a standard is an anachronism, fatal to any 
complete development? " The last saying seems to me to be un- 
soundl for two reason, namelys- 

1. The truth we are trying to spread through the Labour Churches 
is the thought of Jesus (not his alone, but still his); ... 

2. Hundreds of millions of people acknowledge, less or more 
intellegently, the authority the worth of Jesus as & tehcher. 
Then, why not make it our effort to hold people to the guidet 
the standards they acknowledge? To begin by telling them they 
must give up Jesus as a teacher, is to throw out of our hands 
the most powerful weapon which the wisdom of the past and social 
tradition has put into them. 

... Jesus is actually far ahead of any other teacher who 
claims our attention to-day. ... To realise our principles, 
not as vague aspirations, but as positive and definite motives 
of action ... to surrender every worldly, material consider- 
ation that stands in the way of the simple, child-like integrity 
of our own souls; --these steps mean progress, and they are "the 
way, the truth the life" which Jesus taught. ... to accept 
the real teaching of Jesus on external authority of any kind, 
from any rea. on other than our inward conviction and vital ex- 
periences is impossible. He himself taught this; ... 

(Editorial Comment on the above , by John Trevor) 

(John Trevor, in promising a reply to Kenworthy wrote in 
%bour Proyhet, Sept. '96, p. 138) 

. My ideal of the Labour Church is that it should be the 
home of perfect religious freedom, and that therefore different 
conceptions and different developments of religious life should 
be welcomed within it. That we should be conscious of God in 
our lives and in our work and in the world about us is of infin- 
itely greater importance than the particular form which the 
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consciousness may assume. 

CHRISTIANITY AND THE LABOUR CHURCH 

(Before Trevor's reply was forthcoming, his illness had removed 
him from the field of Controversy. R. A. Beckett replied on his 
behalf, criticising the argument from principle and from expediency. 
The tone of Beckett's defence of Trevor's position is well 
summarized in the following from The Labour Prothet, Oct. '969 p. 156) 

. To some among us, Christ is much; most of us have passed 
through the phase of Christianity and known what "personal 
friendship with Jesus" means. But now we feel that the faith 2 
Jesus is nobler thing than faith In Jesus. ... with the dis- 
appearance of the mystic halo around his head the simple human 
lineaments of Christ have grown more lovable; and in proportion 
as his sayings have ceased to be regarded as oracles, they have 
seemed to me more helpful and intelligible. 

(R. Morley of Halifax in reply to Kenworthy, wrote in Zhe Labour� 
pionh t, Oct. t96$ p" 162) 

... Christianity mustýgo and a humane, lovable, and pro- 
gressive religion must take its place. A religion void of dog- 
matic subscription whose only test of vitality shall be the doing 
righteously to one's neighbour, and the working towards perfect 
development. 

(Annie Thurston wrote in 1 he Labour Prophet, Nov. 1969 p. 178) 
.,. "It [The Labour ChurcIa waits for the speaker with a 

message. " And this message is just the message of the Christ, 
the Saviour of the world. Not "according to the Churches"; not 
according to Tolstoy; but according to the living palpitating, 
love in our own hearts - the voice of God within 

the 
soul. .. 

The Christ, the God-soul lives in every man in whose soul is 
born the yearning after higher things - but chiefly in the soul 
of him who desires (in ever so little) to become a Saviour, 
though it be but to one another. 

LABOUR CHURCHISM AND SOCIALISM 

(The International Social Democratic Club took strong objection 
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to Trevor's "Unspoken Address" toi: the International Congress of 
1896. On the instructions of the club Francis Sator secretary, 
wrote to Jus&ice, Sept. 26 '96. The letter 

was reprinted in 
The Lab 

___P-rol2het, 
Nov. '96, vol. 5, p. 175) 

Dear Comrade: 

As the Labour Church .., professes the necessity to become 
an international movement for the emandipati6nzaofAabour from 
spiritual and economical oppressions, the International Social- 
Democratic Club ... has directed men after a discussion ... 
to give its opinion in justice by the following resolution: 
"Considering that every physical and spiritual development of 
man has been brought to a higher level by constantly revolting 
against bondages which the Labour Church says 'we shall never 
do away with', considering that the movement of the working 
classes is first of all a struggle of exivtence, which the 
animal nature of man has imposed upon him, which no divinity 
can destroy or blot out. 

God� the nominal chief of a hypocritcal conspiracy, and the 
sentimental preachings in every possible shape and form, have 
always been the means for the enslaving and starvation of the 
masses, and we have to recognise this fact and to carry on a 
firm and ceaseless fight as a class, and of an open and clearly 
pronounced revolutionary character, to which the Labour Church 
is in direct opposition. 

The action of the sentimentalists at the recent Congress 
should warn Socialists of the danger of coquetting with men 
who shriek for tolerations for those who never wha would agree 
as a body with their aims and methods, but only because they 
were against the warfare by which the modern Socialist movement 
could reach, distinct from all bourgeois and political parties, 
its importance and extension. 

The claim for toleration in connection with trade unions and 
Anarchists is a logical curiosity as the "Labour Church" is 
antagonistic to the class-movement of trade unionism and stren- 
uously opposed to the to ties of the revolutionary Anarchists 
at the same time, so it spells rather toleration for capitalists 
for Trevor says, in his "What does the Labour Church stand for"s 

"As soon as his militant programme is ungrudgingly accepted, 
and it is understood that his actions as well as his ideals 
will be based upon) its that it will wing his prayers and ring 
through his praises then he in his turn will be ready enough 
to ignore class distinction and tbccive the capitalist, the 
landlord, or the rich professional man, of the purity of whose 
intentions he is convinced in the frankest spirit of brotherly 
love. " 
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This shows for what the labour Church is yearning, where 
the "claim for toleration" really comes in, and the necessity 
of our position to exclusiveness which we will especially 
endeavour to explain to our continental brethren. An artifical 
surface of such a platform is liable to lead us away on side 
tracks at any moment. 

We have to fight our own battle. Science will not only be 
the grave-digger of churches taking the money and consoling 
their victims to a better future elsewhere, but also of every 
institution in the trade of the souls of mane in which the 
working people are merely the merchandise to be kept out of the 
way to its real emancipation. 

Economical freedom secures the means to the highest faculties 
of human aspirations which the Labour Church has never dreamed 
of. 

Our war cry is expropriation, and the use of every practical 
means in the onward march of the international proletariat to 
its complete emancipation. 

*a* 

Yours f'raternallyg 

THE RELIGION FOR A WORLD THAT LABOURS 

by Henry Scott Holland 

(This 3s exerpts from ! he Commonwea thq Nov. 1896, Vol. lo 
no. 11' p. 371 ft. ) 

**o "The Religious instinct in man is the highest that 
has yet been awakened in him; no higher is conceivable. ... 

In the evolution of Humanity Religion cannot die. 

The inner and the outer life of man are inseparable. Each 
acts and reacts upon the other. 0.. n 

These are words which ring home to the heart of every one 
of us. ... Yet in saying thegig in an unspoken lecture in the 

_Tabour 
Profi, Mr. Trevor warns us off from any share in them. 

"Link Socialism with Christianity, and you cripple it. " 

"The attempt to bring the thought of Jesus into the life of to-day, as a guide and a standard, is an anachronism, fatal to 
any complete development. 

... 
Now what is the secret of this arrbst of sympathy, of this 
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collisions just where we thought we were going to shake hands? 

Let us look into this religion of Mr. Trevor's imagination. 

First we are surprised to hear that "the religious life is an 
individual matter". ... The repudiation of all formulas and 
dogmas is the natural recoil of the individual spirit fighting 
for its personal freedom ... But then we are looking, not 
for an individual faith, but for a social religion. We want a 
religion fit for those whose whole boing is in protest against 
individualism. 

.., a formula a creed, an organisation, officers, a tradi- 
tion. These are, 

In 
some form or another, essential to corporate 

communion. 

... A religion may be indeterminate without fixed speech 
without positive form, so long as it is &an individual matter. ' 
Quite true. But then, a religion that is individual can never 
be the religion of Socialism. .. 

Mr. Trevor says, indeed that while "religious life is individ- 
ual, religious work is collective. " Surely, the most impossible 
of all combinations! How can the work be separate, in type and 
principle, from that which is its inspiration, its motive, its 
sanction? 

... The religious life of man is larger and deeper than your 
own little self, therefore it lays necessities upon you, master- 
ful and authoritative. ... yet since your own little self is 
one with this larger life, it finds itself liberated and made alive 
through the very responsibilities to which it surrenders itself. 

... Mr. Trevor calls Christians rogdtionary for going back 
to the Name of Jesus Christ. But what is he, then? He goes back 
in his religion four thousand years further. This private indi- 
vidual churchless, lonely religion of his is "the faith of 
Abrahamq19 indeed, it goes back behind Abraham: it is = Abraham's 
faiths as it was in Ur of the Chaldees, before it arrived at its 
utterance. It is faith in the gern. ... elemental faith; the 
dim inarticulate formless instinct that God is, feeling after 
Him if so be that it might find Him; ... 

... God must be found and followed in the thick of the real, 
human society, at work upon earth. So says Mr. Trevor; and ate 
thank him from our souls for saying it. But what then are we 
going to say, in face of what we see? What is God doing? What 
does He mean? What is His Will? Why this confusion, this suff- 
ering ... this disease, this death? ... 

No religion can survive for a moment in face of the awful 
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pressure of these inquiries, which has not some answer to give; 
and that answer is its dogma: that interpretation is its creed. 

Religion as Mr. T evor says, is a thing of life, of action, 
of will; not of science or philosophy. It must give proof of 
life in positive acts done. God and man in their religious co- 
operation must have dealt with the situation together; ... 
and the answer must be positive ... and any such statement of 
fact and such certification of deed done, is dogmatic, it is a 
creed. 

For us Christians Jesus Christ is our Fact - our Creed, .,, 
This is a message which meets the case; which is what a creedless 

t religion can never do. This is real vital, human, immediate 
appea ing vivid, strong. If it be true, 

what can antiquate it? 
How can it become needless? Only when man ceases to suffer, to 
strive, to wrestle for a joy of which sin has bereaved him to 
rise through Pity into Peace -- only then will Jesus Christ cease 
to have meaning for him. That day has not yet dawned and until 
it dawns, no religion can hope to maintain man's spirit, that has 
any message short of this to give. 

FAITH --INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE 

by A. J. Waldegrave 

(Because Trevor in another of his periods of depression and severe 
headache, had retired in the country, A. J. Waldegrave defended 
Trevor's position against Scott Holland's criticism. The following 
exerpts are from The Labour Prophet, Dec. '96, p. 189) 

.. Here, says the Canon, is the weakness of Trevor's pos- 
ition. "This private individual, churchless, lonely religion of 
his in 'the faith of 

Abraham'. We have long ago been forced to 
go further. " ... In earnest and eloquent language he proceeds 
to urge that the Christian Creed must be our rallying point. ... 

Now we must face the fact that, for the mass of men the Catholic 
Religion has broken down ... Centuries of experience have 
convinced them that there is no hope of the priesthood solving the 
social problem ... The Church ... as a political force 
is always opposed to freedom and progress. 

But it is not only as a political force that the Church has lost 
their sympathy. Its dogmas no longer hold men's minds; its cere- 
monies no longer express their aspirations. 

To these men we come with the Message that Canon Scott 
Holland himself so powerfully expressed in "lux Mundi" that faith 
is an "elemental act of the personal self -- the conscious recog- 
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nition and realisation of our inherent adhesion to God. " .. 
In his article Canon Scott Holland asks, "Has this awful age- 

long story of man evolved itself and has God never spoken or 
acted? ... What has He done ... ?" To this we reply that 
the evolution itself is the manifestation ... We do not point 
to the "here and there" of the past. In the compassion and 
justice and comrad hip of the living movement which is called 
Socialism we find the revelation of God's Pity and Righteousness 
and Love more than in any deeds or writings of the past. By 
sympathy with Nature and with Life we get into touch with the 
heart and soul and will of the universe. 

Now this knowledge, this communion, must at first beg and 
must, 

in 
a sense, remain "personal and private". Nevertheless, 

we acknowledge the pertinence of the contention that a religion 
which is purely an individual matter "can never be the religion 
which Society needs to give voice and expression to its essential 
brotherhood. " 

But the time for the new Collective Faith is not yet. We yearn 
for it. We catch glimpses of its form. ... Much of the old 
is there. The Cross is there. 

For the present, in spite of our critic's objection that such a 
combination is impossible, we must go on with our collective rel- 
igious work, yet living our individual religious life. 

A PLEA FOR TOLERANCE 

(Sam Brooks expresses what was perhaps the characteristic attitude 
of the greater number of Labour Church members. His letter ap- 
peared in the January, 1898, issue of the TAbou, Proohet, p. 3) 

As one who has been more or less intimately connected with the 
Labour Church movement from the beginning, I should be glad if you 
would allow me to say a few words which I think ought to be said. 

One thing I have noticed in my contact with Socialist and labour 
Church brethren is, what appears to me to be, the totally unneces- 
sary amount of language which is directed against all creeds, 
dogmas, and doctrines, be they human or divine. 

Our Socialist Iconoclast goes out into the great world and 
(with a most unsocialistic spirit) feels hemself at liberty to 
call down fire from heaven, or violence from earth upon all that 
has been, for many centuries, most reverenced by the 

vast majority 
of his fellow men and women. ... 

If the labour Church is to progress "with the process of the 
suns", it can only do so by obtaining more and more points of 
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contact and sympathy with those who today (through ignorance or 
otherwise), are not of our fold, anc do not agree with our prin. 
ciples and teachings. 

But this most unnecessary, most unsocialistlc and cruel conduct 
of the Iconoclast, only tends to make such contact less and less 
possible with the great world outside, inasmuch as it presents an 
unlovely and unattractive aspect to the impartial observer and 
tends to convert the sympathetic listener into a determined and 
headstrong opponent. "I speak of that which I do know, and test- 
ify of that which I have seen. " .00 

I should like to plead for more tolerance and more charity in 
our movement for more sympathy for those who do not happen to 
believe exactly as we ourselves believe. 

I should like to plead for less of that angry vituperation ag- 
ainst more fortunate people than ourselves, knowing that these 
people are just as much the creatures of their environment as we 
ourselves are. 

I should like to plead for more willingness to discern and give 
just praise to goodness and self-sacrifice, purity and honesty of 
life, in whomsoever it may be found enshrined, no matter to what 
class or sect they may belong. 

Let these things be, and then our cause shall appeal to many 
who today, have stopped their ears against us; for our lives and 
actions shall speak louder for us than the voices upon a thousand 
platforms. 
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LABOUR CHURCH READINGS PROPOSED FOR PUBLICATION 

As printed in TheLa_bour Prophet 

Th. Poor 

By Mdme. S. de Pressense, translated from the French (Trevor). 

They pass by us, following their dark road, 
Without raising their eyes. 

For us -- all the sunshine; for then -- all the shadows 
We are the happy ones. 

They pass by us. Of course we give them 
d look of pity; 

Then we turn round and take our own road 
We have forgotten them. 

Our hearts are moved for them, and it may even be 
That tears fill our eyes; 

But if we would comfort them, we must learn to know them; 
And what do we know of thou? 

We are strangers both to the griefs and to the joys 
Of their poor homes. 

Yet, see how their dark path winds along 
Side by side with our easy road. 

Upon our knees we often call them brothers 
Before the God of heaven; 

But this word, which flies away to his in our prayers, 
Is lying and cruel on our lips. 

When God hears it, I fear that he grows weary 
With our vain worship; 

And that from our hearts every trace of the image 
Of his divine by, is wiped out. 

Akt it is not for our lips to speak 
Of a gospel of compassionate love, 

When all we have for then is the oheap charity 
Which we throw this while we pass on our way. 

It was not thus, Jesus, thou who comfortest, 
That thou didst pass this by 

When thou didst let fall the divine words 
Of the kingdom of heaven. 

Thou didat not behold their misery afar off; 
Thou dielst walk in the way they trod; 

Is seeing them suffer they felt that thou wort their brother, 
And wept at thy feet. 
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Poor, disinherited. ignorant, guilty, 
Tkey oaae tearlessly to thee. 

Ahl who will give to us that unspeakable pity 
Whiok they found in thy preseno.? 

Who will give to us the love which can draw then, 
Which will know how to raise then up? 

Who will tssoh us# Jesus, to speak once more 
The word which can sate? 

Who will put into our hearts the tender, holy flare 
That burns night and day; 

The love which nothing wearies, nothing repels -- 
A love the image of thy own? 

When shall we know that love, strong and tender, 
Whiok alone can heal? 

When shall we love enough to understand ororythingg 
And to suffer for their woo? 

Poor, disinherited, ignorant, rebellious 
Wken shall we lows you enough 

To enfold you in the eternal compassion 
Of the Father of us all? 

To A Morkina Man 

By Ydae. S. de Pressense, translated from the Frensh (Trevor) 

I hard his sp. aking$ and, as in a dream, 
I seemed to see hin walking at night along a shoe 

it the edge of an oosanJ 
Then I saw him rising upon a dark tide, 
Sack wave of which was the scorst suffering 

Of some living being. 

And my hart fainted; for that weary tale 
of eternal martyrdom -- a martyrdom with no glory -- 

I knew too well; 
But, in my deadened soul, how many times already 
Had I let the flame die down, unfed, 

Like a fir* we lot outt 

To feel is such a small 
At the right moment, to 

Fall from our eyes; 
But if we would dare to 
We must have the strong 

To suffer with them 

satter. it is so very easy, 
lot a useless tear 

desosnd to the depth of their abyss, 
love and the heroic will 

Tos, to suffer with those the martyrs, with these, the victims 
Of Nauru s"lfishn. ss, who, proud of his oriass, 

Calls then -- Laws; 
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With these who are broken on the godless wheel 
of work without hope, which eats up their lives, 

And sometimes their very souls -- 

With these whoa, at a distance, we call our brothers -- 
Brothers unknown, last in their wretchednesso 

Whose shadow fills us with fear; 
Brothers whose chains are made heavier by our hands, 
While, throwing them a few useless words, 

We drink from their sweat, 

You who were speaking to us about them, you whose burning soul 
Embraces them, who bear in your brave hands 

Both the tool and the flag; 
You who oherish in your heart that *Scrod vision 
Of a day when justice shall have changed our earth 

Into a new world; 

you who suffer as they suffer, you who man tell them 
That your heroism is born of the same nartyrdon, 

Oki you are happyt 
? es, you are kappyl -- Ah! would I were like yout 
For, to give our hearts to then, our thoughts, our lives. 

We must be one of them. 

From "W . rdi Of A Bslivr. rfl 

By Lamonnaio, translated troll the Fronob (Trevor) 

"The people are incapable of understanding their own inter. 
eeta. For their own good we gust always be their guardians. 
Is it not for the enlightened to lead the ignorant? " 

Thus speak a host of hypoorites, who wish to oontrol the 
affairs of the people, in order that they nay grow fat on 
their substanoe. 

"You are not able, " they say, "to understand what is good 
for you. " 

Thereupon they will not allow you to dispose "rsn of what 
is your own for an object you think useful; and they will 
dispose of it against your will for another object which is 
displeasing and hateful to you. 

-"You are incapable of Managing a little ooRaon property, 
inoapable of knowing what is good or bad for you, unable to 
understand your needs and how to provide for them. " 

Thereupon they will send you nenn well paid at your expense, 
who will manage what is your. according to their own fanny, 
will hinder you fron doing what you will with your own, and 
will ooapel you to do what you do not wiehe 
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"You are incapable of discerning what education is suitable 
for your children, * It * or of judging whether you and your 
family can live on the wages they offer for your work. " *** 

If what these hypocritical and greedy folk may were true, 
you would be quite beneath the beasts; for the beasts know all 
that they say you do not know, and they only need their in- 
stinot to know it. 

Cod has not made you to be a flock of sheep, driven by 
others. He has made you to life in a free community of 
brothers. Now, a brother has no right to command his brother. 
Brothers are bound together by common customs, and these cus- 
toms are the law, and the law has to be respected, and all 
must units together to hinder any from breaking it, because 
it In for the protection of all, and represents the common 
will and the common good. 

Be den! No man is strong enough to put a yoke on you 
against your own will; but you can put the collar on your own 
nook if you wish. 

There are animals so stupid that men shut them up in stalls, 
and feed them that they may works and then, when they grow old, 
they fatten them to be eaten. 

There are other animals who live in freedom on the prairies, 
that sen cannot bend to servitude, who will not lot themselves 
be seduced by deceitful caresses, nor conquered by threats or 
ill-treatment. 

Brave sen are like the latter{ cowards are like the former. 

11 

Understand olsarly how you may make yourselves fro*. 

To be free, you must, before all things, love God, for if 
you love God you will do His will, and the will of God is 
Justice and Lore, without which there can be no Freedom. 

When, by force or fraud, a man takes what is anotksrfs; 
when he attacks his person; wh. n, in what is perfectly lawful, 
he hinders hin fron acting as he wishes, or forces kin to act 
against his wish; when he violates his rights in any way what. 
ever -- what is it? It is an injustice, It Is Injustice, 
than, which destroys Freedom. 

If sack of u" lowed only hiaself, and thought only of him- 
self, without seeking to help others, the poor would often be 
compelled to steal what is anether's in order that they and 
their family sight live; the weak would be opprssssd by a stron- 
ger, and he by one stronger still; and injustioe would reign 
everywhere. It is Love, then, which maintains Freedom. 
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Love God more than all things elsso and your neighbour as 
yourself, and servitude will disappear from the earth. 

And yet those who profit by the servitude of their brothers 

will use every devio" to maintain it. For this purpose they 
will use both falsehood and foroe. 

They will declare that the arbitrary rule of some and the 
submission of all the rest is the order established by God. 
To maintain their tyranny they will not fear to blaspheme 
Providence. 

Answer them that their God is Satan, the enemy of the human 
race{ and that yours is he who has oonquered Satan. 

After that they will let loose their satellites upon you; 
they will have prisons built without number to shut you up 
therein; they will pursue you with fire and sword; they will 
torment you, and will paar forth your blood like a stream of 
water. 

Ifs then, you are not resolved to fight without ceasing, to 
bear everything without flinching, never to grow weary, never 
to give inqikiip your fetters and give up the freedom of whisk 
you are not worthy. 

Freedom is like the Kingdom of God. It suffers Violence, 
and the violent take it by force. 

But the violence which will put you in possession of Free- 
do= is not the fierce Violence of robbers and brigands; it is 
not injustice, revenge, cruelty; but a strong, unbending will; 
a courage calm and generous. 

The most sacred cause is changed into an impious and exec- 
rable one when crime is used to maintain it. The man of crime 
may rise from slavery to tyranny, but never to Freedom. 

III 

Why do animals find their food, each after its kind? It is 
beoause they do not steal from each other; because sack is 
oonteiit with what is sufficient for his needs. 

if a bee in a hive should says All this honey is mined and 
should thereupon begin to do what it pleased with the fruit of 
the common labour, what would become of the other bees? 

The earth is a great hive, and men are the been. 

Eaoh bee has a right to the honey needful for life; and if, 

among men, there are any who are in need, it is because justioe 
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and brotherhood have disappeared from among them. 

Justice is life, and oomradeship is also life, and a sweeter 
and more abundant life. 

There have been false prophets who have persuaded a few men 
that others were born for their use; and these others have be- 
lieved it, too, on the word of the false prophets. 

Men, equal among themselves, are born only for God; and who- 
ever speaks to the oontrary speaks blasphemy. 

Let him who would become great among you be your servant; 
and he who would be first among you be your slave. 

The law of God is a law of love; and love does not raise 
itself up above others, but sacrifices itself to them. 

He who says in his hearts I am not as other men are, but 

others have been given me that I may command them, and dispose 
of them and theirs aooording to my pleasures-- he is the son 
of Satan. 

And Satan is the king of this world; for he is the king of 
all those who think and act thus; and all those who think and 
act thus have, by his oounselsq made themselves masters of 
the world. 

But their rule is only for a time, and we are approaching 
the end of this time. 

For there will be a great battle; and the angel of Justice 
and the angel of Love will fight on the aide of those who are 
armed to establish the reign of Justice and of Love. 

And many will die in that fight; but their name will remain 
on earth as a ray of the glory of God. 

IV 

Young soldier, whither gosst thou? 
I go to fight for justioe, for the holy oause of the people, 

for the saored rights of mankind. 
1 go to fight, that my brothers may be delivered from oppres- 

sion, and their chains be broken, and the chains of all 
the world. 

x go to fight against wicked men-for those whom they overthrow 
and trample under foot, against masters for their slaves, 
against tyrants for liberty. 

May thine arms be blessed young soldiers 
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Young soldier, whither goest thou? 

go to fight, that the many may no more be the prey of the 
few; that the bowed heads may be lifted, and the trembling 
knees made firm. 

go to fight, that fathers may no more curse the day when 
they are tolds d son is born; nor mothers the day when they 
first prove their child to their bosom* 

go to fight that the brother may no more grow sad at seeing 
his sister fade away like grass which the earth cannot 
nourish{ that the sister may no more gase, weeping, upon 
the brother who sets off never to return. 

May thine arms be blessed, young soldier) 

I 

I 

I 

Young soldier, whither gosst thou? 
go to fight, that each may eat in peace the fruit of his 

labour; to dry the tears of the little children who ask for 
bread, and are answeredi There is. no more bread; they have 
taken from us what was left, 

go to fight for the poor, that he may not be for ever robbed 
of his share in the common heritage. 

I 

I 

I go to fightq that hungsr may be driven from the oottags, and 
plenty, eeourity, and joy be brought into the home. 

May thine arms be blessed, young soldier! 

Young soldier, whither gosst thou? 
I go to fight, that the barriers  ay be thrown down which sep- 

arate the peoples, and hinder them from embracing one an- 
other as sons of the sane Father, destined to live united 
in the same love. 

I go to fight, that thought, speech, and conscience may be set 
free from the tyranny of man. 

I go to fight for the Hternal Laws come down from above, for 
the Justice which protects rights, for the Love which 
alleviates inevitable ills. 

I g" to fight, that all may have a God in heaven, and Father- 
land on earth. 

Yay thine arms be blessed, seven times blessed, 
Young Soldisrl 

J_lrot%s ri 1001 

Verses from a pass by an Inglishsan, George Phillips, a&. 
dressed to th" Irish äationalists during tko Munster Meetings 
of 1843" From tko "sunburst of Ireland Hsoitsr. " Glasgows 
Cameron and Ferguson. 

Brothers, arisel the hour has cone 
To strike the blow for truth and Godl 

why sit ye folded up and dumb? 
why, bending, kiss the tyrant's rod? 

Is there no hope upon the earth, 
No charter in the starry sky? 

Hog freedom no ennobling worth, 
And man no immortality? 
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Ah, brotherst think ye what ye aril 
What glorious work ye have to del 

And how they wait ye, near and tar. 
To do the same the wide world through) 

The wide world, sunk in dreams and death, 
With guilt and wrong upon its breast, 

Like nightmares choking up i-ts breath, 
And murdering all its holy restl 

Betkink ye kow, with heart and brain, 
This God-like work were ablest done; 

For man gust ns'er go back again, 
And lose the triumphs ke has won. 

Ye who have spurned the tyrant's power, 
Ant fought your own great spirits free, 

Forget not, in this trying hour, 
The claim* of struggling slaveryl 

The wise and good! Oh, where are they 
To guide us onward to the Bight, 

Untruth and specious lies to slay, 
And red oppression in its night? 

For life itself In only great, 
When man devotes heaself to be, 

By firtue# thought, and deed the aat" 
Of Ood's own children and the free. 

Prouudl> !LB Land =Il 2. -kt POORIels Ranks 
. 

Froa Poops by "Pinola. " (Dublins MoGlaoban A ai11. ) 

Proudly we stand in tk" poopl*'s rants, to 
peoples 

Though not always the rao" be to the swift, 
strong; 

We dare to preach forth the banded creed of 
on tk" evil and just will the fruitful rain 

sunbeams 

war with ti" 
wrong 
the battle to the 

equal rights to all 
and the oheering 
tall. 

Our weapons -- true thought and fearless speech -- with these 
we will overthrow 

Baoh low devioe and base pretenoe, eaoh aim of the orafty tool 
We laugh at their hollow sophistry, their station, rank, and 

oasts; 
Their senseless barricade of words our arms will soon lay waste. 

"Tia 14110 to prat. of rank and class -- nay, arge not the 
shallow pl. a -- 

RemembNr who sat in the fisherman's boat on Galilss's purple 
seat 

Rend the tyrant chains that oustom forged, and rioant the 
impious orood 
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That a separate law for rich and poor by God's wisdom was 
decreed. 

Remember who out at the publioan's feast -- was there peer or 
noble there? 

what jewelled garter, or diamond star, did those guests, so 
honoured, wear? 

Ah, vent arise from delusion's sleep, fling off the coils that 
bind 

The free-born soul's exalted strength, the heaven-endowed mindi 

And proudly stand in the people's ranks, to war with fraud 
and wrong; 

Oh, pass not byi -- ye have stood apart, ye have held aloof 
too long; 

Fear not to utter the glorious faith of equal rights to all; 
On the evil and dust will the fruitful rain and the cheering 

sunbeams fall. 

Th" Voice Of The Poor 

From Posse by "Speransa« (Lady Wilde) 
(Glasgow. Cameron & Ferguson. ) 

Was sorrow ever like 
Oh, God aborsl 

Will our night never 
Of Joy and love? 

A deadly gloom is on 
Like the darkness 

That fell upon the p 
By the oruoified. 

to our sorrow? 

okange into a morrow 

us -- waking, sleeping" 
at noon-tide 

slli$ Uother, weeping 

Before us die our brothers of starvation, 
Around mre, öries of famine and despairs 

Where is hope for us# or ooafort, or salvation? -- 
where -- oh, where? 

If the angels ever heartisa, downward leading, 
They are weeping, wo are sure, 

At the litanies of human groans asoending 
From the orushod hearts of the poor. 

Whsn th" kuman rests in loge upon the kuaan, 
All grief is light; 

But who lends one kind glance to illumine 
Our life-long night? 

The air around is ringing with their laughter -- God has only made the rich to smile; 
But wi -- in our rags, and want, and woe -- we follow 

Weeping the while. after, 

And the laughter seems but uttered to divide us 
When? -- ohs when 
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Will fall the frown barriers that divide us 
From other men? 

Will ignoranoe for ever thus enslave us? 
will misery for ever lay us low? 

All are eager with their insults -- but, to save us, 
None, none we know. 

We never knew a ohildhood's mirth and gladness, 
Nor the proud heart of youth, free and brave; 

Okt a death-like gloom of wretchedness and sadness 
Is life's journey to the grave. 

Day by day we lower sink and lower, 
Till the godlike soul within, 

Falls, crushed beneath the fearful demon power 
Of poverty and sin. 

30 we toll on, on with fever burning -- 
In heart and brain; 

So we toil on, on through bitter soorning, 
Want, woe, and paint 

We dare not raise our eyes to the blue heaven, 
Or the toil must cease -- 

We dare not breathe the fresh air God has given 
One hour in peace. 

We must toil, though the light of life is burning 
Ok, how dial 

We must toil on our sink bed, feebly turning 
Our eyes to Him 

Who alone can hear the pale lips faintly saying, 
With soarce moved breath, 

While the paler hands, uplifted, aid the praying -- "Lord, grant us D. atäl" 

W__k! ? ko Greatest Cif Stands 

From Walt Wiitaan 

The greatest city is that which has the greatest man or woman. 
If it be a few rugged huts, it is still the greatest city in 

tke whole world. 

The place where the greatest city st%nds is not the plane of 
stretched warrss, docks, manufactures, deposits of produce, 

Nor the place of ceaseless salutes of new ooaers, or the anohor- 
lifters of the departing, 

Nor the place of the tallest and costliest building, or shops 
selling goods from the rest of the eartk, 

Nor the place of th" best libraries and schools -- nor the place 
where Money is plentiest, 

Nor the place of the most numerous population. 
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Where the city stands with the brawniest brood of orators and 
bards, 

Where the city stands that is beloved by these, and loves them 
in return, and understands them, 

Where these may be seen going every day in the streets, with 
their arms familiar to the shoulders of their friends, 

Where no m9nuaents exist to heroes, but in the common words and 
deeds, 

Where thrift is in its place, and prudence is in its place, 
Where behaviour is the finest of the fine arts, 
Where the men and women think lightly of the laws, 
Where the slave ceases, and the master of slaves ceases, 
Where the populace rise at once against the never-ending 

audacity of elected persons, 
Where fierce men and women pour forth, as the sea to the whistle 

of death pours its sweeping and unript waves, 
Where outside authority enters always after the precedence of 

inside authority, 
Where the citizen is always the head and ideal -- and President, 

Layor, Governor, and what not, are agents for pay, 
Where children are taught from the jump that they are to be 

laws to themselves, and to depend on themselves, 
Where equanimity is illustrated in affairs, 
Where speculations an the soul are encouraged, 
Where women walk in public processions in the streets, the 

same as the men, 
Where they enter the public assembly and take places the same 

as the men, and are appealed to by the orators, the same 
as the sen, 

Where the city of the faithfulest friends stands, 
Where the city of the cleanliness of the sexes stands, 
Where the City of the healthiest fathers stands, 
Where the city of the best-bodied mothers stands, 
There the greatest city stands. 

The following poems are by Joseph Whittaker, one of our most 
active Labour Church Pioneers. The first appeared recently in 
the workman's Timest the second was written for the Labour Pr t. 

close il 

Close upf close upi for the ranks are small, 
And every unit of strength is needed# 
quarrelling hosts never yet suoooodod, 

Houses divided aye must lall. 
With a cause to love and a world to win, 
Do we need, my brothers, this jangling din? 

Squabbles and bickering* fill the air, 
Back cook for a dunghill grows so sealous, 
Naoh little chief of the rest so jealous, 

We in the trenches half despair; 
While, soaking the snarling which never tires, 
The foe laughs over his dying fires. 
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If all are leaders, Who 
First in rank should 
Skarp. n your swords, 

And l. t'tk" last fool's 
No soattsrsd army we 
But 's, soornful host 

siall be 1oä? 
be first in battle. 
then, and sad your prattle, 
boost be said* 
hats to moot, 

that defies defeat. 

ghat does it matter who ranks first 
If Us city poriskes undefended? 
Honours come when the war is ended, 

And kearto that battled the best have burst. 
When the heights are stormed is the time to count 
The stalwart souls that were first to mount. 

Close UPI we kawo many a figkt to fickt; 
Cast out all faltering, halt soooders. 
Follow tko cause, and wo noei no leaders# 

None, save Liberty, Truth, and Bight; 
And, wrathfully heralding  isery's fall, 
Humanity's battle cry -- "All for Aill" 

Tke Workers' Prayer 

wo pray aloud, 0 Lord, for ligkt, 
And "Light, more ligkti" our souls'ropoat; 
wo never fool the genial heat 
Of summers all our day is night. 
Tks very brutes know more than wo 
The wonder of Us world we soot 
We do not lire, but sew to beg 
And evermore wo pray for light. 

A oruol burden, Lori, we boars 
Dead systems ohoke our path, and dead 
Dark labyrinths of lies we thread; 
The garments of dead son we wear; 
Dead oustoa and dead shibboleth 
Oppress us, and the putrid breath 
Of souls that lire in living death 
Adds horror to the ghastly night. 

In k9avy okains of vine, snd sin, 
And torasnt, Lord, our limbs are bound; 
Yet must we drudge our dreary round, 
And gain for fsapire-sluggards win. 
But misery the worker drinks, 
Till, dying in his okains, he sinks: 
Ok, kelp us, God, to snap tke links, 
And in our darkness give us ligkt. 

I. call on God, but cannot tell 
If on a living God we cry; 
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We kavo not )Lops, except to dis; 
W. kayo no faitk, except in koll. 
On Tkso for aid we cry so long, 
The san" dark doubt grown on sack tongues -- 
If Thou art living, wky this wrong? 
Oh, Cod, it living, give us light. 

Ti., give us light, that we may see 
The enemies with whoa we fight, 
The toes that stab us in the nights 
And site them till they ovase to be. 
world-wide the banel but if Theu wilt, 
All eid oppression, wrong, and guilt, 
A11 dungeons we ourselves have built, 
Shall yet be hurled to endless nights 

And thus, no longer slaves, but mass 
The ancient dream of trotkorkoo&q 
of oonaon toil for common good, 
Skat] fill kuasnity again 
With stronger faith, unstained by crosds, 
And truer thoughts, and nobler dosds# 
Till love sways all, and proudly leads 
Tk" nations kost to God, the Light. 

on iii Capturs of Cortsin L tiv" 91avos Near waokinaton. 

By Jeves Russell Lowell, 

(For an sooount of tko oiraunstanoos wkiok inspired, this pooa, 
see "Jokn Browne Ckaptor V, in tkus number of Tko Labour Pry. 
i. e., November, 1893. ý This peon was road at Us first Labour 
Churale Sorviao in Manokortor, Sunday, Ootobor 4tk, 1891. ) 

Look on who will in apathy, and stiffs thsy who can 
The syapatkiss, the Lops, the words, that ask* man truly maul 
yet those whose koarts are dungsonod up, with interest or with oases 
Consent to hoar with, quiet pulse of loathsome deeds like those. 

Z first draw in low gngland air, and from her hardy breast 
3usksd in the tyrant-hating milk that will not lot as rsstl 
jLnd if my words seen treason to the dullard and the tano# 
"Tis but my Bay-State dialect -- our fathers spoke the *&no. 

Shams on the costly mockery of piling *tons on. stons 
To those who won our liberty, the hares Lead and gone, 
ghilo we look coldly on and see lawwshisldsd ruffians slay 
Tb. men who fain would wilt their own, the heroes of to-days 

Are we pledged to craven silence? 0, fling it to the wind, 
Tbs parohasnt wall that binds us from the least of human kind -- 
Tkat makes us cringe and teaporisf, and dumbly stand at rest, 
While Pity's burning flood of words is red-hot in the brsastl 
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Though we break our fathers' promise, we kavs nobler duties first 
Ti. traitor to Huaanity is the traitor must acoursst{ 
Man is more than Constitutions; bettor rot beneath the sod 
Than be true to Church and State while we are doubly false is Csdt 

Wo own allegiance to the 9tatos but deeper, truer, more 
To the sympathies that God has not within our spirit's core, 
Our country claims our foaltji we grant it so, but then 
Bofors Man made us citizens, great Nature made us son. 

He's true to Clod who's true to man; whatever wrong is done, 
To the humblest and the weakest, Oneatk the all-belojding sun, 
That wrong is also done to us; and they are slaves most base 
Whose love of right is for themselves and not for all their raoe. 

God works for all. TO cannot ken tke kops of being free 
With parallels of latitude, with mountain-range or sea. 
Put golden padlocks on Truth's lips, be callous as ye will, 
From soul to soul. tkrougk all the world leaps one electric tkrill. 

Cksin down your slaves witk ignoranos, ye cannot keep apart, 
With all your craft of tyranny, the human heart fror harts 
When first the Pilgrims landed on the Say-State's iron shore, 
Th" word went forth that slavery should one day be no more. 

Out from the land of bondage Otis decreed our slaves shall ge, 
And signs to, us are offered, as erst to Pharaoh; 
If we are blind, their exodus, like Israelis of yore, 
Through a Red Sea is doomed to be, whose surges are of gore. 

*Tin ours to save our brethren, with peace and love to win 
Their darkened kearts from error, ere they harden it to sins 
But if, before his duty, man with listless spirit stands, 
Ere long the Great Avenger takes the work from out his hands. 

ýýýýý 

From Prof. Felix Adler, in Creed and Dom. 

Be it ours to hold high the moral ideal, whetker we olethe 
it with personality or not. Be it ours to act divine things, 
no matter how we regard divine mysteries. Be it ours to kelp. 
In lifting up the fallen, to lend free utterance to the oes- 
plaints of the oppressed, to brand the social iniquities of 
our tines, to give our keartst warmth and the labour of our 
hands to tke cause of their redress, and to punk on, with 
whatever power we say, the progress of our race towards those 
high and holy goals of which tke dreamers dream, the prophets 
prep)iesy. 
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Harvest Ron 

aroa an Old-English Song 

Our oats they are hoed, and our barleys reaped, 
Our hay it is mowed, and our hovels hsapeds 

Cone, Boys, come; cone, boys, canal 
And merrily roar out, Harvest Ronal 

wetre cheated the parson, we'll cheat hin again; 
Why should the vicar hays one in ten? 

One in teas one in teal 
Why should the vicar have one in ten? 

For staying while dinner is *old and bate 
And pudding and dumpling are burnt to pot? 

Burnt to pot; burnt to pot; 
And pudding and dumpling are burnt to pot? 

From Etkioal Ro. igion, by W. Y. Salter 

It is wonderful how every great religious movement in the 
past has been marked by a new sense of personal righteousness. 
It was thus when real religion rose among the ancient Hebrews, 
and a cry went forth from the prophetic lips, 'Create in as a 
clean heart, 0 God; and renew a right spirit within sell' It 
was so when Jesus called for a deeper righteousness than even 
the most religious of his own day practiced. It was so when 
Luther threw off the bondage of dead works, and trots and 
spoke to the conscience, and said that an cat in itself good 
becomes sinful if its active is sinful. If I ever have a 
doubt of the possibility of a religion arising out of Liberal- 
ism tos-day, it is because Liberalism speaks more of the rights 
of men than of their duties; because it talks more of the re- 
form of society than of the reform of ourselves; because its 
ideal is philanthropy rather than justice; because it forgets 
that "society gains nothing, " as gmerson'says, "while a man 
not himself ranovated attempts to renovate things about him, " 
or, as John C. Learned says, "that those who are in the wrong 
cannot ours evils. " Let us purify ourselves; let us leave 
the world's standards behind us, and ask what manner of sen we 
ourselves are; and if we find ourselves unholy, unchaste, 
passionate, envious, ready to take advantage, potty in spirit 
and narrow in sympathy; oh, lot us leave doctoring the ills 
of the world, and first ours ourselves! 
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A True Capitalist 

by Margaret MoMillsn- 

"0 Ood! that broad should be so dear, 
And flesh and blood so cheap! " 

He sat on a orag in the hollow near 5---- Bridge. A man 
somewhat past middle age, muscular, deep-cheated, with white 
hair falling over a straight, wrinkled forehead. Between the 
thumb and forefinger of his toil-hardened hand the miner's 
"kegg" was still visible. His face had a greyish tint -- the 
effect of two months' residence above ground. His threadbare 
jacket was, patohed and repatched along the seams and below the 
arms, and in one of his Yawning pockets lay an old, thumbed 
copy of be Wealth of Nations"I 

"Bhf A'um tired o'ntalkin', that I am, " he said, gruffly, 
looking straight before him into the flame-coloured woods. 
"There's fowk as think as'talkin' Ill ask two and two come to 
fower and a hawf. What I sees plain enough i-s this: Th ad 
just as well take a broomstick to sweep back t' waves o' t' 
Atlantic as take Acts o' Parliament and sech like to control 
Economic Forces. Wo. We've got to moil and to wrastle and to 

starve all our days. Very good.. I'm willin'. But what licks 
me is this" -- he drew in his breath, and compressed his thin 
lips -- "to ha' a bletherin' fooil at my lug sat'in' as how an- 
other fooil i' Parliament 'ud make it ooom aht reight. " 

The young man, lying on the grate, kinked his heels together 
idly, and made no answer. Perhaps he had a suspioion that he 
was the bletherin' fool darkly alluded to. 

"Capital is stroag, " proceeded the miner. "I ha. ' felt it. 
I knows its power"better'n you. But I knaves, too, that there 
an'* no use oallin' aht agin' to wind -- no, nor agin' t' man 
that has t' wind in his favour, nawther. Force is a brutal 
thing, ! er sewer. TO winds, an' to waves, an' t' power o' cap- 
ital lick up t' lives oS men, an' women, an' children. s7, but 
they works aht summat as ta' couldn't get wi' ta' tooil i' 
Parliament. " 

The old miners shoulders drooped wearily, and he leaned his 
arms on his knees. While he was speaking the flame-like light 
of the sunset had faded, and the valley was now in shadow. A 
ohill'wind rustled the dead leaves. 

"Ay. It's litre to sea, " pursued the old man, absently. "It's 
cruel; and it's oreepin' up arahnd ever? *hors o' to habitable 
earth -- to power o' oapital. " 

"Poohf" said the Idler on the grass, letting his heels fall 
suddenly. "Pooh) What nonsonssl" 

Us minor turned suddenly, as though he had been struok. 
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"Ohl excuse me, I didn't mean any harm, " said the Idler, 
picking damp leaves off his coat. "But when I see a man making 
himself miserable over a fallacy, I have to sit up. To say the 
power of capital is a natural foroel But nature is against it. " 

The minor muttered something about "havers", and gazed away 
into the woods again. 

"Utterly against it, " said the Idler. "In the countries 
where nature is strongest, the capitalistic system has to fight 
for its life. The temperate zone is the birthplace and nursery 
of capitalism. No, wonder; for capitalism is based on men's 
power over nature. " 

"Nay, that's hovers" said the miner, taking out his pipe, 
and sorrowfully replacing it, as he remembered that he had no 
"bacoy". "Man's noan abtside nature. And even when he feights 
wit her, it's that shoo may give 'im new powers. " 

"Just so. In the tussle with the man's fighting poser, that 
fighting power Is Increased, Nature is, under all oiroumstan- 
oes, the great enricher. You were just hinting, rather darkly, 
that she is the great robber, " 

The miner wrinkled his brow, scratched his bead, threw his 
cap off. Then he did what bewildered people generally do 
he fell back on "authority". 

"You ha' no call to talk to me, " he said, doggedly; "I hey' 
'Adam Smith' i' my pocket. " 

"Ah! " The Idler slipped to the ground, and began to kick 
his feet again. 

"He says -- mind roue he's a man of sense. Has t' ever 
heard of 'im? He says labour's t' mother and t' source of t' 
wealth of nations. " 

"That's a great truth. The expansion of capital, then, as 
well as capital, means expenditure of la b_-powor. " 

"Well, yes, o' Course. " 

"Labour power belongs, in the first instanoe, to the 
labourer. " 

The miner looked down at his gnarled fingers, smiling grimly. 

"Ay. It belongs to 'm. Only be's got to sell it "very day 
o's working life to 'a maister. " 

"Bell itt Horn all it? It's capital, you say -- the mother 
of capital. A birth-right if there be onst" 

"Ay; We sells it howsoever, " said the miner, listening to 
the shaking of the yellow beech leaves. "Welse forced to It. 
We'se all Nsaus, we be. It's a'most a goak, man, to think on 
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't, " he added, looking at his hairy arms. 

"What an idea, " said the Idler, letting his legs fall sudden- 
ly, "to sell capital. " 

"For a mess o' potage, " said the old miner, pleased with the 
parallel between the Eastern hunter's case and his own, "AT, 
it's the Jacob class as gier us our wages, you see, and it has 
its mother -- Nature -- to help it. " 

"Come! Go back to your Adam Smith, " said the Idler, turning 
out his pocket, and emptying a few bits of tobacco into his 
hand. you'll feel more comfortable, and you'll speak more in- 
telligibly. You'll see, for example, that an economist does 
not speak of selling capital, but of advancing it. " 

"Ay, for sewer, " said the miner, taking out a brown stump, 
and packing the pieces of bacoy into it. "Be advances on 't. 
Thank ye, kindly. It's a good while sin' I had t' last paff 
o' smoke aniath my noase. " 

"You advance capital, brother, " said the idler, seriously. 
"And I shouldn't wonder -- such is the frightful improvidence 
of the working classes -- if you advance it without security. " 

"Abs Security. That's a word of capitalist, that is. We're 
nobbut workers, and we ha' nowt to do wit It, I had a son, " 
pursued the old man, in a lower tone, "only one -- a fine, 
strappin' lad. I thought a heap on 'm, and so did t' missis. 
Wall, he advanced summat -- he did. Ay, an' he lost it. He 
was only a mangled heap, so as his mother 'n I couldn't tell 
as we'd e'er set eyes on 'm, when they brought 'm up. " 

The miner's voice failed. 

"Credit, now, " said the Idler, after a little pause. "Do 
you get any credit for your mother of capital? " 

The miner wrinkled his brow. 

"Nay, thee's mixin' up terms, and a usin' of 'um all awry, " 
he said testily. "Tha knows nowt about it, ladl Labour- power 
än! t": oapitalt" 

"What"is labour-pwwor, anyhow? said the Idler, sharply. 

"The miner frowned, took off his cap, scratched his head, 
and finally took his pipe out of his mouth. 

"I've told you already, " he said, after a long pause. 

"No you haven't, " said the Idler, kicking his feet together, 
"you've told me that it's the mother of capital, and that it 
belongs in the first instance to the labourer. You say the lab- 
ourer advances it without security, that he gets no credit for 
it, no interest on it, that -- -- " 
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"Thee's mizin' terms up, and usin' o' 'm all awry. Labour- 
power ISN'T capital. " 

"Very good. It isn't capital. What can it be? It's bought 
and sold at the market -- the rats of wages is the price of it. 
I. it a commodity? " 

"'Tisn't, so to speak, a commodity nawther, " said the miner, 
fairly in a fog. "A commodity, you see, by itself produces 

nothing. You might lay a spade on t' ground, or a pick i' t' 
mine, and nothing 'd come o't. " 

"Very good indeed, " said the Idler. "Now, perhaps you will 
tell me what this labour-power is. It is not capital -- only 
the mother of capital. It is not a commodity -- only the 
creator of value and surplus value in all commodities. What 
does political economy say about it? What do coal-owners say 
about it -- " 

"Po, litical economy don't say nothink about it, " said the 
miner, briefly. "And the coal-owners say -- what's true -- 
that Labour-power's cheap. " 

"Cheap! But why cheap? The day of slavery is past. You 
have now free contracts -- " 

"That's a lie! " burst out the miner, suddenly, as a new 
light broke in on him. Ho rose, took out his "Wealth of Nat- 
ions", made as though he would fling it from him, and finally 
put it back in his pocket (for, after all, he had no quarrel 
with Adam Smith). "It's a lie. Free contracts are for men 
who sit at peace, who have time to think, to weigh their forces, 
and to learn t' natur' of 'em. Working-men has been hurried 
into makin' bad bargains, driven by hunger and the fear o't, 
from t' cradle to t' grave, so as they don't know yet as they 
are capitalists -- the true capitalists -- capitalists who 
advance everything, and risk everything. Ah! Gospel o' thrift 
indeed" -- he shook his fist at the wood. "I111 begin from 
this day to preach it. The working-men o' wngland, and o' 
every civilised country, is usin' up as much labour-power in 
ten years as ought to last thirty -- " 

"There you're Wrong, " said the Idler, carelessly. "The 
great majority of workers make no use whatever of their finest 
quality of labour-power. That is why the energy in them cor- 
rupts and turns into Tice. Why, ragged schools and reform- 
atories, and prisons and asylums, and temperance institutions 
and homes for lost men -- and lost women -- and lost children 
-- lost Human Capital -- " 

"Who'd 'a thowt it? " said the miner, throwing his cap back. 
"A capitalist -- " 

"Miserable, degraded, without self-respect -- " 

"Ay, of course. They'd no call to respect themselves, not 
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knowing as how they were oapitalists. And who'd $a thowt -- of 

"But a great many people are thinking, " broke in the Idler, 
impetuously. "Seat I will read you a quotation from a letter 
which appeared in the TIMES two weeks ago. " (Ile produced a 
copy of the portly paper. ) "It is proposed that of the capital 
of £50,000, £23,000 shall represent security for labour-power 
advanced by the men, and the sum of f3, ooo regarded as interest 
on labour-power. " "Aht" The Idler rose to his feet, and 
crushed the TIMES back into his pocket. "Ile shall arrive -- 0 

"For sewer, " said the miner, rising, too. "Why shouldn't 
we? Capitalietel" 

The Poor Old Son Of Labour 

by John uaoleay Psacosk 

When dreary winters blasts blow cold, 
one dark December day, 

A poor old son of Labour's own 
Sat trembling by the way; 

Big drops of rain, from his thin looks, 
Came o'er his cheek like tears; 

His eyes were dim, for he was then 
A man of eighty years. 

He looked like-some old patriarch, 
A sad, forsaken man, 

And on the passing crowd he gazed 
And sighing, thus begant 

"Ohl now I feel the fearful truth, 
Oft told me in my time, 

Age is an outcast coldly scorned 
And poverty a crime. 

1My Mary looks as if her heart 
Would pine away with woe; 

The law has said that we must starve 
Or to the workhouse go. 

Thus would they part life's dearest links 
And break our holy vows 

An if our hearts were dead to love 
And loathed each other now. 

"I've toiled -- and oft until the task 
Had nearly turned my brain -- 

From boyhood's sunny days, till now 
Life lingers in the wane; 

And this is all the recompense 
For lab'ring long and hard -- 

A beggar's bread -- a felon's bed -- 
A pauper's prison ward. 
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"All in my time I've tilled the soil, 
And hewn the hardy rooks 

Have sunk the mine and dug the well, 
And felled the giant oak. 

My wife and I have tugged through life 
Industry all our airs 

Now we are wandering beggars both, -- 
Oh, shame, old Laglaad, sha®ef 

"Was it for this we toiled and mbiled, 
While we had strength to spare? 

Has youth no hope for hoary age 
But weary want and oars? 

More great than God, in Mammon's eyes, 
Appears one princely drone; -- 

More care to wealth than human woes 
Are baubles of a throne. " 

From "Ood Wills Iii" 

by Herbert ». Cannon 

No. 1 

The great struggle that is at hand, both in Europe and 
America, is between the working men and the aristocrats. The 
despised labourers of the world, who have been wronged and 
robbed for six thousand years, are being endued with power from 
God. There is coming an and to their bondage. Already there 
are millions of working men who are organised and ready for 
action. Labour is a mighty giant waking up from a long slum- 
ber. Wage-slavery shall soon be as utterly destroyed as ohat- 
tel-slavery and feudalism. What corporation of millionaires 
can conquer Providence? Can they bribe God with their gold and 
silver? He is behind the Labour movement, and those who oppose 
it are His enemies. 

All history reveals to us a Power that makes for righteous- 
nessp that overthrows tyrants and uplifts the oppressed. That 
Power is God= and to-day He is teaching, guiding and inspiring 
the rough masses of the working men. The true prophets of the 
Kingdom of Heaven are to be found among the Trade-unionists and 
Socialists. They are preaching the gospel of Brotherhood, as 
Christ did, to the poor. 

The great cause of Labour is God's new Messiahs it is the 
tost-question of our generation. Our fathers had their religion 
tested by the struggle to emancipate the negroes; that struggle 
is over, but John Brown's God is on the side of the slaves still, 
whether they are white or black. Trade Unions are becoming the 
real churches of this country and of gurope. Wherever good is, 
God is; and wherever a number of working men bind themselves to- 
gether for mutual protection and support, He is in the midst. 
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God dwells not in temples made with hands, but in the minds 
and hearts of those who hate falsity and cant, and love only that'- 
which is true, and helpful, and just. Wherever the weak are 
feebly struggling for their liberties, wherever the blind and ig- 
norant are conscious of the darknessT, wherever there is pain, or 
patience, or hardship, wherever a single human soul is despised 
because of poverty or labour, God is there to bless, and streng- 
then, and comfort, and help. To love one another is to serve Him; 
and there is no higher worship than self -sacrifice for the good of 
others. His sympathy is not with the fat bishop who rolls in a 
cushioned carriage to his cathedral or his palace car, but with 
the untaught and ragged children of the slums. 

The parish priest of Austerlitz 
Climbed up in a high church steeple, 

To be near God, that he might hand 
God's word down to the people. 

In sermons grave he daily wrote 
What he thought was sent from heaven, 

And he dropped this down on the people's heads 
Two times-one day in seven. 

In His rage God said, "What meanest thou? " 
And the priest cried from the steeple, "Where art thou, Lord? " and the Lord replied, "Down here among M eo le. " 

too. II 

The Emancipation of Labour can never be accomplished by cursing 
capitalism. Criticism, sarcasm, and invective may be useful in 
overthrowing the old, but they can never establish the new. There 
is nothing constructive in cynicism, nor any life in negations. 
At present Socialists-, and most Labour Reformers-, are masters of 
sarcasm; they cut right and left through the falsities, of our in- 
dustrial system with the sharp swords, of their wit and ridicule: 
but as Socialist Congresses and Labour Conventions prove, they are- 
too apt to turn these weapons upon each other. There is little 
unity in their councils, because the spirit of criticism is stran- 
ger than the spirit of brotherhood. They are too often appealingt' 
to selfishness to overthrow selfishness, and using all the methods 
of individualism. 

Instead of overcoming evil with good, they are fighting the 
devil with fire. They have not remembered this -- that the worth 
of a. revolution is its motive. A Labour movement that does no 
more than clamour with covetous hands outstretched for rights and 
privileges can and only in dessension, or, at the very farthest, 
in a jealous and suspicious socialism. It might repeat the French 
Revolution upon a vaster scale; but it alone can never bring the 
Co-operative Commonwealth. Legislation by itself might create a 
second Sparta, but not a humane and fraternal democracy. 
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There can be no doubt that before many years some kind of 
Socialism must come; the only question for earnest Socialists 
and true men everywhere is thia, -- by that means can we soonest 
establish the most desirable form of national co-operation? And 
it is the mission of the Labour Church to declare that Labour 
can secure its rights only through a movement founded upon 
brotherly helpfulness and moral enthusiasm, and to appeal to all 
noble-minded and brave-hearted young men to fling themselves into 
auch a movement. 

The churches have so betrashed the name of God and the teach- 
ings of the "Sermon on the Mount", that working men have turned 
away in disgust from their sophistry and cant; and naturally 
drifting from one extreme to another, have brought upon the Labour 
movement too often the stigma. and paralysis of atheism. But the 
time has come for working men to claim their God. 

One of the noblest and most powerful Labour emancipators of 
Europe once saidi "Without trod you may compel, but not persuade; 
you may become tyrants in your turn, but you cannot become Edu- 
cators or Apostles. " Nothing but the inspiring, unifying, ir- 
resistible war-cry of the Crusaders, "God Wills It, God Wills It" 
can rouse the working men from selfish can on M lead them Tö 
a speedy victory over all oppressors. The moment that a few 
thousand respond to it, and sink all personal ambitions in the 
desire to serve their comrades, the final struggle will commence; 
and capitalism, with its debasing wage-slavery, shall be forever 
abolished. 

No. III 

Vie are now in the midst of the second Civil War. It is not 
being fought with bullets, but ii th ballots; and not between the 
North and the South, but between the few who are rich and power- 
ful and the many who are poor and weak, There has never been a 
war in history so great and widespread as this. Compered with 
it, the struggle for National Independence and the first Civil 
War were trivial and insignificant. 

If, therefore, many young men became the most unselfish pat- 
riots and heroes in the former wars, and exulted in the opportun- 
ity, how much greater is that opportunity nowt The highest glory 
is in defending Truth and Justice against Power and Pride. 

There is more courage and endurance required in this war than 
in any other. It is harder to face poverty than powder; and 
contempt is more painful than a sword-thrust. There will be 
tremendous obstacles and bitter persecutions; but the end will be 
world-reaching and glorious. 

The great need of our country, therefore, is for a number of 
young men, not necessarily large, who dare speak the truth in 
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love, and proclaim the impartial will of God with boldness and 
moral enthusiasm. To-day the truth is almost everywhere betrayed. 
It is bought and sold in the press, in the hall, in the pulpit, in 
the street. In political conventions and ministerial synods no- 
thing is spoken except whatsoever things are popular and profit- 
able. On the most important problems of our time there is a con- 
spiracy of silence. The minister is blind, the editor is gagged, 
the politician is corrupted. They love darkness better than light. 
The very foundations of the church and of society are too unstable 
to stand investigation. The truths that ought to be spoken are 
the very truths that are not spoken. 

The reason for all this is plain: there is hardly anyone in a 
position to speak the truth. Under the present business system 
every man is dependent upon the goodwill of others for his means 
of support, and consequently shapes his words and his conduct so 
as not to lose their approval. Many brave men and women have al- 
ready dared to be independent in the Labour movement; but there 
is great need for more. In such a time as this, then writers and 
speakers are becoming the pensioners of the rich, God and the 
oppressed working classes have need of spokesmen who dare live 
even in poverty till death sooner than suppress or sell the truth 
that is within them. The influence of a few such incorruptible 
tribunes of the people would be incalculable. 

Three single-hearted men, who would suffer themselves to be 
thrust into a den of lions or a fiery furnace rather than bow, 
down before the golden image, could set the wage-slaves of this 
nation free. Truth is mightier than dynamite. No bomb would make 
a more startling explosion in most political, religious, or social 
assemblies than would the simple utterance of the plainest truths. 
Reality is an open secret; and there are thousands v ho shudder at 
the faintest echo of truth even in the solitude of their own 
hearts. 

The Labour Church, therefore, calls for volunteers who shall 
come forward and defend whatsoever things are true, and th atsoever 
things are just. It is not necessary that there should be organ- 
isation, or any union except that of spirit. There is no stronger 
or holier bond than couoperati on in a righteous cause. 

From "The World's Parliament of Religions" 

Speaking of the common note of charity, humanity, and brother- 
hood that had been heard in all the denominational congresses, 
Prince Serge 17olhonsky, of the Russo-Greek Church, dwelt on the 
fitness of bringing together all these harmonious voices into a 
single chorus, and recognised in the Parliament of Religions the 
realisation of this thought. He continued: -- 
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I will take the liberty of relating to you a popular legend of 
my country. The story may appear rather too humorous for the oc- 
casion, but one of our national writers says, "Humour is an in- 
visible tear through a visible smile", and we think that human 
tears, human sorrow and pain, are sacred enough to be brought even 
before a religious congress. 

There was an old woman who for many centuries suffered tortures 
in the flames of hell, for she had been a great sinner during her 
earthly life. One day she saw far away in the distance an angel 
taking his flight through the blue skies; and with the vh ole 
strength of her voice she called to him. The call must have been 
desperate, for the angel stopped in his flight, and coming down 
to her, asked her what she wanted. 

"When you reach the throne of God, " she said, "tell Him that a 
miserable sinner has suffered more than she can bear, and that 
she asks the Lord to be delivered from these tortures. " 

The angel promised to do so and fled away. When he had trans- 
mitted the message God sa ids "Ask her whether she has done any 
good to anyone during her life. " 

The old woman strained her memory in search of a good action 
during her sinful past,. and all at once "I've got one! " she joy- 
fully exclaimed. "One day I gave a, carrot to a, hungry beggar ,' 
The angel reported the answer. "Take a carrot, " said God to the 
angel, "and stretch it out to her. Let her grasp it, and if the 
plant is strong enough to draw her out from hell she shall be 
saved. " 

This the angel did. The poor old woman clung to the carrot. 
Ttxe angel began to pull, and lot she began to rise! But when her 
body was half out of the flames she felt a weight at her feet. 
Another sinner was clinging to her. She kicked, but it did not 
help. The sinner would not lot go his hold, and the angel, con- 
tinuing to pull, was lifting them both., But lot another sinner 
clung to them, and then a third, and more, and always more -- 
a chain of miserable creatures hung at the woman's feet. The 
angel never ceased pulling. It did not seem to be any heavier 
than the small carrot would support, and they were all lifted in 
the air.. But the old woman suddenly took fright. Too many 
people were availing themselves of her last chance of salvation, 
and kicking and pushing those who were clinging to her she ex- 
claimed: "Leave me alone; hands off; the carrot is minet" 

No sooner had she pronounced the word "mine" than the tiny 
stem broke, and they all fell back to hell, and forever. 

From the Clarions April 30,1892: Labour as by "Nunquam" 

Whence came it, this Labour Day? From the heavens, surely. 
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Out of the cloud-wrack of adversity, out of the darkness and the 
storms tadiant, white, magnificent; a light to the feet of the 
people, a pillar of fire for the van, an orifla=ne of battle, a 
covenant and a sign, 

But a year or two ago we knew it not. A great day of rendez- 
vousl A. great day of hope, of promise, of the' rallying of hosts 
of the despised and neglected peoples seemed a thing unreachable, 
a. thing to dream about, to long for, but not a thing to live to 
Bee. 

060a00000*0 

And now, you have the fact that Labour has claimed its- day. 
You have the fact that all those men have met. You will never 
again wring that day from Labours- hands, nor unhook the grapples 
of the spirits of the people. As quicksilver rushes together$ so 
will that multitude coalesce. Once they have seen each other, it 
is enough; once they have heard the sound of their own united 
voices. 

Do you think the lesson will be lost upon them? They will 
thrill with one emotion for the first time. They will hear the 
mighty roar of the voice ö7 wie peop e--7Phey will realise what 
fraternity means, they will realise what union means, and how a 
hundred thousand men willing one thing are like a hundred thous- 
and men shouting with-one voice. 

Know it or not, it is true. It is the first stroke of the 
hour. It is the first note of the war song. It is the first 
step of the march of the army of Labour; an army vast and solid, 
and confident and irresistible. It is 

LABOUR DAY 

The people will meet -- that is the main thing. We shall see 
each other face to face, feel each other shoulder to shoulder, 
hear each other voice to voice, trust each other soul to soul, 
and we shall go away open-eyed and conscious of a change. We 
shall have felt our strength, imagined our numbers, seen as a 
vision of the world to come the golden dawn-streak of the day of 
our deliverance, and our triumph. 

But a, little while ago we were as men fighting without hope, 
crying aloud in the storms casting our bread upon the waters; but 
now we have got 

A LABOUR DAY. 

Ah! the dawn is in the sky, the bud is on the tree, the field 
is green with the harvest that shall ripen. We have got our Lab- 
our Day, and we are a century nearer than we dreamed of. For 
years we have sown our dragon's teeth in the sterile earth and 
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cheerless darkness, toiling where one sower could not hear an- 
other's voice; and now, with a sudden burst of God's White Light, 
the sun shines on the field of our labours, and lol it is brist- 
ling with a. harvest of armed men. 

We shall march on from this Labour Day, growing ever vise, 
nobler, braver, and juster, until there is honour for those i ho 
make, more than for those who mar, reward for those who labour 
bettor than for those who loaf; until snobbery and prejudice, and 
theft and butchery, are banished into the Hell they cane from; 
until Labour shall hold that which it wins, and England shall be 
the freehold and the home and the inheritance of The English. 

This, now, is my Labour Day prophecy. Mark it well. And on 
the day of its , fulfilmont we will set the bells a'-reeling till we 
split the steeple, and the cannon shall roar forth salutes to 
something holier than murder, and the croym shall no more be 
placed upon the brows of them that make a trade of slaughter, nor 
shall the 1, obber be repaid with heaped-up masses of gold for his 
iniquity. Meanwhile, as a foretaste, as an earnest, as a pre- 
monition, you shall hear us about aloud on Sunday, for it is 

OUR LABOUR DAY. 

The following story is taken from a sermon by Robert Collyer, 

entitled tTeý____nderr, Tr ust , and True". 

Away off,. I believer in Edinburgh, two gentlemen were standing 
at the door of a hotel one very cold day, when a little boy, with 
a. poor, thin, blue face, his foot bare, and red with cold, and 
with nothing to cover him but a, bundle of rags, came and said, 
"Please, sir, buy some matches? " "No: don't want any. " the gentle- 
man said. "But they are only a penny a box, " the little fellow 
pleaded. "Yes; but you see we do not want a box, " the gentleman 
said again. "Then I will Sie ye twa boxes for a penny, the boy 
said at last. 

"Arai so, to get rid of him, " the gentleman, who tells the story 
in an English peper, says, "I bought a box. But then I found I 
had no changes so I said. 11 will buy a box to-morrow, ' 10, do 
buy them the nicht, if you please, ' the boy pleaded again. 'I 
will rin and get ye the change l for I am verra hungry. ' So I gave 
him the shilling, and he started away; and I waited for him. 

"But no boy came. Then I thought I had lost my shilling; but 
still there was that in the boy's face I trusted, and I did not 
like to think bad of him. 

"Well, late in the evening, a servant came, and said a little 
boy wanted to see me. When he was brought in, I found it was a 
smaller brother of the boy that got my shilling, but, if possible, 
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still more ragged and poor and thin. He stood a moment diving 
into his rags, as if he was seeking something; and than he said, 
'Are you the gentleman that bought the matches frae Sandie? ' 
'Yes. ' 'Weal, then, here's fourpence oot of yer shillin'. Sandie 
canna, come; he's no weal. A cart run ower him, and knocked him 
dawn, and he lost his bonnet, and his matches, and your seven- 
pence; and both his legs are broken; and he's no wool at a', and 
the doctor says he'll dee. And that's at he can gie ye the noo, ' 
putting fourpence down on. the table; and then the poor child broke 
down into great sobs.. 

"So I fed the little man, " the gentleman goes on to say, "and 
then I want with him to see Sandie, 

"I found that the two little things lived with a wretched, 
drunken stepmother; their own father and mother were both dead. I 
found poor Sandie lying on a bundle of shavings: he knew me as soon 
as I came in, and said, 'I got the change, sir, and was coming 
back; and then the horse knocked me doon, and both my legs are 
broken. And, 4 Ieuby, little Reubyl I am sure I am deein'l and 
who will take care of ye, Reuby,. when I am gane? What will ye do, 
Reuby? ' 

"Then I took the poor little sufferer's hand, and told him I 
would always take care of Reuby. He understood me, and had just 
strength to look at no as if he would thank me; then the light 
went out of his blue eyes; and in a moment, 

"He lay within the light of God, 
Like a babe upon the breast; 

Where the wicked cease from troubling, 
And the weary are at rest. " 

By Disraeli li 

(During the agitation against the infamous Truck system, Mr. 
Disraeli, than head of the "Young England" party, published the 
following sketch of a scene in a "tommy-shop". The death of the 
child is an incident from real life, and the brief story gives us 
the whole essence of many debates and bluebooks. It was drawn 
from personal observation. ) 

The door of Ur. Diggs's tommy-shop opened. The rush was like 
the advance into the pit of a theatre; pushing, squeezing, fight- 
ing, tearing, shrieking. On a high seat,. guarded by rails from 
all contact, sat dir, Diggs, senior, with a bland smile on his sanc- 
tified countenance, and a pen behind his ear, and recommending his 
constrained customers to be patient and orderly. Behind the sub- 
stantial counter, which was an impregnable fortification, was his 
popular son, Master Joseph, a, short, ill-favoured cur, with a 
spirit of vulgar oppression and malicious mischief stamped on his 
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visage. His black, greasy, lank hair, his pug-nose, and project- 
ing tusks, contrasted with the mild and lengthened countenance of 
his father, who looked very much like a wolf in sheep's clothing. 

For the first five minutes Master Joseph Diggs did nothing but 
blaspheme and swear at his customers, occasionally leaning over 
the counter and cuffing the women in the van, or lugging some girl 
by the hair. 

"I was first, Master Joseph. " said a woman, eagerly. 

"No, I was, " said another. 

"I was here, " said the first, "as the clock struck four, and 
seated myself on the steps, because I must be home early; my hus- 
band is hurt in the knee. " 

"If you were first you shall be helped last, " said Master 
Joseph, "to reward you for your pains. " 

"01 Lord have mercy on me! " said the disappointed woman. "And 
I Got up in the middle of the night for this! 

"More fool you! And that you came for I'm sure I don't know, " 
said Duster Joseph, "for you have a pretty long figure against you, 
I can tell you that. " 

"I declare most solemnly -- " said the woman. 

"Don't make a brawling h©ret" said Master Joseph, "or I'll jump 
over this here counter and knock you down, like nothing. V1hat did 
you say, woman? Are you deaf? That did you say? How much tea do 
you want? " 

"I don't want any, air. " 

"You never want tea; you must take three ounces of the beat 
tea, or you cha'n't have nothing. If you say another word I'll 
put you down four. You tall gal -- what's your name? -- you keep:, 
back there, or I'll fetch you such a out as'll keep you at home 
till next reckoning. Cuss you, you old fool, 'do you think I am 
to be kept all day while you are mumbling here? Who's pushing on 
there? I see you Mrs. Page. 'Won't there be a black mark against 
you! Oh, It's Mrs. Prance, is it? Father, put down Mrs. Prance 
for a peck of flour; I'll have order here. You think the last 
bacon a little too fat; Oh! you do, ma'am, do you? I'll take care 
you cha'n't complain in future. I like to please my customers. 
There's a very nice flitch hanging up in the engine-room; the men 
wanted some rust for the machinery; you shall have a slice of that, 
and we'll say tenpence a pound, high-dried, and very lean -- will 
that satisfy you? 

"Order there, order; you cursed women, order, or 1111 be among, - 
you. And if I just do jump over this here counter, won't I let 
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fly ri&ht and left? I Speak out, you idiot'l do you think I can hear your muttering in this babel? Cuss them, I'll keep them 
quiet. " And so he took up a yard measure, and leaning over the 
counter, hit right and left. 

"Ohl you little monster, " exclaimed a Ifoman; "you have put out 
my babby'n eye. " 

Where was a murmo?, almost 4 groan. 

"T1ho" s babby's hurt? " asked Master Joseph, in a softened tone. 

"Ltine, sir, " lain an indignant voice; "Llary Church. " 

"Oh! " ry Church, is it? " said the malicious imp. "Then I'll 
put Mary Church down for half a pound of beat arrowroot; thatT3 
the finest thing in the world for babbles, land will cure you of 
bringing your cussed monkeys here, af you all thought our shop 
was a hinfant school. " 

"Whore"s your book, Susan Travers? Left it at home? Then you 
may go and fetch it. No book, no tommy. You are, Jones's wife, 
are you? Tickets for three-and-sixponce out of eighteen, shillings 
wages. Is this the only ticket you have brought? There's your 
money'; and you may tell your husband he need not take off his coat 
to go down our shaft again. Ile must think us cussed fools. Tell 
him I hope he has got plenty of money to travel into %Vales, for he 
won't have no more work in England again, or my name's not Diggs. 
Mho's pushing there? I'll be among you. I'll close the shop. If 
I do got hold of any of you cussed women you cha'n't forget it. If 
anybody will toll me who is pushing there they shall have their 
bacon for aevenpence. Leagued together, eh? Then everybody shall 
have their bacon for tenpence. Two can play at that. Push again, 
and I'll be among you, " said the infuriated little tyrant. But the 
waving of the multitude, impatient, and annoyed by the weather, was 
not to be stilled; the movement could not be regulated; the shop 
was in commotion; and Yaater Joseph Diggs-, losing all patience, 
jumped on the counter, and, amid the shrieks of the women, sprang 
into the crowd. Two women fainted, others cried for their bonnets, 
others bemoaned their aprons; nothing, however, deterred Diggs, 
rho kicked, and cursed, and cuffed in every quarter, and gave none. 

At last there was a general scream of horror] and a cry of "A boy 
killed j" It was the little boy who, sent to get a loaf for his 
mother, had complained before the th op was opened of his fainting 
energies. He had fallen in the fray, and was smothered. 

rgie I enry George 

(The following reading Is taken from an address by Henry George, 
on "Thy Kingdom. ome)" published by R. It0hev, Tanaghmoro, iurgan. 
Price one penny, It will, doubtless, be familiar to many, but is 
well worth 'repeating. ) 
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Lir. Abner Thomas, of Now York, a strict orthodox Presbyterian 
-- and the son of that Dr. Thomas, famous in America is not here, 
the pastor of a Presbyterian church in Philadelphia, and the 
author of a comnontary on the Bible that is still a standard work 
-- wrote a little while ago an allegory, called "A Dream". Dozing 
off in his chair, he imagined that he was ferried over the River 
of Death, and, taking the straight and narrow way, came at last 
within eight of the Golden City, A. fine looking old gentleman 
angel opened the wicket, Inquired his name, and let him in; warn- 
ing him, at the same tiro, that it would be better if he chose 
his company in heaven, and did not associate with disreputable 
angels. 

"What! " said the now-cover, in astonishment, "is not this 
heaven? " 

"Yes, " said the warden, "but there are at lot of tramp angels 
here nor. " 

"How can that be? " said Mr. Thomas, in his dream. "I thought 
everybody had plenty in heaven. " 

"It used to be that way some time ago, " said the warden; "and 
if you wanted to get your harp polished or your wings combed you 
had to do it yourself. But matters have changed since we adopted 
the same kind of property regulations in heaven as you have in 
civilised countries on earth, and we find it a great improvement, 
at least for the better class. " 

Then the warden told the new-comer that he had better decide 
where he was going to board. 

"I don't want to board anywhere, " said Thomas; "I would much 
rather go over to that beautiful green knoll 'and lie down. " 

"I would not advise you to do so, " said the warden: "the angel 
who owns that knoll does not like to encourage trespassing. Some 
centuries ago, as I told you, we introduced the system of private 
property in the soil of heaven. So we divided the land up. It 
is all private property now. " 

"I hope I was considered in that division? " said Thomas. 

"No, " said the warden, "you were not; but if you go to work, 
and are saving, you can easily earn enough in a couple of cen- 
turies to buy yourself a nice piece. You get a pair of wings free 
as you come in, and you will have no difficulty in hypothecating 
them for a: few days' board until you find work. But I would ad- 
vise you to be quick about it, as our population is constantly in- 
creasing, and there is a great surplus of labour. Tramp angels 
are, in fact, becoming quite a nuisance. " 

"Tyhat shall I go to work at? " said Thorns. 
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"Our principal industries, " responded the warden, "are the 
making of harps and crowns and the growing of flowers; but there 
are many opportunities for employment in personal service. " 

"I love flowers, " said Thomas, "and I will go to work growing 
them. There is a beautiful piece of land over there that nobody 
seems to be using. I will go to work on that. " 

"You can't do that, " said the warden, "That property belongs 
to one of our most far-sighted angels, who has got very rich by 
the advance of land values, and who is holding that piece for a 
rise. You will have to buy it or tau it before you can work on 
it, and you can't do that yet, " 

And so the story goes on to describe how the roads of heaven, 
the streets of the New Jerusalem, were filled with disconsolate 
tramp angels, who had pawned their wings, and were outcasts in 
heaven itself. 

You laugh, and it is ridiculous. But there is a moral in it 
that is worth serious thought. Is not the ridiculousness in our 
imagining the application to God's heaven of the same rules of 
division that we apply to God's earth, even while we pray that 
His will may be done on earth as it is done in heaven? 

On The Vorpo of ch_ an&e 

by William Tirebuck, from the "Now Party", edited by Andrew Reid. 

"ae are on the verge of a great change, " say the members of the 
New Party. 

"Change! " answers the learned Liberal; "we are always on the 
verge of a change. " 

"Change)" cries the more learned Radical; "life consists of 
links of changes. " 

"But there are changes and changes, " ' aay the members of the New 
Party. "The change of a moment, and the change of an epoch. It 
is the change of the epoch upon the verge of which we stand. " 

"But what great change? " 

"First, moral; and because truly moral, then material; and be- 
cause truly material, then moral. Or, to repeat it -- first, 
spiritual, and because truly spiritual, then physical; and because 
truly physical, then spiritual -- the one acting upon the other as 
inevitable laws. " 

That is the coming chwige -- a change that carries with it the 
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largest political programme that has yet been presented by the 
fulness of life itself to those who live. 

Life seen in its healthy conditions, whether in the wild anim- 
als or the civilised man, has two prime forces -- it is difficult 
to say which comes first and which second, and 'Which is the out- 
come of the other -- namely, Love and Labour, Each after its own 
kind loves by labour; each after its own kind labours in love. 

Hours of weariness may come, but in due course the spiritual 
impetus of love comes -- the love of the young, the love of kith 
and kin, the love of life; the love of justice and right, and 
back we go to labour at material things with mind and muscle, in 
partnership with God. 

This is high talk for a political progra. aie; but it is not too 
high for the good time coming and the signs of the times when the 
pretences of the politician and the professions of the priest 
shall alike be cast off, and the true union of the moral and mat- 
erial, the spiritual and the physical, and of Love and Labour, 
shall come in their stead. 

The People fs advent 

by Gerald ? hsaey 

'Tie coming up the steep of Time, 
And this old world is growing brighter! 

We may'not see its dawn sublime, 
Yet high hopes make the heart throb lighter! 

Our dust may slumber under ground 
When it awakes the world in wonder; 

But we have felt it gathering round) 
We have heard its voice of distant thunderl 

'Tis coming, yes, 'tis coming! 

'Tis coming now, that glorious time 
Foretold by Seers and sung in story, 

For which (when thinking was a crime) 
Souls leaped to heaven from scaffolds gory! 

They passed. But lot the work they have wrought! 
Now the crowned hopes of centuries blossom! 

The lightning of their living thought 
Is flashing through us, brain and bosom: 

'Tis coming, yes, 'tis coming! 

Creeds, empires, systems, rot with ace, 
But the great People's over youthful! 

And it shall write the Future's page 
To our humanity more truthful; 

The gnarliest heart hath tender chords 
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To 'Waken at the name of "Brothers" 
'Tis coming when these scorpion-words. 

Wo shall not speak to sting each other. 
'Tis coming, yes, 'tie coming! 

There's a Divinity within 
That makes men great if they but will its 

God works with all who dare to win, 
And the time cometh to reveal it. 

The world will not for ever bow 
To things that mock God's own endeavour. 

'Tis nearer than they wet of now, 
When flowers shall wreathe their sword for ever! 

'Tie coming, yes, Itis coming! 

Fraternity= Love's other name: 
Dear heaven connecting link of being; 

Then shall we grasp thy golden dream, 
As souls, full-statured, grow far-seeing; 

Thou shalt unfold our better part, 
And in our life-cup yeild more honey; 

Light up with Joy the poor man's heart, 
And Love's own world with smiles more sunny, 

'Tis coming! yes, Otis coming? 

Aye, it must comel the Tyrant's throne 
Is crumbling, with our hot tears rusted; 

The sword earth's mighty have leant on Is cankered, with our best blood crusted. 
Room for the men of mind J take way 

You robber Rulers! -- pause no longer! 
You cannot stay the opening day! 

The world rolls on, the light, grows stronger 
The People's Advent's coming! 

Seed-Time 

by Joseph Whittaker 

Driving furrows, straight and deep, 
In a hard and stony soll; 

Sowing, that the world may reap 
Fruitful harrest of our toil; 

Firm and fearless, still we sow 
Under stormy, lowering skies; 

Every grain of truth will grow, 
In each seed fruition lies. 

Pioneers of life are we; 
Clearing for a coming race 

highways that by them shall be 
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Made a. broad and free a. e space. 
And their cities shall be reared, 

And their harvest homes be held, 
Where the forest growths we cleared, 

Where the rotten trees wo felled. 

Though the fields are wild and wide, 
Shall we falter, being few? 

Foes may scorn, and fools deride, 
Faith shall triumph, being true. 

Seeds of comradeship and love 
Sown in faith, superbly strong: 

Mighty must the harvest prove, 
Though the waiting time be long. 

Bow the seed, then, though it chance, 
When the grain is gathered ins 

Younger# stronger hearts advance, 
Harvest of bur work to win. 

Though the grain be theirs that we 
Sowed, defying storm and sword; 

In their splendid life shall be 
Our rich harvest and reward. 

, Bereavement 

by Herbert N. Casson 

There are hearts that are no gladder for the springtime 
And eyes that are not brighter for the Bun; 
There are faces not uplifted to the blue sky; 
And homes whore dreary winter is begun. 

There is no light on earth but carries shadows, 
Nor precious loan that may not change to loss. 
No Sinai without its flames and thunder, 
Nor Calvary without its heavy dross. 

The glare of joy is always dimned with sadness, 
The swift, strong rush of life is calmed with death; 
%That can we do, but lightly hold our gladness, 
And bow before the mystery of breath? 

It only aeemeth best to trust our Father, 
To work with steady patience in our place, 
To bring our own bereavement to the altar, 
And sink it in the sorrow of the race. 
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A Parable 

By Janos Russell Lowell 

Said Christ our Lord, "I will go and see 
How the men, my brethren, believe in me. " 
He passed not again through the gate of birth, 
But made himself known to the children of earth. 

Then said the chief priests; and rulers, and kings, 
"Behold now, the Giver of all good things; 
Go to, let 

us welcome with pomp and state 
Film who alone is mighty and great. " 

With carpets of gold the Ground they spread 
Wherever the Son of Man should tread, 
And in palace"hambers lofty and rare 
They lodged him, and served him with kingly fare. 

Great organs surged through through arches dim 
Their jubilant floods-in praise of him, 
And in church and palace, and judgment-hall 
He saw his image high over all. 

But still, v erever his steps they led, 
The Lord in sorrow bent down his head, 
And from under the heavy foundation-stones, 
The son of Mary heard bitter groans. 

And in church and palace, and judgment-hall, 
He marked great fissures that rent the wall, 
And opened wider and yet more wide 
As the living foundation heaved and sighed. 

"Have ye founded your thrones and altars, then, 
On the bodies and souls of living men? 
And think ye that building shall endure, 
Which shelters the noble and crushes the poor? 

"Vrith gates of silver and bars of gold, 
Ye have fenced my sheep from their Father's fold: 
I have heard the dropping of their tears 
In heaven, these eighteen hundred years. " 

"0 Lord and Master, not ours the guilt, 
We built but as our fathers built; 
Behold thins images, how they stand, 
Sovereign and sole, through all our land. 

"Our task is hard, -- with sword and flame 
To hold thy earth for ever the same, 
And with sharp crooks of steel to keep 
Still, as thou leitest them, thy sheep. " 
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Then Christ sought out an artisan, 
A low-browed, stunted, haggard man, 
And a motherless girl, whose finger thin 
Pushed from her faintly want and sin. 

These set he in the midst of them, 
And as they drew back their garment-hem, 
For fear of defilement, "Lo, here, " said he, 
"The images ye have made of met" 

The Higher Law 

(From "Ethical Religion", a volume of Lectures by IV. M. Salter, 
of Chicago. Published by Roberts Brothers, Boston. ) 

The higher law is not a beautiful speculation to indulge in; 
it calls for a nigher life. If we win a thought in advance of 
the common practice of the day, it is a summons to us to live our 
life to a new levol, and contribute so much to the onward move- 
ment of the world. If we are but vaguely ill at ease, as we 
think of the present condition of society, it may be that thereby 
the spirit of progress marks us out, and gives us the first pre- 
sentments of the work it has for us to do. Discontent because 
our personal wants and wishes are not gratifies may be far from 
noble; but discontent with ourselves and our lives in view of the 
suggestions of an Idea that calls us up higher -- there is some- 
thing almost sacred about that. Every stirring of this discontent 
signifies that we are not, really at home in the world as it is; 
that in some sense we have a better country, and belong to another 
order of things. 

.0"00.0 

With a thought of some higher good, Is in real truth, believe 
that we cannot lose or fail. The world is meant to go that way 
-- it is in its make and nature to do so; and every effort, every 
thought, is simply a new beginning, a new impulse to that onward 
movement, The only thing that fails in this world is wrong -- 
fails, though it takes man and nations with it, and involves them 
in ruin. The good is that which preserves and keeps alive. 

I almost ZQncy that if a perfectly just society should ever 
come to be, it would never cease; that the elements would wax kind 
for it; that the earth would put off its day of final destruction 
to do it honour -- or, if that dire event should ever come, that 
the divine society would be transported to some happy isles, "ever 
fertile, clear in atmosphere, and unvOxed with storms", and be 
dowered with immortality. 

But, whether or no, we belong to such a society. The higher 
law which sounds within us is a sign that we belong to another 
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statu than that In which we live, to a divine commonwealth; and a 
man is to remember this higher citizenship as he walks the streets 
of his earthly city -- it is to keep him erect while he walks there, 
and from aught that is unbecoming or mean or common. Lying is not 
the law of that ideal commonwealth, and it is not for him to lie; 
honour is before gain there, and his first thought should be to 
keep himself spotless here; selfishness is not neatly matched with 
selfishness there, and it is for him to live In an element of dis- 
interested love now. The only thing he may have now that he will 
find no room for there is indignation at and resistance to wrong; 
and even these cannot become settled habits with him, for they 
exist only to the end of removing all wrong; and when that time 
shall cone, should he ever see it, delight and joy and thanksgiv- 
ing will take the place of all other emotions. 

To act now,, not according to our poor human statutes and conven- 
tions, but according to that higher perfect law that we know only 
within our own breast; to live here as the citizen of an ideal 
kingdom -- that, it seems to me, were the proudest distinction a 
man could crave. That kingdom is not yet; only the thought and 
the law of it are in us, and the kingdom is to be. Vie are to make 
that kingdom, and we know of its possibilities nowhere else than 
hero. A groat creative responsibility rests upon mankind and upon 
us for our measure of the task. 

To be as good as 
The duties of thoir 
if there are duties 
dawned upon mankind 
discovering it. Th 
applications, their 

our fathers, said Phillips, we must be better, 
day were new to them; let it not surprise us 
for us and for the future that have never 
before. Duty is like the truth; we are over 

e principles, the great laws, may be old; their 
practical meaning in our lives, are over new. 

Now occasions teach new duties, 
Time makes ancient good uncouth; 

They must upward, still, and onward, 
who would keep abreast of truth. 

At Eventide 

by R. L. Gorton, Kirkby Rectory, Sleaford, Lincolnshire. 

Within a dingy, narrow room, 
Amidst the city's whirl, 

There scarce a sunbeam broaks the gloom, 
There site a pale-faced girl, 

Working from early morn, till twilight eve 
Brings but a momentary sweet reprieve, 

How patiently her fingers ply 
The needle all the day, 

With ne'er a glimpse of God's 
Or note of song-birds gay; 

Hard work to earn a wretched 
Till she may lay her with the 

blue sky, 

crust of bread, 
happy dead. 
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When evening comes, just down the street 
She goes with footsteps slow, 

One draught of heaven's health to meet, 
One taste of joy to know; 

She rests upon a bit of broken wall, 
To gaze her fill upon a flower stall. 

And, as she sees the blossoms bright, 
She sits as in a dream: 

She sees the hillside bathed with light, 
She hears the moorland stream 

Flow down the vale; and through a mist of tears 
She sees the cottage home of childhood's gears. 

Back to her lonely dingy room -- 
Back to her toi i 

again; 
But the scent of the golden broom 

Has comforted her pain, 
Viith a transient glimpse of her mother's face, 
And a hope of a fairer resting-place. 

Ah; ye who hold the land in fee, 
Crho roam the earth at will, 

Who Nature's loveliest may see -- 
Of pleasure take your fill. 

For you, life's very sweetness seems to cloy -- 
Then think with shame of that one hour of joy. 

Coal. Iron, and ran 

from the NO Earth 

Under our present system of private ownership of the earth, 
where the earth offers the greatest riches, look there for the 
worst human conditions. 

I am w*iting from the heart of the greatest coal, oil, and 
iron region of the United States. In this spot only, of all 
places in the United States, so far as I know them, do you find 
slums out on tho hillsides; and in the midst of the hills is a 
city that is like a great horror to the sight. 

Crowded between cliff and river, overhanging the turbid yellow 
waters, piled up helter-skelter, are toppling, beetling, yawning 
piles of brickwork and rotten wood, blackened and askew. Through 
cracks and open ends you see streams of liquid fire squirming and 
darting. Out of escape-pipes with half-raised lids are flares of 
light. Above these belches from thousands of chimneys a nover- 
ending choking vomit of black smoke and white steam which darkens 
all the city at mid-day with a ghastly yellow atmosphere, through 
which the unsightly piles of building grin at you like ghosts of 
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a hideous impossible. 

Crashing sounds, blackened, huddled, gigantic shapelessness; 
fire, smoke, iron -- these you see, and you involuntarily look 
for blood. I cannot explain why, but I have so felt that these 
things feed on human livos, that from the first moment that I 
cought sight of the city on my first visit, I stood up in excite- 
ment and v, ispered, "It is like a quarter in hellt" I have 
looked stupidll to see if there were not an oozing of blood in 
the gutters. 

The city Booth on to her cleansing. Will that call for blood? 

-- Alice Thachor Post. 

Little Words For Little Girls 

Little Dame Lie-a-bed wanted a snooze, 
Made such a fuss as she put on her shoes; 
Set up a whimper, and shook with the cold, 
That will become of her when she is old? 

See how Miss Late-to-school loiters and stares) 
Mother had sent her in time for the prayers; 
Now she has dallied this while on the way 
She will have lessons instead of her play. 

Hush, Lady Talkative, can you be still? 
You are as noisy as wheels of a mill. 
Tie up that tongue of yours. Tongues that are loose, 
V ever are ready when wanted for use. 

Blot the book: blot the book! 0 what a plight; 
Pray, Mrs. Slovenly, can you not write? 
Inking your fingers, and spoiling your clothes! 
Which are the upstrokes? Why, nobody knows. 

Dear Madam Pout-the-lip, what is amiss? 
That's not the pretty face teacher can kiss. 
Girls that are pretty should smile and be kind. 
What is it vexes you? Well, never mind. 

Dainty Miss Proud-as-spice, all you possess, 
Necklace of coral, and velveteen dress, 
Hat with a feather, and cloak with a hood, 
Make you no lady; real ladies are good. 

Sweet little Do-har-work, she is the lass 
Teacher can welcome to school and to class, 
She is the one I would choose for a wife, 
She is the maiden to love for a life. 
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A Cry Of The Unemployed 

BY Gerald Massey 

'Tis hard to be a wanderer through this bright world of ours, 
Beneath a sky of smiling blue, on fragrant paths of flowers, 
With music in the woods, as there were naught but pleasure known, 
Or Angels walked Earth's solitudes, and yet with want to groan; 
To see no beauty in the stars, nor in Earth's welcome smile, 
To wander cursed with misery! willing, but cannot toil, 
With burning sickness at my heart, I sink down famishod: 
God of the Wretched, hear my prayer: I would that I were dead! 

Heaven droppeth down with manna still jr many a golden shower, 
And feed s the leaves with fragrant breath, with silver dew the flower. 
Honey and fruit for Bee and Bird, with bloom laughs out the tree, 
And food for all God's happy things; but none gives food to me. 
Earth, wearing plenty for a crown, smiles on my aching eye, 
The purse-proud -- swathed In luxury -- disdainful pass me by; 
I've willing hands, an eager heart -- but may not work for bread! 
God of the Wretched, hoar my prayer: I would that I were dead! 

Gold, art thou not a blessed thing, a charm above all other, 
To shut up hearts to Nature's cry, when brother pleads with brother? 
Has thou a music sweeter than the voice of living-kindness? 
Nol curse thee, thou'rt a mist ltwixt God and men in outer blindness. 
"Father, come back. '" my Children cry; their voices, once so sreet, 
Now p erce and q fiver in my heartl I cannot dare to meat 
The looks that make the brain go mad, for dear ones asking broad -- 
God of the Wretched, hear my prayer: I would that I were dead! 

Lord) what right have the poor to wed? Love'a for the gilded great: 
Are they not formed of nobler clay, who dine off golden plate? 

is the worst curse of Poverty to have a feeling heart t 
Why can I not, with iron grasp, choke out the tender part? 
I cannot slave in yon Bastille) I think 'twere bitterer pain 
To wear the Pauper's iron within, than drag the Convict's chain. 
I'd work, but cannot; starve# I may; but will not beg for bread: 
God of the Wretched, hear my prayer: I would that I were dead! 

IIibliolaters 

by James Russell Lowell 

Bowing thyself in dust before a book, 
And thinking the great God is thine alone, 
0 rash iconoclast, thou wilt not brook 
What gods the heathen carves in wood or atone; 
As if the Shepherd who, from outer cold, 
Leads all his shivering lambs to one sure fold, 
Were careful for the fashion of his cook. 
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And what art thou, own brother of the clod, 
That from his hand the crook wouldst snatch away, 
And shake instead thy dry and sapless rod, 
To scare the sheep out of the wholesome day? 
Yea, what art thou, blind, unconverted Jew, 
Who with thy Idol-volume's covers two 
Wouldst make a gaol to coop the living God? 

Thou hear's t not reell the mountain organ"t on®e, 
By prophets' ears from for and Sinai caught, 
Thinking the cisterns of thoscIiebrew brains 
Drew dry the springs of the all-linover's thought; 
how shall thy lips be touched with living fire, 
Who blow'st old altar coals, with solo desire 
To weld anew the spirit's broken chains. 

God is not dumb, that he should speak no more; 
If thou hast wanderings in the wilderness 
And find'st not Sinai, 'tis thy soul is poor; 
There towers the mountain of the Voice no less, 
Which he Who seeks shall find; but he who bends, 
Intent on manna still and mortal ends, 
Sees, it not, neither hears its thundered lore. 

Slowly the bible of the race is writ, And not on paper leaves nor leaves of stone; 
Each age,, each kindred adds a verse to it, 
Texts of despair or hope, of joy or moan. 
Whilo siinrs the sea, while mists the mountain shroud, 
While thunder-surges burst on clvff or cloud, 
Still at the prophet's feet the nations sit. 

The New Politics 

An extract from a Sermon by the late George Dawson, of Birmingham. 

(George Dawson was born in London in 1821. His father was a 
schoolmaster, and an uncompromising Baptist. George, being a boy 
of exceptional ability, was sent to Glasgow to be trained for the 
Baptist ministry. He took his degree of M. A., and became minister 
of a small chapel at Rickmanaworth. In 1844 he was invited to 
Birmingham to take charge of a decaying church. ºWhen asked what 
salary he would expect, he replied, "Dread and cheese for the first 
year, and what I am worth afterwards, " In a few weeks crowds came 
to hear the young preacher, but the deacons were frightened. Al- 
though all the sittings were soon taken, and the debt on the church 
was rapidly disappearing, the liberal views and outspoken utterances 
of the now minister alarmed them. In a year the complaints which 
were continually made caused him, in a perfectly friendly manner, 
to resign his pulpit. In course of time his friends built him a 
new church, which was opened in 1847 as the "Church of the Saviour". 
Here there were to be "no doctrinal tests, fixed creeds, or profes- 
sions of faith". For nearly 30 years he preached in this church, 
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and also lectured all over the country. On November 30th, 1876, 
he was suddenly smitten down by death, and "the whole town wailed 
as though each man had lost a brother. Several volumes of his 
sermons and prayers have been published, and from one of these the 
following extract is taken. It will be seen that the sermon was 
preached before the passing of the Ballot Act. -- Editors) 

The old political programme for which our fathers struggled has 
been gained. There is nothing which the old Radicals asked for, 
with the exception of that little bit of carpentry, the ballot-box. 
And when the "working man" walks away with that little bit of 
furniture urder his arm he will have gotten all his Radical fathers 
fought for. 

And now that the old programme is fulfilled and the old wants 
are satisfied, a new programme is being presented. 

In this world there is never to be peace until He comes whose 
right it is to reign. 

It is the same individualism rising up, hot, impatient, eager 
to Justify itself and its claims, and to make itself and its just 
desires acknowledged. It is precisely the same principle, but 
now it takes other questions in hand. Is it the eternal and neces- 
sary constitution of things in this world, it asks, that there 
should be two classes -- one unwholesomely rich and the other mis- 
erably poor? Is it necessary that these conditions should exist 
forever: that there should always be Dives and always Lazarus? 
Some men think it not necessary, and the next thirty or forty years 
of European history will be mainly occupied with the strife on 
that question. It has entered into the heads of working men, who 
are beginning to think, that perhaps three days a week might suf- 
fice for men who are all their lives long doomed to work in a coal 
mine -- that three days a week is enough of that insupportable 
labour? It is a question of the length of work, and the relation 
of work to wages; and the question as to whether one aide will al- 
ways come in for the lion's share of capital. You can't help 
these questions coming. They belong to the epoch. And when you 
say, "ruby, these people are at it again; they're never contented; 
the other day they wanted something or other, and now they want 
nine hours, and, in a year or two they'll be wanting eight, " you 
might understand that beforehand. Of course they will be wanting 
eight. 

My good friend, if you had had the good fortune to have been 
born into this world of England some centuries earlier, you would 
have been "born a thrall" -- a serf. You would have been cowhided, 
my respectable middle-class citizens And your broad back and your 
not very exuberant brain would have made a most admirable churl of 
you. Your forefathers fought that out for you. 

No, you cannot prevent these questions from rising. They are 
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Inevitable, They will have way. The battle is perpetual, being 
fought on one question or another. Now we take women away from 
painful labour, and give them the first possibility of chastity 
and beauty. Here one day we plead for the factory lad, and one 
day for the education of the children of the streets and alloys; 
now for the negro, now for the man over-toiled, now for the man 
underpaid. 

Lot me warn you, that to the end of the chapter, to the end of 
the story of humanity,, that aviful Christ shall stand and plead. 
Wherever there is an iniquity there shall be a shaking of the 
heavens and the earth. There will be no peace in my day. As 
long as there is any leaven left and any meal unleavened the tur- 
moil must still go on. 

A, New Church 

(The following is an abridged extract from "The Vow Conscience; 
or the Religion of Labour", by Henry D. Lloyd. Published for the 
New Fellowship by William Reeves, 185, Fleet 'Street, London, E. C. 
Price One Penny, ) 

Churches come and go, but there has ever been but one religion. 
The only religion has been that which clears off one by one from 
the face of man the earth-stains that hide the God imprisoned in 
the flesh, hick breaks down one by one every barrier which incar- 
nat ion has put in the way of the growth of the God within in the 
likeness of the God without. In the sight of the now conscience, 
wherever man walks, there is the Holy Land, and it raises the 
cross of the new crusade which shall deliver it from the infidels 
who deny the divine right of the people that the will of God shall 
be done on earth as it is in heaven. It insists that every ques- 
tion between men is a religious question, a question of moral econ- 
omy before it becomes one of political economy, and will make all 
political, industrial, and social activities functions of a new 
church -- a church whore science, the revelation of what has been, 
will never be at war with religion, the revelation of what ought 
to be -- a church which will make its worshippers share this world 
as well as the next world -- a church which will recognise no 
vested right of property in man except the right to love and be 
loved -- a church which will declare that the difference in the 
death-rate between the classes and the masses is evidence of murder 
done for money -- a church which will teach that the life eternal 
is the life we are living now -- a church which will not lot the 
poor give up all of this world on the unsecured promise of the rich 
to divide the next world -- a church that will "dine with the poor 
and preach to the rich", until there are no more poor -- a church.. 
which says that those who are to be brothers hereafter must be 
brothers here -- a church that will know what its members believe 
only by what they do -- a church which recognises nothing as love 
'which does not bear justice as the fruit -- a church which will 
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tell the merchant-prince that between him and his ruined compet. 
itors, and between him and his employees there is a moral question 
greater than the question of markets -- a church which will abolish 
the merchant-prince and the factory corporation sooner than lot 
them abolish the childhood of children -- a church in which God 
will be natural and men supernatural -- a church which will abolish 
charity and philanthropy, for these cannot be between brothers, and 
need not be where justice is -- a church in which no man will have 
a right to do with his own what he will, but only a right to do 
what is right -- a church which will take the weak and despised out 
of the earthly inferno of dirt, and want, and ignorance, to which. 
they have been condemned by the oppressor -- a church which will 
tell the sinner that repentance fit for heaven only begins by 
restitution and reparation on earth -- a church which will teach 
that brothers must share both the mass of pottage and the birth- 
right -- a church which will worship God through all his sons made 
in his image, through a mediator, Mankind, which, having suffered 
all and sinned all, can sympathise with all, and will carry all 
the weak and weary ones safe in its bosom -- a church which will 
realise the vision of Carlyle of a Human Catholic Church. 

An Incident In A Railway Car 

Verses from a Poem by James Russell Lowell 

He spoke of Burns: men, rude and rough, 
Pressed round to hear the praise of one 

Whose heart was nado of manly, simple stuff, 
As homespun as their bwn; 

And when he road, they forward loaned, 
Drinking, with thirsty hearts and ears, 

His brook-like songs whom glory never weaned 
From humble smiles and tears. 

Slowly there grew a tender awe, 
Sun-like, o'er faces brown and hard, 

As if in him who read they felt and saw 
Some presence of the bard. 

It was a sight for sin and wrong 
And slavish tyranny to see -- 

A sight to make our faith pure and strong 
In high humanity. 

I thought, these men will carry hence 
Prompting& their former life above, 

And something of a finer reverence 
For beauty, truth, and love. 

God scatters love on every side, 
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Froel t, among his children all, 
And always hearts are lying open wide 

Wherein some grains may fall. 

There is no wird but soweth seeds 
Of a more true and open life, 

Which burst, unlooked for, into high-souled deeds, 
With wayside beauty rife. 

Within the hearts of all men lie 
These promises of wider bliss, 

Which blossom into hopes that cannot die 
In sunny hours like this. 

All that hath been majestical 
In life or death since time began, 

Is native in the simple heart of all, 
The angel heart of man. 

And thus, among the untaught poor 
Great deeds and feelings find a home, 

That cast in shadow all the golden lore 
Of classic Greece and Rome. 

All thoughts that mould the age begin 
Deep down within the primitive soul, 

And from the many slowly upward win 
To one who grasps the whole: 

In his wide brain the feeling deep 
That struggled on the many's tongue 

Swells to a tide of thought, whose surges leap 
O'er the weak thrones of wrong. 

Nor is he far astray who deems 
That every hope, which rises and grows broad 

In the world's heart, by ordered impulse streams 
From the great heart of God. 

God wills, man hopes: in common souls 
Hope is but vague and undefined, 

Till from the poet's tongue the message rolls, 
A blessing to his kind. 

Never did Poesy appear 
So full of heaven to me, as then 

I saw how it could pierce through pride and fear 
To lives of coarsest men. 

it may be glorious to write 
Thoughts that shall glad the two or three 

High souls, like those far stars that come in sight 
Once in a century; 

But better far it is to speak 
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One simple word, which now and then 
Shall waken their free nature in the weak 

And friendless sons of men; 

To write some earnest verse or line 
Which, seeking not the praise of art, 

Shall make a clearer manhood shine 
In the untutored heart. 

The Eternal Goodnoss 

by John Greenleaf Whittier (abridged). 

0 friendsl with mom my feet have trod 
The quiet aisles of prayer, 

Glad witness to your zeal of God 
And love of man I bear. 

I trace your lines of argument; 
Your logic linked and strong 

I weich as one who dreads dissent, 
And fears a doubt as wrong. 

But still my human hands are weak 
To hold your iron creeds: 

Against the words ye bid no speak 
My heart within me pleads. 

Vib. o fathoms the Eternal Thought? 
who talks of scheme and plan? 

The Lord Is God! He needeth not 
The poor device of man. 

I walk with bare, hushed feet the ground 
Ye tread with boldness shod; 

I dare not fix with mete and bound 
The love and power of God. 

I see the wrong that round me lies, 
I feel the guilt within; 

I hear, with groan and travail-cries, 
The world confess its sin. 

Yet, in the maddening maze of things, 
And tossed by storm and flood, 

To our fixed stake my spirit clings; 
I know that God is goods 

Not mine to look whore cherubim 
And seraphs any not o©ej 

But nothing cau be good in Him 
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Which evil is in me. 

The wrong that pains my soul below 
I dare not thrave above: 

I know not of His hate, -- I know 
His goodness and His love. 

I dimly guess from blessings known 
Of greater out of eight, 

And, with the chastened Psalmiot, own 
His judgments, too, are right. 

I long for household voices gone, 
For vanished smiles I long; 

But God bath led my dear ones on, 
. And He can do no wrong. 

I know not what the future bath 
Of marvel or surprise, 

Assured alone that life and death 
His mercy underlies. 

And so beside the Silent Sea 
I gait the muff led oar; 

No harm from Him can come to me 
On ocean or on shore. 

I know not where His islands lift 
Their fronded palms in air; 

I only know I cannot drift 
Beyond His love and care. 

The Labour Church 

- by L. Hird 

The Labour Church! What need have we 
Of other Churches in the land? 

Already spires unnumbered rise 
From holy fanes on every hand. 

Churches of varied forms and faiths, 
Where one, one day in every seven, 

May hear the different priests proclaim 
A hundred different roads to heaven. 

"Ours is the only perfect way, " 
One teacher cries, in strident voice; 

"Outside our pale may none be saved, " 
Says one, yet bids his flock rejoice. 

Strange doctrines, dogmas dark and grim, 
Block up each way to those who moan 
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To every Church in turn for breac3, 
And get from every Church a stone. 

Ah2. blind these leaders of the blind 
Deem se who to no fold belong; 

Not all their varied paths are right, 
TWO may not, haply, all be wrong? 

They preach a God of love and power, 
Yet limit both to suit some creed, 

Till we, who sin and suffer, find 
His grace leas boundless than our need. 

The Labour Churchi that hope is here? 
This is no temple built of stone, 

Where stately Bishops preach and pray, 
And snowy-vestured choirs intone; 

Where worshippers, on bonded knee, 
To God, "our Father, It humbly pray, 

Yet hold Him Father but of those 
Who walk along their chosen way. 

Ah, not Of earnest, striving souls- 
The Labour Church is building fair; 

Nor walls of atone, nor iron creeds 
Shut out men seeking entrance there. 

One article of faith have they, 
"Which not the weakest need appal: "God is our Father -- that being so 
Then surely we are brethren alll" 

Ahl blessed liberty indeed) 
In, this faith who may not unite, 

And in such unity find strength 
To battle bravely for the right? 

Brethren in heart as well as name, 
With Labourts sacred flag unfurled, 

Ohl ray not such a Church do much 
To raiso and purify the world. 

What I Mean BI Socialism 

by Robert Blatehf ord 
(From an artlclo on "The New Religion" in the Clarion of April 25th, 

1896. ) 

Let the last be first, and the first last; let the strong 
support the weak, and the great serve the small. That, It seems 
to me is what we sigh for, strive for, and are ready to die for. *,, 
that Is 

what we mean when we speak, or sing, or dream of Socialism, 
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Vie are to give, not to take; to servo, not to be served. Call 
our God by what name we will, call our religion by what name we 
will, we moan that we are to work and think, and, if needs be, 
suffer and ie for the general good of our fellow-creatures, and 
for the general advancement of the race along the mysterious up- 
ward path which leads from degradation to we know not what sub - 
limitiee. Speak of our faith as we list, we believe that our 
talents and our strength are no more ours -- in the sense that 
our houses or our clothes are ours --"fin is the land the land- 
lord's, who draws rent for it. Is it not so? When we call our- 
selves Socialists, do we not imply a belief that God, or Nature, 
gave to each of us his special power or special aptitude, as he 
gave to all of us the earth and the seas to be used in the service 
and for the benefit of all men? 

Well, at any rate, that is what I mean when I speak of Social- 
ism. But I suppose few Socialists will quarrel with me when I 
say that this faith of ours has no economic justification; that 
it does not stand, and can never stand, upon any basis but that 
of a religion -- a religion of passionate love for humanity, a 
religion of service and sacrifice -- a religion of Altruism. 

These are my reasons for declaring that Altruism stands first, 
and Socialism second; these are my reasons for declaring that the 
loving human idealism satirically called "sentiment" is a greater 
thing and a grander thing than economics. 

Your economics can never do more than bid you do a thing be- 
cause it will "pay" to do it or because it is "just" to do it. 
But your despised "sentiment"" demands more than more cold justice; 
it demands love and mercy, and a broad and wide and noble concep- 
tion of the nature and destinies of the human race. 

The race will not get far upon its awful, fascinating, glorious 
march -- for bloody and shameful, wreck-strewn as is the road be- 
hind us, we can, in rare moments of exaltation, sea the glint of 
the skyward path through the cloud-wrack above -- the race will 
not got far upon this pilgrimage from the Slough of Despond to the 
heavenly City so long as it carries strapped upon its back the 
burden of economic science. The burden must be cast off and the 
wings of love must take its place if the ideal of the thorough 
Socialist -- the Communist -- the man-lover and man-server -- is 
to be attained. 

Socialism MU st Be A Religion 

by Robert Blatahrord 
(From an article on "The Now Religion" in the Clarion of April 25th, 

1896. ) 

it I desired to roues a people, the figures I should deal in 
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mostly 'would be figures of speech. Economics are for the few; 
God's love Se for the zany. We are not all good at the rule of 
three; but the Bolden Rule 3s understood of every human soul. 

Could you so much as get a parish pump municipalised by means 
of a cry of "Pure economics for the people"? You know you could 
not. 

Yet it is equally true that without economics the invaluable 
structure of scientific Socialism had never been. 

As I take it, economics are to the Altruistic Sentiment as the 
bullet to the powder. You'll win no battles with blank cartridge,, 
nor will it avail you anything to double-shot your guns if they 
will not go off. 

Or, to use another figure, I may say that cold economic shot 
will never fire the ships of the enemy; but the shot must be made 
red-hot in the fire of fervid human love. 

Be economically sound, be sternly practical, be irreproachable 
in your logic; but hold your ideal high. 

Do you remember what Oliver Cromwell said after Prince Rupert's 
Cavalry had broken the ranks of the Parliamentary forces at Edge 
Hill? Said Oliver: "The army must be remade. To defeat the 
gentlemen of England, London''approntices will not suffice; we must 
have men of religion. " 

Oliver remodelled the army. He got his men of religion -- men 
w o, v its Eacaulay put it, moved to the attack with the precision 
of machinery, whilst burning with the fiercest religious fanatic- 
ism. And these drilled fanatics became invincible, and not only 
never failed to defeat the enemy, no matter to what nation that 
enemy belonged, but never failed to rout and shatter to pieces 
every foe by whom they were opposed. 

From these facts perhaps our ultra-practiced friends may glean 
a hint. What was it smashed and destroyed the dare-devil chivalry 
of Rupert's Horse? What was it made the issue certain victory to 
Cromwell's men, no matter what the odds or valour arrayed against 
them? What was it enabled the English Puritan Brigade on the Con- 
tinent, outnumbered by enemies and deserted by friends, to "drive 
before them in headlong rout the finest infantry of Spain"? 

Miy practical friends, it was "sentiment". It was religious 
zeal and faith. It was enthusiasm for the cause they believed in. 

Let us learn from Cromwell. If we are to fight the gentlemen 
of England we must have, not crop-eared 'prentices filled with 
selfish greed, but men of religion! 

If socialism is to live and conquer, it must be a religion. If 
socialists are to prove themselves equal to the task assigned them, 
they must have faith; a real faith, a live faith, a now faith; the 
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faith in a glorious destiny of the human race; the faith that 
demands of its notaries love and sacrifice even to death in the 
cause of mankind. 

Physics and Ifetaphysies; Or, The Stomach and the Soul 

BY Solon Lauer 
(The following reading is from a book sent to me for review -- 
Life and Light from Above, by Solcn Lauer. London: Elliot Stock, 
b2, Päaernoster How, R. O. Price 5s. I have not had time to read 
it, but find it is by an American writer of the Transcendental 
School, which has had its history and its epitaph written, but 
which lives none the less. -- Editor. ) 

One day a poor, forlorn-looking kitten came to my kitchen. I 
opened the door, and she sneaked in, trembling. She looked fit 
for any crime, save that her evil intention lacked courage for 
execution. She had the air of a Cain fleeing from his brother's 
murder. 

I set a dish of milk upon the floor. At once she manifested 
an interest in life. She lapped It greedily, and when I filled 
the dish again, again she emptied it. 

Now a wonder was manifested in my little teacher, sent of God. 
The world began to brighten to her. She became an optimist, and 
began to praise God by frisking and jumping. She coquetted with 
her tail, chasing it with more zeal and joy than men chase the 
objects of their desire, and with as much success. 

I dropped a ball of yarn on the floor, and this was her immed- 
late heaven. She tossed it into the air, and bit it in play, and 
struck it from her, and chased it again. She assumed indifference 
to see if the ball would manifest anxiety; but as it lay still, 
she pounced on it again. For an hour she prolonged this instruc- 
tive spectacle, with all the joy of innocent nature. 

But what had wrought this mighty change? What potent agency 
was it that had brought the world out of darkness and the pit, 
and filled it with sunshine and joy for her? No metaphysics, 
but only a poor dish of milk; sa closely is the stomach related 
to the soul. 

Is this the refutation of all idealism? No; but it shows us 
that matter is not to be trifled with. God did not make the world 
in vain. These mountains and rocks, rivers and seas, have a mean- 
ing for us. There is a difference between white and black, be- 
tween hot and cold, between meat and poison. To teach us these 
facts is the office of matter. Let us, then, be materialists when 
dealing with matter, and idealists when dealing with ideas. 

There should be no discord between the two. 
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Freedom 

by Walt Whitman 

It is not only true that most people entirely misunderstand 
Freedom, but I sometimes think I have not yet met one person who 
rightly understands it. The whole universe is absolute law. 
Freedom only opens entire activity and license under the law. 
To the degraded or undeveloped -- and even to too many of era -- 
the thought of freedom is a thought of escaping from law, which, 
of course, is impossible. More precious than all worldly riches 
is Freedom; freedom from the painful constipation and poor nar- 
rowness of ecclesiasticism; freedom in manners, habiliments, 
furniture, from the silliness and tyranny of local fashions; 
entire freedom from party rings and mere conventions in politics; 
and, better than all, a general freedom of one's self from the 
tyrannic domination of vices, habits, appetites, under which 
nearly every man of us (often the greatest brawler for freedom) 
is enslaved. Can we attain such enfranchisement -- the true 
Democracy, and the height of it? While we are from birth to 
death the subjects of irresistible law, enclosing every movement 
and minute, we yet escape, by a paradox, into true free-will. 
Strange as it may seem, we only attain to freedom by a knowledge 
of and implicit obedience to law. Great -- unspeakably great -- 
is the will: the free soul of man! At its greatest, understand- 
ing and obeying the laws, it can then, and then only, maintain 
true liberty. For there is to the highest that law as absolute 
as any -- more absolute than any -- the law of liberty. The 
shallow, as intimated, consider liberty a release from all law, 
frcie every constraint. The wise see in it, on the contrary, the 
potent law of laws -- namely, the fusion and combination of the 
conscious will, or 'partial individual law, with those universal, 
eternal, unconscious ones, which run through all time, pervade 
history, prove immortality, give moral purpose to the entire 
objecti''e world, and the last dignity to human life. 

-- From Democratic Vistas 

A Leader's Failure 

by Jessie Annie Anderson 

A soul awoke from early dreams, 
And looked upon the stars; 

And, reading glory in their beams, 
Went forth to worldly wars. 

With crowding banners, smoke, and glare, The heavens were darkened o'er: 
The soul was first in leading there, 

But read the stars no more. 
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Two Sorm tst A Contrast 

by Katharina St. John Co r 

I 

Far fron the crowd torn and eager stir 
o men enlisted in the teoring strife, 
Where loss is got of gain, and death of life, 

Viere Fortune an ics on-those who cheapen her. 
A maiden dwelt rbose heart made no dozer 

Than called to give £cz pence her libert73 
Intent on nobler visions, * passion free� 

Sbo m, cnt her clan in holy calm: the whir 
Of Angela' Yin(; o =ado aiaic in her ears, 

And in the hush of eventide a glow 
of rapture filled her veins. Ynooling below 

The dim 21t ¬ ltars cherished hopes and fears 
Were lost in one olerwholnit ; hope to loxow 

The joys of heaven beyond the Vale of Tears. 

U 

Down swept the rin at dur3k, redo darr yet 
By heavy clouds of =oko that lowering IrzZ 
Above tho quarters xnc=co the wealth is urtmg, 

For idicra' spendin, -,.,, from the toil and mat 
of workers. Through the otroco of cold and , rot 

With earnest face and weary, willing feat, 
Cam one to whom no thought of life was sweet 

Apart fron. aervice. Never a re ; r©t 
She Imew for cultured ease, or careless mirth, 
ß nsnt of silk, and all that to her birth 

Of old world right belonged. Tearless, she set 
Theo of perfect Lnawl o, perfect love, 

Before her. "Heaven on earth, if not above" 
She whispered., "when the ideal and real have mot. " 

The I'r or of labour 

John C. I omwort17, I,: anario1d 1i i. i o, Canninatcvam E. 
IEV 

God of tho I1,31p1osai on this coil 
Re :t from rV circa by fraud 
Whore I in vrant and darknoo3 toil 
To glut an idle lords 

Here lieelin, I stretch out rV hands 
In bitter prcror to Theel 
Restore! reztorro mV father' o lands, 
And act the bondman free. 
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IV foes are more than Samson' foes, 
They rob ny soul of sight, 
'Iith chins of 1a; t they bind io close, 
And mock rr fettered ruht. 

et woo to t2 i bfr hands shall find 
The pillarsl Prescnt]r 
Their house shall quca, shall fall, oball Grind 
Ir fops who feast, and mal 

Restpro r frcedo i and rv sieht, 
And turn zur math may; 
Savo zoo, 0 God., ore xr mad rjht 
Breaks forth to w rock and aLnyi 

Watery 
By Annie Thurston 

In the heart of the mountains 
Lies rarq a cave, 

And the occan's deep fountaino 
Strome r stc iee lav'o. 

And the Nov to the zVstery 
Lies out of our sight; 

For the courco of all beauty 
Is Infinite Light. 

In the haart of tip brother 
peep secrots my lie 

And the thou�hts r another 
T1V counsels defer. 

For the Ke. T to the stexy 
Lies out of our tight; 

And the coca of all boz uty 
Is InZinito Light. 

Eton the night that is darkest 
Must and in bright dar; 

And tho road that in roughest 
Is oft tho right rra r. 

For tho Eey to tho zVotery 
Lies out of our eight; 

And tho source of all boauty 
Is Infinite Light. 

Fora Conforanco 

Fro Post 1oß and Other Poems by R. A. Bockotto Several poems from this 
bool: 1 'lie-re rec rc or our Church Readings, particularly the latter 

part of "Post Uortcnu, "To the lYorders of the World" and "Times and a Tina". 
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Though ? ontacost but faintly now recall 
The rushing rdZh wind and tonet of £1 ne, 
'herewith the spirit of devotion came 

Upon the faithful at the festival, 
When all the crowd of ctran ora in the hall 
Heard then, in divers tongues., one faith proclaim, 
And, in the concord of a coäzon ein, 
They giro their good,, each, for the good of all: 

Yet if, 313e then, we cook the hiChost good 
in earnest union, and cast out to-darr 
The evil Dirit of mistrust and strifo, 
Our ttdiz ;s shall be told and understood 
Through every country, and our hands shall lay 
The now foundation of 'the house of life. 

"'Christ: aasp 

By A. J. ITaldc; rave 

Alain returns the Pagan-Christian feast 
And tho old story of the groat God's birth 
As human babe, to save his sinful Earth, 

Falls from the lips of the obedient priest; 
But men pass on, not heeding in the least, 

Or, heeding, find no solace for the dearth 
Of deeper jo which mocks the Season's nirth, 

In the s bliraa tradition of the rast. 

Yet thick not with that great droam of the Past 
Fades hopo for man. Elea now by 'vying oyes 

Is seen amongst the poor the birth of Cody 
Eternal Will takes lowly form at last, 

And leads us on to mighty destinies 
Through those who tend the loon and turn the sod. 

Union la Strez th 

by F. A. Boot 

Coma and otand beneath the banner, 
Floating o'er tho land co free,, 

fl blew of a nation' a honour, 
'Tis tho flag of Liberty. 

Tfa wifl : relcoe all as brothors, 
Co xradoo in a noble cauzo, 

#3. o our cuff erin;: 3 one anothorI s 
In our fight for righteous tors 
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Lars that give tlio milling, uorl or 
Food to cat and auch to spare, 

I, which say that cvcrj shirker 
Shall in future earn his share. 

All va ack for is that Justice 
be spread throughout the ]and, 

That each zin vzV be of service 
Mother by his head or hand; 

That the aged ohall he shielded 
Mian the smi of life has sot 

the the strength that they bavo yiolded 
For a nation's benofit. 

Every soul to God is precious, 
Be the body rich or poor; 

Than lot man to nan be Gracious, 
Help each burden to endure. 

IAt us et rn L by one cnothßr, 
1hethar it be goal or vroo; 

Itacogntzo each man a brothor, 
As through life wo o raard Co. 

Brood not o'er a life $orrc ; 
-A ere are better c1z re in store; 

Soon a bright and ßhisiiz norrovl 
tr1i, U repo r the storm bofore. 

(These hymns were published in TheIabour Church Record during 
1901, but were not included in the revised Labour Church rc Humme 

published but a few years later. ) 

by Allen Clarke. Tune: "Ewing" ("Jerusalem the Golden") 

0 vision green and golden, 
Seen by the seers aiway, 

Sung by the prophets olden, 
By wise men seen to-day; 

0 vision of the beauty 
This struggling world shall see, When men dare do their duty, 
And Brotherhood shall be. 

0 glory of our dreamingl 
The thought that gives us life, 

The light about us gleaming, 
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Our comfort in the strife; 
A hope in storm and sorrow, 

A starlight in the dark, 
A message from the morrow, 

A sky-song of the lark. 

And not alone the vision 
That's conjured out of clay, 

But faith in some Elysian 
Sweet soul-land far away, 

Where all the broken-hearted 
Shall reap the joy of pain, 

And those in mourning parted 
In gladness meet again. 

The Wheel goes round but slowly, 
Life's short, and progress long; 

The world rejects the holy, 
And folly seemeth strong; 

But though the path be weary, 
And long the toilsome way; 

We sing, convinced and cheery, 
The coming of The Day. 

In darkness and d¢rision 
We hold hope's Banner high; 

For if there were no vision 
The world would droop and die; 

And so we do our duty, 
And the Great Vision see, -- The vision of the beauty 
When Brotherhood shall be. 

27th March, 1901. 

When 
.1 

Survey 

by Allen Clarke. Tine: "Harnberg" (No. 424 in "Sacred Songs and Solos") 

When I survey the wretchedness 
Which all our progress makes no less 
I deem it well to use my life 
Uprooting ill and ending strife. 

When I survey the selfishness 
That makes a curse of what should bless, 
I feel this gospel I must preach, -- "Each work for all and all for each. " 

When I survey the foolishness 
That tills our life with needless stress, 
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I feel that it is more than good 
To teach goodwill and brotherhood. 

When I survey the unrighteousness, 
Cause of all things that hurt oppress, 
I feel, though I be sacrificed, 
That one must follow Buddha, Christ. 

A CargI Prayer 

by Allen Clarke. Tune: "Rule Britannia" 

When Christmas first shone on the earth, -- 
What centuries have been since then! 

The angels hailed Messiah's birth,, 
And sang "Peace and Goodwill to men. '" 

Chorus -- Mer-ry Christmast 09 may its power increase 
Till all the world is full of peace. 

0 may the angels' chant abide, 
Holding all hearts in holy sound, 

Until the spirit of Christmastide 
Shall bless the world the whole year round. 

December! 1901. 

JU 
1M, &a Shall Smite J= Meek 

by Joaquin Miller, published in ySona and Hymns 

If any man shall smite thy cheek, 
Turn thou that he may smite again, 

The truly brave are truly meek, 
And bravely bear both shame and pain. 

They slay, if truly brave men over slay, 
Their foes with sweet forgiveness day by day. 

And if a man would take thy coat 
Give him thy cloak and count it meet; 

Bread cast on waters can but float 
In sweet forgiveness to thy feet; 

So thoti', by silent act like this, shalt preach 
Such sermons as not flame nor sword can teach. 
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LABOUR CHURCH -- FORM OF PRAYER 
Confession and Supplication 

Prayer composed and reco=ended for the above, by a loyal citizen 
of Great Britain and Ireland in great distress. Printed and pub- 
lished by J. & E. W. Jackson, 62, Corporation Street, Manchester. 
1891. Price One Halfpenny Each. 3/6 per 100. Copyright. 

Our Father, which art in heaven, We worship Thee afar off in our 
own sinful consciousness of disobedience to Thy law of Love and 
Truth and Purity, but trusting and knowing that Thou art not far 
from any one of us, for in Thee we live and move and have our being. 
0, bring us back to our lost faith in Thee our Creator, Preserver, 
and Bountiful Benefactor, and help us to forsake our false gods 
which are no gods in which wo have trusted, and the spirit of world- 
linesa, individualism, covetousness and competition on which we have 
relied and by which we are sore smitten. 

We acknowledge that Thou hast made this world fruitful and abun- 
dantly responsive to wisdom and labour in means to preserve both man 
and beast, in blessingsaufficient in their abundance and variety to 
make human life enjoyable, and Earth a paradise for all. We are not 

straitened in Thee, but we are straitened in 
The Sin of Cain ourselves. We have explained Thy universe to 
Gez., Ch. 4, v. S. ourselves without Thee, and have forgotten and 

repudiated our fealty to Thee and our family 
relationship to each other, saying what profit shall it be-to us if 
ve serve God only, and not both God and Manson, and also, -- with 
our brothers blood upon our hands -- A14 I MY BROTHERS KEEPER? There- 
fore is it that while we look to heaven for miracles to undo the 
effects of our own ignorance and folly, Thou makest us to know that 
we generally have as good as we deserve, because if there had been 
no idolatrous worship of false doctrines there would not be the 

spiritual and material confugion we deplore, if 
1See 1st Saml. there were no willing slaves there would be no 
ch. 8, v. 10 - 22, tyrants, if we had not been so unbrotherly to 

each other we would not have been a prey to our 
common task masters, and if we had not been so culpably selfish and 
unsocial there never would have been possible the successful knavery 
which troubles us* 

Our hands are not clean. E'r'e have, in the same community and pos- 
sible commonwealth set Town against Country, and 

The Sin of Jeroboam Peasant against Artizan. What Thou in Nature 
ist Kings, ch. 12, hadst joined together as one National reciprocal 
v. 28 - 33* interest we have parted asunder as separate and 

hostile interests, and believed them to be so, 
and made it our wisd om to set the one against the other. Vie have 
framed and accepted systems of human Government and Society in which 
we have separated ri ghts from duties and privileges from responsib- 

ilities. We have given to individuals for their 
The Sin of Ahab property, and made merchandise and commodities 
and Jezebel* of those things which Thou didat give for the 
1 Kings, ah. 21. good and advantage of all, acquiescing in and 
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Deut., ch. 28, and sharing in the social robberies arising 
v. 15 - 48. from the creation of such properties in place 

of trusteeship of that which was Thine; and 
thus those whose toil produces honey do not enjoy the sweets of it, 
those who produce food are hungry, those who make cloth are ragged, 
the wives and children of those who make shoes go barefoot and the 
furrier's mare goes without shoes. Those who engage in the hardest 
and most dangerous labour get the least honour and the poorest hire, 
while those we honour most and confer the greatest substance on, do 
the least, are the idlest and the most selfish and cowardly amongst 
us. Honest, virtuous, principled poverty goes bare and poor to a 
broken heart, and a suicide and a pauper's grave, while those who 
sell their bodies and souls to minister to vanity and lust can com- 
mand dainties and luxuries and splendours -- at least for a time. 

See the Book of 0. Lord, wherefore is it that all our won- 
Ecclesiastes. derful inventions and labour-saving appliances, 

increasing our productive and distributive power 
three hundred fold, have not lessened the rigours of our toil or our 
necessity to Labour sorrowfully from our youth to our old age? 

0. Lord, wherefore is it that all the alms and endowments intended 
as restitutions and ameliorations of our lot do but inexorably add to 
our burdens by lowering our wages and raising our rents, and in the 
end are confiscated by the lords of the Philistines to whom we have 
bowed our necks, and who have cruelly put out our eyes? 

0. Lord, wherefore is it that all our reforms and revolutions, 
after all the blood that is spilled and the tears that are shed, do 
but substitute one tyrant and one form of slavery for another. As 
was the despotic king, so became the haughty noble. As was the Olig- 
archical and feudal oppressor, so, and even worse, is the commercial 
capitalist ruling us with the iron rod of competition and the merci- 
less creed of dividends and percentages. Our "Liberal" is mainly 
liberal with the property of others than himself, and "t1E47 PRESBYTER 
IS BUT OLD PRIEST WRIT LARGE. " Vie have set up these gods which 
trouble us and cannot save us. We have adopted as a means of relief 
the same abominable principles of personal covetousness and commercial 
policy, and our iniquities have now become a burden greater than we 
can bear, and a flood that has clean gone over our heads, so tremen- 
dous is the accumulation and aggravation of our folly, and so terrible 
the retribution accompanying our crimes. 

0. Lord, we slew our brother and held his soul cheap. For cheap- 
ness rather than justice -- just exchanges, just weights, measures, 

and qualities -- have we sought. We have taken 
Confession of our tribute from the children, our own brethren, and 
sin towards our own made the strangers free, encouraging and using 
working people, for the stranger as a means of cheapening the labour 
profit to merchants. and oppressing the soul of our very own brothers 

of the same national family. We have taken the 
children's broad and cast it to those without our city's walls, when 
they might have been served with the crumbs which fell from the child- 
ren's table. But we did it by reason of our covetousness to get big 
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loaves without giving in return to our own loaf makers, to get ves- 
tures and materials and luxuries, as Achan, without considering our 
oven just and local exchanges and responsibilities, 

We have beggared and banished our brethren, and we have not bene- 
fited ourselves, for we have given away and robbed ourselves of our 

markets, and raised up the oppressor, the MIDDLE- 
Confession of sin MAE, and the USURER. Whatever we produce by our 
toward Ireland, the own labour WE TAX, and whatever of a similar 
Scottish Highlands, nature is produced by the labour of strangers WE 
and the English Ag- ADMIT FREE. We subsidise, support, and direct 
ricultural Counties. our steamships and steam carriages to the utmost 

ends of the earth to carry to our markets foreign 
commodities produced many thousands of miles away, at less cost, in 
many cases, than the products of our own labour are charged for being 
conveyed from one British town to another. Therefore have we inverted 
the conditions of Nature, and made that which is geographically near 
us (and for which we are responsible) economically distant from our 
markets, and those places which are geographically distant (and for 
which we are not responsible) economically near to the same, and have 
robbed and wronged our brethren thereby. 

0, LORD, HAVE MERCY UPON US MISERABLE SINN ESJ 

0, LORD, TURN US FROM TIM, ERROR OF OUR WAYS TO THE WISDOM OF THE 
JUST. 

Make us to walk in the rieht way of duty and justice to our own 
rational family and brotherhood; to dethrone our idols and false 
gods of materialism and covotousnoss. MAKE US TO ENO. "W JOY AND GLID- 
NoSS THAT THE BOMBS WHICH THOU -- 0, JUST GOD -- AAST BROKEN, MAY 
REJOICE. 

Here let all the people aay, AMEN: 

Let the Priest also then say, AL4ENS 
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The Socialiat Sindoy Schools belated itpressions. 

by Bern=d I. Palmer, 
(written Aug. 1953) 

Ly earliest nenories of the Socialist Sunday School are confused and din, 
I ouppose I ist have begun attending the Acton school in about 1919. I do 
kn that it involved a long walk of 1? -2 riles through suburbs of varying 
character,, and ending in ayz in Acton Lane. Acre thorn waa what I now 
realise must have been a stable with a room above approached by an outside 
staircase with a handrail to prevent high-spirited young socialists frcaa 
failing try their death in the cobbled yard belog. 

Uere we sang "Ijuus" fron 4thefuinny rod cloth covered SSS 1 book, 
listened to the lessons, repoutod the precepts, and ended with a collective 
recital of couetliing like a credo, which rain: 

u Look forward to the day whon all men and woven will be free citizens 
of one fatherland,, and live together as brothers and sisters in peace 
and righteousness. " 

I remember practically naffing of that school except that it made an 
abortive attez t to start a group of "Young Crusaders", presunably kan 
counter-attraction to the boy scouts of the religious organizations. It 
was pathetic really with its bondlerised drill which pretended not to be 
drill, in the first flush of post-mar anti.. militarian. "Coarades, cat reacbr 
for mcrcbingt" instead of the "Got fell ini" of rV later (R. A. F. ) days. It 
was pathetic,, too, because of the lack of understanding by the vezy poeple 
who conducted the school of irihat they were about, and where the, ware coin;. 
Tont Laabdon (an "old" mann, friend of father' o, quite 40 years old) who 
later allied l iself with the Cm=unist Party; Ur. Scott and "`. frs. " Scott 
(I always know there was something funx about this, though SSother and rather 
did nothing to suggest it); tere ilelluish(? ) who had cold tooth and a taste 
for beer (which I never Lino t7 father drank till I was about 20); and a 
host of others ¬ ll pulled different wvs. They were, I now think, defeated 
people protesting against a uoeiety which clipped their gis: the first 
because he had superior aibilities, which should have found an outlet in 
conducting big affairs, the second because of marriage laws and the diffi-º 
culti es of divorce, the third because... I really cannot think. lie later 
becane a local councillor, I believe. Ile certainly had the instincts of a 
carpet-bagg r. 

And through it ally I remember Dad. lie was a ctrc ^o mixturo of rancour 
against the upper classes (his Socialism is of the i90t brand) his quite 
honest religious fooling (ho is not a church-goer, ho, evor), and his love 
for music. Be has all the instincto of a cultured cans heavily Jawed down 
and overlaid with the dofinaive iconoclasm of the factoxt worker. Such a 
pity, that such a good man should be so warped by the forces of society. 
lie is a man of strong emotions, qty love and Gusty anger, great (: onorosity 
and odd economies; but never nean, except in his attitude to the "upper" 
classes, by which he means men who speak the Qaeenla I lish, take thought 
for the sorrow, and maintain a front of independence. of there, for his 
sins and out of Ids sacrifices, I, his mn son) have bococe one. But he 
does not recognise this. Like his socialism and his provision for retirement 
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they are kept in cepztrato ccpartrnonts. 

I have spent so auch tizxo on ttr Father because I believe his sort to 
be tho k to tho S. S. S. nwcnont. Ccrtcir yj, when he became dio.; ustod with 
the private lives and public behaviour of the other adults who ran the 
Acton S. S. S, and he transferred his aflo^iance cnd out attendance to the 
r^ or . th school, the Acton school soon closed down. 

It in of tho ! hmarstiith School (about two miles rain) that I rw c ibcr 
most. By na I nas about cloven,, and soon proudly =aring tho cap of th. o 
grorr; r school to which I had ron a scholarobip. I ctayed at this Sunday 
school on and off till aco 17,, and did not finally ceeso qr connection till 
I reached 1&j. In tho last years,, lccver, tho link was tenuous, and I 
cbief]y attended to jtvo talks. 

The order of proceedings was the D=o as in airy non-co fai. ot Christian 
Sunday school. Indeed, the best visiting lecturers were of the ease moral 
calibre as non-conformist parsons; but probably brighter intellectually. It 
was rat': er like t ho I stead Ethical Church, which Iv cited in later lif©, 
good religious stuff with sod left out. f: e were enjoined to live together 
in peace and righteousness, to honour the good, be courteous (but never to bow 
the Imeo), to ren er that everything is the fruit of labour (laboar`with 
the hands, and moot of the most assiduous socialist Sunday scholars later 
bocame,, like no, respectable bourgeois), to respect truth and "never to 
deceive yourself or others. " Therm was more self-doccrption per square inch 
there than in a similar organisation. 170 all believed that wo could re- 
ti min the essence of chrictia. n teaching after rcnovin; the aainaprin ;; wo 
all believed that we could, like Tolstoi'c ! van, oppose hate with love] 
pro all believed no could have youth novek cnts (Young Crusaders, or the 
Co-spin 'Woodcraft Folk) without nilitarien. To busily prepared the way 
for lu dch, as (lid every other Quasi-religious body. But rho were right 
to make the attezVt9 despite the fcarf l risk which the civilicod world 
ultimately rant 

There was end1o 3 goodness in marrr of tho adult io'ko 'o in tl: o 5.5.8., 
but there was the cowry cider too. Dad tolls ne nort of the tines ho alzaozt 
cmo to bloazo with the adults who, having assn the Sunday school on its 
annual "treat" to the country left the kids to their on dor1coo while the 
village pub remained open. I can nou recollect tho ,o (racer periods of calm 
on our outings after the anrhz. chce were eaten, when hardly an adult s 
around, and wo couldn't begin the raccc. 

It is the constructive side that ratters, hatovcrs the earnestness of 
r. &. Wis. Turner (havin sotto vatu© connection with 11`i13iam Liorris), of 

the Stubbint; sss (I believe he had a club foot), of 1r. Vanden(? ) a cripple, 
of 1: r, &Is. Tipping, who were philosophic anarchists and protested against 
society by havin themselves and children 'sleep in sleeping bags instead 
of the conventionally Cade Sod. (Who csys that the lives of ordinary working 
folk are uninteresting? ). These good peoplo, and rkW others whose nanes 
escape no, provided the basis for the moral and political instruction that 
went on year after year at I rcnith 5.3.5. The interesting thing is, 
however, that it was Costly amoral instruction. Although this all took place 
against a background of political struggle, of strikes, lockouts and un- 
e ployn nt, astuni politics soenod to play g very sal part. 
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A typical meeting went thus: the Superintendant would says.. "Good after- 
noon, Corado ." and the children reply "Good afternoon, Conrade. " Then 
cane the singing anrzouncod always thus: - ' To will begin this afternoon with 
IV= nos U, ' Could you Cain the golden city'". This done the Superintendant 
would ask the minute secretary to read the minutes. This would be one of 
the children. The minutes would prove to be a more or less adequate iaeuo- 
randu of the previous noeting. The minutes being road, the school then 
board a list of those who vrero sick aril sent "fraternal greetings" to then: 
there were also good wishes for birthdays,, and greetings on saae occasions 
fron other socialist Sunday schools who had sent visitors. Nt would come 
another Yrjsn, and then the erintendent would introduce the speaker for 
the day. A. J. Gould tans rat favourite; a gentle 'old soul who had mastered 
the technique of story-tolling. I rcucrbor his talk on J. II. Fabreýt called 
"Things are not always. -what they tied. ". I rezcuber hearing Satclatvala 
(Cc==3ict L. P. for Battersea, I-_believe) and a man who rent by the nano of 
Betteridgo "because he 'would lose his job if ho were knoon to be in the 
L; averacnt. " There gust have been scores of others, but their noroc elude no 
nor. 

After the talk would cone more singing, and than we would be called upon 
individually to recite the "precepts",. There would be anncranccients of future, 
speakers and of ancillary activities. The whole meeting terminated with 
the Red Flag, and the collective r©potition of "'Jo desire to be just and 
lofting... " 

(if you want an outsider's rather cruel caricature of a nootina, try 
the one in A.?. Ilorbert's "ä ator Gypsies"). 

ºt did I learn fron the S. 5. S.? Nothin;, I think which those who ran 
it net out to teach mal if I learned pacificisi, I learned also the critical 
node of thought which nova lead; to na to rig j oct it. If I learned to boar 
before collectivisn,, I learned, too, that committeea achieve nothing of 
thossolvoss that only when there is an active mind to light the way does a 
, cc itteo go forward: a coaiitteo of nonentities functions at the lowest 
coo= Icvel. if I learned that virtue is only to be found in the horror-_ 
handed sons of toil, I observed, too p that those of r: V follow-scholarb Uho 
coned most virtuous to no have become insurance-brol: crs, Ilarlcy $to spocial- 

Lots, or sales -managers . As was said by a former S. S. S. colleague when I 
not in 19: 4 after a lapse of nearly twenty years; - "The old S. 5. Se taught 
Sao a lot of good co=on sense". R; lsolf I should put it in another phrase 
"Critical awareness". 

i, Uo oir by Goo. B'urgm 
(Stockort Labour Church) 

1901 to 1931 

I was noT h=o once More aixt diving ci . ouc tho-, zhto as to ry `uturo. 
job in the P. 0,, vrao open, and =on gut the staff uas a Mo-dz aor who in 

intellIgenco vas superior than art net in 4 ten yo=3 of arz7 lifo. I 
iad tin' ecl ua . 

th the trade union, and was elected to the local branch 

co . ttce. Thcrcbj gettin;; accustomcd to the workin; e of the British Trade 
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union movement. 

There vas comething oleo in no that was calling for action. ihr new 
colicayuos wore re; yonsible for a yoarnizg to road good books, and during 
the autunn and tinter of 1901, 

'Dumas 
B°acaulyt Car3yle, Zola, Tom Pcttne, 

Thackozy, Ruskin, Tolstgr, Har º, Dumas Balzac. It appeared to no at 
that period, that we were the only pccplo, borrowing those books fron the 
Public Library. I had always in t7 hind the dc=trodden Indians, and road 
about this time a fcnv, works on India. These however appeared to ý" to 
approach the angle I ebpeeted, and it was only after a few yea's that I came 
across a book on Indias by an author, who was to have tea with na later in 
Cafe.,, i. e. II. LI. I u3nan, the con of an aristocrat) vho preached Socialism 
fron the S. D. P. point of vier. I also had in mind a small patphlot that 
was read by rar of sit soldier e=rades on a rat rit n Troopship written by 
one, Robert Blatchford, who was also to cone in zur later life, as a speaker. 

I had an urge that w nothing t be done$ and sat about looking for a 
aadiua to , plc trq roading. 

In June 2I w=led a youn ; we an, Lizzie C1c ton, who Grus to be ter 
faith l feiend and comrade for 39 yc'o, r and bear no two children,, son and 
daughter. 

It should be mentioned here that our dop irturo for honeymoon coincided 
with the coronation of 4d VU but which was cancelled bocauso of one of 
the first operations for appendicitis. Tbia vin always be rer ombered. As 
is usual the toms were decorated especially Liverpool through which we 
passed on our wy to (ric ar,, I. of Win. 

Life as usual with nearly rarriod folk, until 1903, when I and a few 
kindred aiirits realised that a nov nt was in being that treaded our atteaw 
t , cn, t and after a for enquiries a circular letter was cunt to parsons wh= 
it wary thought would be interested in forming a Labour Church in our to; mn. 
As a result a meeting was called on a Sunday ovonin at a meeting room to 
discuss the advisability of etartin ; such an or , anication. As a result of 
this got to-Cother, a cc 3. ttoo of ton, and a hon treasurer,, hon socrotaxy, 
(myself) & chairman. This now organisation was destined to make a nano for 
itself from its first meeting in January 1904 until 39141. 

7e made a cashing tzt. t, to be I mown th rouihout tho country, and whore 
leaders in politics, trado unionian, charch, ooculnri , science,, nusic# 
dro= were alw rys glad to visit the Stockport Laboux Church. 

It is a long and interesting story which I hgao to give a brief but 
in portent record, ' as i was the Ron Sec frceii its first mooting until Dee 
1gyi - fourteen years of hax'd,, tiring but happy work. 

During those years rV wife gras a vdl ng holper, and it is to her vn- 
: f3, inc1 ; loyalty that ray aucce; s as a leader in this 'work was so Well done. 
As will be realised co i. ttee was constantly changing, but the Treasurer, 
Jim Scott, L. grself1 kcpt to tht garindstoze. 

It rtfl bo not amiss to mention that our constitution & rules trere ¬irple, f 
and a*Wone accepted who kept the t. All our nectings smro Icon to all and 
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questions were a prime necessity, Vie prided ourselves on our democracy and 
equal#, ty. Our membership varied from eighty to at one time two hundred. 
pur saýeakers represented all classes,, races, religions or none. As nlil be 
during those hectic years I not hundreds of people fron the aristocracy, 
lilce the Countess of tiardck, to common or garden folk,, the John Smith:;. 

Meeting the colebr . tics of science, art, Culture,, and the ordinary zcan and 
tiwo en, r broadens one outlook on life. Our first meeting place at tho 
Terporance Institute, London Square,, and as our moeti: gs cot more-popular wo 
cventual]y engaged the large room at the mechanics Institut©, later demolished 
and the Tewent Central Public Library erected. During this period a fair], 9 
largo womons group had boon formed and these Liao comrades suggested a Bazaar 
to create a fund as a basis to purchase a new building. The Cc ittee accept- 
ed with joy and ferried a Bazaar Committee, who went to work at once. In the 
meantime I was instructed to attend a conference at Iiuc' ersfiold of the 
Socialist Sunday Schools, and give a report as to the advisability of organising 
one in Stockport. This was duly done and favourable report given. Out went 
our suggestion to all Socialists that a Sunday School was boing farmed and 
s vested help in finances, children as scholars, and friends who had had 
e cricnco as teachers. .o had a good response, and off we sailed to success. 

llarq other activities were started. An orchestra, brass band, Choir, 
Adult Cla s, etc� etc. 

In the meantime the Bazaar Co sitteo was busy w ktng, bogging all those 
materials that Go to making such a money rig function a success sind,. this 
it did. 

In Oct 1906 wo engaged the mechanics Instituto for four ^l s, arranged with 
a firm in Pondleton, Salford to sot the scenery and stalls, for ghat was 
called '" ier y; i. land Bazaar". And zur Bazaar Boo% tolls all and sundry what 
a fine production it was ,# more so as the society was only two years might 
monthe old. 

Everybody of note in the movement helped, no had over seventy helpers, 
and for three evenings the place was packed with visitors. The end justified 
oM faith in the members and loyalty to our principles. 

This venture realised over 400; quite a feat in those days when : ociaalia 
was ignored as the best ;y to another those now fa Bled ideas. 

ale were then free to look about for suitable premises and eventually a 
buil. din committee to look- over and inspect promises in the mrl: et. 

The Central R4 1j, Hillgato, Stockport was finely recommended to us for 
purchase., and after the preliminaries were colleted wo tos: over,, This 
building bad at one time been a L; ethodict Chapel which meant that, internal 
alteration had to be done on an extensive scale. Pulpit,, pews, out of date 
heating & lighting. But wo had the men in our member ship. Buiidä's, lumbexs, 

joiners. # electricians, gas , engineers,, and above all labourers to fetch 
a carry.. x well re er anon floor boing . laid, a stage with scenery 
being erected. Painting and decorating and all voluntary labour. What 
limps times we had. That was real ccmu adcship. During this tu moil our 
Sunday evenings had to be kept going. Wo eventually organised Saturday 
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evor ing concerts und pl, yas i* o one acts & short sketches., vrcre produced, 

pur Sunday eveainz meetir, 3 were the tabs of tho towns, and although the 
hail seated 900, many occasions aa-a crowds outside unable to enter. Our 
speakers during this period, 1906-10, was a succession of progress. Our 
speakers de1iveted their uossago and answered the questions. Our orchestra 
and choir Cave of their best. Our collections increased, their was no 
ticket or entrance foe on Sundays. Cur speakers included A Chesterton, Joseph 
McCabe, (science) Indiana Americans, Corimns,, -French F. Trade Union leaders 
like Ton Mann & Ben Tillet. 

H. J. FVnd an was a character as mentioned previously.. Fie was the sank. 
of the landed aristocracy mid looked the part with his tall hat and frock 
coat and board. Fie always travelled first class, and when he was chaffed 
of this, he replied, "'t'hen the workers dQrand steaks and wines instead of 
poor atei meat, clotho themselves in fine rainest, live in decent houses 
instead of slums,, I shall believe they deserve to be saved. " 

I not during those years many queer characters. There are always a few 
people in the world who have a pot theory. I well remember a queer looking 
chap, tall, thin, whiskers, no hat, who aloe; with two companions, one from 
the Andea region, another from Bulgaria, who really believed they had the 
cure for freedom, peace, and equality in so far that they had a mission to 
the worlds workers in a new religion. The, had a tent and all their worldly 
goods & no moupy. They had trammed America and Europe mostly in bare foot 

old clothes, The leader was eloquent in sic languages.. They were anxious 
to Cive our members their cure for the worlds ills. We cent then on their 

and heard after that some police in a lancashire town had put them in a 
cell, as they had capped on an open apace. 

To had an American parson giviýig his stuff from our Sunday evening plat- 
form. E ,s 

delivery gras the most peculiar I had over coon. Ho walked like 
a caged lion or tiger, from end to end on the platform. He had the roputa- 
tion in the States of being a spell-binder. 

17o engaged, one season, a Ladau Sorgue, who was a fire eater, and were a 
brilliant red silk dress, and what a flaw of la guage. Robert Blatchford, an 
ex Sergeant of the Dublin Fu: i]iors and now editor of "The Clarion" a weekly 
Socialist paper, also author of a nuzber of books on artrj life,. and socialism, 
and religion, one of the latter, "God and lr Neighbour" caused such a sensat- 
ion that practically all the religious journals, from the "Church Times" to 
the Catholic Herald attacked this dangerous propaganda. Bishops, Clcrpr, 
Ministers, £'ricots Cave vent to their feelings on this new atheien by a Soc- 
ialist, Blatehford had the help of an ordinary school black-board to Must- 
rate hew the cc== people are exploited by the clever ones who own the 

moa s of production, distribution and exchanges. Ho made a success Of this 
method. 

Victor C ? cy on, a young man attending the Manchester University studying 
in theoloL; y for the church, had an attractive ",; etyle and as the saying Coca 
a u5j1. vor Tongue". I became very friendly and visited him in bis little 
flat in the Corporation Dwellings Oldham Rd. 1sanchester. Tio was well liked 

and cane to the Labour Church, and to our open air meetings during the gamier 
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nontt. s. By the way this outdoor propaganda to most successful and brought 
thousands to the Arnoury Square. Grayson becano popular in the north and 
t. s. s persuaded to abandon his study for the Church and give his whole tine 
to the Socialist cause, and eventually ire was elected L!. P, for Colno Va 1ey.. 
h`udderofield but I arg afraid he wasn't a success in Parliament. He fell for 
flattery, after a few speeches, which for a tine hold the members spellbound. 
The tories flattered hire and alas he took, to drink, which was hin downfall. 
FAQ lost his scat and the Goodwill of tho rank & film. It is cad that so 

worhný; class leaders had fell by the wayside. 

The modern eyetesa is too offer our loaders capitalist & royalist honour; 
and got praise fron the capitalist ý, press, pats on the back, we all )mow the 
mothod. 

Grayson by the -nay wont to New Zealand about 1913 and when the first war 
brace out, ho joined that countr^ys cavalry was wounded got a "flighty" and 
arrived at a home in Harley Street London. And the last heard of him was 
cpcaicl. ng at an open air meeting at W. Hartlepool, After which he disappeared 
entirely. 

During all these activities jr awife was rr Guido & help in many wars for 
which I was thankful. A grand rwife, code and tip top mother. Ono half 
of the propagandists of the Labour movement could never carry on if their 
wives weren't sy pathetic. 

Lr arI, r training had helped no to give of r, y best to rj work in the Labour 
Church movement, and ray frequent visits to conferences, discussion groups 
helped ma to irvrovvo ay technique. Self discipline also helped ne to avoid 
rash enterprises and , guard against a typo of individual who appeared to be 
clever and bossy. 

About 1905-6-7 i put before the co +ittoo a typo of syllabus in booklet 
fern, which while accepting sdvertisoiuents on one side of a pa e, at the 
sane time sot out our programs for eight months work,, from Sept lot to 
April 30th giving a thunbnail sketch with a small photo,, if obtainable of 
the speakers en aged. In addition our other activities were mentioned such 

11 on ens section, along with as Sunday School, Adult Clan:, Choirs Orchestra., 
a nunbor of notes of the Labour Church Sociali na, " ITT the people are poor. " 
IIcr-r Low of our rich lendamors "a: ýn so auch land" etc. etc. As the ads ,: paid 
for the iscuo we could afford to Give 4, OOO copies away to a selected number 
and naturally was an incdiate success. 

I must mention of other speakers that ado a great it rossion on ne and 
y more. Tom Uruz was a giant non; ot dwarfs in the trade union world. 

The ruling class was afraid of him,, and he told rV wife ondl when having 
tea with use, that certain politicians had offered hin a bribe to "Cot out" 
and retire. But true to his principles he carried on to his death a great 
leader of the working class. 

Another was Ben Ti fett, who I had the pleasure of izvitin to tea, 
before the lecture. A Mal good and hard fighter for the dockers and labour- 
ing class. 
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Altogether Ion ; aged for ry Cc, 
. ttce cpprcr 360 a; -oakcra, during the 

period 1903.14 eleven years of relentless graft, and hard at that, and 
never received one penny in r ==ration. 

Our speakers included all profossions, : scientists, Doctors, Architects, 
Actors, Actrossess, Musicians, Trade Union leaders, politicians,, coposoro, 
authors, writers,, Mrs. 

1'ro nent wonea of those days like Countess of 1 arwick, Mrs, Despard, 
(sister of General French) Mrs. 1 an3 hrrst (au£fragetto)y Z tarot Aondfield, 
Madan Sorge, M as Horninn,, also Lewis Cas , ona, Basil Deonp harry Qucich, 
Clarion Tanners, Elocutionists, nay others wore present on our syllabus 
including members of Church Socialist Leaque. L oicinns Union. Have not 
heard of any other organisation that ndo such a contribution to progress. 

I know now that the diversity of subjects succeeding each other on ende' 
evening racy have contributed to a confusion of thought in the hinds of the 
regular attenders at the neeting . 

For instance we would have one . 3unday a Cler �an preaching the Gospel 
of Christian iocialisno the next a Secularist cond oiiq such herosoy. 
Socialism. rr an $. D. i. speaker expounded and Socialism as an I. L. Q. speaker 
hard forth. 

flaw to .e it appears so puzzling. But no did one thing during those years. 
our Society had developed into an organisation for the promotion & diffusion 
of knowlodge by Lectures. 

lLeny of the Stockports older generation will have pleasant memories of the 
happy tines spent during those years in the Central hall, and enry of our 
propaganda activities during that period "lore useful and no doubt have boon 
a factor in forming Socialist ideas, and helping to creat a largo labour vote 
in the borough. i': o wore told our ideals depicted an irroysiblo utopia, 
human nature boing what it Is,, 

W association with so .q of rV nctbcro, and speakers, nnciciens, etc, 
had made many friends who until recently kept constant contact with no. 
Alas tine flies and thorn are very fe now alive, their friendship 1s now 
a pleasant memory. I have a vivid recollections of a friendship with ir. 
Rutland Boughton, a well known musical composer., who car to us and lectured 
on rzusie and the W'orkers, y and very instraetivo it was. This visit brought 
to our meeting place a special type of audience mnado of nu, ic lavers, artists 
& others artistically minded. Along with the speaker pro had musical illustra- 
tions by professional playYers. An evens g; north chile. ' 

It in of interest to note at this stage that much help was offered and 
accepted by Miss H: orni ns Gaiety Co;, p)any and nay artists of that period 
that helped us at our Sunday evening meetings. In later years becszio 
national actors and actresses. 

The M sicians Union helped us with L%usical Evenings by their inorabers. 
J, B. 'Ti liens, the general Secretary was our guide in soloctin ; the most 
suitable players. Also at rar of our meetings, choirs from other toms, 
were Clad to help us in our rood work, of raising the cultural standard of 
our membership and visitors. 
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Naturally our audicncoo changed with the quality und typo of spoakcr. 
If a scientist: like a profs; sorg a bettor clans attendance t noted. If 
a marxist Socialist we expected a class conscious Socialist to raise do- 
batablo questions, 

One of our many 'visitors fron abroad was an Indian, fairly X11 educated� 
but tlth, I thou; htj a perpetual sneer at the white living; and governing 
his country. I have not many Indiana since then and found that: at least 
pleasant to talk to. In later years I was to be in close association with 
the Indian Loaguo, where I not a few tiros a very fine leadoz' of the Indian 
pooplo, p irr. Chrisma Minn, the first Indian Ambassador to the court of St. 
Janos, and now permanent delegate for his country to the United Nations. 

In a description of memories of people and places, the lesser lights are 
usually forgotten. It is leaders who claim attention and so it is with 
these notes. The ordinary folk of the world, the toilers and =oilers are 
passed by, except in so far that without the ordinary people no organisation 
could prosper. I mention a few, euch as the poakcr f ailed to turn up a 
meeting,,, and the chairman was persuaded officiates and when he had started, 
the original speaker cane in and cat at the back of the hall, and admitted 
after that the "makeshiift" had done a better job than he could have done. 
And the , rinter who in a . syllabus he had publicbel inserted 1900 instead of 
1910. This nictako was not found out until over1,, 500 copies had been dis- 
tributed. As it was a printers error, he printed & published a new edition. 

Perhaps the quaintest error no heard of gras a couple from country who called 
at four churches to attend our meeting whore a one-time non-conformist minister 
gras spoak: in on "R17 I was driven from the Church". 

Thesot io strangers eventually found us and beard the last ten minutes of 
his dress, which shows the necessity of rcadin; to advertisements correctly. 

In 1910 as a result of passing a civil service tea, I was transferred to 
Mane? raster. And although this meant more time c: "'ent in travellin ;I was 
dctorz. tned to keep to gy ta: k$, although it gras soon by a feLl of us that the 
Labour Church rovciont was losinz its grip on the genoral public, or on that 
part that wo catered for. Ucriborc lapsed and now ones wasn't forthccminZ in 
sufficient nu bens to fin up the vacancies, VIo tried now ideas such as 
lantern lectures, and formed an energetic youth club, 

in 1911s the governtiont declared w4r on CornazrJ and a great patriotic 
wave of enthusia. = swept the country. The tabour movement including our 
section was divided. y grader declared for pacifism. our Syllabus 
gras out and one of tho speakers enc, a cd was an old friond, proviously 
Menti:. nedt was to spoa1, I refer to Victor Gray3on, other George Lanabury, 
Lora. Dospard, rIoltcr Mxpson (Violin Recital), Ernest tarlderr, Miss Korniman, 
Cecil Chosterrn, & others. V. G3o subject gras "?. 7 Visas on Tar" aid Grayson 
& Mrsolf was to join up in the "Fight for Iiberty. " 
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Labour Churchest - Notes for 11r. äaztlors. 

A. J. V(aldograve. 

:; acquaintance with the Labour Church kovezent began with ry reading an 
article on it In Great Thoughts to which r attention was called by an old 
friend & collea ue, i iest . wa s, who was prominent in social activities 
in Croydon. This was in 1894 or perhaps in 1+s95. i was ripe for taking, an 
interest in the ovenant, In the auto t of 1391, just before rV W neteenth 
birthday I had come to London to take 1a Civil Service post. Full of zeal 
for the movement in Mothodn, the church in -Mhich I had been brow hht. UT, 
for the ostabliszhnent of missions-, in London clui areas, I: joined the South 
London oie; leyan s. ýLtsoion which had its headquarters in Lo, % Lane on the south 
side of London Bridge. it was a di , -ml district, with patches of as bad 
slurs as were to be found a2 leere in London. The mission brought coo 
brightness into the neighbourhood other than that of the public-houses & 
did a little here & there to relieve the worst cases of t (Ylerty. its main 
activity, however, was to preach the evangelical gospel of individual sal- 
vation, in an atnos he o of` brotherliness ar. iich should pahýe the poorest slum. 
dweller feel he or clho was so: Bono tr ,o mat tared. A ractt y nothing was 
done to chow there was any fooling by the mission that the slt theras elves 
mattered "ý ought in some 'way to be wiped out of ex steace. 

The brotherliness w as genuine -- not a Mora patronizi pity -- & it 
brought a certain amount of wa=th " colour into the livesof those who were 

attracted to the F8. ewion but the nur or of these was relatively analls ex- 
pressed as a percentage it would have been insigni icant. And all the t; ii.. o 
there was the tacit a: sunption by the leaders of t. ,e mission & most of their 
ansistarits, good devoted people as t1ic"i wore, that the way to change slü 
don J. i. tions wag to love the slur-dweilors & convert t fir souls in the old- 
fashioned ] ethodist tanner. 

That the streori of hm an ý -)atby fl. rssrint; outwards fron t1scion was 
one of "the fruits of the Spirit" as described by St. aut. I did not doubt, 

still do not; but, while I was taking r. share in the activities, to pro- 
cesses cro going on in irk own de rr? opnent if-lich, towards t-.., end of the 
three years of tr association with work, had convinced : ize of its comparative 
futility. I had been losi ,; y belief in the central Cl; riatian doctrines 
&; had been enlarging :.; r knowledge of the economic aspect of society. In 
1392 I had joined the F obio.. n Society,, with the notion ti at Socialism was 
something that one ought to study after acco tLig the general princi lo & 
was not to be taken as a 'hard, def-L i. to creed with a cc>>alate sot of polit- 
ical proposals. This was after reading Henry George's "Pro ; mess ,, 'a 1 ovcrty, r 
& seeing that his arguno: it about land applied equally to large-scale Capital 
of other kinds. of course s had also read the Fabian Essays. 

As regards Christian doctrine, discussion of Belief, Doubt & unbelief was 
in the air: it could not be escaped. I seemed to be always concerning, LV- 
Gulf about ry ocean minions ý-. convictions in this field e- submitting Christian 
doctrine to critical examination in the light of modern science, general 
observation of the world, r: id,, orsonal experience. iarticularly S felt 
that orthodcct Christi :n belief did not square with the realities of life 

as I saw it in 1 London slurs. ; orlhops if i; V original knowledge of thooloMr 
had corýe fror a better source than I: at1kodist textbooks, as e ;ý ounded by 
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Mothod st ainiatero, things riC nt havo dif-crept. 'ate after all, I 
did road "Lux Mundi" at thin time & too'., the trouble to ca? y the full 
===7 of contents included in it. I have that copy till. 

So ̂ "a time in 1894 I quietly doped out of the South London - ; rccloyan 
: iss3 on. 141ilo partic3 pat ?t in its work I had fallen in love with ono 

of ry co wor': ors & we had beco: le en3; aged; & in 1897 she bcceo irr door uifa. 
F: er upbringing had boon very different fron : ;. no -- half ia ; ern &C half 
Church of Ln ; land res I used to toll her- adding., that it ras difficult 
to distinguish one half from the o l-. er. She had boon attracted to the 
mission by the per son .l ty of one of the Sisters attached to it (herself 
no ty cal re prosontativo of orthodox Methodism, although Who used its 
r. hrascoloMr) E. her a -. n corpassionate s�rnpattry & shear simple goodness 
never got fitted into the 'Methodist straitjacket. To%-, ads the and of 
1694 her polo moved to Stoke Nc i. ngton in north London, & as soon as 
r railway season-ticket expired I folla-Tod suit. 

By this ti, -no I had dcfin_ttcly become incapablo of taking up straight- 
forward, unequivocal uci bors. 'A. p of a Christian church. 74cn I attended a 
}; othodist church aorvico, as I did once or twice at Stoko Now n ton, it 
all eccued to no dosperatoly unreal. Yet 2 iaiow that at the heart of the 
religion which had led r old fallow-cabers & rrcolf to soy "The love of 
Christ coristraineth us" was a deep Reality &I wanted to have it continue 
such, bota in : r, r o: rn life in that of others. To drift away frcn it, I 
felt, would be -- well, : just to drift. 

This then was the position when in 1694-5 I ade the acquaintance, first 
of the Labour Church as presented in the article i have mentioned & Soon 
after of John Trevor himself. At Stoke ilcswin ton I found that an attanpt 
was bo in rado by a few poc lo in Tottenl=, a short tree j ou noy away, to 
establish a Labour Church there, &I got in touch with then. This was 
probably in 1896. There were only come half-n. dozen of then. Like rqaolf, 
& like not of those, 1 believe, who took the J; ritiativa in forming other 
Labour Churchob, thoy wore discontented noncanforr . sts. They had obtained 
a room over a warehouse, a room which was sometimes used as a looting-placo 
& in particular was the neoting-p laco of a small branch of the Social 
Democratic Federation; alirc-qs ; _nown as the S. D. ä .A aeries of Sunday 
evening meetings had been arranged &r advertized, with some of the ablest 
poc) .e 

in Social Reform novcxaonts as the a oakera. . 
Among those I attended 

I recall those addressed by Tam La. & by Bruce glasier, both outstanding 
vpeakerc, -- but ready to address snail audiences as well as largo. 

The attendance was never more than about twenty., perhaps thirty on 
occasion. A nucleus was provided by the members of the ä, D.. ". group) & it 
was t3 e presence of these which introduced me to a ýowlodge of the great 
gal. ) that existod, & still exists T have no doubt, between the rigidly 
z arxcict element in the British Socialist Movement & the lass doctrinaire, 
rioro huranist,, olonont. it would be making the sane mistake as the Marxists 
thorwelvos, to say that a rigid line can be drawn between the two. (If so, 
Tom Tann, for cýzplo, would have been found to have a foot on each side 
of the lß, n o, judging; by the address i heard hin give. ) But there can be 
no doubt ti- at the difference of tone & tax er between the two elements is 
a real one. 

Ile RLard. ct ele ont at Tottenham a1. ays.: r od critical. & non-cocperativ© I 
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the non- ; arxi t element never bocrzmo strong enough to aotcblish tho 
broader-based or rn. t ation which a Labour Church needed to be. The off ort 
faded out. For at . mo one of the ao orz, continued to run a Youth Club in 
the r, -oxzº at the back of hic shot, & the three or four women associated 
continued for two years or more the Cinderella Club at which they made 
garnento for the poorest c ldren of the nei ; h, bma^hood & distributed at a 
Chrj. ot=, s tea-party they arranged. The S. D. F. branch carried on: whether 
it eventually bec io merged in the Co ani; t= arty, I do not know. Probably. 

I should remark that the Tottenham asap had no direct contact with a. -st 
of the Labour Churches In the North & tljo 

. 
dl s. Their knowledge of the 

churches alroatr established gras dra =, from the reorts of their nootinCs 
In The Clarion, and in the Labour Prophet which John Trevor was issuing 
raon y. ýr e Labour Church-idea, they h got from the several tracts Trevor 
had Taub lishod t.; the one rit To". n bey i hilip . Iickstecd. 

At this time Trevor had moved to London. Igo kept in touch with the 
churches in the North & the Ui. dlands by correspondence, but he took no 
part in the actual running., of then. Fie had conceived the plan which he 
mentions in �I. 'Y ist for God" of formin a Labour Brotherhood which would 
devote itself to fostering the Labour Church idea, that of a new ro ii4ous 
movements both in thelabour Churches already existing & in those which lie 
hoped would be established. ixe had also taken come stops in his correspon- 
dence towards the formation of a Labour Church Union, 

Ike gras living by the help of a small Sustenance fund contributed mainly 
by old Unitarian friends, & the Treasurer of this wan John Tenney. Tenney 
arranged a meeting of ten or a dozen people, all men I think, who had shown 
interest in the Labour Church movom: nt &I attended this Trevor 
cxJlai. nod his conception of a labour Drothcrhoed & wo all agreed to become 
members of it,, but nothing, was done to give it formal shape. It e ounted 
simply to givin 1-. n an assurance of our contributing such support assist- Z 
ance as we could in the efforts he would be naldng. As regards a Labour 
Church Union, I agreed to act as secretary if & when it , ot Coin,,; but be 
was to take further steps himself tmiards getting the churches to take 
action. 

I cannot say how lon, _; after it Ras, --the files of the labour i'roi>het 
if they are available 13.11 show.., Trevor's health broke 71cwn lie announced 
that he could not continue to issue the paper unless somebody else under. 
took the editorship. ßoginald Beckett, one of those who had been present 
at the inauguration of the Labour Brotherhood, agreed to carry on the paper. 
STr he was doing so I was in close touch with him & we had lunch together 
in the City at -least once every week. 

: 'Ihren Trevor had sufficiently recovered lie took a poultry-fazes. (with his 
second wife) at IIorsted 1--o nee in Sussex, in the hope that he would become 
able to dispense with the Sustenance Fund & would still be able to help the 
Labour Churches with his thought through his pen. It was here that in 1097 
he wrote "2 r Quest for God. " 

Fie must have taken some action to promote the formation of a Labour 
Church UUnion) because soon after the South African 'gar broke out -- that 

would be in 1898 -- I vent as Secretary of the Union to a Conference of the 
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churchos at Bolton. Tja chairman of the Conference gras a dear old man 
named Sims,, a Bolton man, whose appointment to the Prosidoncy of the Union 
see=d to have been as infor al as E7 arm appointront to the ecretaryship. 
I recall that I was very disappointed with the Conference, for it devoted 
ito hole tine to the discussion of a Pro-ä3oor resolution calling on the 
Government to end the Aar. I forgot whether the resolution was carried or 
not -- there was much difference of c inton -- but I came u rr fooling 
.. that there v'as no cohesion anong the churches represented & n4 vision 
of a Great vide novonont 'y cend: ing current political controversies, 
uoreovor, there was no central leadership &, I did not feel qualified, if-" 
norant outsider as I vas, to provide it. 

In the course of the next year or two I visited several of the churches 
I remember going to i3redf Ord, As tor-under-I. ynoj, Hantoy, Leek, Leeds, Not- 
tin has & West Bromich. At each of them i found a snail core of earnest, 
devoted people linked by their mutual belief in Socialism. Socialism was 
to transform the world & bring the "Kingdom of heaven" on earth. It would 
abolish the destitution & degradation scan on all hands in our cities &- in 
the countryside. Thera would be no Place for greed & cx? loitation; in their 
stead there would be universal co=adcehip & brotherhood. Socialism in-r- 
volved funds ntal cconor i. ch ango but it was not only an affair of oconcci. 
Lies & material, conditions; it was also a w., r,, r of life. "Under Socialism" 
mankind would be in a now world; aura hiio it was a gospel to be preanhed. 
And there swore swo ro ark: b y fine preachers for whoa the inner circle of 
earnest believers arranged Sunday noatings. Among then wore Kcir 1Lardio, 
Philip Snowden & Bruce Glasier; Margaret I : c]3 , ,y 

MacArthur & 1trs, 
bospard. These &a number of others combined the appeal to the heart & 
to the head in a war which created an atmosphere that might rightly be 
called religious. 

There wore not narr activities carried on by the churche. 7 other than 
the Sunday meetings. A fo'i had choirs to lead the cinginC of the IVranc 
in the Tabour Church 17m Book which Trevor had copailods this I;, rm Book 
very clearly indicates hie concoptiozn of the 3? irit that should pervade 
the church ho had established. soso of the churches had Cinderella Clubs 
like the one at Tottenham which I have mentioned & there must have boon 
come Sunday Schooley for I contributed to the "Labour Prophet" a few notes 
for Teachers' Lessons. Those notes led later to my association with the 
datford Labour Clurcho as I will presently explain. 

on r visits to the six or Coven Labour Churches, I found nothing to 
indicate the sort of interest in the "Pc cr not ourselves" which was so 
prordnont a feature in Trevor's an experience as described in 1117 Quast 
for God. " if it existed, it was of too deep or too chadorrf a character to 
find c rossicn -- except Perhaps in the singing of come of the Labour 
Church i , ems. On the other hand I did not next any agg rossivo anti-Thoisn. 
it coezed to be taken for t ranted that. the huch purpose of Socialism, aia- 
Ina at a chance In nenl a boha lour to one another as well as a chance in 
the economic system was sufficient justification of the use of the term 
"church. " 

I did not Cet to L 3nchoster, but at the pittz c .i did visit there was 
little personal kncfiodgo of Trevor. He was honoured as the foundar of 
the Labour Churches & it ras an d that he must be a man of outstanding 
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character & porconality; & it gras left at that. Thero vja no zuggoction 
of his having ax r authority in the direction of the Movement he had called 
into being. Trevor himself gould have been glad this vas soy but it did 
t , cn that there sas an absence of leadership. 

I continued to indulge the Lcpo of there arising a groat new Church 
which would be completely freed from borndago to the past,, with its outworn 
creeds & fozeilizod traditions; would be a homo for men's highest aspirations 
& finest spiritual instincts; could be a povorwhouea c p1, ying encrMr for 
strenuous morel endeavour; & would devoto it; elf to a peaceful revolution 
in social conditions on a basis of Socialist principle, But I realized 
that I had none of the gifts required for tail; a prominent part in the 
creation of such a church, & that e thing I could do must be of a quietly 
educational character. 

Meaux*i eI had got Married & had become pretty much absorbed in respon- 
sible work . 

in rrj Civil Service post. in Iýýr 1899, With our first child 
moon to arrive, vife &I moved from our crarped quarters in StokdMl evr ng- 
ton to a cottage at Shonfiold in Essex. Shonfi old wa: only 20 miles fror 
London but at that time it vas really in the country & it had a train 
service eA3ich enabled no to make rv dai]y journey to tom confortab]y. 17o 
, were there until the autun of 1901. iy that time re were fooling that, 

ch as vo enjoyed the quiet & the beauty of the countryside, we rare too 
auch cut off from social activities. I had kept in touch by occasional 
correg)ondonco with Trevor, &qr wife &I had paid one visit to him at Her- 

tod 1cVnas, Where he was finding that he could not make the poultry farm 
poy. Several of qr friends in London wore active norbors of one or other 
of the several Ethical Societies that had sprung up, &I had become intor- 
asted in their efforts to introduce into schools Uoral & Civic Education 
which would take the place of the icripturo Lessons -- often give by teachers 
who did not believe in what they were teaching or believed in it t. taught 
it in a narrow, superstitious vay e 

I should man tion that I had been a pupil-toache in a Board School for 
five years before ontcrin; the Civil Service., & on the basis of that 

aorionco I ventured to give a four demozistraticns at a Moral Instruction 
Circle organised by the Ethical Societies of how I thought *. at the or- 
ganizers called "non-theological noral instruction" could be Given. 

It was at this tiro that the 'atf and Labour Church was farned. Soon 
aftor its formation there had come into the mind of Dr. Stanton Coit, one 
of the loading : zien in the EtUcal Movenont, the idea that tho Labour Churches 
worn practically Ethical Societies & that they night bo persuaded to j oinp 
& co strengthen, the Union of Ethical Societies. Finding that the Watford 
Labour Church had started a Sunday School ho oucgostod to some Tatford 
nonbers with whoa he was in touch that i should be invited to nave to Tatford 

help with this part of the church's work &: told no that he had done sop 
urging no to accept the invitation if it conc. It did come, & Ley wife &I 
decided that wo would calm the removal. Thus it h honed that I bec , 
for the first time, associated with the actual organization & life of a 
Labour Church. I fins appointed Superintendent of the Sunday School, which 
nunbcrcd a dozen, perhaps fifteen or sixteen childron of various aces. 

Aizz, q t formmal t lbCrship of the WAtf and Church did not continue long. 
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Udmoun to no there trasnuch heat among; the members of the co aittee on the 
question of joining the Ethical Unione taxen the natter came for decision 
it was decided not to join. The next d one of the co ittco told no this; & the dy{ after,, having occasion to urito to Dr. Colt on another 
subject* I casunl2y mentioned the regret I logen he would feel at the de- 
cision* To r7 surpriso & dis ; ust I received a letter a few dzys later from, 
the Secretary of the church conveying a vote of consuro by the eoinittoe 
on r_7 "disloyalty" in having communicated the decision to Dr. Colt in ad- 
vance of its being communicated to hin officially: :: ho had ovidontly writ- 
ton to the Secretary immodiato)y on receiving ny letter, I forgot the exact 
fern of the letter of censure, but they wore such as to salvo no fool that 
I did not want to be a zoniber of so intolerant a body &I resigned ray 
uethorship " Perhaps I was hasty; yet I still think it was a sound instinct 
that led ro to fool there was something radically wrong in an organization 
which could so pre-ex; ptively denounce what is called deviation, flvo wo 
not had monstrous I les of this attitude in recent years? 

I continued to assist the church where I could. $ carrying on With. the 
Sunday School & attending the Sunday-ovonin ; meetings. Occasionally rtr 
vife &I would entertain a speaker from a distance. One such was John 
Drover hi glt. I will say more about this whom I come to eivo (by Mord 
of mouth) rir rossions of his personality .. - a strange one indeed. 

The 3=447-evening; meetings went u-oi2 for a good times They were hold 
in a hall which had been built for the church in its first year through 
contributions br, r ambers &s pathizers; with a substantial debt outstanding 
hoover, I suspect t : at the contributions cane rainly from two or three 
corparativoly well-"off members of the croup that initiated the establishing 
of the church. Two of these in particular held the two chief offices of 
the church & continued unstinting in their contributions both of money & 
service. Splendid tens both of theml, if a little narrcra in their idea ism, 
seeing nothing good outside Socialism. 

It was exceptional for a Labour Church to have a building, of its own; 
the only other case I know of is that of Look with its 7i113. am U orris 
Laborar Church. In the case of ';. Tatford it had onocdra'wback: the building 
naturally became the home of the local Labour Party t .p in the mind of the 
general public, no distinction was made between the church & the partyi 
So it cane about that the church drifted more & more into becoming a pol- 
itical arganizationp & in the end was nothing also. 11w far the sane 
development took place in the churches which had no building of their 
own I do not know. 

i� knowledge of the eventual decline & disintegration of the church 
is scanty, for I was not in theinner councils, I continued in charge 
of the xia School but this only lasted a year or two. Tith one 
exception the parents wh o1 in the flush of on thusiasn at the opening 
of the church1 had sent their children to the school wcro indifferent 
about its success & they foundit more convenient . to take the easy course 

lot them e -t, 9,,; 4-110 ordinary Sund-Ty Schools; & aha children thomselvos 
(natur al convontionaliats) diolikod the tin srity of being "Tabour" 
or "Socialist". L !r own personality was not jI an sorry to +ca, p a 
rtufficient co rater-attraction. The one exception was that of two parents 
who thought I was not teaching their dauwhteu dogmatic Socialism of the 
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out- daut U=ist typo -- as I certainly wasn't. 

I fancy the church continued on much its original linos, but with the 
local political emphasis growing stronger 'with the putting up of candidates 
at the Council elections, until there ccno the shock of the outbreak of 
war in 1914. "1 war brought immediate friction between the Pacifist 
members & those who supported the war. And indirectly it introduced an. - 
other rift. The trade-unions grow. stronger & had more friends,, & cone 
of their ncnbors urged the formation of a Labour Club at vUch alcoholic 
beverages, billiards etc. could be available. The Labour Church, classed 
as a place of Worship & on that account escaping potent of rates, could 
not have been converted into such a club oven if the desire for it among 
the zionaers b. 1 been unanizzous, which it 'as not. Sono of the nenbers 
strongly wished to preserve the religious ataos here involved in the 
iror d "church". So there was a cleavage & Club promises were acquired by 
the section that wanted them. The Sunday-evening audiences dwindled partly 
of course as a direct consequence of the war & after the 'rar there was 
no substantial rocovcr, r. rouble then was caused by the growth of a 
Co=nist section & eventually the church ceased to oxi cut as an organised 
boar & the building itself vac cold for co; = icrciall purposes. 

Al]. this is very hazy in ry o' in i ind, for i only got news of it in 
tj4o way of friendly gossip. Perhaps mors dofinito infor ation could be 
obt; i. ned from wirlrivors in Tatford. Hero I Td n leave zr ron inioconcco 
& wait for quootioan from 1 r. 5uz rs. 

A. J. W. 25/9/53. 
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Notes on tho Labour Church Movement 

A. J. 17aldeg r've 

... The movement had boon started by John Trevor, the minister of a 
Unitarian church in Nanchestoro who found his church too "stuffy". Socialism 
as a Coopol of human brotherhood and a programme of peaceful but revolution- 
ary political change had found a footing in the industrial North, &a consid- 
erablo nur bor of its adherents were attracted to tho idea of Religion & 
Socials being fused into a movement which should bring into existence a 
now social order &a nobler way of life. "Dingland arise= the lo na., lord, 
night is over", the opening line of Edward Carpenter's 3V=, was its key- 
note. The Sunday meetings in Lancashire & Yorkshire, once the Labour Church 
was formed, were large & enthusiastic. 

The idea had been taken up by several groups in the neighbourhood of 
Landon & one of then was at Tottenhcua, within a short tram-ride from Stoke 
N ewington. to got into touch with this groups & so began rV connection with 
the movement, a co action Vaich was to last a long time -- some ten years 
of more or less close association - but Erzich now seems to no a briefs 
educative orisodO in rV life. It s an education; firsts because I gras so 
ignorant & secondly, because it pr se rated the social problems of the time 
in a toy wich compelled attention to ono's basic attitudes & beliefs. The 
Labour Churches attracted to themselves people of different types, who had 
however one thing in common -- discontent with the social order (or., rather, 
disorder) which emisted &a belief in the possibility of , wilding a now 
world; beyond thiethoy differed widely in their t oncra3. outlook on life. 
The members were united in their emotional acceptance of Socialism as a 
movement which, 1.; o a groat wave, was to sweep through the land, cleansing 
it of poverty, injustice & oppressive privilege; ¬c they were agreed that 
this v= a religious movement� but what they understood by its religiousness 
Uras by no means an understanding shared by all alike. It w of course re- 
lated to their notions of what the misting churches stood for, but those 
notions wore usually vague && confused 8r, were frequently ignorant t: prejudiced* 
perhaps the common denominator was that a church was an institution or build- 
ing in which there was earnestness & seriousness &:. where a gospel was preached. 

In the Labour Churches with which I became acquainted there were at least 
five ty co of members (1) There were those who had boon active members of a 
church, usually a nonconformist one, & had found their efforts to interpret 
the toachirig of Jesus in the Socialistic way (which seemed to them the natural 

obvious say) obstructed by the brethren who found nothing in that teaching 
inconsistent with individualistic commercialism. Apart from this they ware 
as much Christian as they had altroyc been -- Christians , äf a simple & un- 
critical sort, having no quarrel, so far as they know, with orthodox thcoloi r. 
indeed, they broke a bocauco, in accordance with that thooloj, they re- 
garded the teaching of Jesus as authoritative and unassailable. 

(2) There were former members of the Christian Church who had become both 
Socialists & Rationalistic Humanist se If they tolerated the religious 
or thodassy of the people I have described under "(1)" it was somewhat condes- 
ceahinao. They wanted humanistic ethics preached & taught, uncontaminated 
by "Nupcrstition". This approach to Socialism wee liable to bo more intoh .. 
ectual than emotional & to be more marked by criticism of present evils 
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than ty vioions of the future good. Ylevertheless, their belief in hu= n 
brotherhood & their love of justice, even if one coxaotimes felt these ware 
rather in the nature of abstractions, wore genuine °-. their love of justice 
could be passionato. 

(3) The largest section of the nerborship con fisted of workin 'Man 
often their 'ivos) who were class -conwc{ ous nrr^bcre of trade unions &., as 
such,, worn concerned in i=, -roving the conditions of the workers under the 
cxxstin industrial cyaten; but who had eisbi-acod the idea that class-conflict 
could be ended & those conditions per nx ontly & iz casurably iiroved by 
the abolition of Capitalism & the adoption of Socialism. They had little 
interest in religion so far as it was concerned with things spiritual & 
transcandontal -- with "otherýrorld 

. fir cssu -- but it would have been unjust 
& untrue to describe them as einp1 P materialists., bent on getting for then- 
solves & their children a larger charo of the wealth produced in the country. 
They had an idealism tinged by the religious conception of a Kingdom of 
Heaven on earth. But they kcew at first hand the evils of the crd. wting social 
system - insecurity of enploynentj abject poverty for a large proportion of 
no erorkers,, with indifference to it on the port of most ct loyora; & much 
also that was hateful -- & there stirred in them emotions of indignation 

pity (not merely self-pity) and a desire & determination to help create 
the now & batter world wich 'would cons "under Socialism. " The conviction 
of practically all of then fine that the moans to be or1r, icyed must jo political: 
the only way was through a Socialist Government, & to obtain such a . 

Gower micnt 
it was necessary to create a Labour Party with a majority in the House of 
Co=ons. Ueazr bile! somothing could be done by having Labour majorities on 
Local Government bodies. 

Althou : the Labour Church mcotiri o 7orc d evoted to rousing; & ctrongthenind 
the idealistic h==im2 From which Socialism sprang, and the churches as 
oreanizationoº had no -taro in Labour Fwrty activities, it was natural that 
they should Incur the criticiam of being "Just the I. L. P. (Inds endont Labour 
yarty) hooting, on äundny". And I fear it tut be said that, on definite 
issues in public affairs,, asq conception of a general good of the co: =unity 
got ruched into the baclZround by considerations of cThcc interest. 

(14) The tendency of the Labour Churches tmdor the influonco of the morbors 
of type 11(3)" to become narrowly claoc-conaeiouo, & to be purely political 
in outlook and ain, was chocked to a considerable extent by their attracting 
members stzoso Socia13sra was derived from Ruskin 1: the circle of roforiwora of 
whom tTil]. iaz: n xforria was the outstanding, figure. They wanted "Labour" to be 
redeemed from the dogradation to which it had been reduced by machines and 
profit-seeking co=ercialiant & to regain the dignity it had enjoyed whoa 
every worker was an artis-craftsman living close to Nature. Hiotorically,, 
of course, this Golden a ;o had Uovor o. iotod except in rr 1). patchoe: but 
if it ms an iraa inary state of thin ;a as rogardo thopayt, it was aloe a 
health' & cti2zul. ating imaginative one as a conception for the present & the 
future. it brought droana of a beauty that right boy & gave new hopes & 
aspirations to sozio at any rate for whom "Labour" had sii ply meant Monotonous 
to i in tu Iy' surroundings - or perhaps was a word used to d©nignato a factor 
which entered into a ctt2d7 of EconoLicq. 

() There would bo a l1 Group of hard-cholU I dato rho, strongly ¬ý 



ppcrverz e y, had associated t; hO: aelveo with a "chrarch" although they declared 
that they were naterial . sto & that "rel Cion -'ras the dope of the people". 
They gore usually ný. übcrs of the Social Democratic Federation (known as the 

were precursors of the Co,, -. -Luniats of to-day. 

Into this i ovicenO, erlýre Cri ig Uuci. a mixt. xe of elencntc, I capo, 
s: faring, rather naively I fear, the hopes cx;. cctations w, th which john 
Trevor had started it. Us conception had been that it would embody Christ. 
9Z4 tyss faith in Goo L love of man., Thi. le discarding; the backward-looking 
belief in a finished & final Revelation (its creeds now outworn), & accepting 
with confidence belief in a cont orary & continuous eicorciso of God's 
ereativo encrgro revealing itself in the shaping of a finer sense of brothar- 
hood &a higher typo of society than the world had yet known. 

L*y point of entrance into the novemont, as I have said., was where an 
attempt was being made to fern a Labour Church in tottent (in the winter 
of 1695-96). }V dear rife-to-bo was willing to co-operate, but more from 
lave of =rcclf than from attraction to the people wo found engaged in the 
Totte b efforts Indeed, she found the a. D. F. ©leont positively repellent; 
&I confess that I also found it difficult to fit the group's hard mater- 
iali & narrow dog t sm into the picture of universal brotherhood which 
their Socialise was to bring; * however, there were congenial representatives 
of the other elements ¬x. there was the ccsspensation that anong those belonging 
to the section I have nu. --bered "(1)" there Aare toto people,, husband & wife 
(with three nice c1hildren, two boys &a girl) in whose hone no found warn 
hospitality "- kindness & -with when wo formed a friendship which was to last 
to the end of our lives together. .. 

The incong fugue olcmentg at Totterdln did not fu so &br 1899 the effort 
had faded out. Longing for an experience of life in the country, wo then 
roved to a cottage at Shonficld & there Dulcia was born. During the Totten- 
barn period it had been discovered that I had some gift for teaching children 
&I had contributed to the Labour Prmphet, the organ of the Labour Church 
novcxnt, notes of lessons for aoci tot Sunday schools. Those I recognize, 
more definitely than I did at the tine wore an attempt to teach the distinct- 
ive Christian ethic -- that there. ia euch, who can doubt? -- disconnected 
from the superstitions,, the irrat'Lonalities, & what I considered the false- 
hoods., of the Christian creeds. Intollectualiy, if I may use that to= as 
, gyp=, lying to rar own mental processes, I impose I had become on agnostic,, but 
it was rather with the connotations of "don't know" that with that of "can't 
know". I still indulged the hope that one right got Clirpcos of the whole 
of which we are a pot. Indood, such Climpeos had come, I gras sure, from 
the Bible & from ore's attempt to follow the way of life taught by Christ. 
But I could not find in the Christian religion an adoquato, authoritative 
& final Revelation -- key to the mystery of the universe & of man$ s place in 
it. There might be no end to dis , but there had not been & would 
not be a supernatural 13evelation; one had to live in accordd nco with this 
conviction. 

Acco arg this agnostic attitude there was., %g4over, the conviction 
that, ethically, one could & should remin a Christian,, rosz, ondinC to the 
unique & rzastorful demands of tho Christian ethic as expressed in the 
Gospel account of the teaching e, ex})lo of Jesus himself & afterwards by 
those who, through the ages & in our own time, have understood its die- 
tinctivo character & have faithfully exemplified it in their lives & often 
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also by words of intery-, rotativo insight. Ckatwta i UnC araonz such inter- 
-rotors, of ccrarco are 9t. Paul & the authors of the -: Kospol stlo of 
St. Join. But thorn have boon many others izho have understood 

A. 1. t. 1954 

(I it fl not trouble you with any core of these ram i. nisc , cea & refloc. 
tiona un1caa you should ask for noro1 in November 1901 we moved to Vlat- 
'ord & joined the Lab c^ur Church there. I thi sI told you something about 

that organization when you came to cc© na. I did not remain formally a 
ncmber for very log. Lien ou rred a vote of censure for alleged "intri uing" 
with the Ethical Societies, there being no basic at all for the ridiculous 
charge of "dialayaltt a brought against ras. (I cnilc as I think of the little 
"storm in a teacup"). And I got into trouble for not following, the party 
line in a local dispute about acquiring a public -ark. I thought it beat 
to discontinue formal me ors-: ir} but I remained in close as ociation up to 
the outbreak of star in 1911. The war brought dicintcgration of the church 
& it faded out a year or two after the rar came to rin end. ) 

NOTE3 REGAsRDI ä0 A SOCIALIST C iTJ CL 'fl CANADA 

BY t. E. 3, JA= 
Pastor ct the CIRMCII OF THE SOCIAL ?J WOLUTION. 1955. Nor undale. 

Josiah Strong showed in his prophetic boo1: t she L:, c t Great AAEIyX3IIý(3- 
tI at during the ninot: centh century the propcrticn or Church wars to the 
population in the United States gradually increased in that country while 
strikes, walkouts and labor disputes also Gradually incroasod. Ike cave in 
those a dcco atration that the preaching of the goopel had a direct relation 
to the awakening social unrest. 

Tho depression of the nineties croft over the American Continont, u vi 
a trail of une 1oyrac. zt, poverty, broken homes, and industrial bitterness* 
it became evident that C italic as no answer to the economic problem 

and that it was a definite hi-i4rance to the creation of a Christ like world. 
A ,sa re mat mar 7 books appeared dcalin; with Socialism as a answer, and 
espooial2y rrJ. th the ideal of the ! Urkr*dcm of God as the answer of Jesus. 

lbn7 iniotcra of the opel cacao out openly for öocialic, nary Of than 
de= , ding a Christian Socialism, hose men crone not with Euch ignorant and 
brutal denunciation that they renounced Christianity or at least Churchianity, 
in di Usti and either established labor or pea Ile' a Girurchoo or renounced 
rolicion as a solution to the world's p>roblc=, Carl D. Thogyson became the 

cect7 of the 8ocialiat i' arty. Later iov, No= "n Tipomas Cave his full time 

as leader of the karty. 

Since Canada was at the time less developed industria. ly,, alle yias not co 
drastically affected as her soutiicrn noir; hbor. 'ho o enin;, West xielped her 
to ucat er the depression of 1907 and the did not oven know that ehe vas 
mtorin ; another when World r'iar 1 broke out. 

There were four Socialist : artic3 clwaoriny to recogonition at that tir.: o. 
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The S. LJ. (Socialist Labor party) and the B. P. of ll. A. (Socialist Party 
of North America) =re small groups, rigidly Murxian, detorninistic, never 
Co happy aß when 'hey Tmrc killing aft trod, convinced that organized 
Christianity had to be deatroycd before a, -' real good could cone to the 
world and t1 at nothing mattered but the advent of the Socialist econozZr. 
ThL7 were sure that the change could be made over night, that it was aß. 4 
right whatever ill cane to the decipaints of the present order, and that 
all ills would be righted, all injustices sopped or resolved with the 
social revolution. Their followers rare often keen studento, clever in 
argont, and ready to do almost r thing for the all-desired Coal. 

The Socialist Party of Canada was etro Bost in Brit'iish Cev bia and 
the West. It was rigiMv Ma xian, but rather neutral in regard to religion, 
vary class conscious, disciplined by opposition, and a real fighting force. 

ä3, m far the larger Party was the Social Democratic Party of Canada, headed 
up ii Toronto. It was inspired by its and largely lead by them. But 
it was core liberal than any of the other throe, - Hore Diven to rccepting 
the idea of working piecemeal or gradually ta ards the social ownership and 
control of the means of production and distribution. Its strongest morber 
Yras Ji .V Simpson who later became the '.; nyor of Toronto. 

Incidentally it might be drall to mention hero that Jim first became 
prominent as the head of the Epworth League Union of the Methodist Church 
then entered j. ýolitics through the B oard of Education and Board of Control. 
Ma friends of the Haworth Leagues never forsook him, " they supported him 
to the last and ho was of such absoluto integrity that he was always wort1 r 
of that support. Do was killed in an auto accident. The writer polled his 
first vote, - for Simpson- in 1904 or 190S. 

The writer neglected to note that in the early days of the century Rev. 
Stitt T1ilson and his brother of California, Rev. W. A. pro; sar, a Methodist 
minister of x itt burgh and the Rev. Edward Ellis Carr, were among the ministers 
who cameo out for Socialism and did not lose their faith or support of 
Christianity. 

in Jan. of 1905,0 in his final year at the University of Toronto the 
writer found in his reail box one day a letter saying that if ho would apply 
for it, the Labor Leader of New York City, would send him free a throe 
months issue of the paper. 110 applied. At the end of the three months 
ho wrote tho that while ho could agree with most of what the paper stood 
for,, ho could not see any permanent or much pornoxicnt good coming to the 
world unless the noral forces of religion could be harnessed for the task, 
lie coon received some literature and copies of the Christian Socialist, 
Ed tad by the Rev. B. D. Carr, of Chicago. In thou lie found what almost 
congotely satisfied himp- a genuine Socialism, along rß. th a genuine appli- 
cation of the social teachings of Jesus j built around the ideal of the 

. zk dam of God. 

in the spring of 1914 the writer became aware that Rev. C. S. Etry' D. D. 
who bad boon a Methodist mi33io. x-y in Japan and had built the Control 
Tabernacle, in Toi yo, had started a movement In the old and than unoccupied 
Congregational Church opposite the General h oTpital on Collego St, Toronto. 
Dr. Eby ran into the problem found in an Socialist Churches, - it eras too 
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religious for the Socialists and too socialistic for the religious people. 
Besides, the supporters had never been accuctomcd to supporting a cause 
with any real sacrifice, and the novc icnt could not be financed. 

There was a Bible Class in Westmoreland Ave Lothodict ChurcJ}i and among 
its näbers, if r: - non=7 serves no rightly, were Jin rj Connor, R. B. St. 
Clair 

. 
Ur. L cPherson, A., 7* Moore, and others. I an not so sure hare. 

Ay'r s then- along with Harry ottit., and J" Ed :: ou; hton of : ark-dale end a 
fm, other,, whose n=3 I havo forgotten, invited Rov. E. L. Carr of Chicago, 
Gen Sccty of the Christian Socialist Fe71o1ý .: ip, to como to Toronto and 
deliver a series of lectures in the various Lcthodist Churches. I was them 
living in Holstein but I attended all the lectures. They were magnificent. 
Car was a very strong speaker and he knc his Ground and cpoko in no un- 
certain tones. 

Rev. Carr appointed no General ; 3eety for Ontario of the Christian 
Socialist Fellowship und R. B. St Clair Secty of the Toronto local. 

At the end of Junos 19141 I left rr Church in Holstein and moved to Toronto. 
Assisted mostly by 1 arry Pettit and J. Ed. Boughton, we started the Church 
of the Social Revolution. I had asked to be left without a station at xr 
own request by the Methodist Conference and the had granted it but stipu.. 
latod that it was not with their approval that I start the Church of the 
Social Revolution in Toronto. 

I had gotten nicely settled in Toronto and started the Church when on 
the last Sat in July word cane that Viorld War I had started. The following, 
Sun I was preaching in the Davenport Rd ; othodist Church in the morning. I 
remember telling them that if it were really true that war had started in 
Europe, it would be a short war because war was so costly and destructive 
it could last only a fear weeks and that it would be the last urns. Hiow 
wrong I gras. 

Lifo went on as usual in Toronto on i ondV. 1vo yono want to work, but 
the British Banks had withdrawn their deposits or credits from the Canadian 
Banks and the, in turn withdrew their credits fron Business ran and no 40J000 
wori: ers wore laid off in Toronto that nor hing. All construction ceased 
and houses partly built renamed just as they then were till after the end 
of the war. Thinking this situation -would be only tcnporaryj, workers vrero 
1p ry. But then it becane clear that there va- s no work for them, that they 
were faced with fallinZ prices and traces and parrta e nt une, lrnmont, dire 
poverty shocked then into desperation. 

The Socialists pro ptiy ccnde: inod war,, giving rise to the idea that they, 
were secretly in o atlf with Germarrf. of courses that was not the case. 
I did not know ono :, of them who was. But every Socialist who could be fired 
soonod to have boon fired and all workors lived in terrible fear of losing 
their jobs. 

I tried to find a job. It had been LT ,I 
intention to fird work and so 

support rV wife and family. Slowly it da-anod on no that for ne word bras 
mpossible. I was finally reduced to doing the most hunlliating thing I 
knew. Co to the : othodiot Book Room and ask for a job. I gras turned down. 
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The Boat: Room had had to lot go ua: V of their old employees and were 
greatly concerned about their welfare. I had to fall back on borrawi¬g 
on rr Life Insurance. 

rear e3 were then very 2vri and '2 per day was considered good. I had 
not the heart to ask: for support financially from the non who were most in 
q at17 with ne. They ware struggling for their osm families. 

Mrry Pettit was ö, printer and he printed the program for one nonth 
and wo circulated it broadcast* our meetings ware well attended. It soon 
became evident that the city was full of people rho woro reaching out for 
cone solution such as we were trains; to give. One evening a Mr. ..... 
..... .a noted United States Liberal or Radical, Editor of The 
£°hilistino, attended out meeting and declared that it was ono of the most 
ai,,; nificant movc: nentsof the day. He was drowned on the Titanic. I as 
sorry I cannot for the moment recall his rye. 

Rev. J. S. . 'oodzworth once addressed us. I remember the profound in.. 
pression his address r. do. 

But the meetings did not satisfy me,, our crowd was too select, - the 
white collar class. I know that Christianity r ado its first big gains in 
the no =an ErVire by winning the slave class. The Croat mass of workers were 
estranged from the Church. The passion of my life was to bridge the gulf 
between those workers and the Church. I felt that here was the great un- 
till ed field of Christianity. Hero among this class, and hero alone, would 
be found the people who would and could re-vitalize Christianity. I entered 
heartily into the Social Democratic Marty. here I found suspicion, - was I 
sincere or just a paid agent of the capitalist class? YFould I stand true 
or would I soll thorn out. 7Ias i honest? 

To these question many SoclaliQt3 anz'. 'icrcd "No. " 

I not the v =o attitude from rr brother minictora,, - I had d&no tho un- 
pardonablej-given up the ministry for what they thought aocaed a potty par- 
conal advantage. Pretending to be advocated of the unselfish life,, they 
could not conceive that I could be actually living it. I raust bo condo= ade 

Secr etly, ho ever, i ras given to undcretan". ý by zoo of tho leaders of 
Mothodi that they understood and hero in great cyTq)at) y. : bev. Dr. 3. D. 
Cho m told me how he had tried for three yoarc to have Jirx: V 3itazon engaed 
as a Field Sooty of the Dept öf Social Scz-ýrico and L renColicn in order that 
he might interpret the Church to Labor and Labor to the Church and so brid o 
the gulf. Then when ho thought ho had it on the way to cuccece one man 
blocked it. Rev. 1. H. Crows, of i'. itchenor, told ro ho wished mo every wuc- 
coca. I soon learned that there were r zq people who were feolin; their 

y along those lines and who felt strongly enough about it to toll ro, yet 
who dare not lot it be Imam they had arty cVrpatIq, However, Socialists 
so strongly condemned the war that the r soon boceno looked upon as cocrotly 
in IoaGuo with Germany and no indignity or persecution was thought to be 
bi;, enough to fit the enormity of their cri, n. o. 

In the nickt of succors at the F'arYialo Ac3o1 b2y Ball., I rocuoWtcd that 
no cove to the old Convyroratio l Church... Zion Church- in order that vzu 
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might have a more varied program and that we might have wweekni. Cht meetings. 
Via now had a regular afternoon and ovoning neetiný. The afternoon gras in 
the nature of the practical problem and open for discussion and the evening 
more definitely religious* 

All sorts of people came to us. Vie counselled with them and loaned then 
literature. one evening a young man said to no at the door, - "Well Er. Jenes, 
you have scyno truth, but not all the truth. If you had all the truth you 
could fill this Church. " I did not see his . 'oint of view but asked Pein if 
he thought he could fill it and he said "Test" So I said, - "Alright, go 
ahead and try it. " 

de cot aside the following "fed night. He advertised it fully. About half 
a dozen people care out. I sat through about half the talk and could not 
make out what he was trying to got at. It was too painful to stz r longer 
so I left the hail. After it was over he told no he thought he -Would move 
to soma State in the couthland whero they had open minds. 

in those days street cars in Toronto had coats running clear across the 

car and to eollebt the fares, the coridd, actor had to travel alo: ig the side of 
the car as it sped al on, -. limy ruin wore killed when they failed to grasp 
the iron on the side for their support. one meek, following the death of 
one such men, I announced that I 'would preach on the =oral responsibility 
for the death of the streetcar conductor. But one of the conductors cane 
to see no secretly and said, "Rev. James, please do not do it. Vie believe 
in you and ghat you are trying to do, but you reust realize that if it be- 

cones known that a of us attend here, wo would be immediately fired. You 
know that there are detectives hired to spy on us and they work beside us 
and report every word wo say. tone of us know if wo can trust any of our 
follow workers. I do not know if the motor man Who drives xt car is a friend 

or a spy. I dare not lose rf job for the sake of rV family. So ploase do 

not do it. " 

Gradually fear of unemployment Crew so great that support dropped. I 
had borrowed limit from rr/ Life Insurance Co and was forced to seek work. 
By this time it was realized that the war was going to be much lo gor than 
expected. Thousands of men had boon starved into enlisting in the Arty, 
Factories began to make roar supplies and rmV men got work mating 18 

pounder shells for the French soventy-fives. I Cot work and the Canadall. is 
Ch=hcrs Co, - making cholls. 

The making of shells was done mostly by piece work, - so narb/ conto for 

each operation. I was on $2 per day pay., - completely unskilled. I remember 
one day wo figured up how much it cost the Co to rake a shah.. We added 
up what it paid the non for each step in the process. It came to just $1.2Q. 

it did not increase our estimation of the patriotism of Canadian and 
}marican manufacturers when wo knew that they were charging the British 
govt ; �6.5o apiece for each of those sholla, tie wonder they were so down on, - 
death on- the Socialists rho opposed the war. 

Finally I was at the end of te:. thor financially. I just h ad to find food 
for rf roily, so I returned to the Church. The Church could not refuse 
to receive me back but it was agreed that I had to be punished. I was 
given the poorest possible appointment. 
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I, ooIzinc back at the venture now i have the follorwring conclusionsq- 
1. I shoald have tackled the problem of finance at the start. Of 

course the war coning on unex", ýectcdly changed everything. But I should 
have made it clear that if we wished the movement to succeed, we must bo 
prepared to sacrifice to finance it, 

2. In an effort to make it clear to ' athiestic co rades that I 
was entirely sincere, I gave too such of zj onerr to i , arty affairs. I 
was on the rov . ncittl' xecutivo. I addressed mar q street corner noctinga. 
I helped everything ä could. Irras candi dato for the Board of ucation 
and for the ! Provincial Govt. I never did get across with art thoroughness 
the es3ontial message of Jesus, - the message of the Kingdom of God. 

In Ccnransvi. llo,, Quobed., a lawyer awned and edited the weekly Ac= paper. 
He was so rab`iid in i attacks on Social . sm that ne attracted the attention 
of the Editor of the-. Appeal to Reason of r ansas. I gorgot his rn=. This 
Editor Journeyed to Caw. nsvillo and spent a weck with Mr. Cotton., at tho end 
of which, he had corplctely convinced hin of the truth of Socialism. Cotton's 
Week-2y gradually boca. so Socialistic that the locall subscriptions dropped 
off and he was left v.. th the support of only the Socialists. It rent all 
over Canada for 25 cents a week. 

., Vil_, bn the tine cone for Mr. Cotton to give up work, he turned the paper 
and plod b over to the Social Democratic r arty and it was moved to Toronto. 
A. 11, M, ance was ampointod Editor and ha aCer and it gras set up in an un- 
used Cl arch east of the Don. Manse was a very able Editor but the por- 
sietent pressure of c a) tall. gradually bankrupted it. Isaac Bainbridge 
became Editor. The paper and much Socialist literature wore put under the 
ban end Bainbridge sent to jail. Des: iito the fact that he was eufforing 
fror: tuberculosis all appeals for his release failed and ho died in jail 
a true martyr to the cause jo Socialism. Rio daughter married 1r. ti. Denn- 
ison who later became Alder n and i rovincial not fo ýr for Toronto. 

Af er I: o urneu to the Church the Church of the Social Revolution kept 
Coin; for some tim-ne. The tide was turning. Mon were returning from the 
front with minds definitely tarred toward Socialism. They condemned the 
war and the n the capitalists had used it to enrich themselves at the 
erx)onso of the Canadian people. won were discharged from the A17 V so dis- 

, fisted with war that they refused to wear the uniform even when paid to 
for parades. The stark calfis hnoss of the militax7 and the manufacturing 
cli quo opened their eyes and a Fe er-Labor Govt was elected to Toronto. 

I think that if I had had the finances to hold on u bit longer till 
the tide had turned, the Church of the Social Revolution night love gone 
on to success. 2 . nisterial friends cane to no ono said. - "James, I now 
%cnov you were right, but, Cosh, I felt so sore at you I could have done 
az lAnC. " Rev. W. D. Creighton� Editor of the Christian G ardian, $ who 
had refused to print W articles of protest cane out with a statement on 
the front page of the Guardian, paying trat, remembering all tho way pro- 
paganda had fooled hire, and the way it might do so in the future, ho was 
resolved that never again would he be found supporting war of a: ý kind. 
Little did ho forsce the events t -at resulted in the second world war. 

I forgot to mention tat rev. -'h'. Shearer, of the : resb-ttcrian Dept of 
rann; elism and Social Service once addressed the meeting of the Christian 
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Socialist ollo'ushi. p in the iYestern Y. It. C. A. in Toronto. It as appar- 
ont that, worlk1ng from purely C Kristian teachings and copec'., lod by the 
actual effort to solve social problems, he had actually come in his on 
wind to the Socialist position, - the samo position to which so many of the 
comrades had cone who had worked through the Ua=ian theory. 

}fir ministers of the gospel have done the sae thing. In the actual 
stork of the ministry, they have come to the conclusion that under the dog- 
cat-dos competitive system of econo ics it is io , sible to ava. 'gelico the 
world. 

At the end of an Astiran I wrote Rev. E. Stanley Jones, noted writer 
and eva. n£ elist, saying that I believed it ice, ossible to win the world for 
God until we squarely faced the problem of teaching Jesust gospel of the 
Kingdon, as he taught it in his books and dc ndod that it be put into 
practice in our social and ocononic life. ire replied, agreeing With =o 
but Waring that it was vex,,; difficult, if not iipos blo for him to gat 
across Jesus' gospel of the Kingdom in the Paco of the p:. ycho? or of the 
modern world, 

I still believe that Josiah Strong was right back in the Carly days of 
this century when he wrote The Next Great Awakening and outlined the Gospel 
of the icingdon. The awakening awaits tho unadulterated nreachin; of that 
gospel. 

Tho rdinni eg Labor Church L: ovcmont 

by tti. 1hiai Ivens 

The V(In-poi; Tabor Church ; ovcttent rinilo centering, in the person of 
The Rev. "7i11i. Ivana, 13. D., ILA., Tras 1ar'oly a product of tho social 
upheaval that followed the ondinC; of Iorld 'ar I, and its duration for 
the most part coincided with those d : Vs of unrest and social turmoil. It 
cane to an end when social and oconetic conditions, as ßa11 as tho sociol- 
ogical and psycholoLical thindr ; capo back to normal. 

For Sono dozen yoars the Rev. : fillicn ivcns had been a pastor of rural 
congregations of the Uothodist Churei: of Canada. In 1916 ho was stationed 
at JcDouga11 Method; st Church� in north tifinni peg. T ra u^hout the war ho 
had taten a pacifist position. This in an era when patriotism ran high, 

and when Canada and its churches had gone all out in support of var., nach 
the task of a pacifist sinister difficult. By the end of the 1916 church 

your the congregation of 11cDour; all Church was divided as to whether or not 
their r , ni. sto; should be removed. Conference, Juso 191ß j decided that tho 

interest of the Church would be better served if for the tiro being ltr. 
lyens -core loft without a station. This left him for one year without a 

pastorate. The Conference, Juno 1919, insisted that 1. ivons again accept 
a pastorate, and when ho urged that in the midst of The Winnipeg General 
; trik o, 1919, and since ho had started The Labor Church l1oveaent, he was 

not than free co to do, tie as "Located"O loft without a station, and virt- 

u. 111y di csod fron tho mLniatry. 
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In Juno 191¬ 1-: r. 2vons felt that he was called upon to preach the gospel, 
whLichi, as he saw it, had deep sociological roots and wide ramifications. 
If the Methodist Church could not provide this opportunity then it seeped 
evident that he should sock out a; place isiero ho would be free to continue to do co., Fie thereupon rented the assonbly hall in the c1in. + . pog Labor 
Tcrple, and thereafter preached there as fron the Sunday when he was ousted 
from the pulpit of McDougall Methodist Church. 

Dy'ing the strike in 1916 of the Winnipeg Civic ex alc coos Mr. Ivens had 
boon ¬ eked by the strikers to present their case to the s7innipcg City 
Council. This he did, and closely associated himself with the non and their 
donnnds. When the Winn peg iradcs and Labor Council decided, 1918, to 
start their awn weekly paper, they asked Mr. Ivens to become editor. They 
took over the old established, but very a=12 TMVoice", published by the 
Unnipe gº rinti: i, C o, with Mr. Arthur Puttee, as shareholder, and editor 
of the Voice, and changed the name of the "Voico"to "The Western Labor tows". 

The Western Labor hews not the need of the times and quickly built up 
a circulation of 20,000 per week, throughout Canada. Several Labor Unions 
in the City of 4inipeg subscribed for their total ncziborohiip. 17hcn The 
1919 strike of the Metal Workers in i7innipoC dovclopod into the Winnipeg 
General Strike of all organized wor Gers, and quickly involved many labor 
unions in western and eastern Canada, the Tostcrn Labor Noms was well os. 
tablishod ss heir official organ. 

The Winnipeg Labor Church immediately received wide support, and when 
the 1919 General Strike took place, eight branches of the Labor Church came 
into being in Winnipeg and envvirozs. Its speakers came fron those Who felt 
lipollod to fmnv rd this now socio-roligious outlet. It started a nu. ' bcr 
of Sunday Schools. Quickly requests came fron other centers for assistance 
in starting similar Labor Church Movements. 

The Rev. A. L. S iith, for mazy years a minister of the Methodist Church 
was stationed in i3randon, Manitoba. Ila was left in 1920 or thereabouts 
without a, church. Brandon workers thorupon urged hin to start there a 
Labor Church. This ho did, but after a couple of years it was found 
i ossiblo to raiso for trim necessary financial support. T ereutaon fie 
wont to Toronto, and there started another Labor Church. Its fate was 
similar to that of Brandon. 

The Laboe Church for a time gathered impetus from the conviction that 
the Churches as a whole wore not cy pathotic with the aims of the Labor 
Move: ent. One Winnipeg Church, Yfestrinster f'rosbyterian, roportod3$, 
allowed its premises to be used by anti-Labor groups; the So-Called 
! ', Citizen's Cozittoe of 1000". This Croup actively opposed the Winnipeg 
General Strike. 

For several years the Winnipeg Labor Church carried on. W. Ivcns 
made his living at first as editor ei The 'Western Labor No= until ho 
etas arrested, with others, and charged with "Seditious Conspiracy to 
overthrow The State". Tho this charge was utter nonsense, all but one 
of those charged were convicted, and sentenced with from one to two years 
in jail andpcnitentiary. 
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TTh le in jail 1r. Iveno was elected to the Lcgisltture,..: f Manitoba 
and went directly from prison cell to ; parlianent, as a? so did Georg© 
Armstrong and John Queen. The latter were not associated with the Labor 
Church Movt. The parlienantazy honorarium for the next fourteen years 
gave financial support to the founder of the Labor Church 1; crrenant. 

After tho initial ixipulno and enthusia: n spent., the°=olvos s=port 
for the now church venture mied, and it becam incroasingly difficult to 
pay rentals for nootin<; places, and necossa 7 printing and odvortizing. 
costs. Consequently one branch after another had to be closed until 
evcntuaUy the central group also had to end its activitsy. 

eantino the crowd, still ecokin something now upon which to use its 
desire for bottornont, followed other novenonts that offered more oppor- 
tunity for free thinking. The pledge card for the Labor Church read as 
follows: "I an willing to support an independent and croedloss Church 

based on the Fatherhood of Uod and the 13orthorhood of man. " 

The this was uirr)lo� and brief, it still had siSficiently of religious 
basis to stir opposition fron free thinkers. The roots of the Labor 
Church had not struck deep enough to hold the lcryaltj of such persons. 
3lovr3y,, but surely,, after a few dragging s tru; g ;f- years, its day was 
done, and its usefulness had ended. 

I' Mile it existed it supplied a very real need for the outlet of passions 
pent 1 by the war years. 

Signed, Willis Ivens. 
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CCRRESPONDEI E CONCLTINIr G LABOUR CHURCHES 

August 20,1953. 

Daar Sir: 

I saw your letter some weeks ago, in the "Manchester Guardian" 
asking for any information about the Labour Church movement which 
was in existence during the early years of this century. I don't 
know If I can help you at all in your researches, but in 1894.5 
before my marriage I attended Labour Church meetings in Bolton 
Lane, which were held on Sunday evenings, and were immediately 
popular. After my marriage we spent some years at Newhall near 
Durton-on-Trent, where we tried, without much success, to run sim- 
ilar meetings. In My 1900 we went to live in Ashton-under-Lyrae, 
and at once joined the Independent Labour Party there, who ran 
Sunday meetings occasionally, as speakers were available, but 
those were mostly political propaganda. During the following 
autumn, my husband and I got together a small committee to con- 
sider the opening of a L. C. on the same lines as the one we had 
attended in Bolton. Wo found there was already a similar organ- 
isation running in the neighbouring town of Hyde, whose members, 
including a small choir, were willing to come along and help us. 
So in the new year we formed the Ashton-under-Lynn Labour Church, 
which for many years was very successful. Later we helped start 
one in Stockport which was also very popular for some half a dozen 
years or so, 

At first my husband was lecture secretary for Ashton; later this 
office devolved on me, and I attended one or two national confor- 
ences, one at West Bromwich, one at Watford. During the summer 
months, the Hyde, Ashton, and Stockport contingents held a joint 
meeting in Marple, a country village which was a favourite place 
for picnics etc. These three churches did a vast amount of prop- 
aganda work in the north, besides meeting the spiritual needs of 
those who were not attracted to the Labour movement by the stark 
Marxian- theories of the 3. D. F. school of thought. 

We started our meeting with a hymn; then repeated the Lord's 
Prayer; then a reading which might be from the hew Testament or 
might be from one of the classics, Poets, Novelists, Essayists, 
bto.; then a solo or a recitation, as we were able to get a fair 
amount of talent from among our members, or from the Clarion 
Choirs in the north, who were pretty strong at that time; another 
hyzin, " then the address which might be taken from a text of Scrip- 
ture, or might be a lecture on art or literature, or might be 
Philip Snowden on Ruskin, Bruce Glasier or Katherine on some as- 
pect of the growing Labour movement. In Ashton we also had quite 
a good Socialist Sunday School, where we also stressed the ethical 
side of tho Labour movement. Unfortunately about that time the 
movement had a strong influx of secularists, whose influence 
played a great part in the decay of the Labour Churches, and an 
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irreparable loss to the Labour movement, in my opinion. 

If you have read the book on Robert Blatchf ord, by Laurence 
Thompson, there is some information there about the rise and do- 
cay of the L. C. movement, which might help you. I think perhaps 
if the author has any further information, which is not included 
in the section on Labour Churches, he might be willing to help you. 
The book is published by Gollanz, through whom you nit contact 
the author. If there is any question you wish to ask no, or any 
information I have omitted or which I can obtain for you I should 
be glad to oblige. I am getting old myself and I feel there is 
much information regarding the early Labour Movement Which is not 
known to the younger members. Consequently they do not value the 
freedom they enjoy today, which was won for them, at bitter cost, 
by their forefathers. I have spoken to one or two old members, 
who may perhaps write to you as well. Wishing you every success 
in your task. landest Regards. 

Yours sincerely 

lira. Ii. U. Mitchell 

Blackburn, Sept. 26 

Dear Mrs. Mitchell: 

I was very pleased to get your letter and to know that you can 
still take active interest in Social Matters. Regarding the Lab- 
our Church. There was a good branch of the Labour Church very 
active in Birmingham round about the beginning of 20th Century. 
A friend of mine had a cousin an active member, and through his 
invitation my friend and I wont along to one or two meetings. The 
meetings were held on Sundays at a room in the Bristol Street 
Board School, B'ham. I believe that gentleman is still living, 
though he must be about your age. The address is Mr. Albert 
Stanton (I think it is Albert) 36 Hampton Road, Birchfield, Birm- 
inghaw 6. 

I have always remembered that Labour Church, though I never became 
a member, But I remember going to a lecture by Mr. Stanton Colts. 
He was a great one in the Ethical Movement, His lecture was on 
"The Lord's Prayer" and it has had a great influence on my life. 

At the time I was growing sceptical of the dogmas of Christianity. 
I had read books on astronomy and learned of the vast expanse of 
the Universe, the wonders of the stars and the infinite distgnees, 
so great as to be measured by light-years. I had also been study- 
ing Embryology and the infinitely small in creation. And I could 
not place a Personal God round all these creative facts. But 
Stanton Colt gave me the clue I needed. "God" he said, "is synon- 
imous with Good. " They belong to the same root, there is only an 
extra o in the one. God and Good are the same. God Is Good, and 
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all good is of God. This was a great idea to me. I could realise 
a groat infinite Spirit of Goodness pervading and creating this 
vast universe from the infinitely small to the infinitely great. 
If then God Is Goodness, and all religions teach he is Love, and 
if he is "Our Father", then in every man, however crude or vile, 
goodness lived. And I could dedicate myself to that Great Father 
to help in his work of winning all souls to worship Infinite Pure 
Love. That has been the keynote of my public work over since. 
You see how I remember the Labour Church. 

Mr. Stanton may know other members who still live. I believe also 
there was a Labour Church at Hyde to which the S. Sunday School 
was attached, st Mr. Whitehead connected with it wrote a book on 
Womanhood. I forget the exact title. 

The Socialist Sunday Schools were cannected with various Socialist 
Parties: I. L. P. , S. D. F. p B. S. P. , etc., some with a Labour 
Church. The last I heard of was at Hollinwood. But many of the 
S. S. Schools are now closed. I edited the Children's Pages of 
the Your Socialist for about 11 years. The last I heard of it a 
few years Back it was still going. I am enclosing a copy of one 
of the last numbers I have by me. It is dated 1921. There are 
some addresses on end pages that may bring some fruit. 

I have often thought of the Labour Church and I think if It could 
have lived and grown it would have raised the Socialist Movement 
to a higher level. "Man does not live by bread alone" but unfor- 
tunately most labour and socialist members still believe that 
bread is the most, the only worthwhile thing to fight for. Of 
course all parties think much that way, but generally there has 
been an acknowledgement that spiritual ideals were honourable and 
the Capitalist class does not belittle the teachings of Christian- 
ity though they may ignore them. All these things perhaps account 
for the present day indifference to religion. 

I know when I was working for the S. S. Schools I often came upon 
objectors to the sentiment of Love: On the other hand the S. S. S. 
had a lot to say in the teaching of Love to their scholars. Their 
opening and closing invocations and their flaming Service all stres- 
sed the power of love. For only throui that could one get real 
c omrac'tnhip. 

I send 21r, Summers my best wishes for a successful accomplishment 
of his idea. All is well here. Hope to see you at L. A. A. in 
fl/C.. If there is anything more I can do to help let me mow. Is 
Northern Voice still going? Would they like a short article about 
my brief touch with the Labour Church? I don't suppose the Man- 
chester Guardian would accept such an article. Vihat do you IEi nk? 

Love and Best Wishes 
Yours Sincerely, 

Edith Pearce. 
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Birmingham, 22,4,54. 

Dear Sir: 

In answer to your enquiry received April 17th. re. Socialist Sun- 
day School & Labour Church Movements between 1890 & 1920 I am 
sorry that I cannot be of much assistance to you as I was never a 
member of either organisation although I attended the B'ham Labour 
Church a number of times & was intimately acquainted with many of 
its members from about 1900. 

I think it would be more correct to say that both movements had an 
ethical basis as the emphasis was on the Brotherhood of Man &I 
have no clear recollection of having heard any reference to the 
Fatherhood of God, the Supernatural, or the Hereafter. That the 
majority of its members, as well as the membership of the Indepen- 
dent Labour Party which expressed with emphasis the political and 
economic side of the movement, had been brought up in Christian 
Churches, Sunday Schools and homes is certainly true, but it is 
also as true to say that they had come out from these religious 
organisations because reference to social problems & our public 
responsibilities was discouraged & personal conduct in its narrow- 
er sense was all important. 

When I came out from the Church & joined the Independent Labour 
Party I wee'surprised and gratified to find that the great majority 
of its members were ex Sunday School Scholars & Teachers & Church 
members who had completely failed to find the satisfaction they 
were seeking in the organisations they had left. 

This Party with Its leader Keir Hardie & others helped to form the 
Labour Representation Committee which formed the Labour Party. 

The Labour Church meetings were arranged to include the singing of 
Labour songs and poems compiled in a Labour hymn book, the reading 
of poems and prose by the great poets & writers having a bearing 
on & giving support to the subject of an address by prominent men 
or women who were members or sympathisers with the movement, the 
meetings closing with singing & announcements. 

The pamphlets & books on sale at the literature stall of these 
organisations dealt with humanitarian movements and subjects-, also 
the ethics of the great religions of the world as well as books 
published by the Rationalist Press Association on scientific sub- 
jects,. These organisations were composed of the serious and 
thoughtful minds of the working class, who felt the need of a 
deeper understanding of social problems & many of them took advan- 
tage of the Workers Educational Association, the governing body of 
which is drawn from the Trade Unions & the Universities who supply 
the tutors. That the influence of this body has been widespread 
is shown by the formidable list of Ri. P. s, County, City, Town, 
Parish & Rural District councillors & leading Co-operators who have 
passed through its classes which were in the early years almost 
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entirely on Economics & Economic History & kindred subjects. 

I regret that I cannot be more helpful with books, pamphlets etc. 
& . can only speak of what I have personally contacted in these 
organisations which are still full of vigor & giving rise to fur- 
ther movements & certainly making history. 

Wishing you every success with your thesis & trust that your re- 
quests for information in other quarters will result in greater 
success that I have been able to render, 

Yours sincerely, 
Albert E. Stanton. 

Uanchester, 5 Dec. 1953. 

Dear fr. Su=ere s 

Since you wrote me a month ago I have been unable to find any doc- 
uments relating to the Labour Church, which never became a signif- 
icant force and had a relatively short history. It was supported 
mainly by members of the I. L. P. and readers of the "Clarion", 
and endeavoured to present Socialism as a religion. For a few 
years it was fairly widespread, but the local congregations were 
small. Of course there were few socialists fifty years ago. I 
belonged to Birmingham L. C., which met on Sundays in the Bristol 
st, council school, Tom Groom, who followed Blatchford as editor 
of the "Clarion", was an active supporter, as also were most of 
the people mentioned in the enclosed L. R. C. Report. 

There were L. C. a at West Bromwich, V edneabury, Wolverhampton and 
most Black Country (S. Staffs. ) towns; also at places in the Pot- 
teries. Some L. C. s ran children's socialist Sunday Schools. 

I do not remember that the L. C. was ever organized as a national 
body. 

Yours truly 

Frank Spires 

Brownlow, Anderton near Chorley 
20 July '53. 

Dear Sirs 

I saw your letter in the Manchester Guardian of the 16th asking 
for information about the Labour Church. 

I was associated with the Bolton Labour Church in the 00s which 
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held meetings each Sunday evening but as I lived 8 miles outside 
the. -town I attended only occasionally. James Sima, a dominating 
personality, usually presided. Most of the pioneers of the Social- 
ist movement gave addresses there, in the Central Hall & were well 
attended at one period. I remember best two addresses by my friend 
'Eduard Carpenter who had quite a few admirers in the district. One 
was on "Shelley" & the other on "Beauty in Civic Life" & he gave 
others I think but can't remember. The Labour Church published a 
good little journal, monthly I think, called "The Labour Prophet". 

Fred irocklehurst I knew well, he contested Bolton unsuccessfully 
for Parliament. I met Trevor & Herford. Trevor published a 
brochure of his poems "The One Life". I may have a copy but I am 
to old and ill (831a) to go through a lot of stuff I have and my 
memory is Palling badly. 

Among those who came to Bolton were Keir Hardie, the Glaciers, 
Aylmer Maude, Stanton C oit. I ought to remember more but can't 
just now, All the old friends who attended seem to have passed 
away. 

I can't write more now but if I think of anything interesting, I 
will write again. 

With all good wishes 

Charloa F. Slxamith 

James Sims had a small business as a french polisher in the town. 
He was said to have the largest collection in the district of 
ferns & collected botanical specimens. 

There were a number of Whitman admirers who attended the church. 
Many of the Sunday evening speakers were local people. 

Bolton. 29/7/53 

Dear Ids. Summers: 

. by grandfather died in 1905, before I was born, but my 
early childhood was greatly influenced by the traditions and be- 
liefs which were passed on by him, and by the great esteem in 
which he was held by those of his contemporaries who survived him. 
Of these, few now remain. ...?! y personal knowledge 
of my grandfather is that which I obtained from my father and 
uncles. He was, from all accounts, a man of upright mind and 
forthright beliefs -- a man not easily turned from any opinion 
vh ioh he believed to be right. He brought up his children in the 
same ideals and it is a fact that all of his sons were greatly 
respected in their various walks of life. His interests were 
varied, ranging from his trade -- he founded a local firm of 
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french polishers which has only just passed out of the family -- 
to homeopathic medicine. He was a naturalist of some distinction 
and presented collectians of microscopic mosses to the museums. I 
still have in fact, some of his personal collection and his micro- 
scope. Both he and his wife were keen lovers of music -- his wife 
once sang by royal command. He was also, as befits a naturalist, 
a great lover of the countryside, and I recollect as a boy reading 
a small book of poems which had belonged to him, one verse of which 
seemed to exemplify what I have heard of his views: - 

If you would be wise and well, 
Ramble off in vale and dell, 
Learning more than tongue can tell 
From the outdoor bible. 

He was a very keen exponent of the cause of Labour and was regul- 
arly visited by those who came later to be the national leaders of 
the Labour Party -- Ramsay Macdonald, Philip Snowden, Margaret 
McMillan, etc., to whom he was known, if my memory serves me right 
as "the grand old man". 

I will write you again as soon as I can verity further information. 

I am, yours sincerely 
James Sims. 

Radcliffe, Manchester, 19.7.53 

Dear Sir: 

My daughter saw your letter in the Man. Guardian and thought I 
might be able to help you. My father, brother and myself began 
to attend the Bolton Labour Church over 50 years ago. 

I think Mr. Sims had been mainly responsible for starting it, and 
when we started attending it was always very well attended, very 
often it was full. I'm afraid I can't remember exactly the order 
of the service but it was something like this: Opening Hymn (from 
Labour Church Hymn Book), Lord's Prayer, Vocal Solo or occasion- 
ally violin or piano solo, President (Mr. Sims) introduced the 
Speaker, Speech and I think collection, Final Hymn. 

Irear the door was a well filled bookstall which, I should think 
was fairly well patronized. Books on sale were by the "Clarion 
staff, Robert Blatchford, Montague Blatchford, A. M. Thompson 
(Dangle ), 0 R. B. Suthers (The Whatnot),, Fay (The Bounder) had just 
died when we entered the movement. Also 11. G. Wells, Tolstoy, etc. 
etc. (Fred Brocklehurat). The speakers included Philip Snowden, 
Ramagy MacDonald, Bruce Glasier, his wife Catherine St. John Conway, 
Margaret McMillan, Alison Garland, Percy Redfern, etc. and at 
Christmas time an elocutionist from Manchester who did Dicken's 
"Christmas Carol". 
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What a glorious treat that was. I remember our very first visit 
to the Labour Church and thinking "This is it. We've found it! 

Very soon after this, my father, (who had taught singing both 
public classes and privately) started the "Bolton Clarion Vocal 
Union". The "Clarion Vocal Union" (C. V. U. ) was started by 
Montague Blatchford (Roberts 'brother) which spread over Yorkshire 
and Lancashire. One year the "meet" was in Yorkshire, the next 
year in Lancashire. A short time before the actual "meet" Monty 
used to visit each choir taking part for a final rehearsal. And 
what a 'drubbing' we got. Sopranos "aluthering down the scale", 
tenors "lagging behind" etc, etc. But when the 'Day' arrived and 
a final run through of all the pieces to be sung and we were all 
in our places on the platform in the biggest hall in the town. 
Sopranos and contraltos on one aide in white blouses, tenors and 
basses on the other aide In white ties, hundreds of us. And the 
applause, stamping, shouting, deafening. It was all so delightful. 
Then came the test pieces to see which choir held the Clarion 
baton for a year. Ohl Monty was an artist to his finger tips. 

And then -- there were no more funny drawings and articles by 
Monty in the Clarion and nobody could understand it. And at Eas- 
ter time my boy and I went to stay with his brother and his wife. 
ne was a minister in Halifax where Monty lived. On Sunday we 
visited the Socialist Sunday School, and met there Phyllis Blat- 
chford, Monty's daughter. Sam asked her to come to tea with us 
at his brother's home, She said she must get permission first, 
so we went with her to her home. How often I had seen that address 
in the Clarion in connexion with the C. V. U. It was Easter 1908. 

Phyllis went through to speak to her mother, whilst we were shown 
into the front room where Monty was sitting before the fire. Of 
course I opened up right away about his absence from the columns 
of the 'Clarion'. For a while he was very reticent, I couldn't 
get anything out of him. But I persevered, and eventually it came 
out. his brother Robert had informed him that his articles were 
too light, that Clarion readers wanted more serious matter, so it 
seemed to me that Monty had got the "sack". He looked such a 
pathetic figure sitting there in the room, the walls of which he 
had embellished with his oam hands. To us, it seemed a tragedy, 
and not a very long time after that we read in the 'Clarion' that 
our beloved Monty was dead. I've never forgiven R. B. for that. 

I recall quite clearly a book which was on sale at the Labour 
Church Bookstall. The title was "The Art of Happiness" by Mont- 
ague Blatchford. He described John Smith after a hard day's work, 
"seated in a sort of clammy bower festooned by wet clothes". 

Then there was the 'Clarion Cycling Club'. The jolly runs, meet- 
ing other 0.0.4. s, the teas, and oh! joy, the impromptu social 
evening afterwards. How we did enjoy those happy happy days. And 
the Bolton Clariön Vocal Union produced Sydney Granville, later to 
become one of the stars of 'D'Oyley Carte Opera Company!, 
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I'm afraid I can't tell you much about the Clarion Cinderella, 
Clubs. The nearest I ever came to the Cinderella Club was at 
Christmas time. After the C. V. U. had been out Carol singing, 
and the spoils had been equally divided, I used to send my share 
5/- to the Cinderella Club. After some years, I don't remember 
just when, but I should imagine it was about 1905, the Labour 
Church must gradually have died out, and the Bolton Socialist 
Party began to flourish. Then the Sunday evening meetings were 
addressed by Ben Tillett, Victor Grayson, Tom Mann, Dr. Stanton 
Coit, H. M. fyndman, Mrs. Bridges Adams, etc. 

And shortly afterwards we started a Socialist Sunday School. I 
had a class of girls, aged between 8 and 10 years. We opened with 
a Socialist hymn or song. I was the pianist (not a first rate one, 
but I did my best). Than we went to our classes. Sam was a book 
collector, so I had thousands of books to choose from, and whilst 
I read to my scholars they sat entranced. Then the Superintendent 
gave a little talk, and then a last hymn and Surrlay School was over. 

Those too were very happy days for everyone who took part, but alas, 
my happiness was short lived, for after I had been teaching about a 
year, I was obliged to give it up, as I had a big operation pending. 
And after I had recovered somewhat we were married. And one of the 
guests I remember was H. V2^ Zierford whom Sam knew very well, al- 
though I never knew him. Here I must go back to Labour Church days. 
In the winter, I suppose in order to get some funds, the Labour 
Church used to organise a" social and dance in the Bolton Town Hall. 
I remember seeing & poster advertising a social and dance to be 
held in the Town Hall: "Come and hear the three Freds! " Fred Brock- 
lehurst, Fred Morgan (the elocutionist from Manchester) and Fred 
Partin gton, one of Bolton's tenors. On the Labour Church bookstall 
I recdll seeing a book entitled "I was in Prison" bFred Brockle - 
hurst, -- also one by John Trevor "My Quest for God"* I don't re- 
member reading either of them, but I fancy Fred B. spent some time 
in goal because of speaking somewhere, but where I don't know. 

In 1918 we vent down to live in London, Streatham S. W. 16. We'd 
been there seven or eight years, when one day Sam said held come 
across John Trevor and had invited him to come to Streatham on 
Christmas day. That will be about 27 years ago, and in the mean- 
time Sam has died, so I don't remember very clearly much of Lh at 
he said. I do remember that he seemed to be in a poor way, and, 
that he and his daughter were living in one room. We had a relative 
(by marriage) who was a doctor and when she knew that Trevor had 
been to our flat, she was utterly disgusted. Why, we never found 
out and didn't inquire. 

I hope what I have been able to 
to you. Don't hesitate to ask, 
tell you I will gladly do so. 

tell you will be of some service 
if there is anything more I can 

With kind regards, 

Sincerely Youra 

Lary E. and Eileen Brooke. 
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Radcliffe, ? anchester, 15.8.53 

Dear Mr. Suraners: 

I have received your second letter, and am glad to have been of 
some service to you. ... Pa got socialism when I was about 
22. I fancy Enid Stacy just about drew him into socialism, and 
very soon after that he was reading the 'Clarions, attending the 
Labour Church and starting the Bolton Clarion Vocal Union. It 
certainly kept him busy, but it was a labour of love. .00 

Sincerely Yours 

Mary E. and Eileen Brooks. 

Bolton, July 30th. 1953 

Dear Sir : 

The Labour Church in Dolton ended before I was old enough to be 
interested in it, but from old socialists I gathered that it was 
essentially a propaganda meeting for socialism, labourism or 
radicalism set in the form of a religious evening service, with 
music, and the singing of socialist or humanist songs. Similarly 
the Socialist Sunday School* were institutions to train the chil- 
dren of socialists, and took the form of the orthodox Sunday 
Schools, I enclose a copy of the ten Socialist Commandments. 
The school opened with a socialist hymn or song (the movement had 
an excellent song book )s children would repeat the comandments, 
the Superintendant would speak, and then the school would separ- 
ate into classes. The tiny tots would be given humanitarian 
stories, later they would learn something of tribal life, slavery, 
feudalism and capitalism, until they reached the adult class, 
which would discuss current topics. The idea was to train them as 
good citizens and good socialists. in addition there were prizes, 
sermons, field days, Xmas Parties, and all the usual activities- 
of a Sunday School. Infants were named, and occasionally, I be- 
lieve, there were marriage services (not legal of course). There 
were at that time (1912 - 1925) a number of county and regional 
federations, and a national organisation, with the Young Social. 
ist as the movement's national organ. 

The movement still exists, though I am not now in touch with it. 

Yours sincerely, 

James Paulden. 

Cambridge, July 17th. 1953 

Dear biro Supers: 
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Your letter in yesterday's Manchester Guardian woke many happy moms. 
cries for me. I have written out some that may be helpful, or not. 
I have a copy of The Labour Church I Book, words 2d (with tunes 
2/6) and also my MI memm ership car at3llecember 1895 and signed 
by Edwin Halford. These give you the principles and object of the 
Labour Church but no doubt you already have them. I can send them 
on. I haven't much memory of Edwin Halford, and of the other names 
you mention only Sam Hobson was known to me. Most of the activo 
workers are dead now. My parents attended the Labour Church from 
its beginning. I took an active part, being subscription secretary 
and later platform secretary. That meant I had to book the speaker, 
see to the advertising, and arrange hospitality for them. We were 
fortunate in having members who could give speakers comfortable 
lodgings. Often the hostess would Invite members in to meet the 
speaker, and there was much discussion. These meetings and also the 
tea time intervals at the Labour Church were very valuable in form- 
ing friendships which endured for a life time. Many of the things 
for which we agitated are taken as a common place now-a-days of 
course. Miss McMillan with her unceasing agitation for the better 
treatment of children, for school meals, baths, and later nursery 
schools, altered opinions very considerably. How we worked! and 
thought that if only we made the people see how much better things 
could be, they'd enthusiastically join in. I could talk a long 
time. If there is anything you would like to ask, I'll do my best 
to answer. Hoping that you will get helpful replies, 

Yours sincerely, 

(2: rs. ) Miriam Senior, nee Sunderland 

My birthday was August 27th 1875 so you see these memories go back 
a long way'. 

Bradford Labour Church: Services: 

In the early days it was Hymn, Prayer, Reading by Chairman, Hymn, 
Address by visiting speaker, Collection, Questions, Soloist some- 
times. The chairman -- a local man ---eras free to include a 
prayer or not and to choose his own reading -- from the Bible, or 
Ruskin etc. Gradually the routine changed, with the prayer omit- 
ted, 'and chairman's remarks substituted. Hymns were from The 
Labour Church H min Book published in 1892 at 2d by Labour CFüreh 
Institute, Byrom St. , anchester. 

The speakers included Keir Hardie, Philip Snowden, "Ramsay McDonald, 
J. H. Thomas, J. H. Clynea, Bruce and Mrs. Glasier;, Margaret Bond- 
field, Margaret McZ&tllan, S. 0. Hobson, as well as local men who 
had taken a public part. The speaker submitted three or four 
titles from which the secretary chose the one likely to be most 
useful. The Labour Church platform provided a good training ground 
for speakers. Later,, of course, as the Labour movement grew, some 
of the speakers mentioned above were too busy. One summer, I re- 
member Fred Brocklehurat giving a course of lectures. 

Two services were held each Sunday, at 3 p. m. and 6: 30. There was 
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only one Labour Church in the town which meant that many sympa- 
thisers lived at a good distance away. For their convenience a 
tea was provided at 4d (! ) the work entailed being dons by young 
women members of the Social Committee; 20 of them who took their 
turn in being on duty once a month (This often proved a valuable 
way of getting them interested in the work of the Church). They 
also served at Saturday night dances which were held each week, 
again by a rota -- Labour Church. 

I. L. P., Clarion Cyclists: 

Clarion Vocal Union was formed of L. C. members. They served as a 
Moir and would give a concert during the winter session in place 
of the ordinary meeting. 

Clarion Cycling Club attracted some of the members, but were re- 
sponsible- for their own affairs. Supported the Church Funds by a 
monthly dance at The Labour Institute. 

A Sunday School was formed but as I took no part in it beyond 
'boo ng some special speakers for their anniversaries, my memory 
is vague. A second school was formed in Great Horton ward, (I 
think possibly that Mr. Austin Haigh$ Cross Lane, Gt. Horton, 
Bradford, might be able and willing to give you more particulars, ) 
Harry Lowerson came for them once and a Mr. George Wilson (who is 
still living as far as I know) from Halifax came twice. I haven't 
his adirosss. 

Bradford Cinderella Club was I imagine one of the first in the 
country. It was runty a town coianittee. The secretary, Harry 
Smith and some very active members such as VJm. Leach (later one of 
Bradford's M. P. s) and Bernard Riley were Labour supporters. At 
one time there was a suggestion of a Labour Cinderella Club but it 
was felt unnecessary so the garments some of the women members had 
made were passed on to the well established club. 

Bradford Labour Church was established in October 1891, meeting 
Wirst In the Dyers hooms, then in the Temperance hall, & finally 
in the Labour Institute opened in 1893 (from Socialism Over Sixt 
Years by Fenner Brockway. Other references to MUM can 

oun in aret McMillan by Albert Mansbridge, and The Life of 
Rachel tic i lan by Maw rgaret McMillan. ) The Labour InsUtuto was 
an o17 chapel, After meeting there for some time it was decided 
to buy the building. A company was formed with L1 shares which 
were taken up by Labour sympathisers. The Hall was let to the 
Labour Church Committee who sub-let it to collateral bodies, the 
I. L. P., Cycling Club, etc. 

There was always a good selection of pamphlets and books by such 
writers as Edward Carpenter on sale at every meeting. 

Cambridge, August 15th, 1953 

Dear Mr, Sumiers : 
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I am pleased my letter re Labour Churches was of interest to you. 
.. I suppose it was largely the. growth of the Labour movement 

that led to the gradual fading away of the Churches. In the early 
days it was more necessary to go to a central point to meet people 
with similar beliefs; later with ward groups, members could meet 
more easily. Then, too, the ethical side didn't appeal to many -- 
too slow they felt it, wanting to see results in better wages, etc. 
... Edwin Halford was elected- as a Member of the Board of 
Guardians, and he accepted a paid post, Relieving Officer, I be- 
lieve, which put an end to his Labour work. 

Yours sincerely, 

Miriam Senior. 

Great Horton, Bradford, 2.11.53 

Dear Miriam: 

The only person I know of the names in Summers's, letter 
is Edwin Half ord. I succeeded him as Labour Church secretary. He 
later faded out of our movement after becoming an officer under the 
Poor Law, He lived, after retiring, with his eldest daughter, Maud, 
in the house next door to the one the Misses Bentley occupied in' 
Cousen Place, and became a member of the Liberal Club now in the 
home of the Cousen family. I lost him after Waud migrated to Can- 
ada. After the sale of the Labour Church to Pilkingtons, the 
glass firm from St. Helena, the Labour Institute acquired Morley 
at, Picture House where meetings were regularly held on Sunday 
evenings for some time during and after the First World War. The 
known connection of the picture house with Labour, coupled with 
indifferent management by A. G. Sutton caused a falling away of 
patronage, & the place was sold to Item Century people. In the 
meantime the printing business of Thornton & Pearson, ßartherend 
Rd. was bought for £. 5000, & myself appointed to manage. Willie 
Pearson carried on as Secretary after his father. It was uphill 
work for years, our tie up with Labour was a handicap from a busin- 
ess standpoint. we printed the Bradford Pioneer until its demise, 
some ten years ago. 

Two years ago the company was re-organised & has now no official 
connection with Labour. The title of the firm is now Thornton & 
Pearson (Printers) Ltd. Now that I am retired my oldest son, Alan, 
Is managing the business and doing it very well too. Willie 
Pearson's son, Geoffrey, is. secretary, and the directors are my- 
self, Alf. Dewhirst (representing I. L. P. who have shares in the 
company) Mrs William Leach and her son Philip, & Maurice Wilson, 
with Willie Pearson as chairman. I was in charge from Jan. 1919 
until I retired in 1946. The business has prospered. The equip- 
ment is of the most modern, & our turnover last year was over 
£25,000. "Whisper it not in oath" but we actually paid a dividend 
of 20% or more. Bonuses are given to our staff which is now some 
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17, Such is the brief story of the end of Labour Institute Ltd. 
It is worth mentioning that everybody that could be traced 
who had shares have got their money back, or equivalent shares in 
the new company. . 

Sincerely yours, 

Austin Haigh. 

Hyde, Cheshire. 

Dear Sir: 

I do hope the enclosed notes, photographs, ate, * will be a small 
contribution towards your work of research. It will give some 
idea of the grand community which we were, and the splendid 
activities we took part in for so many years, all in existence 
under the name of the Hyde Labour Church. ... 

Yours sincerely, 

Mrs. H. Armitage 

(The material referred to above has been incorporated in the 
account Civen elsewhere in the present work of the Hyde Labour 
Church. ) 

Febry. 13/54 
Dear Mr. Su=ors; 

In reply to your letter, I am sorry that it is very difficult to 
give you much information with regard to the Labour Church a. s most 
of the members have passed away. The Labour Church Movement would 
be founded in the early nineties, but the VWm. Morris Labour Church, 
Leek, was not founded until 1897 %hen an old meeting house belcang- 
ing to the Society of Friends, which had been disused for many 
years, was rented from them & renovated to be used as a Labour 
Church. 

The religion of the Labour Church emphasized the Fatherhood of God 
& the Brotherhood of man, believing that service to mankind was the 
most essential form of worship. Creeds and dogmas were largely 
ignored. 

The services held were usually, A Hymn from the Labour Church Hymn 
Book, A Reading, Short introduction of the Speaker by the Chairman, 
Lecture, concluding with a Hymn. Among the lecturers who visited 
Leek were Ramsay Macdonald, Philip Snowden, George Lansbury, J. R. 
Clynea, will Crooks & other M. P. s. Other lectures were given by 
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Dr. Pankhurst, Piss. Pankhurst, Dr. Martin# Gilbert Chesterton, 
Hilaire Belloc, Duchess of Sutherland, Miss MacMillan (founder of 
open air school movement )p Jabez Howard (founder of Garden City 
Movement), $ & many others who had messages calculated to benefit 
humanity. 

I hope this information will be useful to you, & if I think or 
haar of anything further, I will write you again. 

Yours sincerely, 

Cd, Barnett, 
Leek, Staff. 

p. s. Since writing enclosed letter I have been in touch with my 
old friend, Jas. Lilley, of Sunholme, Ashbourne Rd., Leek, who was 
one of the founders of the Leek Labour Church & he has given me 
the enclosed which I hope you will find of interest: 

The Labour Church was fortunate in having amongst its members a 
few men who were interested, and good, at choral singing, and they 
were able to form a good choir to lead the singing of hymns. They 
also formed Glee Parties to interchange visits with other Labour 
Churches in the surrounding towns, and also to run concerts during 
the week. 

Each Saturday during the winter there was a social meeting in the 
evening, in which the lady members took turns to provide refresh- 
ments, pie suppers, etc., so that the Social side kept the members 
interested during the winter. There was a billiard table for the 
men; card games, etc., to keep the interest alive, 

in summer organized rambles around the countryside were well at- 
tended. 

The Labour Church may fairly claim to be the pioneers of the Labour 
movement in Leek, and we have had a Labour U. P. for many years, 
almost an unbroken record; All is not well with the world, but it 
is certainly better for our united efforts. 

Special mention must be made of a local architect, Larner Sugden, 
a prominent Fabian; in the beginning and development of the Labour 
Church. Ile was one of the leaders In the organising and running 
a bazaar to raise the money for the equipment of the church as 
explained by Will Barnett. Other members, of course, willingly 
gave their services. 

A large portrait of Larner Bugdon and Join Prime hung In the Labour 
Church along with pictorial desiie by William Morris, Walter Crane, 
etc,, with Morris Velvet curtains to the windows, giving a very 
artistic affect to the whole. 
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A milestone in the history of the Labour Church was when the Clarion 
Cycle Club had their Annual Easter Meet in Leek. On Sunday after- 
noon Jimmy Sexton gave the address, clad in a black and amber ringed 
cycle sweater, and looking somewhat like a gigantic was . Clarion- 
ette Robt. Blatchford (Nunquam of "Morrie England" fame} took the 
chair. Other members of the Clarion, A. M. T. "Dangle" etc, atten- 
ded the meeting along with several hundred cyclists, for whom the 
Labour church members got billets in the town, for the week end. 

When that grand soul, fiery little red-headed fellie Wilkinson led 
the hunger marchers from Jarrow to London they came through Leek. 
The comrades of the Labour Church riet them and put them up for the 
night. Bundles of straw were obtained, and covered the floor of 
the church. The lady members brought pots of jam, loaves of bread, 
and other articles from which sandwiches were made for supper and 
breakfast next morning; also parcels for them to take along with 
them on their way to Derby. Special mention must be made of our 
President, John Prime (a cobbler) who stayed up all night putting 
patches on their boots which were worn through. 

Ro- 

Loncton, Staffs, Larch 6th, 1954. 

Dear Mr. Supers = 

This reply to your inquiry of March 28th has been delayed by the 
need to get together bits and pieces after the lapse of half a 
century. I was secretary of the Loneton Labour Church in its early 
stages but fail so far to recall the date of its commencement. 

Prior to the Labour Church a branch of the Social Democratic Fed- 
eration (later renamed The Social Democratic Party) existed in 
Longton. Its weekly journal was "Justice", published in London, 
its editor Quelch, its teaching Marxist. There was also a Clarion 
Cycling Club in the district. It distributed Socialist literature 
at meetings held far afield on Its country runs. 

The S. D. F. met in a room of the workingmen's club In High St. & 
usually some ton or twenty members assembled. Three or four of 
these took the initiative in starting the Labour Church which at 
the outset met in an anteroom of Langten Town Hall, perhaps fifty 
or a hundred in the audience. Occasionally the Hall itself was 
booked for special meetings when there might assemble some hundPeds 
of people. 

The Labour Church Hy= Book was used, Readings were from various 
sources. Speakers were of many persuasions; as a general rule 
stressing the ethical rather than the economic. A table at the 
door displayed for sale books & pamphlets i difficult ones like 
Marx "Capital" easier like "Britain for the British", and amusing 
like Suthers' "The lien Run". 
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The Church was from the first strongly supported by S. D. F. men 
and women, and by the Clarion Cyclists. Looking back it appears 
a fortunate combination could it have been retained -- S. D. F. 
for economics; Labour Church for ethics; Cyclists for distribution. 
A Socialist Sunday School was also brou&'it into being with some 
l00 children, as part of the Labour Church. 

Finally the extreme left wing won election to the principal offices 
of the Labour Church, Ec I with two other members resigned from it, 
From this point my information is hearsay. I have been told that 
the type of address changed towards economics; that audiences 
dwindled & the finish came. Certa. ihly it is folly to feed strong 
meat to babes & this may be the sort of thing that happened. Or it 
may be that the novelty wore off. The minute books should show, it 
they exist. You might try a letter to the Cartwright Honor, Hanley, 
Stoke-on-Trent, & ask the Secretary of the Workers' Educational 
Association for the address of Mrs. H. Barker, widow of Mr. Harry 
Barker; I believe he became Secretary of the Labour Church at the 
change over. If so, she may still have the minute books. And she 
may give you her recollections of the organization, which would 
check on� & add to mine. 

You ask for books & letters -- I have none -- and for pamphlets -- 
I have none on the Labour Church, & only one left over from the 
sort we sold at the door. It is too dilapitated to enclose it. 
I have found a Fabian & enclose it. 

The old photographs sent may interest -- especially one of a Labour 
Day which is dated May 27th, 1906. I seem to remember the Labour 
Church taking part in it, but this would require verification. 04 
the back of the photo is a newspaper cutting of the comprehensive 
& optimistic resolution moved by A. Brockhouse. He was or became 
a city councillor. Miss F. A. Farmer sometimes came to the meet- 
ings. Later she was Alderman & first Lady Mayoress of Stoke-on- 
Trent. Councillor Beechener also spoke on our platform many times. 

Adcock's poem Indicates the white-hot-indicnation that got the 
"Daily Herald" started in the face of fantastic odds. Compare with 
the comfortable doctrine of Bibby in the "Study of Social Welfare" 
enclosed. Sorry I have only the one part of it. Patt Ridges, the 
novelist, used to say that the real heroines of this world are the 
women of the alums 1 

The other items enclosed show conditions in the potteries about 
1906: children playing in the gutter;; women cleaning outsides of 
their homes. None of the enclosures need be returned. 

With compliments, 
Yours faithfully, 

17m. J. B. Blake. 
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Urmston, near I! anchestor, July 19th. 

Dear Sir: 

I noticed your letter in the "Manchester Guardian" the other day, 
and was agreeably surprised that someone should be delving into 
the history of a church that was one of my parents chief interests 
in thoir youthful days. If not among the founding members, they 
must at least have become attached within a few weeks of its birth. 
From conversations heard as a child and during young manhood, I may 
be able to give you some aid. 

In the first place, %hen my mother died a short while ago I came 
into possession of a Labour Church Hymnbook, f ourpart music, tonic 
solfa notation, containing, form memory, 96 hymns, which seem to 
consist of specially written words to well known hymn tunes. Ad- 
ditionally, and I have reason to think that this may be well-nigh 
unique, 10 years' (or perhaps 12) issues, bound in three volumes 
of the "Labour Prophet", the monthly magazine of the Labour Church. 

These I handed, some months ago, to the custody of our county 
library. They are in the care of our local Librarian. .. dir. L. Read, District Librarian, Flixton Library, . 
Apart from documentary matter, I append a few recollections from 
the overheard conversations, and some details that while not pos- 
sibly proved facts, are, I think, plausible statements. They may 
fit in with other details to enable you to piece together a co- 
herent story. 

The Labour Church was founded by John Trevor, minister of Upper 
Brook Street Unitarian Church, Manchester, in a building in the 
Trafford Road district of Salford. I have a suspicion that many 
of the membors fell under the spell of Robert Dlatchford and the 
"Clarion" and that they drifted from the church to the secular 
activities of "Clarionettes". John Trevor later returned to the 
Unitarian fold, in the 1920's he was at Rainow, near Macclesfield, 
Cheshire, At that time H. V. Herford (who was then crippled and 
propelling hemself in a wheeled chair, and who had a (works? ) 
managership at Bans Renolds, the chairmakers. ) engaged himself in 
collecting alms for Trevor's support. It was a pathetic appeal 
suggestinS penury, but later rumour suggested that the poverty was 
relative and Trevor was at least comfortable. Trevor probably 
died at Rainow. His son was at that period an official of the 
Sandbach Union, probably relieving officer, and had a numerous 
family, which was held out as the reason for his inability to 
assist his father. 

H. V. Herford established a name for himself in the improvement 
of factory working conditions at a time when such were unheard 
of. ... H. Atkinson (a schoolteacher? ) was sometime 
secretary of the Salford Labour Church, as was my father, and 
John Walker, at that time a solicitor's clerk, but later a solicitor, 
partner in the firm of Blackburn and Walker, Kennedy Street. 
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... Fred Brocklehurst, a barrister, became a Conservative 
platform speaker in later life, an action which led to strong 
speaking on the part of his former associates. Than something 
occurred which blemished his name and he disappeared from public 
life. I cannot say anything of H. C. Rowe. 

The "Cindorellas" were taken over by E. Halton's "Manchester Even- 
ing Cronicle" in this district. This newspaper was able to organ- 
ize them on a bigger scale. 

During my fathor's term of office he had to entertain (Prince) 
Peter Kropotkin, the Russian socialist, who had some engagement to 
speak at the Labour Church. He also attended "anarchist" meetings 
as observer on the cburch' s behalf. 

I fear that you vi11 
of the church alive 
been 84 had she been 
vivor. I think that 
years. .0 

have difficulty in finding any adult members 
in this district. My mother (who would have 

alive) looked upon herself as the last sur- 
the Salford Church must have existed but 15 

Yours sincerely, 

Wilfrid Cooke. 

Bristol, 15.9.53 

Dear ter. Summers: 

It is I who mist now apolocise for delay in answering. Owing to 
illness some letters were displaced. 

I find it rather difficult to describe my father. He was a man of 
strong philanthropic leanings who spent much time and energy in 
lecturing for iPleasant Sunday Afternoons' and in being treasurer 
Bor the Hulme Day Nursery. He was a clear and fluent speaker. 
His politics were the radical and of liberalism. Our papers were 
the Manchester Guardian and the Clarion, and for business the City 
News. He was at Sidcut, a Quaker School, and was brought up a 
Quaker, but resigned from the society with the group of young men 
who resigned out of-indignation at the exclusion from the Society 
of Friends, of David Duncan, a man whom they all very much admired. 
Ly parents later became Theosophists. 

In business he was an architect and sanitary engineer, but he was 
never a very successful business man. He left school at 14 and 
went into his father's office, so any further education was 
aquired by home reading. He wrote a very beautiful hand; I still 
have books which he gave me *ich are most beautifully inscribed. 
He was not quite 52 when he died of an acute attack of pneumonia. 
He was always ready to help anybody who needed help and was most 
generous to all, and was an affectionate father. He was born 
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June 24th, 1848 and died Easter 1900, 

Yours sincerely, 

Catharine L. Corbett. 

Manchester, Aug. 25/53 

Dear Sir: 

Your letter in the W/C Guardian last month prompts me to reply 
belatedly having a slight knowledge of the facts relating to it/C, 
I understand that the Labour Church founded by John Trevor was 
first opened in the Peoples Concert Hall or Casino, "Cass" as it 
was called alias Billy Burton's night school; he was the manager 
or owner. This stood where our Midland Hotel now stands. Later 
the Labour Church had rooms in Booth St. E. ihere the Roxy Cinema 
now stands (Oxford Road All Saints), The South-"Jest 4/C I. L. P. 
used this room also &I was a member till it ceased its existence 
in 19034, The I. L. P. had taken over the rooms when the Labour 
Church gave up some time bef ore this. 

John Trevor was the preacher at the Unitarian Church, Upper Brook 
Street, Wo near to Booth St. The Rev. Charles Peach was minister 
there later on & you might get some information from L. Du Garde 
Peach, the writer and broadcaster of Chapel-on-le-Frith who I 
understand is his son. Two of the Pankburst daughters had some 
connection with Booth St, while Mrs. Pankhurat was the registrar 
for Births in that part of Y/C. I remember they did some skirt 
dancing on our stcge at a concert either for the I. L. P. or the 
Labour Church. This room in Booth St. was over a stable & the 
owner was a pioneer in the 3 horse Char-a-bang or wagonette. It 
used to smell strongly of ammonia & this was bad for our intro- 
duction of new members to the I. L. P. & might have been the cause 
of the Labour Church failure to carry on. 

Nearly all the people who could have attended at Booth St. will 
have died by now. There was a clock in this club room &I have 
always thought it must have belonged to the Labour Church. It 
came into my family's possession & told the time to customers in 
an off licence in Moss Side WC. I like to think that this must 
have been one of the earliest of Socialist owned clocks. 

fir. Herford I seem to connect with Hans Renolde Chain Co. Burnage, 
Y/C; I believe he was a director. 

There was a Cinderella Club held at Armitage St. School, Ardwick, 
YIC and run by the Clarion Cyclist Club We section. I played the 
violin there once for the children to sing choruses. It was 
eventually given up because the parents became too demanding for 
their children's gifts. I belonged to the Clarion Cyclists & the 
Clarion Choir for a good number of years. 
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Much of this may not be of any use to you 
& retired from work Z would be willing to 
contact to sort things out or do a bit of 
Central Library where I expect copies of 
are there for our use. 

Doping this will be of some help, 

but as I am here in 1. ß/C 
call on anyone you may 
devilling in the WC 

old papers of that period 

Yours sincerely, 
William Thursby 

Y1. Buxton, Nov. 15th. 1953 

Dear Ure Simmers s 

In reply to your letter of the 10th inst. My Father and I were 
attending Upper Brook St, when Mr. John Trevor came as Minister 
and then started the Labour Church and we went down to the "Misio 
Hall" where meetings were held (it was on the site where the "Mid- 
land Botel" now etandsi facing Lower Mosley St. ) Mr. Hugh Herford 
and Mr. Alf Dugdale Junr, also I don't call to mind any others 
from Upper Brook St. Church. There was prominent Labour Speakers: 
Tom Manns, Ben Tillett, Enid Stacy, and Kathleen St. John Conway 
afterwards Mrs. Glasier, Ramsay Macdonald & others. 

Vie attended Up. Bk. St. for morning service & went down to the Hall 
at night. Mr. Dugdale took charge of a Bookstall for a time, but, 
gradually returned to Brook St, when Mr. Peach came as Minister. 
M. Hugh Herford was a very staunch supporter of Mr. Trevor until 
he died some years ago. 

After the "Wale Hall" was given up there was a House rented some- 
where at back of John St. Deansgate and used as an Institute for 
meetings and Lectures. We moved out and lost touch after a time & 
cant recollect correctly. There was published a Labour Prophet by 
Mr. Trevor, I think, & my Father had copies bound together; which I 
gave to the Rev. J. W. Dyer when he was living here some years ago, 
and have written to him if he would loan it to you. He has a 
church in N. Ireland, address enclosed. 

Am afraid can't 
L de Bard Peach, 
recollections. 
mixed up. 

tell you any more to be correct. 
but, he would be too young to be 

Am afraid this Lis-not much but at 

Have heard from 
interested or 
66 one gets 

Yours sincerely, 
A. Jackson. 
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Norwich, 21 August, 1953 

Dear Mr. Summers: 

Please take great care of the enclosed pamphlet -- "Politics in the 
Pulpit" -- and return to me. Its the only copy I've got. But I 
thought it might be helpful to you in preparing your thesis, As 
you see, it was an address given to the Norwich Labour Church at 
the end of last century, intended to set forth just what was the 
outlook and purpose of the Labour Church movement. It had a very 
wide circulation as a pamphlet; and had a good deal to do with 
shaping the thought and mood of British working-class life in the 
formation of the Labour Party, then ifr! its birth period as a def- 
inite political organisation. 

One other connection with the Labour Church movement is worth not- 
ing. 1y "Case For Socialism" had very definitely a Labour Church 
origin, Some years after the publication of the "Politice in the 
Pulpit" pamphlet, I was asked to take the service and give the 
address on the first Sunday afternoon of each month for a yegr. I 
decided to make it a sequence instead of a series of unconnected 
talks. And, as you probably know, when the talks were published 
as "The Case For Socialism", the book jumped out of my control as 
soon as it was published, and rapidly became the official text- 
book of the Socialist movement in almost every country and lan- 
guage in the world. 

-My best wishes to you for tho 8UCCes3' of the thesis. 

Faithfully yours, 

Fred Henderson. 

Stockport, Jan. 4th. 1954 

Dear Sir: 

. As for Casey, Walter Iiampeon. He was an adherent of Roman 
Catholicism but was excommunicated from the Church, I presume be- 
cause of his writings (probably in the Clarion). Ile was an accom- 
plished violinist and lectured over a wide area on musical subjects, 
and he and his pianist Dolly Pickard (I hope the name is correct) 
were well known and their services highly appreciated. 

He took his children from tho R. C. day school they attended, and 
Walter (Junior) was in my class. The first letter he wrote to his 
father, then on a tour, after he came under my supervision, resulted 
in a letter from dad to Comrade Lincolzi and in repayment for the 
lad's improvement as a cgrrespondent and in other ways, we had a 
number of visits by Casey with his violin and talks to our scholars 
at Wellington Rd,. C. S. on composers and forms of musical compos- 
ition. try headmaster, J. 11. Gregory, was a capable pianist, and so 
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the "music appreciation" visits were very enjoyable and instructive. 

I reckoned he was at heart 
the apparent inconsistency 
tain individuals. 

a religious man, rather embittered by 
between profession and practice of car. 
... 

Yours SaithfuUU7, 

D. S. Lincoln 

Kirkoswald, Curnb. 16.7.53 

Dear Mr. Sumners 2 

Referring to your letter in today's "Guardian", I was a member of 
the Labour Church in Stockport before the 1914-18 War (which it did 
not survive so far as I know -- though the Labour Party, a vastly 
different thing, took its place), 

I was too young then to notice much (or know much) about the details 
of the Church's membership, services, etc., beyond the fact that it 
included a Young Socialist Sunday School; but I do retain very vivid 
impressions of a selflessness and idealism which permeated everyone 
connected with it. This is hardly surprising, for in those days 
only a sincerity of belief in Socialism (generally of a deeply rel- 
igious and equalitarian type) could be the reason for becoming a 
member of the Church (there being no "pickings" to attract the rats). 
Socialism, to us, was somethin we never expected to see (and we 
have even less expectation now) but it was a vision we would have 
died for if dying would have made it into a reality »- a vision of 
happy children and smiling adults, working, and sharing all their 
joys and the produce of a labour which itself would have become a 
joy. Our Socialism might have been impossible, but it was inspiring 
and made the curses and brickbats bearable. And we were happy in 
our ignorance of the future, when Socialism would come to mean 
"Jobs for the hoys" and a seat on the Coal Board at £. 5000 per year. 

Though Z am now a private trader, I am still the Socialist I was in 
those days; but you will not be surprised to learn that I no longer 
even exercise my right to vote, and that I attend the Polling 
Station only for the purpose of cancelling my Voting Paper -. this 
after thirty years in the Socialist, Co-operative and Trade Union 
ljovements as I. L. P. Leterature Secy., Collector, Labour Party 
Secretary, and Trade Union officials 

All my brothers, sisters and parents were -- and are -- socialists 
and were connected with the Church, but I think they would be of 
less help to you even that I am, but I know one of the older mem- 
bers tto was (with his family) a very prominent member, and could 
tell you everything about it. He is Mr. James Clarke, of 26 Moor- 
land Road, Vioodamoor! Stockport, Cheshire. 
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With all good wishes, i am 

Yours faithfully, (and hastily) 

John Wilde 

Southport, Lancs. July '53. 

Dear Sir: 

Re your letterin the &/C Guardian of the 9th inst. Perhaps my ex- 
periences at Stockport would be helpful in your book. A few prog- 
ressive folk met during the months of 1 ov. and Dec. 1903, and after 
inquiries from various Labour Churches, we held a final one which 
decided to found a Labour Church in Stockport on Sunday evening 4th 
January 1904. 

This organisation appointed a committee and officers to organise a 
code of rule and conduct, and find a meeting place, and engage 
speakers. 1 'enclose copy of Bazaar Hand Book which please note was 
organised three and half years after our founding, and please note 
Page S. Article by T. A. Pierce prominent in the movement at the 
time; and page 15. Our first chairman gives a report of our work 
during the first few years. I was elected icon, Sec, at the first 
meeting and was re-elected at every annual meeting for ten years. 
When I joined up in the 1014 war. The L. Church carried on until 
about 1925 when the name was changed to Labour Fellowship. 

I am sure the Handbook and the syllabuses will be useful in the 
memoirs you are about to write showing the type of work we were 
engaged in. lt may interest you to know that all the adds in the 
publication were secured by Mr. Clithero and myself, the lay out 
mostly by your servant assisted by a journalist friend. We were 
helped in our work by the L. C. Union, W. Belcher, President, J. 
Mitchell, Sec., & Mr. Pierce, Treasurer, and Co=ittee. Various 
Labour Churches helped by providing speakers and suggestions, i, e. 
Hyde Socialist Church, Leek Labour Church, Birmingham Lab, 0., 
Bradford & others. 

In the booklets enclosed you will notice the type of speakers who 
visited us, and amongst others were persons from U. S. A., Reich- 
taa'g S. D. members, French Deputies, and others too numerous to 
mention. 

In our organisation at various times we had a brass band, orchestra, 
choir, Soc. Sunday School, Swinning club, Rambling Club, Physical 
culture class, womens section, adult class, and bought our own 
building. I regret to report that practically all of the original 
founders of our Labour Church at Stockport, have passed on. There 
must be only a half a dozen in Stockport now, and am afraid the 
names mentioned in your letter are now unknown to any survivors in 
my home town now. 
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Perhaps a perusal of, enclosed will be of some benefit in your task. 

I ought to say our form of service was: opening hymn (Labour Church 
Hymnal), Lords Prayer (a chant),, Chairman's remarks, Speaker, 
Questions, Collection, Hymn. Our attendance averaged 450, on some 
occasions 800. During the summer months for many years we organised 
summer open-air meetings &a few weeks missions. Our speakers list 
over the years included Socialists, Trade Union Leaders, S. D. F. 0 I. L. P., leading Dramatic Elocutionists,. Musical Composers (Rutland 
Broughton) Actors etc, from Mas Horniman's Company (a few who are 
now famouslo Vegitarians (Josiah Oldfield), Secularists, Clergy, 
Scientists. Our Church membership was usually averaged at 190 for 
five years. Soc. School attendance ave. 80. .. 0 

Yours Sincerely, 

George Burgess 

Southport, Lanes. 21.8.53 

Dear l1r. Suznnero : 

.. Uy part in our organisation was really the part of 
Organising Secretary, which, without boasting, I did a lot in 
bringing it up to a high state of efficiency in so far that we had 
a membership at one time of 180 paying members, & over a period 
average 150. Bought an old chapel, converted it to our require- 
ments, by our own members composed of all trades and professions. 
I travelled all over Lancashire and Cheshire to find speakers. 
These as you will realise were of different kinds of thought, from 
Clergy, including spiritualists, to Secularists. All types of 
Socialists, men like Alma Maude friend of Kropopkin?, Cecil 
Chesterton, Rutland Boughton, Jos. McCabe, bfrs. Despard, Countess 
of Warwick, Margaret Bondfield, hundreds of others, all of whom I 
engaged. My wife always told friends that I was worse. than a 
lodger. 

The L. C. movement didn't fail because of the 1914 rear. It maybe 
that we had no H. Q. like other bodies usually have, no affiliation 
etc. Lany. Labour Christians didn't like us because we had no 
creed. .. 

Sixicere17, 

George Burgess. 

York, 22nd, October '53. 

Dear I! ro summers: 

It muses me to.. learn that our doings In the I. L. P. (the Indepen- 
den Labour Party), the impu'ýIent little pups a ýrartvere called, 



should be made the subject of research at a great university. 
Fifty years ago the Party was strong and vigorous, its members 
being prepared to sacrifice practically everything they had for 
the Cause in which they believed. Unfortunately for you I was 
never in at the heart of things. The branches of the I. L. P. to 
which I belonged and with which I did all my work, were at York 
(first), Lancaster, Sheffirld and Huddersfield, and what these 
branches were doing fifty years ago seems to me in retrospect, 
just a routine of meetings public and private, distributing liter- 
ature and canvassing for votes. 

in none of the towns I have named was there any sort of connection 
between the Party and the religious bodies, with the possible ex- 
ception or York where two of the leading members were officials of 
the Unitarian Church there. Indeed it is true to say that the 
churches were amongst our bitterest opponents. I well remember 
when I made an attempt to interest the Sheffield Cathedral clergy 
in the work we were doing to bring down the Infantile Mortality 
rate which continued year after year unaltered in its incidence. 
You may imagine my dismay when I found that these reverend gentle- 
men were not interested in attempting to reduce the rates all they 
wanted was that the children who died should go to heaven with 
clean hands and faces and full bellies. Which is to say that the 
idea of reducing the mortality rate was an unheard-of thing. God 
took the children to Himself; It was His will they died, and that 
was that. 

But wa, did iti Yes indeed we didi The Infantile Mortality Rate 
in the east and of Sheffield was reduced from 240 per thousand 
births to something under 50, and it is less than that now. I 
with many others spoke at scores of meetings held mainly in the 
streets= I gave lantern lectures in the streets; indeed I think I 
have spoken at more street meetings in Sheffield than any man alive. 

with Councillor Padley, the only Socialist member of the City Coun- 
cil I was instrumental in getting an X-Ray apparatus installed at 
the Town full, ostensibly for the treatment of ringworm, and we got 
it because there was not a member of the Coui, oil knew what an X-Ray 
apparatus was. We persuaded the School Medical Officer to indent 
for-it, And the requisition went through greatly to our relief. 
That was the beginning of the magnificent clinic for which Sheffield 
afterwards became famous. This was in 1908 or 9. 

For me this continual propaganda, Sundays and weekdays alike was a 
conflict with death. Death in all its various forms: - infantile 
mortality, poverty, disease, slums, unemployment, and war. We car- 
ried our propaganda for the Strike against War to the Continent and 
it was well received in Germany. There, in 1914,2000 men were 
shot for refusing to obey the call to join up-with the forces in 
vahich they were conscripts. Keir Hardie and Bruce Glasier were at 
the head of this campaign and it kept its place in the Party prog- 
ramme until the Newcastle conference of 1915, the last I attended, 
lifter that came the deluge. I was the speaker at the first meoting 
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hold to protest against the war of 1914, on the Sunday after war 
was declared, and I had the greatest difficulty in finding anyone 
who would take the chair for me. The hopes of men faded and died. 

I have no letters or papers by rue now; all these I deposited in the 
Rylands Library at Manchester. One thing however you should get and 
it is the report of the speech delivered by Keir Hardie at the chil- 
dren's meeting held during the conference of 1914 at Bradford, the 
twenty-first birthday conference at which the most of those present 
believed that their work was done. It was only a matter of putting 
out the banners. But our enemies beat us with the war of 1914. 
This speech of Hiardie's was the greatest speech I have ever listened 
to and though it was not reported Fenner Brockway has been extra- 
ordinarily successful in reconstructing it and I am aura he will be 
glad to help you to a copy. It was essentially a religious speech. 

It you should require any further information on particular points 
I may be able to help you. About Trevor and his Labour Church I 
know nothing. 

Yours sincerely 

Richard Hawkin 

Urmston, Sept. 13th, 1953 

Dear A. Read 

My daughter, Jenny, passed on your request for any information I 
may have on the Labour Church Movement and its history. I have not 
been a member of the Labour Church ... In the North-East of 
England, where I spent my early and most active time, the Labour 
Church Movement was at its strongest in the 1890s. I have no doc- 
umentary proof to support my impression which is that it lost Its 
influence on the formation of the I. L. P. ... This Movement, 
definitely Socialist in character, gave a practical expression to 
the idealism which was the inspiration of the Labour Church. The 
I. L. P., whilst advocating economic change, stressed that these, 
were not an end in themselves but necessary before life could be 
placed on a basis of co-operation &: fellowship instead of compet- 
ition & struggle. It was this striving for a practical application 
of idealls which resulted too in the formation of Socialist Sunday 
Schools, a movement I have been connected with for about 43 years. 

Yours sincerely, 
J. Simmons. 

46 
0 

40 
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Newcastle-on-Tyne, July 18th 53 

Dear Ure Summers: 

I am much obliged for your very kind letter dated July 16th and con- 
taining your personal news as well as a quotation, apt and helpful, 
from Iremon ger's biography of Wm, Temple, about the Labour Churches 
in 1907. I remember that period very well. I was ordained Deacon 
in 1906 and Priest in 1907. But I did not meet Win Temple until he 
became Bishop of Manchester in the 1920s, after which I saw a good 
deal of him, for he was a very "live wire". As you wrote In your 
letter to me lately: - "Win, Temple made unnecessary the Labour Chur- 
ches as separate organisations. " I actually witnessed the process 
of labour church movts, being absorbed by historic churches or by 
political socialism -- as you express it in your letter to me. In 
other words, Wm. Temple, under God, was the means of ending the rise 
of unchristian Socialism, and that was why, quoting from memory, I 
was able to say so to you on your visit to me, ... 

P. S. I am nearly 80 years old, & so can remember Hobt. Blatchford 
& used to read his book "Morrie England" & his paper "The Clarion" 
In fact I Introduced both to the notice of many of my contemporaries, 
myself giving a Christian twist to Blatchford'e rank materialism -- 
though I must confess Blatchf ord & his colleagues were a very human 
lot, though mostly heathens, except one Roman Catholic on his staff, 
who managed to season the lumps of heathenism with the salt of 
Christianity. 

As to Win. Temple, he was a born leader of men, and, I repeat, under 
God, saved the situation into which he was born. Incidentally, he 
burned himself out in doing this saving work. May God rest his soul. 

Yours very-truly, 

V. T. Taylor 

Woodford Green, Dec. 17,1053 

Dear Mr. Summers t 

. When I was a student at Manchester College (now 65 years 
ago) we heard of the "Labour Church". But as an or anisation it did 
not seem to be making any "headway". As a matter or hearsay (for 
the accuracy of which I cannot vouch) some of the meetings consisted 
of denunciations of the rich backed up by readings from the Epistle 
of James in the New Testament. .0. 

Sincerely yours 

s, H. Mollorie 
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Woodford Green, Jan. 25,1954 

Dear Q. 5umiers : 

I am afraid that I can be of very little assistance to you in your 
study of the history of the "Labour Church" (I an not speaking of 
the personality and religious and social ideals of John Trevor him- 
self, but of what the Labour Churches became. ) 

About the time when I left College, the impression made on many 
people was of a clans-conscious movement which had no possibility 
of permanence. 

Moreover (at that time) the rising political and social controver- 
sies in great matters of public policy were absorbing the attention 
of people who thought about such things at all. There was the con- 
stitutional struggle of the liberal government with the House of 
Lords., over "Home Rule" and, above all, the rejection of the Budget 
by the Lords. Thera was the campaign for "Votes for Women". Soo- 
ialism (not very clearly defined) was being enthusiastically advoc- 
a. ted by Robert Blatchford in his widely-circulated "Clarion' and 
other writings. Blatchford identified Socialism with Atheism. This 
was bitterly resented by many who p NO that po t ca socialism 
had nothing to do with Atheism. The "Daily Mail" was doing all it 
could to exasperate these controversies. And the real possibility 
of war with Germany was becoming more and more evident. As far as I 
can remember, among all these things the "Labour Church" ceased to 
be heard of, 

I imagine that if John Trevor were living now, he would have had a 
message for the labour movement as a political party today -- a 
message which would not have been welcome to all of them. 

I am sorry that I cannot say anything more definite about the move- 
ment in which you are interested, 

Sincerely yours 

3. He Melone 

Dunmow, December 5th, 53 

Deer Sir: 

0.. My first wife, Enid Stacy, who died very tragically in 
1901, knew Trevor and spoke very frequently at Labour Churches. 
Probably the most successful of those churches was the one at Brad- 
ford, which had the backing of the Priestmans, -- the well known 
quaker family. I remember speaking there on a Sunday evening in 
1900 and being much impressed by the size and the keenness of the 
audience. Another experience I like to recall is a weekend at Leek 
in Staffordshire. The Labour Church occupied a building which had 
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been a Quaker Meeting 
presided over by a man 
was Larner Supden. 

House. I found a highly intelligent audience 
who was both poet and craftsman. His name 

fiewburZh, loth Jan. 1954 

Dear Mr, Summery: 

,.. There may have been some connection between the stirring 
of the social conscience which expressed itself in the Socialist 
movement of the time, and the decay of reliCious belief which led 
to a temporary effort to found various new churches", ethical soc- 
ieties, brotherhoods, adult schools, and so on, but my own view is 
that they were merely contemporary. %'. hen nlatchf ord began his sec- 
ularist propaganda he had a larger personal following than any other 
person in the Socialist movement but he failed to carry that follow- 
ing with him in his crusade. The great majority of the workers in 
the movement refused to become involved in a controversy which had 
nothing to do with Socialism, which was their abiding interest. The 
younger men with whom I was in contact in Scotland were mostly ag- 
nostics, but they were not interested in churches or in secular 
propaganda. We were fully aware of the opposition we had to over- 
come to the socialist idea, and we had no desire to add to our dif- 
ficultios by antagonising any of the sectaries. 

I am sorry I cannot help you in your inquiry. It would be attaching 
an altogether too definitive label to say that wo had any "attitude" 
towards the coteries. We went on with our job as if they were not 
there, and our job had not enough workers that we could afford to 
wander afield. 

Yours sincerely 

Joseph F. Duncan 

London, 17.4.54 

Dear Mr. Sumiers i 

... The Socialist Surxiay Schools had some scores of centres at 
one time, but there are, I believe, very few nowadays. They were 
emphatically ethical & somethero I have a copy of their "Ten Precepts". 
If you cannot trace these I'll try to find my copy some time -- only 
it means searching around & if that can be avoided in my very busy 
life I shall be Caad. If however, you cannot trace them in Edin- 
burgh please lot me know. The Sunday gathering consisted of Socialist 
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ethical hprns (without theological reference),, readings, recital 
of the Precepts, & an address. occasionally there would also be a 
Dedication Service of an infant belonging to a Socialist couple, 
when all the children presented flowers & the red flag was held 
over the child. 

The Labour Churches have also faded away, but were fairly numerous 
at one time. I have copies of their Song or Hymn books. They were 
non-theological but religious, & did not necessarily exclude a gen- 
eral reference to the Deity or the Christ. The Service consisted of 
hy=s, readings (sometimes, perhaps, from the Bible),, an address, 
with perhaps a solo, a choir or instrumental music. Frequently a 
short time was given to questions & the address could be broadly 
ethical or oven specifically political, Here & there local Labour 
Parties still hold an Annual Harvest Service (as at Bournemouth) & 
last year I spoke at one. In that case there were Bible readings, 
Lord's Prayer & religious hyans. I gave the address of a broadly 
religious-ethical character. 

Trade Unions often, in some parts das with miners & agricultural 
workers),, attend a local church service for an Industrial Sunday or 
a Harvest Sunday, with their banners,, & occasionally display their 
tools and products before the pulpit or the altar. 

Forty ears ago "The ProEressive League" (later The Liberal Christian 
League) united Christians and Socialists, & out of that came the 
Order of Pioneer Preachers founded by the then famous Congregation.. 
ast, Tev, K. J. Campbell of the City Temple (now an Anglican, 
aged 90, Canon Dr. Campbell),, a religious residential comnunity of 
young men, who pursued studies & preached. I was one of those 
Pioneers for 4 years. 

During the time you mention (& before, back to Charles Dingsley & 
Frederick Dennison Maurice) there were numerous Christian Socialists 
such as Father Paul Bull of the Community of the Resurrection, & 
Father Conrad Noel, Vicar of Thaxhed, Essex. There were also the 
Church Socialist League & the Catholic Crusade (all above were 
Anglican), both Socialist Christian movements later merging in the 
Socialist Christian League, which I helped to found. The religious, 
ethical, & Christian elements in the British Socialist & Labour 
movements have been very strong & influential. 

Yours sincerely, 
ß. 47. Sorensen. 

Paisley, 18/2/54 

Dear Mr. Somers: 

. It was in 1893 the Independent Labour Party was formed in 
Bradford. One of the founders was Keir Hardie. Keir Hardie was 
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what may be described as a "Christian" and a "Socialist". Arthur 
Henderson, who became one of the outstanding members of the Labour 
Party was a Methodist Lay Preacher, as were quite a number of others, 
particularly, miners' leaders. This does not, however, apply to the 
Scottish miners. They were mostly composed of Catholic, indifferent, 
or sceptic. But the Independent Labour Party in England and Scot- 
land had always, under the leadership of Hardie, a religious flavour. 
But already earlier than the I. L. P. was the Social Democratic 
Federation. This was . arxist, and strictly non-religious. 

Then there was the Clarion (a 
Dlatchrord, with Clarion Vans 
Socialist propaganda all over 
bring indifferent, became act 
books: "God And : Neighbour" 
Bottom Dog. 

weekly publication) edited by Robert 
and Clarion Cycle Clubs carrying 
the countryside. Blatchf ord, from 

Lvely hostile to religion with two 
and "Not Cuilty, A Defence of the 

A Life of Blatchford was recently published. You will get it in the 
Library. Read also "The Life of Keir Hardie" by Win. Stewart. ... The Socialist Sunday School was mainly under I. L. P. auspices. It 
was quite widespread in the Industrial centres. There are still 
several schools in Glasgow. a.. I hope this will be helpful. 

Yours Sincerely. 

111m. Ocliacher 

Pa13lay, 30/1/54 

Dear : r. : uianez'a: 

I am not just too clear on that you want sie to say, but here goes. 

In the second half of the 19th century there were several small 
groups and Individuals carrying forward the message of Socialism. 
By the beginning of this century it had become a crusade with even 
greater fervour than a "religious revival". 

At street corners (there weren't the traffic problems of today), at 
Public Park gates on Sunday evenings, In the trade unions & in the 
factories the "disciples" of the new evangel carried on their mani- 
fold activities. Most of us were ordinary workers, with a fair 
percentage of school-teachers, 

Those of us iho were in the factories had in many cases to get up 
at 4: 34 a. m. & to travel quite a distance down the Clyde to start 
work at 6 a. m. Meal-hour meetings in our respective factory with 
pamphlets & books-(mostly Marxist) sold to our fellow-workers, & then 
trade union, co-operative or street corner meetings at night -- this 
was the general run of life, i belonged to the Social Democratic 
Federation, Marxist & therefore accepting Dialectical Materialism as 
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providing the only adequate explanation of the Universe and its var- 
ious phenomena. Maxton was in the I. L. P., a body which had no 
accepted theory but based its propaganda on sentiment and on the 
profound thesis that "If everybody was good nobody would be bad". 

The tories (Christian) jeered at us & told us we couldn't change 
human natura, forgetting that their own gospel proposes to change 
human nature without changing the conditions or system that produces 
such a crop of selfishness and greed. That by the way. In 1916 I 
was sentenced to a term of imprisonment, When I entered the prison 
Reception I had to givo the usual particulars, name, age, etc. 
When the question was put to me "That's your religion? , "Socialism. " 
I answered. Two weeks later Maxton followed. Ile answered in the 
same way. He often told the story of the"Christian" Screw (warder) 
exclaiming "That's no bloody religion, " Then in 1916 when Herbert 
Morrison was before the London Tribunal as a conscientious objector 
he was asked the same question, ""That is your religion? " to which he 
answered "I am a Socialist and a member of the I. L. P, It 

The greatest Crusader of them all was a Glasgow School teacher, John 
McLean. Lectures, economic classes, propaganda meetings, for years 
he went on never-ceasing till his death in 1924. During the school 
holidays he travelled all over Scotland, getting a "bite &a sup" 
from comrades hore & there but like the rest of us never charging a 
penny for his services. We were preaching our faith, our beliefs, 
without money and without price. 

So much did this Now Gospel take the place of the old that Socialist 
Sunday Schools were started & soon had spread far and wide. Social. 
ist hymns & Socialist Precepts took the place of the Psalms & the 
Ten Coz vandments. 

That roughly is a picture of the movement as it was before its 
leaders were taken prisoner by the Bourgeoisie, 

Yours Sincerely, 

William 4a11acher 

Paisley, 2/4/54 

Dear Mr, Summers: 

In the second half of last century there were many people who saw 
the evils of Capitalism & who in one form or another espoused the 
cause of Socialism as the application of Christianity to the problems 
of modern society. Such a one was Kingsley, the author of "Westward 
Ito" and a non-conformist clergyman. Another well known clergyman, 
more to our times, was Rev. Conrad Noel, an English Churchman who 
occupied a small church in the small villa ee of Thaxted. lie kept a 
red flag displayed in his church. Look up these two in the Library. 
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In the latter half of the last century there was such "religious" 
enthusiasm, particularly on the continent, around the Socialist 
movement, it became a menace to the Catholic Church. So much so 
that in 1891, Pope Leo XIII issued an Encyclical, "Rerum Novarum" 
in which he condemned Socialism root and branch FZ appealed for fair 
treatment of the workers by the Capitalists in order to combat it. 

In 1931 Pope Pius issued a "follow-up" Encyclical "Quadragessimo 
Anno" (forty years after the publication of "Rerun Novarum"). In 
this he re-emphasised Leo's condemnation of Socialism & praised the 
"Co-operative" (Fascist) State then prevailing in Italy. He advises 
Catholics everywhere to work for such a state where strikes will be 
prohibited & Socialist agitators will be suppressed. But he directs 
attention to the fallt that the main enemy of the Church is "Liberal- 
ism". That means the holding of, or expression of, opinions not 
sanctioned by the Church. If you read that Encyclical you'll see 
there the guiding lines of what McCarthy is trying to do in America. 

Many of the early Socialists in this country who were at some time 
Christians, believed that the founder of Christianity & his Immediate 
followers were In essence Socialist. They certainly taught and 
practiced a religion for the poor against the rich. 

There is the story of the young man who sought salvation to whom 
Christ said, after the lad had claimed that he kept the Commandments,, 
"One thine thou lackest, sell all thou hast & distribute it to the 
poor. " and he went away sorrowful for he had great possessions. This 
led Christ to say "It is easier for the camel to pass throuCh the 
needle's eye than for a rich man to enter the Kingdom of heaven. " 
Then in the Acts wo are told that Peter & the brethren assembled & 
that all things were held in common & no wan lacked anything. Then 
in the Epistle of James the fifth Chapter opens with -- "Go to now 
ye rich men. Weep and howl for your miseries that will come upon 
you. This is followed by five or six verses of a most condemnatory 
character. 

The wealthy treated this new movement as all such movements have " 
been treated by their enemies. Thus Paul is constrained to say in 
the Corinthians "We are made as the filth of the world and the off- 
scouring of all things unto this day. " 

That immediately raises the thought of the hoodlum gangster language 
of Vice-President Nixon when he talked of Communists as "rats", "We 
are made as the filth of the world. " 

I hope this will be of some help to you in the job you're doing. 

Yours Sincerely 

Vim. Gallacher 

- o- 
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Ashford, Kent, 16 July, 1953 

Dear Mr. Suavaers 2 

Someone has sent me--- I can only guess from the postmark who -- a 
cutting from the Manchester Guardian containing your letter of 9 July. 
I shall be very pleased to send you any information I can from my 
memory of the Labour Cba rch Movement. I am now living in retirement 
at the age of 80, prevented by a heart that has turned sulky from 
taking any further part in social activities. 

I am sorry that I have not preserved any of the Labour Church pub- 
lications, all I have is a copy of John Trevor's autobiography en- 
titled My Quest For God. I shall be pleased to lend you this if you 
have noT-neon it. 

Let me say at once that there never was a Labour Church in the sense 
of a centralised, homogeneous organize ion. There was nominally a 
Labour Church Union, of which for a time I acted as Secretary, but 
it did not amount to more than keeping the local organizations suf- 
ficiently in touch for one of them to call an annual Conference. 
None of these Conferences led to the establishment of a standing 
central organization. 

John Trevor had no gifts as an organizer & administrator, & knew he 
hadn't. Indeed he was a thorough individualist in the deeper things 
of life & distrusted institutionalism. And no St. Paul arose to turn 
the sporadic, spontaneous outburst of "churches" into a Church. 

There were never more than about twenty of those local organizations. 
I was myself associated with an attempt to form one at Tottenham in 
north London, which proved abortive, & later I was a member for a 
time of the Watford Labour Church, which came into existence in 1900 
& lasted until the upheaval caused by the 1914-18 war. 

The chief value of the Labour Churches was that they provided a plat- 
form for that able band of Socialist speakers who laid the foundations 
of the present Labour Party. In a way the Labour Churches were 
rightly described as "just the T. L. P. meeting on Sunday"; but they 
provided an audience which included many with sympathies and interests 
going beyond those that were strictly political. They attracted those 
who found the doctrines of the Christian Churches no longer credible, 
or no longer relevant, & those, partly but not altogether the same 
people, who wanted the Christian principle of brotherhood to take 
more practical shape in contemporary social life & institutions than 
the churches themselves were giving it or were prepared to give it. 
An enthusiasm for Humanity was the outstanding feature of the Labour 
Churches. This, most of the adherents thought, was the whole of 
religion, 

i will not at the moment enter Into the question why it proved not to 
be a sufficient foundation for the establishment of the Church which 
John Trevor, & I, for one, with him, thought he saw coming to birth 
as the spiritual home of modern man. I do not know how far you may 
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be interested in the general question of the history and future de- 
velopment of religion in the world. It is a question on which I was 
more ready with answers at twenty than I an now at eighty. 

Yours sincerely, 
A. J. Waldegrave 

Ashford, Kent, 14 August, 1953 

Dear Mr, Summery _ 

I am clad you havo had some encouraging response to your appeal for 
information about the Labour Church. Naturally you have set my own 
mind roving over my eager, aspiring 'twenties' &I shall be very 
pleased to place at your disposal my recollections of them, not too 
much distorted or obliterated, I hope, by the passage of the years. 
I fear I shall have little to tell you but of aspirations unmatched 
by achievements; in that respect being a sad counterpart of John 
Trevor's own* But do come & see me, if you think it worth while. 

.. my impressions of John Trevor as a person. I met him & 
corresponded with him for several years on a pretty intimate footing, 
Z. I spent an evening with him towards the end of his life when he had 
quite dropped out of contemporary activities. He was indeed sincere 
-- In some ways naively so. True, he disappointed by his lack of the 
strength to nurture the child he had begotten & bring it to maturity, 
but personally I have always been grateful to him for helping me to 
preserve the essentials of religion when the non-essentials, in the 
time when It was difficult to distinguish between the two, were crum- 
bling away, 00 

Sincerely yours, 

A. J. Wa1deerave 

Ashford, Kent, 8 Sept., 1953 

Dear bfr. Su=ers : 

Saturday, Sept. 26th., will be quite convenient for me &I will hope 
to see you on that date. .. 

30 Sept., 1953 

one or two further points have occurred to me since your visit on 
Saturday "- which was a groat pleasure to me &, I hope, not too 
serious a waste of time for yourself. 

Among some mlecellaneous papers I have kept since my early days, I 
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have found the enclosed address which I must have prepared for one 
or more of the visits. 1 made to Labour Churches in 1900 or 1901; or 
possibly earlier, the last four pages having been added when I had 
left Shenfield. These pages, you will see, were written on paper 
with a Labour Church Union heading, which had no doubt become obso- 
lete when I thus used the shoots. 

You will perhaps got a better idea of the effect the impact of Trevor 
had on my mind from this address than from the description I tried to 
give you on Saturday. At any rate it is a contemporary document. 

I am horrified on reading it -- or should be if I were not amused -- 
at my presumption in standing up as a teacher, with so little qual- 
ification to assume the part. The weakness of my understanding, 
both of economics and of metaphysics, is so dreadfully apparent. 
Yet the ethical insight & appeal seem to me sound & true even now. 
The social & industrial system, both on the side of production & on 
that of distribution, was monstrously unjust & it was important that, 
in seeking to change it, we should not become narrow materialists 
but in our souls should live on spiritual heights, 

my economics got put on firmer ground by my reading the books of J. 
A. Hobson. I still have the greatest admiration for him. I am still 
fumbling with the metaphysics of the problems of "is" & "ought", 
Being and becoming, but with a somewhat surer touch, I think, than I 
had when I gave that address. I understand pretty clearly now that 
Belief begins where Knowledge ends, & that on it must be based all 
that is most important in life. How important then is the formation 
or adoption (what is the mysterious process? ) of our beliefel 

You will see that on the headed notepaper is a list of the Labour 
Churches= this must have been given to me by Trevor. I see It In- 
cludes Croydon. I recall now, & ought to have done so when you were 
here, that it was the representative of Croydon who brought forward 
the resolution about the South African War at the one Labour Church 
Conference I attended. He was a vigorous Socialist speaker named 
Muggeridge. For a time he was on the Executive of the Fabian Society 
& was one of the supportera of H. 0. Wells when he burst into the 
Society & tried to reform it; & was snuffed out by Bernard Shaw. I 
have sometimes wondered whether the Malcolm Mtuggeridge who has 
recently become Editor of "Punch" is a son of his. I shouldn't be 
surprised; it is an uncommon name, 000 

Sincerely Yours, 

A. J. WaldeErave 

Aehtord, Kent, 10 Dec., 1953 

Dear Surriers s 

I hope your enquiries vi11 brine you aome contact with Trevor'a 
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family. Even if they are successful, however, I do not suppose they 
will throw much light on the development of his religious ideas & of 
the influence of these on his way of life after he dropped out of 
the Labour Church Movement: for all his strong social sympathies & 
yearning for fellowship he was a solitary soul, & when I saw him to- 
wards the end of his life he &Ave me the impression that his love of 
Individuality & Independence (using capital letters, as he would 
have done, ) had led him to encourage his children to go their own 
way, so that he was living in the loneliness in which I met him. 

I shall be interested to learn more of the 1i pressions you get by 
your study of the articles in the "Labour Prophet", My own contrib- 
utions were very few, ,,. The only article of mine I can 
recall is one that I wish I had forgotten with the rest, It was a 
disrespectful, not to say impertinent, reply to a criticism of 
Trevor's religious position which had been made by Canon Scott 
Hollands a genuine scholar, a great preacher, &a leader of the 
Christian Socialist group in the Church of England. I came to have 
a great admiration for him. 

His criticism was that Trevor had gone back to the simple, intuitive, 
primitive Faith of Abrahan, ignoring the historical development of 
that Faith through the llebrew nation, the Prophets, the Incarnation, 
& the events recorded in the Gospels, and then through the witness of 
the Apostles, into the Christian Church & the Christian Creeds. I 
recall that I defended Trevor's fresh start in terms that afterwards 
I felt had been in bad taste, considering the relative standing of 
Scott Holland and myself. If you come upon it, I hope you will not 
find it so outrageous as I think it was. 

I comfort myself with the reflection that even now, fifty years after, 
we have not settled the place of historicity In religion. That 
Christian doctrine is a blend of historical & literal fact on the one 
hand, & imagination & myth (which are nevertheless spiritual truth) 
on the other, is evident, but there is no agreement on the discrim- 
ination of the one element from the other. Moreover there is little 
recognition of the still developing character of Christianity; little 
of the expectant, forward-looking attitude, ready for the vital new 
discovery which flashes out like a revelation. In this matter tha 
Church of Rome sots an example by proclaiming from time to time a 
fresh dogma. But the Protestant churches look askance at such Papal 
proclamations, & the Anglican Church takes little notice of its hand- 
ful of Uodern Churchmen. 

Trevor, I see now, -- have seen for a good many years -- had too 
little of the historic sense & was mistaken in thinking that there 
could be a completely fresh start in religion, but he surely made a 
great contribution to the religious world -- if only that world had 
taken notice of it! -- in insisting that religion is in the line of 
Evolution & that lt is of vital importance that men should place 
themselves & their lives, in union & freedom, at its growing-point, 
He thought that growing-point to be at the heart of the Labour Move- 
ment. And I shared his hope that it was there. Perhaps in the 
"Labour Prophet" you have come upon a Christmas Sonnet in which I 
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tried to express the Labour Church idea. It began, I remember, 
"Again returns the Pagan-Christian feast, 
And the old story of the great God's birth 
As human babe to save his sinful earth 
Falle: from the lips of the obedient priest. " 

And it ended with lines about there being 
... "a new Birth of God 
Which leads us on to mighty destinies 
Through those who tend the loom & turn the sod. " 

if you come upon it I hope you will smile indulgently. I thought 
last week how incongrous it would seem if it were read in connection 
with the threatened Christmas Railway Strike. Yet there was some- 
thing fine, something spiritually dynamic at the heart of-"Me Labour 
& Socialist Movement in that ferment of the late 1890s & the early 
190080 .0" 

Sinßere1p yours, 

A. J. Wraldegrave 

Ashford, Kent, 2 Feb., 1954 

Dear Summers= 

I have not hurried to reply to your letter, for there were several 
points I wanted to think about. Let me say at once that in general 
I think your draft chapter Is very good endeed. It gives an accurate 
and illuminating account of what Trevorts "Labour Church Idea" really 
was; & the quotations you give from articles etc, by others (includ- 
ing myself) show that it was understood and shared by them. ... 

. in the note on page 9 of the draft chapter you ask whether I 
think the question of tradition & historicity should be treated at 
Creator length. 

Well, I think it should, to the extent of explaining how it came 
about that there were so many people whose attitude and sentiment in 
the matter of religion were such that Trevor's appeal could evoke 
the response that it did. I state a few of the factors that occur to 
me, but I think you might do something fairly elaborate on this 
aspect of the subject. Points that occur to me are -- The extent to 
which love of one's neighbour had come to be regarded in the churches 
to be equivalent to love of God -- and more comprehensible; the 
growth during the nineteenth century of unsectarian humanitarianism, 
stimulated by Dickens, Hood's "Song of the Shirt", Elizabeth Barratt 
Browning's "Cry of the Children", "Uncle Tom's Cabin", etc., & find- 
ing expression for example in Florence Nightingale's development of 
nursing service; disgust with parade & power of wealth inside the 
churches; in non-conformist churches, development of democratic man. 
agement, & of preaching capacity by laymen; an element of scepticism 
which had not reached secularism & shrank from doing so; slum mis- 
sions with emulation of the Salvation Army. 
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Such factors at these had, I think, helped to prepare the ground for 
the Labour Church Idea in so far as that meant hoping and working 
for a new world in which Socialism would remould Society & provide 
for the individual a worthy way of life. Except for a very few 
people (like my foolish idealistic self)� I don't think Trevor's 
"God Is in the Labour Movement" meant much beyond giving an assurance 
that in working for Socialism one was on the right road. By most 
members Socialism itself was regarded as a sufficient religion -- not 
as the product-to-be of a transcendent religious ideal. This would 
not have mattered if "Socialism" had really been a compelling personal 
way of life, bringing "fruits of the spirit" corresponding with, & 
even superior to, those which St. Paul enumerated, love, joy, peace, 
patience, kindness, goodness, fidelity, gentleness, self-control; but 
it didn't always. 

I am running into the region of the second question which you are 
proposing to endeavour to answer in your thesis -- why did the Labour 
Churches decline & become extinct? You ask for any ideas I may have. 
Here are a few -- (1) The seeds of disintegration were there from the 
beginning, because of the diversity of interest & outlook among the 
members -- hard-core (S. D. F. ) & soft-core (I. L. P. ) Socialists, 
spiritually-minded members & materialistic ones; traditionalists & 
aggressive sceptics; earnest reformers & light-hearted lovers of a 
good time (Clarion Clubs bred these); with all the misunderstanding 
arising from such differences. (2) The absence of any pastoral 
oversight & co-ordination. (3) The extreme individualism & emphasis 
on freedom in Trevor's conception of religion$ this, of course, is 
closely related with "(2)". (4) The development of other organisa- 
tions, not hostile, but nevertheless attracting the interest of mem-' 
bars -- for example, Woman's Co-operative Guilds, Men's Brotherhoods, 
in London, Ethical Societies, Infant Welfare Associations, &, of 
course, Local Labour Party Organizations. (5) The general decline 
of interest in religion & of the habit of church-going. (I don't 
know whether there are statistics on this matter). (6) The more 
passage of time without fresh recruitment. Socialist Sunday Schools 
didn't provide a stream of now members. 0.0 

Youra Sincerely 

A. J. Ydaldeßrave 
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Directory of Groups 
whose aims and objects in one or more areas, paralleled or over- 
lapped those of the Labour Church, 

Adult School Movement 

rican Ins it e of Chr ta So -- founded at Chautauqua, 
July 20l 103; inspired and led by Prof. Geo. D. Herron of Iowa 
College. Its objective as the application of ". .. principles 
of Christianity to social and economic difficulties. " 

Brotherhood Churches -- established by J. Bruce Wallace in 1891. 
Wallace had been called to a congregational cause on Southgate 
Road, in North London. Timely topical sermons, discussion ses- 
sions, and open air propaganda activities began to shift the tone 
of the congregation towards socialism. Before long they adopted 
a new name' "Brotherhood Church". Within this congregation be- 
gan a socialistic phase of the co-operative movement, with the 
forming of the Co-operative Brotherhood Trust, Ltd,, a company 
experimenting in co-operative business in both production and re- 
tail spheres, in anticipation of the formation of a complete co- 
operative community. 

In Croydon a number of members of the Socialist Society con- 
stituted themselves as a Brotherhood Church, and called the Rev. 
J. C. Kenworthy to be their pastor, and acquired the premises at 
1+6 Tamworth Road, With the assistance of the Rev. W. H. Belcher, 
H. Bond Holding, J. Morrison Davidson, J. Bruce Wallace, Percy 
Alden, Will Reason, J. Kefir Hardie, and other prominent Labour 
leaders, the Croydon Brotherhood Church was launched on June 3rd, 
1894. 

The Labour Anhua reported four congregations as organized and 
active during 1695-96. The West End Brotherhood congregation in 
Harrow Roads with W. Charter Piggott as minister was formed In 
1897. A Brotherhood Church was formed in Leeds towards the end of 
the Decade. 

It is interesting to note that it was in a Brotherhood Church 
in London that a group of Russian exiles met to plan and prepare 
the constitution which was the basis for the Bolshevik Party. 

Pgotherhood of Chris tian Unity -- established in April 1891 in U. S. 
A. Its mottos "Love your neighbour and respect his beliefs". 

Broth erhood of the Kingdom -- established in U. S. A. 1893; it was 
originally Baptist, but later became interdenominational. Its 
mfmbers were to ". .. lay stress on the social aims of Christ- 
ianity" and to ". .. infuse the religious spirit into the efforts 
for social amelioration". No sectarian or theological tests were 
required of the members. 

Bro l2erhood of Sain Andrew -. - a Society for the Propagation of 
Christian Knowledge sponsoredChurch Training College for Lay 
Workers. It was centered at Stepney; in 1900 it had 1000 members 
workers as part-time lay missionaries. 
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holic, Truth Socciet - established 1884, One of its objects was to 
assjst the uneducated poor to a better knowledge of their religion. 

-- sponsored by the c isian 
%UgeQU early in the twentieth century. It was organized by H. 
He He of Toxteth. A letter from Miss Z. F. H. of Bolton expresses 
many 'Trevoresque' ideas which received the approval of the Editor. 
"Allow the Fellowship to develop as freely and spontaneously as 
possibleg so as to give an opportunity for it to express fully the 
impulses which are, I think giving it birth. ... There is an 
irresistible urge of the spirit of God which is checked and thwarted 
by the confining tramels of a conventional heterodoxy, as certainly 
as by a conventional orthodoxy. " -- copied frcm an undated clipping. 

Christian Social Brotherhood -- associated with Dr. John Clifford. 

C, istian Soccial t Le aeue -- Established Feb. 1694, President Dr. 
John Clifford; Vice President, J. Bruce Wallace; Secretary, 1. H. 
Belcher; Committee Members: Percy Alden Will Reason, Rev, Prof. 
Shuttleworth and the Rev. Flemming Williams. Membership was open to 
all willing to sign the followings "This country cannot be called 
Christian so long as the people in their collective capacity, by 
their social, industrial, and commercial arrangement, practically 
deny the Fatherhood of Gods and the Brotherhood of man. Members 
believe that the principles of Jesus Christ are directly applicable 
to all social and economic questions, and that such application to 
the conditions of our time demands the reconstruction of society 
upon a basis of association and fraternity, " The League was a 
continuation of the Christian Socialist Society. 

Se -- Established in the mid eighties, it 
adopted The Christian Socialist as its organ. The society was in- 
dependent of all theological views. In 1891 there were four active 
branches (Bristol, Glasgow, Leicester, and London) with a total 
membership of 116; it began to break up in that year. Among its 
members were Rev. John Glasse, Rev. Alex. Webster, E. D. Bridle- 
stone, and Margaret McMillan. 

Js -- founded by Henry Scott Holland, in Oxford 
and London in 1669. Its object was "To claim-for the Christian 
law the ultimate authority to rule social practice. " Published the 

the C, ommonwealth, and unofficially, Goodwý. It 
sponsored the Christian Fellowship League as a sort of working-man's 
C. S. U. and the League Of The Christened as a Christian Socialist 
Sunday School. In 1994 it had 2 300 members; in 1900 it had 50 
branches and ß+t060 members of which one quarter were clergy. Among 
its members were; Canon Barnett, John Carter, V. S. Be Coles Percy 
Dearmer, R. R. Dolling, Dr. Pry, Rev. Chas. Gore Canon Scot 
Holland, A. F. W. Ingram, H. Rashdall, J. CartmeI Robinson, Dean 
Stubbs, Dr. Westcott Bishop of Durham, and Archdeacon J. M. Wilson. 
Its headquarters were at Pucey House, a quasi-monastic, communal 
institution whose residents gave up private property. Cf. Carter, 
J" t; e 'h'atChristian Social Un , 1910; Dearmer, Percy, The B nin s 

3 Social o, 1912, and Christian Sociaism ae- 
s CiT'NstAnit, , 16979 Westcott, Be F., The Christian Social 

Unnioný 1895" 
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-- became a social rescue agency; in 1900 it had 65 vans, ýý and 
00 full-time evangelists and nurses. 

Cjq Aacz as va cga . ý3 -" 
established M79 New York, :.. A. Protestant Episcopal Church. 

Tyzanity .-a Positivist Chapel in St. Iamb's Conduit St. 9 ýýý 
on E. G.; published the "Church of Humanity tracts". 

Church of Our Father -- founded Jan, 1892 by Rev. John Page Hopps! 
social reformer of Leicester. It was 

the "Ideal" Church with no 
organization and no clergy, whose basis was Fatherhood and Brother- 
hood. 

Church Social Union -- established 1891, U. S. A.; the American version 
of the G. S. U. 

c ch So2ialist Lague -- established June l4tl 1906 at Morecambe. Its 
object was to unite clergy and laity in a Socialist Movement within 
the Church. Members: Chairman G. A. West, Sec. Rev. J. H. Hastings, 
Organizing Sec. Rev. Conrad Noel, George Lansbury, James Adderley. 

Wig Civic CbUr -- founded by W. T. Stead. Largely an unrealized 
ideal which aimed at the organization and co-operation of all 
philanthropic workers in every community. 

Clarion Fell, imps and ub s -- Objects were the fellowship of the 
members and the propagation of Socialism -- "The education of the 
people by means of meetings, lectures, debates, circulation of 
literature, etc. towards the attainment of a Socialistic State. " 
Publications included Clarion Scouting Pa and The SeoutI 
monthly organ of Clarion Scouts, For the children there was or- 
ganized the Merrie England Corps of Young Citizens. 

Clarion Clubs tended to break class barriers and to increase 
humane sympathies. Some Clarion Fellowships are still in exist- 
ence. The Clarion Clubs began in the mid-nirrSies, and began to 
flourish in the early twentieth century; their variety increased 
greatly. At one time or another there were: Cycle Clubs (most 
numerous), Fellowships, Clarion Vocal Unions, Clarion Scouts, 
Social Clubs, Rambling Clubs Swimming Clubs, Campers' Clubs, 
Handicraft Guilds, Mutual Help Societies, Club-house Societies, 
Clarion Cafes! Gardeners' Guilds, Photographic Guild; Clarion Choirs, 
Athletic Clubs, Clarion Players. 

Clarion Vans -- An excellent means of consistent propaganda. A van 
provided aceomodation for a lecturer and a store of literature, and 
guaranteed enough income to keep him fulltime in lecture work. In 
1913 there were four vans on the road they were the financial re- 
sponsibility of the Clarion Cycling Clubs. 

about 8 in Britain and 9 in the U, S. 
-- In 1900 there were 

unity of tho_Resurrection ".. established 1892 at Mirfield under the 
Rev. Paul B. Bull, M. A. In 1900 there were 10 members and 3 proba- 
tioners. 
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Labian Societies = established 1884. In the early nir ies several 
locals sponsored Labour Church services or themselves became labour 
Church congregations. In 1899 there were about twenty locals of 
which half were associated with universities or were in other 
countries. Most of the secretaries associated with the remaining 
branches were active with Labour Church congregations. In 1900 there 
were fifteen locals; in 1901, seventeen locals; in 1908, forty-one 
locals. 

Felgwshp of the 'New Life~ -- A London group founded by Thomas Davidson 
in the early eighties. It was this group that gave birth to the 
Fabian Society. The Fellowship lasted till 1898. Its object was to 
study the conditions of the 'Good Life' and to explore the possib- 
ilities of a communal way of living. Its organ was -. . Cf. 
also The NCsee Re ,1 99 No. 3 in 
the New Fellowship Series: Trevor's ideas show a similarity es- 
pecially to pp. 19ff. of this pamphlet written by Henry D. Lloyd; 

and 
Jupp, Wa ar " 

Forward Ment -- inaugurated by Hugh Price Hughes c. 1898; was at 
first Methodist, but was soon adopted by John Clifford, Baptist and 
R. F. Horton, Congregationalist. Cf. Herford, Brooke 

JEXac&igal Cat Sa yatJ211 of S e. 
, Free Church -- Cf. Sturt, Henry: a, 1909 

eeReligious yement -- led by Walter Walsh, who had to leave his 
congregation in Dundee (Gilfilian Memorial) in 1916 for his Univer- 
salist views. It is possible that the Tabour Churches influenced 
the Free Religious Movement, In 1893 in debate with Trevor at New- 
castle"bn-Tyne Walsh had strongly opposed the 'free' religious 
views of the Labour congregations. Walsh's later views have great 
similarities to those of Trevor. Cf. Walsh Walter, The World Re- 
uilll the Aims and Principles of the Free Religious Movement; 1917; 
la majAgn e, 1920; The Endless 1920 The of God, 
921; Religion , 

1923; 
, 
The Free Religious 

Movement. ExtllaIned, 1925; and E. D. Morel, M. P., Justice Between 
Peo elp an address delivered at Steinway Hall, London, Feb. 3.1924, 
for the Free Religious Movement. 

eat New Democratic Churoh -- associated with Dr. Wat. Tyler. 

C 1d or w -- established 1877; its objects "The study of 
Social and Political questions in the light of the Incarnation. " 
it# unofficial organnt The Rhurch orrmer 1883-1885; membership 

In 

189 99 clergymen and 265 laymen; among its prominent members were 
S. D. Headlam, warden; Fredrick Verinder, secretary- James Adderley, 
C. W. Stubbs; Paul Stacy; and B. F. Westcott, Bishop pf Durham. Cf. 
Headlam, S. D., he Guild of S Ma tthewo An Aa 
1890; and Westcott, B. F., Soci alism an address delivered Oct. i' 
1890; and Headlam, S. D., Christian Sociialisia, 1899. 

Gui of St. George -- 1871-188+, established by Ruskin. It was an atzte 
attempt to revive mediaeval spirit, to show the world "chivalry with- 
out war, devoutness without a Church, nobility without luxury or 
sloth, and monarchy without profligacy or pride". It was supported 
mostly in Yorkshire. 
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T} an1t r nom -- associated with Henry S. Salt. The Labour 
Church Union sent delegates to the National Humanitarian Conference 
in March, 1895. 

Established in 1892 or 1693; the first public meeting was held in 
Aberdeen in April, 1893, Mrs. Tyvie Mayo (Edward Garrett) was a 
prominent leader. Trevor was invited to be an executive board 
member. Mr. Celestine Edwards was the editor of the societ !s pub- 
lication, Fraternity. The Motto of the society was "Fellow Workers" 
"Unity our basis; Love our principle; Truth our method; Justice our 
aim. " 

Knights of labour -- founded by Ur:: ah S. Stephens, a Philadelphia taylor. 
It started with six members; in 1886 it had 500,000 members. The aim 
of the Order was that toilers should gain their share of the wealth 
of the nation. Their methods were individualistic; they tended to- 
wards radicalism. 

labour Army -- see The New labour Army. 

Thou Colle e -- a movement of worker's education through classes and 
lecturea. ee National Council of labour Colleges. 

Labour Association -- ". .. for promoting Co-operative Production 
based on the co-partnership of the Workers. " It recognizes Capital, 
Management, Labour, and Organized Consumption, each of which must 
share in the control and profit of an industry. The Emancipation of 
Labour in its fullest sense is the goal of the Labour Association. 
It inherits the legacy and carries on the work of the early Christian 
Socialists, Maurice, Neale, Ludlow, etc. It was established at 
Derby in 1849 at a Co-operative Congress. From it came the Co-op- 
erative Federation, the International Co-operative Alliance, pioneer 
experiments in co-operative workshops and co-operative wholesale 
business, and the Co-operative Productive Federation (a federation of 
older 'tried' societies with younger untried ones in an effort to in-- 
duce confidence and a flow of capital. Its purpose was to borrow 
money and then to re-lend it to its members. ) It labolZ 
C ýr_tnership; it advocated voluntary co-operation; its function was 
propagandist and advisory. Among its members were George Jacob Holy 
oaks president; Henry Vivian, secretary; Aneurin Williams, editor 
and 

treasurer; the Earl of Pembroke, vice president; Tom Mann; and 
Thomas Blandford. 

Liberal ae and the New Theology -- Leader: R. J. Campbell. 
When Campbell retired as President in 1912 the League resolved to 
continue "on a completely democratic basis". 

London, ee ChurghSocialist_Un 
pon 

, 
M, oxal Instructlo .} League -- associated 

was to give ethical instruction to 
who were teaching children. 

with F. G. Gould. Xts purpose 
children and to assist those adults 

National Ce1fee-. " Ruskin College, Oxford, was 
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founded in 1899 by an American Philanthropist as a working-man's 
college; its staff was largely left-wing. After the 1906 election 
the "Plebs League" was formed to bring Ruskin College into closer 
relation to the Trade Union Movement. Oxford authorities wanted to 
bring the college into their sphere. The Lord Chancellor of Oxford 
offered to give help and to have some control; Dennis Hird refused 
the offer. Out of the mix-up Central Labour College was formed as 
successor to Ruskin College. In many localities groups interested 
in"adult education joined with the Plebs League and formed local 
colleges; i. e, in Edinburgh the first class was formed c. 1912, and 
in 1916 a college was formed. The National Council of labour Col- 
leges was formed in 1921; most of the member colleges had grown up 
spontaneously. 

Na&uraj -« Cf. MacDonald, W. A. & H. M. 
He1_i g1onn 9 1912; and cDonald Wm. Allan. Sgillnel! and, d Ett ie ss six 
lectures for the Natural Law Research League! 95. 

N ch So, cialist So<i etv -- Svedenborgian Community; publications Iii Yirrýi 

f 

JU Fellowship -- See the Fellowship of the New Life. 

jahg= A" -- founded by Frank Smith in 1891, after he left the 
leadership of the Reform Wing of the Salvation Army. The only branch 
which thrived was at Glasgow. 

Order of the "gn Arge -- established in 1895 ". .. to uplift mankind 
to a higher and more spiritual plane of experience and consciousness. " 
Its main points were 1) a vegetarian diet, and 2) Universal Brother- 
hood. It was founded by Sidney H. Beard and Josiah Oldfield,. 

S1_ A, (Pleasant Sundav Afternoons w- established in 1875 by John 
Backham of test Bromwich but did not begin to spread till 1881, 
The idea was soon repeated in P. S. E. (People's Sunday Evening) and 
P. E. S. (People's Evening Service) meetings. Towards the end of 
the century many P. S. A. programs were hardly distinguishable from 
Labour Churches. In the early years of the twentieth century the P. 
S. A. movement was a competitor of the Labour Churches; of. It. C. K. 
Ensor Enalard. 

_1870-1914, pp. 525ff. 1 With respect to the mental and 
social aspects of the years 1901 to 1914 Ensor statess "There was 
not now, as there had been in 1870, any solid core of agreed religious 
belief, round which the daily conduct of tho nation as a whole shaped 
itself. ... Creed sat lightly on the great majority in the middle 
and upper classes; the Bible lost its hold on them, and the volume of 
outward religious observance shrank steadily. ... Preachers of any 
merit still drew large and attentive audiences everywhere and a con- 
siderable number had what might be termed national reputations. . The Chapels kept up their congregations better than the Church of 
England; but the labour and socialist movements poached extensively on 
their preserves. Not onlyias we saw earlier, did it provide careers 
on the platform for gifted men who would otherwise have found them in 
the pulpit, but the I. L. P., which made a practice of holding large 
indoor propaganda meetings on Sunday evenings, directly drew away the 
members of congregations. The ministers of the Chapels, feeling the 
attraction which the new politics had for their people, very often 
went to meet it half-way. An institution which spread widely at this 
time was the P. S. A, (Pleasant Sunday Afternoon); held as a rule in 
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the Chapel itself with the minister presiding but, save for a short 
prayer and hymns, secular in character. Usually there were songs or 
other solo music but the main feature was an address by a layman on 
a secular subject, oftenest with a bias to humanitarianism of some 
kind. ... it is significant of the political trend of non-con- 
formity in these years, that while few conservative politicians were 
invited to speak at P. S. A. s and many liberals were not either, a 
leading socialist might spend practically every Sunday afternoon in 
them. The sects, however, differed somewhat in this respect, and the 
contacts of socialism were commoner and closer with the Congregation- 
al and Baptist Chapels than with the Wesleyan. " 

Cf. Syles A. IL, The P. S. A.. What It-- Isand how To Start It 
1891 Lees S. 

, "The P. S. A. Move n "q an article in 
�The___Chr;, 

istian 
, AprIl 7,1692, p. 276; and he P. F:, 

r, 
As_Maraz nn. 

Positivist Ch rches, 

_Ru ,n Mo yement established in 1900 as a federation of 19 existing 
societies, 

S1vationA-y While Frank Smith was in charge of the Social Reform 
ing, 1890 to 1891, the socialist emphasis 'ras present. 

Salvation Socialit Society -- co 1897; later became the Brotherhood 
of Essens; activity centered in West Gorton. 

ý4eottish Christ an Social Union -- a Scottish Version of the C. S. U. 
Cf. Thto Sýgjal Union and How Ca g 1901. 

Settlements: Browning Hall -- established 1897 with Herbert Stead as 
warden; founded the Fellowship of Followers; sponsored 
the annual Religion and labour series. 

Cambridge House -- 1897 
Mansfield House 
Oxford House, Benthna l Green -- established in the eighties. 
Toynbee Hall, Whitechapel -- established 188+. 
Women's University Settlement -- established 1887, 

Soc Uat Crusaders -- a Glasgow group associated with J. Keir Hardie 
and with the Socialist Sunday Schools. 

Socialist Quaker Socjflty -. " The Manchester Area Yearly meeting called a 
conference on the relation of the Society to modern thought and 
social questions. Over 1000 people took part; a strong socialist' 
emphasis was evident the year was 1895. The Society was associated 
with J. T. Harris; it published several tracts among which were: 
The- Oneness ofRel1Aion and the Secular Life by Mary O'ßrian, and 

Socialist Sunday Sghool. s -- Nesta H. Webster (The Socialist N ork) 
suggests that the original idea came from A. A. Watts of the S. D. F. 
but evidence seems to suggest that the idea came spontaneously in 
several areas during the nineties. Credit for the first school is 
usually given to Miss Mary Gray of the Battersea S. D. F. (Nov. 1892) 
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During the nineties many schools came into being in connection with 
Labour Churches, Ethical Societies Cinderella Clubs, S. D. F. and 
I. L. P. locals, as well as a few independent 

groups. 
Classes were organized for children of all ages and for adults as 

well; the courses of study were similar to those described in relation 
to the labour Church program. For an evaluation see Bernard Palmer, 
"The Socialist Sunday Schools Belated Impressions" supra. p. 671. 

The Socialist Sunday Schools were not organized nationally until 
the early-twentieth century; district unions had been formed in the 
late nineties. Among those most active in the National Council of 
British Socialist Sunday Schools were B. J. Gould Archie McArthur, 
Tom Anderson A. Arkell Fred Coates, J. J. Donaldson, M. A. # A. 
Fleming, Frecý Foster, Lizzie Glasier, Alex Gossip, John Hirst, D. D. 
Hopkinson, James Lave Go Malton Miss A. Mathers' Stanley Mayne, 
Mrs. Edith Pearce, Alfred Russel, Mrs. Scarlett, John Searson, Mrs. 
Clarice McNab Shaw James Simmons, Mrs. Telford, Mrs. Wainwright, 
and Miss May Westoty. 

S Soci lists a -- established 1889 by W. D. P. Bliss 
in the United states of America. 

Sunday Societies Federation 

MleosgnhY and Universal Brotherhoodt -" "Fraternity" "No creed but Brother- 
hood", Believed in "Onofe" in mineral, organic, and human expres- 
sions and therefore believed in 're-incarnation' and evolutionary 
progress. Theosophy was sympathetic to the Labour Churches: "The 
Labour Church, which aims at giving the spirit of human unity direct 
expression, has especially awakened their deepest sympathies. " 

Theosophy groups in Liverpoo' and London held "Brotherhood Sup- 
pers"s The members sally forth after midnight and collect homeless 
wanderers (really homeless after that hour), bring them into a warm 
room, give them food and afterward have a sort of concert. No 
doctrine is attempted to be taught, save by implication that which 
inspires the effort -- the simple human lesson of Brotherhood. " 
(i- Erow! April 1897, p1.56) 

Among the members were Annie Besant, Sidney G. P. Coryn, and 
Walter J. Renshaw. 

nffited Ste t Societies "- such as Tolstoyan Societies, Cobden 
Clubs, the Glasgow Study Circle, the Ancoats Museum and the 
Ancoats Brotherhood. The Labour Annual of 1889 listed 15; in 1901 
19 were listed, 

E a1 Sggt -- In 1900 there were 22 affiliated groups; ý9j 
in 19029 15. Several Labour Churches affiliated with 

the Union of Ethical Societies for a number of years. After the 
demise of the Labour Churches many members found their spiritual 
home in ethical societies. 

Wes1 -- established by Hugh Prise Hughes assisted 
by Samuel ICeeb . The latter later showed strong Marxian Influences. 

Women's s IWustrj al Counc l -- Eleanor Keeling (Mrs. Jos. Edwards )q sec- 
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retary of the Liverpool society reports that the society has ". .. ever striven to lessen the bitterness of strife by quietly appealing 
to the sentiment of what is just and reasonable. ... We provide 
lectures and music, and inquire into grievances as they arise, plead 
for the humane treatment of the women, and endeavour to settle dis- 
putes amicably by personal interviews with the employers. " 

It was the Women's Industrial Council that asked Margaret Bond- 
field to make a thorough investigation of London shops. The active 
members included Miss Clementina Black, Mrs. J. R. MacDonald, and 
Mrs. Gilchrist Thompson. 

Women's Labour Igarrue "ý.. which in 1918 became the Women's Section of 
the Labour Party. 

Women's CooperativeGui? d 
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"I understand the Labour Church to be an attempt 
to call into consciousness, and to develop, the 
religious aspects of the labour Movement. Now all 
the highest hopes of humanity, in the immediate 
future appear to me to depend upon whether the 
struggle for improved conditions of life, which we 
call the Labour Movement, does or does not become 
religious -- that is to say, non-material in its 
ultimate aim self-sacrificing and generous in its 
spirit and its methods, and permeated with the 
consciousness that it is working out the decrees 
of the Supreme Power and helping men to realise 
the Supreme Love. It Is just because I believe the 
Labour Church to stand for this religion of Labour 
that I am fain to bear testimony on its behalf. " 

P. H. Wicksteed in the Inauir2Z 
as reprinted in the Pr hetz 
April, 1893. 

A typographical error on the front page of the 
Labour Proghet for January, 1896, gives rise to 
this questions 

"Has the freedom demanded by the Labour Movement a 
generation ago become "greedom" with us? " 




